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ADMINISTRATION'S TAX PROPOSALS
(FOREIGN TAX AND THE POSSESS WNS TAX

CREDIT-SECTION 936 OF THE' INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE)

TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D(.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 am, in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Baucus, Mitchell, Pryor, Riegle, Breau-v,
Conrad, Packwood, Grassley, and Hatch.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
(Pres" Release No. H-14, April 22, 19931

FINANCE COMMITTEE TO CONTINUE HEARINGS ON ADMINISTRATION'S TAx PROPOSALS

Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D.-NY), Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Finance, announced today that the Committee will hold two more hearings on the
Administration's tax proposals.

The hearings will begin at 10.0 a.m. on Tuesday, April 27 and at 9:30 a.m. on
Thursday, April 29 in room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

On April 27, the Committee will hear testimony on the five foreign provisions in
the administration's budget, and on the proposals regarding the possession tax cred-
it--Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code. On April 29 the Committee will con-
sider the investment tax credit proposal, the business meais and entertainment pro-
posal and the moving expense proposal.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. A very good morning to our distinguished guests

and our witnesses this morning. This is a regular meeting of the
Committee on Finance to continue our hearings on the President's
tax proposals that are a part of the budget reconciliation measure
which is to be reported by this committee on June 18.

One of the more dramatic departures from the Tax Code of the
last 80 or 70 years has been the proposal to sharply cut back the
benefits available to corporations located in Puerto Rico under Sec-
tion 936 of the Tax Code. This is not generally recalled.

It was a provision that was put in place in the first instance to
encourage American investment in the Philippines. Over the years
it has become the source of a very great deal of economic activity
in Puerto Rico and, directly or indirectly, one out of every five jobs
in the Commonwealth depends on this provision.



The Congress modified it in the 1980's and required that certain
portions of the profits made in the Commonwealth be kept there

ior to being brought back to the mainland. But basically it has
en intact since its enactment in the 1920's.
Now the President proposes a very large change, not entirely to

abolish the tax benefit but to curtail it severely and the con-
sequences will be many.

We are here this morning to learn of those consequences. We are
going to have in the first instance a remarkable panel. The Honor-
able Carlos Romero-Barcel6, formerly Governor of the Common-
wealth, now its representative in Congress; Hon. Luis Guitierrez,
who is the U.S. Representative from the State of Illinois from the
Chicago Region; and Hon. Pedro Rossell6, who is the incumbent
Governor of Puerto Rico.

They will be introduced in turn by my most eminent and distin-
guished colleague the irrepressible and always welcome member of
the Committee on Ways and Means, Charlie Rangel of Manhattan.
We are going to welcome you in just one moment, sir. You will
have the opportunity to thank the members, too.

Senator PACKWOOD. Irrepressible, distinguished and what?
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Leave the last term vague. You never know what
term might prove most appropriate. [Laughter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. In any event, I agree with all of the words
you have used, Mr. Chairman. I have no opening statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor?
Senator PRYOR. I will wait. No opening remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAUX. I just want to welcome our distinguished visi-

tors and our distinguished Sefior Rangel to introduce them. We ap-
preciate that.

Congressman RANGEL. Mucho gusto. [Laughter.]
Senator BREAUX. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES B. RANGEL, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Congressman RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I cannot tell you the great
sense of pride that I feel as a New Yorker to see you sitting here
on this most important Finance Committee. I wish you well. And
as you know, any way that I can be supportive in the other House,
we stand ready to work together because a lot of us believe that
what is good for New York is good for the nation.

But now that you -have this source of responsibility, we have to
really be supportive of you and I look forward to working with you.

I want to thank this committee for giving me the extraordinary
opportunity to present two people that certainly do not have to be
introduced-a former Governor and outstanding public servant in
Puerto Rico, who now serves as Congressman, as you indicated;
and the new Governor, Rossell6, who comes here.

The basic reason that I am here presenting them really is be-
cause I hope they can get a more receptive ear on the Senate Fi-
nance Committee than they did in the House.

Over the years, I have been led to believe that the 936 tax incen-
tive is a very, very expensive way to create jobs and that there



ought to be a better way to do it, that many of the corporations
that have taken advantage of this tax incentive have indeed abused
it. I have been led to believe that many of the pharmaceutical cor-
porations have really obtained obscene profits without considering
their consumer. And, again, we encourage them to continue to
enjoy the 936 program.

Now I say all these things to make it abundantly clear that I do
not come here to support 936. What I am concerned about, how-
ever, is how someone can make the decision that the program is
not working, claira that we are going to save $7 billion without any
hearings in Washington or in Puerto Rico, or without giving some
assurances to these citizens who we call on every time there is a
war, who we feel sympathy for when we see the height of their un-
employmnt, who we have compassion for when we see the depth
of illnes, and the high mortality rates they have in their hospitals,
how we can make this decision not knowing what impact it is going
to have on the economy.

One of the things is that they have so many different views as
to what would be better than 936, that I really think that the
President would have a hard time selecting one of them.

But it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that- if we aregQing to have
any fairness at all with how we treat Americans, that at least we
ought to evaluate what we are doing before we do it. And if there
is a better way to support our friends and our citizens in Puerto
Rico, let us get on with it.

But it frightens me to see how, with the high unemployment they
are going through now, that we can take the risk of just dramati-
cally changing and reaching this arbitrary figure of $7 billion with-
out taking into consideration what impact it is going to have.

The elected officials can more eloquently present their argument
than I. But I do hope that they do have a better hearing on this
side of the Capitol than they were able to get in the House of Rep-
resentatives.

I thank you for listening to me.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we thank you, sir, most emphatically. I

think your point is that hearings should be held. And for lack of
a better setting, and I cannot imagine save for on the Island itself,
a better setting than the Committee on Finance. We will hold those
hearings in the spirit you request, very properly request, indeed in-
sist upon.

You are right as a ranking figure in the Committee on Ways and
Means and a very welcome participant in our discussions at any
given time. We thank you, sir.

Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Congressman Rangel.
Congressman RANGEL. You have been generous with your time.

I thank the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Now if the gentlemen that Representative Ran-

gel mentioned would come forward-Governor Rossell6, Governor
Romero-Barcel6. Governor Romer6, I think you will speak first as
the sort of senior Representative present.

Representative Gutierrez, we welcome you, sir. We took the occa-
sion to have your colleague, Mr. Rangel, just introduce the three
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of you. Consider yourself introduced. You need no introduction to
this committee. You and Governor Rossell6 are very welcome.

We will go first with you, Governor Romero-Barcel6.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARLOS A. ROMERO-BARCELO, MKC.,
PUERTO RICO

Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Sen-
ator Packwood, Senator Pryor and Senator Breaux.

Before we start, Mr. Chairman, do we have a time allotment?
The CHAIRMAN. Most do; you do not. You are a member of the

other body and you speak as long-now if come noon time and
some of us have wandered away- [Laughter.]

Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. I would just like to make sure
how much time I had before I begin so I can organize.

I have drafted a statement, which has been submitted.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be placed in the record as if read.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Barcel6 appears in the

appendix.]
Congressman ROMERO-BARCEL6. I am going to make reference to

that statement, but speak on it and not read from it.
--- In--the first-place,-we-are grateful -for the- opportunity- to--testify --...

here before you on an issue that is extremely important to Puerto
Rico and which has been discussed at length for many, many,
many years. Unfortunately, the discussions have not always been
held according to the truth or the facts.

The facts have many times been distorted. The facts have been
many times exaggerated. There has been a hysteria created in
Puerto Rico by those that have a special interest in the 936 tax ex-
empt corporations where the people have been led to believe that
any change, any change whatsoever, iii Section 936 will create
massive unemployment.

In the past electoral campaign the opposition claimed that if I
was elected all the 936 plants would close down because I had seri-
ous questions about the benefits of the 936 tax credits as they are
now legislated. They say that 300,000 jobs would be lost and there
would be chaos in Puerto. So everything in the economy depended
on the Section 936.

Whereas, we look around and 50 States of the Union do not have
Section 936 and none of the other countries in the world have Sec-
tion 936 and they have their economies going.

So I just wanted to bring that into perspective because I am here
today, Mr. Chairman, as a representative of 3.6 million American
citizens. I represent approximately six times more than every Con-
gressman in the House and more than half of the Senators in the
Senate.

Yet, unfortunately, all of those citizens who I represent are
disenfranchised and they have no vote. They have no voting rep-
resentation here in Congress. I wanted to speak for them, not for
the 936 companies.

I am representing the interests of the people and the interest of
the nation. The Puerto Rican interests of the nation are not always
the same as the interests of the 936. I am sure that the 936 compa-
nies would not like to pay any income taxes. They see that as their
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best interest. That is not necessarily the best interest of Puerto
Rico, nor necessarily the best interest of the nation.

So, since they have no money to l: ..y the lobbyists, since they
have no money to pay people to represent them here, I am their
elected representative and I want to speak for them and what is
important for us in Puerto and for the Nation.

I want to make also a strong statement, that I believe very much
in investment and expansion, industrial investment, business in-
vestment, creation of new jobs, more jobs, permanent jobs, better
paying jobs. And I am not sure that people will recognize this, in
Puerto Rico particularly. But I an much more concerned about jobs
and creation of jobs than any of these corporations themselves.
They are more interested in their own welfare, their own financial
welfare.

The 936 tax exempt companies anf' ae banks which benefit from
those funds that are a low cost to them, and the brokers, and other
individuals, and beneficiaries of the 936, claim that the section is
indispensable as it is.

The Commonwealth supporters. the one that support the Com-
monwealth status, claim it is indispensable. But the reason why
they claim it is indispensable is because they see it politically as
a barrier to equality. They claim, and they have so stated many
times, that as long as 936 Section is there, it establishes a dif-
ference between Puerto Rico and the States. And they can claim
that those benefits are the only ones that will -strengthen the econ--
omy in Puerto Rico.

Therefore, to become equal, politically and economically, will be
harmful to Puerto Rico. They use that argument against 936. That
is why you will hear them here today arguing also against any
changes in 936 and claiming that it must stay as it is. It is from
a political partisan point of view and not taking into consideration
and then analyzing the facts as they are.

If we examine corporation by corporation you will find that even
as the credits that are proposed by President Clinton--65 percent
wage tax credit--many companies will not be paying a single penny
in Federal income taxes because the credit is high enough to absorb
all the tax liability that they will be subject to.

There are others that will be paying little taxes with 65 percent
wages and others that will be paying more. But we must also keep
in mind that Puerto Rico's incentives to investment are not only
tax exemptions.

We have the following other tax investment incentives, which are
first of all, a plentiful, trained work force. And a plentiful supply
of workers which are easily trainable.

A productivity that has been recognized here in the nation by the
United States Manufacturers' Association and by other institutions
that have made the studies as to productivity, as being more pro-
ductive than the mainland workers. That is another incentive.

The wages are on an average half of the wages ;hat are found
in the mainland. Even in the poorest States, when compared to the
poorest States, the lowest wages, our wages are alout two-thirds
of the wages in the poorest States, the States with the lowest
wages.



We have an infrastructure that is comparable to the infrastruc-
ture of many States, an infrastructure better than some of the
States, an infrastructure not as good as other States. But it is com-
parable on the average. And we have instant audio-visual commu-
nication with the rest of the nation which is unavailable in most
foreign jurisdictions in this continent, in the Western Hemisphere.

We have an enviable geographic location, right in the center be-
tween North America and South America, right to the eastern end
of the Caribbean, where the sea leans and the air routes converge
and it has easy access for the Nation, particularly to the eastern
seaboard and the Southern States.

We have the same dollar, the same money, the same coin. There
is no problem with currency exchanges. We have political and eco-
nomic stability unavailable in most of the other countries in the
Western Hemisphere.

And we have now something which is very important. The only
place in the United States, and the only place in America, where

th English and Spanish are official languages, which is a great
incentive for anyone who is dealing with the mainland, and Can-
ada, and South America. So these are incentives that are there be-
yond the tax incentives.

I sometimes feel resentful when I hear people that there are no
other incentives in Puerto Rico, that Puerto Rico needs real, real
special treatment. Otherwise, we cannot bring anyone there. It
makes us look like we're less. People feel that we arc less than
what we really are. We have a lot going for us.

But it is true, that as Long as we are not part and we are not
conceived as a domestic investment area, as long as we are con-
ceived as a foreign investment area, we should have some special
benefits.

Let me address myself now to corporations by corporations be-
cause some of the corporations have come to see me, to tell me
about what a catastrophe is going to be if any changes are enacted
on 936-they are threatening that they will leave. They are saying,
we will have to make reconsideration of our investment strategies.
We might have to close plants. We might not expand. We might
end up by moving somewhere else. But they say, we are not saying
we are going to do it, but we might.

Most of those companies that are saying that today, Mr. Chair-
man, were exactly the same companies that back in 1978 when I
was Governor of Puerto Rico and imposed the first local income
taxes on those companies said, those are exactly the same ones,
who did not leave.

As a matter of fact, one of them came to see me-that is Baxter
Travenol. Their executive vice president came to see me. I asked
him some questions because they started telling me how they were
going to leave. I said, what is your net income last year; and they
said $247 million.

I said, well, with $247 million, you take 36 percent of that, and
you have $89 million that you would be paying in taxes in any one
of the 50 States.

And what was your payroll? They said $115 million. Well, you
multiply 65 percent by $115 million and you get $75 million. So it
means that in Puerto Rico, different fiom other States where you



would pay $89 million, you would pay $89 million minus $75 mil-
lion. That would be $14 million.

I said, now, look me straight in the eye and tell me that that is
not enough incentive to grow, to expand, to have more companies
in Puerto Rico. He looked at me and then he looked at the other
fellow that was next to him and asked, are those the right num-
bers?

Another company came to see me, a pharmaceutical. It has a
small investment in Puerto Rico. When I asked him the same ques-
tions, it turned out that their tax liability would be $6,250,000 and
their wage tax credit would be $8,750,000. In other words, they had
$2.5 million more credits than they had tax liability. I said, how
come. How does this hurt you?

So I would ask you that as the companies come and move here
that you ask them those questions, what their net income was, and
what is their payroll, so you can make those simple arithmetic cal-
culations.

The Government Development Bank in Puerto Rico has put to-
gether a study, which I submit with my testimony, where it shows
that under my proposal that they be given not a 65 percent wage
tax credit, but a 100 percent wage tax credit. Eighty percent of the
companies in Puerto Rico, or they represent 80 percent of the work-
ers, they would have complete tax credit-they would not pay any-
thing-or at the most their tax liability would be under 25 percent
of the total tax liability they were treated as a State.

And that only 20 percent will be subject to, either with my pro-
sal or with the President's proposal, that only 20 percent would
subject to a tax liability between 50 and 75 percent.

Now I ask, 25 percent tax credit, is that enough stimulus or is
it not? That's something that only the numbers and specific ques-
tions would demonstrate. But I submit that if a 25 percent tax
credit were offered to any state of the Union, they would rip the
President's arm.

I think it is still a good tax credit, though it might not be suffi-
cient. We do not know exactly. I cannot judge that. But I think I
want to bring these facts because what we have to determine here
is not what is best for the 936 companies but what is best for Puer-
to Rico and what is best for the nation and that these facts should
be examined; and that we should not accept all the testimonies
that come here with exaggerations saying what is going to happen
in Puerto Rico.

Because as you will see, all those testimonies start from an as-
sumption that if 936 is changed, there will be a catastrophe in
Puerto Rico, that companies will leave. They do not give you the
numbers showing why they will leave. There is no analysis why
they will leave. And they refuse to come up with those numbers.
I think there are a lot of exaggerations.

However, we want to do what is best for Puerto Rico. I have no
problems and I want to say it here clearly that I support whatever
the Governor of Puerto Rico submits. I have not read it. I have not
had the opportunity to see what it is. I have not discussed it with
him.

But whatever is best I will support. But I would like to make two
caveats, two conditions. First of all is that I think the tax credit



as it is now written in 936 has not been shown to be a good tax
credit in terms of providing jobs.

As you will see from my testimony and from the financial report
by the Government Development Bank, the 936 companies in Puer-
to Rico account, in terms of manufacturing jobs, for 16.8 percent of
the total number of jobs. Whereas, two decades ago they were 19.3
percent.

In other words, instead of the manufacturing jobs having grown
with the existence of Section 936 as a percentage of the total em-
ployment, they have decreased approximately by almost 3 percent.
So they have not been doing the job they are supposed to do. A
wage tax credit goes directly to the jugular. It is directly an incen-
tive for job creation, which is what we have to consider here when
we discuss Puerto Rico.

Therefore, I understand that there is going to be an option of-
fered for the companies, an alternative suggested that the compa-
nies can also take the wage tax credit or the income tax credit
which now exists, reducing it to 90 percent and then to 80 percent.

I have no objection with an alternative if that option is reduced
to zero eventually, whether it be in 5 years or 10 years or 7 years
or whatever. But that the tax incentives as they are now, that they
be eliminated because I think the evidence is sufficient and I think
it is overwhelming to demonstrate that the tax credit as it is now
legislated is not going to be providing more jobs.

The other caveat, or condition, which is very important, consider-
ing that the most important thing that we have now on the legisla-
tive agenda before this Congress is health care; whether a new
health care plan is approved or not, Puerto Rico now receives only
$79 million under Medicaid, and this issue must be addressed.

If we were treated as a State, we would be receiving over $1 bil-
lion. This is health care, Mr. Chairman. This is not welfare. It is
inconceivable that in this day and age that American citizens in
Puerto Rico, in the Virgin Islands, in Guam, and other territories,
are not treated as Americans when health care is discussed and
when health care is legislated.

When I was a Mayor, and when I was a Governor, I came here
seeking equality, equal treatment, parity in Medicaid, and I was
told, look, Puerto Rico is getting enough money. You have over $7
billion in total Federal programs. That is what it grew up to. It was
not that when I started. Thus, do not even think about it. We
might give you a few dollars more, but we are not going to make
you whole in Medicaid.

The CHARMAN. If I could say my dear friend, you and I have
talked about these matters for some time when I was at the United
Nations-that would go back 18 years. On health care, though, we
have learned in the press this morning that the Director of the
Budget says we will not be getting to health care until next year.
So perhaps we should stay on taxes today.

Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. Right.
The CHAuRMAN. Your point is properly taken.
Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. Yes. But let me just say that it

was also said, you do not pay income tax. This will be the first time
that income taxes will be collected from Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. Right, corporate taxes.



Congressman ROMERO-BARCEL6. And I think this committee has
jurisdiction over both issues. The policy decisions should be made
simultaneously.

The CHAIRMAN. And they certainly affect one the other.
Congressman ROMERO-BARCEL6. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, sir.
Congressman ROMERO-BARCEL6. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Representative Gutierrez, we look forward to

hearing from you, sir.
Congressman GUTIERREZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you very, verymuch.
The CHAuRMAN. I believe this is your first appearance before the

Finance Committee, isn't it?
Congressman GUTIERREZ. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman. I hope not

my last.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure it will not be. We welcome you.
Congressman GUTIERREZ. Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully re-

quest, given the fact that the Resident Commissioner of Puerto
ico has suggested that he is going to be supporting the observa-
tions made by the Governor of Puerto Rico here today, and that is
indeed the vein in which I come before this committee, that if we
could, Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, hear from the Governor
of Puerto Rico, Pedro Rossell6, I think it would help me in terms
of what I would like to say here.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. If that is your wish, we would defer to any
member of the other body.

Congressman GUTIEIRREZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Governor Rossell6, this would be your first ap-

pearance and we welcome you, sir, as the Governor of Puerto Rico.

STATEMENT OF HON. PEDRO J. ROSSELLO, GOVERNOR OF
PUERTO RICO, SAN JUAN, PR

Governor RoSSELLO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, dis-
tinguished members of the Committee on Finance. My name is
Pedro Rossell6. I am the Governor of Puerto Rico.

I welcome this opportunity to testify regarding changes proposed
by the administration to Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code.
A letter from President Clinton was read aloud at my inauguration
ceremony this past January 2.

The following is a direct quotation from that letter, and I quote,
"As President, I will try to ensure that the Federal Government
does its part to help Puerto Ricans with the issues that they face.
The administration will consider the circumstances and needs of
Puerto Rico as it develops and implements policies that would sub-
stantially affect the Island."

To date, I am sorry to report, the recommendations of the execu-
tive branch with respect to Section 936 have contradicted that
promise. They also contradict the intended purpose of President
Clinton's policy of providing opportunities for all Americans.

We in Puerto Rico support the President's objectives and are
fully prepared to assume our proportionate share of the burden. In-
deed, we strongly endorse many of the administration's specific
proposals-among them, the rebuilding of our Nation's infrastruc-
ture, and reform of the health care system.
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in one key area, however, executive branch policy planners seem
to have lost sight of President Clinton's bottom line-that, of
course, is jobs-jobs for American citizens.

Nowhere is the need for jobs greater than in Puerto Rico, where
unemployment now exceeds 18 percent-2/2 times the national
level, where the per capita income is less than 30 percent of the
national average, where the proportion of families subsisting on a
poverty-level income approaches 60 percent, while the mainland
figure stands at about 10 percent.

Despite this data, the administration is advocating Section 936
amendments that would actually cripple our Island's capacity to at-
tract, and even to retain, job-creating private sector investment.

Currently, more than 105,000 Puerto Rico residents are em-
ployed directly by firms operating under Section 936. These compa-
nies also create a significant number of indirect additional jobs
elsewhere in the economy.

Section 936 employees account for almost 70 percent of manufac-
turing jobs in Puerto Rico, and approximately 11 percent of the Is-
land's total employment. Accordingly, whenever the Federal Gov-
ernment contemplates changing Section 936, it is of vital impor-
tance to Puerto Rico's government that such changes imperil nei-
ther the Island's current employment, nor its future economic de-
velopment. What is in essence a marginal decision for the Federal
Government is a vital and central issue of economic survival to
Puerto Rico.

However, peril is pervasive in the administration's latest Section
936 modification plan.

We estimate that these proposals would reduce the annual tax
benefits of Section 936 companies by more than 60 percent; would
increase the effective tax rates of such enterprises to a level that
when Puerto Rico tex levies are factored in would leave the Island
noncompetitive; would drain the pool of Section 936 funds by 75
percent; and would slash, by amounts ranging from 25 percent up
to 75 percent, the tax benefits pertaining to the companies which
employ just about two-thirds of all men and women working at Sec-
tion 936 enterprises.

That is what I mean by pervasive peril.
None of this is intended to imply that the status quo is ideal.

Section 936 can be rendered more effective. I am not here to insist
that this incentive program be treated as a sacred cow. As I have
already said, Puerto Rico is fully prepared to accept its propor-
tionate share of sacrifice in the national interest.

Nevertheless, using whatever parameters you may choose, the
sacrifice being proposed by the executive branch is disproportionate
and is crippling to our objectives of building a competitive economy.

The inequity to which I refer can easily and dramatically be
quantified. The administration's national economic blueprint envi-
sions sacrifice in the form of tax increases that total about $1,200
per person in the average State. Puerto Rico, by contrast, would be
expected, solely through changes in Section 936, to generate new
Federal revenues at a level equivalent to $2,000 per person.

In the context of relative income differentials, I may add, this is
six times more than the contribution per capita being sought of
mainland citizens. I believe that by any yardstick that is unfair.



Moreover, we must keep in mind the extraordinary economic chal-
lenges that Puerto Rico confrGnts.

Although the Island's population density is 15 times the national
average, Puerto Rico's current territorial political status has left
our people without full access to many basic services. Just last
week the Census Bureau revealed that Puerto Rico trailed all 50
States in fiscal year 1992 Federal spending per person, receiving
barely half the amount spent in an average State. Obviously, that
helps to explain why our economy is less robust.

The provisions of the North American Free Trade Agreement
would reduce our ability to compete with foreign countries for sev-
eral types of labor intensive enterprise.

I respectfully submit that in any of your States 18 percent unem-
ployment would constitute a dangerously explosive situation. Yet,
it is against this backdrop, on the premise that it can yield $7.3
billion in revenue over the next 5 years, that the executive branch
of the Federal Covernment today advocates the virtual destruction
of Puerto Rico's principal economic development tool.

This cannot be decided merely as a numbers game. The Presi-
dent has asked us to "put people first." This is precisely our plea
to the Senate, the House of Representatives, and the White House.

President Clinton has stated he wants to create more jobs, better
jobs, higher paying jobs for the American people. Where Puerto
Rico is concerned, the administration's current proposal would do
just the opposite.

All rational analysis shows that the administration's current pro-
posal will result in a weakened, more dependent economy, a signifi-
cant loss of American jobs, greatly diminished local tax revenues,
and higher capital costs.

The price tag on that projected $7.3 billion in new revenue is
simply too high. It sadly reminds me of the Vietnam war story
about the village that supposedly had to be "destroyed in order to
save it." The Federal Government cannot foster renewed economic
growth by taking jobs away from a community of 3.6 million Amer-
ican citizens that needs new jobs perhaps more than any other.

As an alternative to the administration's plan, we propose the
enactment of an incentive comprised of two options.

Under the first option, a 936 firm would receive a tax credit
equal to the sum of the total compensation it pays to its employees;
all of the corporation's Puerto Rico income and tollgate taxes; Fed-
eral income taxes attributable to the company's qualified posses-
sions source investment income; and 10 percent of its new capital
investment in plant, machinery and equipment.

Or under the second option, the 936 corporation would receive an
income-based credit that would be phased down to 90 percent of
the existing Section 936 credit in 1994, and to 80 percent in subse-
quent years. This plan would provide new Federal revenues of $2.8
billion.

Today we bring before you this proposal, which would allow
Puerto Rico to participate in the sacrifices being asked of all Ameri-
cans, but which will also permit us to build a more productive,
more competitive, and less dependent economy. We seek not hand-
outs, but instruments for productive development.



Our proposal, which I am submitting to you in more detail as an
addendurm, and which I urge you to accept, offers a realistic ap-
proach to revenue enhancement, and thus to proportionate shared
sacrifice by Puerto Ricans. Unlike the administration's proposal,
this plan has broad-based backing from labor, business, financial
and professional organizations on the Island, as well as Latino and
Hispanic leadership groups on the mainland.

But most of all, my proposal provides a foundation upon which
Puerto Rico can continue to construct a more self-sufficient econ-
omy, one that will propel us closer to equality-equality of rights,
equality of opportunity, equality of responsibility-the equality
with which you and your constituents are blessed.

We ask for this as fellow American citizens. Thank you very
much.

The CHAiRMAN. Thank you, Governor Rossell6, for a very care-
fully drafted statement, with some very important and challenging
numbers which we will have occasion to address during question-
ing.

[The prepared statement of Governor Rossell6 appears in the ap-
pendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. And now, Representative Gutierrez, we welcome
you again, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. LUIS V. GUTIERREZ, U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Congressman GUTIERREZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Members of
the Senate Finance Committee, thank you for the opportunity of al-
lowing me to testify before you today.

I come before you as a Congressman of a heavily Puerto Rican
District in Chicago and as a Puerto Rican myself.

Since the beginning of the current hurricane, 936, I have urged
all interested parties in Puerto Rico to unite and to speak with a
single voice. I have refrained from commenting specifically on any
of the different coimter proposals that have come from Puerto Rico
to President Clinton's proposal to eliminate Section 936.

I have studied, and will continue to study, such proposals as
much as possible in consultation with the Governor of Puerto Rico,
and with other Puerto Rican leadership. I will, in the end, support
that proposal or set of proposals which helps the Puerto Rican
economy the most.

I know Governor Rossell6 has been working hard to develop such
a proposal and we have heard it here this morning. So have other
Puerto Rican leadership and I look forward to hearing from them.

I would like, however, to comment on some general principals
that in my opinion should be considered seriously during this dis-
cussion. Puerto Rico is a United States' possession. Technically,
Puerto Rico is an unincorporated United States' territory. In re-
ality, this means Puerto Rico is a colony of the United States.

Since the Congress assumed sovereignty over the Island and its
inhabitants, Congress has controlled the economy of Puerto Rico.
Every single important aspect of the economy, from minimum wage
laws, to foreign trade, to the extension of coast wise shipping laws
to Puerto Rico, currency, immigration, they are all under the juris-



diction of the Congress. The application of 936 to Puerto Rico is but
another example of this.

It is my view that the Puerto Rican people have the right to self-
determination. We, as a people, have yet to exercise this inalien-
able right. Perhaps the best example of the need of Puerto Rico to
have self-determination is the current debate over Section 936.

Lacking from the official discussion of this issue is consideration
of the Puerto Rican point of view. What impact will it have on the
Island's economy and, more importantly, on the future of Puerto
Rico? Did anyone consider the impact something of this magnitude
will have on the lives of 6 million Puerto Ricans, both on the Island
and in every single Puerto Rican community on the mainland, in-
cluding my own in Chicago?

The elimination of substantial modification of 936 without an
adequate substitute or safeguard will result, no doubt, in an un-
precedented economic crisis on the Island, greatly increased unem-
ployment, and heavy migration to our already overburdened cities,
and communities on the mainland.

To be sure, Mr. Chairman, much may be said, and much has
been said, in criticism of the way the Puerto Rican economy oper-
ates under Section 936. It is not perfect. As you may know, Mr.
Chairman, I favor independence for Puerto Rico. And while I agree
there is much to be improved with Section 936 as it relates to the
environment, to labor relations, to the use of 936 bank deposits, to
the lack of involvement of 936 companies with the development of
the Puerto Rican community on the mainland and other aspects of
the Section; and, while not only the demise of the Section, but the
way this whole affair has been handled may seem on the surface
to be good for the cause of independence, the truth is that it would
be totally irresponsible for anyone to advocate a cause, be it inde-
pendence, commonwealth or statehood at the cost of the livelihood
of tens of thousands of Puerto Rican workers and their families.

The way the current debate is unfolding is unfortunate. If there
are concerns about the pharmaceutical companies and the prices
they charge for medicines, let us deal with that issue as such. If
there are problems with the so-called runaway plants, let us deal
with that issue as such. If some companies may be abusing Section
936 by transferring and, therefore, sheltering profits from continen-
tal operations which should otherwise be federally taxable, then let
us work to close such loopholes.

But what I strongly object to, respectfully, Mr. Chairman, is to
proceed in such a fashion as to drastically alter the current basis
of the Puerto Rican economy without considering the impact this
will have, not only on the economy of the Island, and subsequently
on Districts like mine, but just as importantly, the impact this
would have on the whole status question debate on the Island. And
tids, Mr. Chairman, would be done, really in the absence of mean-in Il participation by the people of Puerto Rico in the process.

Ir. Chairman, Puerto Rico is not a state of the union. Puerto
Rico does not have voting representation in Congress. The only par-
ticipation Puerto Ricans had in the Vietnam War situation, for ex-
a le, which many believe started our great deficit problem, was
t hve young men die on the battlefield in disproportionate num-
bers.



Puerto Ricans did not vote to elect the President, nor the Con-
gress, which ran the huge deficits for that war and the subsequent
deficits. Puerto Rico always received a fraction of the Federal funds
it would receive if it were a State. Our Vietnam veterans, and this
is a shame, do not receive in Puerto Rico the same benefits veter-
ans receive on the mainland.

Puerto Rican communities on the mainland, Mr. Chairman-and
I know you have studied this in depth-are some of the poorest in
our country.

So I respectfully ask, how come Puerto Ricans who benefited the
least from the spending bonanza that led to our huge deficit, who
were not represented on the decision making bodies that created
this deficit, who have a per capita income of about half of that of
Mississippi, and a third of our National average, who last year re-
ceived about half the Federal outlays per person of our National
average and who suffer from at least twice the national unemploy-
ment rate, however, Mr. Chairman, is the economy of Puerto Rico
expected to contribute more than twice to the President's deficit re-
duction initiative than those of us on the mainland are being asked
to do?

If you consider all of the factors cited above, you are asking the
fragile Puerto Rican economy to contribute at least 12 times as
much per person to the reduction of the deficit than what is being
asked of the U.S. economy as a whole.

Mr. Chairman, I wholeheartedly agree with the March 24 Wash-
ington Post editorial that there is no "Puerto Rican Policy" behind
the proposal to eliminate Section 936. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I am
informed there is currently not even a Presidential Advisor on
Puerto Rican matters in the White House.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully submit to you, and to this commit-
tee, that to continue down this path will prove to be disastrous
both for Puerto Rico and the United States. I again respectfully
submit to you that the time has come to review in depth and com-
prehensively the relationship betwee~i the United States and Puer-
to Rico and to proceed decisively and constructively along a dig-
nified path of self-determination j7o- the people of Pue',to Rico.

For only in such a context does it make sense to study any pro-
posal to significantly alter the very hbs'is Congress itself laid out
for the current economy of Puerto Rico to grow and develop. I can-
not think of a better investment of our taxpayer dollars than to
provide for the health economic development of the Island of Puerto
Rico, regardless of the final outcome of the status question in Puer-
to Rico.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I can assure you not only of my sup-
port for the President's overall plan for deficit reduction, but also
that of all Puerto Ricans. Let us, however, remain cognizant about
the history and reality of Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans so as not
to create a worse problem than we are trying to address here
today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHIRMAN. We thank you, sir, for a very powerful and co-

gent testimony.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Gutierrez appears in

the appendix.]



The CHAIRMAN. If you won't mind, and I am sure you won't, I
would just like to make one statement before general questioning.
In respect to your statement, you say, and correctly, ". . it is my
view that the Puerto Rican people have a right to self-determina-
tion."

I mentioned earlier that I was the U.S. Ambassador to the Unit-
ed Nations under President Ford. That is the first occasion on
which I had the honor to meet Governor Romero-Barcel6. He was
then Governor of Puerto Rico.

There was a movement in the United Nations to denounce the
United States for its relationship to Puerto Rico as one of being a
colonial power to a colony. I made the point, on behalf of President
Ford, that every President of the United States since Harry S. Tru-
man has proclaimed to the people of Puerto Rico, to the United
States, and to the world, that the people of Puerto Rico are free to
chose between Commonwealth status, which is the present status,
and which was chosen in 1967, alternately, independence, which
you have said you favor, sir, or statehood.

This is a free choice, and I think this question is coming around
again as it does regularly. But the right of self-determination has
been proclaimed by the United States, and I am sure it will be re-
spected by this Congress, and I cannot doubt it will also be pro-
claimed by this administration.

So with that, agreeing with you, setting that record clear, I
would like to thank you all and we will turn now to questions.

And first of all, of course, to the Senator, sometimes Chairman,
once and future Chairman if we do not get this tax bill through.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. If we get it through. Correction is heard.
Senator PACKWOOD. That is correct. I am praying for the tax bill,

Mr. Chairman.
Governor Rossell6, let me ask you just one question about a sta-

tistic in your statement. It is on page 3. "The inequity to which I
refer can easily and dramatically be quantified. The administra-
tion's national economical blueprint envisions sacrifice in the form
of tax increases that total about $1,200 per person in the average
State. Puerto Rico, by contrast, would be expected solely through
changes in Section 936 to generate new Federal revenue at a level
equivalent to $2,000 per person."

I am intrigued with your first figure. The President's tax plan,
I assume is what you mean by the economic blueprint.

Governor ROSSELLO. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is going to cost about $1,200 per person in

the average State, close to $5,000 for a family of four.
Governor ROSSELL6. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. What is your source on that? I would love

to have that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, would the Senator yield for questions. Take

272 and you divide it by 256 you get more than 1,000. Multiply it
by five and you get close to 5,000 per family.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. I appreciate that.
Governor ROSSELLO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, how solely through the changes in 936

do you come to $2,000 per person in Puerto Rico just on 936?



Governor ROSSELL6. When you divide the $7.3 billion by 3.6 mil-
lion inhabitants, you come up to that figure.

Senator PACKWOOD. On 936 alone?
Governor ROSSELL6. On 936 alone.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I have no other

questions.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you might not. [Laughter.]
Senator Pryor, you now have extra time.
Senator PRYOR. I hope I won't abuse that, Mr. Chairman. Thank

you.
I have enjoyed very much, Mr. Chairman, the personal discus-

sions with I have had with the Congressman and the Governor
from Puerto Rico. I look forward to visiting with our new friend
from Illinois on this issue.

I think, Mr. Chairman, my concern basically about Section 936
is that it, simply put, it is out of whack; and it has become skewed
to the extent that I think we need to make a, you might say, mid-
term correction in Section 936. I think we have to change it.

I am not one to say we have to totally abolish 936. I think
though that we must look at the facts and figures and numbers.
And to say that no longer can we justify Section 936 in its present
form, providing the results that we are getting today.

For example, one concern that I have had, and I take this, I
might say, to the Chairman and to Senator Packwood, from the
1992 GAO report, a very fine report, on just the drug companies
in Puerto Rico during 1987, that the drug companies, some are re-
ceiving a $71,000 tax credit per employee. That the average wage
for those same employees is on the average $26,000, leaving a
$45,000 differential.

The $45,000 differential, that goes into the pockets of the phar-
maceutical companies 7nd that is not allocated for the benefit of
the people of Puerto Rico.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say something else. I would like
to state, and I have seen studies on this, that the people of Puerto
Rico, according to these studies, and according to industry records,
are perhaps the most productive people on the face of the earth. I
commend the worth ethic of the people.

I think the drug companies in particular are taking advantage of
those people. I think they are taking advantage of this great island.
And I think that the system as I have said is out of whack, the
benefits of this present 936 law that we have in the IRS Code, the
real benefits, go to the companies rather than to this Common-
wealth and to the people.

If I were a drug company I would go to Puerto Rico, and I would
manufacture my drugs in Puerto Rico. That is where I would be set
up because the law encourages this abuse.

I think all of these fears that are being cast about, about all the
companies that are going to be leaving this island if 936 is
changed, if it is modified to any extent, I think is a threat.

I think it is a threat. It is a fear tactic. I think that it is a sad
situation when we see the drug companies basically casting this
fear on the Island as it is. And I think we can change this proposal.
I am not sure that I support President Clinton's 60-percent ap-
proach. But I am willing to look at it. I am willing to sit down and



talk about it. But I think we have seen a lot of abuse in the sys-
tem.

I have advocated changing it, sometimes abolishing it. And if we
cannot do any of that, then I want a Section 936 to apply to some
of those counties in Arkansas with 27 percent unemployment. I
would love to see that, Mr. Chairman. I would love to have a 936
for some of those delta counties that have 25 and 27 and 30 per-
cent unemployment.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I hope I did not abuse the time.
The CHAIRMAN. You most assuredly did not, Senator Pryor. We

thank you.
Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAuX. Well, I thank our distinguished guests for rep-

resenting Puerto Rico so well, and their constituents so well, in this
presentation.

The argument that the administration makes is that by making
the change to the 65-percent credit, it would have a positive effect
because it would be more closely tying the tax credit to the employ-
ment and the possessions in the Commonwealth and would actu-
ally be a positive step in encouraging employment not a negative

& you com:nent on that?

Governor ROSSELL6. Sure. I think and I must say that I agree
with Senator Pryor's pointing out that there have been some
abuses and we come here not to say that this not be changed. If
there has been some abuses, then let's deal with the abuses.

But, Senator Breaux, I think that when you quantify the impact
and you notice that over two-thirds of the corporations currently
under Section 936 will receive a reduction, which is very significant
from 25 to 75 percent of their actual tax benefits, then you must
realize that maybe not all, but some significant portion of those
corporations will have to make decisions that will be based on not
continuing or not expanding their operations in Puerto Rico.

It is a significant piece of reduction in benefits. If those oper-
ations are taken away, it obviously results in the loss of jobs.

Senator BREAUX. Where do you think they would go?
Governor ROSSELL6. Where? Well, Puerto Rico competes right

now for that type of industry with places like Singapore and North-
ern Ireland. Conceivably not in the short run, but int he medium-
or long-term, they could go into the expanding market that is de-
veloping with Mexico and some of the other Latin American coun-
tries.

Senator BREAUX. But the point I would make is, if they go to
those places they certainly are not going to get the benefit of any
kind of 936 tax assistance.

Governor ROSSELL6. No, they would get the benefits through Sec-
tion 901 where they can get credits for whatever taxes are paid lo-
cally.

Senator BREAUX. But that does not equal the benefits that you
would get even with the 65-percent limitation on Section 936,
would it?

Governor RossELL6. Well, the thing is, Senator Breaux, it is not
in a vacuum that you have to examine this. It is where you start
from. You are starting from a point where you are asking Puerto



Rico to essentially in the aggregate produce $7.3 billion that has
to come out of the economy. Ido not think anybody can say here
that that is a minor impact on the economy of Puerto Rico.

As far as the Government of Puerto Rico, it also means that the
Government of Puerto Rico will have approximately $500 million
less in its income tax base for coming years. I think, and I respect-
fully disagree with our Resident Commissioner, that it would be a
major impact in Puerto Rico from the point of view of taxes and
the services that the government offers. Additionally, it would im-
pact Puerto Rico as a good scenario for doing business in the manu-
facturing sector.

I think all the studies have unanimously shown that. I do not
think that is a question of arguing with the data. It is whether we
can look for an alternative that addresses the national concerns.
Yes, Puerto Rico has to participate in the sacrifices.

We are proposing a plan here that will gather new revenues for
Treasury to the tune of $2.8 billion, which we think is fair and it
is proportionate. And at the same time not cause the disruption
that the administration is proposing unanimously as seen as a
major attack on the Puerto Rican economy.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you for excellent testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux. We all agree on that

point.
Governor Romero-Barcel6?
Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. Mr. Chairman, may I elaborate

a little bit on this, the issue that was just discussed?
One of my concerns has always been the fact that Section 936

puts Puerto Rico in the position of being a foreign investment area,
as a foreign investment tax area. So that the companies in the
mainland, the pharmaceutical and all of them, when they are con-
sidering their domestic investments, their domestic strategy for in-
vestments and expansion, Puerto Rico is not included. And we are
not included until they begin thinking of their foreign investments.

If whatever changes are made and Puerto Rico is brought into
the physical system of the corporation, in other words, the compa-
nies in Puerto Rico are allowed to consolidate their tax returns,
then Puerto Rico will be brought into the domestic investment area
of concerns. Then companies will start comparing Puerto Rico with
the States instead of comparing Puerto Rico with foreign companies
because it would be very difficult for us to compete, wage wise and
environmentally wise, with foreign countries.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a very interesting point.
Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, I wonder if you could briefly outline your proposal. I

did not understand it to the degree that you referred to it. You said
your proposal was appended to your statement. Could you just very
briefly outline the provisions of it?

Governor ROSSELLO. Sure. Essentially, we have a two-tiered or
two-option proposal. One that goes directly to stimulating the
labor-intensive sector of manufacturing in Puerto Rico and another
to giving incentives to the high capital, low labor intensive sector.

I do not think that it is the objective of the national policy to cre-
ate low paying jobs for the nation. On the contrary, create more



jobs, but higher paying jobs. And we participate in that goal for
Puerto Rico also.

By doing this we provide stimulus to both sectors. One of them
is basically based on a wage credit, although we are calling it a
total compensation credit to include the benefits, which I must ,ay
in Puerto Rico some of the mandated benefits are higher than the
wages in many of the competing countries in Latin America. So it
would essentially put us out of business.

Including 100 percent wage compensation credit, a credit for
whatever taxes are paid in Puerto Rico, a 10-percent credit on new
investment in Puerto Rico, and essentially leaving unchanged the
so-called passive investment income through qualified possession
source investment income in Puerto Rico, which-already is in exist-
ence. So we would maintain that.

And as a second option for those high capital types of enter-
prises, address Senator Pryor's concern about abuses and cut down
the maximum allowed now under an income-based credit to a 90
percent and then to an 80 percent maximum.

Essentially, when we are talking about $2.8 billion which would
be produced by this plan, it is coming essentially from where Sen-
ator Pryor has his main concerns. I think those are valid concerns.

So we are proposing here a plan that has a balance on one side,
recognizing Puerto Rico's proportionate participation in addressing
the national deficit and at the same time allowing us some instru-
ments that will stimulate labor-intensive sectors of our manufac-
turing industry; and on the other side, retaining some incentives
for the high capital, high-tech enterprises which Puerto Rico does
want to retain.

Senator BAUCUS. Now what are the revenue estimates of your
proposal compared either with current 936 or with the administra-
tion's proposed changes?

Governor ROSSELLO. Pardon me, sir?
Senator BAUCUS. What are the revenue losses to the United

States?
Governor ROSSELLO. Well, the current system essentially pro-

vides no revenues. The President's proposal would provide $7.3 bil-
lion in new revenues from Section 936 corporations. Our proposal
would generate $2.8 billion in the same period. So essentially it is
$7.3 billion versus $2.8 billion contribution.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I say to you, Senator Bau-us, as well as

to our distinguished witnesses, we do have a General Accounting
Office estimate of some of the job-related benefits. I believe it was
Senator Pryor who asked for that.

In 1987, and I will simply refer to a firm that is located in New
York, the Pfizer Co., an extraordinary company, that is where the
penicillin in World War II was made. It was invented, developed
in Britain. Penicillin actually was made in Brooklyn.

But GAO estimated that there were $156,400 in tax savings for
every employee in Puerto Rico. That is a formidable sum.

Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Let me welcome the new Governor here today. We have not met
before. I want to just say at the outset that I have a particular in-
terest in Puerto Rico. My sister lives there and is married to a na-
tive citizen of Puerto Rico. So I have taken the time to understand
in some detail how 936 works and study the economy of Puerto
Rico generally.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, I think we have already heard, de-
spite the fact that there are some differences of view, that the Clin-
ton proposal goes too far. I think it is going to be disruptive and
damaging in a way that I do not think anyone intends.

In a sense, we are going to have to figure out how we offset the
costs involved in cutting 936. For example, if your unemployment
rate, now at 18 percent, goes higher, payments for unemployment
compensation will increase. Also costs for food stamps, which is al-
ready a major issue, would have to be considered; and a host of
other things along that line.

I am struck, too, by the fact that as economies get into economic
difficulty and stress we see crime as a consequence usually goes up.
And you are struggling with that in Puerto Rico as we are in many
of our cities here across the country.

Governor ROSSELLO. Absolutely.
Senator RIEGLE. So I am very much concerned as to how far we

stretch social fabric in terms of taking the unemployment higher
than it is today. Puerto Rico has a very fragile economy. It would
be one thing, as you pointed out, if we could go back to another
time in the past and maybe do things differently. But that is not
where we are. We are where we are today.

I think we have to be very careful about having disruptive affects
that we may not intend. I see a real potential there for that. I
think as well when you put NAFTA-the North American Free
Trade Agreement-the Mexican Free Trade Agreement into this
context, it is one more element that also is a very threatening de-
velopment on the margin.

In Puerto Rico, for example, in answer to Senator Breaux's ques-
tion, the minimum wage law is in effect. Am I right about that?

Governor ROSSELLO'. Yes, that is correct.
Senator RIEGLE. So there is a wage differential between Puerto

Rico and let's say in Mexico, which is even closer in terms of the
transportation issue than the United States

Governor ROSSELLO. That is right.
Senator RIEGLE. And the workers there are working for 75 cents

an hour or $1 an hour, leaving for the moment aside the special
tax credit features, there are other tax credit features as well-you
mentioned 901, 1 think, Section as well-but those cost differentials
on labor alone are so substantial that I can see a runoff of jobs,
not just new location decisions being made to go somewhere else.

But I can see why plants that have been around for a number
of years in Puerto Rico might be phased out and those plants be
re-established. You mentioned Singapore. It is just as easy to do it
in Mexico, especially if the Free Trade Agreement is to be enacted.
I hope it wil not be in the form it is in. But in any event, that
is another high risk here.

I am concerned, Mr. Chairman. I know the great concern you
have about Puerto Rico. The people there do have to make this sta-



tus decision for themselves. We have heen very clear on that. There
are different points of view. We have heard some today.

There are people who feel very strongly that the Commonwealth
status ought to continue as is. But leaving that very difficult ques-
tion aside because that is really a question the Puerto Rican people
themselves must answer, I do not think we want to take and create
a kind of an economic turmoil and upheaval there that can serve
no good end, no good purpose.

I think it is a very fragile eco~iomy. So while I think some adjust-
ment is needed, I think what the President has proposed goes fur-
ther than will yield us positive results in the end. I think if wc are
left with hurtful results, it will not only hurt Puerto Rico, it will
hurt this country; and we want neither of those events.

The CiAiRMAN. Thank you, Senator Riegle. We are going to hear,
of course, directly-shortly now-from the administration. But the
question you put, and Senators Breaux and Pryor and Bauc-,,s have
said the same, the question of disruption is the question the admin-
istration has to answer; and I am sure they will seek to do so. But
it has to be addressed. I cannot doubt that the same views are held
by Senator Grassley and Senator Hatch. But we will hear.

Thank you, Senator Riegle.
Stnator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What sort of effect would a Section 936 based credit have on the

pursuit of statehood, if any?
Governor ROSL3ELL6. Senator, I think that the Puerto Rican peo-

ple will have the opportunity this year, towards the end of this
year, to express their will as far as their political status. That is
a commitment that we have and we will act upon it.

But I think no matter which of the three alternatives that we
have discussed for many years, many decades, you have to start
from the point of a strong economy. I do not think it is in the inter-
est of independence or Commonwealth or statehood to start from
a weakened economy.

So in a sense, even though status has been discussed here today,
I see that no matter what our particular inclinations might be on
that, and I am a supporter of statehood, I think each one of the
formulas has to start for its success from a strong economy.

So I think in essence the effect would be a neutral effect in terms
of simply providing Puerto Rico the instruments, the mechanisms,
to leave a dependency state and become more competitive. That is,
I think, the basis of our proposal.

Senator GRASSLEY. Governor, Congressman Romero-Barcel6 said
that the 936 credit has done a poor job on creating jobs. Do you
agree with that assessment?

Governor ROSSELL6. I do not agree with that totally. I think we
see one of the effects and we are not seeing what the effect would
be without 936. We are seeing just one side. There is data that sug-
gests it has been very important.

In Puerto Rico if you look at the jobs, the high tech jobs have
been replacing losses in labor-intensive jobs and manufacturing. In
other words, the high technology corporations that have been stim-
ulated by 936 have been replacing what has been a 20 year steady
loss of labor-intensive type of enterprises.



I think we can also see as a worldwide phenomenon that in man-
ufacturing as production goes up the jobs curve is coming down,
signifying greater productivity per employee. That is a worldwide
phenomenon. It is also happening in Puerto Rico.

In Puerto Rico the participation of manufacturing in our gross
domestic product is increasing at the same time the number of jobs
in manufacturing is going down. But I submit to you that that is
a worldwide international phenomenon.

Senator GRASSLEY. Congressman Gutierrez, you said or indi-
cated, I believe, that in order for this to be successful all the inter-
ested parties in Puerto Rico are going to have to get together be-
hind a single proposal. I assume you are close enough to it. Does
that look like a real possibility that that can be done?

Congressman GUTIERREZ. Senator, I believe that it can be accom-
plished; and that, indeed, Governor Rossell6's presence here this
morning, and his testimony, and the fact that so many interested
groups given the great division that is created in Puerto Rico
around the issue of status and as we can argue about so much that
goes on in Puerto Rico, and, indeed, what is best for Puerto Rico.

I see a growing consensus around the platform that has been
presented before this committee by that of Governor Rossell6 to the
point, Senator, that someone who from the mainland, a member of
Congress, who believes that Puerto Rico should be an independent
country, and the Governor who states here today that he is a sup-
porter of statehood, we have both come here today to state what
is most important is job development and the creation of those jobs
and what is good for the Puerto Rican people, irregardless of our
own ideological views.

So I think the fact that I am here at this table supporting Gov-
ernor Rossell6 is indicative of the unity that is coming around his
proposal.

Senator GRASSLEY. Congressman, do you feel the same way?
Congressman ROMERO-BARCELO. Yes, Senator, providing, as I

mentioned, that Puerto Rico is made whole in health care. Let me
explain why.

I think the funds should go to Puerto Rico, besides the fact that
Puerto Rico should be treated the same, because we are talking
about health care and not welfare, we are American citizens and
there is no justification whatsoever for the widows and the orphans
of men who died for their nation being not be entitled to the same
quality health care, and why foreigners in this Nation if they are
residents should be entitled to health care and not American citi-
zens of Puerto Rico.

So if that inequality is addressed and Puerto Rico gets the qual-
ity health care it yearns for, we will get about a billion dollars that
would create a lot of jobs in the health care industry. But, more
importantly, parity will also improve the health care of the people
of Puerto Rico and would more than make up for whatever incon-
veniences or losses we might have with the President's or someone
else's proposal.

With that proviso, I support the Governor's position. Because
what I do not want to see in the future when I comc up here to
ask for parity in Medicaid that someone says, well, wait a minute,
you came here and we gave a lot of benefits to the 936, much more



than the President had proposed, now you cannot come here asking
for that money because we do not have it. What I do not want is
that to happen.

If that policy decision is made now, and we can guarantee that
to the people of Puerto Rico, the ones that cannot have any lobby-
ists here to :epresent them and to do lobbying in the Senate and
the House, if we can guarantee that to the people of the Puerto
Rico, I am sure the economy of Puerto Rico will benefit from it,
Puerto Rico will benefit from it, the people of Puerto Rico will bene-
fit greatly from it.

The CHAMUMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
I think at this point a statement must be made in the spirit of

openness that we like to share in this committee. It is this: state-
hood involves absolute equality of treatment with other States.
That means full participation in programs such as Medicaid. That
means no 936.

I just think that we do not want anyone to have any other illu-
sion. Equality is equality and it is a choice that is yours to make.
The implication should be clear.

If there is any member of the committee who thinks otherwise,
I would like to hear that. Equality means equality.

Senator Hatch?
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor Rossell6, your testimony indicates that Section 936

companies are responsible for almost 70 percent of all the manufac-
turing jobs in Puerto Rico. How important is manufacturing com-
pared to other business sectors, say, tourism, for example?

Governor ROSSELL6. Manufacturing accounts for approximately
40 percent, 39 percent, of the gross product in Puerto Rico. Tourism
by comparison only affords 5.5 percent of that gross domestic prod-
uct to Puerto Rico.

So the major sector in terms of production, there is no question
that it is manufacturing. When you look at jobs in the different sec-
tors, manufacturing accounts for about 16 or 17 percent of the jobs.
And there the predominant sector is a service sector which is the
growing, the fastest growing, and probably the dominant sector, in
terms of job production.

But what these data imply is that manufacturing is creating
higher paying jobs within the sector of the economy of Puerto Rico.

Senator HATCH. Well, you and others have told us that if the
Clinton proposal were enacted manufacturing operations, employ-
ment and investment on the Island would decrease significantly.

Governor RosSELLO. Yes.
Senator HATCH. What would be the impact on the Island's econ-

omy if that were to happen in terms of lost jobs, unemployment,
poverty rates and so forth?

Governor ROSSELL6. Well, I think the effects would be very clear
and very simple in a sense. Job loss, and as somebody suggested
here, an added need for social program support in Puerto Rico.

There is an interesting fact that as economic conditions get worse
in Puerto Rico there is a start-up of net migration outside Puerto
Rico to the States. That would imply a major load also in some of
the States where that migration would occur. It would also have



an affect on the 936 funds that are now being invested in the Car-
ibbean section, through the Caribbean Basin initiative.

I think we have to look not only at the intended consequences,
but some of the unintended consequences. We would see, if Puerto
Rico has a loss of jobs and a weakened economy, social turmoil
such as higher incidents of crime, which is a major concern, and
I must say the prime concern of our people at this point.

There are many studies that suggest and even prove that for
every percentage increase of unemployment ycu get a proportionate
increase in crime, in mental health.

Senator HATCH. It would be devastating to you is what you are
saying.

Governor ROSSELLO6. It would be devastating in my opinion, yes.
Senator HATCH. Now, we have heard a great deal over the past

few years about how certain industries, sur!, -is the pharmaceutical
industry or the chemical industries, are tidin advantage of the
Section 936 credit and the critics claim, that these industries are
providing commensurately few benefits in the way of jobs to Puerto

cans or to the Puerto Rican economy.
How important to your economy are these industries-the phar-

maceutical industry, the chemical industry?
Governor ROSSELL6. Well, the pharmaceutical industry is very

important to our economy because it provides the high technology,
high-capital investment sector of manufacturing. It is very impor-
tant to Puerto Rico because we do aspire to having not only more
jobs but better paying jobs.

So in that sense it is a very important sector. I do say that some
very valid criticism has been leveled at some corporations and some
sectors of the pharmaceutical industry. We have to address that. I
think that is fair. And in a sense what we are presenting here es-
sentially takes the major contribution from that part of the spec-
trum where that criticism has been leveled at.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, there we are. Thank you, Senator Hatch,

for very thoughtful questions.
Thank you, Governor. Thank you, colleagues from the House. We

very much appreciate the thoughtful, factual presentations you
have made. We will have to address this matter, and we will con-
tinue to be in close consultation with you as we do so.

Again, good morning, sir.
Governor ROSSELL6. Thank you very much.
The CHAuMAN. While we are awaiting our next witness, Hon.

Samuel Sessions, could I mention to the committee that we had
hoped to have a quorum here at one point this morning that we
could report out four administration officials who need to be in
place. We held the hearing yesterday.

If those of my colleagues who can stay will do so, and if you see
anyone in the corridor, would you tell them to come in.

ay I say to Mr. Sessions, if you would like to have Mr. Samuels
sit with you at the table, that would be entirely agreeable to us.

The gavel now descends. Well, now there are new persons enter-
ing the room and they are welcome, too.

Very well. We now go to the fourth witness today, Hon. Samuel
Sessions, who is a Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, and



he-is informally accompanied-by his colleague-to-be, Assistant Sec-
retary Designate Samuels. We welcome you both, sir. Gentlemen.

Would you proceed, please?

STATEMENT OF HON. SAMUEL Y. SESSIONS, DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY OF TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY, WASHING.
TON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY LESLIE SAMUELS, CONSULTANT
Mr. SESSIONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For me, in particular,

it is an honor to appear before this committee on behalf of the ad-
ministration concerning a variety of provisions in the President's
budget plan. The provisions ace the propsas relating to the pos-
sessions tax credit, earning stripping and the provisions relating to
international business.

I will cover them in the order in which they are covered in my
written testimony. I would like to ask that my written testimony
be included in the record.

The CHAiRMAN. It will be included as if read.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sessions appears on page 455.]
Mr. SESSIONS. It is rather lengthy. -What I will attempt to do is

summarize the main points. Just to give you an overview, the pro-
posals that are discussed in the testimony are a royalties provision
and a provision relating to the allocation of research and experi-
mental expenses, a provision related to the treatment of working
capital under the foreign tax credit, a provision relating to current
taxation of certain accumulated passive assets held by companies
abroad, a transfer pricing rule, a rule relating to contingent inter-
est, a rule relating to conduit arrangements, then rules relating to
possessions tax credit and earnings stripping.

My plan is to skip over a couple of these proposals and leave that
to the written testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you leave out earnings stripping, all
right? [Laughter.]

Mr. SESSIONS. I would be delighted. Let me start then with the
royalties provision. As I said, it consists of two components. To give
you a little bit of background, as the testimony says, under current
law U.S. taxpayers are taxed on their worldwide income and are
allowed a credit for foreign taxes paid on that income.

The credit is subject to a limitation that is designed to ensure
that foreign taxes are not allowed to offset the U.S. tax that would
be applied to U.S. income. The way the foreign tax credit limitation
is computed is essentially to take the effective rate for the tax-
payer's income and multiply that times the taxpayer's foreign
source income. That sets the foreign tax credit limitation, which is
the maximum amount of foreign taxes that taxpayers can credit
against their foreign source income.

For example, if the U.S. tax effective rate is 36 percent, let's say,
if the President's proposal relating to the corporate tax rate is en-
acted, and if a taxpayer has $100 of foreign source income, the
maximum amount of foreign taxes that could be credited against
that $100 would be $36.

If the taxpayer actually has paid $50, let's say, on that income,
the additional $14 cannot be credited currently. It can be carried
forward and carried back.



On the other hand, if the taxpayer has paid only $20, for exam-
ple, of tax on that income, the difference between the $36 and the

20 will be payable to the United States as U.S. tax, in other
words, $16 of U.S. tax.

In the case of the first example that I gave where there is $50
in tax aind only $36 is creditable, this is called an excess credit po-
sition. The taxpayer has excess credits. And it is in the interest of
taxpayers to use those excess tax credits, if possible, to offset U.S.
tax on other foreign source income.

So there is an incentive for taxpayers to generate low-tax foreign
source income that those credits can be applied against, which
eliminates the U.S. tax on that income.

I am planning to present an example, a numerical example, at
the end of this discussion of royalties-you can go ahead and put
it up now-to go through this. I will try to go through the prin-
ciples first and then use the example to illustrate them. We are
going to hamd out a copy of this also so that members will be able
to view it more easily.

In any event, as I said, there is an interest in having lower taxed
foreign source income against which the excess credits can be ap-
plied. The foreign tax credit limitation already contains a mecha-
nism that is designed to prevent that in certain cases, particularly
passive income.

And there are a couple of instances of active income that are
typically low-taxed that have the foreign tax credit limitation ap-
plied separately to them, so that you cannot take the excess credits
from one type of income against U.S. tax on those other types of
income. That is what these separate foreign tax credit categories,
or separate baskets as they are sometimes called, are designed to
do.

One type of income that is typically low-taxed and, therefore, is
a candidate for use in this way by taxpayers to absorb excess tax
credits is royalties income. Some royalties income is already in-
cluded in the passive basket under current law and, therefore, is
subject to this separate limitation.

Two categories are not. They are referred to at the top of page
2 of my written testimony. One is royalties derived in the active
conduct of a business and received from an unrelated person. The
other is royalties received from a related person, which are treated
effectively on a look-through basis. Under the look-through rules,
you do not look at the character of the royalties income itself. In-
stead you look at the character of the income of the foreign subsidi-
ary, let's say, of a U.S. company and you assign that income and
the subsidiary to the various baskets based on the character of its
income.

That is a little bit of background on royalties. As I said, I will
do an example once I describe the proposal.

Looking, I hope, briefly at the other side of this proposal, another
aspect of the foreign tax credit is allocation of expenses. Taxpayers
typically want to allocate expenses to U.S. source income and away
from foreign source income.

The reason for that is that it increases the foreign tax credit lim-
itation when you do so. And the allocation of research and experi-



........... mentation expenses have been the subject of considerable interest
over the past decade and a half, roughly, for this reason.

In 1977 the Treasury proposed regulations that dealt with this
issue. They have been suspended by legislation on numerous occa-
sions. Most recently they were dealt with again, this time by Treas-
ury notice, in June of 1992. Under this notice, for an 18-month pe-
riod, a rule that previously applied by statute which allows 64 per-
cent of R&D performed in the United States to be allocated to U.S.
income was provided.

Basically, on page 3 of my written testimony-
The CHmANRM . And it is 20 minutes of 12:00. [Laughter.]
Mr. SESSIONS. Shall I go to my example and kind of explain it?
The CHMiAN. Why don't you? We have omitted earnings strip-

ping as somewhat too sensational. But let's see if we cannot go to
your example.

Mr. SESSIONS. All right, I'll use this example.
The CH uwAN. Perhaps someone will point it out for you.
Mr. SESSIONS. Right. The example explains the proposal. The

first column is designed to illustrate the situation of a taxpayer be-
fore a decision for plant location and relating to a new product.
This is just a simplified example. There are many variations on
this.

Take a U.S. company that has $100 of income in a foreign juris-
diction. It has a 50 percent tax rate. It has paid $50 of foreign tax.
As I said, the amount that it could credit against that tax, the
amount of tax it can credit against U.S. tax, is limited to $36. That
is the fifth line down, I guess.

The $50 of foreign tax completely offsets the $36 of tax that
would have applied, meaning that the taxpayer pays no U.S. tax
on that income. That is the zero there. Its total tax on its income
is $50 and it has $14 of excess credit. That is sort of the example
I started out with.

Now if this taxpayer were to develop an intangible, for example,
that it could either exploit in the United States or abroad, the next
two columns illustrate what would happen under current law if it
were to do that.

If it were to locate in the United States, which is the second col-
umn, it would have $100 of U.S. income. Effectively very little
changes in its foreign tax credit situation. All of the foreign tax
credit information basically stays the same. But since it has earned
$100 in the United States, it pays $36 of tax on that income. But
the total tax is the $50 of foreign income and the $36 in the United
States for a total of $86. That is the tax liability it would have if
it were to choose to locate in the United States.

Under current law, if it were to choose to operate abroad and
earn an additional $100 of income abroad, we are assuming-I
think this example has been passed out-that a certain amount is
gaid back in the form of dividends, 50 percent of the income is paid

ack in the form of dividends, 50 percent is paid back in the form
of royalties. The $50 of royalties income will be deductible in the
foreign jurisdiction.

So it has $150 of income taxable in the foreign jurisdiction. That
is why you get $75 of foreign tax. That is the third line down.
Again, its tax credit limitation, the maximum amount it can credit,
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is $72-36 percent of $200. So the $75 of foreign tax, again, com-
pletely offsets its U.S. tax. It pays no U.S. tax. It pays $75 of for-
eign tax and it has $3 of additional excess credits.

The result is, by operating abroad it has lowered its tax liability
from $86 to $75, a very significant benefit-$11 worth of tax bene-
fit on $200 of income. What our proposal would do is illustrated in
the last column. What it does is say that we are going to put the
royalties income, which is the $50 that was paid back from over-
seas, 50 percent of the $100 of additional income, mid place it in
a separate category, so that you have now a maximum of $54 of
taxes that can be credited against the $150 of dividend income,
non-royalties income, that is 36 percent of $150.

There should actually be next to that an $18 figure. It should say
$54 plus $18 because we are allowing a maximum of $18 cred-
itable-a maximum I say-against the $50 of royalties income. But
since it haF paid no tax on the royalties income, it has been exempt
from foreign tax, there is no tax credit available against that in-
come. Therefore, it pays $18 of U.S. tax, which you see on the next
line down.

Having paid $75 of foreign tax and $18 of U.S. tax, its total tax
liability is $93. As a result, it has not gained a tax advantage from
operating overseas. That is basically what our proposal does. It
says that if you place the royalties separately, take it out and apply
the tax credit limitation separately to it, if the foreign tax actually
paid on that income is lower than the U.S. tax rate, we collect the
difference.

In this case, the foreign tax is zero, so you collect $18 of tax on
that income. The other part of this proposal is to allocate 100 per-
cent of R&E expenses for R&E performed in the United States
against U.S. source income. That is a very favorable allocation rule
for U.S. taxpayers.

That is the description of the royalties proposal.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sessions?
Mr. SESSIONS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Because we are going to have many opportuni-

ties to talk to you about some of the more detailed tax measures,
why don't you address section 936? The Senators are here waiting
to hear from you and we want to question you.

Mr. SESSIONS. This is on page 13. As has been discussed with the
committee, and I am sure the committee is familiar with section
936, section 936 essentially provides a tax credit which eliminates
the tax on income that is earned in Puerto Rico, or one might say
is treated as earned in Puerto Rico under various income allocation
rules, by a corporation, a Section 936 corporation, that has a sig-
nificant business presence in Puertro Rico as defined under the Tax
Code.

Now you have to have a certain level of business activity in Puer-
to Rico to qualify for 936. In addition, as was discussed earlier,
there is a benefit available for reinvestment, of passive income
earned on reinvestment of 936 earnings in Puerto Rico. Those are
the two 936 benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I just for the record note that the Virgin
Islands are also-



Mr. SESSIONS. Right. It is for all possessions. The bulk of the op-
eration and the use of the Section 936 credit is from Puerto Rico
or is allocated to Puerto Rico.

Section 936 was enacted to promote jobs and investment in Puer-
to Rico and other possessions. It has certainly achieved some sig-
nificant successes in this regard. However, it has been criticized by
a number of commentators over the years as being a very ineffi-
cient means of promoting employment and growth in Puerto Rico
and suggestions have been made on numerous occasions about how
it could be changed to be made more efficient.

In particular, this is at the top of page 14, some companies re-
ceived benefits under Section 936 that are quite disproportionate to
the employment and other activity that is created in Puerto Rico.

For example, Treasury data indicate that while the average
pharmaceutical worker in Puerto Rico earned $30,400 in total com-
pensation in 1989, the tax expenditure for each job is $66,081 or
217 percent of wages. We could have effectively taken that $63,000
and employed more than two employees for the cost of the taxes
lost in this case.

In addition, companies accounting for only 12.6 percent of Sec-
tion 936 employment received 63.5 percent of 936 benefits. That
show's that disproportion. The reason for this disparity is that the
Section 936 credit is tied to income that a company earns in posses-
sion, or that is treated as earned in a possession under income allo-
cation rules, rather than the number of jobs and the amount of tan-
gible investment that is attributable to the operations in Puerto
Rico.

The administration's proposal would link the 936 benefit more
directly to these two factors-to jobs and to investment in Puerto
Rico. In general, the current rules would be retained. However,
there would be two limitations applied to the credit that could oth-
erwise be claimed under 936.

First, the credit for active business operations would be limited
to 60 percent of wages paid. In addition, wages would continue to
be fully deductible. This means that you get a 60-percent credit
and a benefit equal to your tax rate times the amount of wages.
If you assume a 34-percent effective tax rate, you are giving a total
of a 94-percent credit for wages paid in Puerto Rico. This would
apply to wages up to the Social Security wage base limit or under
current law $57,600 of wages.

Second, the exemption for income from investments, from passive
investments, would be limited to income from assets with a value
equal to 80 percent of the firm's annual average tangible business
investment within the possession.

In other words, if you have $100 of business investment within
the possession you would be able to have a tax exemption on in-
come from $80 of passive assets. This would give an incentive, if
taxpayers wanted to expand the exemption for passive assets, they
would have to expand their investment in 'tangible assets. This
should, we believe, provide an incentive for taxpayers to increase
their investment in Puerto Rico.

Again, we are linking the credit to jobs and to investment. As a
result, we do not believe that this proposal will cause significant
disruption in the Puerto Rico economy. Given the figures that I



mentioned before that only 12 percent of the employment is attrib-
utable to companies that receive 63.5 percent of the benefits indi-
cates that one can-

The CHAIRMAN. Twelve percent of the 18 percent? Your 12 per-
cent of the 936 employment?

Mr. SESSIONS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. This a percent of a percentage?
Mr. SESSIONS. Right, 12 percent of the 936 employment is attrib-

utable to companies that derive 63.5 percent of the 936 benefits.
This certainly suggests that a significant amount of curtailment of
the Section 936 benefit can be achieved without significantly reduc-ing employment in Puerto Rico.

That is essentially what I had planned to say on the possessions
tax credit. I would be happy to answer questions on anything in
the testimony or go back and cover anything I have not covered.
But I assume those are the main subjects of interest to the commit-
tee.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Mr. Sessions. Just one quick
question from me. Would you agree with the characterization of

vernor Rossell6 that the per capita tax increase in Puerto Rico
would be roughly twice that for the mainland, the $1,000 plus
against the $2,000?

Mr. SESSIONS. I think it is a matter of how you look at it. The
Section 936 benefit goes to the U.S. corporations. It does not di-
rectly go to Puerto Ricans as such. And, therefore, I think it is
somewhat misleading to say that per capita Puerto Ricans would
bear a much larger burden than citizens on the mainland.

In fact, since Puerto Ricans are exempt from U.S. tax on their
Puerto Rican income, they bear no burden under the President's
plan directly.

Since we are giving what amounts to effectively almost a 100
percent credit for wages, we do not think it is going to decrease em-
ployment significantly in Puerto Rico. Therefore, I guess, on bal-
ance, I would have to say that I do disagree with that statement
because I do not think it is an accurate representation of the reve-
nue raised from the proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Secretary, there are quite a number of

corporations in Oregon with international operations that are inter-
ested in deferral. You partially repealed the deferral of foreign in-
come when 25 percent or more of a company's assets are passive
assets. How did you get to the 25 percent? What is the basis for
that?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, we looked at data. We think, first of all, that
the 25-percent figure is a fairly generous figure. We looked at data
for both passive assets for corporations in the United States and
passive assets for subsidiaries of U.S. corporations abroad.

Senator PACKWOOD. You say you looked at data.
Mr. SESSIONS. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Have you done studies? Whose data is this?

What data?
Mr. SESSIONS. This is data that we have generated ourselves.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay. Can I have access to that?



Mr. SESSIONS. Yes, we can provide that to you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. SESSIONS. The information relating to passive asset percent-

ages in the United States is, we think, somewhat less reliable than
the information we have about foreign corporations because we
have to look largely at book figures for the United States. We have
better data because of existing anti-deferral rules about asset per-
centages for corporations operating abroad.

What we found is the following. We think it is quite interesting.
If you look at passive assets held by subsidiaries of U.S. corpora-
tions operating in non-tax haven countries-in other words, coun-
tries that have a tax rate similar to the United States, and one
would think would therefore be comparable on a tax planning basis
to the United States--the percentage for all industries of passive
assets as a percentage of total assets is 7 percent, well below the
25-percent figure in our proposal.

For companies located in tax havens, the percentage is 30 per-
cent. We have heard the argument that the assets are there for
good business reasons.

If you look at these figures, you have to conclude that one has
better business reasons to accumulate assets in a low tax jurisdic-
tion than one does to accumulate assets in a high tax jurisdiction.
That does not seem to us to be very plausible.

We think that the reason that the assets are accumulating in the
low tax jurisdictions is essentially tax planning and we do not
think there is any particular reason, given this disparity between
tax haven and non-tax haven countries, to allow the deferral to
continue when a company has accumulated assets to that extent.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you though, your test is an aver-
age therefore. You are looking at 7 percent and you say, my gosh,
if 7 percent is the average, certainly anybody who is above 25 per-
cent ip so facto must be doing it for tax reasons alone.

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, as I said, when you have an 18 percentage
point differential, that gives a lot of cushion in favor of the tax-
payer. Most of the industries are well below the 25 percent. Very
few of them even come close to the 25 percent. Obviously, in some
cases there may be a case where there is 25 percent for good busi-
ness reasons.

But when you are starting with an average that is so far below
25 percent, we thought an objective test-

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, that is all I am asking, is there may
be companies above 25 percent legitimately. But you are averaging
and you are saying, well, in that case, that is tough luck for those
companies.

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, we are giving them 300 percent of the aver-
age. That seems to us fair in view of the need to have an objective
rule.

Senator PACKWOOD. Second, if you flunk this 25-percent test, if
you are over it, then you go back to 1962. That is the most far-
reaching retroactivity I think I have ever seen. I do not know if
businesses keep records for 30 years. But how do you justify a 30-
year retroactivity?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, one could look at it the other way. Well, let
me start with this. First of all, we have rules that as you well know
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allow the deferral of income. If income is accumulated for a very
long time, effectively what was there for deferral has turned into
an exemption.

Second, the reason for deferral is, or at least the reason that is
usually given, is that there are good business reasons for a com-
pany to be located in a foreign jurisdiction. There is not any par-
ticular reason for passive assets to be accumulating in a foreign ju-
risdiction. Passive assets do not have any particular nexus to any
jurisdiction.

Therefore, we think at some point when the accumulation is so
large that it is appropriate to impose a tax on that accumulation.

Senator PACKWOOD. But is the tax on simply the accumulation
of the passive assets or is it on all deferred income for 30 years if
you fail the

Mr. SESSIONS. It is on income that ',. accumulated to the extent
that you have passive assets that exceed the 25-percent threshold.

Senator PACKWOOD. And the tax is only on the assets, only on
that excess, not on all deferred income?

Mr. SESSIONS. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have other questions. I will wait.
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator Pryor?
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sessions, the new proposal, the administration proposal, on

936 changes. Am I not correct, aren't they still linked to profits lim-
ited by wages paid in Puerto Rico; is that correct?

Mr. SESSIONS. That i; correct, limited by wages. That is right.
Senator PRYOR. Well, I am wondering why a better proposal is

not one that is linked to purely investment and spending directly
in Puerto Rico, into the Puerto Rico economy. Would that not work
more efficiently?

Mr. SESSIONS. There are others on the committee who would pre-
fer, I think, a more generous proposal, a 936 proposal that would
have cut back on the 936 benefit to a lesser extent than the admin-
istration's proposal.

In offering the proposal the administration came forward with,
there was a recognition that the Puerto Rican economy has been
developed to a significant extent in reliance on Section 936.

As it is currently structured, what we are trying to do is develop
a measure that sort of strikes a balance between the concern that
the Chairman expressed earlier-disruption of the economy, and
we think we have done that; we think we have come up with some-
thing that does not disrupt the Puerto Rican economy-and at the
same time an incentive that is considerably more oriented, a great
deal more oriented toward jobs and direct investment in Puerto
Rico.

So it is a balancing and that is what we have attempted to do.
Senator PRYOR. The wage credit that I have proposed basically-

and I know that you have taken into consideration in this proposal,
and I appreciate it-it seems like the wage credit to me is really
what we are trying to get at, and trying to deal with, and trying
to encourage.

What has happened with the present 936 and it is certainly no
secret is that of the 100,000 jobs that are what we call 936 jobs



in Puerto Rico, 18,000 of these are pharmaceutical company jobs-
18 percent. But the pharmaceutical are getting over 50 percent of
the 936 benefits, putting those benefits in their pocket and not giv-
ing back to the economy of Puerto Rico.

This is what I am trying to deal with the wage credit and this
is where I think the wage credit might have the intended con-
sequences that we are moving forward on.

Mr. Sessions, one final comment. That is that we have a lot of
companies in Puerto Rico. We have talked mainly, Mr. Chairman,
about the pharmaceutical companies. The reason we talk about the
pharmaceutical companies is because they are getting the greatest
benefit. There is no question about it.

But basically they are being rewarded for their profits, rather
than for the number of citizens of Puerto Rico that the hire in their
plants. For example, we have H.J. Heinz operating there. We have
Dow Chemical. We have textile and apparel companies, and the
electronic industries, including Hewlett Packard.

None of these companies come out nearly with the same benefits
that the pharmaceutical companies do. I think that just for the
record I wanted to spread that across the record so that we would
have it for future consideration and debate.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I yield back the balance.
The CHAiRMAN. Thank you. I believe that Mr. Sessions' data was

very compatible with yours. Perhaps you would let us know wheth-
er that small percentage getting such a large part of the benefit
were, in fact, pharmaceutical.

Mr. SESSIONS. I do not know for sure.
The CHAmRMAN. When you find out.
Mr. SESSIONS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. When you find out.
Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sessions, with respect to the royalties provision, does the ad-

ministration have evidence or documented instances where U.S.
companies, similar to your example, pick up, and go overseas to
take advaxitage of the royalties provision, present royalties provi-
sions, to lower their-is it worldwide or United States; I have for-
gotten which-taxes? Do you have examples of that actually hap-
pening?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, the Treasury is not sort of general trier of
fact about the motivations of taxpayers. We can look at the tax in-
centives that are available. For example, the ones I have provided
in the example I gave.

There is no reason for the Treasury to gather data directly about
wbat motivates taxpayers' decisions. I will mention one fact. After
the 1986 Act, which tightened up the foreign tax credit limitation
in a number of respects, and lowered the U.S. corporate tax rate.
When you lower the corporate tax rate, it increases excess credits.

For example, if we had had a 48-percent rate the excess credits
in my first example would be $2, not nearly as significant as $14.
So both of these things, the changes of the foreign tax credit rules,
and the change to the corporate rate, provide an incentive rate for
taxpayers to generate low-taxed income abroad.



We think it is interesting that from 1982 to 1985 royalties paid
from abroad increased by 17 percent. From 1986 to 1991 they in-
creased by 300 percent. That disparity suggests to us that at least
part of that is attributable to an effort on the part of U.S. compa-
nies to locate abroad, at least to generate royalties income abroad,
that allows them to engage in this averaging of foreign tax credits.

Again, there is no reason for the Treasury-I do not think tax-
payers would be very comfortable if we went around asking them
why they do things.

Senator BAUCUS. Yes. I appreciate that. Obviously, we have com-
peting goals here. One is to reduce the budget deficit. Another is
to enhance American worldwide competitiveness, to make sure
Anerican companies are as competitive as possible. Both to in-
crease our living standards as American citizens and also to com-
pete effectively against companies overseas.

So supporting, therefore, as best we can the degree to which the
300-percent increase in royalties is attributable to changes in tax
law or attributable to U.S. companies' desires to avoid taxes and,
therefore, set up overseas operations or the degree to which that
has arisen because American companies are becoming more com-
petitive and are selling more products overseas through licensing
arrangement because that is the way software is sold and
packaged.

I think it is important to know, where that line is drawn and
what, in fact, are the actual reasons for that increase. Do you have
any sense?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, it is a very large increase. I think it is about
a 1,800 percent increase, 1,700 percent increase. It is somewhat
difficult to see. I do not think many people would argue that there
w3 a 17-fold increase in the competitiveness of U.S. companies op-
erating abroad from the last half of the 1980's by comparison with
the first half of the 1980's.

Senator BAUCUS. Or turn it around. I wonder if you have any
sense of the degree to which, as some companies I think claim, that
as a consequence of this provision, if it, in fact, is enacted that the
companies will not repatriate income but rather keep operations
overseas.

Mr. SESSIONS. We do not think there is any reason this would
lead companies not to repatriate income. We have rules that ensure
that if they do license abroad that they will pay back a fair royalty
on the intangible that is licensed. So they in some respects cannot
choose not to repatriate a royalty.

The other source of income, the form in which they could repatri-
ate, would be dividends. And as the example shows, if you've al-
ready paid a high rate of foreign tax on the dividends-$50 let's
say as opposed to $36--

Senator BAUCUS. Right.
Mr. SESSIONS.-you pay no U.S. tax on the repatriation. So there

is no disincentive to repatriating the dividend. So in some there is
no disincentive to repatriate the dividend and there is not much of
an option in repatriating the royalty. So we do not think t will
lead companies not to repatriate.

Senator BAUCUS. I agree we can reduce the deficit and change
the Tax Code, where appropriate, to prevent inappropriate gaming



of the system and so forth. But, these are questions that arise basi-
cally because some companies believe that this is going to ad-
versely affect their competitiveness.

It is up to us to try to determine the degree to which that factor
is true.

Mr. SESSIONS. We understand that.
Senator BAUCUS. And the degree to which they are just trying to

continue within the system.
Thank you.
The CHAMuA. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. Regarding transfer pricing. You remember

during the campaign the President really made quite a big deal out
of going after these forcgn companies to get them to pay their fair
share of taxes. He was suggesting that we were going to bring in
$45 billion and as far as politics are concerned, it really worked.

He was not only going to go after the foreign tax cheats, but he
was going to raise a large, enormous sum of money and it was
going to solve, in a sense, our financial problems.

Well, as with a whole host of issues after the campaign was over,
reality, as well as truth set in. So instead of $45 billion it looks like
we are going to get less than a $4 billion proposal.

Now I think most of us felt that the $45 billion figure really was
not very realistic. How is it, if you could explain to me, that we
ended up going only after 10 percent of what we originally started
out to get on this? Because we were all looking forward to this
helping us solve a lot of budget balancing issues.

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, we are not going after only 10 percent. The
legislative proposal that we have offered is scored as raising, I
think it is around $4 billion. And, therefore, that proposal itself is
around 10 percent.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is the part I am talking about.
Mr. SESSIONS. Right. But that is the legislative proposal and the

legislative proposal can-underscoring rules, you can only score
changes in the law as opposed to enforcement of existing law.

The President, I think, was referring in part to better enforce-
ment of existing rules. We are, as part of a broader initiative in
this area, going to step up enforcement of the existing rules under
current law, quite significantly.

In my testimony on page 10, this initiative is described fairly
briefly, almost at the bottom of the page. We are adding 235 full-
time employees in this area alone for the 1994 fiscal year at a cost
of $30.6 million. So we are going to devote 235 new employees in
fiscal year 1994 alone. So we are going to greatly step~up our en-
forcement of existing rules.

We are also going to work very closely with our international
trading partners to get their cooperation with this problem. Again,
that is an existing law matter. It is not going to be scored.

What we have tried to do is work within the framework of the
existing arm's length method. We believe that our approach will
work, including both enforcement and the legislative initiative. If
it does not work, we will pursue other options.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, maybe something has changed. But we
have scored. For instance, we have appropriated money for more
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IRS agents under the idea of bringing in more money and we
scored that. So why can't you score this? And even if you cannot
score it, how much do you expect to bring in from this extra en-
forcement?

Mr. SESSIONS. I do not have an estimate of about how much we
are going to bring in. And as to why it is not scored, I will have
to get back to you on that.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, why don't we try to find out the answer to
the Senator's question.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. Well, you know, we have scored for hir-
ing more IRS agents.

The CHAIRMAN. May we have an answer in writing when you
have a chance?

Mr. SESSIONS. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. And maybe part of this is from what the

budget resolution is or the budget law is, too, Mr. Chairman.
Now on this royalty proposal, there was a leading Democrat on

the House Wa s and Means Committee that was quoted as saying,
"I do not think the current language, or anything close to it, will
pass." Then we have had other newspaper reports that indicated
that there was some misapprehension about the President's initia-
tives going to pass. They use the term that they were jeopardized.

How committed is the administration to the royalty proposal in
light of this visible Democrat opposition?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, the administration is committed to the pack-
age that it has proposed. I think the Secretary indicated that there
was no intent on the part of the administration to make any fur-
ther changes in our proposal.

Obviously, the Congress will have its say about these proposals.
And as far as what happens on that side, that is I think for this
committee and the Ways and Means Committee. But there is no in-
tent to back off of the proposal and we stick with our original pro-
posal.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator Conrad, you were here much earlier and have now re-

turned. We welcome you back.
Senator CONRAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps I could put up a chart. Mr. Chairman, and members of

the Committee, Mr. Sessions, this chart shows, I think, an interest-
ig comparison. It shows that U.S. subsidiaries of foreign corpora-
tions are paying less taxes than foreign subsidiaries of U.S. cor-
porations. Not just less taxes, but dramatically less taxes.

On the left you see the amount that foreign subsidiaries of U.S.
corporations are paying. They are paying to our foreign competitors
almost $24 billion a year on $823 billion in receipts.

But U.S. subsidiaries of foreign corporations are paying us only
$5.8 billion in taxes on about the same level of receipts, some $826
billion.

Now I know one can make the argument that different profit lev-
21s perhaps differ in different markets, but I think the sheer dif-
ference here sends us a signal that something is wrong. I believe
what is wrong, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, is that
we have a tax system on these types of transactions that does not
work.
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As a former Tax Commissioner and as former Chainnan of the
Multi-State Tax Commission, I have spent a good deal of time on
these issues. And just to put in perspective for members of the
committee what is involved here, we are trying to recreate arm's
length transactions between companies that are commonly held.

We are trying to go back and make believe that these companies
are not jointly owned and jointly controlled, but that they are sepa-
rately owned and separately controlled. We are trying to invent
what would happen if these transactions really occurred between
arm's length parties.

And, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, there is no
way to do that. I have spent literally hundreds of hours looking at
the tax returns of multi-national corporations. Anybody that thinks
you can separate out, through a series of accounting adjustments,
what would have occurred if these would have been arm's length
transactions is just not attached to reality.

Let me try to make the point this way. The IRS has recently an-
nounced an initiative called the Advanced Pricing Agreement so
that we could reach agreement on these questions before returns
are filed. They acknowledge, in a report published in April of 1992,
that they expect the average advanced pricing agreement to
consume 1,200 to 1,600 staff hours-1,200 to 1,600 staff hours.

They have only got 600 to 700 staff to handle all international
issues. There are 40,000 subsidiaries of foreign-owned multi-nation-
als doing business in this country. There are approximately 2,000
major U.S.-based multi-nationals.

My question to Mr. Sessions is, how can we seriously suggest
there is any way that we can police these transactions using Sec-
tion 482 with the amount of staff you have, the number of trans-
actions there are, when you acknowledge it takes 1,200 to 1,600
hours to do one analysis, an advanced pricing agreement, when you
are dealing with a cooperative company? How is it possible that we
are going to do anything serious in this area?

Senator HATCH. Regarding the Senator yield for just a short
question on your chart?

Senator CONRAD. Yes.
Senator HATCH. Regarding the $23.9 billion, does that lump all

the countries together where foreign taxes are paid?
Senator CONRAD. Right.
Senator HATCH. Versus just the United States.
Senator CONRAD. These are foreign subsidiaries-
Senator HATCH. That is all the-
Senator Conrad-of U.S. corporations that are paying taxes

around the world on $823 billion in receipts. In other words, the
receipts are about the same. We are paying almost $24 billion.
They are paying less than $6 billion.

Mr. SESSIONS. In response to your question, your question, I
think, is how we think maintaining the current system has any
prospects for success. We do believe that our proposal, which re-
uires for taxpayers who wish to avoid penalties, that they provide

documentation in advance of their transfer pricing method, will be
a very significant change and will both increase compliance by the
companies and make audits of those companies a great deal easier.
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We also believe that the advanced pricing agreement approach is
very promising. I am not, I must say, familiar with the 1,200 to
1,600 hour figure that you give. I believe though that even if that
were true for advance pricing agreements at the outset, it is a new
technique. We think that over time as agents become more accus-
tomed to this approach, and as precedents are set within indus-
tries, that the time consumed for developing these agreements
would decrease dramatically.

I might also comment that even if it were 1,600 hours, though
as I said I am not familiar with the figure, our addition of 235 new
employees would allow us to do a great number of advanced pricing
agreements. We think if we can accomplish, enter into agreements
with the largest corporations, the top 200 or 300, that we will get
at the great bulk of the problem.

So we do think that this is a promising approach. We have indi-
cated on a number of occasions, however, that we are committed
to this. We agree with you that it is a serious problem. And if this
is not successful, we will look at other alternatives.

Senator CONRAD. If I could just make a concluding comment.
The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Senator CONRAD. When I was in Louisiana, Mr. Chairman, for

Mardi Gras, I heard a comment that if you cannot run with the big
dogs, stay on the porch. [Laughter.]

You know, that means something down there. I am not quite
sure what it means. [Laughter.]

I think it applies here. I think we are in very serious trouble on
this issue and I do not think what is proposed here is going to solve
the problem. Frankly, I think we might as well stay on the porch.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the Chair has to rule that we cannot
really resolve this until Senator Breaux returns. [Laughter.]

Senator PRYOR. I bet that was advice from Senator Breaux to
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a few ques-

tions of Mr. Sessions.
Has the Treasury performed any analysis that would show the

affect of this royalty provision proposal on the competitiveness of
U.S. companies to take business abroad?

Mr. SESSIONS. I am not sure that we have done any specific nu-
merical analysis. As I said, part of the rationale behind the pro-
posal is to increase jobs in the United States. We have looked at
our tax rates by comparison with other countries, the tax burden
in the United States by comparison with other countries, the way
that other countries handle this same situation, and we think we
are pretty much on a par with the way-

Senator HATCH. Is there any other countries that do it?
Mr. SESSIONS. Other countries do similar things. There are a

great variety of approaches that countries take to this situation.
But a number of important countries have taken an approach that
is somewhat similar to this.

Senator HATCH. In my home State of Utah, for instance, is the
headquarters for a number of software development companies. In
fact, it is very important to our State and to the nation as a whole



that Novell, WordPerfect, and you can go right down the line, are
international businesses.

I have been told that this royalty provision may encourage some
of these companies, whether they are in Utah or otherwise, to move
their research facilities overseas to ensure that the income derived
from that research will be considered active income to avoid the
negative consequences that would result from the enactment of this
particular provision.

Now would that not be just the opposite of what the administra-
tion is trying to do with this proposal?

Mr. SESSIONS. We have thought about this and we do not think
that there is any reason to believe that research and development
or research and experimentation would move overseas. First let me
just comment that we have two proposals in the package that di-
rectly encourage research and experimentation in the United
States-the permanent extension of the R&D credit and the 100
percent allocation rule that I described in my testimony.

But beyond that, even disregarding those two provisions, there
are a number of non-tax and tax reasons why a company would not
want to move its research overseas. Non-tax reasons include con-
siderations relating to intellectual property rights, the need to have
a sort of a nucleus of R&D personnel and get a cross fertilization
of ideas among those personnel, which would lead you not to want
to just scatter your R&D around the world.

And in addition, tax considerations do not suggest that there is
much of a reason to move R&D overseas either. Most R&D is con-
ducted in high-tax jurisdictions. If you move to a high-tax jurisdic-
tion, the income from the R&D will be taxed by that jurisdiction
at the local rate.

It does not make a great deal of sense from a tax planning stand-
point to move your R&D to a higher tax jurisdiction and then have
the income from that R&D taxed at that rate.

Let me just mention one other statistic. You asked originally
about statistics on this. The percentage of R&D performed in the
United States and overseas by U.S. companies has remained quite
constant over the last 15 years, suggesting that non-tax consider-
ations governed here.

It has been the case for about 15 years that about 90 percent of
that R&D has been performed in the United States and about 10
percent overseas. This has been quite constant over the last 15
years. There have been a great number of changes in the U.S. tax
aws over that period as well as in the tax laws of other countries.

The fact that those percentages have remained static suggests
that taxpayers have responded to business considerations rather
than the changes in the tax law.

Senator HATCH. Well, does the administration believe that there
are valid business reasons, and not tax avoidance reasons, for a
U.S. company to locate its facilities overseas?

Mr. SESSIONS. Yes, we do believe that there are valid business
for companies. Not all, but certainly some.

Senator HATCH. And wouldn't this proposal hurt those businesses
that are already located overseas for what they consider to be valid
business reasons, such as the need to be nearer to the market
place?



Mr. SEssIONS. Well, it is a question of what you consider. Any
time a company pays higher tax, obviously, one could say that that
hurts that company. But looking at it from the other standpoint,
at present a company can be earning income that is not taxed. This
only affects companies who are getting low taxed income repatri-
ated, in other words, cash-in-hand from a foreign jurisdiction.

The provision only applies if the income has been subject to a
lower rate of tax or no tax in the foreign jurisdiction. If you do not
make this change, effectively what you are saying is, we think it
is appropriate for neither the foreign country nor the United States
to tax that income at all, despite the fact that the expenses which
led to the creation of the intangible were deductible in the United
States and generated lower tax initially.

So you can have a negative tax rate even in that situation and
we think it is an appropriate change.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
Finally, Senator Riegle.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. May I just say before you, Senator Riegle, that

we are very much aware that we are running behind. It does not
appear that we will be able to hear the second of the two panels
that are still to come. We are sorry about that. We will hear the
second panel on Friday and everybody will have plenty of time.
These have been important subjects that take the time of impor-
tant persons.

Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman, thank you. It is taking a long

time this morning because it is an important issue and there are
many members participating. I thank you for bringing the other
panel back on Friday. I know that may change some people's sched-
ules to have to be here, but I hope all can be here because I think
it is important that we fill out the record with all the points of
view.

Let me also ask unanimous consent to insert in the record, Mr.
Chairman, a letter from the Kellogg Co., and other letters along
the same line from Dow Chemical, from EDS, Proctor & Gamble,
and some others. They all relate to the issue of the administration's
proposal to treat active business royalties from a foreign manufac-
turing subsidiary as passive for purposes of calculating the U.S.
foreign tax credit.

There are some anomalies in this proposal that affect certain
companies in ways that I think are unintended and hurtful. So if
there is no objection, I would like to put those letters in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you put them in the record.
[The letters appear in the appendix.]
The CHARMAN. Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me just ask Mr. Sessions, do you have a conversion ratio you

use for what the cost of the U.S. Federal Treasury is for every 1
percent increase in unemployment in Puerto Rico?

Mr. SESSIONS. I am not sure whether we have a conversion ratio,
no.



Senator RIEGLE. Well, would it not be useful to have one? I
mean, if you have policies that may have the effect of raising un-
employment and in turn require other U.S. expenditures, wouldn't
we want to know what that is?

Mr. SESSIONS. I do not know that we have a formula. We cer-
tainly have consulted with other agencies about the cost that might
be incurred if unemployment were to be increased. As I indicated,
we do not believe that this proposal will result in job loss in Puerto
Rico.

I think it might be appropriate to emphasize how generous a
proposal-

Senator RIEGLE. Let me just stop you because the time is limited
and I have listened to you say that and I do not agree with your
analysis, just to be very blunt about it. But I think you ought to
be able to tell me directly what a 1-percent increase in unemploy-
ment or a 3-percent increase would cost in the way of a revenue
impact.

If you are wrong on the job loss issue, then it is going to cost us
money out of another pocket and you cannot just sweep that under
the rug. So I would like to ask you to get that. I would like to have
it and I think the committee ought to have it.

Let me also raise an issue with respect to NAFTA. Have you
done a direct analysis as to what over a period of time NAFTA, if
it were approved-I know Panetta says it is not going to be ap-
proved-but when it is

The CHAiRMAN. That was noted.
Senator RIEGLE. Yes, a rather large story today. In any event, do

you have an analysis that would show over a period of time what
the job loss might be to other low-cost, low-wage competitors in this
hemisphere where the capital investment attractiveness is being
improved and increased as NAFTA clearly would do in Mexico, as
to what either the displacement would be of jobs sliding out of
Puerto Rico, say, over to Mexico? We have already had a lot of jobs
leave Michigan and go to Mexico. Or just the whole issue of wheth-
er or not further job increases would be likely to occur in a higher
wage situation like Puerto Rico, where they have the same mini-
mum wage we do, versus say in a Mexico situation.

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, there are certainly people within the Treas-
ury who are looking at NAFTA and its impact on various sectors
of the U.S. economy, including Puerto Rico.
I am not directly involved. I am not a trade expert and I will

again have to ask someone else to get back to you on that, simply
because it is not within my area of expertise or the Tax Policy Of-
fice's area.

Senator RIEGLE. Well, let me tell you the reason I raise the issue.
I think there is a cross-connect. I think these international eco-
nomic tradeoffs and comparisons are highly relevant. I think what
will happen here is that by creating a more favorable investment
and job environment in Mexico that everybody is going to be af-
fected.

In other words, it changes the relative balance for everybody. It
certainly does in this country. I think we are going to see a much
increased job loss and job flow to Mexico. But I think as well Puer-
to Rico is particularly susceptible to that because they have the ad-



ditional cost of being an island, so they have the transportation
issue to have to deal with.

But when you take an immediately adjoining country like Mexico
that can truck goods in the United States and the trucking rules
are changed very favorably to Mexico, I think you are creating a
new element that these things are not separate, independent
events. In effect they are on one level, but when you sort of get
them going simultaneously, I think there is a cross connecting ef-
fect.

I would ask you to take a look at that. Not just in year one but
take a look at it over a period of time because that comes back in
again on the first question I raised. That is, if we are going to be
spending more on unemployment compensation, say, in Puerto Rico
and more on food stamps in Puerto Rico as a result of jobs displace-
ment, jobs moving somewhere else, whether it be Mexico or other
places in the Caribbean, I think that would be very important for
us to know. So I would ask you to take a look at that.

Mr. SESSIONS. If I could just respond briefly.
The CHAIRMAN. Please do.
Mr. SESSIONS. As I said, we understand there is a connection be-

tween NAFTA and jobs in Puerto Rico. I would like to comment on
what the impact is of this proposal on jobs in Puerto Rico, the tax
proposal.

As I said, with a 60-percent wage credit and deductibility, effec-
tively the employer in Puerto Rico is going to pay, assuming a 34
percent rate, only 6 cents on the dollar of wages in Puerto Rico, or
assuming a 36-perccat tax rate, 4 cents on the dollar.

That means, fcr example, that although Puerto Rican workers
are required to be paid the minimum wage, 6 percent of the $4.25
minimum wage is only about 25.5 cents. So the labor cost for em-
ployment in Puerto Rico for 936 companies is going to be very low.

To give you another example, our wage credit goes all the way
up to $57,000. If you have an employee who is paid $40,000, as-
suming the employer is bearing only 6 percent of that cost, a 94
percent, or perhaps a 96-percent benefit, that employer is bearing
only $2400 of the $40,000 of wages.

We think that is a very significant incentive to employ workers
in Puerto Rico. If you have someone who the market says is worth
$40,000 and you only have to pay $2400 of that after tax, we think
that is a tremendous incentive.

Senator RIEGLE. Isn't it surprising though that if that is so that
the unemployment rate there is 18 percent?

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, the credit at present is not tied to employ-
ment. It is tied to income-income of the corporation. So at present
at least a very great percentage of the tax expenditure is devoted
to the offset of income on intangible assets that are in Puerto Rico
and not on funds that are channeled into the hands of Puerto Rican
workers.

Senator RIEGLE. I understand that. But it also argues that if you
were employing more people down there, you would have more of
that tax credit to be able to use.

Mr. SESSIONS. Well, that is true under our proposal. There is no
link whatsoever under the current 936 credit to employment in
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Puerto Rico. The only thing you have to do is to satisfy the busi-
ness activities test.

And it is in the interest of 936 corporations-1 am not saying
they all do this-but from a tax standpoint, it is in the interest to
have as little activity in Puerto Rico as possible and get the maxi-
mum tax benefit you can through the income allocation rules.

Senator RIEGLE. You will get me the two things I asked for that
you do not presently have?

Mr. SESSIONS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And perhaps you will also give us the cost per

job and the hourly wage cost when you calculate the tax credit.
[The information requested follows:]

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, DC, May 19, 1993.

Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, Chairman,
Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: This letter responds to your requests for additional informa-
tion at the April 27, 1993, Senate Finance Committee hearing.

In my testimony, I noted that the 936 companies that received 63.5 percent of the
tax benefits accounted for only 12.6 percent of the employment by the 936 compa-
nies. You inquired what portion of the 63.5 percent of tax benefits accrued to phar-
maceutical companies. Pharmaceutical companies account for 65 percent of the cred-
its and 69 percent of the employment in this group. "Other chemical" companies ac-
count for 8 percent of the credits. Companies in food processing, electronics and sci-
entific instruments are also included. Thus, pharmaceutical and related companies
account for more than two-thirds of the benefits.

You also requested further clarification of the Administration's argument that the
section 936 proposal provides a large incentive for additional employment in Puerto
Rico. Companies whose current law credits exceed the 60 percent of wages threshold
will receive a 60 percent credit for any additional wages paid. In addition, wages
will remain fully deductible from taxable income even though they receive a large
credit. Accordingly, if a 936 company above the threshold hires an additional worker
and pays $40,000 in annual wages, it will receive an increased 936 credit of $24,000.
In addition, the deduction for wages will reduce U.S. tax liabilities by another
$13,600 (at a 34 percent tax rate), for a total of $37,600. Viewed differently, a com-
pany subject to the wage cap will reduce its tax liability by $3.89 for workers paid
the minimum wage of $4.25-resulting in net wages of only $0.36 per hour.

Under the Administration proposal, the labor intensive companies that account
for 56 percent of total 936 employment will receive exactly the same tax benefits
as they do under current law. The companies above the 60 percent threshold that
remain in Puerto Rico will receive a very powerfT6i incentive to hire additional work-
ers.

Please let me know if there is any further information we can provide.
Sincerely, SAMUEL Y. SESSIONS, Deputy Assistant

Secretary, Tax Policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood, did you want to pursue this?
Senator PACKWOOD. No, no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we have to move on to our second panel,

which will be our last panel.
Mr. Sessions, we thank you very much for a very lucid, very

forthright testimony. Mr. Samuels, we welcome you to your proxi-
mate position. We hope to get you before the week is out.

Mr. SESSIONS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now we want our next p inel to be heard. We

look forward to it. People have come a long way.



Our next panel will return, not that we ever departed, to the
question of Section 936. We have a very distinguished group of wit-
nesses and we want to hear them all and in the order listed we
will simply go forward. It is a great pleasure for the committee to
welcome Hon. Victoria Munoz, who is President of the Popular
Democratic Party of Puerto Rico.

Ms. Munoz, would you proceed, please?
There are prepared statements. They will be placed in the record

as if read. Proceed precisely as you choose.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Munoz appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF HON. VICTORIA MUNOZ, PRESIDENT, POPU-
LAR DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF PUERTO RICO, SAN JUAN, PR
Ms. MuNoz. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members, I am

Victoria Munoz, President of the Popular Democratic Party of Puer-
to Rico, which in the last election obtained 46 percent of the votes.

Our party, founded in 1940 by my father, the late Governor Luis
Munoz-Marin, has always worked closely with the Congressional
leadership. Throughout many years, we worked on the creation of
Commonwealth and in the implementation of "Operation Boot-
strap," an economic development program that transformed Puerto
Rico from the "Poorhouse of the Caribbean" into a "showcase" for
American democracy.

Fifty years ago, Puerto Rico remained one of the poorest coun-
tries in the Western Hemisphere, with a per capita income of $140
per year, life expectancy of 45 years, in one of the most densely
populated areas of the world with no natural resources.

Going from poorhouse to showcase in only 20 years was possible
because together we found creative solutions to the social, political
and economic problems of Puerto Rico. We are very proud of these
accomplishments, as you should also be. They speak highly of both
Puerto Rico and the United States, of our mutual understanding
and collaboration.

It is in the same spirit that I am here today to ask for a fair,
equitable treatment for Puerto Rico and defend the economic devel-
opment that has successfully created thousands of jobs for our peo-
ple.

Over one-fourth of our total employment is generated directly
and indirectly by 936 companies. The proposal for a wage credit to
substitute for Section 936 seriously threatens these jobs. In order
to grasp the magnitude of the consequences, imagine that a bill
under your consideration would threaten 20 million jobs in the
United States.

Our party supports the initiative of President Clinton to move
America forward. As American citizens, we could and can contrib-
ute. But that contribution must be be ald on fairness, consistent
with our economic realities and our ne I for further economic de-
velopment. The proposal under your consideration is not fair to
Puerto Rico.

By curtailing Section 936, the U.S. Treasury estimates that it
will take out $7 billion from the Puerto Rican economy in 5 years.
This will be a severe blow that will -reate an economic contraction
with substantial job losses and a major threat to our long-term via-
bility.



A recent study concluded that the number of unemployed would
increase by 50 percent by 1995, the equivalent of over 8 million job
losses in the United States. Any contribution from Puerto Rico can-
not be at the expense of increasing our already unacceptably high
unemployment. It must be based on cur economic capabilities and
proportional to the sacrifice that the United States as a whole is

ing asked to make.
Equally significant is the need to present Section 936 as an eco-

nomic development tool. It has allowed Puerto Rico to attract man-
ufacturing investments replacing low wage, unskilled jobs with bet-
ter jobs and a world-class work force.

In the last 10 years Puerto Rico has lost 11,000 jobs in labor in-
tensive industries and has replaced them with tremendous efforts
with high tech manufacturing employment. The proposal under
your consideration eliminates the income credit and offers a wage
credit for a job market that we have been consistently losing to
low-wage areas, even with the present 936 benefits and without
NAI TA, which creates an additional threat to our labor intensive
industries. The wage base proposal does not offer a better deal to
labor intensive industries than Section 936.

How are we going to reduce the present level of 18 percent un-
employment if we lose our most effective tool for job creation, Sec-
tion 936? Our government already employs 30 percent of the labor
force. Our only alternative is growth in the private sector by pro-
viding attractive local tax incentives complemented by Section 936
to bring investment to Puerto Rico.

I am here today so that the 3.6 million American citizens in
Puerto Rico are .,eard by this Senate so that their future is not one
of poverty and dependence. To that end, in my extended testimony
submitted for the record, we are proposing that the current ar-
rangement for inter-company allocation of intangible income be re-
viewed by the U.S. Treasury to raise additional revenues without
causing significant damage to our economy.

President Clinton said, "Most people on welfare are yearning for
another alternative, aching for the chance to move from depend-
ence to dignity. And we owe it to them to give them that chance."
That is precisely the chance that the Puerto Rican people yearn for
and Section 936 provides.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Munoz. And we do have your ex-

tended testimony, which wil! be placed in the record at the appro-
priate level.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Munoz appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will go right through our panel before ques-

tions. Dr. Luis Costas-Elena, who is legal consultant to the Puerto
Rican Senate, appears before us on behalf of Puerto Ricans in Civic
Action of Santurce. Perhaps you would tell us more about the orga-
nization. But welcome, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. LUIS P. COSTAS-ELENA, ON BEHALF OF
PUERTO RICANS IN CIC ACTION, SANTURCE, PR

Dr. COSTAS-ELENA. Honorable Chairman Moynihan and Sen-
ators, I am Luis P. Costas Elena, General Counsel and Vice Presi-
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dent of Puerto Ricans in Civic Action, a civic, non-partisan, grass-
roots movement in Puerto Rico.

We, Puerto Ricans in Civic Action, wholeheartedly support Presi-
dent Clinton's Proposals for Public Investment and Deficit Reduc-
tion, especially the reform of IRC Section 936 into a wage credit.
We also support Senator Pryor's bill.

I, personally, have been studying 936 and its antecedents, 931
and 262, ior almost 20 years for my L.L.M. thesis for Harvard Law
School under Professor Stanley Surrey and my S.J.D. thesis also at
Harvard.

The CHmRMAN. Oh, you are a Surreyvian. We welcome you to
this body. They hold a very special place in our Section.

Dr. COSTAS-ELENA. Puerto Rico should receive domestic solutions
and programs, not tax gimmicks that can only produce resentment
in the States because of runaway businesses. The March 1993 CBS
segment by Dan Rather on 936 runaway plants, the 1987 Kansas
Business Review Study, the Pulitzer Prize and 1992 bestselling
book, "America: What Went Wrong?" exemplify the substantial
harms caused by 936 against your constituents.

At the very least IRC Section 936 should have a sunset provision
and strict requirements for reauthorization. Immediate reform of
936 into a wage credit and sunsetting could provide $3 billion in
additional funds for the U.S. budget, above and beyond what Presi-
dent Clinton has proposed, funds that could be used partially to fi-
nance the uncapping of Medicaid in Puerto Rico or any future sub-
stitute National Health Program that includes the Island, plus the
fomenting in Puerto Rico of programs for education, jobs and infra-
structure.

Marcus Aurelius in-his Meditations has stated, "The Universe is
change, life is opinion." And St. Augustine On Free Choice of the
Will affirmed, "(Y)ou shall know the truth and the truth will make
you free."

Accordingly, we have for many years been pointing out that the
facts belie any need for gradualism in the reform of IRC Section
936 and that IRC Section 936 is a scandalous, ever-increasing Fed-
eral tax expenditure, which in effect is a wasteful, Federal welfare
program basically for pharmaceutical and other Fortune 500 cor-
porations.

You and I should wholly agree with Prof. Stanley Surrey of the
Harvard Law School, former Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy of
the U.S. Treasury during the Kennedy administration.

"A tax incentive does involve the expenditure of government
funds. A dollar is a dollar, both for the person who receives it and
the government that pays it, whether the dollar comes with a tax
credit label or a direct expenditure label. Tax incentives do involve
expenditures 'backdoor expenditures.' And a legislator concerned
with expenditure levels and expenditure control should not, while
holding the front door shut, let hidden expenditures in through the
backdoor."

The Congressional Budget Office has explained, "A tax expendi-
ture is analogous to an entitlement program on the spending side
of the budget. The amount expended is not subject to any legislated
limit but is dependent solely upon taxpayer response to the par-



ticular provision. In this respect, tax expenditures closely resemble
spending programs that have no ceiling."

Section 936 is extremely perverse, expensive and a tremendous
drain on the Federal budget. The annual Federal tax expenditures
of Section 936 have increased to $2.8 billion in 1989 from the $80
million of antecedent Section 931 in 1972. The U.S. General Ac-
counting Office has calculated that from 1993 through 1997 the
U.S. Treasury will lose $15 billion-billion, as in budget busting-
because of IRC Section 936.

According to the Puerto Rico Planning Board the estimated num-
ber of employees in the entire chemical and analogous products
group in Puerto Rico-936 and non-936 corporations-which in-
cludes pharmaceuticals, was at most 22,600 for fiscal year 1991, in-
cluding temporaries. And such employees are around 2 percent of
the total number of employed persons-925,000-by major indus-
trial sectors in Puerto Rico.

Yet, pharmaceutical corporations pocketed 49 percent of the Sec-
tion 936 tax expenditures in 1989 or $1.385 billion of the $2.82 bil-
lion in total Section 936 expenditures in 1989.

In other words, Section 936 is the worst type of welfare, welfare
for the extremely rich pharmaceutical corporations-those that
least need Federal subsidies and that employ relatively few persons
in Puerto Rico--in the misguided and false expectation that some
of those Federal subsidies will indirectly to the average Puerto
Rican trickle down.

Section 936 is a Section of the Federal, Internal Revenue Code
that allows U.S. corporations, principally the Fortune 500, to orga-
nize U.S. subsidiary corporations to do business basically in Puerto
Rico and then shift income.

I would like to jump over to recent studies by the Puerto Rican
Senate, that especially regarding the alleged 936 funds in Puerto
Rico they have already concluded that, "At December of 1992, 93.5
percent of the funds were invested for a period of 90 days or less.
The deposits at 30 days generated a return of 2.6 percent, while
the deposits of 5 or 6 years offered a return of 5 percent. This dra-
matic data for a date before President Clinton's proposals arose, re-
flected almost the total;.ty of the 936 funds available at that date
were not financing activities of economic development, but were
dedicated to liquid instruments for the financing of activities at
very short term."

In other words, the 936 corporations looked like their prede-
cessors, 931, cash-rich mutual funds.

Thank you.
The CHIRMAN. We thank you, and we note your citation of

James Tobin further in the statement.
Dr. CoSTAS-ELENA. I have additional data that I would like to in-

troduce as part of the record if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you be so good, Dr. Costas-Elena. We will

look forward to it and we will need it.
Next we will hear from Luis Nunez, who is President of the Na-

tional Puerto Rican Coalition, which is based here in Washington,
DC.

Mr. NuNEz. Yes.
The CHAtmA. We welcome you, sir, and good morning.



STATEMENT OF LUIS NUNEZ, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL PUERTO
RICAN COALITION, INC., WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. NUNEZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have submit-
ted my testimony for the record. But I would like to make a few
comments at this late morning session.

The CHAIAN. Yes, I should have said good afternoon.
Mr. NUNEZ. Good afternoon.
The CHIRMAN. We will put this in the record as if read, and you

may proceed exactly as you wish, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nunez appears in the appendix.]
Mr. NUNEZ. The National Puerto Rican Coalition is an Associa-

tion of over 100 non-profit organizations across the United States.
It was founded to promote the economic, social and political well-
being of all Puerto Ricans, the over 6 million Puerto Ricans who
live in the United States and in Puerto Rico. Currently we estimate
there are 3.6 million Puerto Ricans living on the Island and 2.7
million in the States.

In listening to some of the testimony today several words come
to mind one that Puerto Rico has a unique relationship to the Unit-
ed States. Second, that it is a very fragile economy. Both of those
comments are exactly on target.

Puerto Rico is totally dependent as a private economy on 936. We
talk about the specific jobs created through 936 but we pay very
little attertion to the over 200,000 indirect jobs that have been cre-
ated.

The CHAIRMAN. The multiplier effect.
Mr. NUNEZ. The multiplier effect. Exactly, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NUNEZ. And if you have experienced Puerto Rico like I have,

I went to Puerto Rico in 1958 on my honeymoon and over a 35, 40
year period I have seen Puerto Rico advance from a relatively im-
poverished economic back water of the Caribbean into perhaps the
most advanced technological society in the Caribbean and perhaps
South America.

This is due to the development of a high-tech industrial base for
Puerto Rico, this could not have happened without a tax incentive.
Now this also happened at the cost of an exodus of over a million
Puerto Ricans leaving the Island of Puerto Rico between 1945 and
1965. We are the products of that exodus. There are Puerto Ricans
in every State of the Union, including Alaska and Hawaii. The ma-
jority live, as you well know, Senator, in New York State. They also
live in New Jersey.

We have identified 43 congressional districts where there are
substantial Puerto Rican communities across the United States. I
would say that every community of Puerto Ricans here is quite con-
cerned about the future of Puerto Rico.

Listening to Governor Pedro Rossell6 this morning, I would state
we support his position regarding the changes that should be made
in the current 936. I do not think there is any argument at this
point in time that 936 needs to have some changes made.

However, the vast majority of Puerto Ricans, the vast majority
of the leadership of the island, wants to ensure that these changes
will have a minimal impact on the ability of Puerto Rico and its
people to advance economically.



There is no question that the impact of President Clinton's pro-
posal will be at the high end of the job ladder. We talk about 10
percent, 20,000 jobs in the pharmaceutical industry. Those are the
jobs that are the bcst paid, the most skilled jobs in Puerto Rico.

I would raise the question of people who criticize the tax incen-
tive, what do we want, what do we want for Puerto Rico, just the
low-wage jobs in which Puerto Rico has to compete against other
societies where the wage rates are five times less than they are in
Puerto Rico or do we want to make Puerto Rico a truly competitive
industrial society that can compete with any other economy across
the world?

I think the latter is what we want. And I speak today primarily
on behalf of the Puerto Rican communities in the United States
that want to see a better future for Puerto Rico, who are concerned
about an exodus of Puerto Ricans coming to our communities in the
States who all have their own sets of problems. We cannot afford
to have an enormous exodus of the magnitude that occurred in the
1950's and the 1960's to the mainland.

I think the issue of the economy of Puerto Rico has to be solved
in Puerto Rico. It cannot be exported to the United States.

Saying that, I want to make one point crystal clear. Puerto
Ricans are American citizens. Puerto Rican jobs are American jobs.
So when we talk about runaway plants, we are talking about
plants in an American environment. This is a very important con-
sideration that we all have to take into account as we look at the
future of Puerto Rico.

The prosperity of Puerto Rico is important to the continental
United States. It is important to the whole Caribbean. We note
that Puerto Rico has played an important role in fostering an eco-
nomic development loan fund in the Caribbean area.

At the House Ways and Means hearing several weeks ago the
Ambassador from Jamaica applauded that program. I would like to
see a similar program to foster economic development in Puerto
Ricmn communities using 936 funds.

The Governor of Puerto Rico has endorsed that concept. Con-
gresswoman Nydia Velazquez has also e .orsed that concept. It is
spelled out in our testimony. I think I would again counsel this
committee that the future of Puerto Rico and the future of the
Puerto Rican community in the United States are bound together
and we are concerned and we are supportive of the economy of
Puerto Rico and the people of Puerto Rico.

Thank you.
The CARIMAN. Well, we thank you, Mr. Nunez. That was very

carefully and very properly set forward. I think we might get some-
what similar sentiment from Mr. Arturo Carrion, who represents
the Puerto Rico 936 Private Sector Coalition in San Juan.

Good afternoon, sir, and welcome.

STATEMENr OF ARTURO L. CARRION, ON BEHALF OF PUERTO
RICO 9& PRIVATE SECTOR COALITION, SAN JUAN, PR

Mr. CARRION. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members of
this distinguished committee. My name is Arturo Carrion. I am
here today as the spokesman for the Puerto Rico Private Section



936 Coalition, 29 organizations that have joined to preserve our
blueprint for economic development.

The organizations in this Coalition represent approximately
30,000 businesses of all sizes and from all sectors of Puerto Rico's
economy, which account for more than 50 percent of total private
employment in Puerto Rico.

For the record, I am submitting a full written statement, includ-
ing a list of the organizations in the Coalition and a summary of
the impact which the issue at hand will have on each economic sec-
tor represented.

The CHAIRMAN. We will enter that in the record, of course.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carrion appears in the appen-

dix.]
Mr. CARRION. We are conscious of President Clinton's call for sac-

rifice by all Americans to strengthen the U.S. economy. However,
this sacrifice must be shared equitably among all Americans. This
is not the case with the administration's proposals as they pertain
to Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico is being asked to carry a disproportionate share of
the tax burden in the President's program. We are the only juris-
diction being asked to put at risk the very foundation of our econ-

The revenue-raising proposals in the administration's program,

total $246 billion, which represents slightly less than $1,000 for
each American citizen on the mainland. In contrast, the $7.5 billion
being asked from Puerto Rico's economy represents more than
$2,000 for each of Puerto Rico's 3.6 million American citizens.

If we factor into the calculation the fact that Puerto Rico's in-
come per capita is one-third of the income per capita on the main-
land, we find that the proportionate share of the tax-raising burden
placed on Puerto Rico is six times higher than the corresponding
urden on the mainland.
The administration has two clear-cut ob*ectives-to raise reve-

nues and to create jobs. Both are simple and clear. Neither of them
requires or justifies the sweeping changes in Puerto Rico's eco-
nomic structure that I have been proposed.

Since the late 1940's we have increased our per capita GNP 18
fold, from $348 in 1950 to $6,450 today. Employment has increased
more than 50 percent in that period. Section 936 and its prede-
cessors have been instrumental in these achievements.

Even with its achievements, Puerto Rico must still compete with-
out natural resources, one of the world's highest population den-
sities, and a per capita income about half that of the poorest State.
In contrast to many countries that compete with us for investment
capital, we are bound by some of the toughest environmental
standards in the world-by U.S. minimum wage laws, by the cost
of maritime transportation in U.S. ships, and by higher energy
costs than in the mainland.

Creating jobs is ultimately the main thrust of the President's eco-
nomic program. Section 936 is essential if Puerto Rico is to con-
tinue doing just that-creating jobs. Besides generating 115,000 di-
rect jobs in manufacturing, the activities of 936 corporations sup-
port over 200,000 additional jobs and services, trade, retailing and
many other activities characterized by medium and small sized



companies, led by Puerto Rican entrepreneurs. These are the peo-
ple represented by this Coalition.

In the financial sector, 936 companies supply more than 40 per-
cent of all financial resources available for lending and investment
in productive employment generating activities. As part of the ad-
ministration's program, Treasury has proposed a wage based limi-
tation to the 936 credit, which is not by itself an efficient incentive
to maintain the mix of high technology and labor intensive indus-
tries that we have today.

An income based credit is needed to maintain this balance. The
Government of Puerto Rico has recognized the need to keep both
elements in effect.

In view of the need to protect the economic system based on Sec-
tion 936, any modifications considered necessary to the 936 system
must conform to several parameters to ensure Puerto Rico's ongo-
ing economic development in harmony with objectives and needs of
the U.S. economy.

These parameters are the following: Puerto Rico must answer
President Clinton's call to sacrifice in proportion to its capabilities
as the lowest income and highest unemployment economy within
the United States. Puerto Rico's economic model must be capable
of fostering a favorable environment for creating jobs, generating
income, enhancing the linkages between all the sectors of the Puer-
to Rican economy and supplying funds for low-cost financing of
public infrastructure and private productive activities.

Modifications to improve the 936 system must provide for the
continuous stability of Puerto Rico's investment climate and its
attractiveness for future investment and job creation.

Finally, modifications to the current 936 system must be imple-
mented on a gradual basis to give the economy time to readjust its
basic underpinnings.

Thank you very much, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, May I just say-this is altogether

an aside-I see that you represent the Association of Businesses in
Old San Juan and also the Association of Automobile Distributors.

Now, if you could persuade someone to keep those automobiles
out of Old San Juan, you might find you have a vote on this com-
mittee that surprises you. [Laughter.]

Mr. CARRION. We have been trying to do that for quite some
time, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. The last member of our panel, a very welcome
member, Richard Leonard, is director of Special Projects of the Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union, AFL-CIO. Mr.
Leonard, we welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. LEONARD, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL
PROJECTS, OIL, CHEMICAL, AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTER-
NATIONAL UNION, AFL-CIO, LAKE WOOD, CO
Mr. LEONARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Again, my

name is Richard Leonard and I am a FPirector of the OCAW, which
represents approximately 100,000 workers, 10,000 of which are in
the pharmaceutical industry. We very much appreciate your kind-
ness in allowing us to testify here today.



I would like to begin by saying that our organization, along with
the entire AFL-CIO, is in complete support of the President's pro-
gram to put a 60 percent wage credit cap on the possessions tax
credit. We fina that this is essentially a very modest proposal that
intends to recapture, I believe, about 40 percent of that which
would otherwise be lost to the Treasury over the next 5 years.

And we find that it is very specific, highly specific, in that it di-
rectly targets a fairly narrow and small group of companies that
have captured an enormous portion of the possessions tax credit
while providing a comparatively less amount of benefit to the econ-
omy of Puerto Rice.

In fact, we have identified about 34 companies that seem to have
captured the vast majority of this benefit. Among them are compa-
nies like Merck, for example, that eni ploy 1,200 and earn a tax
credit of something like $151,000 on each of those employees.

In fact, Merck has been able to restructure itself so that some-
thing like 40 percent of its net income producing capacity world-
wide is now sheltered in Puerto Rico and accomplished by 3 per-
cent of its worldwide work force.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say that once again, sir?
Mr. LEONARD. Merck has structured itself in such a way that 40

percent of its net income producing capacity on a worldwide basis
is now relocated in Puerto Rico and accomplished by 3 percent of
its worldwide work force.

I might add that the same is true of American Home Products,
that has about 1,400 employees in Guayama. It is rewarded with
a tax credit equivalent to $75,000 per year for each of these jobs.
And it has put 42 percent of its worldwide income-producing capac-
ity within this shelter which is accomplished again by 3 percent of
its worldwide work force.

Pepsico and Coke are two com panies in Cidra that produce their
highly proprietary formulas. In the case of Coke, for example, they
employ 371 people and derive a $371,000 per year credit for each
of those employees. This is of the equivalent of 1,100 percent of the
average wage paid to those employees.

These are just some examples and they are not atypical of what
we have been talking about here this morning. Together we are
looking at a group of companies that have created, taken together,
3,100 jobs. But this is not even accurate because 1,000 of these jobs
were created as a result of the destruction of 1,000 jobs on the
mainland when American Home closed plants in Indiana and
Pennsylvania and moved that work to Puerto Rico to take advan-
tage of tax sheltered manufacturing.

This process of the tax financed export of jobs that we have seen
here is part of a much larger process. We have identified some 24
situations where companies have abandoned mainland locations,
engaged in mass layoifs or closures in order to come to Puerto Rico
to take advantage of the tax breaks that are offered there.

In the study that we did, which is by no means comprehensive,
we identified 10,000 mainland workers who were displaced as a re-
sult of this process, most of them in recent years. This underscores
a very cruel irony. That is that the vry group of middle Americans
who are financing this scheme are unwittingly buying into a lottery
where the winning entries are pink slips.



This is true for the Acme Boot Co., which is at this very moment
letting go of 480 employees to move its equipment and its plant
and its management to Toa Alta, Puerto Rico. It is true in the case
of the Syntex Corp. in Palo Alto, CA that is moving its operation
to Humacao and destroying jobs for 281. It is true of the Sunstrand
Corp., that at this moment is discharging 200 employees in Brea,
CA to take up residence in Puerto Rico.

The Clinton program does not end Section 936. It basically ends
the feeding frenzy which has been taking place here for a number
of years at the expense of taxpayers, at the expense of workers, and
at the expense of communities on the mainland.

Section 936, I think, in its original form was a great instrument,
having great promise for the development of Puerto Rico. But I
submit that this has been squandered, that billions have been
squandered and that communities, and workers, and taxpayers
have been damaged in this process.

I mean the pharmaceutical guys have got a lot of courage. It
takes a lot of guts for a pharmaceutical company to look the Amer-
ican public square in the eye and suggest that they finance 100
percent or 200 percent of their wage bill in some region.

I also credit the President with a lot of courage, considering the
political might of the pharmaceutical industry, for taking a stand,
a gutsy stand, in his proposal. We think it is the right thing to do.

I would add that the President's program is not only modest, it
is really quite generous. It is so generous, in fact, that the vast ma-
jority of 936 companies will not be impacted by the program at all.
These are the companies that are supplying most of the jobs in the
Commonwealth.

We are concerned that under the present circumstances we could
be seeing additional job exports, more Clarksville, TN, for example.
And, clearly, this is not an outcome intended by this administra-
tion.

For these reasons, we have supported legislation to stop the ex-
port, the tax-financed export of jobs. Three such examples now
exist in the House of Representatives in the form of House Bills
1207, 1210 and 1630.

I would conclude by saying that the members of this Committee
have the opportunity to perform a great service to workers and tax-
payers and mainland communities by holding firm on the Presi-
dent's 60 percent wage credit proposal and advocating the passage
of legislation to stop the tax financed export of jobs.

Thank you very much.
The CHAInMAN. Thank you, Mr. Leonard.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Leonard appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor, you have, of course, been a leader

in this whole area. You have been very patiently awaiting your op-
portunity to speak, and here it is, sir.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, I know it is very, very late. I will
take just a moment.

April 19, just 10 days ago, the Fortune Magazine came out-and
showed once again that the pharmaceutical industry's profitability
in 1992, was five times the return on sales of the Fortune 500 me-
dian company or part of the economy; three times the return on eq-



uity, the pharmaceutical industry had over the median Fortune
500 entities in our economy.

Mr. Chairman, I want to complement you and the staff because
this morning's hearing has gone now, what, 3 hours or more. It has
been I think the most fair, equal representation of both sides of
this issue. I think it is superb. I want to complement you and your
staff for doing this. I have heard some interesting and some edu-
cation things today.

I just have one final question. Maybe, Mr. Nunez, I could ask
you. If the average tax credit for a pharmaceutical company is
$71,000; and the average salary is $26,000. That leaves $45,000 to
put in the pharmaceutical company's pocket. Do you feel that they
are sharing their wealth with you and with the Commonwealth
and with the people there in Puerto Rico?

Mr. NUNEZ. Well, as has been alluded, Senator Pryor, the direct
jobs created have a multiplier effect on these jobs. I read that arti-
cle in Fortune Magazine myself and it was a very fine article, Sen-
ator.

The point is also that pharmaceutical companies are averaging
about a 20-percent return, roughly, which is very high. But in to-
tality it is not as high as a lot of people think it is. The reality of
American industry is that return on investment has been very low
over the last few years.

Do we want to penalize them because they make more money
than the average industry in America? One point. The second point
is, the quality of the jobs that are created.

One of our companies that I am fairly close to is Johnson &
Johnson. Johnson & Johnson brought eight of their managers from
Puerto Rico to Washington a couple of years ago and I had dinner
with them. They were all Puerto Ricans. They were all plant man-
agers of plants valued at over $100 million.

These people were the most highly trained engineers, phar-
macists, chemical engineers; plant managers of some of the most
high tech companies in this country or in the world. They were all
Puerto Ricans. Those are jobs that would not have been created in
Puerto Rico without tax incentives provided by 936.

By adopting the wage credit we will subsidize the low-wage in-
dustry putting Puerto Rico in competition with all low-wage areas
of the Caribbean. I think ultimately Puerto Rico will lose that bat-
tle. The future of Puerto Rico has to be in the development of the
high tech, high salary jobs as it has to be for the United States as
a whole.

We are no longer competitive at the low-wage rate. Puerto Rico
continues to lose jobs at the low end of the spectrum. There have
been major job losses in the tuna canning industry which was a
mass employer. Half of those jobs have disappeared in Puerto Rico
in the last 5 or 10 years. We just cannot compete.

The CHAIRMA. Did you say tanning?
Mr. NUNEZ. Tuna canning.
That was a big industry in Puerto Rico. That is practically dis-

appearing because it is really very much based on the differential
in wages.
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Now I think Governor Rossell6's proposal seeks to address some
of this imbalance through the option of reducing the current tax
credit by 20 percent. I think that begins to address that issue.

Senator PRYOR. I thank you very much. I appreciate that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NUNEZ. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor has to lea a. He is a leader of the

membership of our Democratic caucus, wnich began meeting 45
minutes ago. I am here. I am not a member of anything. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator PRYOR. He is just the Chairman of the Committee. That
is all. Think you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Surely. Thank you, sir.
Ms. Munoz?
Ms. MUNOZ. Yes. I want to add that the multiplying effect is also

seen in small businesses. If you have only the wage credit as pro-
posed by the President, what companies will do is contract jobs
through the small businesses in Puerto Rico, they will incorporate
it into their personal expenditures.

Also, it is very important for us to have this balanced economy.
We have a study and we will let you have it. We will send it to
you. That the multiplier for the average 936 company is 2.17 jobs.
And the average manufacturing job under 936 is almost two for
each job created, but for most industries almost four.

These are jobs that have an average of $26,000 to $30,000 salary,
average salary. You have a big multiplier in local supplies, in the
local economy and in the small business in commercial in the sec-
tors I derived from the primary money-making or economy for the
using sectors.

So we are talking about real jobs. I want to address also the fact
that in the 1970's everybody was saying that we had a very big
petro chemical industry and everybody was saying that they were
threatening to go from Puerto Rico, the price of oil was raised, and
it was not true, and we should never believe that they had a lot
of money invested in Puerto Rico and they would never leave.

Well, the price of oil went up and they left Puerto Rico and we
lost many jobs there. So we cannot take lightly these threats to
leave Puerto Rico.

Already they are leaving for Santa Domingo, the pharmaceutical
are phasing out a 1,000 worker plant in Puerto Rico and relocate
in Santa Domingo in the Dominican Republic. So we are talking
about dealing Puerto Rico a very bold economy and making us very
much poorer and more dependent on welfare programs which is not
what we want. We want good jobs at good wages.

Mr. CARRION. Senator, may I got a dissent in here?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Carrion, and then Mr. Leonard. Was

that you, Dr. Costas?
Mr. COSTAS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You first. I am sorry.
Dr. COSTAS-ELENA. I would like to point out to the distinguished

Chairman that anyone that resorts to multipliers to defend 936 is
implicitly recognizing that the direct data do not support or justify
the continued existence of 936.



If the direct data were enough to justify, you would not need to
resort to multipliers, which are basically estimates or guess work.

Number two. Lester Thurow of MIT came down to Puerto Rico
in the 1970's and he precisely pointed out the lack of linkages to
justify these alleged multipliers perennially used by the defenders
of the 936 and 931 tax exemption program of Puerto Rico.

Most recently Thomas Hexner and Glen Jenkins-Glen Jenkins
is the director of the Harvard Tax Program of International Stud-
ies--and he has pointed out the ridiculousness of these multipliers
and that they are basically just inventions of the defenders. And
he points out that if you actually use those multipliers you will
wind up with more people employed in Puerto Rico than there are
actually people in the entire or force of Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a complex thought. [Laughter.]
Mr. Leonard?
Mr. LEONARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To the extent that

these multipliers, in fact, exist, I would like to point out that this
works in reverse as well. I mean, to the extent that we can show
that something like 10,000 mainland jobs have been destroyed in
this process, and you look at the multiplier numbers that are pre-
sented by some of the defenders of 936, you could make the argu-
ment that 20,000 to 30,000 jobs have, in fact, disappeared in the
mainland as a result of this migration to tax havens in the posses-
sions.

So I would just like to raise that point. That this situation can
be looked at from both ends.

The CHAIRMAN. Well that is entirely-
Mr. LEONARD. If, in fact, the multipliers exist.
The CHAIRMAN. This is one society and one economy where there

is this one sector of the economy has this special arrangement.
Mr. Carrion, the last word is yours.
Mr. CARRION. Thank you very much.
I would like to respond briefly to Senator Pryor's comments. I be-

lieve that he was referring in that article to a study by the General
Accounting Office. I think it is appropriate to mention that that
study was done on a limited number of selected companies. I guess
it is just about 20 companies that really earn the larger portion of
the profits earned.

But on the other hand, they represent the largest number of indi-
rect jobs created. I would like to respond to Mr. Costas-Elena, that
definitely the indirect job production is a fact. There is no way you
can escape from that fact. If you create a direct job, you have to
create some others around it.

And particularly in the case of the hig:,a-tech industries, they
have the highest multiplier effect because of the very nature of
their operation.

I would like to share with you also what we call Puerto Rico at
a glance. First of all, regarding the payment of taxes, I think that,
you know, much has been sai that 936 companies do not pay any
taxes. Just for the record, first of all, under the profit split method,
936 companies do pay Federal income taxes on the 50 percent of
the income attributable to the U.S. sources.

Secondly, they pay substantial amounts of income and withhold-
ing taxes to Puerto Rico. Let me give you some facts. The total in-



come tax revenues of the government of Puerto Rico for 1992 was
$2.3 billion, of which the corporate income tax amounted to $1 bil-
lion, of which 936 corporate taxes amounted to $513 million.

The CHAIRMAN. A third of the corporate tax.
Mr. CARRION. Please note that 50 percent of the corporate income

taxes are paid by 936 companies.
On the other hand, about the so-called 936 funds, the funds have

been invested very, very well in Puerto Rico. We do have a very
strong regulatory process which governs how these funds are in-
vested. The amount of 936 funds invested in commercial finance,
is $6.7 billion; in housing financing, $4.8 billion in public sector fi-
nance, $4.1 billion; in CBI countries finance, $1.1 billion; and in
other general investments, $2 billion.

Most of this money is coming from the high tech companies that
do provide indirect jobs, that do provide 936 funds, and that do pro-
vide a very high quality of employment in Puerto Rico, not only on
a direct, but also on an indirect basis.

And I submit to you that in the same way that the distinguished
anel has just mentioned, that the loss of jobs in the States that
e proclaims, would create a very difficult indirect job loss in the

States, the same thing would happen in Puerto Rico, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think we can all agree that there is noth-

ing really contradictory in what anyone has said here. The issue is
before us. We are very much in your debt for the testimony we
have. We are aware of how important this issue is. We are aware
that more than a few things depend on the outcome of our decision.

If I may say to Mr. Nunez, my first visit to Puerto Rico was a
half a century ago when I served in the U.S. Navy in 1946. I loved
it then and have loved it ever since.

We will have to deal with this in the general setting of our tax
measures. I will make it my business to speak directly to the Presi-
dent about this, give him a sense that this involves larger issues
than simply revenue here, and we hope to settle them responsibly.

And if we do, it will be because we have had the advice and very
helpful counsel of each of you. So I want to thank you. And at 1:30
in the afternoon I declare our morning session adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:26 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch appears in the appen-

dix.]
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ADMINISTRATION'S TAX PROPOSALS
(INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT AND BUSINESS

MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT)

THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Bradley, Breaux, Conrad, Packwood,
Chafee, Durenberger, Grassley, and Hatch.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning to our distinguished witnesses and

our most welcome guests. This is to continue the series of hearings
that Senator Packwood and I have put together on the President's
tax proposals as they are incorporated in the budget resolution.

We are most honored to have a panel of persons of unexampled
experience and authority, at least with this committee who will
give us their views, with respect to the investment tax credit and
some other business proposals.

Dr. Fred Bergsten, is Chairman of the Competitiveness Policy
Council and is well known to our committee; Mortimer Caplin, a
public official of great distinction and attorney in Washington right
now; Dr. James Gravelle, who is with the Congressional Research
Service in the cconomic policy area; Harry Sullivan, who is co-
chairman of the Tax Reform Action Coalition; and Peter McNeish,
who is secretary and member of the board of directors of the Small
Business Legislative Council.

As is our practice, we will go down the list as the witnesses ap-
pear in our witness list.

Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No opening statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We wish to hear our witnesses. Dr. Bergsten,

good morning, sir. We begin with you.

STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN, PH.D., CHAIRMAN,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, WASIUNGTON, DC

Dr. BERGTN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Senator Pack-
wood. Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

(59)
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I am this morning, as you said, representing the Competitiveness
Policy Council, which, as you know, is a 12-member national com-
mission created by the Congress several years ago, totally biparti-
san, 12 members appointed by the President, the Senate and the
House, comprised equally of business executives, labor union lead-
ers, government officials, and representatives of the public interest.

A month ago we presented our second report to the President
and the Congress, laying out a detailed blueprint for a comprehen-
sive, competitiveness strategy for the United States, attempting to
respond to the mandate that the Congress gave us in creating the
Commission several years ago.

We conclude that the United States, despite some recent
progress, continues to face major competitiveness problems and we
outline a comprehensive prograJm that we think would deal with it.

We set several national goals for the United States. We think
productivity growth has to be raised from the less than 1 percent
rate of the last 20 years to at least 2 percent over the next few
years. We think economic growth has to be increased to at least a
3 to 3.5 percent average, and we want to eliminate the external
deficit that has led the United States to become the world's leading
debtor country.

Now I preface my remarks with this because these goals are es-
sential to the investment tax credit proposal which we support be-
fore the committee today. One of the areas of our competitiveness
strategy, which goes beyond what the administration has proposed,
is to support more private investment in the U.S. economy.

Our recommendation to double or more national productivity
growth requires a significant increase in both the quality and
quantity of private investment in the economy. All of our proposals
for improving education, training, public infrastructure spending,
technology supports, improved corporate governance and the like
seek a bigger bang for every investment buck.

But in addition, we have to increase the share of the economy
that is devoted to investment. The U.S. invests less than any of our
major competitors, less than half as much as Japan. And in some
recent years, Japan has invested more than the United States in
absolute terms, with half the population.

A modest part of the needed increase in U.S. investment will
come from public spending on infrastructure. The bulk, however,
has to be private investment in p!.ant and equipment. Our council
concludes that the United States must increase the investment
share of our economy by at least 5 percentage points of the GNP
in order to meet our goal of doubling national productivity growth.
That is a conservative estimate.

Many observers-the C ,D in its recent report, Marty Feldstein
in work he has done, would argue that a much larger shift of re-
sources, on the order of 6 to 8 or even 10 percent of the GNP needs
to be shifted into private investmc nt to get productivity growth up,
to increase our standard of living, to get the kind of economy we
want.

Now we know that the cost of capital is crucial in determining
the national investment rate. In fact, the user cost of most types
of production equipment has risen sharply over the past decade due
to tax increases on investment and equipment.
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So our council proposes three new tax incentives for private in-
vestment to reduce the user cost of capital, as well as to channel
private investment in the most productive directions.

First is a 10-percent equipment tax credit, limited to equipment
so we call it an equipment tax credit; and permanent for all firms
on either an incremental or a first dollar basis.

We also propose reinstatement of a permanent R&D tax credit
and more realistic depreciation periods. But I will focus today on
the investment tax credit since that is before your group.

I would p int out that our proposals were formulated by our full
council of the quadri-partite nature I mentioned, and backed up by
a 29-member sub-council on manufacturing, composed of experts
from all walks of life. Members of that subcouncil included four
Senators-Bingaman, Levin, Lott and Roth-two members of the
House-Nancy Johnson and John LaFalce-and also Laura Tyson,
now Chairman of the CEA, who was then in the private sector.

Our council recommends a permanent equipment tax credit to in-
duce companies to invest more than they otherwise would in high
payoff investment equipment. We analyzed all the arguments
against this policy tool and found that most of them are aimed at
a temporary credit, rather than the permanent credit that we en-
dorse.

We agree that a temporary credit would lead to a bunching of in-
vestment rather than a permanent modification of incentives. So
we do not support the temporary credit.

By contrast, we believe a permanent equipment tax credit would
permanently increase the share of investment in the economy.
This, we believe, is an essential component of any competitiveness
strategy for the country's economy and we strongly recommend it.

We believe that a permanent equipment tax credit would work.
During past periods when such a credit was in place, growth in
equipment spending rose strongly, in sharp contrast to periods
when the credit did not apply. There has been extensive research
that clearly shows a high correlation and highly probable causation
between equipment, investment and economic growth, suggesting a
very high rate of investment bang for buck of ETC tax expenditure.

We believe that an equipment tax credit would reduce tax reve-
nue in the shortrun. We strongly favor reasonable budget policies
and would want to pay for that in the overall budget package. But
it is important to understand that a well-designed effective equip-
ment tax credit should pay for most, if not all, of its initial costs
within a few years by generating new production and employment
and we lay out the numbers that would permit that to happen.

Finally, three points in designing an equipment tax credit. Most
of our Council members believe that it is desirable, to put it that
way, 1o trade off a slightly higher corporate tax rate for an equip-
ment tax credit, and the other targeted tax credits that we propose.

Second, the equipment tax credits should not be covered by the
alternative minimum tax because that would truncate its impact.

Ar, d finally, in deciding whether to go incremental or first dollar,
which incidentally we had a split on within our group, we rec-
ommend you talk to the corporate CEO's who are going to imple-
ment the thing and see what their best judgment would be.

Think you.



The CHAuumN. Thank you, sir. My goodness, that was a pro-
digiously productive 5 minutes. [Laughter.] "

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bergsten appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHA"MAN. Dr. Gravelle?
STATEMENT OF JANE G. GRAVELLE, PH.D., SENIOR SPECIAL-

IST, ECONOMIC POLICY, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERV-
ICE, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. GRAVELLE. Thank you. I thank you for the invitation to ap-

pear here today.
The President's proposal includes a temporary incremental tax

credit for equipment purchases of large businesses, and a perma-
nent non-incremental credit for small businesses.

The permanent credit for small business is the single, largest
permanent subsidy for business in the tax package. The temporary
large business credit is a short-term stimulus program. And since
it oes not introduce permanent changes, increases in spending are
likely to be borrowed from the future.

A temporary incremental credit should have more effect on in-
creasing spending per dollar of revenue loss than a regular credit.
There may be a case for such a fiscal stimulus, although some
economists may feel that such a stimulus is not needed this late
in the business cycle.

Some reservations, however, can be voiced about the temporary
credit. First, will it be successful and stimulating and increase
spending? There is not much evidence that the investment tax
credit operates effectively as an investment stimulus. One of the
reasons typically advanced for this weak, short-run effect is the
planning lag for capital expenditures.

For this reason, and because the credit will be retroactive, much
of the credit would inevitably accrue as a windfall to investments
that would have been made in any case.

Second, is the stimulus worth the administrative complications?
The credit has all the complications of a regular investment credit
in defining eligible assets, plus additional complications brought
about through its temporary and incremental aspects.

An incremental credit, in particular, creates problems in applica-
tion to new firms, firms that merge and split, partnerships and
leasing firm3.

During 1992 there was discussion of a permanent incremental in-
vestment tax credit. A permanent incremental tax credit is prob-
ably impossible to design and would have certain economic draw-
backs, including a built-in tendency to exacerbate business cycles
and increase industry concentration.

Making the credit temporary avoids these problems and lessens
the general administrative problems associated with an incremen-
tal credit since firms have less of an incentive to manipulate the
base. At the same time, however, a temporary credit adds its own
set of complications in defining what expenditures fall within the
time frame.

A final question is what the implications for fairness are of large
differentials and benefits across firms that will occur in part be-
cause of their past investment histories.



In assessing the economic benefits surrounding the permanent
small business tax credit there are two issues that Are both sepa-
rate and related. The first issue is why a subsidy should be di-
rected to equipment investment. The second is why an equipment
credit should be targeted to small business.

Turning to the first issue, conventional analysis of capital income
taxation usually suggests that providing subsidies for particular
types of investment is inefficient. The notion that tax neutrality
across investment contributes to economic efficiency was a fun-
damental philosophy behind the design of the Tax Reform Act of
1986, which repealed the investment credit in favor of lower tax
rates.

Now one recent claim that has attracted some attention is the ar-
gument that equipment investment contributes especially to eco-
nomic growth, largely based on a statistical study across countries
that showed a relationship between investment in equipment and
growth rates, especially with a subcategory of "high productivity"
countries.

While such new research is always intriguing, experience sug-
gests that one must be cautious about new statistical findings until
they are subject to scrutiny by others and replicated. The statistical
relationship found in this study, in particular, appeared to be heav-
ily influenced by the behavior of only a few countries.

A subsequent study found, in fact, that the relationship dis-
appeared among the high productivity countries when they were
restricted to OECD countries. Moreover, the relationship between
non-OECD countries became statistically insignificant if one coun-
try, Botswana, was eliminated from the sample. [Laughter.]

I do not want to take a lot of time with this study, but it is, I
think, a study Fred mentioned and a study that has been men-
tioned frequently as a justification for this credit.

Another argument for an investment credit is that it will in-
crease savings. This argument does not constitute an argument for
favoring equipment, per se. And there is, unfortunately, little evi-
dence that private savings rates are affected by changes in taxes.

The revenue devoted to subsidizing equipment investment would
probably be more likely to contribute to the savings rate if it were
used to reduce the deficit.

The second issue is why a subsidy should be directed to small
business. Small businesses are largely unincorporated and are gen-
erally subject to lower taxas than are large businesses that operate
in corporate form. The credit will simply increase an existing favor-
able treatment.

One argument is that small businesses create most new jobs. The
perception that existing small businesses create a large fraction of
new jobs dates from a study that has since been found to be incor-
rect.

But even if this argument were correct, and increasing small
firm jobs were the object of the investment credit, why subsidize
capital rather than wages? A subsidy for equipment could even re-
duce employment and encourages a aubstitution of capital for labor.

Some distributional issues might also be raised. Despite our
image of small business as struggling "mom and pot" enterprises,



as a statistical average owners of small business have five times
the wealth and almost twice the income of the average American.

Indeed, the smallest of small businesses will not benefit from the
investment credit because current law already enables them to ex-
pense up to $10,000 of equipment investment and they would not
also receive the credit.

This discussion is not meant to imply that there may not be le-
gitimate concerns about small businesses, such as access to capital
and regulatory and paperwork burdens. But the investment credit
will not address these concerns.

There are two final observations that might be made about the
small business credit. The first is that, as currently designed, there
is a notch problem since firms lose all credits when their receipts
rise above the dollar limit.

Second, whenever a tax provision for businesses is limited by
size, it tends to create some administrative problems. One such
problem is the treatment of multiple ownership of firms. Another
problem is that taxpayers will have an incentive to arrange the
timing of receipts and investments in order to qualify.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Gravelle. We are going to have

learn more about Botswana and future samples.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gravelle appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sullivan, you are next.

STATEMENT OF HARRY SULLIVAN, CO-CHAIRMAN, TAX
REFORM ACTION COALITION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SULLIVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Harry
Sullivan. I am the senior vice president and general counsel of the
Food Marketing Institute. But I am also the co-chairman of the
Tax Reform Action Coalition and it is in that capacity, with TRAC,
that I appear today.

Prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 very wide
disparities existed in the effective tax rates paid by different eco-
nomic sectors and even by individual firms within the same sec-
tors. While some businesses could substantially reduce their tax ob-
ligations through credits and deductions, others with the same tax-
able income could not because their activities, which generated
those credits, were not a significant part of their natural business
operations.

TRAC was founded in June of 1985 by business associations and
corporations which were committed to enacting tax reform which
would substantially reduce the then-existing statutory rate, both
the individual and corporate, in return for a reduction of the pref-
erences in the Code.

The coalition's membership grew rapidly. By the time Tax Re-
form was enacted, TRiC's membership had grown to 250 corpora-
tions and associations. All told, the coalition's original membership
represented more than 100 of the Fortune 500 industrial companies
and over 1 million businesses nationwide.

Today, TRAC is even more broad-based, with 339 association and
corporate members. Our current membership roster is attached to
my written statement. TRAC enthusiastically supported the 1986



Act because of the substantial reduction in marginal tax rates
which the Act provided in return for base broadening. This was
both fair and a desirable compact.

Throughout the process, TRAC focused solely on the issue of tax
rates and the coalition remains that focus today. Mr. Chairman, as
you so well know, TRAC worked closely with members of this com-
mittee to enact what was one of the most significant pieces of legis-
lation in modern political history.

The CHAuudN. If I may say, Mr. Sullivan, really primarily with
Senator Packwood and Bradley.

Mr. SULLIVAN. But we are recognizing you as a very important
part of the committee at the time.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
Mr. SULLIVAN. As well as others who were in the Senate at the

time.
Senator BRADLEY. We certainly recognize that. [Laughter.]
The CHAmMAN. Enough productivity.
Mr. SULLIVAN. As a fellow Irishman, I admire your modesty, sir.
The Tax Refrm Act of 1986 represented much more than a re-

vamping of the Tax Code. It represented a victory of principal over
special interest and demonstrated that American politics can work
to the benefit of all the people, not a chosen few.

As you begin consideration of the tax components of the Presi-
dent's proposals, it is important to remember that the core of the
Tax Reform was the shift of investment decisions to an economi-
cally motivated basis from a tax motivated basis. The President's
proposals reflect a reversal of the stunning achievements of the
1986 Act, namely restoration of special preferences and an increase
in the rates.

This tears at the fabric of tax reform. It will recreate the unfair-
ness and inefficiency of the pre-1986 law. TRAC strongly urges you
and the committee to not do this. In furtherance of this viewpoint,
we urge you to abandon the proposed temporary ITC and leave cor-
porate tax rates alone.

The ITC has virtually no support in the business community, re-
taining the corporate tax rate at its current level certainly does.

TRAC wishes to note that the increase in the individual rates
will also have a devastating effect on businesses which pay taxes
as individuals. Most of these businesses are small to medium-sized
and have provided the largest share of new job in the country over
the past 10 years.

This increase in their taxes will seriously undermine the ability
of small business owners to reinvest profits from fledgling enter-
prises and create new jobs and grow. Indeed, in many respects
smaller businesses are the hardest hit by the President's proposals.

In conclusion, TRAC supported the 198e Tax Reform Act because
of the rates it contained and the promise that those rates held were
sound economics and tax equity. We supported base broadening
through the elimination of preferences. This was the lynch-pin with
the 1986 compact.

With profound respect for this landmark legislation, we strongly
urge you to not increase the rates, not restore the preferences.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan. And thank you in par-
ticular for Appendix B which is an exorbitantly interesting com-
parison of the spread between individual and corporate rates.

We now have the lowest corporate rates in our history with the
exception of 1 year. This, of course, is very much due to the work
of Senators Packwood and Bradley and the committee.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAiRMAN. We will go right ahead to Mr. McNeish who is
testifying on behalf of the Small Business Legislative Council.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me say something on behalf of Senator
Bradley and myself. You were correct in Senator Moynihan's part
in that act. We had a little, small working group that would meet
each morning and he was part of that. New York had more interest
that did not want us to do what we did in any other single State
and every single thing we did affected one of Pat's constituents in
one way or another.

And it was Pat that introduced us to the passive loss concept of-
who was that fellow that was President of the New York Tax Bar
Association who came here and testified at your suggestion.

The CHImRMAN. That is right. But need you remind me of that?
[Laughter.]

Mr. McNeish, good morning, sir.

STATEMENT OF PETER McNEISH, SECRETARY AND MEMBER,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SMALL BUSINESS LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. McNEISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood,

Senator Bradley. In my full-time job I am president of the National
Association of Small Business Investment Companies. Today I have
the pleasure to testify on behalf of the SBLC in my capacity as an
officer and member of the board of directors of that organization.

SBLC is a coalition of some 100 trade and professional associa-
tions that share a common commitment to small business. Our
members represent interests in some 5 million small firms in such
diverse economic sectors as manufacturing, retailing, professional
services, finance, construction, transportation and agriculture.

At the outset I would like to make two general observations.
First, SBLC is on record as commending President Clinton for of-
fering the Nation and small business a vision for economic change.
Certainly there are items in this package that give us serious con-
cern, but we are very hopeful that the legislative process can refine-
and smooth out those problems.

Second, for the last 3 years SBLC has vigorously pursued a four-
point strategy for economic recovery. Our four-point plan includes
incentives to restore consumer confidence, incentives to restore
business confidence, to increase affordable credit for small business
and to eliminate unnecessary government regulations.

For our purposes today, the most relevant aspect of our plan is
to call for incentives to restore business confidence. And one of
SBLC's guiding principles in that regard is that the Tax Code
should be used to direct economic activity which will encourage the
growth of small business.
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This certainly includes our consistent support for and incentive
in the form of a meaningful and workable tax credit for small busi-
ness investment in plant and equipment. We believe that if a per-
manent ITC is properly structured it will reduce the marginal cost
of capital sufficiently to promote increased investments by small
business and productive plant and equipment.

In turn, these additional expenditures will create new jobs and
stimulate growth in the economy.

Let me just turn to the President's specific proposal for the small
business ITC. At first glance the proposed permanent ITC for firms
under $5 million gross receipts would seem to hit the market in
terms of a viable, economic constituency.

If based on size, most small busiresses in that universe would
be eligible for the credit. And you might ask, why isn't the small
business community jumping for job. I must tell you, the enthu-
siasm of our membership is not overwhelming. This is from a group
that has said it will work with the President on his proposal and
an organization that has long supported the ITC.

We do believe that ITC will restore business confidence as I indi-
cated before. But truly the devil is in the details. In our view, the
proposed credit must be modified in several material respects to
achieve this goal. We see four basic reasons for change.

One relates to the qualification standard of the credit. The sec-
ond involves the structure of the proposed credit itself. The third
relates to the expansion of direct expensing as an option. The
fourth involves the impact of the President's overall tax proposal.

As to the qualification standard, the statistics suggest that a sub-
stantial number of small firms important to the job creation proc-
ess would fall outside the President's size definition of $5 million
or less in gross receipts. This is particularly true in such fields as
manufacturing and construction, where even SBA's definition of
small firms includes companies with a $7 million to $17 million in
annual receipts.

In our view, it would be a mistake to admit these productive job
creators. We recommend the qualification threshold for the small
business ITC be raised to at least $10 million and possibly $15 mil-
lion.

As to the structure of the ITC, the proposal simply has too many
restrictions attached to it to have the desired user impact. While
the credit structure is a nominal rate of 7 percent for the first 2
years and 5 percent thereafter, in fact, it yields a much lower effec-
tive rate.

The value of the credit is materially diluted by tying the grad-
uated rate structure to the recovery class life of the assets. It is
further diluted in value as a result of the required basis adjust-
ment to the asset.

When all is said and done and a permanent nominal 5 percent
rate is in force, depending on the assets involved and the taxable
income bracket of the taxpayer, we are looking at an effective rate
for small firms ranging from slightly more than 1 percent to just
under 4 percent in 1995 and thereafter.

Depending on the assets involved and the tax status of any busi-
ness, expansion of direct expensing under Section 179 may provide
a better opportunity for small business to make capital expendi-



tures. Currently, that section allows small business to write off the
first $10,000 of such expenditures in the first year.

In the absence of an ITC, this provision allows small business to
weather the streams of immediate capital asset acquisitions by al-
lowing that immediate writeoff. The history is that the two White
House conferences on small business strongly supported those
expensing provisions and their increase, and even pairing them
with a new effective ITC.

For some small firms increasing the Section 179 deductions to
$25,000 may be a preferable option to the ITC, particularly with
an ITC with the restrictions as proposed by the President.

In the absence of an ITC, we would be rather fanatical support-
ers of expanding a direct expensing provision. However, we do be-
lieve the best option is to have an expanded direct expensing provi-
sion that augments ITC. Both serve a value purp ise in slightly dif-
ferent ways and accommodation of the two incentives, mutually ex-
clusive in terms of the user, would increase the number of small
businesses able to avail themselves of some immediate cost recov-
ery.

Finally, we need to look at the overall impact of the President's
tax proposals. The enthusiasm of the small business community for
the ITC is seriously tempered by the rest of the President's pack-
age. I would be hard pressed to say there is a real balance between
the two.

As a practical matter, the ITC is the principal item in the plus
column. On the negative side, the vast majority of small business
owners, as sole proprietors, partners or as S corporation sharehold-
ers, are most directly affected by personal rate changes.

The basic problem is that both personal wealth and business
earnings for many mall firms are taxed to the personal rate struc-
ture. Only 2 million corporate taxpayers pay taxes on a corporate
rate business and all other businesses use the personal rate struc-
ture.

And although it may appear on a personal return, taxable income
of a small firm are the retained earnings of a company poised to
make capital investments and create jobs.

This creates a significant competitive disadvantage with the indi-
vidual rate structure at 39.6 percent; the corporate rate structure
is significantly less, either 34 or 36 perc.nt.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that appropriate
changes in the Tax Code can effectively stimulate small business
to the economy and create jobs. We would like to help work with
the committee to change those margins.

Thank you.
The CHAIMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. McNeish.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McNeish appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now to conclude our panel, an old friend of this

committee, a distinguished public citizen, a public servant over
years, and at one time the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue
Service, Mortimer Caplin. Good morning, sir.



STATEMENT OF MORTIMER M. CAPLIN, PARTNER, CAPLIN &
DRYSDALE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. CAPLIN. Good morning, Yr. Chairman, and members of the
committee. It is a real pleasure to be back here again. I did serve
as Commissioner of Internal Revenue under Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson during the 1961-64 time frame and I am now a mem-
ber of a law firm here in Washington, Caplin & Drysdale.

I am pleased to appear at your invitation. I will not read my full
statement, which I leave for the record, and I will focus on my
summary.

I suggest to the committee that it should eliminate both the pro-
posed investment tax credits-the 2-year incremental credit

The CHAIRMAN. Now you were involved in the establishment of
the first investment tax credit; were you not, sir?

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, and I am going to comment on that right now.
I feel the permanent ITC for small business, as well as the incre-
mental, should not be adopted. My views are based upon my expe-
rience with the credit. Dating back to the 1960's, I participated in
the development of the ITC concept, first as a member of Presi-
dent-elect Kennedy's Task Force on Taxation and later as Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, called on to help draft regulations and
to police the whole application of ITC.

The House Ways and Means Committee had rejected our sugges-
tion for a 15 percent incremental ITC as too complex and erratic
in its application and it finally emerged as an across-the-board ITC
for new and, to a limited extent, used equipment, tangible personal
property. We excluded any "building and its structural compo-
nents."

Now throughout my years as a lawyer, and a former tax collec-
tor, and a member of a number of corporate Board of Directors, I
have never been impressed by the impact that the ITC had on deci-
sionmaking to increase investment. Most businessmen I know
make acquisitions of machinery and equipment to enhance produc-
tion, not for a 7 percent or a 10 percent ITC.

The on-again, off-again history of the ITC provides little proof
that by itself it has a large affect on capital formation. Ms.
Gravelle has studied that issue carefully and I have leaned on
some of her studies.

Although the timing of the expenditures may be affected, much
of the prior ITC was wasted on investments that would have been
made in any event.

Economists differ sharply on whether an ITC is an efficient, cost-
effective means of stimulating the economy and contributing to
long-term growth. Some have concluded though that for each dollar
spent by the Treasury on the ITC considerably less than $1 of in-
creased investment was, in fact, produced.

I should say that administering an ITC and overseeing compli-
ance with its terms are a nightmare. It is difficult and it is costly.
Drafting the statute and the regulations, as has just been pointed
out, to define new tangible personal property and separate it from
"structural components" of a building is complex and demands
some very fine line drawing.

Then, taxpayers will distort their normal decisionmaking to
squeeze themselves, squeeze their transactions, into the ITC mold.



And not unknown is the mislabeling and the use of misleading ter-
minology to avoid IRS detection. So some of these projections on
the revenue loss are really greatly understated.

There was an injunctive proceeding against a major firm which
had been recommending some of this mislabeling. Concrete block
walls, which were not qualified, were told to be labeled "knock-out
panels." A section of roof on building were told to be labeled "equip-
ment support." Fixed walls, call them "movable partitions-gypsum;"
and doors, call them "movable partitlons-wood."

Now it is amazing the games people play to try to craft them-
selves into the ITC.

The CHAIRMAN. Being a tax collector, as you say, can be a disillu-
sioning experience.

Mr. CAPLIN. Well, it gives you a realistic view of the world. Let's
put it that way.

Besides using traditional machinery and equipment-that is
what everybody is talking about as a base for ITC claims-tax-
payers have been before the IRS and the courts defending claims
on a broad range of questionable items.

I have given you a few examples here-movable ceilings, ski
slopes and earthen ramps, catwalks, amusement park rides, bath
houses and fixtures, egg processing structures, drive-up
tellerbooths, gasoline pump canopies, master film strips, "reproduc-
tion masters" of original Picasso works, book rights, et cetera. The
government has won all these cases, but the courts were clogged.

Although the 1986 Tax Reform Act went a long way in curtailing
tax shelter abuse, there is still room left for creative packaging of
tax shelters and reenacting ITC's would act as a stimulant to the
whole tax shelter industry.

I would like to say that the President's 'proposals taken as a
whole contain enough essential ingredients to whet the appetites of
hungry tax shelter promoters. Just take a look at the package:
higher tax rates tied to an already broadened and tougher tax base;
capital gains preferences with a 30-percent reduction in the top
rate for higher taxpayers plus a 50-percent exclusion for targeted
capital gains for "qualified small business stock;" partial repeal of
the passive loss rules for real estate professionals; introduction of
the ITC's; and even the enterprise zone benefits-all available to
be packaged together for the right customers.

In such a setting adroit and ingenious tax planning should not
be underestimated.

I would just like to summarize with this. The ITC's run com-
pletely counter to the philosophy of the 1986 Act. It turns the clock

ack. The 1986 Act was aimed at broadening our tax base while
coupling it with a lower marginal rate structure-and a 1-percent
rate increase today is much more potent than it was before 1986.

The CAIRMAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. CAPLIN. The 1986 Act was grounded on eliminating tax pref-

erences and avoiding micro-management of the economy by select-
ing particular activities or industries for special rates or other tax
benefits, and encouraging taxpayers to make business decisions
based on sound economic criteria rather than tax inducements.

Our Nation would better be served by a tax system that contin-
ues in the 1986 Act direction-one not diverted by a temporary or



permanent tax incentive heralded as an imagined economic stimu-
lant.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Caplin appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir. It certainly will be a relief to

many people out there in Gucci Gulch to know that the opportuni-
ties for adroit and ingenious tax planning will not dry up. [Laugh-
ter.]

The CHAIRMAN. I must say that Dr. Bergsten has to leave by
10:20. If our committee would address questions to him with that
in mind, that would be helpful.

I would like simply to make just a general question to you. Dr.
Alan Greenspan came and opened this series. We asked him about
this question that troubles us all, this issue, that we are in a recov-
ery after a recession where the business cycle is up. But employ-
ment is scarcely moving.

You know, that this is a jobless recovery, as it has been called.
He offered the thought that in this cycle, the largest contribution
to the economic growth has come from productivity increase.

Dr. Gravelle, we know you followed that very carefully; and, Dr.
Bergsten, that is your full concern in life. I asked him to send the
information on it. He just sent little bar charts which show that-
of the contribution of productivity growtLh to output growth, going
back to the 1961 recovery-that the highest by far has been the
most recent one.

He suggested that computer programs were breaking into a lot
of sectors that had not been before and this is one of the prime
movers. I would ask anyone who has any comments; first, you, sir,
of course.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Well, one question is to ask how much of this re-
cent burst in productivity growth that did stimulate the recovery
in recent quarters is permanent and how much is temporary?

Economists have not been very good, frankly, in discerning the
causes of productivity growth and what may be motivated in the
future. But one of the best students of that is Robert Gordon from
Northwestern University who has done the most careful analysis of
the recent productivity burst, and asked how much of it is perma-
nent and how much is temporary.

He concluded, and Charlie Schultz at Brookings who commented
on a paper he gave recently, tended to agree that a little bit of the
burst is permanent but not much. To use round numbers, U.S. pro-
ductivity growth over the last 20 years has been I percent a year,
compared with 2.5 in the earlier post-war period. Our council says
we have to get it back at least to 2 percent a year.

Last year it came in at about 3 percent. How much of that 3 per-
cent is permanent? What Gordon and Charlie Schultz basically con-
cluded is that maybe two-tenths of 1 percent of it was permanent.
Maybe we are up from 1 to 1.2 as a result of the restructuring that
has gone on in industry, some of the other changes that have been
made, perhaps including tax changes, but we are still a long way
from getting back to anything like the permanent productivity
growth rates that we need for standard of living improvements and
restoration of American competitiveness.



The CHAiRMAN. I do not want to keep my other Senators from
asking questions. But does anyone else wish to comment?

[No response.]
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No, go ahead if they want to ,comment.
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, I think I agree with Fred. It is very hard

to explain. We have been notoriously bad at understanding why
productivity rates change.

The CHAInuN. It is not the worse problem to have, explaining
why.

Dr. GRAVELLE. No. Unless you have it because unemployment is
up, then it is bad to have.

The CHAIRMAN. No, I mean if you have to explain a problem, the
problem of 3 percent productivity is not bad.

Dr. GRAVELLE. That is right But we had productivity drop dra-
matically in the mid-1970's ar.d we have really never understood
for sure why. So it is not an easy question to answer. It is iot an
easy thing to explain.

The CHARmAN. Could I tell just one war story? Mortimer Caplin
would be interested. In 1963, for the first time ever, a group of
Americans, the American Sociology Association, was invited to send
a delegation to the Soviet Union, at a time when this did not hap-
pen.

They went over and they met with their great academic counter-
arts and they thought that there would be intense discussions of
arxism and alienation and all the issues that had been bothering

them all these years. They were fascinated to hear what people
they had not heard from in half a century had to think.

The only thing the Russians wanted to talk about was productiv-
ity. That is the only thing the American academics knew nothing
about. [Laughter.]

Productivity was what we had, you know. Doesn't everybody
have productivity? They came back just absolutely shattered. They
had been a complete disappointment to their guests, and their
hosts, and were frustrated themselves. But we had it and now we
do not have it. Maybe that is what we know about it.

Dr. BERGSTEN. But you are also saying they thought it was a so-
ciological phenomenon.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, sure. Yes. I mean, they saw it as the central
problem. I was then Assistant Secretary of Labor in charge of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics-nominally in charge. You know, the
productivity data would come in every year and you would say,
okay, fine, put it there, thank you. It was up again. You know, it
was always up again, nothing interesting about that.

Then as we found out with them, it was a preoccupation. They
could not get productivity out of their system. They knew it. Every-
body in Russia, all the Russians knew it. The only people that did
not spot it was the CIA, which had their productivity roaring
ahead.

Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOD. Dr. lhergsten, what is equipment?
Dr. BE00- TEN. Well, that is a good question. I am not a lawyer

who tries to define it in the terms that you need for implementing
tax law.



Senator PACKWOOD. Give me whatever definition you can. But
then I am going to ask Mr. Caplin a little later on to use his fertile
mind and give me some examples as to what he thinks you might
try to do if you had an equipment definition, and some of the
things you might try fit into the equipment definition.

Go ahead.
Dr. BERGSTEN. I basically equate it to productive machinery.
Senator PACKWOOD. What does that mean?
Dr. BERGSTEN. Well, those are hard
Senator PACKWOOD. Are they personal computers that you have

on your desk?
Dr. BERGSTEN. They could include that.
Senator PACKWOOD. Do they? I am kind of curious if we are

going to adopt this definition as to what it is.
Dr. BERGSTEN. I would include that in my definition.
Senator PACKWOOD. Would everybody?
Dr. BERGSTEN. I think most would.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay. What else?
Dr. BERGSTEN. As Senator Moynihan said, the advent of wide-

spread computer usage probably has been one of the sources of this
productivity pickup of late and we would want to encourage that.

Senator PACKWOOD. Here is what I am afraid of. We adopt your
definition and you are not sure what it is. So we say equipment
gets this credit. We just say equipment. Now what is going to hap-
pen? I was intrigued with Mr. Caplin's movable walls or doors or
something like that. Are people going to try to define everything as
equipment?

Dr. BERGSTEN. Let me just note that in the studies several of us
have referred to that have underpinned this case that investment
in equipment pays off heavily, it has been defined largely as ma-
chinery.

Senator PACKWOOD. For United Parcel Service, are trucks equip-
ment?

Dr. BERGSTEN. I would call that transportation equipme-nt. It is
so defined in most of the statistical series.

Senator PACKWOOD. So it would fit within your definition?
Dr. BERGSTEN. I think so.
Senator PACKWOOD. Their airplanes would fit within your defini-

tion?
Dr. BERGSTEN. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, what would not fit within your defini-

tion other than building?
Dr. BERGSTEN. Buildings. rel estate.
Senator PACKWOOD. No, other than buildings or real estate.

What would not be equipment?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I just want to interrupt right there. How

could a building not be equipment? If you take a seven-story build-
ing out of lower Manhattan where people have to use freight ele-
vators to go tip and down and move stuff around on trucks and you
go out to New Jersey and it is not like that in the suburbs out
there, surely that is a piece of equipment that produces more prod-
uct. [Laughter.]
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Senator PACKWOOD. I think you could make a good argument.
But I do not think Dr. Bergsten means that building to be equip-
ment, do you?

Dr. BERGSTEN. We do not and we do not mean most kinds of real
estate investment.

Senator PACKWOOD. But this was never an investment for the in-
vestment tax credit under the old law?

Dr. BERGSTEN. That is right. I was going to say, this issue has
been answered in the past because of what the credit--

Senator PACKWOOD. What you are going back to in terms of defi-
nition is basically the old law.

Dr. BERGSTEN. In very large part, that is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Then you are going back to the old tax credit

definition of what gets the credit?
Dr. BERGSTEN. That is basically right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.
Dr. BERGSTEN. That is basically right.
Senator PACKWOOD. I like it all the less now.
Dr. BERGSTEN. We wanted to highlight the fact that it is equip-

ment and not real estate. We wanted to call it that to highlight the
fact. But in substance, you are right.

Senator PACKWOOD. The reason 1 asked you that is because sev-
eral groups have been around very narrowly defining equipment as
something that fits into just their business and they say it does not
apply to personal computers, it only applies to die stamping ma-
chines used east of the West Meridian or something like that.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Right. Senator Packwoocl, it is equipment, too.
Senator PACKWOOD. I think so. I think that is exactly it.
Dr. BERGSTEN. It gets pushed, too, by various taxpayers. They

want to include their item. The whole motion picture industry,
whether or not a film qualifies for the investment tax credit. It was
finally put in the statute and there will be more and more pressure
for more items to go into the statute.

The CHAIRMAN. I simply made the point about buildings because
one thing you lnow about productivity in the United States is the
advent of the automobile assembly line and that is a building. It
has never been considered equipment, but it clearly is related to
productivity.

Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
There are a lot of things to cover. Let mc just ask a point of clari-

fication from the last question. Quickly, Dr. Bergsten, you said the
3-percent productivity growth really added only 2 percent perma-
nent.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Two-tenths of 1 percent.
Senator BRADLEY. Two-tenths of 1 percent permanent. What was

the rest?
Dr. BERGSTEN. The Bob Gordon analysis suggested it was the

typical catch-up phenomenon that occurs in recovery periods.
The CnAIRMAN. But it had not occurred earlier, Dr. Bergsten.
Dr. BERGSTEN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. In the last 30 years.
Dr. BERGSTEN. What you should do is actually have Gordon up

and put his analysis in the record. But his basic conclusion is that
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in the late 1980's we had an abnormal turn down in productivity
growth, some of which was then recouped in the recovery period in
the "ast year or 18 months.

Bat we essentially simply got beck to that one point per year
grovrth path that we have been on for the last 20 years with maybe
a little more. That is the basic conclusion of his analysis.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, I do not want to use all of my time on
that. But I was curious to kind of get in at a little deeper level.
If anyone wants to help me through that with some note or some
comment, I would appreciate it.

Mr. Sullivan, does the ITC penalize corporations who invest in
worker retraining as opposed to equipment or fixed investment?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. It makes the cost of labor, versus capital and
equipment, more expensive vis-a-vis each other.

The CHAiRmAN. Mr. Sullivan, would you say that a little more
emphatically. It is a matter we want to get clear. You said yes.
[Laughter.]

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. [Laughter.]
It very much does.
Senabt)r BRADLEY. Okay.
Mr. SULLIVAN. While there are other things happening that will

increase the cost of labor and cost pressures, whether they are
fringe benefits, costs of health care, all the other pressures on
labor, the difficulty of finding new jobs and financing them, we
would be tilting the other way.

Senator BRADLEY. And does it not penalize service firms as op-
posed to manufacturing firms?

Mr. SULLIVAN. It tilts that way. In my own situation, I work with
supermarkets and I sat here and sympathized with Commissioner
Caplin as the tax collector. I know how much effort they put into
collecting that.

Senator BRADLEY. Right.
Mr. SULLI"AN. As supermarket operators, we, naturally, if it is

in the Code want to qualify and much of that did not qualify in the
previous Code.

Senator BRwDLEY. Right. Now does not an incremental credit also
penalize those firms who have been making investment, over the
base period of time? If you have been out there making invest-
ments and you have been, according to the authors of the ITC, a
good citizen, and the incremental comes along, you do not get any-
thing? Right? "You are penalized, are you not?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Relatively speaking, if you have been doing zero
in terms of investment, you are better off now under the new situa-
tion than those who have been having a steady stream, plowing
money back into the firms.

Senator BRADLEY. Right. But if you have done nothing, if you
have not invested in equipment to give your workers a better
chance to be more productive, are you not rewarded with this incre-
mental credit?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Your timing is excellent then. If it were enacted
and then you invested, your timing would be excellent.

Senator BRADLEY. Okay. That kind of sets a perverse set of in-
centives.



Let me ask Dr. Gravelle, there are claims that this is a stimulus.
What is your reaction to the thought that a $15 billion tax incen-
tive for a narrow category of investment is a stimulus to a $6 tril-
lion economy?

Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, it is pretty small potatoes, obviously.
Senator BRADLEY. Pretty small potatoes?
Dr. GRAVELLE. That is right. It is certainly not going to appre-

ciably affect the course of this recovery and, of course, that is e;en
assuming it works. Again, when we try to uncover statistical evi-
dence that an investment credit works, it is very hard to find that
kind of relationship.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you just once more make the point for
some of the members who just arrived? You did an interesting little
analysis in which you took only those high productive countries
that are in OECD.

Dr. GRAVELLE. Right. The original study divided countries into-
looked at all the countries together and found this relationship be-
t~veen investment in equipment and growth and then they divided
them into so-called highproductivity countries and low productivity
countries. They have had a much more powerful relationship in the
high productivity countries.

So all you have to do is look at their scatter diagrams and you
can see that there are just a few countries that are sort of dominat-ing this relationship.

So another set of researchers--one of them was Alan Arbach-
said let's take the sample and just split it into a sort of typical
split, OECD countries and non-OECD countries. The relationship
disappeared with OECD countries and in the non-OECD countries
it disappeared if you removed one country, Botsvaita, from the
sample.

Senator PACKWOOD. You mean it just appeared in the OECD
countries whether or not they had the investment tax credit or not.

Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, they were trying to look at a relationship
between equipment investment and growth rates. Basically, the
statistical relationship disappeared in that case. So we would say
this is not a robust piece of evidence.

Senator BRADLEY. In a Third World country if you replace a
horse with a truck, you increase your productivity, if you replace
a 1956 truck with a 1957 truck in a developed country, there is a
marginal impact on your productivity. Along those lines.

Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, that is what you would think. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. One other point that you made that I think is

very important and I was a little surprised about: that was your
point about small business not being the engine of jobs and also in
terms of being already the recipient of significant tax benefits.

You know, there are two kinds of investment tax credits in this
package and one is for small business. To what extent can you help
us think that through again?

Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, there was a study that was done about, I
guess, a little over 10 years ago that said small businesses created
the vast majority of jobs. There was a mistake made in the study
in classifying businesses apparently.

But when researchers went and looked at this again, what they
found is it is not that existing small businesses create jobs, it is



that new businesses create jobs and new businesses are born small.
They do not start big, usually. That is important, for one thing be-
cause new businesses do not usually benefit from any kind of tax
subsidy because they usually have losses and many of them fail.
About 60 to 80 percent of these new businesses fail before they can
even use the credit.

So the ordinary ongoing small business does not create a dis-
proportionate share of jobs. Again, as I said in my testimony, even
if you wanted for some reason to stimulate jobs in small busi-
nesses, I do not understand why people are talking about invest-
ment credits, which is for a competing factor, a substitutable factor.

If we go back to what I would call the default position in econom-
ics-that you want to be neutral-then what you discover is that
on average unincorporated businesses have about half the tax rates
of incorporated businesses. So they are already subject to favorable
tax treatment.

What a lot of economists spent a lot of time analyzing and made
their careers out of is analyzing the affect of this differential be-
tween corporate and noncorporate taxes.

Now with the equipment tax credit, this effective tax rate will
fall from about half to about a quarter of the effective tax rate of
large businesses.

Senator BRADLEY. Now on the last small business point. If I
could just ask Mr. McNeish, you do not support the investment tax
credit that was proposed in this package.

Mr. MCNEISH. We would support it with modifications.
Senator BRADLEY. But you do not support it as it is now written?
Mr. MCNEISH. Frankly, our membership is very mixed on the

issue and would strongly recommend improvements on it, yes.
Senator BRADLEY. But you do not support it as it is now written?
The CHAIRMAN. Come on, Mr. McNeish, you may say yeF.
Mr. MCNEISH. Yes, sir. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. No, not yes, sir. We have your testimony, sir.

[Laughter.]
Mr. MCNEISH. Yes, sir. If I could, Mr. Chairman, though to take

issue with Ms. Gravelle's comments on small business creating
jobs, I think recent government studies, as well as the private
study she referred to 10 years ago, which were challenged and
rechallenged-and I am not sure that original issue was resoled-
but even the government studies, including those of the Small
Business Administration show clearly that small business is the
great creator of jobs in this country, and is the engine of job cre-,
ation.

The CHAIRMAN. I think Dr. Gravelle made what was for me an
illuminating point, which is that new businesses create jobs and
new businesses are small.

Why don't we ask each of you, invite you and urge you to give
us data.

Mr. McNEisH. We would be pleased to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. And we can always contact you, Dr. Gravelle, be-

cause happily you are the Congressional Research Service.
Dr. GRAVELLE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Bergsten?
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Dr. BERGSTEN. I would like to give one sentence of response, if
I could, to three of Senator Bradley's questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Dr. BERGSTEN. First, the question about the incremental credit,

a firm that has already invested a lot could still be induced to do
more if you define incremental as the previous investment to sales
ratio. To me that is a sensible way to do it. We came out agnostic
between incremental and first dollar. But you can design it in a
way that would sti' give an incentive for more investment for
firms that have invested a lot in the past.

Second, you asked about the short-term stimulus. Our council at
least thinks you should not view the investment tax credit proposal
as a short-term stimulus. Either do it on a permanent basis as an
effort to raise the share of investment in the economy for the long
run to get productivity up or do not do it.

Third, on the study we have discussed, I have a little different
reading than Ms. Gravelle. The coefficients coming out of the study
itself show that when you look at the OECD nations only you still
get a reasonably strong correlation with machinery investment.
Not as strong as when everybody is in, but still reasonably strong.

But second, if you go back and take the whole array of countries
at an earlier base period, say, 1950 when Argentina, Uruguay and
others were in the high-income category and ask why they stayed
behind and others went ahead, equipment investment plays a big
role in that outcome.

Senator BRADLEY. Politics played no role.
The CHAIRMAN. Trade, politics.
Senator BRADLEY. Governments, you know.
Dr. BERGSTEN. There are lots of variables. I have mentioned only

two countries. There are more. The point is, if you take the long
swing, which you should in looking at productivity growth, not just
cyclical and short-term developments, one reason why countries
have diverged over long periods of time is the amount of invest-
ment they put in this regime.

The basic point Senator Bradley makes is right. You have to look
at an investment tax credit or any proposal in this area as part of
a broad economic strategy to improve our productivity and competi-
tiveness. The only point is, that getting private investment up sub-
stantially has got to be an important part of any such strategy. It
is not going to save the day by itself. But without it, you are not
going to get very far with your other things.

Senator BRADLEY. Would you rather reduce the deficit or have an
investment tax credit?

Dr. BERGSTEN. I would rather reduce the deficit.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Dr. BERGSTEN. But I think the two are complimentary.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Bergsten, this 4sJust to say we do know of

your scheduling problem and if you have to go we will understand
that.

Dr. BERGSTEN. I will wait a few more minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAUX. Thank you very much. I would like to thank the

panel. I am sorry I missed your testimony. I am sure it was right
on target.



Let me ask not a technical question at all, but make a political
observation. Anybody who wants to comment on it, I would like to
hear you. Every week and every day and every hour we are be-
sieged by constituents and people that we represent asking us to
do one thing or the other, or perhaps to not do one thing or the
other.

It seems to me that on this proposal the small business invest-
ment tax credit at $16 billion and the incremental investment tax
credit at approximately $13 billion, that no one is beating down our
doors or calling us hourly or daily or weekly at all saying that this
is essential. They have a lot of other priorities.

It almost looks like we are in a position of forcing them to take
it. I do not think we have the luxury to force anybody to take some-
thing that costs almost $30 billion. I guess my point is, does any-
one have any overriding reasons to do away with that point?

Dr. BERGSTEN. I understand the politics of it and I understand
why many people in the business community would rather keep
lower corporate rates and not have these targeted incentives.

Senator BREAUX. I would also add to that quotient, there are a
lot of middle income people who would suggest that a BTU tax
could be reduced instead of giving $30 billion to businesses who ap-
parently do not really want it.

Dr. BERGSTEN. I would make two points, and this is also some
of Ms. Gravelle's language.

I do not regard this as a subsidy to business. If you are going
to do this you do it because you think it is going to increase na-
tional productivity growth and create jobs. If you do not believe
that, then you do not do it.

But I do not think it is analytically correct to think that a sub-
sidy to business has got to strengthen the economy and create jobs
if you want to do it. The studies I believe in think it will do that,
but it is admittedly an issue of debate.

But the other point is the following, I think public policy has to
focus on what is good for the national economy. What is good for
the national economy has got to be increased productivity, higher
economic growth, and higher standards of living over time. You

"'-bheld try to put together programs that you think will achieve
that. I think, with Senator Bradley, that the first step is to reduce
the budget deficit, in part because it will mean lower interest rates.
That, too, will increase investment. But I believe that targeting pri-
vate investment spending to high pay-off equipment investment
rather than "whatever they want to do with the money" makes
sense from a national economic standpoint. I, therefore, understand
that you are not being deluged with requests for it. If I were a cor-
porate CEO, I probably would rather have the bucks to do what-
ever I wanted to do with them as well.

From the standpoint of the national economy, I believe these tar-
geted efforts do pay off. I am a little surprised at Mr. Caplin's
statement. I understand all the horror stories about administering
a credit which he told us. But the facts clearly show that the in-
vestment tax credit that his administration put in place in the
early 1960's led to an annual growth rate of producers' durable
equipment spending of almost 12 percent a year, higher than in
previous or subsequent periods.



Now there are obviously other variables. You cannot say this waS
the whole story. But it is a little hard for me to conclude from that
one experience that the credit was a failure, despite the movable
walls.

Mr. CAPLIN. Well, let me respond to that. When we designed the
first investment tax credit, part of President Kennedy's desire was
the number one thing-to get this economy moving. We were in the
pits of the Eisenhower years. We were just really down lw.

It was not the investment tax credit that was the most dramatic
thing. We made a revolutionary change in the depreciation policy
of this country. What we did was to dramatically change old Bul-
letin F-where we had 5,000 items, with varying useful lives for
depreciation schedules; and businessmen had to pick out where
they were. We reduced that to 75 specific classes of useful lives.

The average businessman could actually, through these
groupings, have three or four classes and satisfy his entire depre-
ciation requirements. We reduced the lives of equipment and ma-
chinery about 17 percent. It was a very dramatic move with tre-
mendous publicity. There was a great psychological surge over the
depreciation reform being done administratively, immediately fol-
lowed by ITC legislation in October of 1962. It was an entirely dif-
ferent picture than today.

There has been no hard evidence that this investment tax credit
really increases productivity and significantly enhances the pur-
chase of new equipment. I think Ms. Gravelle's studies buttress
that.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Senator Conrad?
Senator CONRAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know in my

constituency I am hearing two very different things. Number one,
the vast majority of the businesses in my State are small busi-
nesses-98 percent of them woull qualify for the full investment
tax credit. I find a fair amount of enthusiasm for it.

Larger corporations, we have very few of them in my State-I
think we have only 13 with more than 500 employees-show no in-
terest in the incremental ITC. So I find a real divergence.

Fred, maybe I could ask you this question. When we compare the
average age of plant and equipment in this country to our major
competitors, what do we find?

Dr. BERGSTEN. U.S. plants are considerably older.
Senator CONRAD. Could you give us some range of relationship?

I am told that our average age of plant equipment in this country
is about double that of our major competitors.

Dr. BERGSTEN. That was the number that came to mind. I am
not sure of my source, but about double is probably right.

Senator CONRAD. What set of policies could we pursue that would
encourage our companies to modernize plant equipment, assuming
more modern plant equipment means a more competitive economic
position for our country?

Dr. BERGSTEN. I think three things are crLcial to get new invest-
ment, which is what you are talking about. One is permanently
lower interest rates, and that means budget correction first and
foremost in my view.



But secondly then, targeted incentives. Investment tax credit, I
believe, would do that. But I also agree with Mr. Caplin on the im-
portance of depreciation allowances. Those were deliberalized to
some extent in the 1986 Act. And in our package, from our Com-
petitiveness Policy Council, we proposed reduction of the deprecia-
tion lives in addition to the investment tax credit, in addition to
budget correction, because we think all are so important to get new
investment for exactly the reason you say.

Senator CONRAD. So if we were constructing an entire package
what we would do is dramatically reduce the budget deficit, have
targeted incentives for new plant and equipment, and we would
alter depreciation schedules? I mean, if we were to construct an
overall strategy and plan that would make sense, those would be
the components.

Dr. BEROSTEN. Those would be the components of the private,
physical capital side of it. The really compreLensive strategy in-
cludes some more infrastructure investment by the government
and investment in human capital--education and training pro-
grams as we have designed in our report. Private investment,
which is absolutely central because without it you are not going to
get the whole outcome you want, would focus on those three vari-
ables.

Senator CONRAD. Would other members of the panel want to
comment on that? In terms of an overall structure and strategy.

Dr. GRAVELLE. Yes.
Senator CONRAD. Go ahead, Ms. Gravelle.
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, I think the whole framework that Dr.

Bergsten is proceeding from is something that I would like to ques-
tion.

I think the position that most economists tend to take, unless
you can find a reason to deviate from it, is that businesses should
make the decisions about how to allocate their savings, how to allo-
cate funds available, without the interference of the government.

So if it is advantageous for you to spend some money to modern-
ize your plant, if you can make a higher rate of return at that than
some other use of your money, you would do that. So I think the
fundamental perception that he has of how capital should be allo-
cated, I do not think you would find wide agreement on.

I think it is hard to argue in most cases that the government
should be interfering in the allocation of capital. There are some
exceptions. R&D is a good exception where the government cer-
tainly should play some role.

But in general, you should have your investment allocated to
where the highest pre-tax rate of return is in order to maximize
your social welfare and that means you want to have the same tax
rate applied to every investment, whether it is a building, a high-
rise in New York, a factory, or all these personal computers or cars
or trucks, whatever you are talking about.

So I do not agree with that judgment.
Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, I just want to respond. I can understand

why your constituents would like an investment tax credit. After
all, it is a tax reduction. But I have been practicing law for a long
time and in the tax world I have yet to meet anybody who really



buys a piece of equipment because of that 7 percent or even a 10-
percent investment tax credit.

They think, do I need this machine, can it enhance my productiv-
ity, and if you give me a tax reduction, that is great. It is like a
price reduction in buying the machine.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Could I challenge that frontally? [Laughter.]
Dr. GRAVELLE. Better than a stab in the back.
Dr. BERGSTEN. My Competitiveness Council went into some great

depth and our Manufacturing Subcouncil in particular depth. A
fundamental competitiveness problem the country faces is that
American industry insists on much higher threshold rates of return
than investors in other countries. The ratio is three or four times
as great as in Japan, for example.

How do you meet your threshold rate of return? One way is
lower cost of capital. And that gets to interest rates fundamentally.
But it also gets to the taxation of your capital spending.

And I hear lawyers say all the time that they have never seen
a business who invested because of a tax rate. Ms. Gravelle even
says it. How can that be? Why do they, therefore, scream so much
to you about their tax rates? It cannot be both. The cost of capital
is a critical variable in determining investment. The taxation of in-
vestment is a critical element in the cost of capital. It simply can-
not be that it is irrelevant.

Now they are not going to go out and buy something that has
no payoff just for tax reasons. But at the margin, determining how
many additional investments to make, or which kind of investment
to make, you are going to tell me that 10 percent on the cost of
the equipment makes no difference, I just do not believe it and I
do not think studies show it.

I am interested that Ms. Gravelle likes R&D intervention by the
government. I do, too. But she seems to think that it is okay and
equipment incentives are not. And the studies, to the extent they
are any good, show that equipment investment pays off more than
R&D investment.

Senator CONRAD. Mr. Chairman, if I may just make a concluding
comment.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you, please, sir? [Laughter.]
Would you, please, sir? You may do it frontally or laterally.

[Laughter.]
Senator CONRAD. Well, I like Fred coming at it frontally. I think

that was fair.
Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, I think as a country we had bet-

ter figure out a way to close the gap with our competitors when
their plant and equipment is far more modern than ours.

I have seen Japanese plant and equipment. I have seen German
plant and equipment. And it would be very hard to persuade me
that the fact that their plant and equipment is half the age on av-
erage as ours does not give them a competitive advantage.

The CHAmRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MCNEISH. Mr. Chairman, if I could just respond to his gen-

eral question.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McNEISH. Your policy matrix I would throw in, if you will,

Senator Bumpers targeted capital gains reduction as well. Because



the seed capital for small growth companies in this country has
dropped off materially since capital gains exclusion was lost and is
an essential requirement.

The CHAnRMAN. We would just like to take notice of the fact that
there is a distinction made and I think accepted between manage-
ment decisionmaking and the forces of those decisions and macro
economics. Not many managers seem to invite professors of eco-
nomics in to talk about what to do next.

I think that the somewhat anecdotal statements about why man-
agers make decisions has, you know-it has a certain authority be-
fore this committee because everyone says the same thing. What
Mortimer Caplin reports is what everyone reports to us-that busi-
nessmen make decisions in terms of if they can sell the stuff they
are going to make, and not because of the tax specific issues.

Senator Chafee? Senator Durenberger has left, but he will be
back.

Senator CHAFEE. Okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I came a little
late and I was not here for all the discussion, which I regret. Iet
me just say, Mr. Chairman, that I am a veteran of the Tax Reform
Bill of 1986. I think we did the right thing. As you know, we low-
ered the rates and got rid of many of the special credits, exemp-
tions and deductions.

The CHAIRMAN. If I may say, you would have heard this most
emphatically from some of our earlier witnesses.

Senator CHAFEE. So when I hear us going down that trail again,
that is reversing everything in 1986, and including an increase in
the corporate rate, which I understand has not been discussed to
a great degree here; this morning and we are going to have these
goodies given back, such as the investment tax credit, I must admit
that I am skeptical.

The CHAIRMAN. The point was made, and I think I would just
like to call attention to it. But a 1-percent increase in the corporate
rate today is a more consequential matter than a 1-percent in-
crease in the old pre-1986 Code, because you have to pay it.
[Laughter.]

Senator BRADLEY. Fewer leaks in the boat.
Senator CHAFEE. I am sorry Senator Conrad has left because to

me it is no surprise his people are for it. Who is against some
goodies?

But also, we hear this testimony from different folks that come
before us, and usually not from the manufacturers, but you would
think that the American manufacturing system was similar to a
Third World nation in the event of its lack of modernization and
everything else.

Mr. Bergsten indicated some concern in that direction. I am not
sure that is totally accurate.

Dr. BERGSTEN. Certainly not totally accurate to equate U.S.
to-

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I must admit you are equipped with facts
and I am not. All I have is elevatioil here and nothing else. [Laugh-
ter.]

Dr. BERGSTEN. Your instinct is totally right. I am not equating
the Unitei States to a Third World nation. But if you compare it
with our industrial country competitors, we invest much less than



they do. The age of our capital stock is much older than theirs. Our
productivity growth is much slower than theirs.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, is that true?
Dr. BERGSTEN. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Okay. [Laughter.]
Dr. BERGSTEN. And, therefore, we need to do something about it.

Let me give you one number that is interesting. Productivity
growth in the last 20 years has been less than 1. percent a year.
My council says we have to make a considerable effort to get it up
to 2 percent. It sounds like a small difference-1 versus 2 percent
a year productivity growth. In one generation that, difference would
increase per capita income in the country by a third.

Put it the other way around. Great Britain's long-term relative
and absolute decline in economic terms resulted not from a cata-
clysm in terms of its economy, though the war is obviously costing
a lot, but something like 1 percent a year less productivity growth
than Germany over a period of half a century or more.

These small numbers add up to a tremendous amount.
Mr. CAPLIN. Does the fact that Germany and Japan have been

bombed out so completely and started with new equipment have
any bearing on these statistics at all?

Dr. BERGSTEN. In the 1950's and maybe into the 1960's, sure.
There was a one-shot catch-up. But you cannot explain differential
productivity growth in the 1980's and 1990's from what happened
in the 1940's and 1950's.

Senator CHAEE. Well, we could spend a lot of time on this and
I am not sure that the difference between Great Britain and Ger-
many is all attributable to the investment rate. I think there are
a host of other matters.

I noticed Mr. Caplin cheering me on with a smile because I was
agreeing with much that he had to say. But let me just say, that
while I agree with much of what Mr. Caplin said, I do not quite
buy the idea that the country was in a shambles before President
Kennedy came in. [Laughter.]

Mr. CAPLIN. I will stay silent on that. But I do want to commend
you for the work you did and the attitude you. had about the 1986
Act. It was a very dramatic improvement in our tax policy.

Senator CHAFEE. And here is the principle author of it right here.
Mr. CAPLIN. What we forget is how important to this Nation our

tax-raising machine is, a machine that despite all its defects raises
over $1 trillion a year-and over 95 percent of that comes from
what people report themselves.

No other nation comes close to that. Taxpayer confidence in that
system is terribly important. And I am concerned about it, as we
give, a preference here and a preference there, and the potential
build up of tax sheltering again-which was a horrendous episode
in our tax history-and I am concerned what that does to taxpayer'
compliance.

The IRS admits that close to $120 billion a year in taxeb, year
after year-$118 billion I think was IRS' last published number-
is lost through bad reporting from legal sources. This is not illegal
income that is escaping income taxes, but bad reporting of legal in-
come-resulting in $120 billion in lost tax revenue a year.



If we weaken compliance, we do a terrible disservice to the coun-
try. I think the 1986 Act went a long way to strengthen compliance
attitudes in this country and I hope we will continue that way.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
The CHAmMAN. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And we thank this most distinguished panel.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman?
The CHARMAN. Excuse me one moment, Senator Bradley would

like just another moment.
Senator BRADLEY. Could I just ask one last question? Just be-

cause this is going to come up over and over again in our commit-
tee. Tha is, cost of capital and what is the most effective way to
reduce cost of capital. Tax is one. Interest rates is the other. And
if you are in the comparative mode, exchange rates are the third.

Now, how would you weigh each of those and do you have any-
thing else to add?

The CHMIRMAN. Why don't we go down the panel in order of ap-
pearance? So we would ask Dr. Bergsten first and then Dr.
Gravelle._

Senator CHAFEE. What is the question, sir? I am sorry, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. There are three components with respect to cost
of capital. They are interest rates. They are taxation rates and they
are exchange rates. Senator Bradley asked what weight the panel
would give to the present situation. We will say today.

Dr. BERGSTEN. I would submit by far the most important is inter-
est rates. Therefore, the policy priority should be to reduce or, in
fact, eliminate the budget deficit in order to achieve a long-term re-
duction interest rates.

On the international comparison, the exchange rate is critical.
When the dollar was massively over-valued in the first half of the
1980's, we went from a current account surplus to a deficit of $160
billion, accumulated to $1 trillion over the last decade. So inter-
nationally that is critical.

The CHIjRMAN. Not to make any political points, but we had a
Secretary of the Treasury who every time he thought he heard that
the dollar had strengthenEd he thought America was stronger and
then the terminol(,gy got him a little confused.

Dr. Gravelle?
Dr. GRAVELLE. Well, I would just like to make two points about

your question. First of all, it is clear that interest rates are a more
powerful component compared to taxes because of our tax rates.

But I would challenge anybody to do a very good job of doing
international cost-of-capital comparisons. I have looked at these
and nobody has precise measures of risk factors across countries
that enables them to do a very careful job in the first place.

So I would just treat all these international comparisons with a
grain of salt.

Second, I think we are looking at the wrong issue. When we are
concerned about what we are doing to increase our future stand-
ards of living and the welfare of our children, we should be talking
about the savings rate, not the investment rate.
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The investment that is imported into the United States by for-
eign owners of capital accrues to them, not to us. And the most di-
rect, clear way of increasing tho national savings rate, I believe, is
to reduce the deficit. So I would put that very high on the list of
things to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. Sullivan?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Senator Bradley and Senator Chafee, on behalf of

the Tax Reform Action Committee, and we testified, in our testi-
mony we expressed concern about those corporate rates as well as
individual rates, but I would have to .ay tax rates.

First, the interest rates are subject to market influences in the
market forces. The exchange rates, too, with competitive forces,
those things that we have control over, statutory tax rates, is most
important. That is something that we can affect without interfering
with the market.

The other part about it is the neutrality of it. It lets businesses
and individuals make their own investment decisions being driven
by economics by what their consumers are buying, rather than
being tax-motivated in how they spend their money.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. McNeish?
Mr. McNEISH. Clearly, for small business access to capital across

the board is essential to the livelihood and the ability of those
firms and interest rates play back to that, certainly primary, and
taxes certainly a second place.

The CHAIRMAN. And finally as a wrap-up, Mortimer Caplin.
Mr. CAPLIN. I would underscore this last comment. I think the

important considerations are cashflow, availability of capital, low
interest rates, and the economic needs of the moment in terms of
that businessman making that decision about that equipment.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you all. You can see from the response of
the committee how much we have learned ani how much more we
are going to learn when Dr. Gravelle and Mr McNeish send us in
their papers. Thank you very much, indeed.

I would ask our room to come together now. We have our second
panel of the morning. This is going to address the subject of the
proposed change in the deductibility of meal;3 and other business
expenses.

Mr. Berman, why don't you move over nex ,; to Mr. McIntyre. It
will not do you arty harm. It might do him son e good.

We have a very distinguished panel again. We have Mr. Berman,
who speaks on behalf of the National Restau rant Association; Mr.
Jul-ano, who represents the Hotel and Re,-staurant Employees
International Union, AFL-CIO; Mr. Wachtel, who is director of re-
search and government relations for the League of American Thea-
tres nd Producers; and lastly, and well known, of course, to our
committee, Robert McIntyre, who is the director of Citizens for Tax
Justi-.

So i the order of appearance, Mr. Berman, good morning, sir,
and would you proceed?



STATEMENT OF CHARLES BERMAN, ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL RE STAURANT ASSOCIATION, WASIUNGTON, DC
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Chip Ber-

man. I co-own and manage the Outta the Way Cafe in Rockville,
MD. We are a neighborhood restaurant that sells a little rock-n-roll
and a lot of cheeseburgers, nothing fancy and three things on the
menu over $11.

You might be wondering why someone like me is testifying on
business meal deductibility. You probably expected Duke Zeibert or
Mo Sussman. Well, every day a great many business people bring
clients to my restaurant to help market their services and close
their deal.

Today I speak for thousands of middle class restaurateurs and
their employees. Today I represent Suzetta Harrison and Brenda
Bishop, a line cook and a waitress in my restaurant, both single
parents with two children. Suzetta is with me here today. Unfortu-
nately, Brenda could net be. She is home with a sick child.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you introduce your associate?
Mr. BERMAN. This is Suzetta Harrison.
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning, Ms. Harrison.
Mr. BERMAN. These are my people and this is what this is about.

I might sell rock and roll at night, but at lunch I serve business
customers. They are not drinking three martinis, they are working.
They are getting in an extra hour doing business by doing it over
lunch.

The reduction in the business meal deduction is being billed as
a last remaining loophole for rich folks in three-piece suits dining
at fancy restaurants, while writing it off on an unsuspecting public.
But the facts are that a majority of business meals take place in
low- to moderately-priced restaurants like my own-78 percent.

A majority of those using the business meal deduction are small
businesses. And one-quarter are self-employed. In other words, the
perception that the only people using the business meal deduction
are the proverbial fat cats is a myth.

According to an independent study commissioned by the National
Restaurant Association, a reduction in the business meal deduction
to 50 percent means that $3.8 billion will be lost in business meal
sales causing an estimated 165,000 people nationwide to lose their
jobs.

I know it will hurt the kind of business lunch trade I do because
it is very price sensitive. It will cut into my sales and that will cut
into jobs.

y is government making it so difficult to employ people if our
goal i3 to increase employment?

Every restaurant person I know has cut payroll in the last year.
Labor is the only controllable cost left. I cannot change my rent or
my utilities or my insurance premiums. I cannot reduce food and
beverage costs. I cannot increase the prices I charge my customers.

But I can cut payroll. What will Brenda Bishop, a waitress, do
if her tipped income is reduced? What will Suzetta Harrison, who
has been with me for 8 years, do if she cannot work at all?

Mr. Chairman, I hear a lot of government policymakers talking
about how everyone has to contribute to the economic recovery and
pay their fair share. I might remind you that the restaurant indus-



try has ready lost 20 percent of the business meal deductibility
as a rest of the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

I also want you to know that when you add up the 25 fees and
taxes that I pay to government at all levels, not counting all the
other tax measures in President Clinton's package, the government
gets five times more tax-home from my business than I do and I
own it.

Local, State and Federal Governments have no clue about the ac-
tions each other take that affect my business dramatically. The ad-
ministration's BTU tax will increase my energy bill an estimated
4.5 percent and cost my business $768 a year.

But last year my local government slapped an energy surcharge
on me that already cost an additional $1200 a year. In the last 2
years government has increased my cost of doing business in so
many different ways that I have watched our earnage shrink by 46
percent while my gross sales went up 11 percent.

Those of us who have survived this recession kcnow we cannot
raise our prices. In fact, my customers are still complaining about
the 1991 price increases caused by the increase in the Federal ex-
cise tax on alcohol. The assumption that businesses will be able to
simply pass along tax and fee increases to our consumers does not
cut it in restaurants like mine. Customers are simply too price con-
scious.

Let me express it in cheeseburger logic. My restaurant sells
cheeseburgers for $5.25. Of that $5.25 I net 20 cents. We are al-
ready saving as much as we can without cutting our food quality
or our labor costs. I cannot raise my prices.

So if we sold only cheeseburgers and could pay for these new gov-
ernment costs just by selling more of them, how many additional
cheeseburgers would I have to sell? I have a list before you. In all,
it adds up to more than 150,000 cheeseburgers next year.

People love our cheeseburgers, but I do not think that is realistic.
I ask you to please consider the overall impact of what you are
doing. I know iny business has to pay some taxes, but I cannot
even do that if you are going to pass laws like reducing the busi-
ness meal deductibility that will keep people from coming in.

So, Mr. Chairman, it all boils down to jobs. If I am left with the
choice of reducing labor costs or surviving as a business, which of
my people am I going to lay off and why is my own government
asking me to make that choice?

Simply put, if the government is going to impose yet another set
of new taxes on restaurants, then maybe the government should
also tell me who to lay off, Suzetta or Brenda.

On behalf of the National Restaurant Association, I would like to
mention our support for the FICA tax on tips tax credit you passed
twice last year and the permanent extension of the targeted jobs
tax credit.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAuMAN. We thank you, Mr. Berman.
[The prepared statement cf Mr. Berman appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAuMAN. Our next witness, Mr. Juliana.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. JULIANO, LEGISLATIVE REP-
RESENTATIVE, HOTEL AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES
INTERNATIONAL UNION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. JULIANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would ask your per-

mission that the full statement be made a part of the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be placed in the record as if read.
Mr. JULANO. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Juliano appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAuIMAN. You proceed exactly as you wish.
Mr. JULIANO. Also, Mr. Chairman, when we testified on the

House side, the American Hotel and Motel Association was part of
our panel. They are in convention. But they have a statement com-
mg. So if you would keep the record open, I would be most grateful
for that also.

The CauMaN. We most certainly will.
Mr. JULLANO. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry. I did not realize that. I was not

aware of that. Thank you for telling us.
Mr. JULIANO. Thank you.
[The statement of the American Hotel and Motel Association ap-

pears in the appendix.]
Mr. JULIANO. On behalf of Edward T. Hanley, general president

of the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International
Union and all the members we are privileged to represent, it is
once again a pleasure to appear before this distinguished commit-
tee as it deliberates on President Clinton's economic package.

We do not support the Presidential package because it includes
a proposal, reduces the deductibility of legitimate business and en-
tertainment expenses from 80 to 50 percent that would create a
significant loss of membership-for our union.

Also, it will create a disproportionate negative i mpanot on urban
America because the majority of businesses affected by this pro-
posal are located in major urban areas.

Treasury testified recently that there will not be one single job
lost or one less penny spent by consumers if this proposal is adopt-
ed. The implication was clear that there was no affect in reducing
the deductibility from 100 percent to 80 percent and that, there-
fore, there would be no affect if you reduce it from 80 percent to
50 percent.

I believe that there has already been economic dislocation within
the industry. In total candor, some laws can be attributed to the
reduction from 100 percent to 80 percent, but also there is no ques-
tion that the sluggish economy which created come recessionary cy-
cles between 1987 and 1993 is also responsible.

As it relates to Treasury's assertion that not one job was lost by
reducing the deductibility ifom 100 percent to 80 percent, I have
to tell you, without blaming any single factor, that our union from
January 1987 to February 1993 has suffered a loss of 30,000 to
35,000 members. This loss is predicated on an average membership
throughout the country between 300,000 and 325,000 members.

The $1 billion a day that travelers spend pays the salaries of
nearly 6 million Americans, making the travel industry the second



largest employer in the country, exceeded only by the health seri-
ices industry.

Moreover, the travel industry provides a disproportionate num-
ber of jobs for the traditionally disadvantaged in this country. Afri-
can Americans, Hispanic& and women comprise a major part of our
industry.

Since most objective analysts agree that the drastic cut from 80
percent to 50 percent woulc lead to a considerable drop in
consumer spending, i(, we put it in today's terms, we would be talk-
ing about $3.5 billion in lost business revenue.

A reduction of expenditures of this magnitude would directly
translate to a job loss of between 50,000 to 160,000 and roughly a
quarter of that would be our union.

So what is the problem? Well, the problem is perception. I talked
to many of you and your colleagues and we talked on the House
side. The merits are fine, but it is the perception. Now the base
closings issue, most members I have spoken with can enumerate at
the drop of a hat, this is a jobs issue because we will lose boiler-
makers, steam fitters, pipefitters, right on down the line. Critical,
it is a jobs issue.

What about the waiters and waitresses and bartenders? It is a
phony issue. It is a fat cat inside the beltway. Well, I am sorry, we
disagree strongly with that perception. They might try telling that
to workers in the real world who needs jobs to provide for their
livelihood and that of their families.

Before the Sheraton Chicago opened last year there were ap-
proximately 5,000 people waiting in line in freezing temperatures
to be interviewed for jobs that numbered between 500 to 1,000.
This response touched a national nerve and was widely reported by
most of the major media across the country.

So apparently there are still a large number of people who desire
to work in our industry despite the administration's contention
that these are "dead-end career jobs."

Olff~i blf of our General Presnipt I want to let this committee
and all the members of Con g'rki ow how terribly proud we are
to have the privilege of representing these people every day. Of
course, we do not represent policy wonks so that might be our prob-
lem.

With the greatest of respect, because of the impact it would have
on the livelihood of so many people, both within our union and
without, I would urge this committee to consider rejecting the pro-
posal and dropping it from the economic package, just as the Con-
gress is likely to do with the investment tax credit.

We hope that an ameXioration can be reached in this issue with
an enlightened Congress, and that we can roll up our sleeves and
help get the necessary votes needed to pass an economic package
that will truly help a nation, which is in much disrepair, and truly
in need of a legitimate moral boost.

You can do nothing that is more important for the tourism indus-
try and its workers than to provide a healthy economy for our
country.

Thank you for your time and attention. I would be happy to an-
swer any questions you may have.



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Juliano. I take it it is your view
that policy wonJ.s send out for their pizza. Is that it? They do not
actually go to restaurants.

Mr. JuANO. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wachtel?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WACHTEL, DIRECTOR, RESEARCH
AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, THE LEAGUE OF AMERICAN
THEATRES AND PRODUCERS, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. WACHTEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senators Packwood,

Bradley, and Breaux. I am honored to be here this morning.
I am the director of research and government relations for the

League of American Theatres and Producers, which is a national
trade association for broadway theatre.

I represent not only the League, however, but the Actors Equity
Association, which is a 36,000 member union for actors; the Inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, a 75,000 member
union of primarily stage hands and other stage employees; the
League of Resident Theatres, which are non-profit professional the-*
atres; and the National Alliance of Music Theatres.

Now what many people may not know is that while about 8 m;i.-
lion p ople a year attend Broadway shows in New York, another
20 million see them in over 100 cities nationwide. And an addi-
tional 16 million people attend non-profit professions] theatre; and
an additional 10 million people attend other regional musical thea-
tre and dinner theatre throughout the United States. So the total
professional theatre attendance each year exceeds 50 million peo-
ple.

What does all this theatre attendance mean? First, it means the-
atre and performing arts generate jobs. Jobs not just because of the
direct employment of the theatres or the performing arts center,
but jobs from all the businesses that support theatre activity.
When a theater goer goes out, he inevitably will eat in a res-
taurant, frequently stay in a hotel, use public or private transpor-
tation, and shop for retail goods.

I found this past week when I happened to be in Oklahoma City
where there was an arts festival. Then on Monday I was in New
Orleans after the jazz festival and I found myself a local consumer.
The sale of retail goods in markets to go along with tourism and
tourist travel is something that I think has not been properly eval-
uated.

Second, where do these jobs take place? They take place pri-
marily in and around urban centers where socially and economi-
cally these jobs are most important today.

And thirdly, how does the theatre make a contribution that isn't
often thought about? The fact is that commercial theatre creates a
favorable balance of payments by licensing the rights for produc-
tions in other countries and by touring English language produc-
tions.

For example, the third national company of Les Miserables is
going to go to Singapore in 1994. It is going to take 81 American
actors and other stage people with them and it is going to play to
over 150,000 Singaporeans and bring ail that income back to the
United States.

70-749 0 - 93 - 4



At the conclusion of my comments--I am going to lead up to two
points. One which is, of course, to ask you to urge you to continue
the present level of tax deductibility and also to ask you to protect
the rich heritage, cultural diversity and economic stimulus that the
arts provide.

Now a little about the arts in general. Nearly half of the Nation's
nonprofit professional theatres ended the 1991 fiscal year in the
red for an aggregate deficit of $2.8 million. The more recently re-
leased figures for the 1992 fiscal year, that deficit more than dou-
bled, to $6.5 million. And over the past 5 years 25 nonprofit profes-
sional theatres have closed.

Now the Broadway theatre is different. The Broadway theatre re-
ceives no subsidy, no contributions, nor does it receive any broad-
cast revenues as do sports teams. It is virtually 100 percent de-
pendent on ticket sales for its income.

The result of all this is that fewer new shows are being produced
every year. In 1980-81 there were 60 productions on Broadway and
in the 1991 season there were only 28. And Broadway theatre pays
municipal, State and Federal taxes.

The theatre and performing arts budgets as you know are ex-
tremely labor intensive, 62 percent of every dollar cf theatre ex-
penditures on Broadway goes for labor or royalties.

Now the question today is, what will be the income loss from the
reduction of the business entertainment deduction. There are
roughly 20 shows playing on Broadway at any given time. But only
a handful are outright hits. You know their names-Phantom of
the Opera, Les Miserables, and others. But most shows, most
shows, have runs and they rarely, they rarely, maybe one out of
five times, pay back the initial investment on their show.

Sometimes they run for an extended period of time. They con-
tinue to employ actors. They bring in audience. They create spend-
ing in the urban area. But they are not financially successful.
These are the shows that we are really concerned about.

In fact, about a third of the shows currently on Broadway would
cease to exist, I believe, if this entertainment deduction went from
80 to 50 percent. The economics are very straightforward. If a show
brings in maybe $400,000 a week, and let us say it costs on aver-
age $405,000 or $410,000 a week, if you dropped out 6 percent of
their income, they would be forced to close.

The 6 percent of their income is what we calculate on average
would be the impact of this bill based on a reduction in spending
of business entertainment of 30 percent applied by the current tax
rates.

The result of shows closing means lost jobs-lost jobs for actors,
musicians, stagehands, ushers, and ticket takers, wardrobe person-
nel, hairdressers, box office treasurers--I am only reading the list
to give you an idea of the extent to the diversity of the people who
do work in the theatre and the ancillary businesses that support
it.

The losses do not stop there. The theatre goers, as I mentioned
before, they dine out. They travel to their destinations-49 percent
of the people in New York visit from elsewhere in the United
States and other countries. They shop at retail stores and they
consume other entertainment.
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The CHIMARN. Please, finish your statement.
Mr. WACHTEL. Thank you.
The Treasury Department has estimated that the impact of the

reduction in the business meals and entertainment deduction from
80 to 50 percent at, I believe, in the order of $16 billion.

Our industry data suggests that ticket sales for theatre and
other performing arts nationwide only accounted for 1.1 percent of
that total. The point is, it is small in the big picture, but it would
be decidedly hurt.

The total sales for the theatre and performing arts in America
is estimated at $1.8 billion. We estimate that over the life of the
entire projection, the impact on the Treasury would only be on the
order of $150 million; and this gain would be offset by losses in
Federal income tax revenues owing from people who have lost jobs
in the arts industry as well as from employees of businesses which
rely on the arts to general income, the restaurants, the hotels,
transportation and retail stores.

So as I said I would lead up, I again urge you to continue the
present level of tax deductibility to protect the rich heritage, cul-
tural diversity and economic stimulus that the arts provide.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Wachtel.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wachtel appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. And now to wrap up the panel, Robert McIntyre

of the Citizens for Tax Justice.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. McINTYRE, DIRECTOR, CITIZENS
FOR TAX JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MCINTYRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Boy, it is a friendlier
looking committee than it used to be. I must say I am glad to be
here, glad to see you here. I have a handout, by the way, that ac-
companies my testimony.

The CnAIRMAN. The Committee on Finance appears to be friend-
ly. We may have to reconfigure our collective means.

Mr. MCINTYRE. If we cannot be friendly talking about business
lunches, what could we be friendly over, right?

I want to make one comment about the previous panel if I could.
I was on Fred Bergsten's Competitiveness Council's Subcouncil on
Capital Formation and we had endless meetings in New York and
here in Washington with distinguished people.

I recall during all of those meetings that not a single one of those
distinguished people thought the investment tax credit was a good
idea. So Fred did not get that from his capital formation advisors.

The issue before you today in this second panel, at least from an
analytical point of view, is a fairly simple one. In terms of business
meals, you first have to ask yourself: does it make tax policy sense?
Does allowing people to deduct the cost of their eating and drinking
aind recreation better measure their ability to pay taxes?

Now if it is a legitimate deduction, that would end the discus-
sion. But we have not heard any talk about that today from any
of the panelists, perhaps because it is almost impossible to defend
a deduction for these kinds of personal expenses m terms of ability
to pay and in terms of measuring net income.



What we have heard about today instead is a lot about jobs. Peo-
ple have argued that this $10 billion a year subsidy for meals and
entertainment makes sense as a government spending program.
They say that we need to continue to buy lunches, buy golf, buy
drinks, buy hockey tickets and football tickets for generally very
well off peo le because it creates jobs for football players and res-
taurant workers and actors and others in the economy.

Well, first of all, we could subsidize anything to create jobs under
that argument. We could buy people jewelry. That would create
jobs in my hometown where they make it. We could buy people
yachts. We could buy people all kinds of things that I assume cre-
ate jobs in those industries. But we do not do it.

The CHARMAN. No, no. Hold it.
Mr. MCINTYRE. As I am sure Senator Chafee would agree, it

would be nuts to be going around buying Americans yachts--de-
spite the fact that the industry is a great one.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McIntyre, we have not done it yet. It de-
pends on how Senator Chafee looks upon the entire proposition.

Mr. McINTYRE. Now, perhaps we do think highly of encouraging
people to buy these particular items-you know, alcohol and fancy
meals and hockey tickets and so forth.

But what is going to happen if this deduction is scaled back? I
think you should eliminate it entirely. The Clinton administration
says you should scale it back a little bit, a little less than half as
much, by the way, as you scaled it back in 1986. That is what my
handout illustrates.

What would happen if this deduction is eliminated or scaled back
slightly? Well, there are two possibilities. First of all, people may
just go on doing what they have been doing. They will still eat.
They will still go to the theatre. They will still go to hockey games.
They will still play golf. And not much will change. That is our ex-
perience after the much larger cutbacks in 1986. Not much hap-
pened.

Well, what about the alternative scenario? Suppose all of a sud-
den that the smaller change this time has a major impact. As a re-
sult, people now are skinnier. They spend less time at hockey
games. They do less of some of these other activities. But what are
they going to do with the money they no longer spend on these
things? Well, they are going to spend it on something else, whichis going to create jobs somewhere else.

That is why all people who have seriously analyzed this have
said there is no impact on jobs. There is probably not any impact
on jobs in the industries affected, but if there is, those jobs will be
replaced perhaps--by better jobs at better wages.

Now, of course, there may well be transition issues. We see that
in the defense cuts. Whenever the government makes a major
change in something-this is a minor one really, but any change-
we have to worry about the transition. If, in fact, some people are
dislocated, we should worry about that.

That is why it is part of the defense cuts that the President has
proposed, he is talking a lot about retraining and relocation. I
think it is a very good thing. But you cannot let the transition is-
sues overwhelm you. Otherwise, you would never be able to change
policy.
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Now I would suggest here that you wipe this thing out entirely,
and phase it out, say at 20 percent a year for the next 4 years. It
is a subsidy that does not make sense, that the rest of us should
not be paying for.

If you instead adopt the President's plan, it is so trivial, half of
the 1986 change, I do not think you need a transition.

So we support the President's proposal as a step in the right di-
rection. We think you should go much further. We believe this sub-
sidy is one whose time has come to be ended and that any argu-
ment made for it just cannot stand up to analysis.

The CHARMAN. Thank you, Mr. McIntyre.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McIntyre appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. And thank you all. We have time for questions.

We turn first to Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me address this to Mr. Berman and Bob Juliano. You heard

what Mortimer Caplin said about the perception of the public and
the perception of the public they see on meals and entertainment
is gross pigging out. That is what they have in their minds.

I was intrigued with your figures, Mr. Berman. A drop in busi-
ness meals affects more than fine dining restaurants. Low to mod-
erately priced table service restaurants are the most popular type
of restaurants for business meals. Seventy-eight percent of busi-
ness lunches and 50 percent of dinners occur at these establish-
ments. The average amount spent on a business meal per person-
$9.39 for lunch; and $19.58 for dinner.

If we had to have this kind of a limitation, would it make sense
to change it to a per diem limit rather than a percentage limit. Say
you cannot deduct more than $15 for a lunch and $25 for dinner?
But if you want to take 10 people, you can deduct $250. But do it
on that basis rather than a percentage basis, which would take
care of most of the lunches and dinners you describe and eliminate
a perception problem of the absolute pigging out kind of dinner
that frankly many of us have experienced.

Mr. JULIANO. We would be happy to go along with that, if you
applied the same cap to furniture and depreciation and advertising
and so many of the other issues that Mr. McIntyre did not address,
that are considered legitimate business deductions.

So if you treat us as fairly as the rest of them, we would be de-
lighted, Senator. I think they ought to drop tons of deductibility to
80 percent, you know, as costs of doing business.

Sincerely, he is right on one point, which I must be slipping to
say that he is even right on one point, but I have to say that the
problem is, we have gotten away from the real issue which is it is
either a legitimate business deduction or it is not. And he is right
on that, sincerely.

If somebody is faking, it should be zero. If it is a legitimate busi-
ness deduction, it should be treated accordingly. We are trying to
come up with figures just to raise revenue.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not want to give the slightest perception
that I like the President's tax program at all.

Mr. JuLuNo. Thank you.



Senator PACKWOOD. And so when I ask my question, I do not
want people to think, well, you know, maybe he is going to support
it.

Mr. JULIANO. It is tough because what happens is, you would end
up with regional warfare because you would be saying to
people-

Senator PACKWOOD. I want to come back to the jobs issue in the
restaurant industry.

Mr. JULIANO. All right.
Senator PACKWOOD. This does not address the theatre problem.

It is a totally different issue in my mind.
Would we solve the jobs problem, or at least alleviate it tremen-

dously, with a per diem limit rather than a percentage limit?
Mr. BERMAN. Senator, I am the operator of a single-unit res-

taurant. In this I am non-partisan. I am neither a Republican, nor
am I a Democrat. Mr. Clinton is my President and I am a citizen
here to represent the circumstances that tens of thousands of res-
taurateurs find themselves in.

There is in our world, at the very basic level where all of these
policies that trickle down end up in our businesses and we have to
deal with, no difference between the contractor or the traveling
salesman or the small businessman using this as a legitimate mar-
keting tool to do business than larger companies spending dollars
on advertising or on other marketing expenses.

Seventy percent of the people who use this deduction earn less
than $50,000 a year; 9 percent earn less than $35,000 a year.

I am intimately acquainted with the affects of the policies made
here on Capitol Hill on my business. The burden that I bear now,
the potential burdens that are on the table right now, have turned
people in my industry into desperate and frightened people. We
met yesterday with 300 restaurateurs from across the country.

For example, we have a value-added tax, an energy tax, a mini-
mum wage tax--

Senator PACKWOOD. Can I interrupt for just a moment? What is
the answer to my question?

Mr. BERMAN. The answer to your question is, that I am not in
a situation where I could understand the difference between a per
diem and a deduction for a promotional or an advertising expense.
That is not my area of expertise.

I am here to testify on the behalf of restaurateurs about the im-
pact.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not want you to testify on this. I want
to know what this will do to restaurateurs. To give you an example,
we are going to make a decision sooner or later, I take it, to get
rid of business deductions tbr all club dues. It has been spent a half
a dozen times on a half a dozen different things.

We are going to make a policy decision that not enough business
is justifiably done to justify a club dues exception in private clubs.
Now the private clubs are going to argue jobs. They are going to
argue we employ low income people, sort of the same argument the
restaurants make.

I am trying to find out what the affect will be on restaurants,
not does it legitimately deduct 100 percent of an advertising cost
or 100 percent of a $10,000 painting. If it is limited to a per diem



that is significantly higher than what the average is of the average
person who goes to the average restaurants, which appears to be
the overwhelming bulk of the people who take these expenses.

Mr. BERMAN. Again, I do not know the answer to that question
honestly. I would address that to Mr. Juliano.

Mr. JULIANO. All it does is, it would pit one group of Senators
on the committee against the other.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not follow you, Bob.
Mr. JULIANO. He'd be having a legitimate business meal and

couch it in those terms, and merely by dent of where you are hav-
ing it geographically, one people would gain and the other would
lose.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not follow you.
Mr. MCINTRmE. He means the prices are more in New York than

they are in Des Moines.
Mr. JULIANO. You know, in different cities.
Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, all right, that part.
Mr. JULIANO. Prices vary.
Senator PACKWOOD. It costs more to eat in New York than it

does in Keo Cacao.
Mr. McINTYRE. Better urban areas would be-
Senator PACKWOOD. I would question that.
The CHAIRMAN. You would; I wouldn't. [Laughter.]
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Check Gourmet Magazine and see what they

have to say about it.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just have two questions. One is for Mr. Berman. You said some-

thing in your testimony that I do not know if I heard it right.
Maybe you could tell me. You said that on a burger that costs $5
that your profit margin is 20 cents?

Mr. BElm". That is correct. In the State of Maryland, the aver-
age profit is 3.9 percent of gross sales. The retail sales tax, for ex-
ample, in Maryland is 5 percent. Out of the gate, there is a 1-per-
cent revenue benefit to the State more than the owner.

Senator BRADLEY. So you only make 20 cents a burger?
Mr. BERMAN. That is correct. That is the circumstances we find

the industry in and that is why I am here to represent the industry
today. Because I do serve the cheeseburgers; Suzetta cooks the
cheeseburgers that I serve.

Senator BRADLEY. How many burgers did you serve last year?
Mr. BERMAN. Nowhere near 150,000, candidly. I bought a busi-

ness 41/ years ago that was $300,000 a year. We are getting close
to $1 million a year in sales. My goal, my ambition, is to become
a multi-unit operator.

And I have to explain to you how extraordinarily difficult and
burdensome it has become to try and retain enough capital because
restaurants are on the bottom of the lending list of any credit insti-
tution. In order to grow, I am here to participate.

Senator BRADLEY. So you made about, what, $30,000?
Mr. BERMAN. I have three partners as well. There are four of us.

The income that I make is well below the target that Mr. Clinton
has addressed, set for middle class taxation.
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I think you should understand also that the vast majority of
these food service Operations, almost three-quarters, are single-unit
operations. So our income is derived directly from the profits of the
store. In effect, everyone gets paid first.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
The CHARMAN. Thank you.
Senator Breaux?
Senator BREAUX. I think I would love your restaurant. Rock and

roll and hamburgers. It has a great theme. Has the President been
there yet? [Laughter.]

Mr. BERMAN, I actually did send him a letter and I did put a
postscript on it. I did not mean to be flip. But we did ask him to
drop by if he was in the area and hungry.

Senator BREAUX. He might have to jog out to Rockville and tour
your place.

Well, I appreciate everybody's testimony. One of the things that
your testimony really touches on, Mr. Berman, is we did this once
before and you cite a study in your testimony that says-was com-
missioned-no, it was Mr. Juliano who cited a study that was done
back in--

Mr. JULIANO. 1977.
Senator BREAUX. 1977?
Mr. JULIANO. Yes.
Senator BREAUX. That study predicted a significant loss in busi-

ness expenditure should we decrease the deductibility. But we did.
And it is my understanding, and I am trying to be on your side on
this issue, that when wt, did it before that that did not happen.
That restaurants increased their sales, increased the number of
people who went to restaurants; and, in fact, really had a very good
solid growth period.

Now, obviously, a lot of things affect that. But when we did re-
duce the deduction from 100 percent to 80 percent, restaurants did
better. You have a study that says if we made that change, res-
taurants would not do better. But the facts are, they did better.

Mr. JULLANO. I cannot theorize like some of the people have men-
tioned earlier. From January of 1987, Senator, until February of
1993, we have lost 30,000 to 35,000 members.

Senator BREAUX. These are your union members though.
Mr. JULIANO. I am not pulling the figure out of the air, you

know.
Senator BREAUX. But that is your union members. That is not

necessarily all restaurant employees.
Mr. JULIANO. We represent a quarter of that segment of the in-

dustry. So you can extrapolate that figure to say how many more
jobs are lost.

Now has there been growth in the industry? You bet. You lnow
where? Fast food. Some people neglect to mention that that is not
part of this deducibility issue. Have there been more jobs created?
Sure, fast food, not the deductibility issue.

Senator PACKWOOD. You mean not many people go to those res-
taurants for business meals that they deduct?

Mr. JULANo. Not that I am aware of, Senator.



Senator BREAUX. We are talking about the growth in the busi-
ness. I think Mr. Juliano said yes, it has been in all the fast food
restaurants.

Mr. BERMAN. If I might add, the growth statistic could perhaps
be misleading. Close to nine out of 10 restaurants fail in the first
5 years of operation in my segment of the business.

So while you may have people opening and closing restaurants,
leading to sales figures that look like they are improving, really we
have people who get into my industry who do not understand the
impact of all the different things it takes to turn a profit and the
failure rate is extraordinary.

Senator BREAUX. But as I understand, too, under the proposal,
I would say to my colleagues, that apparently you still would be
able to deduct travel, you would still be able to deduct lodging. It
would be interesting to see if the big hotels all of a sudden just
make a package deal for lodging which includes meals so you can
deduct the whole thing.

There are going to be 1,000 ways to get around this. You stay
at the Hyatt over the weekend and the room rate is $300. It in-
cludes breakfast, lunch and dinner. Just deduct the whole thing
that way. But you cannot do that, Chip.

Mr. BERMAN. No, I cannot. And I might add, the majority of peo-
ple who use this are smaller people who do not have the sophistica-
tion to figure out how to fool the system.

Senator BREAUX. Let me ask another thing. I introduced the bill
last year and have introduced it again this year, S. 573, rescinding
the FICA tip tax credit, which is aimed at putting actual dollars
in the hands of the restaurant owner. This deduction reduction
does not do that. That proposal helps your customers go to your
restaurant more.

How do you feel about the FICA tip tax legislation?
Mr. BERMAN. If I may, the FICA tip tax is a payroll tax on non-

payroll dollars. A tip is a relationship between a customer and a
server. They make declaration and we pay a full 100 percent on
that amount.

Yet in terms of wages, we are only allowed a 50 percent credit.
So within the Code, in terms of taxes it is 100 percent, but in terms
of wages back for the business it is 50 percent, and resolving that
discrepancy would obviously have a positive affect on the industry
in general.

Senator BREAUX. Do you have any idea how much that would
mean for your business?

Mr. BERMAN. I estimate to pay this year $5,400 in FICA taxes
on tips. And again, those are net dollars. In effect, that is an in-
come tax to my partners and me directly because the money has
to flow through the business before I ever see it.

Senator BREAUX. So if you have a small business, that is a real
problem for you because you are paying taxes on wages that you
are not paying, which is not right.

The CHAIRMAN. You are paying taxes whether you have profit or
not.

Senator BREAUX. Yes. And you do not control the tips.
Mr. BERMAN. And I might add, if the IRS comes back to audit

your people a few years down the road, you can be held liable if
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they undeclared their tips as well. So it makes it extraordinarily
difficult to plan or to understand the impact.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Breaux.
Senator Chafee, we would like to hear more of your views. We

are considering deducting yachts and jewelry under the business
expense and perhaps you want to talk more about it.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am very,
very careful not to use the word yacht.

The CHAMAN. Boat. Small boat. Small craft.
Senator CHAFEE. Let me start off, Mr. Chairman, by saying Mr.

McIntyre, as perhaps he pointed out is from my State. He and his
family and they are very distinguished. Not now, but I imagine you
were born there, weren't you, Bob?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Just across the line in Massachusetts. But my in-
laws live in Rhode Island. So it is close enough.

Senator CHAFEE. I knew his father, a very distinguished gen-
tleman in our area.

I must say that I am troubled by the President's proposal. I know
Mr. McLatyre's arguments and I think we can give Mr. McIntyre
a lot of credit for what we did in 1986. The documents he brought
forward and the research he did was certainly a big boost for us.

However, we go down these trails in thinking we are going to get
the rich guy and we pick up a lot of people we did not expect to
hit. I will harken back again to that so-called luxury tax on boats.
We did not get the millionaire. They got off scot free. They bought
boats in Europe and keep them down in the Caribbean and go
down there and see them. They are very happy.

All we did was hit a lot of people who work in the boatyards, lay-
ing up the fiberglass and making the sails and making the winches
and halyards and all the items that go into making a boat.

So what these gentlemen are saying, Mr. Juliano and others, is
true. The people who work for these restaurants are low-income in-
dividuals who are getting started as Mr. Berman pointed out. I was
not here when he introduced some of the folks that work with him.

The CHARMAN. Ms. Harrison.
Senator CHAFEE. So I think we have to tread very carefully. The

proposal that Senator Packwood made, seems to me to have some
merit. As I understand the present system, if I go in and host a
banquet, costing $500 for some business guests, I can deduct 80
percent of the entire bill. Is that correct, Mr. Juliano?

Mr. JUANO. Right.
Senator CHAFEE. And somehow that does gall a little bit. Why

should the taxpayer help pay for me living so high on the hog? At
the same time, we have a mileage deduction in automobile travel,
whatever it is, 24.5 cents a mile or whatever. But it is not unlim-
ited.

If you go out and you drive a Mercedes that gulps gas or diesel
fuel and the depreciation is way higher than 24.5 cents, whatever
the figure is, you cannot take it. So what about the approach sug-
gested, mentioned by Senator Packwood. Mr. Juliano, what do you
say to that? Whatever the sum is.
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Mr. JULIANO. There is a provision in the Code already that refers
to lavish and extravagant, and if it does not meet that test, you
know, deductibility would be questioned.

Mr. MCINTYRE. In fact, Mr. Chafee, the way it works now is that
it can't be too lavish, as Bob pointed out, which means you cannot
spend more than $1,000 per person per meal, but it has to be lav-
ish enough that it is more than you would normally spend. So it
has to be somewhat lavish, but not too lavish. That is the current
law on meals according to the 7th Circuit.

Mr. JULLANO. Forgive me, I represent working people, not tax
books. But the result is, there are not any $500 banquets, nor are
there any $1,000 banquets. That is absolutely ludicrous. But there
are conventions and trade shows that go to every major urban cen-
ter in America that provide thousands of jobs not only in our indus-
try, but in other industries that affect the whole city.

So that is what we are talking about. I mean, the provisions are
there. There was a question about compliance, Mr. Chairman, in
1985 and 1986. We advanced the concept of tightening up the Code.
The committee thought it was a great idea and said you have to
limit it. It has to be directly related to your specific trade or busi-
ness. We are the ones that did it.

So why are we dropping 100 to 80? We need revenue. I do not
want to insult you that it is not good tax policy, but how can you
say it is the same tax policy if you are saying advertising deduct-
ibility 100 percent, you know, furniture, 100 percent. It is legiti-
mate. Now the term is legitimate business-related and entertain-
ment expense is 80 percent. Now they say drop it to zero. Right,
because it is not legitimate.

Senator CHAFEE. I think the points you make are all strong ones
about why pick on meals and what is lavish. I suspect if you go
to a banquet that the Capitol Hilton could well cost $70 an individ-
ual.

I do not know, Mr. Chairman. I guess my basic view is we ought
to be very cautious. You know a lot more about this than I do, com-
ing from where you do. But in our State we are, like so many
States, a tourist State and we want to be cautious because it is af-
fecting a lot of individuals.

The CHAIRMAN. We very much agree. I want to say to Mr.
Juliano first of all, do not feel that you are insulting this committee
by telling us something is bad tax policy. People come before us
and say things are bad tax policy all the time. If you think so, say
so. We need to know.

I want to tell Mr. Wachtel we are very much aware of the issues
you deal with. I mean, there are 35,000 members of Actors Equity,
which maybe 3,000 have a job at this moment. I think that is about
average.

In my youth I benefited from a tax-free provision, a cost-free pro-
vision, in Broadway shows. We used to live on 11th Avenue and
42nd Street, and I would go over as a kid and watch the third act,
walk in with the third act, get up in the top row. Nobody bothered
you. Seats were half empty in the third. I have seen the third act
of more great plays. [Laughter.]

I never figured out how they began, but I know how they ended.
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You are very right about the whole decline in deductions. This
speaks to the culture as much as to the economy.

Mr. WACHTEL.. May I also say that unless the show, at least how
it exists today, unless the show proves itself initially on Broadway,
the opportunity for touring rarely exists.

The CHAIRMAN. It will not get to Ossacaw.
Mr. WACHTEL. It not only does not get to Ossacaw. It does not

get to New Orleans; it does not get to Providence; it does not get
to Chicago.

Senator CHAFEE. I suppose, Mr. Chairman, that in the theatre
realm we think that in other nations there are outright subsidies.
Now I do not know whether there is in Great Britain. Certainly
there is in the opera in the other nations. Federal subsidies, cor-
rect, a very significant amount.

However, I suppose others could say, Mr. McIntyre could say,
with some legitimacy that this is indirect subsidy to make it de-
ductibility. Is it 100 percent deductible?

Mr. WACHTEL. No, it is 80 percent since 1986.
Senator CHArEE. That falls under the entertainment realm.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, our problem in these matters is that it is

not different than the problem in health. It is what is called
Bohmo's Disease hy economists. William Bohmo, is a professor of
economics at NYU, Princeton. He and his wife are opera fans.

In the 1960's he got interested, in why the Metropolitan Opera
was always broke and why the orchestra was always on strike. He
was curious, why, since we all love it so.

He came upwith this very important proposition, which he calls
cost disease, his profession in a tribute to him calls it Bohmo's Dis-
ease, which is that at different levels, different sectors of the econ-
omy are subject to different rates of productivity growth and some
very little.

The restaurant industry would be a wonderful example. It takes
as much time to serve a plate of oysters in a restaurant in 1893
as it does in 1993. His example would be that a Mozart quartet in
1780 required four persons, four stringed orchestras and 43 min-
utes. Two centuries ago by it still takes four persons, four stringed
orchestras and 43 minutes.

If you play the Minute Waltz in 50 seconds, it is just not the
same. And in Shakespeare's day there is a very interesting thing.
Bohmo found that real wages in England went down from the
Black Death of the 13th century-went down, down, down. Real
wages not get back to their 13th Century level until the late 19th
century; and the real bottom was in Shakespeare's day. And you
could make money out of a play that ran 10 nights in the Globe
Theatre. That is why Shakespeare could have 37 plays produced in
his life time.

A playwright today, it takes a year to get your money back in
Broadway.

Mr. WACHTEL. Much more sometimes for a musical.
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The CHAUWAN. For a musical even more. This is something, youknow, that you could explain. It is not perversity and it is not peo-
ple misbehaving. It is just the way. A doctor looking at a well baby
today i3 going to take 18 minutes to do so, going to look at it, move
its fingers and check its eyes, and that is about what it took 50
years ago and it is different from what it takes to produce steel.

So we are sensitive. We know about these things. We also know
about our deficit.

We thank you very much for coming. Ms. Harrison, it was nice
of you to come down. We are very much aware of your concerns and
they are legitimate. Thank you all.

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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FINANCE CoMMInrEF TO '3ONTINUE HEARINGS ON ADMINISTRATION'S TAX PROPOSALS

Senator Daniel kaLiick Moynihan (D-NY), Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Finance, announced today that the Committee will continue hearings this Friday on
the Administration's foreign tax proposals and other matters.

The hearing will begin at 10:30 a.m. on Friday, April 30 in room SD-215, Dirksen
Senate Office Building.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. Welcome panelists. You are here

today to give testimony on the administration's foreign tax propos-
als and other tax matters.

Senator Packwood, two of the witnesses you requested. Would
you like to welcome them?

Senator PACKWOOD. Welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Burns, welcome and we look forward to

many such occasions.

STATEMENT OF HON. CONRAD BURNS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
MONTANA

Senator BuRNs. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
thank you very much for allowing me this privilege of appearing
before you on part of the situation we find ourselves in that is very
near aud dear to all of us, especially in the business of agriculture,
and ,lot being too parochial, but I mean the whole industry as it
is today.

The production of food and fiber, Mr. J'Ohairman, energy is at the
very base of every level of production, level of process and, of

(105)
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course, the level of distribution in this country. Energy is the life
blood of this country. This Nation runs on the ability to be mobile.

No other country in the world can match our diversity and the
use of technology to sustain a standard of living that we have be-
came and we are starting to enjoy it.

According to the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment,
30 percent of the Nation's total energy is consumed by manufactur-
ing plants, by mines, by farms, and by construction firms.

The President has put forth an economic blueprint that he feels
will reduce the deficit as well as address the areas of need. I am
pleased that the President has focused his attention vn the deficit
and is incumbent on each and every one of us in this Congress to
work with him to attain the goals tHat he wants to attain. I con-
gratulate him for confronting this problem.

However, in my view, the package may not help to reduce the
deficit as much as we would like, plus it would have a profound
negative impact on this business of agriculture and in more par-
ticular, to be more parochial, on my State of Montana.

Our top three industries are agriculture, mining and tourism.
And all would be adversely affected under the President's proposal
and specifically under the energy tax. President Clinton's energy
tax would raise $71.4 billion in the next 5 years.

However, this tax is not exactly fair to all Americans. I think
that is what we strive for here in this body, is a degree of fairness.
It will hit the Western States particularly hard, far more than any
other section of the country.

Not only do we in the west, and especially Montana, rely on en-
ergy to keep our homes warm during colder winters or longer
months or longer winters, we also drive longer distances just to do
our job. But our major industries rely heavily on energy.

For these reasons and others, I ask the committee to consider an
off-road motor fuel tax exemption amendment. Mr. Chairman, in
1991 farmers and others consumed 1.4 billion gallons in gasoline,
some 2.8 billion gallons in diesel fuel in off-road uses, such as our
farm machinery and operating our farms and ranches.

Mr. Chairman, nobody has to tell you, and I think you under-
stand it as well as anybody that I know in our conversation, that
farmers are price takers. They cannot pass price increases along to
the ultimate consumer of food. If the price of input goes up, they,
the farmers, absorb that cost.

And what we have to remember is, consumers in this country
dictate food prices through the food processing industry. Add this
tax to farmers and you run the risk of destroying the food chain
at its very base. I have often said that farmers and agriculture, we
sell wholesale; we buy retail; and we pay the freight both ways.

The affects on agriculture would be devastating. And I could go
on and address the proposed tax it would have on industry related
to coal production, oil production and, of course, hydroelectric
power. In States where we are energy producers and we are high
energy users, we get hit doubly hard.

I want to emphasize my concern over the affect of apply the en-
ergy tax consumed as a part of the manufacturing production proc-
ess. I am referring to the manufacturing process that utilize energy
sources one of two ways--as a raw material that is transformed
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into a product, or as a direct input to affect a chemical or physical
change that turns the raw material into a finished product.

In either case, we would be taxing the basic feed stock utilized
in the production process that may not be only able to be rede-
signed at great difficulty or at great expense or even possible at all.

But one last area that has not been given enough consideration
in this debate on how this tax will affect small business, which
comprise 98 percent of my businesses in the State of Montana. As
a State, Montana has started to take hold of export opportunities
that will incur because the energy tax will increase the vulner-
ability of small business in foreign competition. The energy tax will
reduce American business's international competitiveness and re-
duce economic recovery and increase unemployment.

The energy tax as it is put forth in this plan is a regressive tax
to the Western States and will result in less production and, there-
fore, less economic activity. The less there is in growth, the greater
loss in future tax revenue. We lose on both ends of the formula the
President has recommended to deal with the deficit spending situa-
tion that we find ourselves in.

Mr. Chairman, on my amendment, I would seriously ask that the
committee take a look at off-road exemptions while you are dealing
with this monumental task that you have to deal with. I under-
stand your situation, too.

What we are asking for is fairness, just fairness. I thank you,
Mr. Chairman. And I would answer any questions or try to answer
any questions that you might have at this time.

The CHA_.iAN. Well, we thank you, sir. That was a very graphic
presentation. I have, of course, heard you before make that power-
ful point that the farmers are price takers. That issue would define
much of American politics in the latter part of the 19th century.
What do you do about that and the organization of the railroads
which took the farm produce in the high plains back east?

As you know, on our committee your views are well represented.
The ranking Democrat member, your colleague and ours, is Senator
Baucus, from Montana. We have a representative Senator from
your neighbors, North Dakota and South Dakota. I would not imag-
ine, apart from the Agriculture Committee itself, that you are bet-
ter represented anywhere else in the Senate than on the Finance
Committee.

I will first ask Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have a couple quick questions, Senator.

Last week a fellow named Bill Drummond appeared from the Pub-
lic Power Council in the Northwest. He was estimating increases
in the northwest and he said that Montana had the sixth highest
burden per capita. In that 30 percent above the national average,
and he attributed much of this to the impact on the use of hydro
power in Montana. Do you agree with that assessment?

Senator BURNs. I would. And especially, you know, with the situ-
ation that we have out there now, and, of course, some of that is
being encountered in the State of Oregon, we are very concerned
about our REA's and our power consumption.

We have an aluminum plant that is at Columbia Falls Montana
that employs some 700 people. And that is a very margin business
as it is right now because it is on the world market. Aluminum
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prices are not set here in the United States, but it is a world price
and that is very marginal.

I am also concerned with the treatment of hydroelectric power.
We are very high uses of hydroelectric power here in the United
States but it is a world price and a very high user of hydropower
from that same grid. So I would agree with that assessment.

Senator PACKWOOD. Second question, just comparative statistics.
Senator Conrad was talking about farm income in North Dakota
and he said his average farmer makes about $17,600 a year and
would pay $1,200 under the President's tax proposal. Is that rough-
ly equivalent to your experience in Montana.

Senator BuRNs. That would be, and I think that is probably the
grain farms. Of course, they are a high consumer of their machin-
ery and operation. But I would agree with that. It may cost us just
a little more in the State of Montana. But the average income of
those grain farmers and, I think, we saw a figure of around $4,000
a year when you get into the large grain farms would cost.

And yet we have to take everything and put it into perspective.
We were selling wheat in 1949 for higher prices than we are selling
wheat today. And, yes, the agriculture machine is a very efficient
machine, but we can only stand so much before it becomes very re-
gressive and we just cannot afford to produce it all.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator Baucus, you have strong views on this subject as we

know well and we respect them greatly.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM MONTANA
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, first

I want to thank my colleague from Montana for joining us this
morning. He is stating a particular problem that we have in the
Rocky Mountain States, the high plain States. Namely we are nat-
ural resource States. So we are States where we have not much
manufacturing, very little manufacturing, compared with many
other States.

In fact, in the State of Montana, Mr. Chairman, about 95 percent
of our State's economy is comprised of natural resource indus-
tries-that is timber, it is mining, it is agriculture. Very little of
it is manufacturing. In fact, in our State I think only 5 percent of
the economy is manufacturing.

Tourism and recreation is becoming a growing industry. As at-
tractive as that is, it still is a very small part of our State's econ-
omy. And as a natural resource State, we find that we have certain
disadvantages.

Number one, the proposed Btu tax tends to hit us very strongly
because as a natural resource based State, certainly in agriculture
and in aluminum, those are industries that cannot pass on cost in-
creases. They have to take whatever the international market price
is.

In the case of aluminum, the London metals exchange basically
sets the price. And in addition to that, the former Soviet Union,
Russia and some other countries are dumping aluminum on the
world market with low cost to them.
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The CHAIRMAN. We have heard that.
Senator BAUCUS. They use it as a machine to generate hard cur-

rency for themselves and to meet other needs. American aluminum
producers face that predicament. They cannot pass on cost in-
creases.

And as the Chairman knows, power, electric power, is a very,
very high component, our largest cost component, of aluminum pro-
duction and if the Btu tax is slapped on, it obviously is disadvanta-
geous to the industry.

The same would apply for farmers. Montana farms first must
pay the Btu tax that goes into the fertilizer and raw materials that
they use. Second, the tax will increase the price of machinery that
we have to purchase. Beyond that it affects transportation. Dis-
tances are much greater for us in the Rocky Mountain west than
for other people.

So as a natural resource State, that tends to mean that our dis-
tances to markets are much greater; therefore, we pay much more
transportation costs, tax versus add-on, again to industries that are
unable to pass on cost increases.

On the other hand, obviously, I commend the President for his
efforts, very significant efforts, at deficit reduction-$500 billion
over 5 years is very significant.

Second, I commend the President for trying to promote energy
conservation as well as basic deficit reduction. The Btu tax is the
one proposal that tends to lean very much in that direction.

We only ask, Mr. Chairman-and my colleague and others m -e
this point-that there be geographic balance, industry balance, and
overall working in that direction. I would also note that my col-
league from Montana is attempting to work in the same direction,
too. He, too, wants to work with the administration so long as the
solution is balanced from a geographic as well as from an industry
point of view.

I thank my colleague for coming here before us.
Senator BURNs. Well, I appreciate your comments, too, Senator

Baucus. I think we are at the end of the line. We originate and
work the end of the line. So it makes for a very difficult situation
in our case.

I think as a government goes, I would footnote that we try to
make policy that one size fits all. That is pretty tough to do when
we start trying to make a farm bill work or food policy. Sometimes
one size does not fit all. There are certainly exceptions.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if I could, just before you leave, sir, per-
haps tell you about my role in the economic development of Mon-
tana. [Laughte-r.]

It is not to be laughed at. Just after the Second World War, a
bunch of fellows and I got out of the Navy and bought an old
hearse. We set out to mine gold in Alaska, but we never got any
further than Hungry Horse, Montana where they were clearing the
back water for the Hungry Horse Dam.

I got a job cutting brush on that vast area. I went to work and
I worked harder in one week than I have ever worked in my life,
before or since. And then came Saturday and it is payday and the
foreman passes out the pay. And he says, Moynihan, and I said,
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yes, sir, and he said, you are fired. I said, well, all rigb , but what
did I do. He said, that is just it, you did not do nothing. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMkNz. So, you know, you might remember that. That
could jaundice a fellow. But then just in the nick of time it all got
better because after awhile my best buddy and I decided we were
not going to make it out there. We just were not making it out here
in Hungry Horse. So we decided we would go back home and we
would hitch a freight car.

We went over to Kalispell and we crept down at night, down the
siding, and we found a box car and we jumped in and went right
in the back. About an hour later we heard crunch, crunch, crunch,
one of the bulldogs was coming along and he had a flashlight.

Suddenly the light flashed into our car and caught us right there.
What are you guys doing here? We are going back to New York,
sir. He says, well, you can stay here if you want, but this car is
not going to move for a month. If you want to go to New York, you
had better come with me and he put us on a car. I would still be
in Kalispell to this day if it was not for that. [Laughter.]

Senator BURNS. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate that. You know, we
have all had to do hard work and your experience is most appre-
ciated here. I have always been sort of like Mark Twain about hard
work and doing. The man that picks the cat up by the tail learns
much more of the cat than one who sits and observes.

So we appreciate your experience in Montana. And I thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, sir. You know you are
well represented on the Finance Committee.

Senator BuRNs. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Burns appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now we are going to hear the panel that we had

scheduled for Wednesday. It will be dealing with the questions of
the passive royaltyprovision, and other foreign trade aspects of the
President's proposal.

We are going to hear from Michael Boyle, who is director of taxes
with Microsoft Corp. May I say, that Bruce Hyman, who was with
Mr. Boyle on Wednesday cannot be here today, but wanted to be.
He had to be out on the west coast. He wrote me to say that.

Murray Scureman, who is vice president of government affairs
for the Amdahl Corp. Mr. Scureman, welcome. And Erik Nelson,
vice president for financial operations of Procter and Gamble. Mr.
Nelson, welcome.

Mr. Boyle, if you would proceed first. Let's see, you are going to
present Mr. Brown's testimony; is that it?

Mr. BOYLE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Good. In case there is any question about your

views, this is a statement on the serious adverse impact of taxing
royalties as passive income. There are no ambiguities there.

Mr. Boyle, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL P. BOYLE, DIRECTOR OF TAXES,
MICROSOFT CORP., REDMOND, WA

Mr. BOYLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Mike Boyle and I
am director of taxes and tax cotusel for Microsoft Corp. I greatly
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appreciate the opportunity to testify before the committee and I
wil be brief, and I will not be overly technical.

Microsoft develops markets and supports a wide range of systems
and application software for personal computers. From a start-up
company founded in 1976, we have grown to employ 10,000 people
in the United States, and another 3,000 people overseas.

Around the world we sell more than 100 products developed in
25 languages. Last year more than 55 percent of Microsoft's almost
$3 billion in revenues came from foreign sales. Moreover,
Microsoft's success at exporting is not unique. The American soft-
ware industry dominates world sales and in some segments holds
an estimated 75 percent market share.

This success is one of the Yeasons the software industry contrib-
utes more to the economy t an all but five manufacturing indus-
tries. Indeed, today it is the ,'astest growing industry in the United
States.

I am here this morning to urge reconsideration of the proposal
to tax royalties aspassive income for purposes of the foreign tax
credit limitation. I do so for two principal reasons.

First, the proposal is directly at odds with the way America's
computer software companies do business. Second, despite Mr. Ses-
sion s assurances on Tuesday, the proposal is likely to lead to pre-
cisely the opposite result of that intended and will actually encour-
age American companies to move their software development off-
shore.

Let me explain. It is essential to understand the fundamental as-
pect of any software program is the intellectual property that it
embodies. The work of researching, writing, testing and perfecting
a software program is very labor intensive.

Moreover, practically all the software development work is done
by Microsoft in the United States. It involves precisely the type of
highly skilled, highly paid jobs that this country needs.

When we sell our programs, we are essentially selling the right
to use this intellectual property. We do not, however, sell the pro-
gram itself because with every personal computer able to make cop-
ies, we soon would be out of business. As it is, software piracy is
extremely serious. The industry estimates its revenues would dou-
ble overnight if we could end piracy.

At the wholesale level, American software companies sell their
programs overseas by licensing them to computer hardware manu-
facturers who pay a royalty for the right to load programs into
their machines. Not only is this an efficient way of distributing pro-
grams, but it also significantly reduces the piracy problem.

A computer manufacturer selling a naked machine, with no soft-
ware programs, is essentially inviting the purchaser to use copied
programs.

At the retail level, we sell our programs over the counter in
shrink-wrapped boxes. Once again, however, these products contain
a license for the purchaser to use the software. Thus, some might
characterize income from even these transactions as royalties for
purposes of the Tax Code.

In short, all of Microsoft's income, whether royalty or sales, is
earned from selling software and it should not be treated dif-
ferently for tax purposes. Yet, under the administration's proposal
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a significant share of the foreign earnings of America's software
companies will be affected by this provision.

Unfortunately, the result may cause U.S. software companies to
move their software development offshore in order to avoid having
our business income characterized as passive royalties. This is the
opposite result of what we understand was intended.

This is not idle speculation. The Wall Street Journal recently re-
ported on U.S. companies moving research facilities outside the
United States. Companies can significantly reduce costs by employ-
ing professionals in other countries.

I can tell you from personal experience that a number of coun-
tries have strongly urged Microsoft to establish research centers in
their countries. To date, Microsoft has avoided moving its research
facilities outside the United States. But the royalty provision calls
into question the fundamental issue of whether Microsoft will be
forced to create jobs offshore.

Relocating research and development is not a desirable alter-
native. But Microsoft and other software companies must be able
to compete in a global economy.

Before I conclude, I would like to make just three quick addi-
tional points. First-

The CHAmmAN. Mr. Boyle, take your time. We had to put you off
for 2 days. Go ahead.

Mr. BOYLE. First, the passive royalty proposal also is likely to en-
courage U.S.-based companies to invest in operations in foreign
countries because of the additional tax costs of remitting those
funds to the United States.

Second, the growth in royalty payments since 1986 is, we believe,
directly attributable to tax law changes which required companies
to pay substantial royalties, not from an increase in tax-motivated
transactions.

Finally, the proposals adverse impact is not limited to software
companies. It similarly affects other leading American companies
who must manufacture outside the United States to service their
foreign customers.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions you might
have, Mr. Chairman, or other members of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir, for very careful and very lucid
testimony. We will have questions at the end of the testimony of
the panel.

The CHARMAN. Now, Mr. Scureman. Good morning.

STATEMENT OF MURRAY S. SCUREMAN, VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, AMDAHL CORP., WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SCUREMAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee. I am Murray Scureman, vice president of government
affairs of the Amdahl Corp. I am a businessman with 25 years of
experience in the computer industry, nearly 15 of which have been
spent at Amdahl in a variety of line and staff positions.

I would like to thank the Finance Committee today for the oppor-
tunity to testify on these important international tax proposals be-
cause the computer industry is not healthy today.
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For the first time in our history, Amdahl lost money last year,
as did our main competitor, IBM. In addition, both companies had
a terrible first quarter.

Although Amdahl is affected by the royalty provision we just
heard about, I am here today primarily to discuss the deferral pro-
posal, which would place an unprecedented, retroactive tax on off-
shore passive assets which are in excess of 25 percent of the total
assets.

Since 40 percent of Amdahl's revenues are derived outside the
United States, I would like to explain, one, why Amdahl had to
open a European plant; two, why our business requires offshore
cash reserves; and three, why the retroactive 25-percent test is
harmful to some high-tech companies.

By way of background, Amdahl is a $2.5 billion high technology
American company. It was founded in 1970, primarily to manufac-
ture large-scale mainframe computers. Today, Amdahl spends
nearly 15 percent of sales on development, which makes us one of
the Nation's most R&D intensive companies.

Why do we have a plant in Europe? We knew pretty much from
the beginning that we had to be successful in both the United
States and the European markets to be able to cover the cost of op-
erations and our large R&D costs.

Many of our customers were uncomfortable becoming dependent
on a product that was built only in earthquake-prone California. In
addition, all of Amdahl's competitors already had European plants.
So our European customers demanded local sourcing. So we had to
build a second plant, and for marketing service and logistics rea-
sons, would have to be in Europe, not in the United States.

Ireland was chosen. I would like to point out that Amdahl did
not flee the United States to seek lower wages. In fact, Irish and
American wages are comparable. And today the cost of manufac-
ture of a mainframe is essentially the same in either plant. Also,
an Irish built mainframe is imported into the United States only
to respond to an emergency customer situation.

So why is it necessary to have offshore cash reserves? Well, con-
trary to Mr. Sessions' assertions last Tuesday, it is not done to
avoid paying U.S. taxes. We need the money to run the business.

For example, between 1978 and 1991 the Irish plant was relo-
cated, expanded and modernized at a total cost of $115 million.
Secondly, Amdahl, Ireland has reimbursed Amdahl corporate about
$400 million to date as part of an ongoing R&D cost-sharing ar-
rangement.

The final reason is business prudence. By year end 1992, 2 years
of unprofitable Irish operations had reduced our offshore reserve by
40 percent. Our plans to use that reserve to fund a European leas-
ing operation had to be shelved for two reasons. One was the weak
mainframe market in Europe, but the other was the need to devote
these reserves to working capital.

So why isn't 25 percent a sufficient cushion? Well, the problem
as we see it is, this proposal discriminates against certain asset
structures. For example, a company with large, active assets or
companies who choose debt financing may not have a problem with
this proposal.
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One of the characteristics of a high-tech company like Amdahl is
that we are capable of generating large revenues from very modest
tangible assets. And if in addition we use the reserve for equity fi-
narcing purposes we are apt to fail the test.

In addtion, companies will also have the added administrative
burden of monitoring their assets quarterly to ensure that normal
business decisions do not cause passive assets to exceed the limit.
This costly process is often followed by prolonged battles with the
IRS over the value of assets. I would like to point out that none
of our foreign competitors are burdened by such activities.

In summary, I believe that tinkering with the international tax
code is a bad idea, particularly in light of the EC 1992 investment
build up by our foreign competitors. These proposals only weaken
America's competitive capabilities by increasing costs. As you just
heard, by creating a tax structure that will motivate some compa-
nies to permanently invest offshore.

As a final thought, at Amdahl, foreign investment means U.S.
jobs. Several hundred jobs were created in California to support
Amdahl's operation overseas. These are highly skilled technical, ad-
ministrative and staff jobs that represent the kind of employment
that the Clinton administration is committed to creating.

I might point out that these jobs are all in addition to Amdahl's
R&D-97 percent of which is performed in California.

Thank you very much. I would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Scureman appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIPNiAN. Thank you, sir. This is the first time the issue
of being earthquake prone has come before this committee. I do not
know what we can do about that. But be sure not to tell them
downtown, they will think up a program.

Senator PACKWOOD. Give them a tax incentive.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Let's now hear from Mr. Nelson. We welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF ERIK G. NELSON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR FI-
NANCIAL OPERATIONS, PROCTER AND GAMBLE, CIN-
CINNATI, OH
Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-

tee. My name is Erik Nelson. I am vice president of financial oper-
ations for the Procter and Gamble Co.

I am pleased to testify on behalf of the Committee on Royalty
Taxation, referred to as CORT. The 15 U.S. multi-national compa-
nies which are CORT members are listed on our written statement.

CORT supports the administration's economic objectives for ac-
celerated economic growth, job creation and a significantly reduced
Federal budget deficit. CORT is concerned, however, about the pos-
sible negative affects on the economy of the administration's pro-
posal to treat all foreign source royalty income as passive income
or foreign tax credit purposes.

We believe this change is unwise. It is inconsistent with long-
standing tax policy. And we believe it could produce exactly the op-
posite affect of what the administration seeks to accomplish. Now,
Specifically, it could cost high-paying U.S. jobs that will reduce cash
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flows to the United States. It will make U.S. multi-nationals less
competitive in world markets. And it will provide a disincentive to
conduct research and to own the related technology in the United
States.

As the committee knows we live in an increasingly seemless glob-
al economy. CORT members, like P&G, find themselves competing
directly in the United States and in many other markets through-
out the world against global and local competitors. Tax policy must
not restrict our ability to compete on an equal footing.

This proposal affects U.S. multi-nationals but not their foreign
multi-national competitors by reducing the after-tax returns U.S.
competitors can earn on their foreign investments. Accordingly,
U.S. companies will be forced to restructure their operations to
maintain adequate financial returns.

Now let me examine for a moment what this proposal will do. It
will severely impact U.S. multi-national companies who receive
both dividends and royalties from foreign operations.

These companies are critical to our economic progress, operating
globally, often in high technology fields and providing U.S. jobs and
a positive balance of payments.

By prohibiting them from using otherwise available tax credits,
active income, which has already been taxed abroad will be taxed
again in the United States, frequently resulting in taxes in excess
of 50 percent. I simply cannot imagine that that is what the admin-
istration intended.

U.S. multi-national companies are in direct competition with
multi-nationals frormi all parts of the world. Profit margins are
tight. Pricing flexibility is limited. We simply cannot raise prices to
recover higher taxes. That would only erode our market share.

So U.S. multi-nationals will be forced to restructure to get out
from under this burden. Bear in mind, this is very important, that
no one in CORT wants to take these measures. They run counter
to what is good for the country. But these measures are steps we
will have to take in order to remain competitive.

First, companies will consider eliminating U.S. R&D jobs or relo-
cating them abroad to reduce our after-tax costs. These are high
skilled, high paying jobs. There will be a ripple affect throughout
the economy since jobs at suppliers who helped develop new tech-
nology and often supply equipment to the foreign operations will
also be affected.

Second, as technology development moves offshore, royalty flows
will be reduced and sometimes reversed. Royalty income right now
averages about $15 billion to $16 billion annually into the United
States. We would expect this to decline dramatically.

So, too, will dividend flows. Companies will not pay dividends if
they have to pay stiff additional taxes to do so. They will simply
invest these funds abroad.

And finally, over time we are going to see an erosion of the U.S.
technology base, and this is something none of us wants to see.

Some would argue, and I think you heard this from Mr. Sessions,
that the increase in royalty payments since the 1986 Tax Act is in-
dicative of tax planning that has harmed the U.S. tax base. In our
view, changes in royalty flows are responsive to many factors that
have nothing to do with tax considerations.
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Let me give you an example that is specific to my company. Since
1986 our foreign royalty income has grown almost 300 percent. I
believe that Mr. Sessions quoted a number of 300. But that is an
index, and actually his number is 200 percent. So our royalty in-
come has increased more than the government is claiming their
total royalty income has increased.

Our foreign sales to which royalties are tied, have increased by
about 225 percent over this same period. The difference is caused
by product mix, and I can explain that later, and also the lifting
of restrictions on royalty payments by scme countries which did not
permit them prior to this period.

So I think you can see from this that the increase was not tax
driven. It relates directly to the growth in our international busi-
ness.

The CHAIRMN. Mr. Nelson, take your time.
Mr. NELSON. I am just about there. I appreciate the extra couple

of minutes.
The CHAMAN. Take your time.
Mr. NELSON. A strong international business should be encour-

aged. I think we all agree with that. it strengthens our U.S. busi-
ness, producing the jobs and the economic growth we all so des-
perately want.

So to summarize, this chp.nge places an unwarranted tax burden
on global companies like the members of CORT. The United States
stands to lose jobs, capital inflows and technical capability. This is
a lose/lose situation. it is not what the administration wants and
it is certainly not what the Nation needs.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nelson appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I would like to ask the panel if they would

just help me with my own understanding of the subject, which is
anything but solid. Royalties for Microsoft, for Amdahl, royalties in
return for the use of software really are not that different in struc-
ture than just plain receipts for sales, aren't they? Is that not what
you do? You sell these things and people pay you in the form of
royalties.

I am just curious. Why do you take royalties instead of just cash?
I am sure there is a reason.

Mr. BOYLE. Well, Mr. Chairman, our business has essentially two
main components. One is where we license other companies, simi-
lar to Amdahl, although we deal with personal computer manufac-
turers, where they create our product and simply pay us cash in
the form of royalties.

Additionally, what we do, Mr. Chairman, is we-
The CHAIRMAN. So you license a manufacturer?
Mr. BOYLE. Correct. And additionally, the other half of our busi-

ness is where we create boxtop product, where if you were to walk
into any retail chain here in the Washington, DC area you would
see boxes of software products that anyone walking in off the street
would buy.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Boyle, I am afraid if I walked in off
the street, I would not buy. But some will, yes.

Mr. BOYLE. You might window shop.
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But the transaction where we are selling the boxtop product, we
think could be c-nsidered to be a sale transaction rather than a li-
cense for tax purposes. Although it is unclear in many tax jurisdic-
tions how that is specifically treated.

The CHAIRMAN. But it is what you make? You program and de-velo. . BOYLE. Correct. And the reason that it specifically affects us,

Mr. Chairman, is because unlike other companies we really deal in
intellectual property. So our product is really intellectual in nature
rather than being something very tangible, such as a mainframe or
a computer.

So it particularly affects us because our product is really, to a
very large extent, intellectual in nature.

Is that helpful?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, in what respect is your software program

different from an LP record?
Mr. BOYLE. Well, in many instances we think that we are com-

parable to the record industry and should be treated comparably to
the record industry.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Mr. Scureman? I am just asking for help
here.

Mr. ScummAN. Yes. The way I have always looked at it is, when
you rent an Amdahl mainframe, that comes in like you thought,
which is cash. But when you have a piece of software for which the
owner is maintaining the control on intellectual property and serv-
icing of, that is considered a royalty.

In other words, the monthly payments for the use of that propri-
etary piece of software is considered a royalty; where the monthly
use of the hardware is considered rent.

The CHAIRMAN. But yet Hargrove's Dictionary would give us an
entirely different meaning for rent--in any event, the technical
economist's concept of rent.

Mr. SCuREMAN. Right.
The CHIRMAN. It seems like sales to me. You are selling some-

thing people want and they pay for it in a different manner. But
it is something you produce and sell.

Mr. SCUREMAN. But the way I understand the accounting for
software is it is considered a royalty payment.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. SCUREMAN. As opposed to hardware is considered sales like

you think.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Boyle?
Mr. BOYLE. In some sense, Mr. Chairman, it depends on the na-

ture of the transaction. If, essentially, it is just a limited grant of
rights, that can be viewed as a sale for tax purposes.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. Right.
Mr. Nelson, did you want to comment?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, do you have a specific question you

would like to address to me? My royalty situation is somewhat dif-
ferent from theirs.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, explain the difference. My object is to help
usget a sense of universe with it.

Mr. NELSON. Well, in our case, we are operating internationally
through subsidiary companies-52 in all right now-who actually
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manufacture locally and sell the product to the consuming public.
So our royalty is from that subsidiary. They are paying us for the
use of the technology, which the parent company owns, as well as
trademarks and other know how.

Senator PACKWOOD. All of these are your subsidiaries?
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. So these are not licensed companies owned

by somebody else?
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. All of you can answer this if you want.

When the Treasury Department testified earlier this week, decided
its statistic that-and I will quote it-"Royalty payments have
risen more than 300 percent since the Tax Reform Act of 1986."

And Treasury indicates-they did not quote this, what I say
now-the Treasury Department indicated that this rise in royalties
connected to the tax treatment of royalties received by the U.S.
parent companies from their foreign companies.

Is it your experience that the tax incentives have much to do
with the increase in royalties?

Mr. NELSON. Not in my company's experience or in the experi-
ence of the members of CORT. In our view, the growth in royalties
is directly attributable to the globalization of the world economy.
The fact that so many countries are opening up, and companies
like ours are going in to take advantage of those opportunities.

Our sales, for example, international sales 10 years ago I think
were about 20 percent of the total company. They will be 50 per-
cent this year and they will likely be two-thirds by the end of the
decade. So I think you can see from that the growth of our inter-
national business. And I cited the statistics in my comment, that
our royalties have increased 300 percent since 1986.

And, in fact, they have increased, I think, eight times since the
late 1970's.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is a lucky business. You are increasing
very well.

Mr. NELSON. We are doing very well internationally and that is
what all of us want to do.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Scureman, let me ask you, you went to
Ireland in 1978.

Mr. SCUREMAN. Correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let's assume you fail the 25-percent test.

You have to go back now 15 .ears. Do the records even exist?
Could you go back to 1978 anu on a deferral basis figure what you
owe in taxes? Are those records even around?

Mr. SCUREmAN. I can find out for you. I am not sure.
Senator PACKWOOD. In any event, would it cause you a signifi-

cant difficulty trying to piece together through the years of retro-
active deferral?

Mr. ScUEMAN. Yes, it would.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Scureman, as I understand your point, cash reserves over-
seas are necessary for working capital and capital development. Be-
fore you mentioned your Irish operation. Could you give us a sense
of what your cash reserves are overseas compared with the cash re-
serves held domestically, as a proportion of, say, net worth or some
other guide?

I am trying to determine, you know, whether cash reserves are,
in fact, held overseas to avoid taxes or whether they are held over-
seas to, in fact, achieve the purposes you have stated.

Mr. ScuRMAN. I think in answer to your question, there is no
given number as my testimony points out. You are constantly using
and accruing cash, depending on how the business is doing.

We have had times when the amounts of cash were roughly the
same. But then you must understand that we do 40 to 45 percent
of our business overseas.

Senator BAUCUS. So you report, therefore, 40 to 45 percen of
your cash reserves overseas?

Mr. ScuRMAN. Compared to the cash reserves in the United
States. We have had times when they have been equivalent. Right
now, we are using cash. In fact, we just announced our financial
results on Wednesday and we lost about a quarter of a billion dol-
lars, just like IBM did.

Senator BAUCUS. What about assets?
Mr. SCUREMAN. Pardon me?
Senator BAUCUS. Assets. What is the ratio of foreign/domestic?
Mr. SCUREMAN. Well, that is the point I tried to make about a

high technology company often has the characteristic with fairly
low tangible assets being able to generate large revenues. So our
tangible assets are, say, around $115-$.125 million for the plant
and at the moment our passive assets are about $100 million high-
er than that, but coming down rapidly.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Nelson, just following up on the question
Senator Packwood asked, Mr. Sessions indicated this figure as 300
percent. He said it in part was because of the changes in the 1986
Act, that is due to clamping down a bit on transfer pricing and also
these baskets set up in the 1986 Tax Act, how foreign passive in-
come is treated, basically saying the reason for the 300 percent roy-
alty increase is due to changes in the Code.

The CHAIRMAN. And if I could interject, Mr. Boyle says the same
thirg.

Senator BAUCUS. So if that is the case, could you again tell us,
you know, as persuasively as you can why the 300-percent increase
in royalties is due to foreign sales and to growth and so forth and
to the nature of business, rather than being tax driven?

Mr. NELSON. Well, I think the 1986 Tax Act did require or im-
pose some requirements on the payment of rcyalties. If that is
what Mr. Sessions is referring to, it may have had some affect.

But you can see from our htgares that what drove the increase
in royalties was an increase in business. It was an increase in
international sales.

Plus, we had a mix affect in the sense that we bought a company
in the mid-1980's that is in the health care business and over-the-
counter drugs, in our case, carry a somewhat higher royalty than
do detergents and diapers.
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Then, thirdly, we were able to convince some countries that they
should permit us to pay royalties back. Not all countries do that.
But now we are getting royalties back from, I think, all of the coun-
tries in which we do business.

The CHAIRMAN. From India?
Mr. NELSON. I believe we are. Let me ask my expert. He will nod

if we do.
No?
The CHAIRMAN. I thought not.
Senator BAUCUS. The India question caused me to forget my next

question.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry.
Senator BAUCUS. I was so focused on special 301 and our-
Mr. NELSON. If I could just make a couple of other comments. We

have been paying royalties for 30 years or so from our subsidiaries
and always trying to get a royalty from our subsidiaries because it
allows us a steady stream of cash from these businesses, so we are
getting some return. They do not always earn a profit. So we can-
not always pay dividends, especially in start-up situations.

So our motivations for getting royalties back are to get cash back
out of these businesses.

Senator BAUCUS. Could you generally address-I know this is e
very complicated subject-but just in layman's terms explain to us
as best you can, how level is the playing field internationally for
U.S. companies versus our major competitors in your industry from
a tax perspective?

How do other countries tax their multi-nationals in their indus-
try as compared to how the United States taxes multi-national in
our industry? I mean, is the playing field from that perspective
roughly level or not? Whatever light you could shed on that would
be helpful.

Mr. NELSON. It is difficult to generalize. But I think that by and
large in our experience most countries have a form of cross-credit-
ing where they allow various streams of active income and the off-
setting of excess credits in one stream of income against another.
So that is a very common practice.

Now another part of your question is how level is the playing
field, and it is difficult to get a clear picture of that. But there have
been studies that suggest that the tax that U.S. multi-nationals
pay on their foreign source income is generally above the statutory
rate. The General Accounting Office study said 37 percent versus
34 percent.

So we are not getting any kind of a break from the current tax
system.

Another study that was done by Price Waterhouse, where they
tried to compare a company operating in the United States versus
in other countries, but having the same general sales around the
world, and in that case, companies operating outside the United
States had a lower tax on their foreign income than the U.S. com-
panies had.

So all of this suggests that the playing field is relatively level,
but it tends to be stacked against U.S. multi-nationals.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nelson, what is your industry?
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Mr. NELSON. We are in disposable consumer products. We make
Tide, Pampers.

The CHAnuiAN. Do you also make pharmaceuticals?
Mr. NELSON. We are small in the pharmaceutical industry now.
The CHAuRM. I was just saying that a large corporation such

as yours becomes diversified in its products as well as locations.
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a problem here and we thank you very

much. That was very lucid testimony, very thoughtful testimony,
very temperate testimony. It is about as complex a judgment that
we are going to have to make in terms of what the administration
has sent us. We are very much in your debt. We appreciate this.
We particularly thank you for coming back in the way that you
have done, gentlemen.

Mr. NELSON. Thank you.
Mr. BOYLE. Thank you.
Mr. SCUREMAN. Thank you.
The CHAmRMAN. As you depart, gentlemen, half the former staff

directors of the Finance Committee depart with you. [Laughter.]
The CHAuMAN. We are now going to have a concluding panel for

the morning. We have a distinguished economist and an accountant
as witnesses. They are here to just advise us more than anything
else. Dr. J.D. Foster, who is the chief economist and director of the
Tax Foundation, and Mr. Harvey Coustan, who is the chairman of
the Tax Executive Committee of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.

I think it was Senator Packwood who asked these gentlemen to
come, was it not? Would you like to welcome them?

Senator PACKWOOD. Gentlemen, welcome.
Dr. FOSTER. Good morning.
Mr. COUSTAN. Good morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Foster, you are listed first, so proceed.

STATEMENT OF JD. FOSTER, PH.D., CHIEF ECONOMIST AND
DIRECTOR, TAX FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. FOSTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning to you
and the members of the committee. My name is J.D. Foster. I am
Chief Economist and Director of the Tax Foundation.

The Tax Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan research and
education organization that has monitored fiscal policy at all levels
of government since 1937. We have approximately 600 contributors
consisting of large and small businesses, charitable organizations
and individuals.

The Tax Foundation does not lobby for specific tax legislation.
Our appearance here today is intended solely to promote sound, fis-
cal policy. It is an honor to appear before the committee today on
behalf of the Tax Foundation to discuss President Clinton's propos-
als, particularly those to raise the personal and corporate income
tax rates, and to discuss the history of forgotten lessons and the
lessons of forgotten history.
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There are probably no members in the Senate, except possibly
the President pro tern, who have a better appreciation of history
than the chairman of this committee and the ranking member.

It is very easy to be caught up in the moment, to believe that
each political battle is the first, the biggest, or the last of its kind.
This is not the first and it will not be the last timc we debate
changing income tax rates.

To consider these proposals reasonably demands we consider the
historical context. And in this case, the history is very recent and
much of it took place in this very room. It is easy to find many
rights and wrongs in tax policy over the last 15 years or so. But
the one change about which I think there can be no debate is the
tremendous progress that was made in reducing income tax rates
on individuals and corporations.

Beginning in 1981, we made great progress in ERTA in cutting
tax rates, progress that was continued dramatically in 1986. The
speeches made in the Finance Committee aione during this period
in support of lower tax rates could number in the hundreds, pos-
sibly the thousands. Indeed, some of its members were at the very
leading edge of the effort to reduce tax rates.

And each of the ideas expressed here was echoed many times
over on the Senate floor. Nations around the world followed our
lead and reduced their tax rates. There was even talk at the time
of the United States reaping an unfair advantage because it was
cutting its income tax rates; and there was talk of a new kind of
trade war in which rate cuts in one country forced tax rate cuts in
others.

Unlike most trade wars, which are essentially defensive in na-
ture, promoting industries at home because they cannot compete,
the trade war in competitive tax rate cuts was essentially offensive
in nature. If the United States cut its rates, its industries would
become too competitive and they would flood foreign markets.

While concerns about tax-based trade wars proved exaggerated,
the central theme of cutting income tax rates to spur growth and
competitions was right on target.

The basic laws of economists governing how individuals respond
to incentives have not been repealed. The reasons for keeping tax
rates as low as practicable have not changed in 7 years. Wbat has
changed is the focus of our attention.

We appear to have forgotten the lesson once well learned. High
tax rates discourage all sorts of legal economic activities. They cre-
ate a disincentive to work. At first blush, it may be hard to believe
that higher tax rates on individuals with higher incomes could sig-
nificantly affect their behavior.

To such doubters, I would point to the arguments for raising en-
ergy taxes on the basis that it would discourage energy consump-
tion; and I would point to the luxury tax on boats, which appar-
ently has done so much damage to the recreational boat industry.

There is nothing unique about boats and oil that tax disincen-
tives work their magic on these goods and yet are ineffectual with
respect to labor income. Upper income individuals are the most
able to respond to changes in tax disincentives. They face the most
freedom of all of us in choosing to work on an afternoon or to go
play golf.
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An individual's economic contribution to society is, to the first ap-
proximation at least, fairly well measured by his income. With a
struggling economy producing slow improvements in productivity,
amazingly we have before us a proposal to increase tax rates, to
increase the disincentive to work facing the most productive indi-
viduals in the country.

I suspect the members of the committee have heard about the
NBER study done by Feldstein and Feenberg in which they found
that personal tax receipts would rise by only about a fourth of the
amounts predicted by the Treasury. Their lower estimates are due
solely, as I understand them, to the fact that the NBER model
takes changes in individual behavior into account, such as those I
just described.

Let me talk for a moment about saving and investing. I know the
members of this committee have well-placed concerns over our Na-
tional saving rate. The decision to save or consume income is one
of opportunity costs. What will I receive tomorrow if I forego con-
sumption today?

As tax rates rise and my after-tax returns on saving decline, I
have less reason to forego consumption. A great many taxpayers,
particularly low and middle income taxpayers have only limited
ability to save. Their basic costs of daily living absorb most of their
income.

What group has the most discretion? Upper income taxpayers. By
raising tax rates on upper income taxpayers, we would be discour-
aging those who are most capable of making discretionary savings
decisions and who, in fact, do most of the saving at the individual
level. Make no mistake, private savings will decline if tax rates
rise.

We need to raise our level of investment. More investment, prop-
erly made, means more jobs, more growth and so forth. The only
question is how to go about raising investment levels. Higher tax
rates, however, will substantially reduce investment in the United
States, unless offset by appropriate and substantial investment in-
centives.

Mr. Chairman, I understand the very real need for a fair tax sys-
tem. But fairness must be balanced with a need to promote eco-
nomic growth and jobs. Lost jobs and wages due to higher tax rates
cannot advance the cause of fairness. This is the lesson we once
learned and taught the rest of the world.

It has been a great pleasure for me to address the committee this
morning. As you consider the balance between fairness and eco-
nomic growth, let me repeat a little bit of country wisdom I once
learned when I was sitting in one of the chairs behind you-you
have to grow an apple before you can cut it up.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to request the balance
of my testimony be placed in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Foster appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Let's hear from Mr. Coustan and then let's talk

about these matters.

70-749 0 - 93 - 5
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY L COUSTAN, CHAIRMAN, TAX EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. COUSTAN. Thank you. I am Harvey Coustan, the chairman
of the Tax Executive Committee of the American Institute of Cer-
tified Public Accountants and I am privileged to be here today in
representing our 310,000 members. I want to thank you for asking
us to appear and a special thanks to you, Senator Packwood.

The AICPA has for some years now been urging simplification of
our tax system. Year after year statistics indicate that approxi-
mately one-half of individual taxpayers feel it necessary to hire a
professional preparer to comply with their tax return obligations.

Many of our members are beneficiaries of this fact. Nonetheless,
we advocate simplicity as an important tenet of a tax system that
aims for voluntary compliance. We acknowledge that we live in a
time of highly complex financial transactions and that consider-
ations of economics and equity cannot be ignored.

We understand there will necessarily be some complex tax provi-
sions. However, Congress needs to carefully consider whether we
are approaching a point of diminishing returns--no pun intended-
concerning respect for the tax system and for voluntary compliance.

Let me emphasize here that the government's interests, as well
as those of taxpayers, are served by less complexity. Document
matching alone cannot replace the lack of IRS audit resources in
a tax world as complex as ours.

In short, complexity carries a real cost to the tax system through
lower levels of compliance by taxpayers, whether inadvertent or in-
tentional, combined with the inadequate resources of the IRS to
provide appropriate monitoring. Complexity and lowered respect for
the system also come from back door approaches to tax policy.

We believe our government can and should be more open with
the American people. For example, rather than imposing a 10-per-
cent surtax on individual taxable incomes greater than $250,000,
why not just create a 40 percent or perhaps a 39.6 percert, to be
precise, bracket in Section 1 of the Code.

Instead of making permanent the personal exemption phaseout
and the 3-percent limitation on itemized deductions, why not recog-
nize that this is a back door marginal tax increase on individuals
at particular levels of income and translate that into a direct rate
increase that would affect that approximate group.

In overview, a simpler tax system is one that first defines the tax
base more directly and then raises revenue through adjustment of
the rates, something that political and other considerations seem
not to have allowed in the past several years. We believe that
should change.

Just 2 weeks ago, on April 16, my organization issued a Tax
Complexity Index to enable lawmakers to measure the degree of
complexity and, therefore, the potential for taxpayer confusion in
any tax proposal being considered.

Copies were sent to all members of the tax-writing committees.
We hope you will use that index in your forthcoming deliberations
on a 1993 tax bill. While space constraints on today's written state-
ment did not permit our attaching a copy to our testimony, we will
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your hearing record.

Speaking of the need to simplify, consider the investment tax
credit, both permanent and incremental in the administration pro-
posal. The complexities inherent in that proposal, especially the in-
cremental credit, are such that a disproportionate amount of tax-
payer and IRS resources will be required to ascertain that compli-
ance levels are correct. All for what to a specific taxpayer may well
be a relatively modest benefit. Thus, we suggest a direct, rather
than an incremental credit, should be employed, if possible.

Perhaps, and more importantly, the proposal seems to promise
more than it is likely to deliver to most taxpayers. Our written
comments on page 2 give an example of what we believe will be
a fairly typical situation where the presumed 7-percent credit real-
ly amounts to approximately 2 percent.

I would like to continue with a few comments on a proposal
which is not part of the administration's submitted program, but
that also involves simplification.

As advisers and return preparers, we and our taxpayer clients
have had great difficulty in working with the individual estimated
tax changes enacted in 1991. Those changes require that some indi-
vidual taxpayers estimate the current year's tax without the tradi-
tional safe harbor which has been in the law since 1954.

The CHAIRMAN. Safe harbor, meaning what?
Mr. COUSTAN. That safe harbor, Senator, involves paying 100

ercent of last year's tax in order to avoid a penalty regardless of
ow high this year's tax comes out to be.
Since the group affected by the 1991 provision includes selected

individuals with adjusted gross incomes above $75,000, many small
businesses conducted as S Corporations, partnerships or proprietor-
ships are finding themselves trapped by this provision. They are re-
quired either to come up with a very accurate guess as to what
their taxable incomes will be by the end of the year or compute ac-
tual taxable income for each estimated tax period, a task which has
proven impossible for many.

S. 739 introduced at the beginning of this month by Senator
Bumpers, and co-sponsored by Senator Hatch of your committee,
would make this part of the tax law workable again by requiring
truly upper income individuals, those with adjusted gross income
above $150,000 who have experienced a significant increase in in-
come, to use 110 percent of last year's tax as their safe harbor for
avoiding penalty rather than 100 percent.

But since the calculations are made by reference to last year and
the preceding year, and not the current year, taxpayers will know
at the start of the year what estimated tax rules apply to them-
that is 100 percent or 110 percent-something that is not the case
under current law.

We strongly support S. 739 and hope you will, too.
May I continue?
The CHARMAN. Please do. Yes, sir.
Mr. CousTAN. We are also concerned with the two proposals that

raise the standard for accuracy related and preparer penalties and
modify the tax shelter rules for purposes of the substantial under-
statement penalty.
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This area of the law was amended after a well thought out colle-
gial review of penalties by the Congress, Treasury, IRS and profes-
sional organizations that took almost 3 years and concluded only
in 1989. It is entirely reasonable for taxpayers to have the right to
take a position on a tax return without risk of penalty, provided
that the position is not dearly wrong and that the position is dis-
closed.

If the law were black and white, without the uncertainties in
gray areas that presently exist, our view on this might be different.
However, given the fact that the law is subject to much interpreta-
tion, taxpayers should not be precluded from taking positions they
believe have merit.

A stated reason for the change in the Treasury release is that
taxpayers and preparers should try to comply with the tax laws in
a reasonable manner. Given the nature and state of tax law today,
that is an alarmingly simplistic statement.

Is it unreasonable for a taxpayer to take a position where the
law is unclear if the position is fully disclosed to the IRS? Shouldn't
the taxpayer have the right to a day in court without actually pay-
ing the tax and suing for a refund?

Courts do decide cases in favor of taxpayers, who should not have
to face a choice of giving in to an IRS interpretation or going to
court to avoid paying a penalty. Ironically, under the proposal be-
fore your committee, taxpayers will no longer have an incentive to
disclose their positions where the law is unclear.

Once again, we appreciate very much the opportunity to present
our views here today and we stand ready to assist you in any way.
We have commented specifically on various other provisions in the
administration's proposal in our written testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Coustan appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir-speaking to both of you, but perhaps
especially to Mr. Coustan-you speak to my part in these matters.
We have in the United States a self-assessed tax. And it is remark-
ably effective. But you put it at risk when things become too com-
plex to the individual. There is no longer the relationship that-
I know what my taxes are. I can figure it out and I pay them.

If others have to figure it out for you, then relations are ambigu-
ous and a measure of trust that keeps society together is lost. It
is not very common for many lawyers come before this committee
and suggest the tax laws are too complex.

For the accountants to do it is a permissible thing. The AICPA
is well respected.

Mr. COUSTAN. Thank you.
Dr. FOSTER. Thank you, sir.
The CiwRMAN. And they should be. I must say that the 7-year

investment tax credit example on page 2 is pretty discouraging.
Mr. COUSTAN. We thought so.
The CHAIRMAN. And we have problems of the earned income tax

credit, which I know was enacted when my friend, Senator Pack-
wood, was chairman of this committee in 1986.

But if you can fill out the forms that entitle you to an earned
income tax credit because of your poverty you are not poor. You are
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an accountant. I mean, there is a place for you at Price
Waterhouse.

The government has gotten into this pattern. Social Security be-
came like a tax when the Federal Contribution Act was enacted in
1977.

Bob, I just keep thinking of this. In 1977, the Social Security
amendments moved the system from a pay-as-you-go to a partially
funded system. That fact was kept secret. It might as well have
been kept secret.

I was a member of the conference committee at that time. I
signed the conference papers, and I did not know that. I do not
know anybody that did know it. I mean, Bob Myers knew it and
Bob Ball knew it; and that was enough that they knew, because
they knew best.

But we put on a revenue stream that would buy the New York
Stock Exchange. That is not a small sum. And no one knew it. No
one made any plans to deal with it. No one said, all right, now we
are going to have these surpluses coming in regularly until about
the year 2015. What will our National policy be?

Now we have these surpluses and we are just using the money
as general revenue.

The earned income tax credit was designed to offset an increase
in the FICA tax. I ask, don't we just cut the FICA tax and not take
the money away in the first place. But that is too complex a
thought. [Laughter.]

Senator Packwood, these are your witnesses.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me pursue with Mr. Coustan. We

thought the 1986 Tax Act made things somewhat simpler than
they did before and at least the evidence seemed to be that more
people now file a 1040 or a 1040 than they used to. The complexity
comes not from people making $15,000 or $20,000 so much as peo-
ple making $150,000 or $200,000.

But as somebody who has advised these people, let me ask you:
Do you ever get many complaints from your clients about complex-
ity if the complexity favors them?

Mr. COUSTAN. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. You do?
Mr. COUSTAN. Yes. In the example, Senator Packwood, that I

mentioned, I alluded to in my prepared remarks, of the estimated
tax safe harbor, I consider complexity to be not only structural
complexities, but also complexities in the ability to gather informa-
tion, have information available.

Taxpayers who are disturbed because they have to provide infor-
mation which is difficult to get their hands on, find it very com-
plicated. And even though it often results in a benefit to them, they
get annoyed about it.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me give you a specific example. As I re-
call, Mr. Chairman, the IRS at one time testified that almost 25
percent of their man hours went on the issue of capital gains,
studying whether these were capital versus.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. And they were very happy they thought

when we were going to get rid of capital gains. There is no question
that capital gains makes things more complex than if you did not
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have it. And yet almost every upper income taxpayer I talk to
wants the capital gains differential.

Now why is that if they want simplicity?
Mr. COUSTAN. Well, I heard Senator Dole say, no one turns away

a give away. But I imagine that people want it because it results
in a lower tax. But that kind of a complexity-although I agree
that it is a complexity-is not the sort of thing that Senator Moy-
nihan was referring to, Senator Packwood.

Senator PACKWOOD. No, no. I understand. But I want to pursue
this a bit further.

If you want to get away from complexity altogether we will go
to a flat tax and we will tax everybody. The figures I used to
have-I do not hold many of these now; these are 7 or 8 years old-
at about a 19-percent level, we could raise what we now raise from
the personal income tax if there were no deductions and no exemp-
tions and we treated Social Security and fringe benefits as we treat
them now.

As I recall, we could get down to L.-)se to 16 percent if we taxed
fringe benefits and Social Security as a private pension. That
would be simple. It would mean, assuming you are at the 19-per-
cent level, the widow with $10,000 of income would pay $1,900 in
tax, who probably pays nothing now.

Are you suggesting that?
Mr. COUSTAN. No, I am not in favor of such dramatic

reressivity.
Senator PACKWOOD. But it would be simple.
Mr. COUSTAN. The regressive nature of that kind of a tax I think

would be impossible to deal with. Plus, I am realistic enough to un-
derstand that things cannot all be simple. I think that we have
said that.

Senator PACKWOOD. All right. So in some cases we have to add
a bit of complexity for the sake of-

Mr. COUSTAN. To accommodate complex transactions and equity.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, no. Or for the sake of fairness.
Mr. CousTAN. Yes, equity.
Senator PACKWOOD. All right. Now, let me ask you the next ques-

tion because I will pose this frequently to the Lions Club or to the
Rotary, when I get the question about complexity I will say all
right, let me lay it out to you. I will go through this 19 percent.
It is a simple tax. How much did you make last year? You put it
on the first line-19 percent, put it on the second line. Send in a
check with your postcard.

I say to the audience, now you understand this means no deduc-
tions for your seven children, no deductions for your home mort-
gage, no deductions for your charitable contributions, on and on.
But it would be simple.

How many people here support that? It is consistently about four
to one against it. Now why is that if they want simplicity?

Mr. COUSTAN. I am not in the minds of the people that you talk
to at the Rotary Club, Senator Packwood. But I would suggest it
is for the very reason that I think you are leading up to, that com-
plexity has to also be balanced with equity.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, in this case they might not be paying
anymore taxes. As a matter of fact, my hunch is, they would be
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paying less because these again are the figures from 7 or 8 years
ago. The straight flat tax, those above $30,000 paid less than they
now pay; those below $30,000 pay more. So they would be getting
both less taxes and simplicity.

Mr. COUSTAN. I know many people would probably pay less
taxes. There ma. also be a little bit of suspicion in something as
sinnle as that. We are living in a very complex- sTne CHAIRMAN. A.J. Whitehead once pronounced, seek simplicity
and distrust it.

Mr. COUSTAN. That is my point.
Senator PACKWOOD. I think also part of their fear is, you take

away the deductions and then the rates will go back up and they
-will not have their deduction.

Now let me ask Dr. Foster, you quoted Marty Feldstein's report
and I think it is a good report. It takes behavior into account.

I do not know if I told you, Mr. Chairman, maybe I did, in 1990
I sent to the Joint Tax Committee a letter asking them if they
would estimate for me how much money we could raise if we con-
fiscated all income above $100,000 and then above $200,000, 100-
percent rate, and it would be a perpetual 100-percent rate.

They sent me back a letter indicating how much. I am para-
hrasing, but I think in the first year over $100,000 we could raise
127 bfflion; in the second year it was $160 billion; and in the third

year it was $220 billion. They made a 5-year estimate and then it
came to about $1 trillion, $200 billion.

I called up Mr. Pearlman, who was then the director of the Joint
Tax Committee, and I said, Ron, how on earth can we get this over
5 years at a 100-percent level of taxation. He says, we presume no
change in behavior.

So I said, do me a favor, at least put that in. They did not want
to attempt to do an analysis based upon change in behavior. I said,
at least then put in an asterisk and a paragraph and indicate that,
and indicate what you personally might think.

Well, it is a long, convoluted paragraph, but it says at the end
of it, if by chance the taxpayer thought there was no hope of defer-
ring income, and no hope that the 100-percent rate would ever
leave, and that they were going to pay this rate forever, then we
would expect a downturn in economic activity and a downturn in
Federal revenues.

Now the reason I ask this is this-and I want to get to your con-
cept of taxes on the rich and savings and disincentives because I
have always thought the Laffer Curve got a bum rap in terms of
its theory.

The CHArN. The Laffer Curve is no joke.
Senator PACKWOOD. Very clearly, at a 100-percent rate of tax-

ation, we are not going to realize for any length of time, I think,
any great amount of revenue. You might catch some people the
first year, and maybe a few of them the second year, but I do not
think it would be a long stream of revenue.

Dr. FoSrER. I think that is right, Senator. Anyone you would
catch at that point, you would catch by accident.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is what I mean.
Dr. FOSTER. Because they are in arrangements that they could

not avoid. And I thank you for bringing up that example. I confess
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to having known of that beforehand and having mentioned it prob-
ably 100 times in other occasions.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is a wonderful letter. Do you have the let-
ter?

Dr. FOSTER. No, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. I will give you the letter.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we can put it in the record.
Senator PACKWOOD. I will get it and put it in the record because

the explanatory paragraph is so wonderful. We might expect a
downturn in economic activity.

Dr. FOSTER. In somewhat of a defense, the Joint Tax Committee
and Treasury use the same methodology.

Senator PACKWOOD. Yes, for static revenue.
Dr. FOSTER. For static revenue. They defend it as saying, well,

it is quasi-static because we make a few paltry adjustments. But
they assume that the general trend of the economy, the general
flow of income, is unchanged. Also, what applies in their case to a
higher confiscatory tax on labor income would apply equally to cap-
ital.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree. I really have no objection. If they
want to say this is a static estimate, so long as we understand
their premise, that is fine.

Conversely to the 100 percent, at a zero rate of taxation we prob-
ably would not collect very much money either.

Dr. FOSTER. Unless by accident again.
Senator PACKWOOD. Unless by accident, yes.
As I understand the Laffer Curve, all he is saying is that some

place between zero and 100 percent is a level of taxation that pro-
duces the optimum amount of revenue for the government. And it
clearly is some place below 100 percent and above zero.

How do we figure out what that point is so that we do collect the
maximum amount of revenue and at the same time encourage the
greatest amount of worthwhile activity?

Dr. FOSTER. Well, it would require a very complicated analysis,
extending the work that Feldstein and Feenberg did, and that
Lindsey did before them. And having started with an initial point,
it would be trial and error over a long period of time and we would
never be successful in getting very close because as the economy
changes and evolves over time, whatever that tax rate is in 1993,
it will not be the same rate in 1994 or 1995.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is true. I have no other questions. Give
me your card and I will send you the letter. I will get it.

The CHAIRMAN. Put it in the record. I would like to say we had
a very respected economist, Dr. Gravelle, testify the other day. She
would disagree with Dr. Feldstein and say that when you change
tax rates, people will do a very great deal to maintain their stand-
ard of living. If you raise tax rates, they work harder.

Dr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, if I could just take a moment. I have
Ms. Gravelle's study here and I would like to read one sentence out
of her statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Dr. FOSTER. "While some reduction in reported income is pos-

sible'--the key word possible-"the important question is how like-
ly such an outcome might be."
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I think that sentence tells us a lot about Ms. Gravelle's analysis.
She is not convinced at 100 percent.

The CHAIMAN. Anyone who is convinced on such matters has no
business in the profession. By that I mean, it involves probabilities
and propositions, and being able to change as events change are
likely.

Thank you very much, sir.
Dr. FOSTER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both. With that we will close our

hearing.
[Whereupon, at 11:59 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]





APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR MAX BAUCUS

As I have stated previously, I commend the President for compiling an economic
package that seriously addresses three of the most important issues facing this na-
tion. the deficit, jobs, and long-term capital investment. I am committed to working
with the President and his team to see that long-term economic growth and deficit
reduction become a reality.

I respect the Administration's decision to choose the BTU tax as a revenue-raising
proposal most likely to achieve a mixture of policy goals ranging from energy con-
servation to enhanced national security. However, over the longer term, more sig-
nificant steps will be needed to encourage corporations and individuals to save and
invest more and at the same time borrow less. Specifically, this means that a new
tax, based on consumption, will have to be enacted along with relief from the income
tax for working class Americans and corporations.

I am encouraged by the Administration's willingness to work to see that the im-
pact of the proposed BTU tax, fair from a geographic and an industry perspective.
This commitment to fairness is clearly shown by the modified version of the pro-
posal that shifts the collection point of the tax and repeals the supplemental tax
on home heating oil.

If the BTU tax is to become law, however, other legitimate problems must be ad-
dressed. For example, I am very concerned about the effect of the energy tax on the
international competitiveness of energy-intensive industries, such as aluminum. The
U.S. aluminum industry will not be able to pass on the cost of the BTU tax to con-
sumers because prices are determined in the international marketplace. As a result,
imposition of the tax may result in the loss of jobs in Montana and numerous other
states.

The proposed BTU tax also places a heavy burden on the U.S. agrculture indus-
try. Farmers will get hit by the tax in all phases of their work. They would pay
the tax on the energy used for irrigation and operation of equipment, on the raw
materials of food production such as fertilizer and crop protection chemicals, and on
the transportation required to get products to market.

Hundreds of Montanans have called me and even stopped me on the street about
the Btu tax. Farmers and ranchers are concerned that it won't be fair and balanced,
and that it won't be sensitive to their needs. But as the senior Democrat on this
committee from a farm state, I am committed to ensuring that the Btu energy tax
is fair and balanced. And as we work on this committee in writing this tax legisla-
tion, I will work to ensure that the legitimate concerns of farmers and ranchers are
addressed.

As a result, I join other members of this Committee in emphasizing that some
relief from the BTU tax for the agriculture industry is necessary; necessary to in-
sure that Americans continue to enjoy the safest, most abundant, and most low (,ost
food supply in the world.

Overall, it is incumbent on this Committee to be certain that the BTU tax satisfy
its environmental and other objectives without unfairly burdening any group of
American taxpayers. I look forward to working closely with my colleagues on this
Committee on achieving that goal.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN

The Competitiveness Policy Council is a twelve-member federal advisory commis-
sion established by Congress to recommend policies to improve US competitiveness.

_J - The council includes three top business executives, three union presidents, three
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government officials (both federal and state) and three representatives of the public.
t is fully, bipartisan. The group was appointed equally by the President, the joint

leadership of the House and the joint leadership of the Senate.
In our first report to Congress and the President, issued last year, we outlined

a comprehensive strategy to restore America's competitiveness and improve the
country's standard of living. Last month, the council presented the details of this
strategy in our second report to the congress and to President Clinton.

The-Council concludes that the United States continues to face major competitive-
ness problems despite recent pickups in the growth of b 'vi the economy and na-
tional productivity. Our work suggests that those problems have been growing for
over twenty years and cannot be solved overnight. We believe that the American
public wants and will support a serious attack on the problem, and that the present
period offers a rare opportunity to launch the needed reforms.

The Council recommends several key national goals for .he year 2000:
---raising national productivity growth to an annual average of 2 percent from the

0.7 percent rate that prevailed from 1973 to 1991, thereby increasing family in-
comes by one third in a single generation;

-- achieving annual economic growth of at least 3-31 percent, to create enough
high-wage jobs to restore full employment and a rising standard of living; and

-eliminating the deficit in our external balance, halting the reliance on foreign
capital that has turned America into the world's largest debtor nation.

To achieve these goals, the Council supports many of the investment proposals
made by President Clinton. There are three specific areas where we would go con-
siderably beyond the proposals of the Administration. Two of these are education
reform and trade policy, which are not on today's agenda. One of our major empha-
ses, however, is on precisely the topic of this hearing: increasing private investment
in the United States.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Our recommendation to double the growth of national productivity requires a sig-
nificant i..-ea,¢ in both the quality and quantity of private investment in the econ-
omy. All of our proposals for improving education, training, public infrastructure
spending, technology supports, improved corporate governance and the like seek a
bigger bang for every investment buck.

In addition, we must increase the share of the economy that is devoted to invest-
ment. The United States invests less than any of our major competitors and less
than half as much as Japan. In some recent years, Japan has invested more than
the United States in absolute terms though it has only half as many people.

In particular, the United States has devalued the importance of manufacturing
the sector that provides our highest wages, most of our R&D, and the bulk of our
exports. Our real investment in industrial equipment grew by barely more than one
percent annually in the 1980s, down from four percent in the 1970s end 1960s and
from more than fihe percent in the 1950s.

A modest part of the needed increase in investment will come from public spend-
ing on infrastructure. The bulk, however, must be private investment in plant and
equipment. We must increase the investment share of the economy by at least five
percentage points to meet our goal of doubling national productivity growth. Many
observers would argue than a much larger shift of resources, on the order of six to
eight (or even ten) percent of GDP, will be necessary to achieve such a boost in pro-
ductivity growth.

The cost of capital is crucial in determining the national rate of investment. The
user cost of most types of production equipment has risen sharply over the past dec-
ade due to tax increases on investment in equipment. Hence we propose three new
tax incentives for private investment that will reduce that cost as well as seek to
channel private investment in the most productive directions:

-- a 10 percent Equipment Tax Credit, limited to equipment (hence we now call
it an Equipment Tax Credit) and permanent for all firms on either an incremen-
tal or first dollar" basis;

-reinstatement of a permanent research and development tax credit; and
-more realistic depreciation periods.
Our proposals were formulated following careful analysis and debate both by our

full Council and by a twenty-nine-member subcouncil on Manufacturing composed
of experts drawn from industry, labor, federal and state governments, and public in-
terest groups from across the country. Members included Senators Bingaman,
Levin, Lott and Roth; House Members Nancy Johnson and LaFalce; and now-CPA
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Chair Laura Tyson. All of these meetings were open to the public in line with the
Council's statutory mandate to be a national "competitiveness forum."

THE EQUIPMENT TAY. CREDIT

The Council recommends a permanent Equipment Tax Credit to induce companies
to invest more than they otherwise would. We analyzed all of the arguments against
this policy tool and found that most of them were aimed at a temporary credit rath-
er than the permanent credit that we endorse. We agree that a temporary credit
leads to a bunching of investment rather than a permanent modification of incen-
tives. Hence we would not support that approach.

By contrast, a permanent ETC. should permanently increase the share of invest-
ment in our economy. This is an essential component of any competitiveness strat-
egy for the country's economy and we strongly recommend it.

We know th'.t a permanent ETC will work. During past periods when such a cred-
it was in place (1962-66, 1967-69, 1971-74 and 1975-85 at a higher rate), growth
in equipment spending rose strongly-in sharp contrast to periods when the credit
did not apply. Extensive research, some conducted by current Treasury Under Sec-
retary Larry Summers, clearly shows a high correlation-and highly probable causa-
tion-between equipment investment and economic growth. These studies suggest
a very high rate of investment bang per buck of ETC tax expenditure.

An Equipment Tax Credit of course reduces tax revenue, at least in the short
term. The Council strongly favors responsible budget policies and has in fact called
for complete elimination of the budget deficit in order to increase national saving
by enough to finance the essential rise In national investment, therefore we would
want any ETC to be fully "paid for" by cutting government spending or raising other
taxes.

Yet it is important to understand that a well-designed and effective Equipment
Tax Credit should pay for most or all of its initia! :osts within a few years by gener-
ating new production and employment. According to DRI, each $1 of equipment Tax
Credit could potentially pay for itself by generating $2.50 of new investment which
would in turn contribute $3.75 to national income through job creation (e.g., V3
through investment plus Vs trough Consumer spending) which could in turn produce
approximately $1.05 in new federal tax revenue. These feedback effects may not reg-
ister in budget scorekeep models but they are real in economic terms and must be
kept fully in mind in evaluating the proposal.

We would stress three important points in designing the ETC. First, most of our
Council members believe that it is desirable to "trade off' a slightly higher corporate
tax rate for an ETC (and the other targeted tax credits that we propose). As noted
above, the United States must get a much bigger bang for each investment buck
if we are to achieve the needed increases in national productivity An ETC, along
with a new R&D credit and faster depreciation should channel scarce national re-
sources into more productive types of investment in the future.

Second, the ETC should not be covered by the alternative Minimum Tax (AMT).
Such inclusion could sharply truncate its impact in generating new investment. This
issue has not arisen before because the AMT entered the Tax Code only in 1986
when the previous Investment Tax Credit was eliminated.

Third, we have no firm opinion on whether the new ETC should be applied on
an incremental or "first dollar" basis (of course at a lower rate, to avoid a higher
tax expenditure cost). Our Manufacturing Subcouncil strongly urged a "first dollar"
basis (as did, similarly, our Technology Subcouncil for the R&D credit). Our full
Council, however, opted for the incremental approach. We recommend that the Com-
mittee get the best advice it can from the corporate decision-makers who will imple-
ment the program and then decide which alternative appears to be superior.

CONCLUSION

We urge the Congress to adopt an Equipment Tax Credit as proposed here. Pro-
moting new investment is one of the fastest ways to increase economic growth and
create jobs. According to DRI, enacting the credit by mid-summer wuuld boost GDP
at the end of 1994 by an additional $40 billion or $425 per household.

I would close by re-emphasising that I speak today not as an advocate for any
industry or special interest but rather as chairman of a bipartisan quadripartite
Council created by the Congress. The support in our Council and its relevant
Subcouncils for an Equipment Tax Credit includes corporate CEOs, labor union
leaders, elected national and state officials and representatives of the public inter-
eot. We support an Equipment Tax Credit because it will lead to new investment,
create jobs, and help rebuild a more competitive America.
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COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL,
Washington, DC, May 13, 1993.

Hon. PATRICK MOYNIHAN, Chairman,
Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Chairman: It was a great pleasure to testify before the Committee re-
cently on the investment tax credit. I greatly appreciate your giving me an oppor-
tunity to express the views of the Competitiveness Policy Council.

I was later informed that, during a subsequent panel at the same hearing, Mr.
Robert McIntyre characterized my support for the investment tax credit as "his own
idea" rather than representing a broader viewpoint. Mr. McIntyre, whose views I
deeply respect, is a valued member of the Council's Capital Formation Subcouncil.
He is correct that this particular Subcouncil does not endorse an investment tax
credit.

However, both our Manufacturing Subcouncil and Critical Technologies
Subcouncil strongly recommend such a tax incentive for equipment investment.
More to the point, the full Competitiveness Policy Council endorses the idea and em-
phasizes it in our recent Report to the President and Congress. On page 30, we indi-
cate at the top of our list of six specific proposals "to promote new investment, espe-
cially in manufacturing": "first, we need an incremental and permanent equipment
tax credit." In the accompanying press release (copy enclosed), we highlight this pro-
posal as the first of several where we suggest that "the Council's latest rec-
ommendations go considerably further than those of the Administration."

As noted, I have high respect for Mr. McIntyre and have greatly valued his par-
ticipation in some aspects of the work of the Competitiveness Policy Council. How-
ever, his testimony on the Council's support for the investment tax credit was in
serious error and Ibelieve it is essential to correct the record. I respectfully request
that you include this letter in the record of the hearing.

Sincerely,
C. FRED BERGSTEN, Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHIP BERMAN

My name is Chip Berman. I co-own and manage T7he Outta The Way Cafe -,n
Rockville, Maryland. We're a neighborhood restaurant that sells a little Rock & holl
and a lot of cheeseburgers. Nothing fancy and nothing on the menu over $11 bucks.

You might be wondering why someone like me is testifying on business meal de-
ductibility. You probably expected Duke Zeibert or Mo Sussnan. Well, everyday a
great many business people bring clients to my restaurant to help market their
services and close a deal.

Today I speak for thousands of middle-class restaurateurs and their employees.
Today I represent Susetta Harrison and Brenda Bishop, a line cook and a waitress
in my restaurant and both single parents with two children each. Susetta and Bren-
da are here with me today.

I might sell Rock and Roll at night, but at lunch I serve business customers.
They're not drinking three martinis. They're working. They're getting in an extra
hour doing business by doing it over lunch.

The reduction in the business meal deduction is being billed as a last remaining
loophole for rich folks in three-piece suits dining at fancy restaurants; while writing
it off on an unsuspecting public. But the facts are that a majority of business meals
take place in low- to moderately- priced restaurants like my own.

A majority of those using the business meal deduction are small businesses. And
one quarter are self-employed. In other words, the perception that the only peo-
ple using the business meal deduction are the proverbial "fat cats" is a
myth.

According to an independent study commissioned by the National Restaurant As-
sociation, a reduction in the business meal deduction to 50% means that $3.8 billion
will be lost in business meal sales causing an estimated 165,000 people nationwide
to lose their jobs in restaurants, including 2,916 in Maryland.

I know it will hurt the kind of business lunch trade I do because it is very price-
sensitive. It will cut into my sales, and that cuts into jobs.

Why is government making it so difficult to employ people if our goal is increased
employment?
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Every restaurant person I know has cut payroll in the past year. Labor is the only
controllable cost left. I cannot change my rent or my utilities or my insurance pre-
miums. I cannot reduce food and beverage costs. I cannot increase the prices charge
my customers.

But I can cut payroll. What will Brenda Bishop, a waitress, do if her tipped in-
come is reduced? What will Susetta Harrison, who has been with me for eight years,
do if she can't work at all?

Mr. Chairman, I hear a lot of government policymakers talking about how every-
one has to "contribute" to economic recovery and pay their "fair share." I might re-
mind you that the restaurant industry has already lost 20% of business meal de-
ductibility as a result of the 1986 Tax Reform Act. I also want you to know that
when you add up the 25 fees and taxes I pay to governments at all levels, not count-
ing allthe other tax measures in President Clinton's package, government gets five
times more '"tke home" from my company than I do... and I own it!

Local, state and federal governments have no clue about the actions each other
takes thet dramatically affect business.

The Administration's BTU tax will increase my energy bill an estimated four and
one-half percent and cost my business about $768 a year. But last year my local
government slapped on an energy surcharge that already costs me an additional

1200 a year.
In the last two years, government has increased my cost of doing business in so

many different ways that I have watched our earnings shrink by 46% while our
gross sales increased by 11.2%.

Those of us who have survived this recession know we cannot raise our prices.
In fact, my customers are stiH complaining about the 1991 price increases caused
by the increase in the federal excise tax on alcohol. The assumption that businesses
will be able to simply "pass along" tax and fee increases to our consumers doesn't
cat it in restaurants like mine. Customers are simply too price-conscious.

Let me express it in Cheeseburger Logic. My restaurant sells cheeseburgers for
five and a quarter. Of that $5.25, my net profit is twenty cents.

We are already saving as much as we can without cutting our food quality or our
labor costs. I cannot raise my prices. So if we sold only cheeseburgers and could pay
for these new government costs just by selling more of them, how many additional
cheeseburgers would I have to sell?

" The proposed BTU tax will cost me $768. So netting 20 cents on each cheese-
burger, I'll have to sell an additional 3,800 cheeseburgers to pay for it.

" An increase in the minimum wage people at the Department of labor have been
talking about will cost $20,500, so I'll have to sell an additional 102,000 cheese-
burgers to pay for it.

" The proposed federal excise tax increase on alcohol to fund health care will cost
$3,800, so I'll have to sell an additional 19,000 cheeseburgers to pay for it.

" The 1992 state unemployment surcharge increase in Maryland costs me $5,400,
so I already have to sell an additional 28,000 cheeseburgers to pay for it.

That adds up to selling 150,000 more cheeseburgers next year. People love our
cheeseburgers, but not quite that much.

I ask you to please consider the overall impact of what you are doing. I know my
business has to pay some taxes, but I can't even do that if you're going to pass laws
like reducing the business meal deductibility that will keep customers from coming
in.

So, Mr. Chairman, it all boils down to Jobs. If I am left with the choice of re-
ducing labor costs or surviving as a business, which of my people am I going to fire?
And why is my own government asking me to make that choice?

Simply put, if the government is going to impose yet another set of new taxes on
restaurants, then maybe the government should also* tell me who to fire-Susetta
or Brenda?

On behalf of the National Restaurant Association, I would like to mention our
support for the FICA tax on tips tax credit you passed twice last year and the per-
manent extension of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

BUSINESS MEAL DEDUCTION FACTS

The deduction for expenses associated with business meals and entertainment
was reduced from 100 to 80 percent as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Presi-
dent Clinton has proposed cutting the deduction to 50 percent effective January 1,
1994, as part of his economic plan. The 50 percent limit would apply to all business
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marketing meals, as well as to meals purchased by business travelers. The National
Restaurant Association opposes this limitation for the following reasone:
I. The reduction would result in job, sales and tax revenue losses

In the four years following the Tax Reform Act of 1986, real sales declined almost
6 percent in establishments with per person checks of $15. In fact, the six years
following the 1986 change were the worst years the foodservice industry had seen
in decades. Real sales in all tableservice restaurants actually dropped in 1990 and
1991, and rose only a slight .1% in 1992. Recent figures on a reduction to 50 percent
indicate that 165,000 jobs will be lost and that the industry will see an annual loss
of $3.8 billion in sales.

Consider these facts
" A majority of those employed in foodservice occupations are women. Twenty per-

cent are teens, 12 percent are African-American, and 12 percent are Hispanic-
those least likely to withstand economic dislocation.

* A majority of those purchasing business meals are small business people. A sur-
vey commissioned by the National Restaurant Association shows that seventy
percent of those purchasing business meals had income below $50,000 and 39
percent had incomes below $35,000.

" Fully one-quarter of those purchasing business meals are self-employed.
" A drop in business meal traffic affects far more than "fine dining" restaurants.

Low- to moderately-priced tableservice restaurants are the most popular type of
restaurant for business meals. Seventy-eight percent of business lunches and 50
percent of dinners occur at these establishments. The average amount spent on
a business meal, per person, is $9.39 for lunch and $19.58 for dinner.

" Over the last decade, U.S. cities have invested millions of dollars to attract peo-
ple and businesses to downtown areas. Business travelers are a significant part
of this revitalization. By reducing the deduction for business and travel meals,
the federal government is creating a disincentive for such activities. Federal
revenues might incrcasc-but local and state economics and treasuries would
suffer.

II. Placing a limit on the deduction would take a special toll on small busi-
nesses

Many businesses, particularly small businesses, rely on restaurant meals to give
them an opportunity to sell their products and services one-on-one. For many of
these business people, other forms of advertising-such as radio, or newspaper
ads--are either too expensive or not effective. Reducing the deduction unfairly pe-
nalizes the small business people who use it and the small foodservice businesses
they frequent.

III. The business meal is a legitimate marketing tool
Like other sales-generating expenditures that are fully deductible (advertising,

promotions, free samples, etc.), the business meal is an integral part of the market-
ing plans of many firms. It is not right for the U.S. government to inject itself into
the private decisions a business makes about which marketing techniques work
best.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADDRESSING FICA TAXES ON EMPLOYEE TIPS

What are FICA taxes on tips?-
Current law requires both employers and employees to pay Social Security (FICA)

taxes on all tip income earned by employees. Under the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1987, employers are required to pay FICA taxes on all employee tip
income. Under the prior law, employers paid FICA taxes on all wages they paid di-
rectly to employees. Employers paid PEA taxes only on tips used as a credit up to
the minimum wage.
Why current law is contradictory and unfair-

Federal law treats all employee tip income as employer provided wages for tax
purposes, while only treating 32.12 cents per hour as wages for purposes of meeting
the minimum wage. It is inconsistent to treat tips one way under the Internal Reve-
nue Code and another way under the Fair Labor Standards Act. This has cost res-
taurants hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of jobs. Tipping is a private
transaction between patron and server over which the employer has no control. Tip
income is earned independent of the employer. Restaurateurs should not be forced
to pay payroll taxes on non-payroll income in excess of meeting their minimum wage
obligation.
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Why this tax was enacted-
Congress enacted the FICA tax on tips provision to raise federal revenues to meet

the FY 1988 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit reduction targets. The increased reve-
nues were not needed by the Social Security Trust Fund, nor do they provide any
increase in retirement benefits foi' tipped wot .era. It is wrong to increase Social Se-
curity taxes to balance the federal budget.
The FICA tax on tips is costly to tipped businesses-

The FICA tax on tips has been financially devastating to the foodservice indus-
try-particularly small restaurants. Over 70 percent of eating and drinking places
have annual saes of less than 3500,000 per year-with an average pre-tax profit
between 3 and 5 percent of sales. ihe FICA tax on tips costs many small res-
taurants more than $10,000 each year-a cost that is unpredictable and cannot be
budgeted for. It has completely eliminated any profit for many struggling enter-
prises, curbing job creation and economic growth.

The law disrupts employer-employee relations-
Whereas, U.S. labor law stipulates that all tip income belongs to the employee,

the FICA tax on tips now creates a direct financial interest for employers in the
private tip transaction between patron and server. The provision also creates a po-
tential tax liability for employers when employees fail to report all tip income. This
has resulted in unexpected back tip assessments against employers who have been
complying with tip reporting laws in complete good faith. The law has worsened em-
ployer-employee relations while imposing additional paperwork and recordkeeping
burdens on small businesses.
The need for corrective legislation-

This provision of the tax code has cost 39,000 jobs due to the increased cost for
employers. Legislation to modify current law has been introduced in both the House
and Senate. Congressmen Mike Andrews and Don Sundquist introduced H.R. 1141,
and Senator John Breaux introduced S. 573. This legislation, which passed both
Houses last year as a part of the tax bill, would provide an income tax credit for
FICA taxes paid on employee tips above the minimum wage. The enactment of this
legislation would not only provide relief from an unfair burden on restaurants but
would also create thousands of jobs and improve the profitability of restaurants.

We strongly urge that the tax credit for employer paid FICA taxes on tips
be included in the Budget Reconciliation Act.

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT

What is the Targeted Job Tax Credit (TJTC)?
TJTC is a federal tax credit offered to employers of individuals from nine target

groups, including economically disadvantaged youth (1S-22) physically or mentally
handicapped persons, Vietnam-era veterans, ex-felons, ODC and general assistance
recipients, and SSI recipients. The program also includes hiring of economically dis-
advantaged youth aged 16-18 y~ars for the summer months. The credit was estab-
lished in 1979 to encourage employers to hire workers from these groups that chron-
ically experience high unemployment.

Employers can earn a credit of 40 percent of the first $6,000 of qualified first-year
wages paid to eligible employees.

Are employers utilizing the program?
To date, close to six million disadvantaged Americans have been hired through

TJTC, roughly 500,000 per year. Participants have come from each target group and
every state.
Is permanent extension of the program important?

Yes. The uncertainty of benefit availability discourages even broader participation
in the program. Any special recruiting program such as this one has start-up costs,
and requires advance financial planning. The unce:-tainty of the extension process
automatically disqualifies a number of operators.

Administration's Economic Package
The Administration's economic package includes a permanent extension of the

TJTC. It does not, however, include 23- and 24-year-olds.

Position of the National Restaurant Association
The National Restairant Association supports the inclusion of the permanent ex-

tension of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit in the President's economic package and was
pleased that it was made retroactive to June 30 1992.
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We support this program as it is highly used by the foodservice industry to em-
ploy economically disadvantaged individuals. We would, however, recommend that
provision be added which would expand the TJTC to apply to 23- and 24-year-

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONRAD BURNS

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and the members of the Committee for
holding this hearing. The proposed energy tax has been the focus of much attention,
and I appreciate being able to offer my comments.

In the production of food and fiber, energy is at the very base of every level of
production, process, and distribution. Energy is the lifeblood of this county. This na-
tion runs on its ability to be mobile. No other country in the world can match our
diversity and use of technology to sustain the standard of living we also enjoy. Ac-
cording to the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, 30 percent of the na-
tion's total energy is consumed is by manufacturing plants, mines, farms, and con-
struction firms.

The president has put forth an economic blueprint that he feels will reduce the
deficit as woll as address areas of need. And I am pleased that the president has
focused attention on the deficit, and it is incumbent on all of us to work with him.
However, in my view, the package may not help to reduce the deficit, plus it would
have a profound negative impact on my home state of Montana.

Our top three industries-agriculture, mining, and tourism-would be adversely
affected under the president's proposal and specifically under the energy tax.

President Clinton s energy tax would raise $71.4 billion in the next five years.
However, this tax is not fair to all Americans-it will hit Western states far more
than another section of our country. Not only do-Montanans rely on energy to keep
our homes warm during the cold winter months and to drive longer distances, but
our major industries rely heavily on the expenditure of energy.

For these reasons and others, I ask the Committee to consider an "Off-Road Motor
Fuel Tax Exemption" amendment. Mr. Chairman, in 1991, farmers and others
consumed some 1.4 billion gallons of gasoline and some 2.8 billion gallons of diesel
fuel in off road uses such as farm machinery.

Farmers are price takers-they cannot pass price increases on to the ultimate
consumer of food. If the price of input goes up, they,the farmers, absorb the cost.
And what we have to remember is consumers of this country dictate food prices
through the tod processing industry. Add this tax to farmers and you run the risk
of destroying the food chain of this nation.

The effects on agriculture will be great. And I could go on and address the effects
the proposed tax will have on industries related to coal production, oil production,
and hydroelectric power.

I would also like to emphasize my concern over the effect of applying the tax to
energy consumed as part of a manufacturing production process. I am referring to
manufacturing processes that utilize energy sources in one of two ways; (1) as a raw
material is transformed into a product; or, (2) as a direct input to effect a chemical
or physical change that turns the raw material into a finished product. In either
case, we would be taxing a basic feedstock utilized in a production process that may
only be able to be re-designed at great difficulty or expense, or , asible not at all.

But one last area that has not been given enough consideration in this debate is
how this tax will affect small businesses-which comprise 98 percent of Montana'k
businesses. As a state, Montane has started to take hold of export opportunities.
The costs that will occur because of the energy tax will increase the vulnerability
of small businesses in foreign competition. The energy tax will reduce American
businesses' international competitiveness and reduce economic recovery and in-
crease unemployment.

The energy tax is a regressive tax to western states and will result in less produc-
tion and therefore less economic activity. The less there is in growth, the greater
the loss of future tax revenue. We lose on both ends of the formula the president
has recommended to deal with the deficit spending situation we find ourselves in.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORTIMER M. CAPLIN

My name is Mortimer M. Caplin of the Washington law firm of Caplin &
Dryadale. I served as Commissioner of Internal Revenue under Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson from February 1962 until July 1964.

I recommend that the Committee eliminate the proposed investment tax credits--
both the two-year incremental ITC for large businesses and the permanent ITC for
small businesses. The $30 billion tax savings (1994-1998) could better be used to
reduce the deficit, reduce marginal rates or strengthen other aspects of the Presi-
dent's program.

JTCS AND ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEXITIES

Dating back to the 1960's, I participated in the development of the ITC concept-
first, as a member of President Kennedy'a Taxation Task Force that proposed the
ITC and, later, as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue called on to help draft reg-
ulations for its implementation and to police its use after its enactment in October
1962. The House Ways and Means Committee had rejected the incremental credit
as too complex and erratic in its application, and the ITC finally emerged as an
across-the-board 7% tax credit for new and, to a limited extent, used tangible per-
sonal property.

Any "building and its structural components" were excluded; but what games ac-
countants and lawyers played in t ing to get around this ban! Movable partitions
inside the buildings became the fad. Many other line-drawing problems arose and,
indeed, a new industry developed for making specific ITC studies so businesses
could provide support for positions they took on their tax returns. IRS agents uni-
formly disputed these studies and countless cases ended up in IRS appeals offices
and the courts.

Court calendars were crowded by ITC issues in many forms. One lengthy proceed-
ing involved the government's injunction action against a major accounting firm for
the promotion and aggressive marketing of allegedly fraudulent ITC services, and
the allegei use of misleading terminology to describe items of questionable qualifica-
tion to avoid IRS detection. Mislabeling examples provided to the court were:

-- Concrete block walls: Labeled "knock-out panels"
-Section of roof on building: "Equipment support"
-Fixed walls: "Movable partitions-gypsum"
-Doors: "Movable partitions-wood"

Besides using traditional machinery and equipment as the base for ITC tax
claims, taxpayers were in court defending ITC claims for a broad range of items:
Movable ceilings, ski slopes and earthen ramps, catwalks, amusement park rides,
bath houses and fixtures, egg-processing structures, drive-up teller booths, gasoline
pump canopies, master film strips, "reproduction masters" of original Picasso works,
book rights, baseball and football player contracts and, yes, even cattle. The govern-
ment won all these cases, although IRS efforts to monitor compliance with the law
became inordinately burdensome.

ECONOMISTS' VIEWPOINTS

Economists differ sharply on whether the ITC is an efficient, cost effective means
of stimulating the economy and contributing to real long-term growth. Under theo-
retical macro-economic criteria, the ITC certainly has its charm; but, on a real-world
analysis, the ITC't tax-reduction attributes are a strong brew for distorting normal
decision-making and encouraging tax-motivated, noneconomic behavior. Tax avoid-
ance and abuse are an inevitable byproduct.

The on-again off-again history of the ITC provides little proof that, by itself, it
results in substantial increases in investment. Although the timing of expenditures
may be affected by the ITC, much of the prior ITC was wasted on investments that
would have been made in any event. Some economists have even concluded that for
each dollar spent by the T,-easury on ITCs considerably less than $1 of increased
investment was in fact produced.

Beyond this, the principle of tax neutrality is sharply violated by the ITC's bias
toward capital-intensive industries--resulting in discrimination against service busi-
nesses, distributors, wholesalers, retailers and businesses obliged to finance large
inventories. If it is jobs we are after, why subsidize capital?
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In a recent survey of the ITC literature, Jane G. Gravelle of the Congressional
Research Service, Library of Congress, included the following among her conclu-
sions:

-Overall, very high marks are not given to the use of ITCs "as counter-cyclical
tax devices because of the long lags in responding to these incentives."

-Little economic evidence exists "to support expectation of a large effect on cap-
ital formation."

---"fT~he degree of capital formation obtained will have a modest impact on future
standards of living and growth rates over the next few years."

Ms. Gravelle finds little favorable to say about the ITC's efficiency or effectiveness
in spurring needed investment. Based upon my own experience as a lawyer, former
tax administrator and member of a number of corporate boards of directors, I have
never been impressed by the impact that the ITC had on decision-making to in-
crease investments. Most businessmen I know make acquisitions of machinery and
equipment in order to enhance production, not to receive a 7% or even a 10% ITC.

Incremental ITCs have their own severe difficulties. They are targeted at invest-
ment that would not be made absent the ITC stimulus-i.e., investment in a tax
year that is in excess of a taxpayer's average historic investment made during a pre-
ceding base period. But the questions that arise here are complex and, even when
answered, are hard to draft and administer:

1. What is a "fair" base period for a wide variety of businesses with differing his-
tories?

2. What about new, loss or fast-growing businesses?
3. Businesses that recently made large investments?
4. Or those that recently made unusually low investments?
5. How do you identify and police whether some used property was acquired dur-

ing the base period?
6. How do you treat multiple businesses controlled by the same taxpayer?
7. How do you treat lessors and lessees under leasing arrangements?
8. What about the acquisition or disposition of businesses during the base period?

During post-base periods?
9. How do you treat the proceeds of sales of old assets when new replacement as-

sets are then purchased?
10. And how do you treat bunching of investments to achieve incremental ITCs?

THE TAX SHELTER PROBLEM

In the past, ITCs became the prime bait to attract investment in numerous exotic
tax shelters that were widely marketed right up to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Ad-
ministration of the controlling law was difficult in the extreme and the IRS was
compelled to focus major portions of its resources on tax shelter examinations, ap-
peals and fraud cases.

The wide publicity given to tax shelter fever brought public scorn, disrespect for
the tax system and inevitably a weakening of voluntary compliance with our tax
laws. With an annual tax gap approaching $120 billion-resulting from the faulty
reporting of income from legal activities-this nation cannot accept further revenue
deterioration by opening the door to the potential of a new wave of tax shelter offer-
ings. Reenacting ITCs, even for a limited time, could well sow the seeds for such
a revival.

The 1986 Revenue Act contained a number of provisions aimed at curtailing tax
shelter abuses-passive loss rules, limits on investment interest deductions, ac-
counting rules changes, lower depreciation deductions, a toughened alternative min-
imum tax and repeal of the investment tax credit. This was strong medicine and
the tax shelter industry was left reeling under a major blow. Yet, today there is still
some room left for creative packaging of tax shelters, albeit on a much more limited
basis.

Since 1986, the name of the tax game is to generate sufficient passive income so
as to offset a taxpayer's accumulated passive losses. Many recent shelter projects
have been shaped to meat this goal and have been successfully marketed on this
basis. Older investments that have turned sour can also produce sizable amounts
of passive income through the recapture rules, not to mention investments that are
actually sold at a profit. With pools of passive income thus made available to a
broad spectrum of taxpayers, tax shelter promoters continue to have a significant
constituency. If new ITCs are added to the mix, the attractiveness of these invest-
ments increases markedly.
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In sum, the President's proposals taken as a whole contain enough essential in-
gredients to whet the appetites of hungry tax shelter promoters: Higher tax rates,
tietl to an already broadened and tougher tax base; capital gains preferences with
a 30% reduction in the top rate for high-bracket taxpayers, plus a 50% exclusion
for targeted capital gains for "qualified small business stock;' partial repeal of the
passive loss rules, for real estate professionals; introduction of new ITCs; and even
enterprise zone benefits-all available to be packaged together for the right cus-
tomers. In such a setting, adroit and ingenious tax planning should not be under-
estimated.

ITCs run completely counter to the philosophy of the 1986 Act-aimed at broaden-
ing our tax base while coupling it with a lower marginal rate structure; eliminating
tax preferences and avoiding micromanagement of the economy by selecting particu-
lar activities or industries tor special rates or other tax benefits; and encouraging
taxpayers to make business decisions based upon sound economic criteria rather
than tax inducements.

Our nation would better be served by a tax system that continues in this direc-
tion--one that is not diverted by a temporary or permanent tax incentive heralded
as an imagined economic stimulant.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTURO CARRION

Good morning Mr. Chairman and member of d"Ii Horable Comaittee. My
nam. Is ArtM Carrfnn and I am here today as the spokesman for the Puerto
Rico Private Sector 936 Coalition, a group Yf27 organizations that have Joined
together to preserve our blueprint i develops L

The organization In this Coalition, together represent more than 30,000
businesses of all sizes and from all eectos of Puerto RiWe ctomy, and Ohn
busineses in turn acDount for more than 50% of total employment in Puerto
Rico.

These privat-setor orp:izations agree with the mroing effort to create jobs,
improve US competitiveness, and, reduce the federal budst deficit. We alo
believe that Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code is vital to the continuLng
economic development of Puerto Rico. It is in ,his context that I deliver this
message today on behalf of the Coaliio.

For the record, I am attaching a summary of the impact which the issue at hand,
will have o each economic wtor rspeisented in the Coalition

As we address this hearing on the Administration's ecconmc Fram, we art
conscious of President Clinton's call for sac,ce by all Americans to restore
health and vitality to the US economy. However, this sacrifice must be shared
equitably and fairly by all Americams. This is not the case with the
Admntatio's proposals as they pertain to Puerti Rico.

Puerto Rico Is being asked to carry a disproportionate share of the tax burden in
the President' proram. We are the only julsdction being asked to put at risk
the very foundation of our economic system. The proposed changes to Section
936 are not merely an Incemental adjustment in taxes, but a radical change in
our economic structure. Sound poliymaking requires a full understanding of
the derivative effects of such a chane.

The objection bMng pursued by the Adminbtration do not warrant this
dangerous change in Puerto Rico's economto system, and can be achieved in
more effective and less risky ways. Our understanding is that the
Administration has two dear cut ob*cvm: One is to raise venues. The other
is to create jobs. Both are simple and clear goals; neither of thm require or
"ustfle the sweeping changes in Puerto Rico' economic -tructure that am teing
proposed.

Aide from their far-ruaching nature, the dollar value of the charge. beinS
proposed also has a dramatic impact. When differences In population and
income are taken into account, we find that Puerto Rico is be asked to carry a
burden six times as large as the burden on the mainland economy. Moreover,
the proposed changes in Section 936 imply enormous Increas In the effbctVe
tax burden on the econy of Purto Rico that would caur Ierersible harm to
the entire economic development program on the Iland. This is too high a
sacrifice fh Puerto Rico to bear.

The revenue-rais4ng proposals in the Administration's program, totaling $246
billion, amount to sghtly 1.. than $1,000 for each American on the mainland.
In contrast, the $7.5 billion being asked from Puerto Rico's economy ar more
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than $2,000 for each of Pueo Rico's 3.6 million American dmitme. If we factor
into the calculation the fact that Puerto Rico's income per perso Is about one-
third of the income per person on the mainland, we find that the prcotlnate
share of the tax-raising burden placed on Puerto Rico is six t e tha the
=,r ponding burden on the manila:

Viewed from anothw pampective, the 57.5 Man requested from Puerto Rico in
five yeat, which translate into $1.5 bilkm per year on average is equivalent to a
43% Increase in Pueto Rico's annual tax burden. In other words, raisng $1.5
bian per year in tax revenues out of Puerto Rico's deveopLng *conmy Is like a
43% Increase in local taxes, none of which will be spent on devopaumt-orinted
activities In Puerto Rim. Pictum such an Increase in the tax burde an any state
or municipality on the mainland. Changes of such magitude cannot take place
without causing severe disruption In eonoric activity.

Whidclever way one looks at the proposed chance in Section 936. the ma2ntude
of the chang is stsnwing. We hev no doubt that changes ke thoe being
propowd would cause sver hardship to those In Puerto Rico who an lea able
to *"cape te negative Impact of ths economc Aluloostion.

In the four-md-a-half decades since the late 1940s, we In Puerto Rico have taken
full advantage of Section 936 and its predecessors to produce a dramatic
transformation of our economy and society. We have inaceased our GNP per
Person eihaen. from &4S in 1950 to $6S0 today. imploynmi in e
more than 50%, f 596,000 in 1950 to 925,000 presently. In the procs, we
transformed A traditional agricultural emoomy Into a modern and dynmic
manufacturing and services economy. We have also modernized all aspects of
Puerto Rican life, reaching world standards In matters of education, health, life
expectancy and other Indicators of ecmnmic development Section 936 and its
predecessors and the active mobilization of Puerto Rico's own constuctive
mrgy have bemn m.nIal tn this pto.cm

Yrt, am"tr fnmu-and-half dwadum of lmprmetv arhlpvrn.ntm we still face major
shortcomngs in our OcOnomic development. It is because of these sh eoainp
that Puerto Rico's economy Is not strong enough today to carry the burden
Unnpied by t" proposed dwian In Section 93M.

When Puerto Rico's modern industrial development began in th late 1940's, we
had tdee major advantages to build upon. Mkst, we had prefereUa aoow 1o
the United States market under a common currency and common customs.
Second, we had a low-ost labor force. Third, we had local and federal tax
benefits for industrial corporations. Besides thee. three pillars of our industrial
strateSy, we also had lower energy costs due to exemption from o import
quotas.

As we leverapd on these advantages, we developed our human resources to the
pint where cheap labor is neither a possible nor a desirable feature of the Puerto
R economy. Through the y*ars, we have also lost the advantme of our
preferential acos to the US market not because the market has been closed to
our products, but because many other counWtries have Sained almost equal ass
to the L'S market. The two roulds of GATr negotiations, the Crtbbean Basin
Initiative, and more recently, the proposed North American Free Trade
Apeent, have Siven many other countries such ,maer entry.inin thv.AmerkAn.
maket that our free access Is no Ioge @a adv.ntageena.
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We h&vo mde a good ddl of progress toward our goal of sustabdng economic
growth an the stmeng-- of our human resurces, our entrepmenuriai Wnuty,
and our physical and technical lnfrtructure. However, we W need an
initUnt to Support econmic development In the foreeable futur

We must recogni that despite all the adievamt of the lut four dwades
Pu eo Ric must still compete without natural resources, with a population
densty that is one of the highest in the world, andi a per capital incme that is Still
only about half that of the poorest state. We should also renvmbe that In
Oontrat to many countrias that compete with Puerto Rico for invwetmnent capital,
we ae bound by some of the toughest environmental stanards in the world, by
US minimum wage isolation, by the cost ot martime transportation in US
shps, and by higher energy costa than the ma4dland

We have to continue this transformation on the basis of the rtnrwship
historIally developed between the federal overnment and Puerto 9 in order
to compensate for the challenges tha Puerto Rico facmo. Sectm 936 is part a the
arrangements the United States offers for economic development in the

This tax-spai arranenment has always been recognzed by the US government
since the be i of the century, is custoaary practice in relations between
other Industrial countries and many developing countries, and has proved
beneftdal to both Purto Rico and the United States.

Puerto Rico is one of the world's largest purchasers of US products, with imports
of more than $10 billion annually. This places us as the single largest buyer of US
products on a per capita basis and just below such a large and high-income
country as France in terms of the dollar value of purchases. These purchases of
US products, many of them raw materials and supplies purchased by 936
corporations, support about 200,000 jobs on the mainland. In addition, Puerto
Rico's heavy use of US merchant marine services is instrumental to the survival
of this strategic industry.

Creating jobs, particularly high-quality, well-paid jobs, is ultimately the main
thrust of the President's economic program. We maintain that Section 936 is
essential if we are to continue with our economic development and our endeavor
to create jobs. That is what 936 means to our economy. It is the mechanism that
creates employment in Puerto Rico. Besides generating 115,000 jobs directly in
manufacturing, the activities of 936 corporations indirectly generate and support
about 200,000 additional jobs in services, trade, retailing, and many other
activities characterized by medium and small-size companies led by Puerto Rican
entrepreneurs. These are the people represented by this Coalition.

In the banking industry, approximately 35% of total deposits are 936 fund'; and
the financial system as a whole, including broker-dealers and thrifts,
intermediates approximately $10 billion from 936 companies. This produces, due
to the operation of local financial regulations, $12 to $13 billion in economically-
productive, employment-generating investments and loans. Additionally, 936
companies directly hold investments of approximately $5 billion, consisting of
PR government securities, various forms of residential mortgage obligations and
bonds of the Puerto Rico Industrial, Medical, Education and Environmental
Control Financing Authority (AFICA) and of the Canbbean Industrial Financing
Authority (CARIFA). That is $18 billion employed in productive investment
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assets. These "936 funds", which have permitted the emergence of modern
capital markets in Puerto Rico, have provided tow-cost financing essential to
Puerto Rico's development. The preservation of this source of funds is essential
to preserve Puerto Rico's economic growth.

In fiscal year 1992, 936 companies paid an estimated $600 million in taxes to the
Puerto Rican government and its municipalities in one form or another. This is
more than half of total corporate tax payments. Unemployment is high, but
without 936 companies it would be substantially higher. While total
employment in the manufacturing sector has remained stable over the last ten
years, over 20,000 jobs have been lost through plant closings while an almost
equal number have been added through new openings thanks to the industrial
incentives made possible by Section 936.

Section 936 has also helped to promote economic growth and stability
throughout the Caribbean Basin. Direct investments under Ptverto Rico's Twin
Plant Program and lending for development-oriented projects have been possible
thanks to an agreement between Purto Rim and tue Congres to put 036 to work
In furtherance of our economic and political goals in the Carib" .

In addresing the objetives of the Adminlstration's program. the Treasury has
recognized the importance of Section 936 and, on that basis, has proposed a
wage-based limitation on the 936 credit. However, we must state that the wage
credit proposal being advanced as a replacement for the 9 6 system is not by
itself an adequate alternative. The wap credit alone is not a sufficient incentive
to maintain the mix of hih-technology and labor-intertsive industries that we
have in Puerto Rico today; a mix that is eseetial to our continued economic
development.

High-technology industies have become key actors in Puerto Ricdo' economic
development. In fact, the high-technology, capita1-intensive Industries have been
responsible for most of the manufacturing employment crted in Puerto Ro
during the last two decade.. In contrast, the labor-intensive manufacturing
industies have been losing employment and have suffered a declining trena
even under the current system of an in--Q-haOd credit. En the ten yem from
1982 to 1992, employment in high-technology 936 firm increased by 10,68, a
rate of more than 1,000 Jobs per year, while other industries lost 10,306 Jobe
during the same period.

Even with the proposed wage ereit,. Puerto Rico would still find it difficult to
compete with production centers Ue Mexico, Ireland and Singapore in light,
labo-lntensive industries. On the other hand, high-technology manuiacturing Is
not likely to benefit from a wage credit alon, since these industries are not
hiShly snsitive to labor costs, bdq capital-intwensve opratn by thob' very
nature. Therefore, an inwmnebaied credit is mential to the preservation of our
Industrial mix, The gVnment of Puto Rico has reaond the nwd to keep
both elements in the%6 system.

High-technology manufacturing has given Pueo Rico tho dynam befts that
cme from being at the foreront of new production systems and tcreasingly
competitive products. In addition, it has stimulated and supported the
development of world-vuJas human resources In our economy by providing
stable employment in high-quality and wel.paid jobs, And while it doesn't
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create as many diret jobs per million dolan o production as the labar-ntwwso
industries, hlh-technology manufac 'ng has a high employee t multiplier,
precisely because it pays high salaries that support internal demand for all sore
of goods and service and the jobs that depend on that demand. We should not
think of dismantling this high-technology sector that is so Important to our
present economic weU being as well as to our futmre ecommlc development

This is not to say that we want to abandon the labor-intensive industres that si
account for a substantial portion ot total employment in Pufto Rico What we
do need is a mechanism to balance the continued development 0 high-
technology industries with the necessary support and strenhnl of more
tradUonal manufacturng

in view of the need to protect th benefits which the economic system based on
Section 936 represents for Puerto Rico, we submit that any modifications
considered necessary to the 936 system must adhere to certain parameter that
are Indispensble to ensure Puerto Rico's continuous economic development in
harmony with the objectives and needs of the US economy. These parameters
are the following:

Puerto Rico must answer President Clinton's cAl to sacrifr in proportion
to its capabilities as the lowest Income and highest unemployment
ecoicmy within the United States.

Puerto Rico's economic model must be capable of fostering a favorable
environment for creatin jobs, genrating income, enhancing the croso-
linkages between all the sectors of the Puerto Rico economy and
supplying funds for low-cost financing of public infrastructure and
private productive activietl.

Modifications to improve the 936 system must provide for the continuous
stability of Puerto Rico's Lnvestment climate and its attractiveness for
future investment and job orestion.

Puerto Rico must retain the eblity to attract high-techrnA Industries
while strwteing labor-tnt.*lww, industries.

Modifications to the" current 936 sqtem must be implemented on a
gradual basis to give the econonzy time to readjust its basic
underpitudn.

Thank yu.

ATTACHMENT 1

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON SEVERAL SECTORS OF OUR ECONOMY

Following is a summary of the estimated effects of the proposed changes in
Section 936 on each economic sector represented by the Coalition. We have not
included in this summary the manufacturers' position, since they will testify
separately from the Coalition owing to the direct impact that these proposals
have on their operations. However, the Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association
is one of the members of this Coalition.
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FINANCIAL SECTOR

Should the financial system in Puerto Rico suffer a significant reduction in the
936 funds, it would face a severe liquidity problem. This, in turn, would have
negative repercussions on the Puerto Rican economy, to the extent that the
financial intermediaries would be forced to restrict credit to the employment-
generating sectors of our economy and reduce their purchases of government
bonds.

The reduced liquidity would impact the economy in two ways:

u a higher cost of funds as the 936 funds in the market are reduced; and

u a reduced availability of credit as the 936 funds are reduced and the
condition of the economy deteriorates as a consequence of a gradual
increase of the unemployment rate.

This liquidity crunch would affect the four main intermediaries of 936 funds in
similar ways. However, owing to their particular business nature and capital
structure, each of the major intermediaries would be affected to varying degrees,
as explained below.

Commercial Banking Sector

Even though liquidity would suffer, commercial banks, in general terms, could
replace the 936 funds hom external sources, but at a higher cost and, in all
probability, with reduced availability. This, in turn, would affect the availability
of credit to most, or all of Puerto Rico's economic sectors and would raise the cost
of credit to levels much higher than at present. On the other hand, commercial
banks, particularly those with concentration on the retail, commercial and
mortgage markets, would probably suffer a higher delinquency and foreclosure
rate as the condition of the economy deteriorates. Needless to say, the internal
generation of capital would be negatively affected as profits would most
probably be reduced a2 a function of higher loan losses. This is also true of other
financial intermediaries.

Savings Banks

Savings banks, by their corporate nature, are 936 companies. As such, they do
not pay US taxes but pay taxes to the Puerto Rican government (18 million
dollars in 1991). Any change to Section 936 would force them to pay an equal
amount in federal taxes. They would claim a tax credit in Puerto Rico, thus
reducing the tax revenues for the government of Puerto Rico.

Like the commercial banking sector, but with greater severity, the savings banks
would suffer a serious liquidity limitation. Any reduction in the credit granted
to the 936 companies would have an immediate effect on the investment income
and, consequently- on-the deposits intermediated through the financial system.
The savings banks would be mostly affected due to the marginal nature of their
operations in this market. Without this liquidity, the mortgage origination which
has been their principal line of business would be reduced. This would have a
very negative impact on the housing construction industry.

Like the commercial banking sector, but again, with greater severity, the quality
of a-sets at savings banks and the availability of credit from these institutions to
the Puerto Rican borrower would be affected by the overall deterioration of the
local economy.
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Securities Industry

Any reduction in the tax credit would negatively affect the 936 funds
intermediated through the securities industry which amount to $2.5 billion. Here
again, as the tax credit is reduced, these funds would be reduced substantially
and, even in the event that the exemption on investment income would prevail,
the reduction in the funds would make it academic. The ultimate impact would
be in the reduced availability and higher cost of the capital needed to finance
projects in Puerto Rico. These funds would have to be sought externally at a
higher cost, assuming they were available.

During 1991 and 1992, 936 companies invested, through the securities industry
institutions in Puerto Rico, $2.663 million in the following activities with
maturities of five years or more:

Aii Amount

Puerto Rico Government Bonds $524 million
Mortgage Securities $809 million
AFICA Bonds $220 million
CARIFA $517 million
Bank Securities $443 million
Others $150 million

Mortgage Banking

The financing of housing and commercial property would be directly affected
with the reduced liquidity of the financial sector. Mortgage bankers account for
80% of the mortgages unCerwritten in Puerto Rico and most of them depend on
the secondary market which is made possible by 936 funds. While these funds
can be replaced by external sources, they would not be readily available and
undoubtedly at a higher cost. This could mean that a good portion of the low
income mortgage holders that qualify for loans underwritten today, probably
would not qualify, due to a higher monthly payment.

On the other hand, federal agencies participate heavily in the Puerto Rican
housing market either through direct loans, guarantees, or insurance
underwriting. HUD, for one, has insured dwellings for $5.8 billion and the
Veterans Administration has guaranteed mortgages for 1.2 billion dollars.

The majority of these loans are placed or sold in the secondary market through
the use of Mortgage Backed Securities (MBO's) either through GNMA, if they are
FHA or VA, or through FNMA or FreddieMac, if they are conventional
conforming mortgages.

Non-conforming mortgages are placed in Collateralized Mortgage Obligations
(CMO) which are sold to 936 companies. All of these investments would suffer
as it Is estimated that real estate values in Puerto Rico would be reduced by
about 30% as a consequence of the recession that would follow the changes in
Section 936.

HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY

For years, 936 companies have contributed significantly to the availability and
quality of care in Puerto Rico. By providing one hundred and fiftozen thousand
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direct jobs, they also provide family health insurance to an equal number of
families, covering a total of more than three hundred thousand people. These
figures, important as they are, do not take into consideration the indirect jobs
supported by the 936 companies which also generate health insurance coverage.

Any reduction in the jobs generated by 936 companies would then have an
important impact on the quality of and access to health care. Some of these
people would have to move to an already overburdened public health system
which wo,;d "- unable to accommodate them.

Access to r'ealtl care would also be affected in the private sector which now
depends, to a gi eat extent, on health care plans. It is anticipated that some of
these hospitals wuld be forced to reduce their services substantially or close
down completely, particularly in those areas with a heavy 936 concentration.
The effects trickle down to physicians offices, ambulatory care and other related
health care services.

Consequently, the quality of care would also be negatively affected due to lesser
technological advances, instrumentation, and the like, as income generation is
reduced.

AGRI=C TURE

The agricultural sector has been depressed in Puerto Rico for several years.
However, since the advent of Section 936, and more recently, by the increased
maturity of the investments made by these companies in our financial sector,
credit has been more readily available to this important sector of our economy.

Agricultural lending is a required eligible activity to receive 936 funds (as per
government Regulation 3582). This, not only has caused a more abundant
availability of credit, but also a lower interest rate. The 936 funds has also
stimulated new investment in the agricultural industry axid the development of
new projects.

This industry would be severely affected by a reduction in the pool of 936 funds
that would send it back a number of years in its financial and productive
capacity.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

The wholesale sector is mainly composed of distributors of US made and locally
manufactured goods which depends on the economic well-being of our citizens.
Here, again, financing is of outmost importance and the lower cost and better
availability of credit afforded by 936 funds has allowed them to better finance
their working capital and expansion niads.

The retail sector is mainly composed of individual proprietorships and small
service organizations. It employs about 125,000 people which constitute a strong
force in our economy and would suffer great hardship should the Puerto Rican
economy experiment a setback. This sector lacks the capital necessary to finance
its operations and expansions which has been supplied mainly by credit sourced
by 936 funds. As a matter of fact, 65% of the commercial loans granted by the
commercial banks in Puerto Rico are for amounts less than $25,000 and 90% are
for amounts less than $100,000.
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Finally, the municipal license tax that both wholesalers and retailers pay to the
government, have been instrumental in the financing of government activities
throughout the island.

CNS1RUCTION

Puerto Rico is in great need of developing a master plan for the rehabilitation
and further construction of its infrastructure. The source of financing for these
pro*cts, which include water treatment, energy generation, improvements to
transportation ways, ports and airports, relies heavily on the low cost financing
made possible by the 936 funds. Needless to say, the development of this
infrastructure is vital to our economic development.

Private construction, like new housing, commercial and industrial buildings,
would be reduced substantially should these funds not be available as readily as
they are now, or at the low interest rates which they now command. The
construction industry has a labor force of approximately 40,000 people, and a
high employment multiplier because of its very nature. 936 companies, with
their constant expansion program, have provided stability to this industry in the
last decade. As a matter of fact, the industry estimates that 50% of the architects
and engineers licensed in Puerto Rico depend on the 936-related construction
work. With the constant menaces to Section 936, however, this activity has
slowed down considerably as of late. Finally, housing construction, which is so
vital for a community with a population density of 1,000 per square mile, would
be greatly hindered. Many of the low income families that now are able to
finance their dwellings would be driven out of the market.

The comments above reflect the importance of the 936 system to some of the
sectors of our economy which are represented in this Coalition.

ATTACHMENT I

MEMBERS OF THE PUERTO RICO PRIVATE SECTOR 936 COALITION

AIESEC - Puerto Rico
Asociaci6n de Agencias de Cobro de Puerto Rico
Asociaci6n de Agricultores
Asociici6n de Bancos de Ahorro
Asoctacl6n de Comerciantes de Materiales de Construcci6n
Asociaci6n de Comerciantes del Viejo San Juan
Asociaci6n de Compafas de Seguros
Asodacl6n de Constructores de Hogares de PR
Asociaci6n de Contratistas Generales
Asociaci6n de Disttibuidores de Autom6viles
Asociacl6n de Industriales de Puerto Rico
Asociaci6n de Navieros de Puerto Rico
Asocdad6n de Radiodifusores de Puerto Rico
Asociaci6n Mkdica de Puerto Rico
Asociad6n MIDA
Asoclacit6n Puertorriquefta de Agendas de Viajes
Asociaci6n Puertorriquefla de Representantes de FAbrica
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Chinara de Comerciantes Mayoristas
Clmara de Comercio de Ponce y Sur de 1uerto Rico
Cknara de Comercio de Puerto Rico
C~mara de Comercio del Oeste de Puerto Rico
CiAmara Oficial Espaflola de Comerco
Centro Unido de Detalistas
Coleglo de Arquitectos de Puerto Rico
Colegio de Contadores Pnblicos Autortzados de Puerto Rico
Colegio de Ingenleros y Agpimensores
Mortgage Bankers Assocation
Puerto Rico Bankers Association
Puerto Rico Hotel and Tourism Association
Sales & Marketing Executives
Securities Industry Association

ATTACHMENT 2

PUERTO RICO'S FAIR CONTRIBUTION
TO THE PRESIDENT'S REVENUE PROGRAM

RAlIO
PUERTO RICO UNITED STATES PR/US

GDP PER PERSON 9,526 23,2(0 41.1%

REVENLI-SIARING BURDEN (194-97)
TOTAL IN VULUON $ 4.9 2138

PER PERSON IN S 1,374 834 164.7%

PUBRTO RICO FAIR SHARE (1994-97) PER CAPITA TO'AL

(IN 6) ON kGLL1ON S)
343 1,221

PUERTO R= FAIR SHARE (1994-") PEX CAPITA TOTAL
(IN $) (IN MILLION 6)

428 IS2

Miirmindu Im= RMco R 992 populatm 3.. mwk
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PUERTO RICO'S FAIR CONTRIBUTION
TO THE PRESIDENT'S REVENUE PROGRAM

PUERTO RKO

CDP PER PERSON

GNP PER PERSON

PERSONAL NCOM PER PERSON

RKVENUS4HAJUNG BURDINK

9,528

6,m

6359

TOTAL IN ILLION 5 (194-97) 43
PER PERSON IN S (1994- 1,374

PUERTO RICO PAIR SHARE (1994-97) PER CAPITAL
(IN S)

GDP BASIS 33
GNP BAS 238
PERSONAL iICOMB BASIS 269

PUERTO RICO FAIR SHARE (1994-96) PER CAPITA
(INS)

GDPIASIS 421
GNP 3AS 297
PER9NAL 2NCONE BASS 336

= %n~uiim l: Puqto Rico 192 popuatlon 3M.6 miUon.

UNITED STATES

23,00

23,243

19,720

213.8
834

TOTAL
(N )MILLIONS)

1,31

847
959

TOTAL
(IN MILLION )

1,526
I059
11196

RATI0

41.1%

285%

$2.2%

-5-
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PUERTO RICO AT A GLANCE

PERSONAL INCOME PER PERSON

UNITD STATES $19o720

MISISIPPI $13o328

IPUERTORICO $6,35

RATIO PR/ US 32.2%

RATIO PR/MISSISSIPI 47.7%

UNWLOYMENT RATh.

UNITED STATES 7.0%

PU RTIRCO

FAMILIES UNDER POVERTY L1NN

UNITD STATES 10.0%

*190 Cnus dPopuaukx



PUERTO RICO AT A GLANCE

CONPOsr1ON OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

AGRICULTURE

MANUFACTURING
H1CH-TICH
OTHSI

TOURISM

TRADE AND SERVICES

TRANSPORTATION & UTILITIES

GOVERNMENT

OTHER

RATIO 01 FIXED DOMESTIC INVETMENT TO GDP
1992

8.1%

MACHDNERY & EQUIPMENT

15.2%

~i-~ .~.,.,

1.4%

39.0%
28.5%
10.3%

5.2%

38.3%

8.4%

11.0%

7.7%

CcN:SUT'No

TOTAL
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PUERTO RICO AT A GLANCE

LMLOYMWiT IMPACr OF SCTION 9

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 925,=00

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 155,X00

SECTION 936 EMPLOYMNT
DIR BC s,00
IND.RCT AND INDUCED 98,900 TO 209,20'

TOTAL 213,900 TO 324r20

RATIOS:

DIRECT 936 E1eLOYME TO
MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 74.2%

TOTAL 936 EPLOMENT TO
TOCTALPUERTO RICO EMLOYMEN 23.1 % TO 35.1%V

Lower and uppe bou of simat.s dertvd wth
different methodologies.
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PUERTO RICO AT A GLANCE

LOCAL FISCAL IMAC1 OF SUCTION 93
FIe-a Year 192

COWQ4ONWEALTH NOT RECURRENT REVUES (MILLIONS) 5,900

OF WCH MOM TAX REVENUES

OF WHIO CORPORATE INCOME TAX 1133

OF WHICH. 936 CORPORATE TAXES 515.

RAIOS:

936 CORPORATE TAXES TO TOTAL INCOME TAX REVENUES 21.9%
936 (X)RPORATE TAXES TO TOTAL CORPORATE INOM TAXES 49.7%

• Pro*co to 192 based on 1989 dat and :Tend growth rate. Includes
Incon ad toUpte taxe.

PUERTO RICO AT A GLANCE

INV STMeNTS FINANCED WITH 9M FUNDS

TOTAL 936 FUNDS IN PUERTO RICO (In Billion $) [.

IN 'OMMRCLAL BANKS 6.1
N FEDERAL SAVINGS BANKS 1.7
IN 4VSTMEN BANKS 2.1
IN DMRECT INVESTh{ENT 5.2

U4WHSThENIS SUPPORTED BY 936 FUNDS ,IR

COMMBCIAL FINANCE 6.7
HOU NIN ANCZ 46
PL BUC SECTOR FINANCF 4.1
C1COUNTRMS FINANCE 1.1
OT.. 2JESTET 2.1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Luis P. CosTAs ELENA

I am Luis P. Costas Elena, General Counsel and Vice President of Puerto Ricans
in Civic Action---a civic, non-partisan, grassroots movement, in Puerto Rico. We,
Puerto Ricans in Civic Action, wholeheartedly support President Clinton's Proposals
for Public Investment and Deficit Reduction, especially the reform of I.R.C. Section
936 into a wage credit. We also support Senator Pryor's Bill.

Puerto Rico should receive domestic solutions and programs, not tax gimmicks
that can only produce resentment in the States, because of Runaway businesses.
The March 1993 CBS segment by Dan Rather on 936 Runaway plants, the 1987
Kansas Business Review study, the Pulitzer Prize and 1992 best selling book "Amer-
ica: What Went Wrong?" exemplify the substantial harms caused by 936 against
your constituents.

At the very least I.R.C. Section 936 should have a sunset provision and strict re-
quirements for reauthorization. Immediate reform of 936 into a wage credit and
sunsetting could provide $3 billion in additional funds for the U.S. budget, above
and beyond what President Clinton has proposed, funds that could be used partially
to finance the uncapping of Medicaid in Puerto Rico or any future substitute Na-
tional Health Program that includes the island plus the fomenting in Puerto Rico
of programs for education, jobs and infrastructure.

Marcus Aurelius in his Meditations has stated: "The Universe is change, life is
opinion." And St. Augustine On Free Choice of the Will affirmed: "(Y)ou shall know
the truth and the truth will make you free. " Accordingly, we have for many years
been pointing out that the facts belie any need for gradualism in the reform of
I.R.C. Sec. 936 and that I.R.C. Section 936 is a scandalous, ever-increasing federal
tax expenditure, which in effect is a wasteful, federal welfare program basically for
pharmaceutical and other Fortune 500 corporations.

You and I should wholly agree with Professor Stanley Surrey of the Harvard Law
School, former Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy of the U.S. Treasury during the
Kennedy Administration:

"(A) tax incentive does involve the expenditure of government funds."
"A dollar is a dollar-both for the person who receives it and the govern-
ment that pays it, whether the dollar comes with a tax credit label or a di-
rect expenditure label."
"(A) resort to tax incentives greatly decreases the ability of the Government
to maintain control over the management of its priorities."
"(T)ax incentives do involve expenditures-back-door expenditures'. . 'Ind

a legislator concerned with expenditure levels and expenditure control
should not, while holding the front door shut, let hidden expenditures in
through the back door. "

(Stanley S. Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing Government Policy:
A Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 83 Harvard L. Rev._705, 717,
721-722, 732 (1970).

The Congressional Budget Office has explained:
"(A) tax expenditure is analagous to an entitlement program on the spend-
ing side of the budget; the amount expended is not subject to any legislated
limit but is dependent solely upon taxpayer response to the particular pro-
vision. In this respect, tax expenditures closely resemble spending programs
that have no ceiling." (Congressional Budget Office, Five-Year Budget Pro-
jections Fiscal Years 1978-1982, April 1977)

I.R.C. Section 936 is extremely perverse, expensive and a tremendous drain on the
federal budget. The annual federal tax expenditures of I.R.C. Sec. 936 have in-
creased to $2.8 billion in 1989 from the $80 million of antecedent I.R.C. Sec. 931
in 1972. The United States General Accounting Office has calculated that from 1993
through 1997 the United States treasury will lose $15 billion ($15,000,000,000) be-
cause of LR.C. Section 936. According to the Puerto Rico Planning Board the esti-
mated number of employees in the entire chemical and analogous products group
in Puerto Rico (936 and non-936 corporations) which includes pharmaceuticals, was
at most 22,600 for fiscal year 1991, including temporaries; and such employees are
around 2% of the total number of employed persons (925,000) by major industrial
sectors in Puerto Rico; yet pharmaceutical corporations pocketed 49% of the Section
936 tax expenditures in 1989 or $1.385 billion of the $2.82 billion in total Section
936 tax expenditures of 1989. In other words, Section 936 is the worst type of wel-
fare welfare for the extremely rich pharmaceutical corporations, (those that least
need federal subsidies and that employ relatively few persons in Puerto Rico), in the
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misguided and false expectation that some of those federal subsidies will indirectly
to the average Puerto Rican trickle down.

I.R.C. Section 936 is a section of the federal, Internal Revenue Code that allows
United States corporations, principally the "Fortune 500" to organize United States
subsidiary corporations to do business basically in Puerto Rico. The "Fortune 500"
parents then shift profits from their taxable operations in the United States or else-
where to the Puerto Rican business (that receives Fomento tax exemption in Puerto
Rico) and then retrieve those profits plus the tax free investment income generated
by those profits almost completely free of both federal and Puerto Rican income tax-
ation either via the 100% intercorporate dividend deduction or a tax free liquidation.
The parent companies then commence again this circle of avoidance of federal in-
come taxes by shifting other profit to the Puerto Rican operations. The I.R.C. Sec-
tion 936 subsidiaries do not pay federal income taxes because they receive a federal
income tax credit for taxes that they have never paid. The credit device spares-
exempts--the profits covered by the credit from federal income taxation.

In 1991 Merck received $204,375 in federal tax expenditures of 936 per employee;
American Home Products $105,600 per employee; Bristol-Myers Squibb $101,904
per employee; Upjohn $133,929 per employee. Obviously, said companies did not pay
those amounts in salaries to each one of their employees and not all of those em-
ployees were even in Puerto Rico. Many employees were even temporary.

Because of I.R.C. Section 936 the people of Puerto Rico suffer the capping or re-
striction of five very important social programs: Supplemental Security Income, Aid
to Families with Dependent Children, Nutrition Assistance, Medicaid, and Medicare
Reimbursement. The federal government cannot uncap or unrestrict these programs
in a time of budgetary constraints, when the federal treasury is already hemorrhag-
ing at the rate of around $3 billion every year because of Section 936. Accordingly,
the aged, the needy, the blind or otherwise disabled, the dependent children and the
nurses, doctors and hospitals of Puerto Rico are sacrificed for the sake of Section
936.

Section 936, moreover, constitutes unfair competition against the States of the
Union and injures the workingmen and workingwomen of each of the 50 States-
your constituents-by subsidizing businesses that run away to Puerto Rico. As long
ago as 1952 Senator Brewster, among other Congressmen, pointed out:

"A basic fallacy in the whole Puerto Rican industrialization program is the
fantastic cost per job. In other words, the program of luring business to
Puerto Rico costs millions of dollars in United States taxpayers' money and
produces relatively few jobs for Puerto Rican workers."

Worse still, Section 936 is a threat to democracy. Section 936 has created power-
ful, vested economic interests, ever vigilant and protective of their exemption privi-
leges, in Puerto Rico-a small island of insufficient social and political resources to
overcome such great concentrations of wealth. Those vested interests cry wolf at any
attempted reform or reduction of 936 and consist of the exempt persons-especially
the so-called Section 936 corporations; the professionals-lawyers, accountants, con-
sultants and executives--that serve the privileged exempt persons; Fomento; finan-
cial intermediaries such as large banks or brokers; and diverse governmental per-
sonnel that seek or expect employment, political contributions or other rewards from
said exempt persons, professionals or banks.

Although the supposed justification for Section 936 is the creation of jobs in Puer-
to Rico, Section 936 has never been tied to such jobs. Section 936 provides the fed-
eral subsidy and the exemption on the basis of profits, irrespective of the creation
of any jobs or the payment of compensation.

Section 936 and its predecessors 931 and 252 have not reduced unemployment in
Puerto Rico. In 1898 unemployment was at 17%, in 1940 at 15% and the latest fig-
ures from the Puerto Rico Planning Board report that unemployment still stands
at around 17%.

Recently, the Puerto Rico .Senate Labor, Veterans Affairs and Human Resources
Committee has held h-arings on the expected changes to Section 936, and much of
the testimony therein, including that of the President of the Puerto Rico Govern-
ment Development Bank, supports that Puerto Rico will not only not suffer from
the proposed reforms but can expect economic progress from the totality of the
President's proposals and programs. In fact, concerning 936 funds in Puerto Rico the
said Puerto Rico Senate Committee has already concluded:

"At December of 1992, 93.5% of the funds were invested for a period of 90
days or less. The deposits at 30 days generated a return of 2.6%, while the
deposits at 5 or 6 years offered a return of 5%. This dramatic data for a
date before President Clinton's proposals arose, reflect that almost the total-
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ity of the 936 funds available at that date were not financing activities of
economic development, but were dedicated to liquid instruments for the fi-
nancing of activities at very short term." (Puerto Rico Senate Committee for
Federal Affairs, Economic Development, Tourism, Commerce, Industrial De-
velopment and Cooperativism, Report of April 5, 1993, at 50.)

The aforegoing is further evidence of the conclusion reached by Nobel Prize winning
economist James Tobin that the 936 corporations, and their antecedent 931 corpora-
tions, do not resemble manufacturing businesses, but are like cash rich, mutual
funds.

To argue that Puerto Rico and the Puerto Ricans will be hurt by the reform of
I.R.C. Sec. 936 into a wage credit is utter nonsense. Such reform for the first time
will actually tie 936 to real jobs and compfnsation for Puerto Ricans. Moreover,
most of the 936 companies under the Presi.ent's proposals will remain untouched
and the huge profits of the capital intensive pharmaceutical corporations certainly
allow room for the proposed federal taxation of their profits. After all, why should
a dollar of profit in Puerto Rico of an American company be taxed any less than
a dollar of profit in any State of the Union? In fact, Professor Glen Jenkins, Director
of the International Tax Program at Harvard Law School has already pointed out
the falsity of the multipliers propagandized in defense of I.R.C. Sec. 936:

"When estimating the opportunity cost per job of section 936, it is mislead-
ing to use employment multipliers. To the degree that such secondary ef-
fects are created by section 936 investments, these effects will also be
present if alternative measures are taken to promote investment. Further-
more, the impact of section 936 industries on the Puerto Rican economy
through their use of intermediate inputs is minimal because most of these
items are imported. The increase in the demand for services in Puerto Rico
as a result of the purchases made by employees of section 936 companies
is also reduced because the companies are so capital intensive.
"The magnitude of the multipliers is also questionable. With an employ-
ment multiplier of about 1.5 as is implied by these studies, for every public
sector job created a further expansion of employment of 1.5 jobs would
occur. Considering only the impact of the public sector and section 936
firms cn the economy, such a multiplier would have resulted in the creation
of more additional jobs than there are people available in the labor force
on the Island. Given the Island's observed high unemployment rates, obvi-
ously, such an employment multiplier is not realistic.

The President's package needs and counts on the $7 billion or $8 billion that the
reform of l.R.C. Section 936 produces for the budget, a budget that will provide good
programs for the United States and Puerto Rico. The Congress can actually advance
the President's package and programs by accelerating the reform of 936 and its sun-
set.

At present 936 does involve the expenditure of about $3 billion in federal funds
each year but is an extremely irrational subsidy.

The time to change and reform is long overdue and is now.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARVEY COUSTAN

INTRODUCTION

Good morning. I am Harvey Coustan, Chairman of the Tax Executive Committee
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. I am privileged to be here
to represent our 310,000 members. The AICPA is the national, professional organi-
zation of CPAs of whom many (if not most) advise clients on tax matters and who
prepare returns ,'or millions of taxpayers.

We are not economists or politicians; our interests are sound tax policy and ad-
ministration. Nonetheless, our members have a substantial interest in, and strongly
support, President Clinton's stated goals of fostering public investment and achiev-
ing deficit reduction. We also urge, however, that tax policy objectives be accom-
plished, where possible, through simpler, more direct law changes. We thank the
committee for the opportunity to offer our suggestions Please note that our com-
ments this morning are based on the Treasury Department February 25, 1993, re-
lease summarizing the Administration's revenue proposals, as supplemented by
Treasury on April 8, 1993.
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SIMPLIFICATION

The AICPA has, for some years now, been urging the need for simplification in
our tax system. Year after year, statistics indicate that approximately one-half of
individual taxpayers feel it necessary to hire a professional preparer to comply with
their tax return obligations. Many of our members are beneficiaries of this fact;
nonetheless, we are strong believers in the need for constant attention to simplicity
as an important tenet of a tax system that aims for voluntary compliance.

We recognize that we live in a time of highly complex financial transactions, and
that considerations of economics and equity are also critical. Thus, we understand
that there will continue to be a need for complex tax provisions. However, Congress
needs to consider carefully whether we are approaching a point of diminishing re-
turns (no pun intended) concerning respect for the tax system and for voluntary
compliance.

We would also suggest that, given the limited resources of the Intei-nal Revenue
Service to audit returns, the government's interests, as well as those of taxpayers,
are served by less complexity. Document matching alone cannot replace this lack
of other audit resources in a tax world as complex as ours. In short, complexity car-
ries a real cost to the tax system through lower levels of compliance by taxpayers
(inadvertent and illegal) combined with the inability of the government (through
lack of resources) to provide adequate monitoring.

Complexity, and lowered respect for the system, also come from "back door" ap-
proaches to tax policy. We believe our government can, and should, be more open
with the American people. For example, rather than imposing a 10 percent surtax
on individual taxable incomes greater than $250,000, why not put a 40 percent (or
39.6 percent) bracket in section 1 of the Code? Instead of making permanent the
personal exemption phaseout and the 3 percent limitation on itemized deductions,
why not recognize that this is a back door marginal tax increase on individuals at
particular levels of income, and translate that into a direct rate increase which
would affect that approximate group?

It is our view that a simpler tax system is one that first defines the tax base more
directly, and then raises revenue through adjustments of the rates---something po-
litical and other considerations seem not to have allowed in the past number of
years. We believe that should change.

Investrrent Tax Credit. In this regard, with respect to the Administration's propos-
als, you need to consider the investment tax credit, both permanent and incremen-
tal. The complexities inherent in the proposal, especially the incremental credit, are
such that a disproportionate amount of IRS resources will bc :equired to ascertain
that compliance levels are cortect-and for what, to a specific taxpayer, may well
be a relatively modest benefit. Thus, our suggestion is that a direct, rather than an
incremental credit, should be employed if possible.

Further, in addition to the major definitional and computational complexities, the
proposal seems to promise more than it is likely to deliver-to most taxpayers. First,
while the nominal rate is 7 percent, the only taxpayers who will receive that rate
on qualified investment are "small" businesses investing in 10-year property
(barges, tugs, fruit trees, limited other items). As a practical matter, the great bulk
of purchased assets will fall in the 5-year or 7-year categories, which produce a
lower ITC.

For the incremental credit, there is a further limitation, to 50 percent of qualified
investment. Thus, the incremental ITC for larger businesses can never exceed 3.5

recent of qualified investment. The incremental credit is then scaled down to re-
ect whether property is less-than-10-year property. Finally, the amount of the cred-

it is taken back into income (at taxpayer's highest bracket) ratably in 1995-7.
Consider the acquisiti.i of a $10,000 asset with a 7-year life:

Nominal credit at 7% ... . .. ..... .. $700

Limitato. 3 5% of iotment ($10,000 50% x 7%) $350
Less 20% fo 7 pWea P...y (70)

Maximum credit ........................ ... $280
Addit,onal tax payable in 1995-7 ($280 x 34%) $95

Discounted fo later payment (.................(85)

Value of FTC .... ... ......... $195
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Thus, a presumed 7 percent credit has worked its way down to an approximate
2 percent credit--and at a cost of tremendous complexity.

We also think it worth noting for this committee that, even on an incremental
basis (and before any scaleback of the credit based upon cost recovery life), the high-
er the level of investment, the lower will be the effective rate of the ITC. In fact,
once incremental investment reaches one-half of qualified investment the effective
rate of the credit begins to decrease from 7 percent trending towarA 3.5 percent.
Note the following examples, all of which assume a "best case" scenario in which
property has a 10-year life-most property has a 5 or 7-year life which will make
the tax results even less beneficial.

A. B. C 0.

I. Qualified investment ............................................ 12,000 20,000 50,000 100,000
2. Faxd base (assumed) ......................................... 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
3. Incremental invt,,tm ent ........................................ 2,000 10,000 40,000 90,000
4. 50% limit on quaiified investment ................... 6,000 10,000 25,000 50,000
5. Credit (7% x lesser of lines 3 or 4) .................... 140 700 1,750 3,500
Credit as percent of qualified investment .................. 12 3.5 3.5 3.5
Credit as percent of incremental investment ............. 7.0 7.0 4.4 3.9

We commented above that the ITC proposal seems to promise more than it is like-
ly to deliver for many taxpayers. The above examples strengthen that conclusion.

We have several other thoughts on the ITC:
" We are pleased that there is at least a partial offset against the alternative

minimum tax for the investment tax credit, since to deny that would merely be
to take back with one hand what Congress has given with the other. We have
not had the tirm e to conclude, through research, that a reduction of tentative
minimum tax by 25 perce,,t (as proposed by the Administration) will give sub-
stantial relief from the AMT for investment in qualified property, but if subse-
quent investigation indicates significant problems in this area, we will supple-
ment these comments.

" The credit is permitted on the amount of qualifying investment in excess of a
determined "fixed base" for either 1989-91 or 1987-91. However, used property
purchases in the base years would increase the amount of fixed base invest-
ment, while used property purchases in 1993 or 1994 would not qualify for the
credit, which seems inconsistent. Using the same type of property to build the
ba, but ,ot be counted for current year acquisitions, simply reduces or elimi-
nat, 3 a taxpayer's credit in two ways. We fail to understand why there is no
parallelism in the treatment of used property.

" In our gen ,ral ITC comments, above, we noted the scaleback of the credit due
to ics inchsiion in income over the recapture period, for larger taxpayers. How-
ever, even for small businesses (perhaps, especially for small businesses), the
complexity of basis adjustments to offset part of the ITC's cost to the govern-
ment is unwarranted and should, if revenue considerations dictate, be replaced
with a lower credit rate in the first place. One wonders why it is necessary to
reinstate the rules requiring that the amount of the credit reduce depreciation
basis for acquired assets, in the case of the small business credit. The result
is the credit given in year one is taken back (in part) over later years, th':a both
reducing its effective benefit and adding further complexity to our tax laws. If
a 7 percent credit is too expensive, why not make it a 6 percent credit but allow
it to be reflected only once on the tax return.

MODIFIED SUBSTANTIAL UNDERSTATEMENT PENALTY

We are concerned with the two proposals which raise the standard for accuracy-
related and preparer penalties, and modify the tax shelter rules for purposes of the
substantial understatement penalty. This area of the law was amended a few years
ago after a well thought out, collegial review of penalties by the Congress, Treasury,
IRS, and professional organizations that took almost three years and concluded only
in 1989.

Taxpayers should have the right to take a position on a tax return without risk
of penalty provided that the position is not clearly wrong and the position is dis-
closed. If the law were black and white, without the uncertainties and gray areas
that presently exist, our view on this might be different. However, given the fact
that the Ia-- is subject to much interpretation, taxpayers should not be precluded
from taking,, positions that they believe have merit. A stated reason for the change,
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in the Treasury release, is that "Taxpayers and preparers should try to comply with
the tax laws in a reasonable manner." Given the nature and state of tax law today,
that is an alarmingly simplistic statement. Query-is it unreasonable for a taxpayer
to take a position where the law is unclear" if the position is fully disclosed; i.e.,
shouldn't the taxpayer have the right to "a day in court" without actually paying
the tax and suing for a refund? Courts actually do decide cases in favor of tax-
payers, and taxpayers should not have to face a choice of giving in to an IRS inter-
pretation or going to court to avoid paying a penalty.

The proposal with respect to the tax shelter rules is to require a taxpayer to dem-
onstrate that the reasonably anticipated tax benefits from the shelter do not signifi-
cantly exceed the reasonably anticipated pre-tax economic profit in the shelter. This
requirement would be in addition to the requirement that the tax shelter item has
"substantial authority" and that the taxpayer believed that the claimed treatment
was "more likely than not" the proper treatment. We are also opposed to this provi-
sion. From an economic perspective, an investor should consider the tax benefits in
determining whether or not an investment makes economic sense and whether the
investor will obtain an adequate return on the investment. However, the fact that
the Internal Revenue Code contains certain tax incentives (provided by Congress)
should not result in a penalty against a taxpayer who utilizes those incentives
where he believes that a position with respect to the shelter is more likely than not
the proper position.

INCREASE IN ESTATE AND TRUST TAX RATES

While we have deliberately stayed away from the debate as to the "right" top
rates for individuals and corporations, the AICPA believes the Administration's pro-
posed higher tax rates on estates and trusts are unfair. The proposals sharply re-

uce the current 15 percent tax bracket from taxable income of $3,750 to $1,500 and
the top of the 28 percent tax )racket from $11,250 currently to $3,500. The next
$2,000 of taxable income would be subject to the 31 percent tax rate and everything
above that would be taxed at the new 36 percent rate. And, incomprehensibly, the
new 39.6 percent surtax on "high income taxpayers would apply to estates and
trusts having taxable income in excess of only $7,500. Individual taxpayers will be
subject to this new surtax generally only when their taxable income exceeds
$250,000.

The high tax rates proposed for estates and trusts would generally fbrce executors
and trustees to distribute income to the beneficiaries, something that may not be
desirable or even permitted under state estate administration law or allowed under
the provisions of the trust instrument.

There will be only slight (if any) additional revenue from this proposal, as execu-
tors and trustees will generally decide to pay out the income to beneficiaries who
will likely be taxed at lower rates (certainly with respect to the surtax). In fact, it
is conceivable, even probable, that these proposed rates would actually decrease rev-
enue since most individual beneficiaries would not be subject to the 36 percent tax
bracket until their taxable income exceeds, for example, $115,000 (single) and
$140,000 (joint return). And, as already noted, most individuals would not be subject
to the 10 percent surtax until their taxable income exceeds $250,000.

The tax law should not set traps for the unwary 50 that an inexperienced execu-
tor or trustee erroneously retains income, with a eavy tax exacted. Existing trusts
that require retention of income in certain circumstances, such as until a child
reaches a certain age, should not be penalized by a change in the law that cannot
be avoided. Ir cases where an executor or trustee has discretion to distribute income
and believes that the estate or trust objectives would be better served by retaining
income, the filuciary should not have to decide between compromising on these ob-
jectives or pa3 ing higher taxes. It is wrong for our tax laws to impose taxes at a
penalizing level where an executor or trustee is charged with a fiduciary responsibil-
ity and may wll be sued for -n income-retaining decision that costs substantially
more tax or for %n income-distributing decision that may not be consistent with the
spirit of the will )r trust instrument.

There is nothir.g sinister or subversive about estates and trusts. An estate is cre-
ated when an individual dies. The executor merely stern ito the shoes of the dece-
dent and collects income and pays expenses until disr .Jn of the assets and liabil-
ities of the !state.. Generally, decedents do not plar e times of their deaths, and
an executor wants to wind up an estate as soon , possible but may not be able
to do so for various reasons. There is no reason for discriminatory tax in this situ-
ation.

Trusts are set up for a variety of purposes, man of which are socially desirable,
such as care of surviving spouses, minors, orphans, incompetents, the elderly, and
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the handicapped. Again, Congress and the Administration should consider the many
worthwhile purposes served by trusts and reconsider levying a harsh income tax
against them.

We urge you to adjust the proposed rates downward to the same level as the indi-
vidual income tax rates, or at least to the current differential between the rates for
individuals and those for estate and trusts. The current rates already weigh heav-
ily in favor of distribution of income, and discourage accumulation sufficiently to
force the executor or trustee to carefully consider their fiduciary responsibilities in
relation to the additional taxes....

REDUCE DEDUCTIBLE PORTION OF BUSINESS MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT TO SO
PERCENT: AND DISALLOW DEDUCTION FOR CLUB DUES

Businesses do not run on a 9 to 5 schedule. While eating is a necessity, and while
business entertaining certainly contains an element of personal consumption (not al-
ways pleasure--how many business people woul* rather be spending an evening at
home with the family rather than participating in a required function?) the arbi-
trary decision that 50 percent is the "correct" amount to attribute to business, rath-
er than the 80 percent decided upon by Congress just seven years ago; or that no
part of club dues arises from anything but pleasure, makes one wonder how these
particular standards for ordinary and necessary business expenses are being devel-
oped. We just don't agee with the stated reasons for implementing these changes.

Actually, Congress has already considered the persona element of meals, enter-
tainment, and club dues, and has put in stiff limitations on their deductibility. Sec-
tion 274 requires a direct relations hip to a taxpayer's business for these types of ex-
penses to be deductible, and then only if certain hurdles are overcome with respect

to percentage of business use, documentation, etc. If the message is that section 274
is too difficult to administer and an arbitrary disillowance rate (50 percent or 100
percent) is easier, we would then ask whether suci an approach is "fair" (a number
of the present proposals, including these, are presented in the name of fairness). Are
these proposals even an approximation of "rough justice," a legislative concept we
generally support? We doubt it. While we have no statistics, we believe that for
every individual enjoying an expense account lunch which otherwise meets the
standards of section 274, there is at least one other individual participating in a
meeting with others in the office, eating a dry sandwich and drinking a soda, while
lunch hour is ignored in favor of continuing to work.

We also question the seemingly broad application of the club dues provision. The
deductibility rules under section 274 already require a more than 50 percent busi-
ness purpose use test. Should a club meet that criteria, only that portion of the dues
that is "directly related to the active conduct of such trade or business" is deduct-
ible. Since the parameters of appropriate business use have been established the
Administration's proposal should not be so overly broad as to deny legitimate busi-
ness deductions. A luncheon club, for example, is likely to be used for bona fide busi-
ness purposes over 90 percent of the time; yet dues would be 100 percent disallowed
under the proposal.

DISALLOW MOVING DEDUCTIONS FOR MEALS AND REAL ESTATE EXPENSES

We do not support a change to the moving expense rules with respect to meals.
"The deduction for moving expenses was introduced into the law in 1964 (PL 88-
272). At that time, the definition of moving expense included meals while traveling
from the former residence to the new residence. Over the past 28 years, several
changes to section 217 have been enacted, including an expansion of the deduction
to include house hunting trips and temporary quarters. From its enactment and
through changes to the law, Congress has consistently recognized that travel from
the old to the new home, house hunting trips, and temporary lodging all require ex-
traordinary costs to the taxpayer in the form of lodging, meals, and transportation.
The administration states that "moving does not generally increase the cost of meals
because the taxpayer would have eaten meals at either location." We believe that
is an oversimplification: there is no comparing the cost of meals while traveling to
the cost of eating at home. Conges has correctly realized, when enacting and ex-
panding the moving expense deduction, that meals are an integral part, as well as
an incremental part, of traveling expense and moving.

TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS CAPITAL GAINS PROPOSAL

As with the investment credit, the targeted nature of the capital gains incentive
seems likely to add new layers of substantial complexity to the law. We have res-
ervations about the definitional language in the Treasury summary, and may articu-
late them as details become available.
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One point we would bring to your attention now is that this proposal applies only
to C corporations. However, currently 40 percent of all filing corporations are S cor-
porations, and S corporations clearly tend to be smaller businesses. We suggest the
Administration's interest in helping small business is not aided by excluding the 40
percent of the corporations most likely to be small in the first place.

EFFECTIVE DATES

A number of proposals have retroactive effective dates that we fear will create an
unnecessary administrative and compliance burden for the IRS, taxpayers and tax
professionals. For example, the extension of the research and experimentation credit
and a number of the ot er so-called expired provisions) applies to expenditures paid

or incurred after JuLne 30, 1992. Implementing this provision retroactively will re-
quire many business that ! ave paid or incurred such expenses after that date to
file amended income tax returns, and the IRS to process numerous refund claims.
This situation, should cause you to ask yourselves whether the costs of compliance
with a retroactive date are an appropriate trade-off for the benefits sought; and
whether there is not a more reasonable alternative, such as requiring the taxpayer
to claim the credit on a 1993 return rather than having to amend 1992.

ALLOCATE R&E EXPENSE TO PLACE OF PERFORMANCE AND TREAT ROYALTIES AS
PASSIVE INCOME FOR PURPOSES OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT LIMITATION

The first part of the proposal would allocate R&E expense to the place of perform-
ance of the associated R&Efor foreign tax credit limitation purposes. Thus, domes-
tic research expense need not be allocated against foreign source income. This provi-
sion makes sense in that it is logical and easier to administer. We generally support
its adoption.

The second aspect of the proposal would treat all foreign source royalty income
as income in the separate foreign tax credit limitation category for passive income,
whether or not royalties are derived in the active conduct of a trade or business,
and whether or not they are received from a related party. No transition rules have
been announced.

The provision treating royalty income as passive will increase the tax burden borne
by U.S. companies and make them less competitive abroad because most foreign
competitors are in countries with an exemption system or a less complicated foreign
tax credit system. This provision would discourage U.S. companies from exploiting
the benefit of licensing technology where it is not commercially feasible to export
goods.

We do not agree with the passive treatment of foreign royalties. We believe such
treatment discourages the transfer of technology abroad. It discriminates against
those who receive royalty income from abroad rather than sales income, and will
make many U.S. companies less competitive abroad because of the inability to fully
utilize foreign tax credits on all foreign income.

REQUIRE CURRENT TAXATION OF CERTAIN EARNINGS OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS

The proposal would require U.S. shareholders owning 10 percent of certain CFCs
to include in income currently their pro rata share of a specified portion of the
CFC's current and accumulated earnings. The proposal would apply to a CFC (in-
cluding a CFC that is a PFIC) holding passive assets representing 25 percent or
more of the value of the CFC's total assets. The portion of current and accumulated
earnings subject to inclusion ("includable earnings") would be the lesser of (a) total
current and accumulated earnings and profits, or (b) the amount by which the value
of the CFC'i passive assets exceeds 25 percent of the value of its total assets. In-
cludable earnings would be adjusted to account for amounts previously taxed. For
this purpose, passive assets would be defined as under the PFIC rules (including
the definition of passive income thereunder.) This would be in addition to any pas-
sive income generated by the passive asset whizh would be taxed currently under
subpart F, or other anti-deferral regimes.

Example: If a CFC had $100 value of assets, $30 of which was passive, its income
inclusion as a result of the proposal-when fully implemented-would be $5 (assum-
ing that at least $5 of current and accumulated earnings and profits were available),
since $30 is $5 more than (25% x $100).

Multinationals from all countries seek to do business where labor and transpor-
tation costs are lowest. By increasing the tax cost of doing business abroad, this pro-
vision makes U.S. multinationals less competitive with respect to foreign counter-
parts. Moreover, the provision discourages passive investment of funds while busi-
ness searches for the best use of those funds. The provision therefore may result
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in hasty investments which will harm U.S. multinational competitiveness. This pro-
posal is another "chip" at the deferral regime. As the deferral benefit gets smaller
and smaller, U.S. competitiveness from operating abroad is reduced.

PROVISIONS NOT YET INCLUDED IN THIE CLINTON TAX PROPOSALS

Individual and Unincorporated Business Estimated Taxes
The AICPA strongly supports S. 739, introduced on April 2 which would, once

again, provide a rational framework to the individual estimated tax system (includ-
ing unincorporated business income reported on a Form 1040). In 1991, the Emer-
gency Unemployment Compensation Act amended tax law to remove the 'Exception
1" safe harbor (no penalty for underestimating tax if current year's estimate at least
equals prior year's tax) for 1040s with current AGI (1) greater than $75,000 and (2)
over $40,000 higher than prior year. This group of taxpayers (which includes a sub-
stantial number of unincorporated businesses-proprietorships, partnerships and S
corporations, reporting through their individual owners) must estimate based on 90
percent of current year tax. While the old Exception 1 rule continues to apply for
the April 15 installment, affected taxpayers must shoot at a moving target for the
June, September and January payments. Further, for business taxpayers (particu-
larly general partners and more-than-10-percent S corporation shareholders), alloca-
ble taxable income of the passthrough entity must also be appropriately estimated.
If one of those entities is on a fiscal year (for example, August 31), the entity would
have only two weeks in which to determine its taxable income for the year and allo-
cate it to its owners, so that they could make appropriate adjustments for their next
(September 15 in the example) estimated tax payment. Even for a calendar year
business, the individual owner must know allocated taxable income within 15 days
after year end, to make a proper January 15 estimated tax payment.

The provision sunsets after 1996 (unless extended). Until then, a lot of relatively
small unincorporated businesses and middle- -:d upper-income individuals are
faced with great complexity and uncertainty in fulfilling estimated tax require-
ments. Many of them will have absolutely no way of knowing (until close to April
15) whether they have complied with their estimated tax obligations, will have to
pay a penalty, or have substantially overestimated their taxes in an effort to avoid
a penalty. Further, this 5-year provision was enacted, not out of any concern for es-
timated tax policy but to pay for a six-month extension in unemployment compensa-
tion benefits.

An attempt to "fix" the 1991 rules failed in 1992. The proposed change became
an outright revenue raiser in last year's H.R. 11 (vetoed by President Bush), which
would have raised the Exception 1 safe harbor to 120 percent for all individuals and
unincorporated business subject to the individual estimated tax rules. The AICPA,
which had been urging a change in the 1991 rule and which acknowledged that
some taxpayers might have to be subject to a more-than-100 percent safe harbor,
withdrew its support from the proposed change once it no longer represented the
solution to a problem.

There is :,ow a proposed solution: S. 739, recently introduced by Senator Dale
Bumpers and co-sponsored by Senator Orrin Hatch of this committee. This bill
would restore certainty to the system by reinstating an estimated tax safe harbor
based on year's tax. The safe harbor, for most, would remain at 100%, but for high-
er-income unincorporated businesses and upper-income individuals it would be 110
percent of prior year tax. If current year AGI exceeds $150,000, and is greater than
last year's AGI by over $40,000, then next year's safe harbor would be 110 percent
of this year's tax.

The above description may well sound more complicated than the reality. Con-
sider these examples, contrasting last year's H.R. 11 approach and the proposal in
S. 739:

S 739
Yosr H.R I I-

Eu .I Eumple2 Eample 3

1993 $35,000 AGI $35,000 AGJ $100,000 AGi $150,000 AGI
1994 .................................... 75.000 AGJ 75.000 AGI 160.000 AGI 185.000 AGI

120% safe harbor 100% safe harbor 100% safe harbor 100% safe harbor
1995 ..................... .............. 100% safe harbor 110% safe harbor 100% safe harbor
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We believe this is a fair solution to a problem that has caused tremendous dif-
ficulty' for many small, unincorporated businesses as well as for numerous upper-
middle income individuals. We hope you will add S. 739 to your committee's bill.
Pension Simplification

We are pleased with the introduction of S. 762, the "Pension Simplification Act"
on April 2, 1993. This legislation is designed not only to increase access to pension
plans by workers, but also to simplify the rules governing the treatment of private
pension plans. We believe the issues of access and simplification are closely related.

The complexity implicit in the rules governing the taxation of private retirement
plans is now at a point where it is: (1) discouraging the establishment of new plans
and encouraging termination of existing plans; (2) diverting money to plan adminis-
teation and away from benefits; and (3) resulting in intentional and unintentional
noncompliance with the law.

We believe that it is possible to substantially reduce the complexity of current law
while still achieving virtually all of the policy objectives of current law. We propose
that the appropriate test in analyzing a pension proposal from a simplification point
of view is whether the incremental contribution to equity made by a rule outweighs
the incremental contribution to complexity of the law.
Tax Simplification

We are pleased with continuing Congressional efforts on behalf of tax simplifica-
tion as exemplified by the introduction of H.R. 13 earlier this year. We hope that
pp.kage of general simplification measures, as well as the important intangible im-
prvements, will be considered by the Senate and included in this year's major tax
legislation.

Once again, we appreciate the opportunity to present our views here today and
we stand ready to assist you in any way.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OF THE TAX DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

CERTIFIED PIJBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

DENY DEDUCTION FOR EXECUTIVE PAY OVER ONE MILLION DOLLARS

The Administration proposes to deny a deduction for certain executive compensa-
tion exceeding $1 million a year, except where compensation pay -tents are linked
to "productivity." We do not support this proposal for the following , Casons.

Tax policy calls for businesses to be taxed on their net income as opposed to gross
income. On this basis, corporations are allowed to deduct their ordinary and nec-
essary business expenses. To establish an arbitrary limitation on such deductions
is contrary to this policy. The amount of compensation paid to an executive is more
appropriately a corporate governance issue to be addressed by shareholders and
boards of directors at their discretion rather than through government mandated
performance-based tee os.

Under se.-tion 162(aX1) and the associated regulations, deductions are allowed for
reasonable salaries and other compensation paid for personal services actually ren-
dered. The present proposal is also inconsistent with the ability of corporations and
executives to negotiate an arm's-length reasonable compensation package to be de-
ducted under existing laws because compensation in excess of one million dollars
will be, b'i statute, nondeductible (unless the compensation is otherwise excludable
from the provision). Further, the suggested approach strikes us as a first step down
a slippery slope in an area that should be driven by the marketplace rather than
the government.

Additionally, if this proposal becomes law, who will really pay for the change? In
very few instances will it be the executive. "Sign-up" bonuses and the amount of
compensation required to attract the level of qualified managers needed to deal with
decision-making in a highly complex and competitive multi-national world will, ab-
solutely, be dictated by market forces and not the tax law. Consequently, and most
properly in our view, there will continue to be compensation packages negotiated
which exceed $1 million a year, and where whatever productivity standards are e
islated will not be met (thus making part of the compensation nondeductible). In
those situations, the additional tax burden on the corporation will be reflected in
lower earnings available to the shareholders, a lower valuation of net corporate as-
sets, or higher prices to customers.

Finally, we believe administrability of this provision is likely to prove difficult, be-
cause of the inevitable subjectivity and ambiguity of many of the concepts contained
in the proposal. In our view, the likelihood appears strong for both continuous dif-
ficult negotiations with examining IRS agents and for increased litigation. There-
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fore, the $360 million in increased revenues from new Code section 162(m) projected
over the next five years may pale into insignificance compared to governmental
costs of IRS, Treasury, and the judiciary in regulating, examining, and trying cases
in the area; not to mention private sector costs in complying with the new rxes and
planning to minimize their impact.

WAGE CAP FOR HEALTH INSURANCE TAX

Assuming that Medicare is intended to continue as a social insurance system, we
oppose the elimination of the cap on the taxable portion of wages for the purpose
of the HI payroll tax. Such restructuring of the tax is inconsistent with proper de-
sign of a social insurance financing mechanism.

Social insurance systems have obtained popular support because, by design, there
is a relationship between contributions and benefits. For the OASDI portion of the
social security system, the benefits explicitly depend on past wages. Individuals with
higher lifetime wages receive higher benefits than those with lower wages, so it is
appropriate that taxes are higher for the former group.

For the Medicare program, payroll tax financing is appropriate only because the
program replaces benefits typically obtained through employment. The insurance
value of the benefits does not depend on past wages, however-it is constant for all
beneficiaries. Thus, it is a departure from a social insurance philosophy for contribu-
tions to vary subst..tiall by lifetime wage level. However the cap on taxable wages
serves to prevent gross disparities between the amount contributed and the amount
of benefits which may be received under the program.

To remove the cap on HI taxable wages would make it clear that Medicare is not
a social insurance program. Individuals with high earned incomes would have HI
payroll tax liabilities amounting to many multiples of the insurance value of the
benefits they could receive. Since these increased taxes produce no additional insur-
ance benefits to the payers, Medicare will have been converted into a subsidy pro-
gram-a significant turn away from its original purpose.

Finally, since this proposal is put forth as one to "Improve the Fairness of the
Tax System," we would ask you to review the fairness of singling out wage earners
and self-employed individuals for this increase, vis-a-vis those receive their incomes
from investments rather than labor.

INCREASE RECOVERY PERIOD FOR DEPRECIATION OF NONRESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY

The provision would extend the recovery period for nonresidential real property
to thirty-seven years because, according to the Treasury Department summary of
the Administration's revenue proposals, current depreciation allowances "exceed the
actual decline" in property value. We do not agree that this is an appropriate stand-
ard to be applied. Since adoption of the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS)
in 1981 and continuing through today with the modified ACRS system, there has
been relatively little attempt to equate tax depreciation lives with anything but an
approximation of economic life, or with actual decline ini value of the asset. It is un-
clear to us why it becomes necessary to start moving back toward an "actual decline
in value" concept, and apply the change to only one class of assets.

If, however, Congress believes it im portant to lengthen the life of business realty,
we believe you should consider the following. As the building life for tax deprecia-
tion approaches its economic life, tenants and landlords paying for leasehold im-
provements may become more disadvantaged. Tenants with short-term leases must
depreciate improvements for which they pay over the statutory life (which would
now be 37 years), even though a lease may be for only 10 or 15 years.

As to landlords, improvements are usually specialized to the particular tenant's
needs and do not usually have much, if any, economic value at the conclusion of
the lease period. As a result of this, landlords who are already disadvantaged by
the present 31.5 year recovery period would be put at an even greater disadvantage
as a result of the requirement to use a 37-year life for leasehold improvements.

For example, assume a landlord agrees to invest $370,000 for tenant improve-
ments in order to entice a tenant to sign a ten-year lease. A' the end of the lease
term, the landlord would have depreciated 10/37 of the cost but is not entitled to
write off the remaining $270,000 of cost even though it has little or no economic
value. Such cost is capitalized as a part of the building cost and cannot be written
off even if the associated assets are abandoned. If at that time the landlord must
make the same arrangement in order to secure a new tenant ($370 030 of additional
tenant improvements) he now has an undepreciated balance of f640,000 (the re-
maining $270,000 plus the new $370,000) for tenant improvements that are worth
$370,000.
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If the cost recovery period for business real estate is extended to 37 years, we be-
lieve Congress should legislate a separate, shorter, depreciation class for leasehold
improvements and for other known shorter-life assets, which presently are keyed to
the recovery period of the overall building.

ENHANCE EARNINGS STRIPPING AND OTHER ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULES

The proposal would treat any loan from an unrelated lender that is guaranteed
by a related party as related party debt for purposes of the earnirns stripping rules.
Except as provided in regulations, a guarantee would be defined to include any ar-
rangement under which a person directly or inJirectly assures (on an unconditional
or contingent basis) the payment of another's )bligation. For purposes of determin-
ing whether the-interest paid on the guaranteed debt is exempt from U.S. tax, the
fact that the lender is subject to net basis U.S. taxation (as opposed to U.S. with-
holding tax) on its interest income would not. be taken i, o account. This proposal
would apply to any interest paid or accrued in taxable years commencing after De-
cember 31, 1993.

Guarantees by a parent corporation of its subsidiaries' debt are commonly re-
quired by lenders and often have no connection with eroding the U.S. tax base. By
presuming guaranteos are abusive, the provision will discourage foreign investment
in the U.S. and could result in a loss of U.S. jobs. Also, by considering all guaran-
tees abusive, the proposal does not distinguish between the acceptable commercial
uses of guarantees and abusive situations. Moreover, this provision may result in
retaliation against U.S. companies operating abroad through foreign subsidiaries.

In addition, we are concerned with the summary of the proposal which states,
the fact that the unrelated lender is subject to net basis United States tax-

ation on its interest income would not be taken into account." This statement is so
overly broad as to encompass domestic lenders (with no foreign activity) subject only
to U.S. taxation.

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

The Administration initiative in the February 25 Treasury Department release is
entitled: "Expansion and Simplification of Earned Income Tax Credit." However, the
description of the proposal (similarly, detailed in the May 4, 1993 Joint Committee
report) seems to focus on "expansion' of the credit.

We trust a substantial effort will be made in this proposal to simplify the credit
as well. The credit is most important to low-income taxpayers, who often ignore or
miscalculate it due to difficulty in understanding and applying it.

We would be pleased to assist any efforts to give this very difficult area a badly
needed overhaul.

TAX COMPLEXITY INDEX

In our oral testimony on April 30, we referred to our new Tax Complexity Index
and promised to include a copy with these comments. The Index and the press re-
lease describing it are attached as an appendix.

OTHER PROPOSALS CONGRESS MAY WISH TO INCLUDE IN THIS YEAR'S TAX PACKAGE

50 Percent Excise Tax on Pension Plan Reversions
IRC section 4980 imposes a 50 percent excise tax on reversions upon termination

of defined benefit pe sion plans. tf a replacement plan is established using 25 per-
cent of the reversion or if benefits to employees are increased, the excise tax is 20
percent instead of 5J percent.

This 50 percent excise tax produces a harsh, unintended result in the case of a
small business owner who terminates a defined benefit plan at the same time the
business is terminated, for example, when the business owner retires, dies or be-
comes disabled. When the 50 percent excise tax is added to tibe regular federal and
state income tax the total tax associated with the reversion can exceed 90 percent.

This problem for small business owners could be solved by amending section 4980
to state that the 20 percent, rather than the 50 percent, excise tax will apply where
the plan termination takes place as a result of (or within 60 days prior to) the ces-
sation of the employer's business. This exception could be limited to employers with
less than a specified number of employees or some other definition of small busi-
ness.

Estimated Tax Rules for Corporations Which are Not Large Corporations
Under present law, corporations that have any prior year tax liability, regardless

of the amount, either regular or alternative minimum, may utilize this lia ility as
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a "safe harbor" for current year estimated ' ax payments. However, a corporation
with a net operating loss must base its estimated tax payments on its current year
taxable income. This requirement can create vn unnecessary burden for many small
businesses.

The AICPA endorses a change in the rules to allow a corporation that is not a
"large corporation" to use the prior year safe harbor when the previous year's tax
returns showed a zero tLax liability and that taxable year was a taxable year of 12
months.
Subchapter S Improvement

Subchapter S is available only for certain corporations that can meet sharply de-
fined requirements such as a maximum number of shareholders, a single class of
stock and certain types of shareholders. These strictures make Subchapter S more
complicated to use, foreclose certain types of financing vehicles, necessitate unneces-
sarily complex corporate structures to manage liability concerns, and create a num-
ber of "traps" into which business owners can unwittingly fall with serious results.
These problems reduce the utility of Subchapter S. for small businesses.

The AICPA, together with the American Bar Aisociation and the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, has developed a proposal consisting of 26 separate changes to Sub-
chapter S. The proposals are designed to:

* Make small businesses in the form of S corporations more attractive investment
vehicles for venture capitalists.

* Enable owners of S corporations to more easily plan for the succession of their
businesses to younger generations of employees.

" Permit S corporations to separately incorporate different portions of their buf,i-
nesses to control liability exposure.

" Simplify Subchapter S to remove traps that cause small business owners to shy
away from using the S corporation business form or cause unproductive tax
planning to avoid jeopardizing the S election.

" Place S corporations on a par with other forms of doing business and S cor-
porate owners on a par with small business owners using other business forms.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF J.D. FOSTER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is J.D.
Foster and I am Chief Economist and Director of the Tax Foundation.
It is an honor for me to appear before the Committee today on
behalf of the Tax Foundation to discuss President Clinton's
proposals, particularly those to raise the personal and corporate
income tax rates.

The Tax Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan research and
public education organization that has been monitoring fiscal
policy at all levels of government since 1937. We have
approximately 600 contributors, consisting of large and small
corporate and non-corporate businesses, charitable foundations, and
individuals. Our business membership covers every region of the
country and every industry category. The Tax Foundation does not
lobby for specific tax legislation. Ou.r appearance today before
the Committee is intended solely to promote sound fiscal policy.

I would guess there is probably no Mtimber in the Senate, with
the possible exception of the President Pro Team, who has a better
appreciation of the lessons of history than the Chairman of this
Committee. I think that is important, b',cause the proposals to
raise the income tax rates are not a sudden. revelation. It is very
easy to be caught up in the moment in this town -- to believe that
each political battle is the first, or the biggest, or even the
last of its kind.

This is not the first, and it won't be the last time we
seriously consider changing income tax rates. To assess these
proposals reasonably demands that they be placed in historical
context. And in this case, the history is very recent, and much
of it took place in this very room.

It is easy to debate the rights and wrongs in tax policy over
the last fifteen years or so. But the one change about which, 1
think, there can be no debate is the tremendous progress that was
made in reducing income tax rates on individuals and corporations.
Beginning in 1981, whatever its other faults, we made great
progress in the Economic Recovery and Tax Act (ERTA) in cutting
rates; progress that was continued dramatically in 1986.

I would guess the speeches made in the Senate Finance
Committee alone during this period could number in the hundreds,
possibly the thousands. And each of the ideas and sentiments
expressed in each of these speeches was echoed many times over on
the Senate floor.

Nor was 'his an exercise isolated in the United States.
Nations arc.*z the-world, particularly our major competitors,
followed the Lead of the U.S. and reduced their tax rates, some
more, some less, but virtually all in the same direction. There
was even talk, if you may recall, of the U.S. reaping an unfair
advantage because it was cutting its income tax rates. And there
was talk of a new kind of trade war, in which rate cuts in one
country forced rate cuts in other countries which forced rate cuts
in still others.

Unlike most trade wars, however, which are primarily defensive
in nature, protecting industries at home because they cannot
compete for one reason or another, the trade war in competitive tax
rate cuts was esser ally offensive in nature -- if the U.S. cut
its rates, its indu. cries would become too competitive and they
would flood foreign markets with their products.

While talk of tax-based trade wars was certainly overstated,
it was.exactly correct in princi;le.
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The basic laws of economics governing how individuals
respond to incentives have not been repealed. The reasons for
keeping tax rates as low as practicable have not changed in seven
years. I submit that what has changed is the focus of our
attention.

Higher tax rates discourage all sorts of economic activities.
They create a disincentive to work, for example. At first blush,
it may seem hard to believe that higher tax rates, particularly on
individuals with higher incomes, could affect their behavior. To
such doubters I would point to the luxury tax on boats which
apparently has done so much damage to the recreational boat
industry. And I would point to the arguments for raising energy
taxes on the basis that it would discourage energy consumption.

There is nothing so unique about boats and oil that tax
disincentives work their magic -on these goods and yet are
ineffectual with respect to personal service income. The fact is,
upper-income individuals are the most able to respond to changes in
tax disincentives. These individuals face the most freedom of all
of us in choosing to work an afternoon or to play golf.

It may be crass and perhaps not very humanistic, but the fact
is an individual's economic contribution to society is, to a first
approximation at least, fairly well measured by his income. With
a struggling economy producing slow improvements in productivity,
we have before us a proposal to increase income tax rates, to
increase the disincentive to work facing the most productive
individuals in the country.

I suspect the Members of this Committee have read or heard
about the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) study done by
Martin Feldstain and Daniel Feenberg where they found after running
the President's income tax rate and Medicare tax increases through
the NBER's TAXSIM model that personal tax receipts would rise by
only about a fourth of the amounts predicted by the Treasury. The
difference in the estimates is due solely, as I understand them, to
the fact that the NBER model takes changes in individual behavior
into account in a much more comprehensive fashion. The
disincentive effect I described above is much of what the TAXSIM
model is taking into account.

Let me talk about another disincentive that would increase if
we increase tax rates, and that is the disincentive to save and
invest. No one who has spent any time with the Senate Finance
Committee can be unaware of well-placed concerns over our national
saving rate. While economists may dicker about the proper measure,
few question that our rate of saving is low and that raising that
rate is vital to our prosperity.

The decision to save or consume income is one of opportunity
costs. What will I receive tomorrow if I forego consumption today?
As my after-tax returns on saving decline, I have less reason to
forego consumption. A great many taxpayers, particularly low and
middle income taxpayers, have only limited ability to save; their
basic costs of daily living absorb most of their income. What
group has the most discretion? Upper-income taxpayers. By raising
tax rates on upper-income taxpayers, we would be discouraging those
individuals who are most capable of making discretionary saving
decisions, and who, in fact, do most of the saving at the
individual level. Make ro mistake -- private saving will decline
if tax rates rise.

No one questions the need to raise our level of investment.
More investment, properly mm~d, means more jobs, more growth,
higher incomes, higher productivity, etc. The only question is how
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to go about raising investment levels. Higher income tax rates
will substantially reduce investment in the United States unless
offset by appropriate and substantial investment incentives.

Tax rates are not the only factor determining how and to what
extent a tax system distorts the way resources are allocated in an
economy. It is entirely possible to adjust the tax base to offset
or magnify the effects of any proposed change in tax rates. This
is a lesson we seem to have missed to some extent during debate on
the 1986 Tax Reform Act, for example. While statutory tax rates
came tumbling down, it is now widely accepted that effective tax
rates on investment rose because of the extensive base-broadening.

I understand the need for a fair tax system. But fairness
must be balanced with the need to promote economic growth, jobs,
and higher productivity.

It has been a great pleasure for me to have this opportunity
this morning. So, as you consider the balance between fairness and
economic growth, let me repeat a little bit of country wisdom I
learned when I was sitting in one of the chairs behind you: You
have to grow an apple before you can cut it up.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to request that the
balance of my testimony be placed in the record.

We really have one central economic problem in this country
today -- one problem that either captures the effects of other
problems, or is itself the cause of the Lher problems: Low
productivity growth.

Whether your main concern is wage growth, job growth,
international competitiveness, or the futures we leave to our
children, it all boils down to J:creasing productivity.

Productivity, measured as output per hour of all persons in
the nonfarm business sector, grew at about 2.4% between 1959 and
1969, slowed to 1.3% from 1969 to 1979, and slowed further to 0.8%
between 1979 and 1939. This general pattern has been repeated in
most of the major industrialized nations.

Some of the slow productivity growth is demographic in nature.
As the baby boomers entered the work-force it shifted the balance
of skills to relatively less-skilled workers. The same occurred as
the percentage of women entering the labor force increased. New
entrants typically have fewer skills, and lower productivity, than
more exper 4,?nced workers. Eventually this surge of- less-skilled
workers will produce a surge of highly-skilled, experienced workers
and improvements in living standards should accelerate.

There are a host of other reasons for the slower productivity
growth, howevnr, which do not a:,pear to be self-correcting,
including

o the shift to more service-oriented industries,

o the high costs of government regulation,

o the increase in the size crf government at all levels,
draining resources from the private sector,

o the low national savings rate,

o the enormous time our businessmen and women spend
defending themselves from frivolous lawsuits,
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o and the time they spend trying to understand how the

latest changes or interpretations of the tax code are
going to affect their next investment.

We know that we need to raise our standard of living more
rapidly in the next 20 years than in the past twenty years. The
question we must ask ourselves at this juncture is: Does a deficit
reduction program relying on very large tax increases, defense
spending cuts, and a reshuffling of domestic spending programs
offer any hope of addressing our productivity problems?

Sadly, it does not.

Tax policy is just one of many influences on our economy.
Even a perfect tax policy on economic efficiency grounds will not
guarantee prosperity if we make enough other mistakes, any more
than an all-star short-stop can take a team to the World Series if
the team has no pitching.

Nevertheless, tax policy can contribute to higher productivity
growth in many ways, most of which can be summed up by simply
getting out of the way. Tax policy can best contribute to higher
productivity by getting the tax disincentives out of saving,
investing, business formation, and risk taking.

Take saving, for example. Tax-based deficit reduction may
increase total national saving by reducing government dissaving,
but only if the taxes raised do not reduce private saving by more
than the amount of deficit reduction.

While there is much we do not know about how the President's
tax proposals will affect the economy, there are a few things we do
know. First, we knzw the tax increases will slow the economy. The
only offsetting effect, a possible slight reduction in interest
rates, will almost certainly be swamped by the tax increases'
disincentive effects. A slower economy means reducing the savings
base, as well as the tax base.

We also know that most of the private saving in the U.S. is
done by upper-income individuals and corporations. If you want to
increase the rate of saving, you must either let those who are
likely to save keep more of their money, or you must reduce the
disincentive to save facing the rnst of us.

Sadly, the C inton program has passed-up the opportunity to
encourage low- and middle-income Americans to increase their
saving. There is not one provision in the President's plan to help
these families increase their saving.

By raising tax rates on the rich and corporations, the
President's plan has specifically targeted for higher taxes those
people most likely to save. The Clinton program is likely to
reduce both the rate of saving per dollar of income and the rate of
economic expansion, thereby assuring a reduction in private saving
which may exceed the amount of actual deficit reduction.

President Clinton's budget program, like its most immediate
predecessor, the 1990 Budget Deal, will further slow productivity
growth, not enhance it. It will slow saving, investment, busittess
formation, and job growth.

While the process by which the budget is enacted may be much
smoother in 1993, the fact is there are a great many similarities
between President Clinton's program and the 1990 Budget Deal. Both
featured enormous new taxes. Both reduced defense spending below
baseline projections. The 1990 Budget Deal allowed total non-
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defense spending to increase by nearly 29% in its first three
years. President Clinton's program is better in this regard, it
holds the rate of non-defense spending increases in the first three
years to only 14%. Of course, this figure for the Clinton plan
assumes all projected spending cuts are made and no new spending
programs are enacted.

Perhaps the most disheartening similarity between President
Clinton's program and the 1990 Budget Deal is that each will have
a successor of like design and size. Mr. Chairman, just as sure as
Winter follows Fall, two, maybe three years from now this committee
will be holding this :.same hearing again, the words spoken today
still echoing. As Yogi Berra said: It's deja vu all over again.

This is, in fact, the 7th such effort at tax-based deficit
reduction since 1982. I have always believed in the expression: If
at first you don't succeed, try, try again. But there comes a
point where even the most committed, most tireless advocate must
ask himself, what am I doing wrong?

President Clinton ran on the basic idea that it was time for
a change. He titled his February booklet "A Vision for Change For
America". In this case, at least, I wish he meant it. Because
history shows clearly that the program before us does not represent
change. It represents business-as-usual. And, as usual, it fails
to address our basic economic problems -- saving, investment,
higher productivity, better international competitiveness --
putting off for tomorrow what we should have done yesterday.

Deficit reduction is important for many reasons. As a matter
of tax policy, the deficit has greatly hindered efforts to reform
our tax system to prepare for the competition of the 1990s and the
next century. Every attempt at reform either dies on the vine or
is turned into an opportunity for raising taxes further. Chairman
Rostenkowski has worked hard to make a number of reforms that would
simplify the tax code. Each time, the deficit makes the climb that
much steeper.

As a matter of fiscal policy, the deficit diminishes our
prospects for long-term prosperity. In economic terms, the deficit
is a bad. And, as Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan recently told
this Committee: Taxes are not a good in themselves. They are a
bad.

Family Tax Burden

President Clinton has proposed tax increases that will
significantly boost the tax burden of working, middle-incoma
families. Even without taking into account this potential
increased tax burden, Federal, state, and local taxes already
represent the largest item in the typical American family's budget.
In 1992, the average American family spent 39.7 percent of its
budget on taxes -- more than on food, clothing, and housing
combined. After discharging its tax burden and purchasing the
necessities of life, the typical family had only 29 cents left out
of each dollar to pay for such iteius as health care,
transportation, and insurance, and to save for the future.

Notwithstanding significant Federal individual income tax
reductions in 1981 and 1986, income tax relief for the typical
family has been overwhelmed by the rising toll of Social Security
taxes, Federal excise taxes, and state and local taxes. The bulk
of the family's tax savings from income tax reductions in the 1980s
were offset by the rapid growth in Social Security taxes. Since
1980, the Social Security tax has increased six times -- from 12.2
percent to :5.3 percent. Because of these tax increases, coupled
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with annual increases in the Social Security wage base, the Social
security tax took $8,260 out of a typical family's income in 1992,
half directly and half through the employer's share of the FICA
tax.

Business taxes and numerous excise taxes on such items as
gasoline, liquor, tobacco, and telephone use also take a
significant portion of the family's earnings. Business taxes
result in lower wages and salaries for wor:..;rs, higher prices for
the products and services they consume, or reduced returns on the
family's savings and investments. The median-income family paid an
estimated $1,702 in total indirect Federal taxes in 1992 -- or 3.15
percent of its income.

The growth in taxes levied by state and local governments has
also accounted for part of the decline in the family's after-tax
income. Since 1990, states have added an additional $42 billion in
new taxes. Total state and local taxes, which claimed 8.9 percent
of the family's total income in 1982, take 9.8 percent (or $5,282)
of the typical family's earnings today.

Tax Fairness

President Clinton's economic plan contains a number of
proposals intended to assure that higher-income individuals bear a
heavier tax burden. The rationale for these proposals is that
higher-income taxpayers do not currently pay their fair share of
income taxes.

Several facts should be considered before concluding that the
Federal income tax burden in the United States is not distributed
fairly. For example, based on 1990 tax return data from the IRS,
the top ten percent of income earners paid 53.9 percent of all
Federal individual income taxes. In 1980, this group bore 48.6
percent of total individual income tax liability. The share of the
tax burden borne by the top five percent of income earners grew by
17 percent over the past decade, from 36.4 percent in 1980 to 42.9
percent in 1990.

At the lover end of the spectrum, the bottom 50 percent of
income earners saw their share of income taxes decline from 7.4
percent in 1980 to 6.2 percent in 1990. The average tax rate in
1990 ranged from 4.5 percent for the bottom 25 percent of income
earners to 21.1 percent for the highest five percent of income
earners.

What the numbers, above demonstrate is that, notwithstanding
arguments that the benefits of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 and the Tax Reform Act of 1986 went mostly to the wealthy, tax
policies during the 1980s maintained the progressivity of the
Federal income tax system, as higher-income individuals continued
to pay an increasing share of taxes. Broadening the tax base,
reducing tax rates, and encouraging upper-income taxpayers to leave
their tax shelters raised their share of the total Federal tax
burden.-- just as predicted.

The personal income tax is, of course, not the only source of
revenue to the Federal government. The Federal government also
levies various excises which are generally regressive forms of tax.
However, the importance of excise taxes as a group has declined
steadily from 8.1% of Federal receipts in 1970, to 4.7% in 1980, to
4.2% in 1992. The Federal government also imposes a highly
progressive gift and estate tax and a corporate income tax that is
probably a progressive tax. No changes in either of these taxes
have been enacted recently to change their contribution to the
progressivity of the overall Federal tax system.
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The final remaining significant source of revenue is the

payroll tax. The payroll tax, however, is part of an inter-
generational tax and transfer system -- in effect, a combination of
a tax and a negative tax system. Thus, even though the tax is
regressive, the overall program is highly progressive because the
progressivity of the transfer, or negative tax, portion of the
program is greater than ths regressivity of the payroll tax.

Consequently, the overall Federal tax system is highly
progressive, due largely to the progressivity of the individual
income tax, and has become eQre progressive in recent years.

International Competitiveness

One of the principal tenets of the Tax Foundation is that the
U.S. tax system should provide an environment in which U.S.
businesses can compete successfully with businesses of other
industrialized nations. The Tax Code should nit impede the free
flow of goods, services, and capital. Clearly, the United States
has through its tax policy frequently placed its own multinational
corporations at a disadvantage by imposing more severe restraints
and heavier tax burdens on foreign-source income than have several
of its trading partners. Moreover, the frequent changes in, and
complexity of, the tax law can be a disadvantage to our
multinationals because of the high cost of tax compliance and added
uncertainty.

The BTU Tax and Corporate Rate Increase

Both the proposed corporate income tax rate increase and the
BTU tax as it applies to businesses are direct assaults on our
international competitiveness.

It is often claimed by advocates of these taxes that
businesses will simply pass them along to their customers in the
form of higher prices. These claims are dubious, at best. Whether
the business is domestic or foreign, competition in the global
marketplace is fierce and getting more so. The economies of our
major international competitors are struggling and their companies
are working hard to expand market share and profit margins,
particularly on export sales.

If a U.S. company were to try to raise its prices to pass
along a BTU tax, for example, it would very quickly lose market
share to foreign companies happy to receive the windfall. Raising
prices in this environment is simply not an option for most
companies.

Nor can or will most businesses reduce their payments to the
owners. A funny thing about business owners, if they have an
alternative to reducing their own income they will usually take it.
Business owners, in fact, often have two alternatives. They can
reduce capital investment and they can reduce employment and wage
growth. Neither of these results advance the goal of improving our
international competitiveness.

International Provisions

Over the past several years, while expressing support for the
integrity of legal foreign corporate entities, the U.S. has driven
the tax code further and further into the foreign operations of its
multinational businesses. This ongoing effort to bring more
revenues into the net of current taxation and to restrict the
usefulness of the foreign tax credit represents an incremental
abandonment of the fundamental principle of international taxation:
avoiding double taxation.
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Uncertainty is the nemesis of investment. Investors, whether
private or corporate, whether investing at home or abroad, take
great pains to eliminate all unnecessary risks from their
investments and to gauge the remaining risks accurately to ensure

that the projected return is commensurate with the degree of the
project's risk.

& significant disadvantage for U.S. multinational companies
has been the instability of the U.S. international taxation system.
Every yoar or two for the past twenty years, the system has been
changed in some way or changes have been threatened.

This continuous change in the tax code confounds tax
professionals trying to guide business planners through the tax
code both because the existing tax code and regulations are poorly
understood, and because future changes, presently unpredictable,
can dramatically change the financial condition of a proposed
investment.

Thus, not only are U.S. multinationals effectively subjected
to heavier tax burdens on foreign income than many of their
competitors, but their ability to do long-term business planning
also has been hampered severely, thereby raising the uncertainty
surrounding their investments.

In the end, many investments simply are not made, even though
they would otherwise yield a satisfactory return, because they
cannot produce enough income to cover all their costs plus the
premium that must be charged to tax uncertainty.

There are several proposals in President Clinton's economic
plan that would affect our system of international taxation. These
proposals would affect the working capital exception for foreign
cil and gas shipping income, transfer pricing, research and
experimentation expenditures, royalty income, earnings stripping,
and deferral of income.

The repeal of deferral of tax for so-called excessive
accumulated foreign earnings could have a significant impact upon
the international activities of U.S. multinational firms. Many

companies utilize a foreign holding company as the base for their
international operations. Under present law, active income earned
abroad through a subsidiary generally is not taxed until it is
repatriated.

President Clinton's proposal would tax a company on so-called
excessive accumulations of capital regardless of dividend payments.
The definition of excessive accumulated foreign earnings would be
based on a percentage of assets calculation. If more than 25
percent of a controlled foreign corporation's total assets were
passive, then the amount of excessive accumulated foreign earnings
would be the lesser of the amount of current year and accumulated
earnings or the passive assets over the threshold of 25 percent of
total assets.

For example, if a company had $100 of assets, $45 of which
represented passive assets, and$15 of accumulated earnings, the
excessive accumulated earnings that would be subject to current

taxation would be $15. This proposal would add an additional layer
of complexity to an already extremely complex area of the tax law

and reduce the ability of U.S. multinationals to compete abroad.
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Under present law, royalty income can be placed into the
active income basket if the royalties relate to an active trade or
business. Another proposal in the Clinton program that would be
disadvantageous to U.S. multinationals would place all royalty
income in the passive income basket for purposes of the foreign tax
credit computation. This proposal could significantly affect U.S.
companies that are required to establish royalty agreements with
their controlled foreign corporations, under Code Section 367, for
the transfer of intangible assets. While these assets normally are
used to generate acti earnings, the royalty income would be
classified as passive. The increased taxation of earnings from
licensing would adversely affect the competitiveness of U.S.
multinationals. It could also result in increased imports of
technology and, thus, exports of associated jobs.

The enactment of these proposals most likely would result in
the increase of the overall effective tax rate for U.S.
multinationals at a time when most U.S. companies are already
struggling to compete globally. Accordingly, any additional
revenue generated for the Federal government through these
provisions could well be offset by a loss of global revenues for
U.S. companies.

In contrast to the proposals discussed above, President
Clinton's proposal to allocate 100 percent of research and
experimentation expenses to the place of performance of the
research and experimentation would simplify current law
significantly and would reduce the compliance costs associated with
this constantly changing area of the law. As the Treasury
Department points out, enactment of this proposal also likely would
encourage firms to conduct research and experimentation in the
United States.

One of the most pro-competitive actions the Congress could
take would be to preserve the corporate income tax rates enacted by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Since 1986, most of our trading
partners have followed the lead -of the United States and have
reduced their own corporate tax rates. To raise U.S. rates now
would increase the tax burden of U.S. exports and the tax advantage
of imports.

conclusion

The new Administration is to be complimented for quickly
producing a plan to reduce the Federal budget deficit. The economy
is growing albeit slowly, inflation is low, and the ongoing
adjustments to the reductions in defense spending and the deep
recessions in the economies of many of our major trading partners
seem to be the only significant disruptions to the normal flow of
economic activity. Therefore, any disruption to the economy from
reducing the deficit, per se, is not likely to disrupt the economy
sufficiently to cause a recession.

Whether deficit reduction ultimately serves to improve long-
run economic performance or not depends entirely on how we proceed.
Yet another major tax increase, with numerous specific tax
proposals that will directly inhibit the forces that could
otherwise lead to higher productivity growth and improved
international competitiveness, will not advance the cause of
prosperity in the United States.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Thank your Mr. Chairman: I would like to begin my remarks by stating that I
do not believe fast track Frocedures rob Congress of the power to "regulate com-
merce with foreign nations as mandated by Article I in the constitution.

I have heard comments in this body and had an opponent of mine in the last elec-
tion who has indicated that fast track authority relin quished to much of the
Congress's authority to the executive branch. The fact of the matter is, Mr. Chair-
man, Congress's role is safeguarded by provisions embodied in the 1988 Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act.

Among them are the following:
1. Congress spells out in the act specific objectives that the President must fulfill

when he negotiates trade areements.
2. The President must obtain special permission from Congress to negotiate any

non-GAIT agreement, such as the planned U.S./Mexico FTA, even if Congress has
already given the President general fast track authority.

3. The President must consult constantly with Congress during trade negotiations,
or the House and Senate can rescind fast track authority by a majority vote under
what is known as "reverse fast track."

4. Congress ensured a public debate of trade agreements by creating private sec-
tor advisory groups made up of representatives from labor, business, agriculture,
and government that consult with the President and report to Congress on the eco-
nomic effect of every trade agreement that the President will negotiate under fast
track, and,

5. A simple rule change in either House of Congress can cancel the President's
fast track authority before, during, or after he negotiates an agreement.

Mr. Chairman, fast track authority has worked well over the course of the last
two decades. I believe it is imperative that we grant President Clinton an extension
of fast track authority that is about to expire to complete the negotiations in the
Uruguay round. In fact, the reality is that the U.S. cannot effectively promote free
trade unless the President has the authority and the credibility he needs to nego-
tiate trade agreements.

Mr. Chairman, our goal should be to retain U.S. leadership in the international
economic arena. Whether it be in the GATT, the NAFTA, or a possible Chile FTA,
the expiration of fast track means losing economic opportunities for this country.
Opportunities to build a better life for all of our citizens do not come often. Shake-
speare once wrote, "There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken at the flood,
leads on to fortune." We are riding such a tide, and in fact, it was President John
Kennedy that said, "A rising tide lifts all boats."

We are riding such a tide today with both the Uruguay Round of GATT and the
North American Free Trade Agreement. 1993 is an important year for international
trade .... one that will test the cooperation of our trading partners and our execu-
tive and legislative branches of government at home.

Coming from a State like Iowa . . .where AG exports are so important .. .I know
the potential that trade has to maintain a prosperous economy. our best opportuni-
ties will come from a comprehensive GATT round and the successful completion of
the North America Free Trade Agreement. I will conclude by stating a significant
element to this debate that should be of concern to all AG State senators. This ele-
ment deals with a little known provision which protects farmers from undue trade
risks. The provision states that certain agriculture s pending reductions enacted in
the FY 1990 budget will be nullified if the Uruguay Round Agreement is not in ef-
fect by June 30, 1993. However, this safeguard will be revoked if Confess does not
permit the extension of "fast track." In other words, marketing loans or wheat and
feed grains will not be triggered if fast track is denied.

Mr. Chairman, the President has asked for a "fast track extension" without any
amendments. I believe this President, or for that matter any President in the fu-
ture, should be granted the authority in the manner in which he requested it. I
know there are several of our colleagues who plan to offer amendments, some of
which I support and have co-sponsored, but I cannot support them being offered on
the extension of the President s fast track request. I feel strongly that the potential
of amendments to this extension may drown the extension request and deny the
President the authority to pursue avenues of opportunity.

We are all aware that the world trading system today is vastly more complex than
it was when the GArIT was written in 1947. The negotiating agenda runs the gamut
of U.S. interest, both in opening world markets and in establishing rules of fair play
in areas vital to U.S. competitiveness. Yet, an open multilateral system is the best
guarantee that U.S. export opportunities will continue to expand into the next cen-
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tury and the Uruguay Round is one of the most important initiatives to expand
these opportunities.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANE G. GRAVELLE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Jane G. Gravelle, a Senior
S list in Economic Policy in the Congressional Research Service of the Library
of Congress. I would like to thank you for the invitation to appear before you today
to discuss the President's investment tax credit proposals.

The President's proposal includes a temporary, incremental tax credit for equip-
ment purchases of large businesses and a permanent, non-incremental credit or
small businesses (with gross sales of less than $5 million). The temporary credit ex-
pires after 1994.

Over the fiscal year period 1993-1998, the estimated cost of both credits is $28
billion, according to the Administration. The permanent credit for small business,
while not separated out in the latest estimates, appears to be in excess of $2.5 bil-
lion a year. This small-firm credit is the single largest permanent subsidy for busi-
ness provided in the tax package.

Like pre-existing investment credits (which were repealed as part of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act), the credits would apply to tangible personal property. Examples in-
clude computers, cars, trucks, aircraft, furniture and fixtures, tractors, construction
equipment, and machinery used in factories.

The large-firm credit is allowed for investment in equipment in excess of a base
period, reflecting the historical experience of the firm. For 1993 (and including in-
vestment made after December 3, 1992), the base is 70 percent of average invest-
ment over 1989-1991 (or, if elected, average investment in 1987-1991), indexed for
growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). For 1994. the base is 80 percent of these
averages. The base must be a minimum of 50 percent of investment.

The credit is allowed at a 7 percent rate. he full rates apply, however, only to
equipment that is depreciated over periods longer than seven years. One-third of the
credit is allowed for equipment depreciated over three years, two-thirds is allowed
for equipment depreciated over five years, and eighty percent is allowed for equip-
nient depreciated over seven years. The amount of the investment that can be de-
preciated is reduced by the amount of the credit.

The credit for small firms is determined in the same fashion, except that no base
is applied (the credit is not incremental) and the credit is made permanent in the
third and following years at a lower, 5-percent, level.

The temporary, large-business credit must be viewed as a short-term stimulus
program; the small-business credit is presumably related to long-term growth issues
as well as current stimulus. One should not, perhaps, draw these distinctions too
strongly, since temporary provisions, history teaches us, have a way of becoming
permanent.

I would like to discuss the temporary, incremental credit and the permanent
small-business credit in order.

TEMPORARY CREDIT

The implications of a temporary credit are quite different from those of a perma-
nent one. Since a temporary credit does not change the relative attractiveness of
purchasing equipment relative to purchasing other capital or hiring workers, in-
creases in spending are likely to be borrowed from the future. The credit increases
spending in the short run, but since there is no permanent effect, spending in the
future tends to be reduced an equal amount.

A temporary incremental credit should have more effect on increasing spending
per dollar of revenue loss than a regular credit. Given the slow recovery and contin-
ued gap between actual and potential GNP, there may be a case for such a fiscal
stimulus, although some economists may feel that such a stimulus is not needed
this late in the cycle.

Some reservations can, however, be voiced about the temporary credit. First, will
it be successful in stimulating increased spending? Second, is the stimulus worth
the administrative complications? Finally, what are the implications for fairness of
large differentials in benefits across firms that will occur in part because of their
past investment histories? Despite many attempts to study the influence of tax cred-
its on spending, evidence that the investment tax credit operates effectively as an
investment stimulus is hard to come by. Indeed, many studies fail to identify any
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relationship between investment and the cost of capital.' Thus, the power of an in-
vestment credit to stimulate investment in the short run is subject to some question.

One of the reasons typically advanced for this weak short-run relationship be-
tween investment and the price of capital is the long planning lag that firms experi-
ence. Plans for capital expenditure programs tend to be made well in advance of
purchases and may not be easy to alter.

Because of these planning lags, and because the credit would be retroactive to in-
vestments made after December 3, 1992, much of the credit would inevitably accrue
to investments that would have been made in any case. To the extent that this ef-
fect occurs, the credit will act largely as a windfall, and will not provide the invest-
ment stimulus intended.

While the precise magnitude of the response to the temporary credit is not easy
to determine, it will clearly be modest relative to a $6 trillion economy and will not
appreciably affect the course of the business cycle.

The second reservation about the temporary incremental credit is the sadmmnistra-
tive complexity that will accompany the credit. The credit has all of the complica-
tions of a regular investment credit, plus additional complications brought about
through the temporary and the incremental aspects of the provision.

Among the difficulties of the old investment credit was the defining of' eligible as-
sets. The distinction between structures and equipment turns out to be somewhat
fluid, as illustrated by the interest that developed in previous years in substituting
movable partitions (which could arguably be classified as furniture and fixtures) for
walls. Also, equipment only qualified if placed into service in the United States,
which required recapture rules for property that is first used in the United States
and then moved abroad, as well as complex regulations to deal with transportation
property that moves between the United States and other countries. There are also
complications arising from the possibility of leasing property, since some firms do
not have adequate tax liability to use the credit.

The credit was presumably made incremental in order to limit the revenue cost.
Making the credit incremental greatly complicates the administration of the credit,
however, because the base is defined with respect to the firm's past behavior. And,
firms have an incentive to get around the base. The administration of an incremen-
tal credit even a temporary one, thus leads to some serious problems. How should
the base be established for new firms, or for those involved in merger or divestiture?
Should the base be applied to a partnership or to each individual partner? Each ap-
proach has its difficulties. Or, to phrase this as a more general issue, how can the
law deal with ownership of multiple businesses? The stakes over whither the lessee
or lessor gets the credit become higher, since some firms won't quality or fully qual-
ify for the credit because their base is too high or because they fall under the alter-
native minimum tax.

During 1992, there was discussion of a permanent incremental ;nvestment tax
credit. A permanent incremental credit is very difficult-perhaps even impossible-
to design, and would have certain economic drawbacks, including a built-in tendency
to exacerbate business cycles and increase industry concentration. 2 Making the
credit temporary avoids these problems and lessens the general administrative prob-
lems associated with an incremental credit since firms have less of an incentive to
try to manipulate the base if the credit is only temporary. At the sare time, how-
ever, a temporary credit adds its own set of complications. In order to prevent firms
from bunching investments, and then reducing them dramatically in the years im-
mediately after the coverage of the credit, a recapture rule applies if investment
falls below the base in 1995-1997. In addition, there is a tension between limiting
the credit and allowing some benefit for investments that take a very long time to
construct. The proposal would adlow certain "progress payments" to be eligible, fur-
ther complicating the computation of the creditA.

A fina[irsue is the differential impact of the credit on different firms. Of course,
an equipment credit, by its very nature, favors those firms and industries that are
intensive in equipment capital. And, any tax provision that is not refundable will
not benefit firms with no current tax liability, although this effect is partially allevi-
ated for some firms by carryforward provisions. In addition, firms that Exe subject

1Most studies find negligible relationships between investment and the cost of capital. The
most recent of these statistical studies i v Peter K. Clark, Tax Incentives for Equipment Invest-
ment in the United States: Lessons from the Past and Considerations for the Future, Presented
to the Brookins Panel on Economic Activity, April 1-2, 1993. The existing studies are reviewed
in Tax Subsidies for Investment: Issues and Proposals, Congressional Research Service Report
92-205, by Jane G. Gravelle, February 21, 1992.2 These problems are discussed in Jane G. Gravelle, Incremental Investment Credits, Congres-
sional Research Service Report 93-209 S, February 10, 1993.
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to the alternative minimum tax or that are pushed into the alternative minimum
tay. as a result of the credit may be able to make less use of the credit.

The incremental credit feature adds another dimension to this differential treat-
ment. Finns that had larger than average investment programs in the past will
have a higher base, and therefore a smaller tax benefit. Some firms might have no
benefit at. all, if their previous capital expenditures were large relative to planned
expenditures, while others whose prior investments were quite low will obtain large
benefits. These differences can occur for firms that are generally very similar and
that are competitors in a given industry.

While these differences may have little impact on behavior, the perceived fairness
of the tax system is an issue which might be considered in designing and evaluating
the desirability of the tax credit.

PERMANENT SUBSIDIES TO SMALL-BUSINESS EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT

In assessing the economic issues surrounding the permanent small-business tax
credit, there are two issues that are both separate and related. The first issue is
why a subsidy should be directed to equipment investment. The second is why an
equipment credit should be targeted to small business.

Turning to the first issue: conventional analysis of capital income taxation usually
suggests that providing subsidies for particular types of investment is inefficient.
Eco aornic analysis suggests that capital is allocated efficiently and the economy is
most productive, absent some market failure or other existing distortion, if all cap-
ital income is taxed at the same rate.3 The notion that, tax neutrality across invest-
merits contributes to economic efficiency was a fundamental philosophy behind the
design of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which repealed the investment credit in favor
of lower tax rates.

Current law tends to provide fairly even treatment across different kinds of busi-
ness assets within a firm, although at current inflation rates, equipment tends to
be already somewhat favored relative to other forms of business investments (in
structures and inventories). Several arguments have been advanced, however, for
providing a special subsidy to equipment investment. Some such arguments, such
as those that equipment is more "productive" or more technically advanced do not
stand up we!l to economic scrutiny on conceptual grounds. 4

In general, in order to make the case on economic efficiency grounds that a cer-
tain type of investment should be subsidized, one needs to identify some additional
benefit to society from that investment. There are cases where this spillover effect
undoubtedly occurs, as in the case of investments in certain types of research and
development.

One recent claim that has attracted some attention is the argument that equip-
ment investment contributes especially to economic groth. This argument does not
propose a precise type of benefit, but is lariely based on a statistical study across
countries that showed a strong positive relationship between investment in equip-
ment and growth rates.6 This relationship was found to be .ue when all countries
were combined, and was especially pronounced with a sub-category of "hi h-produc-
tivity" countries. After finding this statistical relationship, the authors subsequently
argued that there were spillover effects from investment in equipment, particularly
with investment that is technically advanced.

While such research is intriguing, experience suggests that one should be cautious
about new statistical findings until they have been subject to scrutiny by others and
replicated. The statistical relationship found, in particular, appeared to be heavily
influenced by behavior of only a few countries. A recent stuuy, using the same data,
found, in fact, that the relationship disappeared when the "high-productivity" coun-
tries were restricted to OECD countries. oreover, the relationship among the non-
OECD countries became statistically insignificant if one Lountry, Botswana, was
eliminated from the sample.

3"Market failure" is a term of art that refers to the violation of competitive market conditions,
and usually refers the failure of prices to reflect true economic costs.
4 For example, although a new generation of equipment might be more efficient than existing

capital, new technology does not mean that the existing capital stock should be discarded. Rath-
er, it is efficient to replace older capital only if such a replacement will increase profitability.
These economic decisions are made efficiently only if the return to this investment is taxed at
the same rate at other investments.

8See J. Bradford DeLong and Lawrence Summers, Equipment Investment and Economic
Growth, Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 106, May 1991, pp. 445-602.
sAlan J. Auerbach, Kevin Hasaitt, and Stephen D. Oliner, Reassessing the Social Returns to

Equipment Investment, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Working Paper 129, Decem-
ber 1992.
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Another argument that has been made in favor of an investment credit is that
it benefits new investment and not the returns to existing capital, and is thus more
likely to increase overall investment and savings. Note that this argument does not
constitute an argument for favoring equipment, per se. More importantly, there is
little evidence that private savings rates are affected by changes in taxes; the reve-
nua devoted to subsidizing investment would probably be more likely to contribute
to savings if used to reduce the deficit.

The second issue is why such a subsidy should be directed to small businesses.
Small-busines3 credits would certainly not be consistent with the argument of favor-
ing "high tech" investment. Small-business credits tend to be concentrated in indus-
tries that don't use such investment--only 5 percent of the credits would go to man-
ufacturing, over 60 percent would go to trade and services. 7

Moreover, small businesses, which are largely unincorporated, are generally sub-
ject to lower taxes than are large businesses that operate in corporate form, and
the credit will simply increase an existing favorable treatment. The most heavily
taxed capital investment in the United States is investment in corporate equity.

In his address to the Congress on the economic program (February 17), the Presi-
dent indicated that small business was targeted because it had created such a high
percentage of new jobs.

The perception that small businesses create most of the new jobs dates from a
study done in 1981 that claimed that firms with !ess than 100 employees, which
represented about 35 percent of the labor force, created 8 out of 10 jobs over the
period 1969-1976.8 But subsequent analysis of that issue (reviewed in Brown, Ham-
ilton, and Medoff) found this number to be incorrect and more on the order of 50
percent.9

Brown and his co-authors also had some other interesting insights into the figures
on job creation by small firms. Although the data suggest that small businesses in
general created new jobs in excess of their share of the labor force, there were two
important qualifications to this observation. First, part of the growth reflected the
fact that industries that tended to be dominated by small firms had been growing.
The increased jobs by new firms may not have been so much because small firms
were doing better than larger ones but rather because the industries in which small
firms operated were growing, perhaps for unrelated reasons.

Secondly, these authors point out that most of the jobs were created by new firms,
which tend, of course, to be small. (Firms are not usually "born" large.) The data
reflect a blending of old and new small firms. According to Brown, et al., the major-
ity of these jobs will not persist because many new firms will fail-from 60 to 80
percent of new firms fail within the first few years.

On the whole, Brown and his colleagues suggest that there is little evidence that
small firms disproportionately create jobs, especially if one is concerned with perma-
nent jobs. They also point out that jobs in small firms tend to pay lower wages, have
fewer fringe benefits, have poorer working conditions, and tend to be less secure
than jobs in larger firms.

In addition to the question of the factual basis for the job creation argument, two
important points should be made about this argument.

First, if increasing the number of jobs created by small firms were the objective
of the investment credit, the subsidy is questionable. It subsidizes not wages, but
rather a competing factor-investment in equipment. It favors those firms that are
capital intensive. Such a subsidy might even reduce employment in small businesses
because it encourages the substitution of capital for labor.

More importantly, however, if more job growth has, in fact, accrued to small
firms, this does not necessarily mean that subsidizing them will create more new
jobs or even that such firms are more productive in some way than large firms. Eco-
nomic theory suggests that there is no reason to view job creation as a long-run ob-
jective of government policies. The economy generates jebs by the natural process
of growth and market adjustment. In 1961 and in 1991 the unemployment rate was
the same-6.7 percent. Employment, however, rose from S6 million to 117 million.
Employment tends to grow steadily; the unemployment rate fluctuates. Federal poli-
cies may, of course, be needed to smooth out short term cycles, but even in these

7 These calculations are presented in Jane G. Gravel!e, Small Business Tax Subsidy Proposals,
Congressional Research Service Report 93-316, March 15, 1993.

$David Birch, Who Creates Jobs? Public Interest, V. 66, Fall 1981, pp. 3-14.
*This and the following discussion is based on Charles Brown, James Hamilton, and James

Medoff, Employers Large aM Small, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990.
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cases it is generally the aggregate stance of fiscal policy that affects employment,
and not a specific program.

In sum the validity of the job creation argument for the small-business invest-
ment credit can be questioned on three grounds: the factual basis of the argument
the association between the form of the incentive and its effect on employment, and
the general use of the job creation justification for such a government program.

Some distributional issues might be raised. Despite our image of small businesses
as struggling "Mom and Pop" enterprises, as a statistical average owners of small
businesses are much wealthier and have higher incomes that most Americans. Own-
ers of small businesses, according to Brown, Hamilton, and Medoff, have five times
the wealth and almost twice the income of the average American.

Indeed, the smallest of small businesses will not benefit from the investment cred-
it because current law enables thc.n to expense up to $10,000 in equipment invest-
ment; such investment will not be eligible for the credit because it is already subject
to an effective zero tax rate. The corner grocery or corner gas station is not likely
to receive much, if any, benefit from the proposal.

This discussion is not meant to imply that there may not be legitimate concerns
about small businesses and their role in the economy For example, there are argu-
ments that small businesses, and particularly new businesses, might not have ap-
propriate access to credit markets. Providing a tax subsidy is unlikely to address
this issue, however, since new businesses so frequently experience losses in their
initial years and cannot use tax Lenefits. And, if this problem exists, there is no
reason to expect that it would be confined to firms that invest largely in equqment.

Small businesses may also experience a particular burden in coping with raper-
work and regulatory requirements. An investment credit is not likely to relieve that
burden; indeed, it would complicate compliance with the tax law.

There are two final observations that might be made about the small-business
credit. The first is that, as currently designed, there is a notch problem, since firms
lose all credits when their receipts rise above the dollar limit, which will discourage
growth beyond this point.

Second, there are also some administrative issues that might need attention. The
small-business credit does not suffer from the problems associated with being tem-
porary or incremental, although many generic complications of the investment credit
remain.

Whenever a tax provision for business is limited by size, however, it tends to cre-
ate some administrative problems. One such problem is the treatment of multiple
ownership of firms. If an individual or firm can split up business interest among
different entities (partnerships or corporations) then he could qualify for the sma
business benefit. Such qualification might also be obtained by setting up leasing
firms. To prevent these types of tax sheltering activities, it is necessa to set up
a series of attribution and tracing rules that will place a burden on the Internal
Revenue Service, and which are unlikely to work perfectly. These provisions are
particularly difficult when considering minority interests in partnerships and cor-
porations.

Another problem associated with the investment credit, which is based on size of
receipts, is that taxpayers will have an incentive to arrange the timing of receipts
and investments in order to qualify. For example, a firm would try to arrange to
have large purchased occur in years when receipts are lower, or to delay or speed
up receipts when a large purchase is planned.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN Luis V. GUTIERREZ

Mister Chairman; Members of the Senate Finance Committee: Thank you for this
opportunity to testify before ou today.

I come before you as the Congressman of a heavily Puerto Rican district in Chi-
cago, and as a Puerto Rican myself.

Since the beginning of the current "Hurricane 936," I have urged all interested
parties in Puerto Rico to unite and speak with a single voice. I have refrained from
commenting specifically on any of the different counter-proposals that have come
out of Puerto Rico to President Clinton's proposals to eliminate Section 936.

I have studied, and will study all such proposals, and, as much as possible in con-
sultation with the Governor of Puerto Rico, and with other Puerto Rican leadership,

'0 These issues are discussed in more detail in Jane G. Gravelle, Donald W. Kiefer and Den-
nis Zimmerman, Is Job Creation a Mearningful Policy Justification? Congressional Research
Service Report 92-697 E, September 8, 1992. This study also suggests that the government
might wish to intervene to help disadvantaged workers.
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I will in the end, support that proposal or set of proposals which help Puerto Rico
the most.

I know Governor Rosello has been working hard to develop such a proposal. So
have other Puerto Rican leaders. I look forward, as I know you do also, to hear from
them, and to be able to study their proposals.

I would like, however, to comment on some general principles that, in my opinion,
should be considered seriously during this discussion.

Puerto Rico is a United States' "possession." Technically, Puerto Rico is an "unin-
corporated United States' territory." In reality, this means Puerto Rico is a colony
of te United States.

Since Congress assumed sovereignty over the island and its inhabitants, Congress
has controlled the economy of Puerto Rico. Every single important aspect of the
economy, from minimum-wage laws, to foreign trade, to the extension of coastwise
shipping laws to Puerto Rico; currency, immigration, they are all under the jurisdic-
tion of Congress. The application of Section 936 to Puerto Rico is but another exam-
ple of this.

It is my view that the Puerto Rican people have a right to self-determination. We,
as a people have yet to exercise this inalienable right.

Perhaps the best example of the need for Puerto Rico to have self-determination
is the current debate over Section 936.

Lacking from the official discussion of this issue is consideration of the Puerto
Rican point of view: What impact will it have on the island economy, and, more im-
portantly, on the future of Puerto Ricans. Did anyone consider the impact something
of this magnitude will have on the lives of six million Puerto Ricans, both in the
island and on every single Puerto Rican Community on the mainland, including my
own in Chicago? The elimination, or substantial modification of Section 936, without
an adequate substitute, or safeguards will result, no doubt, in an unprecedented eco-
nomic crisis in the island, greatly increased unemployment, and heavy migration to
our already overburdened cities, and communities on the mainland.

To be sure, Mr. Chairman, much may be said, and much has been said, in criti-
cism of the way the Puerto Rican economy operates under Section 936. As you may
know, Mr. Chairman, I favor Independence for Puerto Rico. And, while I agree there
is much to be improved with Section 936, as it relates to the environment, to labor
relations, to the use of Section 936 bank deposits, to the lack of involvement of Sec-
tion 936 companies with the development of Puerto Rican communities on the main-
land, and other aspects of the section, and, while not only the demise of the Section
but the way this whole affair has been handled may seem on the surface to be good
for the.ause of Independence; the truth is that it would be totally irresponsible for
anyone to advance a cause, be it independence, commonwealth or statehood at the
cost of the livelihood of tens of thousands of Puerto Rican workers and their fami-
lies.

The way the current debate is unfolding is u;itbrtunate. If there are concerns
about the pharmaceutical com anies, and tho prices they charge for medicines, let
us deal with that issue, as such. If there arfproblems with the so-called runaway
plants," let us deal with that issue, as such. ifsome companies may be abusing Sec-
tion 936 by transferring, and therefore sheltering profits from continental operations
which should otherwise be federally taxable, let us then work to close such loop-
holes.

But what I strongly object to, respectfully, Mr. Chairman, is to proceed in such
a fashion as to drastically alter the current basis of the Puerto Rican economy with-
out considering the impact this will have, not only on the economy of the island,
and subsequently, on districts like mine, but just as importantly, the impact this
would have on the whole status question debate on the island. And this, Mr. Chair-
man, would be done, really in the absence of meaningful participation by the people
of Puerto Rico in the process.

Mr. Chairman, Puerto Rico is not a state of the union. Puerto Rico does not have
voting representation in Congress. The only participation Puerto Ricans had in the
Vietnam War situation, for example, which started our big deficit problem, was to
have our young men die on the battlefield in disproportionate numbers.

Puerto Ricans did not vote to elect the President, nor the Congress which ran the
huge bills for that war, and for many other matters. Puerto Rico has always re-
ceived a fraction of the Federal funds it would receive if it were a state. Our Viet-
nam veterans, and this is a shame, do not receive in Puerto Rico, the same benefits
veterans receive on the mainland.

Puerto Rican communities on the mainland, Mr. Chairman, and I know you have
studied this in depth, are some of the poorest in the country.

So, I respectfully ask, how come Puerto Ricans who benefited the least from the
"Spending Bonanza" that led to our huge deficit, who were not represented on the
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decision-making bodies that created the deficit, who have a per-capita income of
about half that of Mississippi, and a third of the national average, who last year
received about half of federal outlays per person than that of the national average,
and who suffer from at least twice the national unemployment rate, how, Mr. Chair-
man, is the economy of Puerto Rico expected to contribute more than twice per in-
habitant to the President's deficit reduction initiative than those of us on the rn.ain-
land are being asked to do? If you consider all of the factors cited above, you are
asking the fragile Puerto Rican economy to contribute at least 12 times as much
per person to the reduction of the deficit than what is being asked of the United
States economy as a whole.

Mr. Chairman, I wholeheartedly agree with the March 24 Washington Post edi-
torial that there is no "Puerto Rican Policy" behind this proposal to eliminate Sec-
tion 936. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I am informed there is currently, not even a presi-
dential advisor on Puerto Rican matters in the White House.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully submit to you, and to this committee that to con-
tinue down this path will prove to be disastrous both for Puerto Rico and the United
States. I, again respectfully, submit to you that the time has come to review indepth
and comprehensively the relationship between the United States and Puerto Rico
and to proceed decisively and constructively along a dignified path of self-determina-
tion for the people of Puerto Rico. For only in such a context does it make sense
to study any proposal to significantly alter the very basis Congress itself laid out
for the current economy of Puerto Rico to grow and develop. I can't think of a better
investment of our taxpayer dollars than to provide for the healthy economic develop-
ment of the island of Puerto Rico, regardless of the final outcome of the status ques-
tion in Puerto Rico.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I cin asstire you not only of my support for the Presi-
dent's overall plan for deficit reduction, but also, that of all Puerto Ricans. Let us,
however, remain cognizant about the history and reality of Puerto Rico and Puerto
Ricans so as not to create a worse problem than that we are trying to address.

Thank you.

PREPArED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As we begin to move along speedily in examining the
President's tax provisions, I am pleased that we are paying special attention to
those that affect multinational corporations.

I agree with the Prvsident that we need to promote economic growth and create
jobs for Americans. It is ironic, though, that the Administration is seeking to dras-
tically cut back a provision that promotes those very objectives-the Section 936
credit. I believe that there are three basic concerns that need to be examined re-
garding this proposal. First, we must consider the impact of the cutback of Section
936 on Puerto Rico's economy.

I remember your outstanding support, Mr. Chairman, last year when we debated
an amendment limiting the Section 936 credit for the pharmaceutical industry. At
that time you provided us with an eloquent reminder that the 936 credit is essential
to Puerto Rico's continued economic growth and development.

Second, we need to examine what will happen to U.S. companies currently operat-
ing in Puerto Rico. Do we want to force these businesses to relocate or expand into
foreign countriA because we have driven up the relative cost of doing business in
Puerto Ricc?

Finally, we must ask why this proposal is being advanced. Is it simply another
way to raise revenue, or a penalty of the perceived abuse by one of the last healthy
industries in our country?

Mr. Chairman, I have serious concerns about making any changes in this tax pro-
vision. I am particularly interested to hear what those who represent the people of
Puerto Rico have to say about the impact of the proposal.

The area of taxation of multinationJi corporations is one fraught with complex-
ities and misconceptions. Yet, the importance of setting solid and effective tax policy
in this area cannot be overstated. The 1990s, more than any previous decade, will
be one where we must effectively compete internationally to survive as a world eco-
nomic power. No longer can we think of U.S. business simply in terms of the domes-
tic market. In today s business world, practically all large American corporations,
most medium sized ones, and more and more small companies are involved inter-
nationally.
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We must ensure that our tax code does not impede the ability of our businesses
to effectively compete overseas. Not only that, but our tax code must not discourage
foreign corporations from investing and creating jobs in the United States. Unfair
and poorly thought out tax laws will discourage trade, invite retaliation, and result
in lost opportunities for Utahns and all Americans.

President Clinton's revenue proposal contains a number of provisions that would
raise significant revenues by changing the way we tax multinational corporations.
The Administration has stated that these changes will close loopholes in the current
tax code and are needed to prevent abuse.

I want to urge my colleagues to take a close look at these provisions. Let us make
sure that we are not, for the sake of what appears to be easy revenue, making it
even more difficult for our nation to compete in an ever more competitive world.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. JULIANO

On behalf of Edward T. Hanley, general president of the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees International Union and all the HEREIU members we are
privileged to represent, it is once again a pleasure to appear before this distin-
guished committee as it deliberates on President Clinton's economic package.

Over the years, we have had the privilege of working with Congress, most espe-
cially with this distinguished committee, on a myriad of issues. Therefore, we know
the committee will appreciate the spirit and intent of our testimony. Even though
this union and its members worked tirelessly across the country on behalf of the
Clinton-Gore ticket, we cannot support the Presidential package as one unit, be-
cause the package includes a proposal to reduce the deductibility of legitimate busi-
ness and entertainment expenses from 80 percent to 50 percent that would create
a significant loss of membership. Also it will create a disproportionate negative im-
pact on urban America because the majority of businesses affected by this proposal
are located in major urban areas.

Secretary of the Treasury Lloyd Bentsen testified recently before this committee
that there will not be one single job lost or one less penny spent by consumers if
this proposal is adopted. The implication was clear that there was no effect in reduc-
ing the deductibility from 100% to 80%, and that therefore there would be no effect
if you reduce it from 80% to 50%. This testimony was very troubling to me because
I have the utmost respect for the secretary and i have had the privilege of working
with him for many years.

A study we commissioned in 1977 by federated consultants prepared by Ed Unger,
its late president, was predicated on the Carter administration's proposal to reduce
the deductibility of legitimate business meal expenses from 100 per cent to 50 per-
cent. Using an elasticity curve of 2-5 percent for spending patterns, as well as
sound economic principles, the experts predicted a significant loss in business ex-
penditures should such a policy change occur. That reduction in expenditures, in
turn, would lead directly to a substantial loss of jobs--anywhere from 55,000-
175,000 jobs throughout the country, a significant portion being members of our
union. That study is as valid today as it was 15 years ago.

I believe that there has already been economic dislocation within the industry. In
total candor, some loss can be attributed to the reduction from 100% to 80%, but
also there is no question that the sluggish economy which created some recessionary
cycles between 1987 to 1993 is also responsible. As it relates to treasury's assertion
that not one job was lost by reducing the deductibility from 100 percent to 80%, I
have to tell you sadly, without blaming any single factor, that our union, from Janu-
ary 1987 to February 1993, has suffered a loss of 30,000 to 35,000 members. This
loss is predicated on an average membership throughout the country of between
300,000 and 326,000 members.

To our dismay, the fact that the deductibility issue has risen once again points
out the total lack of understanding of the tourism industry and the contribution it
makes to the national economy or to the labor-intensiveness of the industry.

These then are the facts which you should be aware of before tinkering with what
is probably the most successful domestic industry this country now has.

In 1992, $369 billion was spent on travel services across the country, of which
85 percent represented domestic expenditures, 15 percent international. That spend-
ing generated nearly $44 billion in tax revenues for Federal, State, and local govern-
ments, of which $24 billion goes to the Federal Government. In other words, for
every dollar spent, 13 cents goes to support Federal, State and local programs.
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The one billion dollars a day that travelers spend pays the salaries of nearly 6
million Americans, making the travel industry the second largest employer in the
country (exceeded only by the health services industry). Moreover, the travel indus-
try provides a disproportionate number of jobs for the traditionally disadvantaged
in this country: African-Americans (11.5 percent of total 1989 travel industry em-
ployment, compared to 10.2 percent nationally); Hispanic-Americans (10.5 percent
versus 7.3 percent nationwide); and women (51.5 percent versus 45.2 percent of total
U.S. employment).

When you have an industry such as tourism that generates by itself six percent
of the nation's GNP without any significant government expenditure, you encourage
growth, not discourage it. The travel and tourism industry is, after all, the third
largest retail industry in terms of business receipts, following only automotive deal-
ers and food stores.

Even international tourism is a plus in that it represents the only export account
that shows a surplus. International tourism is the largest U.S. business services ex-
port and accounts for 11 percent of total U.S. exports of goods and services ($73 bil-
lion in 1992 and 1.3 million U.S. jobs).

Since most objective analysts agree that the drastic cut from 80% to 50% would
lead to a considerable drop in consumer spending, if we put it in today's terms, we
would be talking about three-and-a-half billion dollars in lost business revenue. A
reduction of expenditures of this magnitude would directly translate to a job loss
of between 50,000-160,000.

Our union members are extremely frustrated that somehow the perception has de-
veloped that this is an "inside-the-beltway" or "fat-cat" issue. It is not. It is strictly
a jobs issue. When revenue goes down, jobs disappear. Its that simple.

In the last few months, I have talked to a number of your colleagues who are
gravely concerned about base closings as prescribed by the base-closing commission
and the resultant job loss that these closings would create. They were all able to
enumerate immediately how many boilermakers, steelworkers, steamfitters,
pipefiters and sheetmetal workers would lose their jobs because of the proposed base
closings in their states. Yet, many expressed disbelief that the jobs of those who
work in their State's hotels, restaurants, and tourist attractions are very much on
the endangered list as well to be honest, many were not interested in our issue be-
cause of the perception that it simply deprives "fat-cats" of a fancy meal or business
entertainment function.

Clearly, in the minds of many Members of Congress and the administration, it
is perfectly ok for the country to pay billions of dollars to defense contractors as long
as it provides jobs and it can be done under the political cover of national defense.

But if you are a waiter, waitress, busboy, bartender, bellhop, reservations clerk,
etc. in this country your job is expendable, Your contribution to the nation's econ-
omy is just not as valuable. Your family and future is not as important.

However, it is apparent how this perception of tourism industry workers as an
expendable commodity arises. One need only listen to the speeches of President Wil-
liam Jefferson Clinton or Secretary of Labor Robert Reich to find out that the goal
of this administration is to be able to provide 250,000 new jobs. If that is done at
the expense of those currently holding jobs, well that's tough. We'll retrain them for
a position to be named later.

Try telling that to workers in the real world who need jobs to provide for their
livelihood and that of their families. Before the Shereton Chicago opened last year
there were approximately 5,000 people waiting in line in freezing temperatures to
be interviewed for jobs that numbered only between 500 to 1,000 jobs. This response
touched a national nerve and was widely reported by most of the major media
across the country. So apparently there are still a large number of people who desire
to work in our industry despite the administration's contention that these are "dead
end" career jobs.

The President claims that that price is not too high to pay because these new jcbs
will be "good" jobs. That is, they will be high-paying, high-tech, computer-related
jobs.

In numerous speeches they have consistently referred to a fou-year college edu-
cation as everyone's goal. There is never a mention of technical or vocational
schools. apparently this omission is by design--not by accident. Also, it is my under-
standing that the administration has told members of the black and Hispanic cau-
cuses, among others, that the loss of these tourism jobs is not important because
they are not "good" jobs. The administration believes they are jobs that "subjugate"
people to "dead-end careers."
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The Jesuits and the folks on the west side of Chicago where I am from would ei-
ther refer to this attitude as elitism or intellectual arrogance. By whatever term,
it is an attitude of incredible ignorance and condescension toward generations of
Americans who have made their way up-through-the-ranks.

On behalf of general president Hanley, I want to let this committee and all the
Members of Congress know how terribly proud we are to have the privilege of rep-
resenting these hard-working, dedicated professionals, many of whom have raised
kids that did indeed go on to attend a four-year college. I doubt that their children
accord their own "good' jobs and more respect than their parents' jobs--the jobs that
put them through school.

But, then again, we do not represent policy wonks, so that might explain the in-
difference towards those who are members of our industry and of our union.

While standing on the floor of Madison Square Garden last July, I was especially
struck by the words of then candidate, William Jefferson Clinton, who said: I accept
this nomination on behalf of the average American, the good decent, hardworking
people who raise their families and pay their taxes and whose voices have not been

heard. Candidate Clinton told the country then he was running so that these people
would share in the American dream.

So, Mr. President, we say with the utmost sincerity tat we have heeded your clar-
ion call. This union does represent such Americans, and we speak for their interests,
and their voices will be heard. But when exactly did you decide that the millions
of people employed in the tourism industry where excluded from that dream?

With the greatest of respect, I urge this committee to reject this proposal and drop
it from the economic package just as you are likely to do with the investment tax
credit. We hope that an amelioration can be reached on this issue with an enlight-
ened Congress, and then we can roll up our sleeves and help get the necessary votes
needed to pass an economic package that will truly help a nation which is in much
disrepair and truly in need of a legitimate morale boost. You can do nothing that
is more important for the tourism industry and its workers that to provide a health
economy for our country.

Thank you for your time, attention, and consideration.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. LEONARD

My name is Richard Leonard. I an the Special Project Director for
the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW). The OCAW is a
labor union which is affiliated with the AFL-CIO and represents
over 100,000 workers in the energy and chemical industries,
including about 10,000 workers in the pharmaceutical industry.

OCAW appreciates this opportunity to express its views on the
President's proposal for capping Section 936 tax credits by the
equivalent of a 60 percent credit on wages paid in U.S.
territories.

Let me begin by stating that we are in complete support of
President Clinton's program for reforming Section 936. This
program will raise between $7.0 and $8.3 billion over the next five
years that can be employed to reduce the deficit, or strengthen
desperately-needed social programs. The best news is that these
new revenues will not come at the expense of important t~cial
programs or of the poor, the disadvantaged, our nation's children
or others who lack the strength to exercise the levers of power.
Instead, this new revenue will come from the simple act of asking
a narrow group of immensely wealthy special interests to turn in
their keys to the Federal Treasury.

Section 936, otherwise known as the Possessions Tax Credit, was
originally designed to encourage economic development and job
creation in the Philippines. Today, virtually all of the total
Possessions Tax Credit is claimed by companies doing business in
Puerto Rico.

Of the 105,500 manufacturing jobs directly promoted by Section 936
in Puerto Rico, 50,500 of these jobs are subsidized at an annual
cost of about $384 million. 'While this amounts to an average
annual federal subsidy of about $6,564 per job per year, this may
not be unreasonable considering the economic conditions that have
existed there. Section 936 companies in this category are
typically involved in the manufacture of apparel, food products,
plastics, leather, and other labor-intensive industries.

However, a few industries, including pharmaceuticals, electronics
and instruments, along with two beverage companies, have mangled
the intent of Section 936 by extracting for themselves an enormous
federal subsidy while providing relatively few jobs. In
particular, 57 pharmaceutical companies employing no more than 17
percent of the entire Section 936 manufacturing workforce in Puerto
Rico, have captured nearly 55 percent of the Section 936 tax
credit. These 57 companies take 936 tax credits equivalent to
$85,316 per year for each worker employed in Puerto Rico at an
annual cost to the U.S. Treasury of $66,140 per worker.

These companies have reshaped the Possessions Tax Credit to allow
businesses to transfer valuable intellectual property rights and
other intangibles into Puerto Rico shelters without an arm's length
transfer of value. In this way, high profits normally earned on
such intangibles become super profits beneath a territorial tax
shelter. And because these super-profitable rights and patents are
largely owned by the pharmaceutical industry, it is this industry
that has been the largest beneficiary of Section 936 tax credits.
Thus, a tax law that was originally designed to reward job creation
has been distorted by a few special interests to reward profit
creation.

Section 936 proponents reverently refer to the "high technology"
industries that have been established in Puerto Rico. Terms are
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used that would have one believe that these plants were temples to
the gods of science and medicine. Accepting such as an article of
faith would be difficult for the staunchest Branch Davidian. In
the first place, the "high tech" end of this industry is all on the
mainland. We know of no pharmaceutical company that has located
its research and development operations in Puerto Rico in spite of
the enormously favorable tax consequences of doing so. Furthermore,
most of the operations that this industry has located on the
Island, are at the low-tech end of the business. The typical
pharmaceutical company ships in drums of ready-made powders which
are mixed, compressed into pills and packaged. The only alchemy in
this process is that performed by accountants who try to minimize
the amount of this work that is performed on the Island while
maximizing 936 benefits.

One of the largest 936 welfare clients is Coca-Cola that produces
much of its world-wide supply of secret formula in Cidra. In 1991,
Coke enjoyed a $137 million 936 subsidy while employing just 371
workers--a staggering $371,350 per employee.(1) For the 371
workers at Cidra, this represents a wage credit of approximately
1,100 percent. Brewing up the. proprietary Coke formula does not
evoke an image of 21st century technology, but one of imaginative
accounting that has divined a means of sheltering an enormously
valuable intangible asset at the expense of middle class taxpayers.
Pepsico. has a similar facility in Cidra and, according to a study
commissioned by Ar in 1990, saved $52 million in federal
taxes while employing only 151 workers. (2)

Companies like Coke and Pepsi, and many of the pharmaceuticals are
neither "high tech" nor "capital intensive", but are more properly
characterized as "intangible intensive".

Not to overlook the pharmaceutical industry, the Merck & Co.
reported 1992 Section 936 tax savings of $181 million while
employing 1200 on the island. For Merck, their artful use of 936
produced tax savings of $151,000 per Puerto Rico employee; the
equivalent of a 480 percent wage credit. In the case of Merck, the
implications of a $181 million tax savings are enormous. Merck, is
a "profit splitter". This means that the $181 million (after
Puerto Rico taxes, but before federal income taxes) is equivalent
to about 34 percent of one-half of the Puerto Rico subsidiary's
income before taxes. This computes to about $1.2 BILLION in
before-tax income. After subtracting for federal taxes, we
estimate after tax profits attributable to Puerto Rico at about
$970 million; or about 40 percent of the company's 1992 worldwide
net income. Thus, in the case of Merck, the company has managed to
rig itself so that 40 percent of their net income producing
activity is carried out by about 3 percent of the company's
employees.

Merck, like the 35 or so other 936 companies that soak up around 90
percent of the 936 tax savings, has basically bundled those
products that embody the most valuable intangibles and the lowest
costs of production and have centered components of this production
in 936-sheltered -lants. As a tax policy, or as an economic
development policy, the whole process is indefensible.

Is it any wonder why Senator Pryor has termed the Possessions Tax
Credit, the "Mother of All Tax Shelters"?

From a revenue standpoint, the President's 60 percent wage cap on
Section 936 benefits would recapture approximately 40 percent of
the $18.7 billion that would be lost to the U.S. Treasury over the
1994-1998 time period. It is targeted directly at those relatively
few companies which have acquired enormous wealth at the expense of
mainland taxpayers, while contributing comparatively little to tha
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economy of Puerto Rico. At the same time, it effectively exempts
the bulk of 936 companies who have contributed the most to Puerto
Rico's economy. Clearly, the Administration's 60 percent wage
credit does not do away with Section 936, but seeks to reestablish
this tax incentive in the spirit in which it was originally
created.

It is important to note that even in the complete absence of any
wage or tax credit, the cost of wages paid is deductible against
earnings. At the current statutory rate, most Section 936
companies already receive the equivalent of a 34 percent wage
credit. Thus, the Administration's proposal, in this sense, comes
close to creating a 100 percent subsidy for wages paid by 936
companies.

Under these, or any other circumstances, the President's proposal
for Section 936 is extremely generous. With the growing federal
deficit and pressing social matters throughout society, it would
seem foolhardy, if not extraordinarily dangerous, to expect
mainland taxpayers to pick up more than 100 percent of a Section
936 company's payroll costs.

The Administration's program recaptures enormous lost revenues
while at the same time giving generous consideration to the special
circumstances in Puerto Rico, which, for years, has experienced
unemployment in excess of 15 percent and a standard of living that
is less than one-half of that enjoyed by citizens on the mainland.

For these reasons, we strongly encourage Congress to resist any
attempt to dilute the President's wage credit formula. To ask the
American taxpayer to subsidize more than 60 percent of the wage
bill for these companies would be unconscionable. Given the
enormous economic and political resources of the few but very
muscular special interests vested in the status quo, President
Clinton's proposal is courageous and gutsy. And it is the right
thing to do. It is our hope that the members of this Committee and
this Congress will follow the President's example and his
leadership.

President Clinton is also to be commended for his recognition that
Section 936 has had a destructive effect on jobs and the welfare of
working people on the mainland. While campaigning last Fall,
President Clinton and Vice President Gore were quick in their
expressions of outrage and in their promises to end the practice of
using tax dollars to subsidize the destruction of jobs belonging to
taxpayers.

During his State of the Union message, President Clinton directly
addressed this issue. He declared on February 17, 1993: "Our plan
seeks to attack tax subsidies that actually reward companies more
for shutting their operations down here and moving them overseas
than for staying here and reinvesting in America... the tax code
should not express a preference to American companies for moving
somewhere else, and it does in particular cases today." The
President followed up this statement with a proposal to sharply
curtail Section 936.

President Clinton's remarks illuminate the cruel irony involved in
Section 936. The very group of-middle Americans who are financing
Section 936 with their tax dollars are unwittingly buying into a
lottery where the winning entries are pink slips.

At this very moment, 480 workers at the Acme Boot plant in
Clarksville, Tennessee, are being thrown into area unemployment
lines, while their employer transfers machinery, raw materials and
jobs to Section 936 facilities in Toa Alta, Puerto Rico.
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At this very moment, the Syntax Corporation is undertaking the
closure of its only mainland pharmaceutical plant in Palo Alto,
California. The company has announced that it intends to transfer
all pharmaceutical operations to facilities in Puerto Rico, thereby
displacing 281 Baiy Area workers.

At this very moment, the Sundstrand Corporation is laying off 200
workers as it transfers jobs from its Brea, California facility to
a location in Santa Isabel, Puerto Rico.

And, at this very moment, the Colgate-Palmolive Corporation has
issued notice that it intends to dislocate nearly 200 workers at
its Kansas City, Kansas plant. This plant has manufactured Colgate
toothpaste, as well as various liquid cleansers, which are now
manufactured in a new plant staffed by 150 workers in Guayama,
Puerto Rico.

The inducement created by Section 936 to destroy mainland factories
and jobs is best illustrated by citing the example of the American
Home Products Corporation.(3)

American Home Products (AHP), is one of the nation's leading
pharmaceutical manufacturers earning $1.4 billion in profits on
sales of $7.1 billion in 1991. In 1985, AHP commenced production
of pharmaceuticals in Puerto Rico. Seven years later, AHP had
established the largest single pharmaceutical operation in Puerto
Rico and had racked up over $550 million in 936 tax savings. AMP
saw its effective tax rate fall from 44 percent in 1984 to 34
percent after tax reform in 1986; then to 27 percent after its
acquisition of the A.H. Robins Company (and $2 billion in net
operating losses), and, finally, to 22 percent as a result of 936
tax credits on its earnings in Puerto Rico.

In 1991, AHP earned $580 million in after-tax profits in Puerto
Rico, including $106 million in 936 tax savings. It had. in the
short sean of seven years. relocated 42 Rercent of its worldwide
income-producing capacity beneath this tax shelter. With
approximately 140r employees in Guayama, Puerto Rico, and 120
employees in a 93t osidized complementary plant in the Dominican
Republic, the 936 tax credit represents a tax-financed subsidy of
$68,387 per job. During this seven-year period, U.S. employment at
AHP fell from 27,000 to 25,300. Pharmaceutical manufacturing
plants in Elkhart, Indiana, and Great Valley, Pennsylvania, were
closed or phased down, and over 1,300 mainland workers displaced.

In 1991, OCAW asked the Midwest Labor Center for Labor Research
(MCLR) to examine the possibility that the situation with American
Home Products was not an isolated case. This inquiry revealed 25
examples where Section 936 tax credits were a motivating factor in
mainland plant closures or miss layoffs.(4) These 25 cases
involved a total of 11,008 jobs. Of the 11,008 jobs identified in
these 25 cases, 7,306 were directly shifted to Puerto Rico; 995
were transferred to other locations, and 2,707 were transferred to
various locations, but where Puerto Rico was listed as receiving an
unspecified number of these jobs. Sixteen of the 25 cases involved
the pharmaceutical or medical products industry, and most of the
cases dated from 1985 or later.

This report by no means resembles an exhaustive search for all such
runaways but simply catalogues those situations where relocation to
Puerto Rico was noted by corporate officials, the media or the
labor union involved. In the vast majority of cases, it is our
impression that companies have taken some care to conceal the
magnitude of their relocation plans. Most relocations are not
difficult to conceal. In large part, the companies taking
advantage of Section 936 are Fortune 500 companies, with many
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mainland facilities. Typically, when establishing itself in Puerto
Rico, or in any other tax shelter for that matter, a large company
will cream off thoie-Oroducts from its various mainland locations
that offer the highest rate of-return. In this way, many mainland
facilities may only be slightly impacted. Once the Puerto Rico
facility is well-established, the company will undertake a "review"
of its mainland facilities and issue a finding that it has "excess
capacity" on the mainland, and, in order to remain competitive, the
company must "consolidate." A mainland plant is targeted f or
closure and its work is farmed out to other mainland facilities.
In this way, workers and communities who are impacted are often
completely unaware of the underlying causal effect of Section 936.

The majority of companies mentioned in the MCLR report have taken
the position that mainland plant closures and layoffs were a result
of necessary "restructuring and consolidation," without noting that
such restructuring always results in an enlargement of Puerto Rico
operations and diminished operations on the mainland.

It is our belief that many more examples of this complex process of
relocation exist and that the locations represented in the MCLR
study represent but the tip of the iceberg.

PRUSA has, on a number of occasions, represented that Section 936
has created tens of thousands of direct and indirect jobs in Puerto
Rico. These assertions, however, overlook and ignore the economic
impact of direct and indirect job losses on the mainland that have
resulted from the tax-driven export of mainland jobs to Puerto
Rico.

In the study referenced above, MCLR estimated that the ripple
effects of 7,306 direct job losses account for at least 14,600 to
21,900 indirect jobs lost, as well. When the figures for direct
job losses and estimated indirect job losses are added together, we
derive a conservative figure for total job loss due to transfers of
work to Puerto Rico of between 21,900 and 29,200 jobs.(5)

Additional evidence of job shifting in the pharmaceutical industry
is provided in the table (appended to this statement) which
compares the growth in production worker employment on the mainland
with that of Puerto Rico. As the table demonstrates, production
employment in the Puerto Rico pharmaceutical industry has increased
by 88 percent during the past decade, rising by 6,600 workers
between 1980 and 1991. During the same time period, mainland
production employment declined by 6.9 percent or 6,100 jobs.

The pharmaceutical industry, as well as responsible Commonwealth
officials, have turned a deaf ear to our concerns over the export
of mainland jobs. At the present time, these parties are in a
complete state of denial. They refuse to admit that there is any
problem whatsoever, and, in fact, continue to maintain that 936 has
had the opposite effect of actually creating new jobs on the
mainland.

In a March 1993 study, PRUSA maintains that Section 936 companies
in Puerto Rico have actually created 46,000 indirect jobs on the
mainland as a result of their purchases of goods and services.
This logic is spurious for a number of reasons. Clearly, 936
companies would have had an even greater impact on mainland
employment had they stayed on the mainland, or at least a similar
effect if they had gone to Mexico or Ireland or Canada.

The pharmaceutical industry and its friends have not yet admitted
to the tax-driven dislocation of a single mainland worker. This is
a monument to their arrogance, if not their fear of yet another
lawsuit. This total and complete state of denial is utterly
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contradicted by their predictions that the imposition of the
Clinton wage credit would cause them to bolt Puerto Rico for
sunnie- tax climes, summarily dumping "tens of thousands" of Puerto
Ricans into the unemployment line.

The very companies that said that they have never dislocated a
single mainland worker to take advantage of what amounts to a 246
percent wage credit presently offered in Puerto Rico, are nU
saying that they would dump "tens of thousands" Puerto Rican
workers in a heartbeat to find something better than the 60 percent
wage credit.

Because of the special tax status of Puerto Rico, an anti-runaway
policy has been reflected within the Puerto Rico tax code for
approximately 40 years. Understanding that Section 936-type
credits would be without value in the absence e of corresponding
exemptions provided by Puerto Rico within it -a tax jurisdiction,
it was recognized that similar non-relocation declarations would be
necessary to blunt the threat of "runaways" and preserve this
special status as well as the underpinnings of Oparatlon Bootstrap.
And, it has sino been recognized that such restrictions on 936-
type corporations are necessary to bring Puerto Rico policy into
line with Federal policy on tax-financed industrial incentives.

For example, where federal tax receipts are used by states to offer
direct incentives to a company, it has been the policy of the
federal government to require the recipient to certify under oath
that the subsidized project will not adversely affect employment in
other regions of the country. This is true of Job Training
Partnership Act grants offered by the Labor Department, Economic
Development Administration grants offered by the Commerce
Department, and Urban Development Action grants of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development.

Sadly, in its zeal to expand the package of promotions and
giveaways to business, the past administration in Puerto Rico
discarded this history and its expression !n policy. In our
opinion, they encouraged companies to falsify non-relocation
declarations requiredd under the Puerto Rico Tax Incentives Act,as
well as by the U.S. statutes governing Labor and Commerce
Department training and development grants. In this way,
"Operation Bootstrap" evolved into "Operation Booted Out." The
fact is, a uniform federal tax policy, coupled with non-relocation
restrictions, are presently the ldw of the land for everyone =
Puerto Rico when it comes to the collection and expenditure of
federal tax dollars.

Puerto Rico has also been the subject of so much attention because
of the sheer l of the subsidy. Whereas a mainland
corporation faces a 34 percent U.S. corporate income tax on
earnings in any state, it is offered a free ride in the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The size of this break is so enormous
that it dwarfs any that could be conceivably be provided by state-
level tax breaks on corporate income.

We, along with the entiLe AFL-CIO, support the cause of Puerto Rico
workers seeking more jobs and better wages. It is obscene that the
astronomically high unemployment rate, and other mean levels of
economic desperation are tolerated in any region, be it a state 2X
a territory of the United States. As long as Puerto Rico is tied
to the U.S., either as a territory or a state, residents on the
mainland have, in our view, an enormous responsibility to see that
the people of Puerto Rico enjoy to the fullest measure the fruits
of U.S. citizenship.
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In a January 14, 1993, San Juan Star editorial, Mr. A.W. Maldonado,
a public relations consultant to Fomento, characterized Puerto
Rico's non-relocation policy as "adopted for essentially public
relations reasons" and "impossible to enforce." We agree. This is
why the AFL-CIO has supported legislative action to amend Section
936 to allow the Treasury Department or the Courts to police the
936 companies.

All of these facts and :igures don't begin to tell the real story.
The real story here is told by the workers at Acme Boot and
thousands like them who have been abandoned in this corporate
migration' to 9'S tax shelters. In all too many casE3, the tax code
has allowed employers the added advantage of ridding themselves of
older workers and replacing them with a workforce of 20-year olds.
In the case of American Home Products, the average age of the
workforce was 45. In the case of Acme Boot, the average age was
48. in our economy, factory workers at this age are almost
unemployable. And the high cost of private health insurance is
prohibitive.

In view of the generosity of the Administration proposal, we are
concerned that Section 936 will continue to attract mainland
businesses and, unfortunately, continue to finance the export of
mainland plants and the destruction of mainland jobs. Clearly,
such an outcome is not intended by this Administration, nor by
anyone concerned about the use of public monies to destroy the jobs
of the very taxpayers who are paying for this tax break.

For all of these reasons, our union, along with the entire AFL-CIO,
continues to advocate the passage of law to prevent these
substantial subsidies from causing mainland unemployment. At this
time, examples of legislative approaches to the problem of 936-
inspired plant closures are before several committees in the House
of Representatives. I refer the members of this panel to H.R.
1207, H.R. 1210 and H.R. 1630. These legislative approaches, would
by various means, have the effect of withholding or revoking
Section 936 tax credits from runaway plants.

Because Section 936, even with the imposition of the 60 percent
wage credit, represents a continuing threat to mainland jobs,
workers in towns like Clarksville, Tennessee, Elkhart, Indiana, and
Brea and Palo Alto, California, are looking to this Committee to
stop the destruction of jobs and communities caused by the
Possessions Tax Credit.

The members of this Committee haye the opportunity to perform a
great service to workers and communities by holding firm on the
President's program to place a 60 p-rcent cap on the Section 936
tax credit, and by drafting legislation to withhold the tax credits
from companies who would use this tax--financed subsidy to destroy
mainland jobs.

PExAuMcxwcAL PRODucTIo WORsims - U.1. Kainland and Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico Puerto Rico
U.S. as % of as % of

Excluding Puerto U.S. and U.S. U.S. and
Year Puerto RiCo BiZ.co Puel.t Rico Main land____ _

1980 88.7 7.5 96.2 8.5 7.8
1981 86.1 7.9 94.0 9.2 8.4
1982 84.1 8.0 92.1 9.5 8.7
1983 84.2 8.4 92,6 10.0 9.1
1984 81.8 8.6 90.4 10.5 9.5
1985 78.8 9.4 88.2 11.9 10.7
1986 78.4 10.3 88.7 13.1 11.6
1987 79.6 10.1 89.7 12.7 11.3
1988 81.0 10.5 91.5 13.0 11.5
1989 82.7 12.2 94.9 14.8 12.9
1990 81.3 13.3 94.6 16.4 14.1
1991 82.6 14.1 96.7 17.1 14.6
1992 14.9

All data are in thousands
Soureeas For the U.S.: U.S. Department of Covmewrce, Bureau of the Census
For Puerto Rico: Puerto Rican Department of Labor
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(1) Caribbean useLM, plr 8, 10931 pp. 34-S.

(2) A ... , September 3, 1950.

(3) In 1991, OCAW brought a civil racketerIn suit against ARP, alleging fraud in
connection with the closure of an Indiana pharmautical plant and the opening of a similar
facility in Puerto Rico. The suit alleged that APE defrauded OCAN by falsifying applications
for Puerto Rico local tax emotions. Applicants are required to certify that their tax-
exempted projects are not Intended to have an adverse effect on mainland employment. The
suit also named Puerto Rico officials for conspiring in this fraud. In 1992, a related
action wee filed on behalf of a class of over 1,000 former AKP workers in Indiana, New York,
Pennsylvania and Now Jersey who had been displaced under similar circumstances. On July 29.
five days before trial in federal Court, the parties agreed to a $24 million out-of-court
settlment. The court action enabled OCAM to review discovery documents, Including the
firm's tax returns for the last ten years, and was useful to OCAV in gaining valuable Insight
on the practical application of Section 936.

(4) Imn -c of Intornal anue Cods Section 936 on Mnufacturint Jobs in the 0.9., Midwest
Canter for Labor Research, June 1991. it mst be noted that these 25 cases cited in the HCLX
study were assembled using trade press, company statints, and other easily acquired
material. MCLR believes that a more In-depth Investigation of business records and local
press sources would significantly enlarge the list of Section 936 maLnland-0.S. closures.

(S) In re-iawing dozens of plant closings during the pst decade, NMR has developed a
method for estiating the social costs associated with the loss of manufacturing jobs In the
form of Increased costs to the local, state and federal governments.

These social costs account for the decreased taxes that workers pay after they loss
their jobs, and for the Increased social welfare benefits that they receive, In the form of
unemployment cumpensatLon, welfare and food stamps.

While it is not possible to arrive at precise estimates of social costs for the 25 cases
in the study, AM.R has found that for each manufacturing job lost, the combined costs to all
levels of qovrnment can range f. 530,000 to $40,000 pr worker in the first two years
following a layoff or plant closing.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. MCINTYRE

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Committee on behalf of Citizens
for Tax Justice. Our coalition of labor, public interest and grassroots citizens groups
represents tens of millions of middle- and low-income Americans, who have a vital
stake in fair, economically sound tax and budget policies.

The issue before the Committee today is not a difficult one from the point of view
of sound tax and budget policy. The threshold question is whether the current 80%
write-off for business meals and entertainment is a legitimate deduction in comput-
ing net business income. If so, that would end the discussion. But the answer rather
clearly is no. The second question is whether a $10 billion a year government sub-
sidy for business people's meals and entertainment makes sense. Here the answer
is even more obvious: No.

Therefore, we strongly recommend that the current tax deduction for meals and
entertainment be eliminated entirely. We support President Clinton's proposal to re-
duce the write-off to 500% as a modest step in the right direction.

I. CAN A WRITE-OFF FOR MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT BE JUSTIFIED AS A LEGITIMATE
DEDUCTION IN COMPUTING NET BUSINESS TAXABLE INCOME? (NO.)

It's a fundamental (and usually honored) income tax principle that personal out-
lays, whether for a family car, a house, food or entertainment, should not be deduct-
ible in computing net income.' On the contrary, these are precisely the things that
net income is used to buy. If the income tax laws generally allowed people to deduct
their personal expenses, there would be little or nothing left to tax (except savings).2

ISection 262 of the Internal Revenue Code states this principle explicitly. See appendix.
2 A few personal outlays, most notably mortgage interest, are allowed as itemized deductions

in computing individual taxable income. But the mortgage interest deduction is not defended
on tax policy grounds as a proper deduction in computing net income (or ability to pay taxes),
but _ ther as a government subsidy for housing. (The case for this subsidy is generally consid-
ered to be weak by most analysts, but the transitional, regional and political problems of elimi-
nating this subsidy are large.) A quite reasonable case on ability-to-pay grounds can be made
for most other itemized deductions, such as those for state and local taxes, cash charitable con-
tributions and extraordinary medical expenses.
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To be sure, when taxpayers assert that some of their apparently personal outlays
also have a business purpose, the issues are not always clear cut. Although the tax
code ostensibly allows deductions only for "necessary business expenses, this rule
is liberally interpreted when a buairr.,se purpose clearly predominates. The law does
,Iot limit deductions for office fur,-k.,'ngs, for example, to the cheapest available.

But when the personal element of an outlay dominates, the tax code should not
(and usually does not) allow a deduction. For example, n'though someone could rea-
sonably say thai he or she needs a place to live in order to survive (and be able
to work), normal housing costs have no particular linkage to earning income, and
are thus not deductible as business expenses. Likewise, commuting costs may make
it possible to get to work, but they are properly treated as stemming from personal
decisions about where to live, rather than being primarily business-related, and are
thus not deductible.

It's hard to imagine any outlays that are more quintessentially personal than
those for meals andentertainment. Everyone has to eat, no matter what their pro-
fession or trade (if any). Entertainment, by definition, is designed to provide per-
sonal satisfaction and enjoyment.

Current law recognizes that meals and entertainment expenses are primarily per-
sonal when a taxpayer makes such outlays solely on his or her own behalf. The fact
that someone may read a business journal over lunch or think about marketing
strategies during a football game does not transform those meals and entertainment
outlays into deductible business expenses. Strangely, however, when a meal or rec-
reational activity is shared with a business associate or a potential client or cus-
tomer, the tax law generally allows 80% of the amounts spent to be written off.

Specifically, meals that bear a "reasonable and proximate relationship to a trade
--or business"- are 80% deductible if they occur under circumstances that are "condu-
cive to a business discussion." There is no requirement that business actually be dis-
cussed, either before, during or after the meal (nor would there be any way for the
IRS to drove that such a discussion actually did not take place). Entertainment out-
lays are 80% deductible if the taxpayer has more than a general expectation of de-
riving income or a specific trade or business benefit (other than goodwill) from the
activity, or more liberally, if the entertainment is directly preceded or followed by
a substantial and bona fide business discussion (such as a business meal). Such a
discussion does not have to occur on the same day as the entertainment, nor does
it have to last as long.

The problem is not merely that these rules are hopelessly open to abuse, although
of course they are. For example, as an occasional freelance writer, I discuss virtually
everything I write with my wife (and editor), often over dinner. Indeed, most of our
meals together are "conducive to a business discussion" about my writing projects.
Should we be deducting the cost of those meals? If we go to a play or a sporting
event after one of our "business meals," should our entertainment costs also be de-
ductible? Would we be on firmer ground if we talked at an expensive restaurant
about my wife's small-business projects (aft), on which I often give constructive and
useful advice? 3

"The taxpayer is permitted to deduct the whole price [of a 'business meal'],
provided the expense is 'different from or in excess of that which would
have been made for the taxpayer's personal purposes.'. . .[Tihe Internal
Revenue Service has every right to insist that the meal be shown to be a
real business necessity. This condition is most easily satisfied when a client
or customer or supplier or other outsider to the business is a
guest . . .. But it is different when all the participants in the meal are
coworkers . . . They know each other well already; they don't need the
social lubrication that a meal with an outsider provides-at least don't need
it daily . . . . It is all a matter of degree and circumstance . . . . Daily-
for a full year-is too often, perhaps even for entertainment of
clients . . . . The case might be different if the location of the courts re-
quired the firm's members to eat each day either in a disagreeable res-
taurant, so that they derived less value from the meal than it cost them

3 My personal view is that none of these "business meals" and related entertainment should
be deductible even under existing law, but the current rules are sufficiently vague that the an-
swer is not certain. Ironically, our case would improve if we ate at more expensive restaurants
than we would normally frequent. Our chances also would improve if we kept our excursions
to a "reasonable" number per year. It might also help if we were willing te claim that we didn't
really like the meals we ate. And it would clearly assist our claim if we brought a potential
art purchaser (albeit a friend) to dinner with us. As the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
put it in Moss v. Commisioner (7th Circuit, 1985):
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to buy it or in a restaurant too expensive for their personal taste .... But
so far as appears, they picked the restaurant they liked most."

The fundamental problem is that no matter what the technical rules, the deduc-
tion for meals and entertainment is itself an abuse of good tax policy. Personal out-
lays of this sort simply should not be deductible in computing net income.

Who should be taxable?
Analytically, the proper taxpayer in the case of meals and entertainment benefits

should be the person who is fed or entertained. Thus, the theoretically correct treat-
ment of such benefits would be to tax the recipients on the value of the benefits
they receive. Denying deductions to payers, however, would produce roughly the
same result, and would be considerably easier to administer.

Of course, in the case of self-employed people, denying a deduction for meals and
entertainment personally enjoyed gives exactly the same answer as taxing the bene-
fits. For employees, the issue is only slightly more complicated. Businesses can, of
course, deduct the wages they pay their employees, whether paid in cash or in non-
cash compensation. But the employees are supposed to report those wages, cash or
in-kind, as income on their personal tax returns. Thus, theoretically, employer pay-
ments to employees in the form of meals and entertainment could be deductible by
employers and taxable to the employees. But a more workable solution is simply to
deny the deductions to the employer. Because the relevant marginal tax rates on
individuals and businesses are roughly the same, this approach gives about the
same result as taxing the ikenefits to the employees.4

Customers of a business who receive meals and entertainment are in a similar
position to employees. That is, the customers also receive in-kind income. Denying
business deductions to the payer for those in-kind payments is a good, workable
alter native to taxing tho3e benefits directly to the recipients.

Valuation issues
A perusal of recent testimony on the Clinton tax program before the House Ways

and Means Committee shows little effort by the proponents of the business meals
and entertainment deduction to defend it on tax policy grounds. (Instead, they pri-
marily talked about the need of their industries for government subsidies, a topic
discussed below). But when a tax policy defense is raised for meals and entertain-
ment write-offs, it usually comeF, down to arguing about the proper valuation of the
benefits to the recipients.

In particular, defenders of the write-offi have asserted that the value of meals
and entertainment received by self-employ.d people, employees, customers, spouses,
etc. in a business context is often much less than the dollars spent. A salesman
might not like fancy meals very much. Or a customer might not really be a hockey
fan. Or a businessman might actually detest golf. They engage in these allegedly
somewhat disagreeable activities, it i,3 argued, only because of business necessity.

This argument is terribly weak. Aftqr all, the point of feeding and entertaining
customers is to make them happy. Dragging customers to restaurants or stadiums
that they abhor would hardly be a soured business practice. Likewise, the providers
of the meals and entertainment (or their employees) have substantial discretion in
choosing where they eat or play.

In our view, the current 80% write-off for business meals and entertainment over-
whelmingly fails the test of sound tax policy. While a case might be made for allow-
ing a small portion of such outlays to be deducted on valuation grounds, we believe
that the soundest policy would be to disallow such write-offs entirely. The Clinton
plan, to limit the deductions to 50% of their cost, is at least a step in the right direc-
tion.

4The lowest marginal federal income and payroll tax rate on wages is 30.3 percent (15% in-
come tax; 15.3% Social Security payroll tax). Because the cross-over points for hitting the 28%
bracket and exceeding the wage cap on the OASDI tax are about the same (for one-earner mar-
ried couples), the marginal rate generally remains just over 30% at higher income levels. On
the highest earners, the rate on wages is currently 31.9% (31% plus the effects of the itemized
deductions disallowance). Under the Clinton program, the top individual rate on wages would
be 43.7% (the 36% top rate, the 10% surtax, the itemized deduction disallowance and the 2.9%
HI tax). The corporate marginal tax rate is generally 34%, and would be 36% under the Clinton
plan. Thus, tax rates for payers and recipients are roughly the same.

'See, eg., "Statement of Marvin Leffler, Chairman of the Board, Nat'l Council of Salesmen's
Organizations," before the Ways and Means Comm., March 31, 1993 ("When [a salesman] enter-
tains a customer, he naturally eats a more expensive meal, but not for self-gratification-he
would rather be home.")
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2. DOES A $10 BILLION A YEAR GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY POR BUSINESS PEOPLE'S MEALS
AND Er4TERTAINMENT MAKE ANY SENSE AT ALL? (NO.)

As noted above, defenders of the current 80% write-off for business meals and en-
tertainment generally do not focus on tax policy issues. Instead, they attempt to de-
fend the $10 billion annual cost of these deductions as a needed government subsidy
to the restaurant, resort and entertainment industries.

Now if one were to make a list of government spending priorities, a subsidy for
business men and women's eating, drinking and entertainment- would seem to be
very near, if not at, the bottom of the list. (Perhaps buying business people jewelry
or furs would rank even lower.) How can we possibly justify higher taxes on the gen-
eral public or bigger budget deficits to fundsuch a peculiar entitlement program?

Therefore, as already stated, we believe that the current tax subsidy for meals
and entertainment should be eliminated entirely.
The bogus "jobs" issue

Proponents of a federal subsidy for meals and entertainment maintain that it is
a "jobs issue."6 But from a national perspective, the argument that cutting the gov-
ernment subsidy for meals and entertainment would cost jobs is wholly without
merit.

7

Essentially there are two possible economic results that could occur if the subsidy
for meals and entertainment is reduced or eliminated. Either:

a. Not much will change. Business people will continue to eat, attend sporting
events, and so forth at about the same rate as they do now. This may seem the most
likely outcome, particularly in the case of meals, since eating will remain a human
necessity and eating well, a pleasure. The historical record since 1986 confirms that
curbing write-offs is likely to have little impact on dining and recreation.8

b. Or alternatively, some of the money that now goes to buy meals and entertain-
ment will be shifted to other purchases.

The important point from a national jobs perspective is that it doesn't matter
which of these two results occurs. If less money is spent on meals and entertain-
ment, then more money will be spent on other things, creating jobs in other areas. 9

Thus, there is no reason to expect any net effect on total American jobs from reduc-
tion or elimination of the subsidy for business meals and entertainment.
Transition considerations

To be sure, whenever the government shifts or reduces spending-whether on de-
fense, meals and entertainment subsidies or whatever-policymakers should be sen-
sitive to important transition issues and their impact on real human beings. Jobs
lost in one area may not be instantly recreated in another. That's why for example,
President Clinton has emphasized retraining as a key part of his deficit reduction
program. But if the government can never end an ill-considered or outmoded sub-
sidy program because of transition issues, then it has lost its ability to govern.

Should the Committee accept our recommendation that the meals and entertain-
ment subsidy be eliminated entirely, it might be prudent to phase it out gradually,
say by 20% a year over the next four years. On the other hand, the modest reduc-
tion proposed by the President (less in total than the 1986 change io) probably needs
no transition period.

OSee, e.g., "Statement of George A. Wachtel, Director, Research and Government Relations,
The League of American Theatres and Producers," before the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee, March 31, 1993 (Theatre and performing arts budgets are extremely labor
intensive . . . .We should be promoting policies that ensure the further development of the
arts in America . . . "); "Statement of Darryl Hartley-Leonard on behalf of the American Hotel
& Motel Association," before the House Ways and Means Committee, March 31, 1993 ("In the
final analysis, what really matters is how many working Americans you will displace from their
jobs . . . ."); "Statement of Chip Berman on behalf of the National Restaurant Association," be-
fore the House Ways and Means Committee, March 31, 1993 ("it all boils down to jobs.").7 One could, of course, in some circumstances argue against deficit reduction itself on the
ground that it can cost jobs, but defenders of the business meals deduction profess to favor cut-
ting the deficit.

The 1986 Tax Reform Act cut the meals and entertainment write-off by 20%, the corporate
tax rate by 26% and the top personal tax rate by 44%. Yet despite this combined 40% reduction
in the meals and entertainment subsidy, there was no noticeable reduction in business eating
or entertaining. (Nor, by the way, did sports stars see a decline in their earnings as a result
of the withdrawal of a substantial portion of the government subsidy for entertainment.)

9There is one other possible outcome: that people would actually save more. Since the goal
of deficit reduction "e to increase national savings, however, that rather unlikely result is not
to be greatly feared.

)oSo note 8 above.
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CONCLUSION

The current 80% tax write-ofT for business meals and entertainment fails the test
of sound tax policy, and cannot be justified as a prudent or fair government spend-
ing program. We strongly recommend that the meals and entertainment write-off
be eliminated entirely. We support President Clinton's proposal to reduce the write-
off to 50% as a useful step in the right direction.

Appendix: current law (in general) on meals and entertainment:

IRC §162:
(a) IN GENERAL.-There shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid

or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business ....

IRC §274:
(a) ENTERTAINMENT, ANUSEMENT, OR RECREATION.-

(I) IN GENERAL.-No deduction.., shall be allowed for any item--
(A) ACTvTrrY.-With respect to an activity which is of a type generally considered to constitute

entertainment, amusement, or recreation, unless the taxpayer established that the item was directly relat-
ed to, or, in the case of an item directly preceding or following a substantial and borna fide business
discussion (including business meetings at a convention or otherwise), that such item was associated
with, the active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business ....

Gloss: Entertainment activities are considered to be "directly related" if the taxpayer has more than a gener-
al expectation of deriving income or a specific trade or business benefit (other than goodwill)from the activi-
ty. The alternative, more liberal rule, "directly associated with," is satisfied if the entertainment is directly
preceded orfollowed by a substantialand bonafide business discussion. Such a discussion does not have to
occur on the same day as the entertainment, nor does it have to take as long as the entertainme-it.

(k) BUSINESS MEALS.--
(I) IN GENERAL.-No deduction shall be allowed... for the expense of any food or beverages unless-

(A) such expense is not lavish or extravagant under the circumstances....
Gloss: Besides the above rule, any meals that bear a "reasonable and proximate relationship to a trade or
business " are deductible if they occur under circu'...tances that are "conducive to a business discussion."
There is no requirement that business actually be discussed, either before, during or after the meal (nor
would there be any way for the IRS to prove that such a discussion actually did not take place).

(n) ONLY 80 PERCENT OF MEAL AND ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES ALLOWED AS DEDUCTION.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-The amount allowable as a deduction ... for-

(A) any expense for food or beverages, and
(B) any item with respect to an activity which is of a type generally considered to constitute enter-

tainment. amusement, or recreation ....
shall not exceed 80 percent of the amount of such expense or item ....

IRC §262:

(a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as otherwise expressly provided in this ch peter, no deduction shall be
allowed for personal, living, or family expenses.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER MCNEISH

On behalf of the Small Business Legislative Council (SBLC), I wish to thank you
for the opportunity to testify today on the subject of the President's proposal to rein-
state an investment tax credit (ITC).

As you know, the SBLC is a permanent, independent coalition of nearly one hun-
dred trade and professional associations that share a common commitment to the
future of small business. Our members represent the interests of small businesses
in such diverse economic sectors as manufacturing, retailing, distribution, profes-
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eional and technical services, construction, transportation, and agriculture. Our poli-
cies are developed through a consensus among our membership. Individual associa-
tions may express their own views. For your information, a list of our members is
attached.

To set the stage for our observations and recommendations, let me begin by not-
ing that the Chairman of our Board of Directors, H. Ted Olson, issued this state-
ment on February 19, 1993, following the President's State of the Union: "We com-
mend President Clinton for offering the nation and small business a vision, and dis-
playing a willingness to make the hard decisions to 'unmortgage' our children's fu-
ture. As one might expect, there are items in the package we like, and others we
do not like. We are confident that the legislative process can refine and smooth out
these rough spots. The cK ntral point is we are willing to work within the concept
defined by the President."

The second noteworthy, stage-settin% fact is the SBLC, since 1991, has been vigor-
ouoly and unrelentingly pursuing a four point strategy for economic recovery. We
were among the first to sound the alarm regarding the recession and remain among
those who believe action is still necessary to ensure we do not slip back into the
economic trough. Our four point plan includes incentives to restore consumer con-
fidence, to restore business confidence, to increase affordable credit to business, and
to eliminate unnecessary regulations. A copy is attached to this testimony.

For our purposes today, the most important aspect of our economic recovery plan
is our call for incentives to restore business confidence.

Throughout our history (SBLC was founded in 1976), one of our guiding principles
has been that the tax code should be used to direct economic activity to encourage
the growth of small businesses. This principle has led us to participate in debates
ranging firom restoration of a capital gains rate differential to the establishment of
a direct expensing provision and it most certainly has included any debate on the
merits of an ITC, an incentive which we have consistently supported.

In fact, among several reasons, the elimination of the ITU was the most promi-
nent for our opposition to the Tax Reform Act of 198F.. We believed then, and still
believe now, small corporations paid a high price for someone else's rate relief in
1986, with little to show in return.

One SBLC member, the National Tooling and Machining Association (NTMA),
sums up the need for an ITC in these terms:

'The rate at which tooling and machining companies have been able to
invest since the 1986 repeal of the ITC has dropped sharply. A study by
the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard concluded that a
mere '11 prcent of smaller manufacturers are using advanced technology
at this time,' Reducing capital costs is most important to small tooling and
machining -adustry business owners, most ofwhose profit margins are
under 5 percent of sales. An ITC would represent a down payment on a ma-
chine tool. A permanent ITC is considerably less burdensome in terms of
administration than the incremental credit for big business, and would help
the majority (67 percent) of NTMA member companies to increase their in-
vestment regularly, thereby maintaining a steady pace with advances in
technology."

Moving specifically to the President's ITC proposal, I would like to offer a series
of observations.

First, we have no position on the temporary, incremental ITC for firms with more
than $5 million in receipts. Like everyone in this room, we can offer plenty of sug-
gestions for what to do with the money "saved" by not enacting it. More than a few
of our members believe not spending it and toting it" up as another contribution to
deficit reduction would be a boost to the economy, but we will defer to those at risk
for its loss to make their case.

Second, the permanent credit for firms under $5 million appears to us to be close
to hitting the mark in terms of potential constituency. If you use IRS statistics,
there are around 19 million business returns in the tax-reporting universe. It is our
understanding that almost 98 percent of those businesses would be eligible for the
credit based on receipt size of the business. However, for these purposes, a more
conservative estimate of the actual active business universe based on the number
of businesses with employees may be more appropriate. Based on that definition,
the small business community is somewhat smaller, probably numbering in the 5-
6 million range. Finally, utilizing statistics for corporate filers provides a more accu-
rate picture of the small businesses likely to use the credit. While this is not to say
sole proprietors and partners do not operate thriving businesses, we think choosing
corporate status is A better measure for the purposes of measuring the value of an
capital asset investment stimulus. Among the universe of the more than three and
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half million corporate entities, we believe 95.5 percent of them would be eligible for
the credit.

These two points lead us to our first recommendation. As the temporary credit
might be lost to companies with more than $5 million in receipts, and as the statis-
tics suggest we do have some firms that might be considered sinall businesses but
that sit on the margin of the President's size definition, it may be appropriate to
consider raising the $5 million cap. If there is one thing that can be said about a
company doing slightly more than million, it probably is that the company is one
of the job creators we speak of most frequently. It would be a shame to lose the
opportunity to help this productive job creator.

Given the fact most of the sn. .l business universe would be eligible for the credit,
based on size, the logical qucition is: "Why isn't the small business community
jumping for joy?" I must confirm the enthusiasm is not overwhelming, and keep in
mind this is coming from a group that has said it will work with the President on
his overall proposal, not torpedo it, and an organization that has been a long-time
supporter of the !TC.

we do believe an ITC will help restore business confidence, but the proposed -red-
it must be modified to achieve this goal. We see three reasons why the small busi-
ness ITC needs to be modified. One relates to the structure of the proposed small
business ITC; the second relates to the economic state of most small businesses; and
the third relates to the impact of the President's entire proposal.

First, the small business ITC, while structured as a nominal rate of 7 percent for
the first two years and 5 percent thereafter, in fact yields a much lower effective
rate. The proposed ITC simply has too many restrictions attached to it. The two
principal restrictions are the graduated [TC rate structure based on the recovery
class life of the asset and the required basis adjustment.

As you know, for example, the ITC would be applied at a 1/3 rate for three-year
property (such as tractors and special tools), 2/3 for five-year property (other vehi-
cles, computers), and 4/5 for seven-year property (fixtures, furniture, office 'quip-

ment). Some previous versions of the ITC have also had restrictions, but, in our
opinion, t: ose requirements were not as stringent as the restrictions in this pro-
posal.

When it is all said and done, and the permanent nominal 5 percent rate is imple-
mented, depending on the assets involved and the taxable income bracket of the tax-
payer, we are looking at effective rates for small corporations ranging from slightly
more than 1 percent up to just under 4 percent in 1995 and thereafter. The ITC
should apply to both new and used equipment.

Second, depending on the assets involved and the tax status of the business, ex-
pansion of the direct expensing provision of the tax code, Section 179, may provide
more opportunities for small business to invest in capital purchases. Currently, Sec-
tion 179 allows small businesses to write off the first $10,000 of such purchases in
the first year. SBLC was among the most prominent private sector advocates of Sec-
tion 179 when it was considered and enacted by Congress in 1981. At the current
time, in the absence of an ITC, it allows small businesses to weather the strains
of most capital asset acquisitions by allowing immediate write-offs.

In 1980, the 1,800 small business delegates to the White House Conference on
Small Business made enactment of a direct expensing provision their second prior-
ity. In 1986, the delegates to the second White House Conference on Small Business
called for its expansion and reinstatement of the ITC.

For some small businesses, increasing the Section 179 deduction to $25,000 may
be a preferable option to an ITC, particularly an ITC with as many restrictions as
the one on the table now. We would imagine that it would have to be structured
as a choice between the ITC or the direct expensing provision. In the absence of an
ITC, we would be rather fanatical supporters of a direct expensing provision. How-
ever, we do believe the wisest course is to have a direct expe nsing- proviso ion that
auo-ments the ITC. Both serve a valuable purpose, but in slightly different ways. It
will increase the number of small businesses able to avail themselves of some imme-
diate capital cost recovery.

If one looks at the body of literature produced after the enactment of the 1981
Economic Recovery Tax Act and the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act,
you will find many articles illustrating the need for careful tax planning when a tax-
payer is faced with a choice between expensing and an ITC. Such factors as the in-
come bracket of the taxpayer and recovery class of the asset can determine the ben-
efits of one over the other.

Finally, the enthusiasm of the small business community is tempered by the rest
of the President's package. It almost goes without saying small business would
much rather we achieve deficit reduction through spending cuts than through reve-
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nue increases. Any revenue raising provision, even those that do not directly affect
us, are more likely to have a negative impact on the economy than a spending cut.

Of critical concern, however, is the balance between small business incentives and
those revenue raising provisions which hit closer to home. As a practical matter, for
the vast majority of-small businesses, the ITC is the principal item in the "plus"
column. On the negative side, the vast majority of small business owners, whether
they are sole proprietors, partners, or S Corporation shareholders, are most directly
affected by personal rate changes. The President's proposal, through the personal
rate increase, surtax, and limitations on a number of deductions such as the meal
deduction or the lobbying deduction will affect many small businesses. While, as a
percentage of all taxpayers, those likely to be affected by his personal tax proposals
are few in number, the reality is a disproportionate number of them are likely to
be business owners.

The problem is both personal wealth and business earnings are taxed through the
personal rate structure. Only two million corporate taxpayers pay taxes based on
corporate rates; all other businesses use the personal rate structure. Although it
may appear on the personal return, income of a small business owner is also the
retained earnings of a company poised to create jobs and make capital investments.

In this regard, we are particularly concerned about the impact on family-owned
businesses operating as S Corporations. With the proposed personal rate increase
and the 10 percent surtax on incomes over $250,000, many of these S Corporation
shareholders will be paying taxes based on a marginal tax rate of 39.6 percent. For
a successful small business S Corporation, with say, receipts of $5 million, it is quite
plausible this will be the tax rate on the profits of this company. On the other hand,
the proposed marginal rate for corporations with taxable income in excess of $10
million will be only 36 percent. Certainly, a competitive advantage. While one might
argue this is not a likely scenario, there is a situation that is likely to be more com-
mon and is i cause for concern.

There are approximately 1.4 million S Corporations; most, we believe, are what
anyone would describe as a family-owned business. We believe you will find more
than a few closely held, family-owned companies, faced with a marginal tax rate of
39.6 percent on income of an amount above $250,000 (not an outrageously profitable
or big company by any means) competing against a C Corporation with income up
to $10 million that has a marginal rate of 34 percent. The marginal rate of 34 per-
cent for C Corporations begins at $75,000.

While it may be true that fewer than one percent of all taxpayers report income
in excess of $250,000, we would submit to you a significant number of these approxi-
mately 800,000 taxpayers are S Corporation shareholders, partners, or sole propri-
etors. Over 3 million partners and S Corporation shareholders reported net income
in 1990, in addition to the 11 million taxpayers who reported net business or profes-
sional income.

The point is, you can help small business on one hand with an ITC, and take it
away on the other with personal income tax rate increases or limitations on specific
business related deductions.

In the end, SBLC believes something must be done to help the economy. We be-
lieve the President has struck a positive note and placed small business at the cen-
ter of a forward-looking vision for America. We want to help get us there. We hope
these comments have provided some basis for working with Congress and the Presi-
dent to achieve our shared goals. Thank you.

Attachment.
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The Economy - A Small Business Perspective

The Anerican public has spoken and clearly change is
the order of the day. As early and outspoken advocates of
an economic recovery imative, SBLC welcomes the
oppornJu ty for agrssively pursingan economic recovery
package. To be a small business owner is to be opimistic
by nature. Pessimists do not become successful
entrepreneurs. Therefore. we wish to offer this perspective
on how we should proceed from here. We ae oonvined
that with proper direction from governments small business
can and will. lead us back to the high road of growth.
imovation, and job creation,

At this juncture, we believe therm is no need for us to
continue to fill the page with why an invesmem in small
business is critical to the economy. We are persuaded the
new Administration's commitmem to such a course is
self-evidenL

As to what musg be done. we recall the worts of an SBLC
Board rjember. representing home builders, who over a
year ago expressed a common view among many 6f
SBLC's diverse industries. He stated:

"I's obvious that some special fiscal stimulus is
needed to ensure an economic upswing next year. The
economy needs a quick and temporary stimulus to a
component of private demand that will generate
domestic spending and domestic employment"

Our greater concern is the perception cf a recession has
become an ingrained reality. Said an SBLC ioard member
representing campground owners:

"The low level of consumer cordence is causing
people to stay at home. Either they ar afraid for their

own fNtu or don't 'feel dgt' tbvaling when so
many of their friends and relatives are ota of wort or
on the brInk.

Unformtmately, we a am too fmilar with the stages of
a recession. Individuals fearful of losing tdher job do Moe
spend businesses losg sales become reluctant io take
rasks and. as money Is tu spenm jobs am cu ThaL
sef-Mpmeaming cycle mam in place today. Whbe
rece c economic signs ar promising. unless the cycle is
firmly broken twough target d governed acto de
economy wil lapse back Into ae doldrums. One SBLC
Board member observed about the impact of the
reCessionary cycle in his industy:

"A substantial number ofthe wall firms in the video,
computer. audio-visual, multimedia.
teloconferencing. and high defntion businesses fled
for bankruptcy or closed their doors this yea.
Reverberations from these events affect every

company in the asgociation upp hu e ome
extremely cautious about offering credit, makin X
shlpent and providing dealer Wrt Dealers
have quit carrying inverosy. relying on su irs o
shilp immediately after a sale has occurred. By now,
most suppliers have been sung with losses because of
a failure by oe or more of their deale and they ar
taking every precaution to avoid being caugtw in
mother. For tie next few momuh Some of the lop

supper exeutive will Spend more time on crdisr
CoWmMaees than they will ped Out 'in the field'
sellng their poduc. Some suppliers have merged.
Otws have quitmanuacturing and are just senoff
inventory at major d4scous

Coniinued oA Poge 2



In o view. the cycle can be Iroa in sever pwes:

Ru-inrm Confidaee MAM Be R Rmneun
be enrod tta ritk.rnkn _ .h tWear o, mnd r , ig iM

We were among a very small group that did not fid the
1936 Tax Reform Act. at that time, to be m amacttive
alternative. Our feeling was the tax code should be utilized
to encourage certain kinds of ecomi activity. We
believed then, and do now, small bum ss paid too high a
pce in the loss of items such as te investment tax credit
(ITC), for reductions in somebody else's tax rates.
Parerdxtically, we might note, in the mid 1970s we were
in the forefront of the fight to esablsh a graduated,
progressive corpomte rate structure.

We support the re-establistunaf of an rFC. We do.
however. offer the observation that a targeted ITC will have
only limited appeal to the small business community. amd
if we truly wart to pull the small business sector back In
the job creating mode, we need to augment the FTC in two
ways. We rwed to provide direct efforts to encourage the
csatien of jobs and we need to eurage capital msset
investment by aU small businesses. We believe you can
faion a progm that offers small businesses a choice
based on their needs.

Taking the Idzrrr concern flrsr. Ym can augosent the
targetd IfC by increasing another capital asset
invewment incentive which already exir in dhe code and
it icifcally targeted to small busiw . Cwem law
allow P sall business to 'direct expense' cq* asre.
Ts provision, enacted In 198 1, allows t1sines under a
certain size to write off up to $ t 0o= of ft cu os assess
in the year in which the assets ae punased.

We might observe, te dumpkn of die provision in
1981 were a num--r ofleading Congressional Democrats
including the current '.irman of the CommiUee on Ways
and means. Representat -e Dan Rosseraowukl (SBLC
led aie fight for it In the private sector.) In 1931, fhe
original proposal would Nave permitted a first year
wriie-off of up to $25,000. Given the years dit have
passed, we suggest making it M0000, but cont limit
it to businesses under a cex !.n size to limit revue loasse
The small busine would choose eidr the it or the
direct expensing provision. In 11981,th Deocrwslisted
these meason for the small business direct

'It is simple because it eliminates the need for
complicated accounting procedures an deprecation
*Xumlas;

*It is fair because it treats all facets of tdi business
community equally, and.

Coninued on pae 3
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-it - 11d1- by irdlon because when it is fully
opuerie ft fl dadtion is taken in the year in
which ie h'estmw is made,"

While we fid the argument for an MTC compelling as we
need to continue to push the edge of dfe envelope on
technology. die fact is. small tsirs remain.' a sector built
on human capital. While we must invest in the long-tr
job gmwth potential witon M business, if the eecon
is a mndae, it Is a signal d we need to add=es te 'here
and now." Offering a New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC) as an
alzern~ave choice to d , fTC can help rip die scales imfavor
afnew hiring. PaymUl it the link between risk.sklqg and
reality. It is also fthe common bond of Puccessful small

• rxss The117M aid other risk-taking uncesives can
open up the door to te futue, but payroll esponsblities
cme with the ssep tough that door

As put of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of
1977, Comgrss enacted a mw jobs tax credit equivalent
to 50 percent of tie r -se in each epoyer's wage bIse.
Cree a job, get a ctedit Afer only one year Co ess
killed the credk and repiaed It with the mor familiar
targeted jobs tax credit wich was and Is limited to the
hrig of kidviduals fom cet=n target grups. In uth,
dsc NJTC was enacted by Cogress over the objection of
te Treasury Deqrtett and was never given a fai sho.

In fat, mot oftlie post-aoem conducted o nthe NMTC
do agnm on two crucial points. Irt, they agree the
pimay rean dit KiCl did raw wor was tat most
employees did not know about the credLt. Virtually nothing
was done t pomoe the credit. Ironically. the Me
staristica dat on de NITC does suggest a trend was it

Sieft creut wu assst de job creating pmoess,. but
te Nrlt was uMffed out before the tend would become
a elity. See, for example. Ile New JobsTu Ongdit An
Evainfinnn of the 1977.1978 Wkge Suhdy Prrrm& 69
Amenia Economy Asoadon. 173.

The othe fact which the pot-moaems reveal Is the credit
was miplamd as an "womne' tax credit. A new jobs tax
cedit sould h a payroll Ux credit. After all, is Is why
we need mom tha n atnt Scrah almost any small
buness md wht do yo1 find mderitah? Payroll taxes.
The NJTC Is a good way to make contact with a touchstn
for al mall n un ess - payroll taxes. For most small
busimse latc is t name of fe game. Furthermore.
Ike it or not, tie service sector is ard will remain an
Important part ofouroveral economy. The service sector
is mallbuses and de service seco means jobs. The
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important message here is. economrIc recovery must
address human capital concerns ofs mall business as well.
And. in everyday terms that trnslaf into payroll burdens.

Indeed, the history of thw 1977 economic debase canoffer
clues as how to costbine the FTC with a new jobs tax credt.
the direct expeming and a fourth component. worker
training, to provide business with choices within the
framework, that work best for them. The overall incentive
would be limited to a speci/i amount, but the small
business could choose the specific alternative that allows
Mhe small business to grow and create jobs.

Finally. we do believe an injection of govenu'-nt
spending on restoring the nation's infrastructure ,ill
produce short-term job creation benefits and long e-m
productivity dividends.

While our focus today is on what we can do, we do offer
one observation about what we should nor do. To
understand the heart and soul of the small bu ,iness
community today, it is necessary to understand the
significance of the words "family owned." If therm is one
issue that can galvanize and unite the small ousiness
community, it is any attempt to change estate tay. laws. The
91 st Congress learned that lesson the hard way with respect
to Internal Revenue Code Section 2036(c). The subject
transcends the statistics, it is a matter ofanotion. For many
small business owners, the businrw' is everything. It is
their legacy, it is their retirement, is I their way of life. As
an SBLC Board member who presents retail grocers,
observed:

'Family owned business are not short-term concerns.
A real family sees itself as a closely bound, dynamic
entity yesterday, today and tomorrow. The realistic
potential of meaningful passage of business from one
generation to another is often the rlnciral motivation
for the ongoing prosperity. For the present
generation, the prospect of future appreciation.
represents a great legacy to his or her children It also
frequently represents a personal guarantee of
retirement security. In both instances, again and
again, we must acknowledge that it often partially or
totally sustains the actual day to day business
operation.

C(Q"irner Confidence Must e Rannrerl econ
must be convinced to make an invesrigan in new nroda u

In our opinion, across-the-board cuts in individa tax
rtes will not restore consumer confidence. While the
numbers in aggregate sound impressive, to the individual
it is not sufficient to encourage the consumer to reentr the
market. Many polls indicate the consulter will reduce
debt. In normal times, encouraging saving is a worthwhile

goa: In a recession built on a f b lion of pessimistic
pe tidons, it is of lale or no help.

Rather we believe Onw tax code can be utilized to
encourage economic activity. In tuth,ur eces~my is still
driven by "big dck items uch as homes and cam While
we an not recommending a specific agenda. it is a hoping
purchase tax credit. cormamer interest dedicibiity. a tax
credit for taking in an old car for a new one, a tax credit
for the purchase of certain significant consumer goods or
services which can not only save the taxpayer money, but
also stimulate the economy.

Aderuate Credit Must Be Readily Availibte Banks.
giber financialirMnU o,nr and iryeirors mastr be rdyand
willing fo leadandlor invest ia tAeo otential Qfour economy

Finally, we remain convinced our credit and financing
systems remain skewed against small business. Whether
it is venture capital or working capital, we continue to hear
a steady drum beat from small business tm credit is not
available.

What are the problems? Is it a too cautious banking
community? Is there still too much regulation? Why is it
so difficult for mature, stable businesses to maintain a line
of credit?

We believe we can put our banking and small business
financing systs back on track and we can begin tre
process by appointing bank regulators thA have evidenced
an understanding and appreciantonfor the credit concerns
of small business. We need to examine ban capital
requirements and lending guidelines. Finally, we suppon
community development banks developed in such a
fashion that there would be access for small business in
urban areas.

Do we have a national policy to pmote a steady flow of
risk capital for entrepreneuril activity? The tax code.
through appropriate treatment of capital gains, can
stimulate activity. Since 1986, we have pat serious holes
in the venture capital pipeline. An SBLC Board member,
representing the venture capital industry, observed:

flhe venture capital industry Is undergoing the
toughest economic time since 1974. Money raised by
venture fueds is down 75 percent since die high-watr
mark In 1987. There has been a corresponding falloff
of invemerts in new and emerging small businesses
bw the venture industry."

SBLC supports a small business targeted capital gumn
exclusion as proposed by Senator Bumpers.

Continued on Page 4
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ArsNtrry, Govemmet-imposed Additions to the Cost of
Doing Business Must Be Conuoled £uernal facs.
jurh as 1hp ramul.ctm fi)t_ af goer_.r ,r nment~dadtg
should not contnibure ro the irdltion of rhe Mrice of goods

Paramount among our concerns is the unending upward
spiral of health care costs and its impact on small
employers and employees. In that regard, SBLC has been
a long-time supporter of comprehensive health care
reform.

Throughout this debate we must be mindful not to impose
counterproductive burdens on the small business
community. In that regard, we believe the economic
package must remain narow in focus on providing pouitve
incentive. to the economy. The goveff sent has added an
extrsordinary amount to the cos of goods and services.
When a printing firm must cope with 40 different
envronmnenul laws, or a to'oling aid machining shop with
800 Defense Department procurement-related laws,
common sense suggests tt..r is something wrong with the
equation.

One of the fundamental problems with the way Congress
devetops public policy whichproduces regulatorycosts for
small business is it fails to assess the cumulative impact of
all related regulatory initiatives. Perhaps an increase in the
minimum wage in and of itself is modest, the cost of
mandated parents leave does not appear overwhelming,, or
the cost of health care. while significant, is not
back-breaking, but add them together and the osts me
indeed counte.rproductive. Likewise, take anundergrcurd
storage tank law, a hazardous waste disposal progstm,
clean air rules, and a dozen more envirunmenl zi!.S and
it is no wonder that the small petroleum marketer is caght
ina spiral of increasing cos Said an SBLC Board
member who represents thai industry:

'Extensive environmental requirements betrg
imposed by Federal, ste, and local officials have
added enormous new costs to notornly the contructi on
of new service suons, but also to the maintenanoe of
existing ones. The costs ae so subsatial ta some
marketers have had to cos numerous outlets."

The government should not be in the business of pricing
goods anid services out of the range of affordability for
consunet. The regulatory burden today is greater than it
was during the late I97. The implication are quite
appamrt.

SUMMARY

in conclusion, we are not so naive as to believe we can
wave a magic wand. To accomplish some of these tasks
involves trade-offs. How we pay for these efforts must be

solved. Adjustments in our spending priorities and
adjustments in our progresve tax rue structure ar two
optons.

We do favor linking the short-term economic stimulus
package with a long-term deficit reduction measure. In this
paper we have focusd on the short-erm but, in -. way
should this be interpr, ted as a sign of change in our
opinions regarding the iedcrtl deficit. We simply cUwit
hope to sustain an ecnzmic recovery without substantial
reductions in the deficit. Although the task will be painful
for all we carit shrug off the task. In thai regard, we do
applaud two recent initiatives for their candor. While we
have not had an opportunity to work through all of the
specifics of their recommendatiors we are favorably
inclined to agree with the basic approaches of the
"Strengthening America Commission' and the 'Concord
Coalition" to addressing the deficit probAem.

We understand the trade-offs in both the short-term for
the an economic recovery package and in th long-nerm for
deficit reduction and are prepared to help make the hard
choices.

We see this moment as an opportrtity for small business
growth We are prepared to make it work as a partnership
for the benefit of the nation and small business.

FmaUy, some say nothing we do today can help before
the recession ends of its own accord. We disagree.
Immediate targeted government action is necessary, or it
will M end. The consumer and business owner will
respond to economic encouragement. The
percepton/reality cycle must be firmly broken.

We look forward to working with the Adm inistirati arid
the Congress in the months ahead. We stand ready to assist
during the transition period and beyond.

The SBLC is a permanent, independent coalition of
nearly one hundred trade and professional associations that
shar a common commitment to the future of small
business. Our members represent the interests of small
businesses in such diverse economic sectors as
manufacturing, retailing, distribution, professional ard
technical services, construction, transportation. and
agnculnire. While our policies ame developed through
consensus among our membership. we respect the right of
individual associations to express their own views. For
your Information, a list of our members follows.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICTORIA MUROZ

PUERTO RICO: A STRATEGY FOR INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT

Only half a century ago Puerto Rico remained one of the poorest countries of the
Western Hemisphere, described as the "Stricken Land of the Caribbean," with a per
capital income of $140 per year, life expectancy at birth of 45 years, and about 56%
of school-age children had no schooling. Starting in the late 1940's, under the lead-
ership of Luis Mufioz-Marin and the Popular Democratic Party, Puerto Rico pursued
an economic development strategy based on attracting private offshore investment
in manufacturing to generate thousands of jobs for one of the most overpopulated
areas of the world, wgith scant natural resources. Combining free access to the U.S.
market, U.S. constitutional protections and low effective tax rates, our industrial
p lan, led by former U.S. Ambassador Teodoro Moscoso and known as Operation
Bootstrap, transformed Puerto Rico. Employment increased more than 50%, from
596,000 m 1950 to more than 900,000; GNP escalated from $3.7 billion to over $34
billion presently; exports today exceed $21 billion, more than the rest of the Carib-
bean combined. A rural, agricultural backward society was transformed into an in-
dustrial, urban and modern society.

This export-oriented strategy of economic development based on free markets, pri-
vate investment, and increasing labor productivity is today the model of develop-
ment pursued worldwide, from Ireland to Singapore, from Poland to Chile. With lim-
ited arable land, ample competition in tourism throughout the Caribbean Basin, the
manufacturing sector has become the principal component of Puerto Rico's economy.
Manufacturing generates 40% of the Puerto Rico's Gross Domestic Product. With a
population density of over 1,000 persons per square mile, higher than India, Paki-
stan, Japan and China, an official unemployment rate of 18%, and more than half
the population living under the U.S. poverty line, Puerto Rico remains a developing
economy, critically dependent on outside investment for its growth and employment.
In competing for investment worldwide, Puerto Rico's comprehensive tax incentives
progam plays a key and fundamental role.

Manufacturing employment in Puerto Rico has evolved over the years toward
higher value added, more technology and capital intensive industries, as the more
labor intensive employment has migrated to areas offering lower paying jobs
throughout the Caribbean Basin and the Far East. In the last twenty years, high-
tech industries employing better educated, skilled workers for the manufacture of
pharmaceutical, precision instruments, computers, medical devices, and electrical/
electronic components have proliferated in Puerto Rico. Year after year, Puerto
Rico's world class industrial work force maintains exceptional quality standards in
the manufacture of products shipped worldwide.

Our future growth will necessarily come from accelerating the development of the
more technology and capital-intensive sectors, focusing on emerging industries with
leadership in technological development. This strategy will permit us to continue to
upgrade our Island's human capital, achieve stability in employment and assure
Puerto Rico's participation as an important location for global production in the 21st
century. This outward-looking strategy is the only policy choice available to us if we
want to continue our economic development. As American citizens, Puerto Ricans
expect to narrow the gap between the average per capita income in the U.S. and
that in Puerto Rico. This car, be accomplished over time by implementing economic
policies for growth and employment, rather than greater dependence in federal
transfer funds.

Puerto Rico's development atory evidences the fruits of effort, initiative, invest-
ment-the same prescription President Clinton has eloquently proposed to the
American people. His vision is ours. As U.S. citizens, Puerto Ricans wish to share
in the collective effort to move America forward. Even though it is the poorest juris-
diction in the United States, Puerto Rico should and can contribute, but in ways
consistent with our development strategy. Such contribution must be based on what
is fair for our economy relative to the sacrifice that the U.S. as a whole is being
asked to make. President Clinton's proposal represents annual revenue increases of
approximately 1.3% of U.S. GNP. In contrast, the $2.2 billion which the U.S. Treas-
ury proposes be taken out of Puerto Rico's economic system in 1998 represents 6.4%
of Puerto Rico's GNP, a burden five times greater. This disproportionate contribu-
tion is not fair.

President Clinton's objective to reduce the deficit can be achieved in ways that
avoid adverse effects on Puerto Rico while maintaining the effectiveness of incen-
tives for economic growth. With appropriate adjustments to Section 936 provisions
allocating intangible income between Puerto Rico and the United States, additional
revenues would be generated for the U.S. Treasuiy, while Puerto Rico protects its
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investment climate with a predictable and stable pattern of policies that will result
in incremental employment for our people. It is important to provide stability to this
program, so that all who participate in the 936 system, from investors to employees,
from local municipal governments to Caribbean nations, can rely on its continuity.
Section 936: An Essential Economic Development Tool

Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code, and its predecessors dating from 1921,
complemented by the industrial tax incentives laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, has been the critical element in the modernization of the Island. Section 936
has effectively implemented the long-standing federal tax exemption on income lo-
cally generated in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Section 936 works. It permits the Government of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico to forego some tax on income earned in Puerto Rico so as to successfully com-
pete for manufacturing investment with other developing economies, offering effec-
tive tax rates ranging from 7 to 12%. This investment means jobs, increased produc-
tivity and a higher degree of self-sufficiency for all Puerto Ricans. Section 936 ac-
counts directly and indirtly for over 300,000 jobs, more than one third of all jobs,
and generates over 35% of the funds on deposit in banks in Puerto Rico. These de-
posits provide the liquidity so that banks can support investments in the commer-
cial, industrial and tourism sectors. In fact, 936 is a system that connects all the
components of our economy to make it viable.

Once the poorhouse of the Caribbean, Puerto Rico today enjoys the highest stand-
ard of living in Latin America. Our annual per capita GNP of $6,753, although still
only a third that of the United States, is nevertheless seventeen times greater than
it was in 1950, and more than twice that of countries such as Brazil and Venezuela,
which are rich in natural resources and not as densely populated as Puerto Rico.

Section 936 is not a mere tax provision; it is a system that provides the basis and
foundation of the transformation of Puerto Rico from extreme poverty to a develop-
ing economy, from hopelessness to increasing self-sufficiency.

Curtailing Section 936 Will Destroy Growth
The Treasury Department has proposed a cap to the Section 936 credit equal to

60 percent of the total wages paid to employees (as defined by the Federal Unem-
ployment Tax Act (FUTA)). Those Section 936 labor intensive industries whose labor
costs are high, relative to total output, will continue to enjoy exemption from federal
tax. Due to increased competition from low wage Caribbean and Pacific Rim nations,
Puerto Rico has lost 11,000 jobs during the past decade. With Section 936 we have
replaced these jobs with high-skilled, better paying employment in capital intensive
industries. But for each labor-intensive plant we lose to a low-wage area we have
to establish 10 to 15 new capital intensive plants, with fewer jobs per plant, but
with higher wages. Unfortunately, these highly productive manufacturers would, in
effect, become subject to federal taxation on income derived from Puerto Rico under
the proposed wage-based cap, at a rate proportional to the productivity of labor em-
ployed-the higher the value added per unit of labor, the higher the effective federal
tax. In general, manufacturing income generated in Puerto Rico would become sub-
Ject to an effective federal tax rate of approximately 24%,1 ranging from a zero rate
or apparel, textiles and leather products, to a 16% effective rate for electronics, 17%

effective rate for instruments and related products, and 28% effective rate for chemi-
cals and related products.

Investment decisions are made, however, on marginal, not average returns. For
corporations subject to the wage cap, incremental decisions, whether to expand or
contract operations at the margin, will likely face the effective tax rate applicable
on its U.S. operations. 2 Clearly, imposing federal taxes of this magnitude will have
devastating effects on the viability of Puerto Rico as a production location. When
combined with our own local taxes of 7 to 12%, which are only deductible but not
creditable against U.S. tax liability, the combined federal and Puerto Rico tax bur-
den at the margin will exceed the tax imposed in the United States, and, more sig-
nificantly, far exceed the effective tax rates of Pueito Rico's manufacturing competi-
tors, such as Ireland, Singapore and Taiwan. The industrial sectors most adversely
affected will paradoxically be those the United States most desires to promote-
those generating skilled jobs, at high wages, but requiring substantial capital in-
vestment and a world class work force.

'Estimate based on IRS, U.S. Possessions Corporation Return, 1989 (assuming a 36% cor-
porate tax rate).2To the extent labor is not a fully variable input, the marginal tax rate approaches the statu-
tory rate.
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Increasing taxes on returns to capital will necessarily result in reduced invest-
ment in new plants, machinery and equipment in Puerto Rico, slow the pace of eco-
nomic growth, estimated at 16 to 26 percent, 3 and stymie job creation. A study con-
ducted for the Associated General Contractors of America on the proposed 65% way-
based cap concluded that the growth of the Puerto Rican economy would decline
from 3% to-.03% per year, with the manufacturing sector contracting 7% in real
terms annually, resulting in a total job loss of between 85,803 and 101,237. This
is equivalent to a loss of 10 million jobs in the U.S. economy. flow is Puerto Rico
expected to offset these dramatic adverse effects on investment and employment
growth? Significant increases in federal social spending would be necessary. The
Congressional Budget Office condur'ed the most comprehensive and objective study
on the consequences to Puerto Rico of eliminating the tax incentives under Section
936, substituting it with the full range of social programs not now available and
with additional federal outlays exceeding $2 billion per year.4 CBO generated a
macro-economic model of the Puerto Rican economy to simulate the effects of such
fiscal changes. CBO found that investment would be reduced by 62 to 73%, exports
drop 33 to 43%, with a loss of 50,000 to 100,000 jobs, nearly one out of six private
sector jobs, a drop of 25% in wages and a reduction of 10 to 15% in GNP.

Curtailing Section 936 as proposed by the U.S. Treasury Department will impose
comparable costs to Puerto Rico. While' the proposed curtailment only approximates
outright elimination for some firms, the CBO analysis illustrates the likely con-
sequences for affected firms.

Higher taxes in a developing economy, particularly where, as here, the taxes col-
lected would not be reinvested in Puerto Rico is no economic strategy. The inevitable
result of this unprecedented taxation of Puerto Rico operations wilibe a severe con-
traction of the Puerto Rican economy. The resulting job loss and economic decline
will hit the poorest jurisdiction in the United States. While Puerto Rico is prepared
to contribute, it is being asked to withstand a severe blow to its long-term economic
viability, because it will be forced to abandon a development strategy for investment
and employment that has served it well and is today the only hope for economic
growth.

Curtailing Section 936 Will Limit Investment in Puerto Rico and Throughout the
Caribbean Region

In addition to providing tax incentives for Puerto Rico business operations, Sec-
tion 936 operates to exempt from federal tax investment income earned in Puerto
Rico from re-investing profits in local financial institutions and designated activi-
ties. This feature of Sectior. 936, adopted in 1976 to encourage investment in Puerto
Rico and facilitate repatriation to the United States, was amended in 1986 to en-
courage investment projects throughout the Caribbean Basin.

Section 936 funds amount to nearly $18 billion, invested in productive activity in
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Basin. Section 936 funds account for nearly 35% of
our local bank deposits. The proposed curtailment of Section 936 funds to 80% of
active assets would cut back available investment capital by nearly two-thirds. The
effect of the curtailment of the 936 credit will be to substantially cut back the 936
market and cap its future growth resulting in immediate repatriation of a substan-
tial amount of funds. Neither result is beneficial to the economic development of
Puerto Rico or the Caribbean Basin. Since 1986, Puerto Rico's Caribbean Develop-
ment Program has achieved impressive results complementing U.S. policy toward
the region. To date, 101 projects have been promoted in 12 Caribbean countries.
These projects have created more than 29,000 direct jobs in the Caribbean. Over
$950 million of this investment is being funded by Section 936 funds. These funds
are today the largest source of concessionary financing for the region, exceeding the
amounts invested in eligible CBI countries by multilateral international institutions.

During the 1992 Miami Conference on the Caribbean, President Clinton said: "Im-
proved economic growth in the Caribbean Basin is in the direct interest of the Unit-
ed States. It helps to create jobs and exports for the U.S. It helps to promote the
ideals of democracy, which are important for' us not only in our own nation, but
throughout this Hemisphere." Curtailment of 936 jeopardizes this proposal for the
Caribbean. Many countries in the region have entered into to Tax Information Ex-
change Agreements with the U.S. in order to qualify for the use of 936 funds. These
agreements are valuable to the United States in its war against drugs and tax eva-
sion. Many Caribbean and Central American countries took painful measures to

sThe Impact of Section 936 on Puerto Rico's Economy and Construction Sector, Associated
General Contractors of America (April 1993).

'Potential Economic Impacts of Changes in Puerto Rico's Status Under S. 712, Congressional
Budget Office (April, 1990).
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enact and ratify these agreements, expecting the U.S. to uphold its regional commit-
ment. A significant reduction of 936 tax credits, and the additional limitation on ex-
empt passive income, as proposed, will significantly limit the amount of funds avail-
able for development projects in the Caribbean.

Proper Allocation of Intangible Income Achievable Without Curtailing Section 936
The rationale underlying the proposed curtailment of Section 936 is the alleged

disproportion between tax exemption and wage compensation. This disproportion is
also found in other exemptions and exclusions, including the foreign tax credit and
deferral provisions. To some extent this variance responds to the high profitability
of capitaI intensive production. The proper inter-company allocation of intangible in-
come is a world-wide concern that can be properly addressed in an integrated fash-
ion without singling out Puerto Rico. The current allocation of intangible income be-
tween the U.S. and other jurisdictions should be re-examined as part c the Presi-
dent's recovery package so as to more correctly reflect the origin of the income. With
respect to Section 936 the current profit-split formula could be revised for U.S. tax
purposes only in order to achieve revenues commensurate with Puerto Rico's fair
contribution to the President's economic plan. This can be achieved in a manner
consistent with the unique and special relationship between Puerto Rico and the
United States.

Summary and Conclusion
By adjusting the formula for the allocation of intangible income, the U.S. Treas-

ury will raise its fair share of revenues without causing significant damage to Puer-
to Rico's economic system and its development strategy for investment and employ-
ment.

Puerto Rico finds itself at perhaps the most critical stage for industrial growth,
as it seeks to chart the course of future economic development to improve the stand-
ard of living of the 3.6 million American citizens on this Island. Already twice as
poor as the poorest state of the Union, Puerto Rico must spur economic growth. It
no longer enjoys a comparative advantage in labor-intensive industries. As the world
moves toward the elimination of restrictions on trade and investment, like NAFTA
proposes to do with Canada and Mexico, Puerto Rico must find niches that will per-
mit it to stay competitive in today's global markets. In manufacturing, Puerto Rico
emphasizes capital intensive, high technology industries that produce higher value-
added products that can best utilize our abunuant skilled work force. Puerto Rico
is breaking into the field of scientific research, engineering design, and computer
software. It is the direction that the high-technology manufacturing strategy has
taken, supported by highly sophisticated services, such Puerto Rico having become
the financial center of Central America and the Caribbean.

The proposed wage cap is inconsistent with this strategy. It is detrimental to
Puerto Rico and will set back the implementation of our development strategy. It
is in the best interest of both the United States and Puerto Rico that an agreement
be reached on this matter without curtailing the capacity of the people of Puerto
Rico to be a productive society that makes a real contribution to the well-being of
the Island, the Caribbean Basin and the United States of America. President Clin-
ton has said that for the U.S., his proposal "should result in a higher rate of eco-
nomic growth, improved productivity, higher wages, more high quality jobs and an
improved economic competitive position in the Global Economy." Ironically, for Puer-
to Rico this proposal means stagnation, diminished productivity, lower wages, lower
quality jobs, and a greatly deteriorated competitive position.
Attachment.

The Realities
On the one hand is the apparent reality that the economic activity generated by

the 936 companies provides jobs for 109,000 workers in Puerto Rico, who enjoy com-
paratively high salaries within the framework of the high level of unemployment in
Puerto Rico. We say apparently, because the testimony heard in the Senate from
the mayor and former mayor of Comerio indicates that despite the fact that the
Planning Board certified that there were more than 500 manufacturing jobs in that
town as of December 31, 1992 the reality is that there are only 77 jobs, 8 of them
derived from 936 companies. if this situation is repeated in other towns, contrary
to all the official statistics, there is a real possibility that the 936 companies cur-
rently generate less than 100,000 direct jobs. Furthermore, the employment of a
minimum of another 100,000 Puerto Ricans is derived indirectly from the economic
activity generated by the 936 companies. While the estimates of indirect jobs gen-
erated by the 936 companies vary according to the source providing the data, there
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is a consensus that the total stated above represents the minimum number of indi-
rect jobs. Consequently, the economic welfare of some 200,000 Puerto Ricans is inti-
mately tied to the 936 companies.

From Puerto Rico's perspective, the 936 companies contain elements that are both
positive and negative for our aspirations for progress. On the negative side, they
represent a fragile economic ,nodel that depends on a variable we do not control and
that can be eliminated at any time. They also represent a dangerous dependency
on a single instrument of development. In the past, the fact that Puerto Rico does
not pay federal taxes haa been used as an excuse by many members of Congress
to deny Puerto Rico parity in certain federal social welfare and economic develop-
ment programs, such as Medicaid and Supplementary Social Security (SSI).

But on the positive side of the equation, from the federal perspective the 936 com-
panies contribute to the economies of the States and help further U.S. foreign policy
objectives in the Caribbean.

The Myths
The unconditional defenders of the current scheme of federal tax benefits enjoyed

by the 936 companies have had to exaggerate the magnitude of the repercussions
any change in the existing scheme would have on our economy, in order to justify
and magnify its importance to the Puerto Rican economy. Those who oppose to the
death the existing system of benefits of the 936 companies tend to obviate the re-
ality of the impact that the immediate elimination or substantial modification of
those benefits would have on Puerto Rico's economy. Both factions, the uncondi-
tional defenders and opponents, structure their arguments with slanted focuses on
selected information that supports their respective positions.

Fortunately for the island, the proposals of Senator David Pryor and President
Bill Clinton do not call for the immediate elimination or substantial modification of
the tax benefits, but rather a redefinition to be implemented gradually, that should
not occasion economic dislocation.

The Purpose of this Report
The evaluation contained in this report is an effort to go beyond the partisan

schemes or special interests, with an indestructible faith that we can transform the
tone of a lack of solidarity now prevailing in Puerto Rico. We have focused on this
subject with frankness, impartiality, scientific analysis and in a creative spirit.

The 936 companies have been an instrument that in their day were beneficial to
the economic growth of Puerto Rico and that can continue to provide such benefits
even if the existing form of the tax code is altered. In the past, the 936 corporations
have reacted with complacency and inaction to petitions for reform made by the IRS
and other public policy sectors. In many cases, they have confused constructive criti-
cism for censuare. The Federal Affairs and Socioeconomic Development, Tourism,
Commerce, Industrial Development and Cooperativism committees wanted to take
advantage of the current juncture to carry out a carefully considered exercise of
broad reexamination of the whole matter of the 936 corporations.

In this report, we defend those aspects of the 936 corporations that can be de-
fended. We suggest amendment of that which fair and impartial analysis shows to
be obstructive of the Puerto Rican people's legitimate aspirations for economic and
social progress. We recognize that the current situation represents an opportunity
to test our creative ability in finding solutions and mobilizing our force of spirit to
overcome obstacles to economic and social progress. The leaders of our people must
prepare themselves now to draft alternative strategies to the 936 tax benefits to face
the coming century; this has already begun to be seen in the proposals of the Gov-
ernor of Puerto Rico and other officials.

Facing the 21st Century
The new century will be filled with new challenges and opportunities that will re-

quire an evaluation of traditional patterns. We are on the threshold of an era of the
formation of economic blocs, transformations in systems of production, where tech-
nology and information will predominate. This trend toward the globalization of the
economy has an impact on all systems and is a source of uncertainty. There is great-
er competition within the United States and elsewhere to attract and hold manufac-
turing enterprises. Puerto Rico must be in the vanguard in the search for a new
pattern of economic development. This report is an effort to establish the bases for
the search for that pattern, as well as to offer short-term alternatives that take into
consideration the interests of Puerto Rico and those of the federal government, at
a time when the United States is facing one of the worst budgetary deficits in its
history.
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I. SUMMARY OF THE PROBLEM

'What is Section 936?
It is a provision of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code that establishes the rules

under which U.S. corporations operating outside the 50 states, in U.S. territories
and possessions, will be exempt from federal taxes on earnings from operations in
those territories and possessions. Under these rules, they also are exempt from
taxes on passive income generated by passive investments in the territories, such
as bonds, mortgages and other investment in the development of the territories.

It has been estimated that tax benefits under Section 936 represent an annual
cost of more than $2.3 billion to the U.S. Treasury in revenue that is not received.
How does a Corporation Qualify?

A corporation must meet two criteria. First, that 80 percent of the corporation's
gross income must be from sources with the territory. Second, that 75 percent of
all income must result from active participation in trade or a business in the terri-
tory. .....

IV. CURRENT FRAME OF REFERENCE TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM

Employment History
During recent years, employment in manufacturing has remained relatively sta-

ble. The maximum level of employment in the 1970s was 147,000 jobs in 1974, in-
creasing to some 150,000 in 1991. Puerto Rico's unemployment rate has always been
high. There is data that puts unemployment in 1898 at 17 percent, and nearly 100
years later, in 1992, it is still at 17 percent. The unemployment rate has never
dropped below 10 percent in the past century. In 1969, in the administration of Gov-
ernor Luis A. Ferr6, unemployment dropped to 10.2 percent. In 1940, it stood at 15
percent, which means that today we are at the same place we were in 1940 when
our industrial development pattern was put into place.

As can be seen, the increase in jobs has not been significant, although it should
be recognized that today's jobs not only are better paid, but more stable than those
initially created under Operati, Bootstrap. Today's jobs are better because of the
technology and massive investment made by the 936 corporations in their industrial
complexes in Puerto Rico. Total :lnestmenl, of 936 corporations in physical facilities
in Puerto Rico is estimated at around $6 billion. Furthermore, these corporations
have made investments in the development of our human resources, complemented
by federal wage incentive programs for the training of their employees, in order to
carry our highly complex manufacturing processes using sophisticated equipment.
The Boom in Corporate Earnings

The earnings of these high-technology, capital-intensive industries increased enor-
mously to the point where the cost of the tax exemption under Section 936 was no-
table. It is more notable, particularly when the IRS compares the cost versus benefit
of the program on the basis of the federal tax credit for each job created by these
companies that, because they are capital- and technology-intensive, do not create a
high ratio of jobs to earnings.
The Situation from the Perspective of the Treasury

The U.S. Treasury Department views the situation of jobs created versus tax in-
centives in the 936 corporations somewhat differently from the picture presented in
the paragraph above. In the most recent report available, 1989, the net earnings
that year fo: 936 corporations operating in Puerto Rico totalled $7.730 billion. Ac-
cording to the IRS, these companies saved $2.274 billion. This tax saving rep-
resented $22.373 per employee while the average salary was $20,550 per employee.When the situation is analyzed specifcally for the pharmaceutical industry, the av-
erage tax saving was more than $66,000 per employee while the average salary was
$30,000 per employee. Currently, earnings are estimated at around $10 billion and
the tax saving at about $3 billion.

After analyzing these figures, the federal government's concern about Section 936
is understandable. While the earnings of these corporations have increased signifi-
cantly in recent years, there has not been a significant increase in the number of
jobs.
The Question of the Intangibles

Another area of complaint and discontent for the IRS and the Congress is the
handling by 936 corporations of patent rights and other intangibles. These compa-
nies spend millions of dollars on research and development.
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The research and development for these products takes place in the States. The
parent company makes deductions for this research and development in its federal
tax returns and saves taxes with these deductions. In some cases, the federal gov-
ernment has incurred the development expenses because the research was con-
ducted in government laboratories.

The parent company obtains patents on the products, which gives it exclusive
rights to produce the product for periods of up to 17 years. The parent company
transfers these patents to 936 subsidiaries in Puerto Rico, exempt from local taxes
in Puerto Rico and exempt from federal taxes. This transfer makes a company's re-
search and development aspect a highly lucrative business, since the monopoly
granted for the sale of new products allows the subsidiary to set extremely high
prices.
The Situation of the Pharmaceuticals

IRS statistics show that in 1989, the pharmaceuticals received 49 percent ($1.4
billion) of the tax credits while employing only 17 percent (18,000) of the total em-
ployees in 936 corporations in Puerto Rico. T e remainder of the 936 colorations
received only 51 percent ($1.4 billion) of the tax credits while employing 83 percent
(87,500) of the total employees in 936 corporations.

The following are some dramatic cases. According to IRS figures, in 1991 a phar-
maceutical company reported $204,375 in tax credits for every job created, which
represented an increase of 200 percent over the tax credits in 1989.

According to 1987-1989 IRS statistics, the Section 936 pharmaceutical companies
showed a reduction of 383 jobs. Employment in the pharmaceuticals dropped from
18,384 in 1987 to 18,001 in 1989.
The Situation of the Other 936 Corporations

The hypothesis could be put forward that for most of the 936 corporations in Puer-
to Rico, a change in the rules to a wage-based tax credit would not represent great
changes in the payment of federal taxes. According to IRS figures for 1989, 57 phar-
maceutical companies received $837 million in tax credits in excess of the wages
paid to their workers, while another 460 companies received $184 million less in tax
credits than wages paid. For those 460 companies, the changes would not have a
substantial impact.
What's Different This Time?

The only difference from the challenges of the past to the tax incentives under
Section 936 is that this time, at the federal level, the same party controls the White
House and the Congress, and President Clinton's economic plan includes tax in-
creases and a level of national sacrifice for all sectors of the economy. Furthermore,
President Clinton's priorities have placed the cost of health services in first place,
and, as a result, put the tax-free earnings of the pharmaceutical companies pursu-
ant to Section 936 under Congressional scrutiny.

The Impact of the QPSII Provisions (Qualified Possessions Source Investment In-
come)

Paseive income in the form of interest from 936 corporation earnings deposited,
in Puerto Rican financial institutions is known as QPSII (qualified possessions
source investment income).

The funds of 936 corporations deposited in local financial institutions as of Decem-
ber 1992 totalled $9.9 billion. Of that tota!, 42.3 percent was deposited in domestic
banks, 25.6 percent with stock brokerages, 23.9 percent in foreign banks and the
remainder in savings and loan institutions.

As a percentage of the total funds deposited in Puerto Rican domestic banks, the
936 funds represented only 17.4 percent. For U.S. banks, the total was 48.8 percent,
for Canadian banks 47.5 percent and for Spanish banks, 31.3 percent.

If the QPSII deposits of the Section 936 corporations were eliminated, Puerto
Rican domestic banks would be th, least affected.

According to data sup plied to the committees by the Government Development
Bank, activities eligible or 936 financing have decreased during the period 1988 to
1992, which indicates that the local economy has not generated much additional ca-
pacity to absorb 936 funds as a means of financing projects under existing regula-
tions. It may be that sufficient emphasis hae not been given to the use of these re-
sources in the financing of projects or that sufficient emphasis has not been given
to the promotion of projects.

As of December 1992, 93.5 percent of the funds were invested for periods of 90
days or less. The yield for 30-day deposits was 2.6 percent, while the yield for 5 or
6 years was 5 percent.
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This dramatic data for a date prior to the proposals of President Clinton shows
that nearly all of the 936 funds available as of that date were not invested in eco-
nomic development but rather in liquid instruments for the financing of very short-
term activities.
Will the 936 Corporations Leave Puerto Rico?

The 936 corporations have facilities in Puerto Rico that have cost them more than
$6 billion and that are their most modern and efficient factories in the world. They
have astronomical tax-free earnings and enjoy high productivity and all the competi-
tive advantages that Puerto Rico offers vis-a-vis other parts of the world and that
we have described above.

Puerto Rico offers them the "Made in USA" label along with direct, free access
to the U.S. market, political stability, a skilled work force, state and federal indus-
trial incentives, a democratic tradition, infrastructure, communications, water sup-
ply and many other tangible and intangible benefits not easily matched by other
areas. These companies are not in a position to pull out nor do they have a need
to dismantle such successful factories. Changes in the viewpoint of the 936 corpora-
tions themselves in recent weeks confirm this conclusion.
Alternatives at the Local Level

The Puerto Rican government should not depend exclusively on what it can attain
at the federal level for a healthy climate for industrial development. It should begin
to consider Puerto Rican initiatives, such as the following:

Repeal the law that levies a withholding tax of 29 percent on interest earned
from external capital financial resources that provide financing for
projects in Puerto Rico

In 1976, a law was enacted to impose a withholding tax on the interest earned
on external capital sources used in Puerto Rico's economic development.

In order to attract capital from the large financial centers to Puerto Rico as an
alternative to 936 funds, it will be necessary to repeal the law that imposes this
withholding tax on external capital sources used in Puerto Rico's economic develop-
ment.

The economic reasoning behind this tax, which puts an unnecessary brake on the
import of capital for economic development, is highly questionable. It can only be
justified in terms of protecting the local capital market. But our economy needs to
import capital, precisely because there is insufficient local capital for economic de-
velopment. The other reason to establish this tax could have been to eliminate com-
&etition from investment funds in national and world markets with the incipient

36 capital market expected to arise. Nevertheless, 936 funds are kept on 30- and
90-day deposit, and are not invested in sufficient amount in economic development
projects.

Deregulation of Permits and Incorporation on the Fast-Track Concept in Construe-
tion Projects

The move toward new alternatives complementary to the 936 corporations for eco-
nomic development requires affirmative action on the part of the government as a
facilitator of private enterprise. The Puerto Rican government has become an obsta-
cle to economic development. Puerto Rico cries out for reform of the system of regu-
lations and permits for the development of projects. Development of a project in
Puerto Rico needs the endorsement of about twenty-five (25) local agencies, includ-
ing the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture in cases of approval of the names of the
projects.

The delays caused by this process set back the development of projects by several
years, involving additional costs that affect the feasibility of many projects. A new
Regulations and Permits Act is needed that would facilitate economic development
without affecting public policy of preserving the environment. This reform should
consider inclusion of the fast-track process of permit approval to accelerate project
development. The Legislature should act quickly to enact legislation to implement
this reform, including time limits for granting endorsements or permits.

Establish a Tax Moratorium for Repatriation of Piterto Rican Capital Abroad
According to information provided to these committees, it is estimated that a large

amount of Puerto Rican capital is invested outside Puerto Rico as a means of avoid-
ing the prevailing high tax rates. Part of this capital has not been taxed. It is nec-
essary to incorporate these capital resources into the productive stream of our econ-
omy. To that end, it would be useful to evaluate what possible mechanisms of legis-
lation could be used to provide incentives for Puerto Rican capital that left the coun-

70-749 0 - 93 - 8
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try during the past eight years to return and by used in the financing of economic
development projects.

It is estimated that from 1981 to 1990, taxes were evaded on approximately $25
billion in income generateA in Puerto Rico. Of that total $445 million, or 1. per-
cent, was uncovered in the most recent tax amnesty, which produced $134.8 million,
including $53.8 million in cases already handled and subject to ayment plans,
$50.0 million in casec under audit at the time the amnesty began, $16.8 million in
unaudited cases where voluntary payment was made and $14.2 million in the pay-
ment by employers of withholding taxes that had been deducted and not sent in to
the Treasury Department.

lis amnesty, which produced only $16.8 million in voluntary payments dem-
onstrated the ineffectiveness of this mechanism as an instrument to reduce the un-
dergrouwl economy.

The proposed moratorium, unlike the amnesties of the past, would not generate
immediate income for the treasury but would generate future annual revenues of
more than $25 million for every billion dollars in native capital repatriated.
Create a Special Joint Legislative Committee for the Economic Development of Puerto

Rico
Governmental stimulus of long-term economic development based on models other

than 936 corporations requires a deeper and more complete analysis than the one
conducted by these committees in the time period granted to submit this report and
the one conducted by the U.S. Treasury Department in the drafting of President
Clinton's proposal.

New trends toward the globalization of financial markets and the production of
goods require a new vision on the part of those forging public policy for the economic
development of Puerto Rico; a vision of a broad-based economic development policy
to face the challenge of the globalization of markets and the new changes in the
benefits provided under Section 936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code.

The Special Committee we propose should submit a raporp. with recommendations
for legislative action within one (1) year of its creation

The report to be submitted by the committee should depart from. the following es-
sential elements for an economic development pol;zy for the next decade (1995-
2005):

--Clearly establish the objectives of the new policy
-_pe the factors that could limit that policy
-Lst specific measures to be implemented. The cbjectives of the economic policy

to be drafted should include among other things, the following:
-Diversification of the contribution of manufacturing within the gwing frame-

work of competition at the world level Intensify the inter- and mtra-industrial
ties of the various sectors within manufacturing

-Promote the nest use of our trained human resources stimulating better pay
and higher quality jobs

-Attain a development that is compatible with improving the quality of the envi-
ronment

Among the elements of strategy that could be evaluated in the drafting of a new
policy for economic development, the committee should consider the following:

-Promoting the development of personnel trained in new manufacturing con-
cepts, such as "Just in Time," among others, considering that in Puerto Rico the
human resource must be a key factor in economic development, both as worker
arid as entrepreneur

-Promoting the development of micro-enterprises in the areas of services, trade,
artisanry for export and light manufacturing of intermediate processes under
subcontract with larger enterprises. This type of promotion would propitiate a
ieenhouse of future entrepreneurs with the purpose of stimulating a Puerto

Rican entrepreneurial class.
-Reduce the cw-rent geographic imbalance in the economic development of Puer-

to Rico.
-Preservation of the physical investment, the investment in technology and the

investment in human resources already made, as a base for future development
-Preservation of the existing high-technology industry in Puerto Rico and the use

of the highly trained human resources as a source for the export of goods and
services to the global economy

-Expansion of the communications base in Puerto Rico
-- Systeriatic promotion of the expansion of the inter-industrial ties of manufac-

turing with other economic sectors as a source of solid economic development
that is not dependent on a single development pole.
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-Transformation of the Economic Development Administration's promotional ef-
forts into a broader vision where emphasis is given to inter-industrial blocs with
strong ties inside and outside of manufacturing, as Japan has done.

-Modification of the Economic Development Administration's duties to include
promotion of enterprises financed by Puerto Rican capital, with emphasis on a
selective promotion that integrates the various incentives currently provided
through different means, such as federally funded training programs, tax incen-
tives, physical plant, financing, infrastructure and the other miscellaneous in-
centives currently offered.

-Establishment of a university-level managerial development curriculum for
Puerto Ricans interested in starting small businesses in the areas of manufac-
turing, tourism and highly technical services such as computerized information
systems, accounting and managerial consulting services, industrial processes
and quality control systems, among others.

-Promotion of research and analysis groups that would keep up to date on the
course of world events having an impact on Puerto Rico's economic develop-
ment.

-Establishment of liaison groups between managers and high ranking officers in
the various industrial sectors and government officials in charge of economic de-
velopment matters so that the government is kept informed of the decision-
making processes of the established enterprises with regard to plans for the ex-
pansion or reduction of their operations in Puerto Rico.

-Pomotion of greater research and development efforts for processes and tech-
nology among enterprises financed by Puerto Rican capital.

-Provide greater emphasis to the question of promoting the retention, expansion
and modification of operations of 936 corporations already established in Puerto
Rico with the objective of keeping their orations at a competitive level even
in the absence of existing benefits under Section 936, should this be modified.

-Promote diversification of the geographic destination of industrial exports, di-
recting them toward international economic blocs such as the European Com-
munity and others closer to home.

-Establishment of a research and analysis consortium that includes the govern-
ment, universities, industry and labor unions to explore solutions to the prob-
lems limiting the industrial competitiveness of enterprises in Puerto Rico, in-
cluding: the sense of responsibility in the enterprise, tter public services, oc-
cupational improvement and retraining of workers, purchases on the local mar-
ket of the materials needed by companies operating in Puerto Rico and stimula-
tion of the subcontracting of operations by large companies to small companies.

-Revision of a series of labor laws that currently do not allow employers and
workers to benefit from such concepts as "flexitime." For example, Act 379 of
May 15, 1948, as amended, makes it impossible for an employee to opt for a
four-day week, working 10 hours a day, which would give them a 3-day week-
end rather than a 2-day weekend. This and other laws, enacted 3 or 4 decades
ago with the laudable intention of protecting workers, should be reviewed in
order to amend those that limit workers' options of choosing a working schedule
more beneficial than the traditional one.

-Revise Act 17 of April 17, 1931, in order to allow payment by check or electronic
fund transfer (EFT), and clarify existing provisions regarding deductions, salary
advances and other things. Revise safety and health laws to reduce conflicts
that currently exist between federal provisions and those of Puerto Rican law.

-Evaluate the feasibility of creating a Local Capital Investment Trust of the mu-
tual fund type for aggressive growth investment that would stimulate participa-
tion by the Puerto Rican middle class in the development of local sources of cap-
ital.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERIK G. NELSON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Erik G. Nelson. I am Vice President of Financial
Operations for The Procter & Gamble Company ("Procter & Gamble").
I am pleased to testify on behalf of the Committee on Royalty
Taxation ("CORT") regarding the Administration's proposal to
treat all foreign source royalty income as passive income for
foreign tax credit purposes.

BackgroUnd.

The Committee on Royalty Taxation ("CORT") is a broad-
based coalition of 15 U.S. multinational companies engaged in
various businesses including the industrial gas, information
technology and services, consumer products, food, electronics,
chemical, construction and building products, restaurants and
aerospace industries. See list of CORT members on pg. 10. The
members of CORT each derive significant revenues from foreign
source royalty income earned in the conduct of their active
businesses. The members of CORT would be adversely affected by
the proposal. In fact, two members of CORT have estimated that,
had the Administration's proposal been in effect for 1992, it
would have increased their effective tax rates on foreign source
income by as much as 20 percentage points. Obviously, a rate
increase of this magnitude goes well beyond prudent action and
could seriously hurt U.S. companies in their efforts to compete
on a worldwide basis. CORT believes that the proposal embodies
unsound tax policy and potentially would reduce U.S. based R&D,
domestic jobs and investment.

Economic Impact of the Administration's Proposal.

1. The Administration's proposal would represent a sharp
reversal of longstanding U.S. tax policy

Existing law has encouraged U.S. multinational
companies to increase their royalty income from their affiliates
without reducing their U.S. research and experimentation efforts.
These companies have planned the structure of their businesses on
a long term basis on the legitimate assumption as to the
continuance of the existing law treatment of royalty income both
from affiliates and unrelated parties. The Administtation's
proposal represents an unwarranted and short-sighted reversal of
this policy.

Indeed, in connection with the Tax Reform Act of 1986
it was determined that the payment of royalties actually may
enhance the U.S. tax base. Royalties, unlike dividends,
generally are deductible in computing foreign tax liability and,
thus, may "reserve for the United States more of the pre-credit
U.S. tax on these U.S.-owned corporations' foreign earnings than
the payment of dividends." H.P, Rep. No. 426, 99th Cong., 1st
Sess. 341 (1985) (hereindfter "House Report"); see f Staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, 866 (1987) (hereinafter "1986 Act Bluebook").

In a briefing paper dated April 14, 1993, the Treasury
staff points to dramatic increases in royalty payments since the
1986 Tax Act as indicative of tax planning that has worked to the
detriment of the United States. As discussed above, tax savings
from royalty payments more likely come at the expense of foreign
governments than of the United States. Thus, to the extent
increases in royalties are attributed to tax planning, it should
be of concern largely to foreign governments, not to the United
States.
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More importantly, increases in royalties after 1986 are
attributable to many factors that are unrelated to any tax
considerations. For example, Procter & Gamble's foreign royalty
income has grown almost 300% since 1986. Foreign sales, to which
royalties are tied, have increased by about 225% over the same
period. A weaker dollar and the lifting of restrictions on
royalty payments by some countries are other major factors in the
increase. Obviously, this increase was not driven by tax
planning. It relates directly to the growth in our international
business. A strong international business should be encouraged.
It strengthens our U.S. business, producing jobs and economic
growth.

Evidence from other members of CORT indicates that
franchise fees and the like have increased dramatically. It is
well recognized that there has been a substantial Americanization
of service industries in the international arena. This source of
royalties from service businesses is an important export of the
United States and should not be subjected to adverse tax
treatment without careful consideration.

I urge the Committee to examine the attached article
which explains this growth in service exports and the concomitant
growth in royalties. Wall Street Journal, April 21, 1993 at 1,
col. 6.

Software royalties also have experienced tremendous
growth since 1986. In addition, anecdotal evidence from CORT
members suggests that international cooperation agreements
involving technology transfers have become much more widespread
over the last seven or eight years. This also has generated
increased royalties.-

Finally, U.S. companies cannot arbitrarily increase
foreign royalty payments to secure a U.S. tax benefit. Foreignl
governments actively police and limit the amount of royalties
that companies may pay.

2. The Administration's proposal singles out a narrow group of
U.S. multinational companies for a substantial income tax
increase and would have an adverse impact on U.S. based R&D
and domestic jobs.

If enacted, the Administration's proposal would single
out U.S. multinational companies that use licensing arrangements
in the conduct of their active businesses for harsh tax
treatment. The Administration's revenue estimate fails to
disclose the heavy burden which would be placed on U.S.
multinational companies since it combines increased revenues from
the royalty proposal with decreased revenues from the
Administration's proposal to allocate 100 percent of all U.S.
research and experimentation ("R&E) to the U.S.. CORT believes

that the tax increase resulting from the royalty proposal may be
as great as ten times the benefit resulting from the R&E
allocation rule. Moreover, many taxpayers that will be adversely

affected by the royalty proposal will receive little or no

benefit from the 100 percent R&E allocation rule. For example,

companies which license trademarks abroad would be subjected to a

tax increase as a result of the royalty proposal while receiving

a de minimis benefit from the proposed R&E allocation rule.

I/ Another area where there may have been growth in
royalties is the entertainment industry -- films, recordings,
etc.
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U.S. multinational companies affected by the proposal
are an important source of high-wage, high-skill domestic jobs.
§&q Department of Commerce, U.S. Direct Investment Abroad,
Prellminaxg 1990 Estimates at Table II.K.l. (In 1990, U.S.
multinationals paid their 18.5 million employees an average wage
of over $37,000.) These companies also are an important source
of U.S. based research and development ("R&D") activity and the
high-quality jobs this activity supports. Moreover, royalties
and license fees provide a significant revenue offset to the U.S.
trade deficit. E.g,, Department of Commerce, Survey of Current
Business 46 (December 1992). (With royalties and license fees,
the 1991 U.S. trade deficit was $11.7 billion. Without royalties
and license fees, the 1991 U.S. trade deficit would have been
$25.5 billion.) It seems inconsistent with the Administration's
stated goals of reducing the deficit, promoting high quality
domestic jobs and promoting U.S. based R&D to single out for a
massive tax increase those corporations that provide such jobs
and conduct significant levels of R&D in the United States. For
example, according to Business Week, three members of CORT -- The
Dow Chemical Company, Eastman Kodak Company and International
Business Machines Corporation -- were among the top ten biggest
research and development spenders for 1990. See Robert Buderi,
et. al., The Brakes Go On In R&D, Bus. Wk., July 1, 1991 at 24,
26. The royalty tax proposal would make the United States less
competitive in keeping and attracting such R&D activity.

Moreover, U.S. multinational companies could not pass
on the royalty tax through higher prices because the tax does not
apply to foreign competitors. U.S. multinational companies could
lose market share if they increased their prices but their
foreign competitors did not. U.S. multinationals operating in
foreign jurisdictions also could be subject to higher effective
tax rates than subsidiaries of companies headquartered in other
jurisdictions.

3. The Administration's proposal would force U.S.
multinationals to reexamine their business practices.

The Administration's proposal would raise revenue by
arbitrarily forcing U.S. multinational companies into an excess
foreign tax credit position. U.S. companies would be compelled
to ameliorate the harsh tax consequences of the new regime, where
practicable, through rearrangements of their business affairs.
For example, to the extent the proposal reduces the worldwide
after-tax rate of return on U.S. R&D investment, it could lead to
a reduction in the level of U.S. R&D activity. U.S. parent
companies also may tend to allow foreign subsidiaries to retain
ownership of intangibles which they develop. Over time, these
types of decisions would lead to an erosion of the U.S.
technology base. Moreover, the proposal would raise the
effective tax rate on repatriated dividends, thereby encouraging
the retention of earnings and foreign reinvestment by foreign
affiliates.

U.S. companies in economically significant excess
credit positions also may seek other ways to generate low-taxed,
active income, such as establishing a manufacturing facility in a
low-tax jurisdiction. Thus, ironically, the royalty proposal
actually may create incentives for moving manufacturing
facilities offshore. This is not to suggest, however, that the
decision to establish overseas operations is largely tax driven.
Some U.S. companies also may choose to conduct overseas
operations through branches or enter into joint venture
arrangements with their foreign subsidiaries.
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After U.S. companies restructure their businesses to
mitigate the effects of the proposal, it is likely that these
companies will pay relatively less U.S. tax and more foreign tax.
At best, achieving this result will absorb resources and time of
U.S. companies better spent in active business operations. At
worst, the proposal will potentially reduce U.S. based R&D,
domestic jobs and investment.

Tax Policy Considerations.

1. The Administration's proposal would create an artificial
distinction between earnings of an integrated enterprise
repatriated as royalties and earnings repatriated as
dividends.

The look-through rule of Section 904(d)(3) recognizes
that earnings of a corporate group should retain the same
character when repatriated to the United States, regardless of
whether the earnings are repatriated as royalties, interest,
dividends or otherwise. This represents sound tax policy; the
character of income moving through an affiliated group should not
change based on the form in which it is repatriated to the United
States. As concluded by the American Law Institute:

"(i]nterest, rents, and royalties passing from one member of
an affiliated group to another have the same character; they
fundamentally represent earnings and income moving through
the constituent parts of an integrated enterprise."

American Law Institute, International Aspects of United
States Income Tgxation 247 (May 14, 1986) (hereinafter "ALI
Report").

Recently proposed regulations under Section 482 take the view
that royalties should be considered as another way of
repatriating foreign earnings from an integrated business. See
Prop. Treas. Reg. S 1.482-1T(f)(2)(v) Examples 1 and 2 (royalties
will not be considered blocked income if, effectively, they can
be paid out in the form of dividends).

In expanding the look-through rules under Section
904(d)(3) in connection with the Tax Reform Act of 1986, It was
recognized that interest, rents and royalties represent
alternatives to dividends as a means of removing earnings from a
foreign affiliate. House Report at 341; 1986 Act Bluebook at
866. As discussed above, a measured effort also was made to
treat royalties at least as favorably as dividends so that
royalty payments (which tend to preserve the U.S. tax base) would
not be discouraged. Id.

The different treatment that would be afforded income
repatriated by branches and subsidiaries of U.S. multinational
companies aptly illustrates the inappropriateness of trying to
split active income from a foreign subsidiary into passive and
active income baskets based on the form in which it is
repatriated. Branches of U.S. companies can acquire intangibles
as tax-free capital contributions. Any income generated by the
intangibles would constitute general limitation income. There is
no policy reason to change this result merely because the branch
is incorporated in a foreign Jurisdiction and a royalty is paid
to the U.S. parent.

2. Existing law appropriately classifies royalties from
unrelated parties as active or passive depending on whether
they are an integral part of an active business.
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Existing law recognizes that royalties received from
unrelated persons may be active or passive, dapending on the
facts and circumstances. 2M Treas. Reg. SS 1.954-2T(b)(5),
1.954-2T(d) and former Treas. Reg. S 1.954A-2(d)(1)(i) and (iII).
Thus, if an affiliated group develops or actively markets an
intangible, the royalty income from that intangible generally
will be active. The Administration's proposal would characterize
all foreign source royalty income as passive without regard to
the efforts of the taxpayer to generate that income as an
integral part of its business.

3. The Administration's proposal attempts artificially and
unrealistically to separate the active income of an
integrated business into different foreign tax credit
baskets.

U.S. multinationals, like the members of CORT, develop
and license intangibles as part of their worldwide businesses.
The income received from the licensing of intangibles is
integrally tied to income from other operations. Active royalty
income is simply a part of the income stream generated from the
conduct of an active business. Active royalty income earned by
the members of CORT is no more or less active than other business
income.

The foreign tax credit has not been applied by
examining the foreign tax rate on each dollar of income of an
integrated business on a transactional or even on a high-tax/low-
tax basis. Rather, an overall limitation generally has been
deemed appropriate. In connection with the Tax Reform Act of
1986, the Joint Committee Staff reported that Congress believed,
in general, that "the overall limitation was consistent with the
integrated nature of U.S. multinational operations abroad." 1986
Act Bluebook at 862.

Active royalty income does not possess the
characteristics which compel separate application of the foreign
tax credit limitation to passive income. Separate basketing of
passive income is required because taxpayers can readily choose
to invest liquid funds overseas in passive investments, thereby
eroding the U.S. income tax base. See House Report at 333; see
also 1986 Act Bluebook at 862. Active royalty income cannot be
easily generated through investment nor have its source
manipulated like passive income.

Under the look-through rule for royalties from related
parties, the active character of royalty earnings follows income
to which it relates as it moves from a controlled foreign
corporation to the U.S. parent. Thus, any royalty income that is
active under the look-through rules arises out of foreign
business operations that are not readily moveable or liquid.
Similarly, active royalty income from third party royalties
cannot be acquired through passive investments. It can only be
acquired by actively developing or marketing an intangible as
part of an active business. Moreover, royalty income is sourced
where the underlying intangible asset is used. See Rev. Rul. 80-
362, 1980-2 C.B. 208. Thus, once a U.S. company decides to
market an intangible or a product incorporating an intangible in
a given country, the source of the royalty income cannot be
manipulated. j" ALl Study at 342.

Certain ReDorte RatLonales for the Administration's Proposal.

1. The Administration's proposal is not justifiable as a means
to prevent "cross-crediting".

Cross-crediting occurs when foreign taxes on one item
of foreign income offset U.S. taxes on another item of foreign
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incomec.--Cross-crediting of taxes on active business income is an
inherent part of the U.S. foreign tax credit system. Even if it
were possible to break the income of an integrated business into
various baskets so that each item of income could be considered
on a transactional basis, a system that did so would exacerbate
the double tax problems inherent in the mismatch between U.S. and
foreign tax accounting rules. Moreover, the near infinite number
of baskets and the huge number of calculations and expense
allocations that would result from a transactional approach would
be impossible to administer.

Thus, cross-crediting of taxes on active income is the
rule -- not the exception. Activi income from high tax
jurisdictions is averaged with active income from low tax
jurisdictions and with active income subject to lower rates as a
result of foreign tax incentives. The pejorative use of the term
"cross-crediting" merely ducks the true policy issue -- namely,
is there some reason why active royalty income should be treated
differently from other active income and therefore excluded from
the overall basket that admittedly is a hodgepodge of high-tax
and low-tax bits of income.

Further, it has not been explained why cross-crediting
involving active royalties is bad, yet other cross crediting is
acceptable. This raises substantial issues of horizontal
fairness among multinational companies that each are subject to
the same effective tax rate on their foreign source income. Some
of the companies may have royalty income subject to low foreign
tax rates from subsidiaries. Others may receive other payments
that are subject to a low rate of tax. There is no grounds to
treat these companies differently.

2. The Administration's proposal is not justifiable as a
response to "run-away" plants.

U.S. multinationals with royalty arrangements invest
overseas to expand into and service new foreign markets, not to
replace U.S. jobs. U.S. multinationals that provide certain
products or services often must choose between producing products
or providing services locally, or foregoing that market and its
associated revenues entirely. With few exceptions, sales by
foreign affiliates come at the expense of foreign competitors
rather than U.S. exporters. Moreover, CORT members establish
overseas operations mostly in high-tax jurisdictions (Germany,
France, Japan, etc.).

Procter & Gamble, for example, produces certain
consumer products which are impractical to ship long distances
and must be produced locally. Two such products -- disposable
diapers and synthetic detergents -- illustrate this. If these
products were manufactured in the United States and exported to
markets in Europe and the Far East, the total delivered cost for
these low-margin goods would increase an average of 20 percent.
The company could not competitively price its products to recover
these increased costs.

Foreign direct investment also is an important strategy
to promote U.S. exports and U.S. jobs. For example, Dow Chemical
Company ("Dow"), another CORT member, has found that after it has
entered a foreign market by setting up a manufacturing facility,
its exports to that foreign country go up. This is because the
foreign facility purchases some of its raw materials from Dow in
the United States. Also, the foreign facility enables Dow to
more effectively market its entire product line to the foreign
market.
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3. The AdministrationIs proposal cannot be justified as an
offset to improperly allocated research and experimentation
deductions.

It has been suggested that the change to the treatment
of active royalties is required to "recapture" deductions
allocated to domestic income. This suggestion is flawed. In
1988, the Treasury, Congress and the business community concerned
about the proper allocation of domestic research and
experimentation (R&E) expenses reached a solution which generally
allocated 64 percent of U.S. based R&E to the United States. The
64 percent allocation rule already represents the best efforts of
many people over numerous years and after lengthy debate to
formulate the extent that U.S. based R&E gives rise to foreign
source income. Accordingly, no compensatory "recapture" of R&E
deductions is required. Moreover, if the Treasury wishes to
reopen the R&E allocation debate, it should do so independently
of the characterization of royalty income for foreign tax credit
purposes.

If it is the proposed increase from a 64 percent
domestic allocation of R&E to an 100 percent domestic allocation
of R&E that is cited as the justification to change the treatment
of active royalties, as discussed above, the remedy is out of
proportion to the incentive purportedly given.

4. The Administration's proposal fails to address the proper
sourcing of royalty income.

Some Treasury officials reportedly believe that
royalties should be sourced where the underlying intangibles are
created, not where they are used. Such a change would represent
a radical shift in U.S. international tax policy and would create
havoc with our treaty partners. Rather than confronting the
place-of-use rule directly, and engaging in a debate on the
merits, the Treasury may have chosen to ask Congress to enact the
royalty proposal to achieve this result indirectly. If Treasury
truly believes that royalties should be sourced where the
intangibles are developed, it should repeal the 30 percent
withholding tax for the use of intangibles developed in other
taxing jurisdictions. Since it has not proposed to do so, this
rationale sounds more like an afterthought than a consistently
applied view of proper tax policy.

It is antithetical to the Administration's stated
economic goals to single out U.S. multinational companies with
royalty arrangements for a substantial tax increase. U.S.
multinational companies, like the members of CORT, are an
important source of high-wage, high-skill domestic jobs -- the
kinds of jobs the Administration wants to create. U.S.
multinational companies also conduct significant levels of
research and development in the United States -- the kind of
business activity the Administration wants to encourage.
Further, royalties and license fees derived from U.S. technology
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and intangible assets licensed abroad provide a significant and
positive revenue offset to the U.S. trade deficit.

Conc gioln.

Mr. Chairman, the royalty tax proposal represents an
unwarranted and short-sighted reversal of existing law. Thank
you for giving me this opportunity to present the view of the
Committee on Royalty Taxation. At this time, I would be pleased
to aisswer any questions that you may have.

The Committee's counsel is Covington & Burling.
Representatives of that firm also are available to consult with
your staffs. In this regard, please do not hesitate to contact
Ronald A. Pearlman at (202) 662-5577 cr Roderick A. DeArment at
(202) 662-5900.

COMMITTEE ON ROYALTY TAXATION

Member Companies

AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INCORPORATED

ALLIED-SIGNAL, INC.

CPC INTERNATIONAL INC.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS CORPORATION

INTEL CORPORATION

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

KELLOGG COMPANY

MC DONAID' S CORPORATION

PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES INC.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPOFYILON

WM. WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY
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Quiet Boom: U.S. Service Exports
Grow Rapidly, Almost Unnoticed

Co timed rom f first Page
million. And at Waste Management Inc..
foreign sales surged more thn 15-fold in
the past six years, to $1.5 billon in 1992.

In addition to profits from exports. U.S.
companies earned about 20 billion last
year on sales by their foreign-based serv-
ice operation., such as travel offices
operated by American Express in New
Delhi and Cairo. That figure is also ex-
pected to rise sharply. U.S. capital invest-
ment in such operations doubled between
1986 and 1991 to a cumulative S216 billion.
exceeding that of U.S. manufacturers
abroad.

Services exports have been aided by the
plunge n the or siMnc 196L In addition.
U.S. service companies. helped by supe-
rior universities and honed by an intensely
competitive eoomy. are far more produc-
tive than their foreign riTls. McKinsey &
Co. calculate th Amrcan compaUes
are about 50% mare ffldent th Ja -
nes re alim and Gman telecommumi-
catlorm Canrma. Thee and other nations
ltut U.S, compn1 awu toay ke rv
martm paly in n, es at Cau up.

Neverneleu Ws wider U.S economy.
and especlal its wotr ft . won't reap
all or CMe most of t~wPONI from this
boomn because services are vey different
from manufacued goods. Altough U.S.
goods soAd abroad ciao momnd U.S. Job.
the sale of U.g-emreatsd mVhC, often
Invotm lv ots of foreign employ tIfbu
many services are, by neceedt, provided
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Strategic planning. 'We Wnt to maue mre
serrce jobs aren't exorted the way maino-
facunafg jobs baw been." ay Jeff
Mier, a CWA spoke m n.

3ome American compares dominate
rvice markets abroad because they treat

customers better than foreign rivals do.
Thus. American press. which first made
it eaier for Americams to go abroad.
now also caters to foreigners i their own
countries. Within Germany, W9% of all
American Express card usage is by Ger-
mans. up from 50W% fve years ago. Ger-
mans. and cardholders in 30 countries.
now get their bills dermnated in the local
curency. The companys foreign revenue
ba nearly tripled since 192 to an esti-
mated M.5 biMl last year. 2om e% of Its
total revenue.

Even when technology tuaser is the
primary objective, cunom focus comes
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CompUkated legal and tax systems in
te U.S. have provided a similar advan-
tag to law ad accounting firms. At
( lilcago-ba Baker & McKenzie. the
world's largest Law firm, more than half its
1.651 attorneys work oUide the U.S. [ts
chairman. John McGuigan, is Australian.
and many partners are eligible to practice
law in several countries. Like American
Express, it expanded with the aim of
serving U.S. multinational wherever they
operated, and now it advises many foreign
clients at home and abroad. Besides the
major capitals. the firm has offices in
cities such as Valencia. Venezuela.

As big and vibrant as it is. the U.S.
economy is a breeding ground for state-of-
the-art thinking on many fronts. Monitor
Co., for example, provides a pipeline for
management ideas fro the best U.S.
business schools through seven overseas
offices, including ones in Madrid, Milan
and Seoul. Co-founded in 1984 by Michael
Porter. a Harvard professor. the firm con-
ceives business strategies to help clients
exploit their competitive strengths.

Big companies such as Texas Instru-
ments aren't the only ones Lapping de-
mand for U.S. technology. Visual Software
Inc.. of Woodland Hills, Calif.. employs
about a dozen software engineers who
customize graphics and anination code for

clients in places such as Cyprus, Austria
and Mexico. One foreign government re-
tained the company to make voter-identifl-
cation cards using uiforgible 3-D photo
images. Founded just three years ago.
Visual says 40% of its $3.5 million of
revenue come from abroad.

Douglas Richard, Visual Software's
chief executive, doubts that the U.S. wiLu
lose its domiance in software program-

.mL anytime soon. ',People say India has
hudoreds of p M- ning up soft-
ware code at low cost. That's fine as long
u the code is like assembng a toaster."
h says. But if you introduce a creative
eleumt into the which nevitably
you do, then (mntwue wtltungi is much
move a crat, do to writing a novel than
btudin a toast."

Entertaming Numbers
Ditto for the entertainment industry,

the nation's second-largest exporter after
aerowpece. Disney accounted for a big slice
of the industry's estimated 1992 surplus of
$6 biilkm. The company produces the most
popular TV shows in Russia and Germany.
publishes Italy's bestselling weekly maCK-
zine ad lures more Japanese visitors to
TAyo Disneyland than almost any other
attraction in Japan. Foreign box-office
revenue for "Beauty and the Beast" afone
hit )0 million.

Mr. Eisner, Disney's chairman. attri-
butes the success of his company and
other in Hollywood partly to the size
and affhence of the world's Engilsh-speak-
ing poputloan. But also, he says, for-
eilnrs "sense that what ends up on the
screen is freely created. We are madng
movies about and in a system of freedom
... that Imany foreigners revere. Our
political system creates intellectual prod-
ucts that are hungered for around the
wo1orl 

Besides entemLinment, the world
yearns for nuts-and-bolts Idea that lift
giving standard. Enter U.S. franisers.

some 450 strong with 40,000 outlets world-
wide. which are tapping into a rich entre-
prenesur vein in many cultures. This is
especlafy true in pAces such u Easte
Europe and South Africa, where small
bwinm hu bee. bobbied for years.

The giobai eqxaon of McDonald's is
well kIown. but how about that of I Can't
Believe It's Yogurt LAd.? During its 15
yem in the U.S., the Dau-based franch-
ser ha created a step-by- Procedur
for opening and rnnng a ro=nenyogt
ste anywhere in the worK says James
Amos Jr.. its chief operaLtg offcr. It
wt doely with local contacts famliau
with the requirements and incrales
of each country, and It proumot frw
chsees' long-tem success by gti most
of its rofit ftom product si md than
up-mt frnce fee. in the PNK thm
yeams, the common Wa - 127 outtms
in 25 coustrIes: it gtpect to ba 410
within two yeam

mew Wal is " Paun 'ft k N
yogurt became they dn't ko wtt it
Is." Mr. Am saM "Mfthy a e dNW
ate for ways to start a bmia.-"
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Luis NUNEZ

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I wish to thank
you for allowing me the opportunity to provide you with the National Puerto Rican
Coalition's view of President Clinton's economic proposal and the possible impact of
the package on the Puerto Rican community. The National Puerto Rican Coalition
is a membership association composed of over five hundred Puerto Rican commu-
nity-based organizations and leaders. NPRC's goal is to further the social, economic
and political well-being of the more than six million Puerto Ricans throughout the
United States and Puerto Rico.

To begin, I would like to make six brief comments about the Puerto Rican commu-
nity:

1. Puerto Ricans, both in the mainland and on the Island, are United States citi-
zens. Puerto Rican jobs are American jobs;

2. As United States citizens, Puerto Ricans migra freely between the mainland
and the Island-maintaining close familial and economic ties to each;

3. There is a strong interdependence between the Island and the mainland. The
viability of the Puerto Rican f: onomy strongly affects the US mainland economy;

4. Puerto Ricans, as loyal and patriotic citizens, have served in every war since
World War II, with disproportionate representation when compared to the US gen-
eral population in the Vietnam and Persian Gulf wars;
5. l inety five percent of all mainland Puerto Ricans live in urban areas and 75%

live in central cities, representing the most urbanized ethnic group in the US; and
6. Puerto Ricans are nearly three times as likely to live in poverty, drop out of

high school at a rate exceeding 50% in some major cities such as New York and
Boston, have home ownership rates that are one-third the national average, and suf-
fer from AIPS and substance abuse in extremely high numbers when compared to
the general population.

While the situation confronting the Puerto Rican economy and Puerto Rican peo-
ple is truly unique, Puerto Ricans, like the rest of Americans, support the adminis-
tration's efforts to solve the problems of our nation. Puerto Ricans are prepared to
share and contribute to the national effort to help the economy because we believe
that the entire nation will benefit from the implementation of the President's pro-
posal. The Puerto Rican community is indeed willing to sacrifice along with the rest
of the country, but not if a disproportionate share of the burden is given to the Puer-
to Rican people.

While we endorse the President's z. nomic package as a whole, we are deeply con-
cerned about the provision that would reduce the tax credit granted to Puerto Rico
under Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code without offering any viable eco-
nomic alternatives to the Island. To quote a recent Washington Post editorial, we
are concerned by his "half a Puerto Rican policy."

Section 936, and the previous provision in Section 931, have clearly moved Puerto
Rico from its status as "the poor house of the Caribbean" to the most prosperous
economy in Latin America, despite the fact that per capita income on the Island is
still half that of the poorest state. Any attempt to repea or curtail Section 936 bene-
fits without offering comparable economic incentives will adversely affect Puerto
Rico's economy.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL AND ITS EFFECT ON PUERTO RICO'S WORKFORCE

The administration's proposal would change Section 936 from an income-based to
a wage-based tax credit for companies over a three year period and would cap the
credit at 60% of wages paid to employees. The tax credit would only extend to wages
paid by employers of up to $60,000.

As it stands, the President's proposal will have a deleterious effect on Puerto
Rico's workforce. According to recent studies, Section 936 companies directly gen-
erate about 115,000 jobs on the Island while indirectly promoting another 200,000
jobs. These 300,000+ jobs represent a third of all the jobs in Puerto Rico. The eco-
nomic development strategy of Puerto Rico based on tax incentives such as Section
936 has created a significant middle class comprised of managers, engineers, bank-
ers, accountants and entrepreneurs operating small and medium size businesses
which serve the needs of 936 corporations. Despite such benefits, Puerto Rico's cur-
rent unemployment rate is estimated at 18.1%, up 3.3% from December of 1992, a
figure which is more than double the stateside level. C( ipled with an increased
level of investment risk, any attempt to reduce incentives to the companies that pro-
vide these jobs in Puerto Rico without offering a viable economic alternative would
further cause a surge in unemployment.
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In particular, since the 1980s, the overall gain in jobs in Puerto Rico has come
from high-skill, capital-intensive, low labor industries such as instruments and re-
lated products, and chemicals and allied products, which has overcompensated for
the downturn in employment that has come from labor intensive industries such as
apparel and other textile products. However, the Administration's tax change provi-
sion would hurt these very same Section 936 corporations that have provided
growth in the labor force during the last decade.

A wage-based tax credit, such as the one proposed, is earmarked for manufactur-
ing industries that provide many jobs at low wages. Essentially, those companies
that have total nominal wages at levels close or equal to the companies' annual in-
come will not be affected by the proposed change. However, those low wage compa-
nies are gradually becoming a small portion of 936 corporations. In fact, in the past
decade, Puerto Rico has been moving away from a low-wage manufacturing base to
more capital-int-nsive industries in order to remain competitive against low-wage
countries. Thus, the President's proposal seeks to promote low-wage industry devel-
opment in Puerto Rico without taking into account that many low-wage industries
have already left Puerto Rico due to some competitive shortcomings, such as high
transportation and energy costs, and increased global competition. These are factors
that cannot be offset by a wage credit.

THE DISPROPORTIONATE EFFECT OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL IN PUERTO RICO

Contrary to President Clinton's commitment to present a tax plan which will have
a minimal impact on American families with less than average incomes of $30,000,
the 936 provision of his plan will have a major impact on a society where the vast
majority of families have incomes significantly below this le el (median household
income in Puerto Rico is $8,895 compared to $30,126 in US mainland). Further,
President Clinton is committed to reducing the high unemployment level facing
Americans today. We must continue to rein force the fact that Puerto Ricans on the
Island and the mainland are Americans and deserve the same consideration as ev-
eryone else.

In this vein, we consider the Administration's proposal as being disproportionate
and unfair to the Island give, the socioeconomic reality of Puerto Rico relative to
the United States mainland. According to recent estimates made by the economic
consulting firm Estudios Tdcnicos, Inc. in Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico's revenue-sharing
burden as part of President Clinton's economic plan would be $4.9 billion over 3
years (1997), while the US mainland would be $213.8 billion. (in a per capita basis,
that translates into $1,374 per person in Puerto Rico and $834 per person in the
mainland for a PR/US revenue-burden ratio of 164.7%. If we take into account that
Puerto Rico's per capita income ($6,359) is less than half that of the poorest main-
land state (Mississippi-$13,328), and that 58.9% of families in Puerto Rico live
below the poverty line compared to 11.5% of families in the US, it is starkly clear
that Puerto Rico is being asked to contribute so much when, relatively, it has so
little. (See annexed table 1)

Section 936 is of vital importance to Puerto Rico and the Caribbean because its
effects ripple throughout all sectors of Puerto Rico's economy and the Caribbean re-gon as a whole. There are stipulations in the law which enable profits earned by
U.S. subsidiaries in Puerto Rico to be de osited in the Island's banks in order to
keep the cost of credit in the region low. The so-called "936 funds," which are esti-
mated to be over $12 billion, are a vital source of capital for projects in Puerto Rico
and elsewhere in the Caribbean. Funds from both Section 936 and the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBI) have promoted economic growth and stability in the Carib-
bean, and have resulted in an increased flow of trade and investment between the
US and the Caribbean Basin. Any increases in credit costs will lead to downsizing
in certain sectors of these economy.

THE EFFECT OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL IN THE US MAINLAND

We also feel that the proposed change in Section 936, and its impact on the em-
ployment of Puerto Ricans on the Island, might trigger a iiew exodus of Puerto
Ricans seeking jobs in the United States. Since the 1940s, it has been estimated
that at least one-third of Puerto Rican Islanders have left Puerto Rico in search of
better economic opportunities in the mainland. A future mass exodus of Puerto
Ricans from the Island may further strain the already depressed local economies of
the mainland's northeastern inner cities where Puerto Ricans reside, cities that offer
little with respect to job opportunities for their underserved populations. There will
also be an increased need for federal transfer payments to compensate for jobless-
ness in Puerto Rico.
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Moreover, the suggested change in Section 936 might hurt rather than help the

U.S. mainland economy. According to a recent survey of 50 Section 936 corporations
with operations on the Island, a total of $2.3 billion in materials and services in
1991 were purchased from mainland suppliers, generating an estimated 46,000 jobs
on the mainland. These companies have a heavy trade relationship with states with
large Puerto Rican populations. For example, in 1991, Section 936 companies in
Puerto Rico purchased $332 million worth of goods and services from the state of
Illinois; $222 million from New Jersey; $204 million from Pennsylvania; and $195
million from New York.

There are more than 700 Section 936 companies in Puerto Rico which have helped
the Island become the tenth largest purchaser of goods and services from the main-
land with $11 billion in purchases in 1991. These purchases are estimated to sup-
port some 220,000 mainland jobs. If the President's proposal is enacted, the main-
land U.S. economy will suffer from a decrease in trade with Puerto Rico and eventu-
ally a loss of mainland jobs. The US Merchant Marine might be most affected since
they rely heavily on trade with the Island. In FY 1991, trade carried by US vessels
to and from the Island accounted for 33% of all domestic shipments.

A 936 LENDING PROGRAM FOR US MAINLAND COMMUNITIES

Given the CBI-936 lending program's success, NPRC recommends that an ar-
rangement similar to the present one in which Section 936 funds are used for
projects in the Caribbean nations be implemented here in the United States to aid
impoverished communities on the mainland. Such a program, which has also been
proposed by the Government of Puerto Rico, would have objectives consonant with
the President's national economic plan, namely projects fostering community devel-
opment and job-creation. The 936 lending program could focus its efforts on Con-
gressionsl districts with 5% or more Puerto Rican/Hispanic population. According to
a recent report based on 1990 Census data, there are at least 43 districts that meet
this criteria in states such as Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jer-
sey, New York, and Pennsylvania. (See annexed table 2)

CONCLUSION

In our opinion Section 936 has accomplished what its authors intended: creation
of a modern, technological economy for Puerto Rico and significant improvement of
the socio-economic status of the Puerto Rican community on the Island to bring it
closer to levels in the US mainland.

We at NPRC believe that President Clinton's economic plan will help this country
move forward by controlling the deficit while at the same time investing in our na-
tion's human capital. However, to place Puerto Rico at a disadvantage at a time
when its economic future ia already threatened by disinvestment and a free trade
agreement that encompasses all of North America, without offering any viable alter-
natives to the development of an advanced economy, is unfair.

We ask you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, to keep in mind that
any changes in Section 936 tax credits must consider the unique status and fragility
of the Puerto Rican economy as well as the need for a phase-in period to reduce
the economic damage to the Island and the United States mainland. Thank you.
Attachment.
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Table I,

PUERTO RICO'S FAIR CONTRIBUTION
TO THE PRESIDENTS REVENUE PROGRAM

PUERTO RICO

GDP PER PERSON

REVENUE-SHARING BURD (1994-97)
TOTAL IN MILLION $
PER PERSON IN S

PUERTO RICO FAIR SHARE (1994-97)

PUERTO RICO PAIR SH ARE (1994-98)

9,528

4.9
1,374

PER CAPITA
(IN S)

343

PMR CAPITA
(IN S)

428

UNITED STATES

23,200

213.8
.34

TOTAL
(IN MILLION $)

1,221

TOTAL
([IN MILUON S)

1,526

Memorandum Iem: Puerto Rico 1992 po~ulafim 3-565 million.

Source: Estudios Tecnicos, Inc.

RATIO
PR/US

41.1%
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Table 2.

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE DISTRICTS WITH THE LARGEST
PUERTO RICAN/ HISPANIC CONCENTRATIONS (5% & OVER)

APRIL 1, 1993

STATE NAME DISTRICT % % PR
HISP.

Connecticut Barbara B. Kennelly (D) 1 10 8

Rosa DeLauro (D) 3 5 3
Christopher Shays (R) 4 11 7

Gary A. Franks (R) 5 6 4

Florida John L. Mica (R) 7 6 3

Bill McCotlum (R) 8 II 6

Sam M. Gibbons (D) 11 14 4

Illinois Luis V. Guudrrez (D) 4 65 15

Dan Rostenkovki (D) 5 13 3

Massachusetts John W. Olver (D) 1 5 4

Richard E. Neal (D) 2 6 6

Martin T. Meehan (D) 5 8 5

Joseph P. Kennedy If (D) 8 11 4

Joe Moakley (D) 9 5 2

New Jersey Robert E. Andrews (D) 1 6 5

WiWam 1. Hughes (D) 2 7 5

Christopher H. Smith (R) 4 5 3

Frank Pa~lone. Jr.,(D) 6 6 3

Herbert C. Klein (D) 8 18 8

Robert G. Torriceili (D) 9 11 3

Donald M. Payne (D) 10 12 5

Robert Mendndez (D) 13 41 17

New York George Hochbrueckner (D) 1 5 2

Rick A. Lazio (R) 2 10 5
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Gary L. Ackerman (D) 5 7 2

Floyd H. Flake (D) 6 17 6

Thomas 1. Manton (D) 7 21 8

Jerrold Nadler (D) 8 13 6

Charles E. Schumer (D) 9 8 4

Edolphus Towns (D) 10 20 13

Major R. Owens (D) 11 12 5

Nydia M. Velizquez (D) 12 58 29

Susan Molinar (R) 13 7 4

Carolyn B. Maloney (D) 14 11 5

Charles B. Rangel (D) 15 46 17

Jost E. Serrano (D) 16 60 43

Eliot L. Engel (D) 17 29 19

Nita M. Lowey (D) 18 10 3

Hamilton Fish. Jr. (R) 19 5 2

Benjamin A. Gilman (R) 20 6 3

Pennsylvania Thomas M. Foglictta (D) 1 10 8

Robert A. Borski (D) 3 5 3

Paul McHale (D) 15 5 4
- , -,,

National Puerto Rican Coalition, Inc.

Source- Census, 1990
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[Submitted by Senator Packwood]

Arnerica's Leadership
in the

Trod, heiaktos 
May 19,1993

The Honorable Bob Packwood
W44" F &Vc United States Senate

Ow Washington, D.C. 20510

Hwy Leav Dear Senator

The MTIN Coalition is a broad-based alliance of American
$bov w No private sector interests firmly committed to a strengthened and

.WK, more effective multilo:eal trading system. Our 14,000 members

include U.S. corpor,tions of all sizes from a broad spectrum of
Industries, consumer groups, and agricultural interests. We
advocate a comprehensive and strong conclusion to the
Uruguay Round of multilaia.rl trade negotiations under the
auspices of the GATT.

The Coalition supports the President's request for a "clean"
renewal of fast track negotiating authdity for the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiation, at the earliest
practicable time.

Many of MTN's members have expressed concern about the
direction some of the current negotiations appear to be taking.
These concerns have been conveyed directly to the
Administration by MTN's individual members. At this time,
however, MTN's members would prefer to see a "clean"
renewal of negotiating authority, rather than seek amendments
to the legislation granting the Administration fast track
negotiating authority for the Uruguay Round.

Sincerely,

1627 Eye Street, "W 4 &

SO0 WiLliam E Brock

washvon. DC Chairman

20006
z02/463-8161

FAX
202/463.8167
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[Submitted by Senator David Pryor]

SENATE AGING COMMITTEE MAJORITY STAFF ANALYSIS OF
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT

PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY: TAX BENEFITS OF OPERATING IN PUERTO RICOO
May, 1992

BAMK VUl

In November, 1991, Senate Aging Committee Chairman David Pryor
(D-Ark) asked the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) to determine
the nature and extent of the tax subsidies received by the
pharmaceutical industry under the section 936 tax credit. This tax
credit provides a tax exemption for business income earned by U.S.
corporations that manufacture products in Puerto Rico and other
territorial possessions of the United States. The stated purpose of
the credit is to stimulate the development of jobs in these
territorial possessions.

In short, the GAO report concludes that the section 936 tax
credit has been significantly more efficient at produc:.g billions
of dollars in tax savings for the pharmaceutical industry rather
than creating jobs in Puerto Rico. In doing so, the GAO report
confirms the similar findings of a September, 1991 Senate Aging
Committee staff report, "The Drug Manufacturing Industry: A
Prescription for Profit."

The GAO report was requested to provide an independent
analysis to the Congress on the tax subsidies that the
pharmaceutical industry is realizing from this generous tax credit.
The information provided in the report should help Congress
restructure the credit so that it meets its stated purpose -- job
creation, not profit padding -- and makes it more fair to the
Puerto Rican people and the taxpayers of the United States.

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF REPORT FINDINr

POINT 1: The pharmaceutical industry was responsible for
producing only 18 percent of all the section 936 manufacturing
jobs in Pu4.rto Rico in 1987 (18,176 of 100,916 section 936
jobs), while in the same year it received about 56 percent of
all tax benefits from the section 936 tax credit (about $1.3
billion of the $2.3 billion in total section 936 benefits).

POIT 21 During the period between 1980 and 1990, the drug
industry received a total section 936 tax savings of $8.5
billion, and had total tax exempt income of $21.1 billion. GAO
states that, for one year that was studied, the section 936
drug manufacturer tax savings identified in this Report, which
are based on company financial statements, represented only
about two-thirds of actual total section 936 tax benefits
reported by drug manufacturers in confidential tax returns.
Therefore, GAO says that its own Report significantly
UNDERSTATES the amount of the drug industry's section 936 tax
benefits.

POIJ 3: The annual section 936 tax benefits received per
epy by each pharmaceutical manufacturer in 1987 --
$70,788 -- is far in excess of the average wages paid per
employee -- $26,512.
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POl" 4t The pharmaceutical industry receives the highest per-
employee tax break of any section 936 manufacturing industry
in Puerto Rico. The Report found that, on average, for each
dollar that a drug company paid in wages, it received $2.67 in
section 936 tax benefits. The section 936 tax bene

f its to
other industries in Puerto Rico were much smaller. For
example, the electronics industry received only 98 cents in
tax benefits for each dollar paid in wages; the average
section 936 manufacturing company in Puerto Rico received only
68 cents for every dollar paid in wages.

POINT 5: The stark inefficiency of the section 936 tax credit
in creating jobs in Puerto Rico is demonstrated by the fact
that the electronics industry -- which employs 23 percent of
all section 936 employees -- only receives 16 percent of the
section 936 tax benefits. In contrast, the drug industry,
which has fewer section 936 employees than the electronics
industry -- 18 percent -- receives three and a half times MORE
benefits than the electronics industry -- 56 percent.

POINT 6: Although a drug company's average section 936 tax
savings per employee are about $71,000, the Report found that
actual tax savings per employee are substantially higher for
many individual pharmaceutical manufacturers in Puerto Rico.
The leading drug companies in per-employee tax savings in 1989
were:

RANK/ TAX SAVINGS TAX SAVINGS TOTAL % TOTAL
COMPANY PER EMPLOYEE AS % SALARY EMPLYS 936 EMPLYS

--------------------------------------------------------

1. Pfizer $156,400 636% 500 0.5%
2. Merck $110,495 ' 450% 953 0.8%
3. AmHome $80,600 328% 1,000 0.8%

POINT 7: During the period between 1980 and 1990, about 52
percent of all tax savings received by the pharmaceutical
industry under the section 936 credit went to just six
pharmaceutical manufacturers. In fact, just two manufacturers
-- Johnson and Johnson and SmithKline Beecham -- received 21
percent of all pharmaceutical manufacturer section 936 tax
savings during this period -- $2.1 billion dollars. The tax
savings for these 6 companies over the 1980-90 period were:

COMPANY TOTAL 1980-90 SECTION 936
TAX SAVINGS

-----------------------------------------------------------
1. Johnson and Johnson $1.117 billion
2. SmithKline Beecham $ 987 million
3. Abbott Labs $ 860 million
4. Pfizer $ 759 million
5. Upjohn $ 750 million
6. Merck $ 749 million

TOTAL 1980-90 TAX SAVINGS $5.222 billion
FOR TOP SIX COMPANIES
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PQOIN lt The amount of the section 936 tax credit received by
a company has little relationship to the level of employment
in Puerto Rico. While Pfizer receives a per-employee tax
credit of $156,400, it employs only 500 individuals in Puerto
Rico or, only 0.5% of all section 936 employees in Puerto
Rico. In contrast, while Baxter receives a per-employee tax
credit of $10,521, it employs almost 6,000 individuals in
Puerto Rico.

ROINT 9: Seventeen of the top twenty-one selling drugs in the
United States are approved by FDA to be made in Puerto Rico.
Ao the attached chart shows, in addition to avoiding paying
millions of dollars in taxes by making these drugs in Puerto
Rico, and in addition to receiving a tax credit far in excess
of wages paid for the employees that make these drugs in
P, erto Rico, the drug manufacturers of this nation have forced
tae American public to swallow staggering double-digit price
increases on these drug products.

€QLMIO

Today, American taxpayers are underwriting the costs of new
drug research, providing tax write-offs for drug manufacturer
marketing and advertising expenses, subsidizing billions of
dollars in new drug research at the NIH, and paying drug
prices that consistently triple the general inflation rate. To
ask the American taxpayer to also continue to subsidize the
most profitable industry in the country through the section
936 tax credit is not only unfair, it is a disgrace.

Congress has a responsibility to the American taxpayer to make
sure that a program that was developed many decades ago is
still meeting its objective today. Given the data and analysis
included in this report, and the growing number of unmet,
urgent social needs that we have in this country today, it is
time fc'r the Congress to re-evaluate the nature and structure
of the section 936 tax credit.

For more information contact Ann Trinca, Press Secretary, John
Coster, or C,1ris Jennings of the staff of the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging, 202-224-5364; or Steve Glaze of Senator Pryor's
Office, 202-224-2353.



PRICES FOR PRERIPTIN DRigS MADE IN PUERTO RICO SKYROCKET

DRUG/MANUFACTURER AVERAGE ANNUAL %
CHANGE IN PRICE
1986-91

TOTAL ESTIMATED SECTION
936 TAX SAVINGS RECEIVED
BY MFGR, 1986-91 *

Premarin 0.625mg. 17.0% $375 million
American Home Products
(estrogen replacement)

Tylenol & Cod #3
Johnson and Johnson
(pain killer)

Halcion 0.25mg.
Upjohn
(tranquilizer)

Xanax 0.5mg.
Upjohn
(tranquilizer)

Dilantin 100mg.
Parke-Davis
(epilepsy)

Capoten 25mg.
Bristol-Myers Squibb
(hypertension)

Tagamet 300mg.
SmithKline
(ulcers)

Procardia 10mg.
Pfizer
(hypertension)

Ceclor 250mg.
Eli Lilly
(antibiotic)

Provera 5mg.
Upjohn
(hormone replacement)

Vasotec 10mg
Merck
(hypertension)

17.0%

15.0%

14.6%

14.4%

13.2%

12.0%

12.0%

9.5%

9.4%

8.9%

SOURCE: PRIME Institute, Minneapolis,
1992.

$510 million

$340 million

$340 million

$155 million

$285 million

$450 million

$345 million

$295 million

$340 millirn

$340 million

Minnesota and GAO Report,

-- Estimate based on average annual section 936 tax savings
reported in Table 1.6 of GAO Report.
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For Each

Paid in Wages 5..

Section 936 Tax Benefits Received Are:

Pf izer M

_____________ m U ~ $6.36

Merck
0100 0 $4.50

American
Home Products , $3.28

Sterling
C $3.14

Bristol-Myers
Squibb $3.02



AMERICA'S RETURN ON OUR MULTI.BILLION DOLLAR
DRUG INDUSTRY INVESTMENT

WHAT WE GIVE,..

- FDA Approval to, Drugs

- Patent Protection

- R&D Tax Credits

- Orphan Drug Tax Credits

- Federally.Funded NIH R&D
Grants

- Marketing Expense Deductions

- Billions of Dollars in Tax Credits
for Manufacturing Drugs in Puerto
Rico

U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, May 1992

WHAT WE ET..

- Highest Drug Inflation in World

- Highest Drug Prices in World

- Too Few Breakthrough Drugs
(Many "Me. Toos")
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Prescription Drug
Price Inflation

CPI-all
SOURCE- &rem of !I-aor Sb~fmtlca

CPI-Rx
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Prescription Drug
Price Inflation

iI

I.a

PPI-all PPI-Rx
manufacturer's level
SOURMc Wunww of Ltbor SztiUCa



Profltabllty Of The Pharmaceutical Industry 1991
Return On Return On Return On

Sales Assets Stockholder Equity
26.1%

21.1%

12.8% 12.1%
10.2%

7.1

33.2%

A B C A B C A B C
A- Fortune 500 Company'u ERAGE Profltonflty
f- Second Most Profitub e Industry

A I 1C- Phorncceutkcal Industry (NRO. ranked i1 in each category
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Pharmaceutical Industry's
Return on Sales Far Outpaces

Fortune 500 Median'15- 1980-1991

14

11

10

9
*8

7
.6
S5

4
3 

F

2-
S 1 , I I ,I I I I I I I I

80 81 8283 848586 87 88 89001~
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Pharmaceutical Industry's
Return on Equity Leads All

Fortune 500 Industries
36- 1980-1991
34-
3230-

24-
22-
20Phraetcl

14
12-10 -Fortune 500 Median
8

4
2

8 I I I I I ... I I I N808 7 28388 99091 88SgOS

Source: Fortune Magazine 1981 - 1992 RETUW2 OCSX AQ 4M



Pharmaceutical Industry Section 936 Tax Benefits Consistently
Greater than Number of Employees Hired

60-

50-

40-

30"

20-

101

0
1981 1983

% of all Sction 936 Employees
In Pharmaceutical Industry

Source: General AacOnlinI Me0c, May 1M

$1.3 billion
I

1985 1987-i % of all tax benefits received by
the Pharmaceutical Industry



Pharmaceutical Industry's Section 936 Tax Benefits
Far Exceed Employees Hired, 1987

Pharmaceuticals

Other
Industries

Electronics V \
harmaceticals

Tax Benefits Received...

Electronics

... Employees Hired

Source. General Accounbng 0111ce, May 1992

Other
IndustriesX



Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Section 936 Tax Savings Received
Per Employee for Average Annual $25,000 Salary Paid:

Pfizer $156,400

Merck $110,493

American Home Products __ $80,600

Kodak (Stering) _ $77,143

Bristol-Myers Squibb $74,097

UpJoh $58,452

Eli Lilly $57,368

Smithkline Beecham $56,206

Johnson & Johnson $50,690

Schedng Plough $48,417

S£w : GOsWuIAacas Oflus. May M11



Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Section 936

Tax Benefits Received for Every $1 Paid in Wages:

$6.36

Merck $4.50

American Home Products _ $3.28

Kodak (Sterling) _ $3.14

Bristol-Myers Squibb $3.02

UpJoha $2.38

Eli Lilly $2.34

Smitbiline Beecham $2.29

Johnson & Johnon $2.07

Schedng Plough $1.97

Soune: Gnw'l Anoual Olfice, Noy IM1
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able 111-3
Cost of Section 936 per Dollar of Capital, 1987

Number of Years for Subsidy Rate as a
Revenue Cost to Equal Percentage of the

Net Assets Annual Cost of Capital
(1) (2)

Pharmaceutical 1.3 372%

Electrical and 2.6 196
Electronic Equip

Apparel 3.7 137

Food 2.7 183

Total 1.8 271

Source: Unites States Department of the Treasury, "U.S. Possessions Corporations Returns,
1987,' Tables 1 and 2.
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[Letters

Michigan
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Submitted by Senator Riegle]

Manufacturers Association

"ow,0. THO 001a
POUNIBENT ANO
CO.P

I 
iXICU? IV OFFICER

March 11, 1993

The Honorable Donald Riegle, Jr.
105 Dirksen Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-2201

Dear Senator Riegle:

It is my understanding that many of our members will be adversely affected by the
royalty provision of President Clinton's tax proposal and we would appreciate your
effort in having this provision eliminated.

Under the Administration's royalty proposal, foreign dividends and royalties would
be treated as separate types of income for purposes of calculation of a company's
allowed foreign tax credits. The effect of separating royalties from dividend income
will be to greatly increase U.S. taxes on income earned outside the U.S. and brought
home. The net effect would be to discourage U.S. companies from bringing
earnings back, resulting in a loss of jobs since we would be, in effect, encouraging
them to invest in new plants and facilities outside the U.S.

Needless to say, Michigan and, for that matter, the entire country can ill afford tax
policy which punishes successful American companies attempting to repatriate
hard-earned income from outside the U.S. We all agree that job creation should be
the number one priority and we would appreciate your assistance in making sure
that the tax proposals now under consideration are not counter productive to this
objective.

Thank you in advance.

Sincerely,

'124 EAST KALAMAZOO STREET LANSINGI. MICHIGAN 48933

.TELEPHONE. 517 372-5900
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Mary Ann Dirzls
Director
Government Affair

AVon Awn Products. Inc.
212-546-7602 Nine West Fifty Seventh Sircet
212-546-6611 (Fax) Nov York, NY 10019-2683

March 30, 1993

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
105 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

We, at Avon, strongly support your determined efforts to both energize our flagging
economy and make substantial reductions to the deficit.

But Avon is very seriously concerned about one provision in the Administration's revenue
proposals. This is the rule which would treat all royalty income as passive for purposes
of the foreign tax credit limitation. Avon strongly opposes this proposal as one which is
both unfair and counterproductive.

Some of Avon's manufacturing operations are located in foreign countries. It is not
possible to manufacture all our products in the United States since we must be responsive
to local markets, avoid prohibitive foreign tariffs on imports of the finished products, and
comply with certain foreign laws (which require a substantial portion of products to be
manufactured locally). Importantly, none of these products are manufactured abroad for
import to the United States.

For many years, Avon has received royalties on trademarks, trade names, marketing and
distribution systems, manufacturing know-how and other business systems from its
foreign affiliates. These royalties are not an effort to manipulate the foreign tax credit;
rather they reflect business reality. In fact, the IRS insists that Avon charge its foreign
affiliates adequate royalties. If these royalties were treated as passive income, Avon's tax
burden would be greatly increased as a result of double taxation of Avon's foreign
income.

I understand that the purpose of the Administration proposal is to encourage companies to
bring foreign manufacturing jobs back to the United States. The fact is that Avon would
not be able to save one more U.S. job as a result of the enactment of this proposal. All of
our foreign facilities exist for economic, tariff, and regulatory concerns which cannot be
overcome.

On the other hand, the additional tax burden which would result from the proposal would
put Avon at a competitive disadvantage with foreign-based corporations. The cosmetics
and fragrance industry is under attack by Japanese, French and German companies. This
proposal would play right into their hands. If this change occurs, there could be a loss of
many jobs for Avon's U.S. employees including those supporting the foreign operations.
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1 also understand that there may be a link between the passive royalty proposal and
another proposal which would provide favorable treatment for research undertaken in the
United States. In Avon's case, it would be very unfair to link these two proposals. The
bulk of our royalties relate to trademarks and marketing and distribution know-how,
which do not benefit from research deductions.

Enclosed is a detailed memorandum, explaining the problems with the passive royalty
proposal. This memorandum also includes alternative approaches to the issues raised
which we feel are fairer and more effective. I would be very grateful for an opportunity
to discuss this matter with you or with your staff.

Very truly yours,

MAD/ms
Enclosure

March 8, 1993

AVON PRODUCTS, INC.

Re: Passive Royalty Proposal

One of the Administration's tax proposals would treat all
royalties as passive income for foreign tax credit purposes. Avon
believes that this proposal will not accomplisn its intended
purposes and is counterproductive. Avon strongly opposes this
proposal.

The apparent rationale for the proposal is that, by imposing
greater U.S. tax costs on foreign operations, multinational U.S.
companies would be encouraged to return manufacturing jobs to the
United States. The proposal also appears to be linked to a
separate proposal which would provide more favorable foreign tax
credit treatment of research and experimentation (-R&E') expenses.

Arquments Against the Proposal

I 'I. CFC royalties should be treated as active income.--
Congress deliberately treated CFC royalties as "active" under the
1986 tax legislation because it recognized that the royalties were
a substitute for dividends and in addition could reduce foreign
tax. These reasons remain just as valid today.

2. Interest and rents are not treated consistently.--The
proposal singles out royalties but does not change the active
treatment of CFC interest or rents. This indicates that the
proposal is linked to R&E benefits. Such a linkage is unfair,
however, where royalties are paid on intangibles which never
benefited from R&E deductions, such as trademarks.

3. Present law merely prevents double taxation.--Overall, no
taxpayer may claim a foreign tax credit higher than U.S. tax
imposed on foreign income. The proposal is another effort to
create two artificial foreign tax credit baskets, one for high-tax
income and one for low-tax income. Taxpayers will always be the
losers under such a regime, which is patently unfair double
taxation.
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04122.012

March 17, 1993

AVON PRODUCTS, INC.

Res Passive Royalty Proposal

One of the Administration's revenue proposals would treat allroyalties am passive income for purposes of determining the
foreign tax credit limitation. This proposal would have a major
impact on Avon Products, Inc. ("Avon") and numerous other
taxpayers. Avon believes that the proposal will not accomplish
its intended purposes and will have a detrimental impact on
employment in the United States. Avon strongly opposes the
proposal.

Avon makes decisions to locate facilities outside the United
States primarily for business and regulatory, not tax, reasons.
However, the additional burden imposed by the Administration
proposal may force Avon to curtail its activities abroad. This
would not create more U.S. jobs, but could eliminate tVL jobs of
U.S. support workers including those providing services to the
foreign operations.

The Administration proposal appears to be linked to another
proposal providing favorable foreign tax credit treatment for
research and experimentation ("R&E") costs. Avon believes thatthe proposed royalty rule, which would treat royalties unfavorably
regardless of whether the intangible property with respect to
which they are paid benefited from the R&E rules, is grossly
unfair.

Background

Avon is a United States multinational business primarily
engaged in the manufacture and sale of cosmetics through
independent sales Representatives to customers in their homes.
For many years, Avon has actively sought to sell products outside,
as well as within, the United States. For business reasons,
operations outside the United States are accomplished through in-
country subsidiaries of Avon which are controlled foreign
corporations ("CFCs").

Avon is required to operate through in-country manufacturing
subsidiaries for a number of reasons. Firstly, Avon sells
consumer products door-to-door. Avon must have an actual in-
country presence to generate consumer demand for these products
and to be responsive as rapidly as possible to that demand.
Secondly, Avon's experience has been that cosmetics are generally
subject to very substantial tariffs worldwide. Total costs to
Avon are much lower where the cosmetics are manufactured within
the country of sale, rather than being imported into that country.
Thirdly, in some countries Avon is required by local law to
manufacture a substantial portion of the products sold through an
in-country manufacturing corporation, in some cases involving
partial ownership by local nationals.

Avon receives royalties from these foreign subsidiaries
except where prohibited by law. The royalties are paid for use of
Avon trademarks, trade names, marketing and distribution systems,
manufacturing know-how and other business systems. These
royalties are not an effort to manipulate the foreign tax credit
rules but represent the economic reality of the relationships
between Avon and its foreign subsidiaries. Indeed, the Internal
Revenue Service, when auditing Avon, consistently examines these
royalty arrangements to assure that the royalty rates imposed are
adequate.
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Foreign Tax Credit Implications

The royalties received by Avon from its CFCs are, under
present law, included in the general limitation, or "active,"
basket for foreign tax credit purposes. In those situations where
the royalties are not subject to foreign withholding taxes at
least equal to U.S. tax on the royalties, Avon is permitted to
credit excess foreign income taxes which Avon has paid on other
foreign income against the U.S. tax payable on receipt of the
royalties.

The royalties also have the effect in general of reducing the
foreign income taxes which are imposed on the CFCs. To the extent
that the foreign governments involved recognize the validity of
the royalties, they generally are allowed as deductions for
purposes of computing the base on which the foreign income tax is
imposed. Under the current lookthrough rules, these royalty
deductions are allocable to the active basket since the income
generated by the royalties is sales and operating income.

Administration Proposal

As part of the revenue portion of its economic program, the
Administration has proposed treatment of all royalties as passive
income for purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation, even if
the royalties are derived from a CFC or from an active licensing
business. The effect of this proposal would be that royalties
received by Avon from its CFCs would be included in the passive,
rather than the active, foreign tax credit basket. It would no
longer be possible for Avon to offset U.S. tax on the royalties
with excess foreign income taxes paid on other foreign active
income generated by Avon. Rather, the royalties would be included
in the passive basket with other types of foreign income, such as
interest, which generally bear little foreign tax. This would
significantly increase Avon's current tax burden.

Perceived Rationale for Administration Provosal

The rationale for the inclusion of this particular provision
in the Adminitration proposals is not entirely clear, but it
appears to be intended to make foreign operations generally less
attractive in an effort to divert employment from abroad back to.
the United States. If this is the case, Avon believes that the
effort is misguided and will likely reduce, rather than increase,
U.S. employment.

The stated rationale for the proposal, as set forth in
Summary of the Administration's Revenue Proposals 58, is as
follows:

The treatment of substantial portions of foreign
source royalty income as general limitation income for
foreign tax credit limitation purposes (under either the
"active royalty" exception or the *lookthrough" rule)
can result in a tax Dreference for licensing of
intangible oroverty to a foreiln person for use in
production activities abroad. ... In contrast,
royalties or other income received from the use of
intangible property in domestic production activities
are subject to full United States taxation. (Emphasis
added.)

Compare A Vision of Change for America 105:

Another set of provisions will reduce the tax
incentives for U.S. corporations to operate abroad.
These include encouraging research and development to be
performed in the United States and the related products
to be manufactured here as well,.... (Emphasis added.)
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The theory appears to be that taxpayers with excess foreign
tax credits have an incentive to locate manufacturing facilities
in foreign affiliates. Royalties from Int-ngibles licensed to
these affiliates may then be repatriated, with relatively low tax
by utilization of excess credits from either foreign income.
Elimination of this incentive would encourage companies to locate
more facilities in the U.S. (Raiuced deferral, another
Administration proposal, also apparently follows this rationale.)

There may be other, unstated, rationales for the proposal.
For unexplained reasons, the proposal is paired with another
proposal to provide favorable foreign tax credit treatment of R&E
expenditure:%. It is possible that the R&E and royalty proposals
are linked in the minds of the individuals who developed the
Administration program. For example, they may have believed that
if the cost of developing an intangible asset was deducted against
U.S. source income under the R&E rule, then royalties generated by
the licensing of that intangible should not produce favorable
foreign tax credit treatment.

Arguments Against the Proposal

1. CC Roal _:.es hould Be Treated as Active Income

The rationale for treating CFC royalties as active income is
clearly and articulately set forth in Joint Committee on Taxation,
General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, 100th Cong.,
1st Sess. 866 (1987):

Congress decided to subject interest, rents, and
royalties, in particular, to look-through rules because
such payments often serve as alternatives to dividends
as a means of removing earnings from a controlled
foreign corporation or other related person. In
addition, Congress believed that interest, rents, and
royalties from controlled foreign corporations generally
should be treated for look-through purposes like
dividends from controlled foreign corporations so that
payment oi the forrer would not be discouraged.
Interest, rents, and royalties generally are deductible
in computing tax liability under foreign countries' tax
laws while dividend payments generally are not; thus, in
the aggregate, interest, rent, and royalty payments
reduce foreign taxes of controlled foreign corporations
more than !ividend payments do. Under the foreign tax
credit system, the payment of nterest, rents, and
royalties by controlled foreign corporations may,
therefore, reserve for the United States more of the
pro-credit U.S. tax on these corporations' foreign
earnings than the payment of dividends. (Footnote
omitted.)

This rationale makes as much sense today as it did then. There is

no good reason to treat royalties from a CFC as passive if the

CFC's income from which the royalty is paid is active.

Royalties for the use of intangible property in domestic
production activities are not> subject to taxation in foreign
jurisdictions nor do they reduce foreign taxas paid for foreign
tax credit purposes. It, therefore, seems inappropriate for the
Administration to consider foreign-source royalties a tax
preference item as compared to U.S. source royalties.

2. Interest and Rents Are Not Treated lConsistently

The same "foreign preference" arguments which are advanced to

change the treatment of royalty income could be put forward with
respect to interest and rents received from foreign affiliates.
Interest and rents, like royalties, generally are treated as
active business income in these situations to the extent that they

are paid from active income of the CC. Like royalties, the
interest and rent payments may be allowed as a deduction by the
foreign government in computing the CFC's tax liability. However,
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there is no suggestion in the Admiristration proposal that
interest or rent payments be subject to the same treatment as
royalties.

This failure to treat royalties, interest and rents
consistently is an indication that a significant rationale for the
royalty proposal is its linkage with the proposed treatment of R&E
expenditures. However, any such linkage would be grossly unfair.
In Avon's situation, royalties are paid for trademarks, trade
names, and various other intangibles which do not benefit from R&E
deductions, as well as some other intangibles which do benefit.
It is clearly not appropriate to lump all intangibles together
when most plainly do not benefit from R&E.

3. Present Law Merely Prevents Double Taxation

Amidst the discussion of supposed incentives to locate plants
abroad, one must not lose sight of the fect that the purpose of
the foreign tax credit is to prevent double taxation of income
earned abroad. Fairness and prevention of double taxation require
the present law rules to be retained.

The foreign tax credit limitation prevents the foreign tax
credit from exceeding the U.S. tax which is otherwise payable on
the foreign income. Congress has long recognized that, in view of
this limitation and out of considerations of fundamental fairness,
it is important as a general matter to consider all foreign income
and foreign taxes paid in the aggregate. This permits foreign
taxes in excess of the allowable limitation on one item of income
to offset U.S. tax on another item of income which was not taxed
as heavily. On the average, however, the foreign tax credit may
not exceed the U.S. tax imposed on the overall foreign income.

Of course, Congress has also recognized that there are some
anomalous situations in which the cross-crediting described above
could result in distortions. Thus, separate limitations have been
provided for cer-iain types of highly mobile portfolio passive
income, for financial income, and for oil and shipping income.
Nevertheless, these are limited exceptions to the general rule of
cross-crediting.

Avon is concerned that the Administration proposal is just
another step, albeit a well disguised one, toward a regime in
which there are in effect two foreign tax credit baskets, one for
high-taxed income, and one for low-taxed income. The effect of
such a system would be to put taxpayers in a chronic excess
foreign tax credit situation. Taxpayers with foreign operations
would be subjected to persistent double taxation. This would
distort economic neutrality as much as any other possible regime,
and would actively discourage U.S. "Axpayers from pursuing foreign
opportunities.

The Ohigh tax basket/low tax basket, approach already has a
foothold in current law in the form of the high-tax kick-out from
the passive basket. The passive basket is intended to include
only income which has attracted low foreign tax and on which
significant U.S. tax will be payable even after allowance of the
foreign tax credit. If however, passive income on which high
foreign taxes (in excess of U.S. tax rates) have been paid somehow
finds it way into the passive basket, the taxpayer is not
permitted to use those high foreign taxes to offset its U.S. tax
liability on the other passive income. Rather, the hiqh-taxed
income is removed frm the passive basket and placed in the active
basket, where it is more likely merely to gen6rate additional
excess foreign tax credits, rather than to reduce the extent of
the taxpayer's double taxation. The concept of placing all
royalties in the passive basket merely because they may attract
low foreign tax is but another example of this %heads I win, tails
you loses approach to the foreign tax credit limitation.
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The Treasury Department's distaste for cross-crediting is
illustrated in the Administration's proposals leading to the
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. There, the
Administration called for the foreign tax credit limitation to be
computed on a per-country, rather than a worldwide, basis. This
would prevent high taxes paid to one country from offsetting U.S.
tax liability on income from another country where lower taxes
were paid. The President's Tax Prooosals to the Conaress for
Fairness. Growth. and Simoligitv 389 (May 1985). Fortunately, the
Congress refused to enact a per-country limitation. The current
Administration's proposal on the taxation of royalty income would
have no less an adverse effect on Avon.

4. The Provosal Will Not Create More U.S. Jobs

The proposal appears to contemplate that U.S. multinational
companies will carefully weigh the effects of the foreign tax
credit in making decisions as to whether to locate additional
manufacturing facilities in the United States or abroad. Avon
believes that if this rule affects decisions to transfer
facilities abroad, it is at the margin and the effect is far
overstated.

In Avon's situation, the necessity of placing some
manufacturing facilities abroad is driven by economic and
regulatory factors, including the need to establish a presence in
the foreign market, high tariffs on cosmetic products imported
into that market, and local laws on organization and ownership of
entities doing business in the foreign country involved. None of
these factors would change in the least if the Administration
proposal were adopted; the only effect would be a significant
increased tax burden on Avon.

5. Any Incentive To Locate Abroad Is Diluted
by the Withholding Tax on Dividends

As noted above, in Avon's situation decisions to locate
plants abroad are made for non-tax reasons. There may be some
other taxpayers who are influenced in some degree by foreign tax
credit considerations. Avon believes, however, that the effect of
the proposal even on these other taxpayers has likely been greatly
exaggerated.

It would not be sound business planning to base fundamental
capital investments on a series of foreign tax credit rules which
are changed in important ways every few years. However, even if
the royalty rules of current law would provide an incentive tn
some taxpayers to locate plants abroad, that incentive is greatly
diminished because location of a plant abroad results in
imposition of withholding taxes on dividends, an additional
expense not incurred within a U.S. affiliated group, which at
least partially offsets the tax advantages associated with the
royalties.

In a case where a U.S. multinational company decides to build
a plant in the United States, the operations of that plant will be
included within the U.S. company's consolidated federal income tax
return. If the plant is owned by a subsidiary, dividends paid by
the subsidiary to the parent corporation will be eliminated in the
consolidated return and will not be subject to U.S. income tax.

If, however, the U.S. multinational locates the plant abroad,
dividends paid by the foreign subsidiary will be subject to
withholding tax by the foreign government in whose country the
foreign subsidiary is located. This tax will typically be at
least 5 percent of the amount of the dividends if a tax treaty
applies. This is an additional tax which would not have been
incurred had operations been located in the United States. The
dividend withholding tax may considerably reduce the tax
incentive, if any, to locate the plant abroad.
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6. The Administration Proosal Will Reuce U.S. Jobs

Certainly in Avon's situation, there is not one U.S. job that
would be saved by enactment of the Administration proposal. Some
of Avon's manufacturing operations are located in foreign
countries. It is not possible to manufacture all our products in
the United States since we must be responsive to local markets,
avoid prohibitive foreign tariffs on imports of the finished
products, and comply with certain foreign laws (which require a
substantial portion of products to be manufactured locally).
Importantly, none of these products are manufactured abroad for
import to the United States.

If the Administration proposal is enacted, it will add a
significant cost to Avon. In some cases, this additional cost
will make the risks of the foreign operation unjustifiable. Avon
would then be required, not to move the operations back to the
United States, but to close them down. This would create no U.S.
jobs and, in fact, could eliminate significant support jobs in the
United States including those related to the foreign operations.

Possible Alternatives

Avon recognizes that there is a concern over jobs in the
Administration proposal which the Administration is anxious to
address. Avon suggests that that concern is more properly
addressed by a *runaway plant concept. That is, where a CFC
manufactures products abroad which are imported into the United
States, it might be appropriate to curtail the benefits of
royalties paid by that CFC. This concept has been proposed for
some time in connection with restrictions on deferral. (See, for
example, S. 26, introduced by Senator Dorgan, which would end
deferral for runaway plant income and put such income in a
separate foreign tax credit basket.)

However, even in this situation, care would have to be taken
where multinationals are, for reasons of economic efficiency, not
trying to export U.S. jobs but are simply manufacturing some
products in the U.S. for worldwide distribution and other products
abroad for worldwide distribution. Rules recognizing exceptions
where such arrangements are economically justified, or at least
allowing U.S. exports to be netted against any U.S. imports before
determining that goods are being manufactured abroad for import
into the United States under this rule, would be essential.

A second alternative, to the extent that the rationale for
the Administration proposal is a linkLge with the R&E proposal,
would be to apply the Administration proposal only to royalties
generated by intangibles which benefited froia the deduction of R&E
expenses in the United States. This wcild prevent the application
of the rule to royalties for the use of trademarks and trade
names, as well as most non-manufacturinq intangibles. That would
be a much fairer rule than the crude cat gorization of all
royalties as passive as proposed by the %dministration.

A third alternative, if the .. yaLty rule is viewed as some
type of unjustified double benefi when combined with the R&E
sourcing rule, would be to permit taxpayers to elect to forgo the
benefit of the R&E sourcing rule and retain the benefit of present
law with regard to royalty characterization.
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Chairman of the Board
and Preswent

April 1, 1993

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle
United States Senate
105 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

As an employer of nearly 350 people in the state of Michigan and 24,000 in the United
States, Pitney Bowes would like to express its concerns regarding President Clinton's deficit
reluction package, which includes various proposals to increase corporate taxes. Several
of th, se proposals are counter-productive to their desired outcomes of economic
stimulation and job creation.

.Mjate Tax Rate Increase

The Pre ident's proposed two-percent increase in the corporate tax rate will severely
penalize U.S.-based publicly held companies. The performance of such companies,
evalrAted based on earnings per share (EPS), must be continually improved in order to meet
shanrholder expectations. Even a small reduction in EPS can significantly depress a
com?any's stock pi e and ability to compete globally.

Because a two-percent tax increase would result in a significantly higher tax charged against
current-year earnings, it would result in an immediate and substantial decrease in EPS
performance. To mitigate the impact of the higher corporate tax rate, publicly held
companies will be forced to reduce all controllable expenditures including employee
headcount, workforce training, research and development, and investment in new
equipment.

Instead of increasing corporate tax rates, one option would be to not enact into law the
proposed temporary investment tax incentive for large business. From Pitney Bowes'
perspective, in light of a corporate tax rate increase, the proposed investment tax credit
would not provide sufficient economic incentive to increase spending on equipment. In
fact, to offset the negative impact on earnings of a corporate rate increase, Pitney Bowes
would be forced to reduce its investment in new equipment.

Royalties Sourced as Passive Income
President Clinton's deficit reduction package contains a proposal which includes royalties in
a separate passive basket for foreign tax credit purposes. We urge the President and
Congress to not make piecemeal changes to U.S. international tax policy. Instead, the
foreign tax credit system should be reviewed comprehensively in the context of

World Headquarlers Stamford. CT 06926-0700 203 351-6486
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Pitney Bowes

April 1, 1993
Page two.

international tax reform. In order for the United States to regain its economic strength and
viability, it must be able to compete in a global economy. Our current tax system places
American companies at a disadvantage compared to their foreign competitors, and
comprehensive changes to the system should be made to eliminate these competitive
disadvantages.

The current U.S. foreign tax credit system exposes U.S.-based multi-nationals to double
taxation of their foreign earnings by requiring companies to allocate and apportion U.S.-
incurred expenses to foreign source income. As a result, U.S. companies receive a smaller
foreign tax credit, and are thereby in effect denied a portion of their deductions for interest,
salaries, taxes, accounting and other expenses. This restricts the ability of U.S. businesses to
compete globally with foreign-based multi-nationals, and discourages U.S.-based companies
from repatriating foreign-source income to the U.S.

The current treatment of royalty income is one of the few adjustments in the foreign tax
credit system which helps U.S. companies offset these harsh and unfair expense allocation
rules. This treatment enables U.S. companies to bring foreign-source income back to .he
U.S. while minimizing double-taxation of these funds.

The President's proposal, if implemented, will make it more difficult for companies to
repatriate foreign-source income without double taxation. This will even further discourage
companies from repatriating funds which are currently invested outside of the U.S.

The government should instead make it easier for companies to repatriate these funds, which
would be used to invest in jobs, training and technology here in the U.S. We feel that
companies should be permitted to place all foreign dividends in a separate basket to which no
expenses would be allocated. This would permit U.S.-based companies to repatriate foreign
earnings without exposing them to double taxation.

Other Proposals

We strongly support proposals which would permanently extend the R&D tax credit and
which would allocate 100 percent of U.S. R&D expenditures to U.S.-source income. Both
of these proposals will help provide increased incentives for conducting R&D in the United
States.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns.

1. Harvey
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Win. WRIGLEY Jr. Company
0 FF I O F '' HI P 0 f S i D I " r

IUGtLi WI DING - 4)02 N M ICHIGAN tVINI C HICAGO. ILL)NOIS 60610 - FiLfFMONS 644 2121

April 2, 1993

The Honorable Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
464 Russell Senate Office Building
Constitution Ave. between Delaware Ave.

and 1st N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is to express objection to the Treasury Department
proposal to effectively increase the taxation of foreign royalty income by
treating it as "passive" income. I hope that you, as Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, will consider my views and those of other
businesses and reject this ill-conceived aspect of the Treasury tax
package.

The effect of the Treasury proposal on the Win. Wrigley Jr.
Company and many other businesses will be detrimental, and I would
urge you and the other members of Congress to consider the following
points:

The Treasury proposal has been defended on the grounds that
it will encourage U.S. companies to export goods rather than
to produce abroad. Unfortunately, for many food companies
out products cannot be exported from the U.S. and still
compete effectively in foreign markets. Barriers like freight and
duty costs, product spoilage, and local Import ras..-ctions make
it mandatory either to produce in foreign markcts or not
compete. In a business like ours, we can maximize U.S.
income by licensing trademarks and know-how to wholly-owned
foreign manufacturing subsidiaries and repatriating royalties to
the parent company in the U.S.

" Royalties received by companies like ours contribute
significantly to reduce the U.S. balance of trade deficit Last
year in our company, we generated a net positive U.S. balance
of payments totaling $121 million, Including a contribution of
$21 million In royalties from our foreign subsidiaries. Increasing
the tax cost of repatriating these royalties will only lead
companies to shelter that income.
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* The flow of Income to the U.S from foreign subsidiaries creates

many U.S Jobs that would not otherwise exist. In the food
Industry this Is especially true In areas like research,
engineering, and In the exporting of production equipment and
ingredients to foreign subsidiaries.

" Increasing the U.S. taxation of foreign royalties Is a disincentive
to U.S. companies to compete abroad. In 1992, our company
paid 38.4% In taxes on foreign earnings, a rate that would
increase to 43.8% under the Treasury proposal. Increasing the
tax burden on foreign earnings, which In our case Is already
higher than the U.S. corporate rate, makes it less likely that
U.S. companies will continue to expand Into new foreign
markets. It would also reduce our competitiveness in existing
foreign markets.

" The full effect of the Treasury proposal on many companies
apparently has either been misunderstood or underestimated.
.Our projections show~that the cost to our company of the
royalty taxation proposal wi be twice as great as the cost of
increasing the corporate tax rate from 34% to 36%. An
earnings reduction of that magnitude will have an extremely
detrimental effect on the individuals and Institutions that rely on
the dividends and value created by the ownership of stock In
U.S. firms. That In turn will be harmful to the U.S. economy.

In summary, I urge you to oppose the Treasury proposal on
royalties when it Is considered by your committee. And thank you for
considering our views.

Sincerely yours,

William Wrigley

WW/ch
cc - Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Hon. Max Baucus Hon. Bob Packwood
Hon. David L Boren Hon. Bob Dole
Hon. Bill Bradley Hon. William V. Roth Jr.
Hon. George J. Mitchell Hon. John C. Danforth
Hon. David Pryor Hon. John H. Chafee
Hon. Donald W. Riegle Jr. Hon. Dave Durenberger
Hon. John D. Rockefeller IV Hon. Charles E. Grassley
Hon. Tom Dasohle Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
Hon. Kent Conrad Hon. Malcolm Wallop
Hon. John Breaux
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AVERY
- DENNISON

chad.. 0. MKWIV15 Nso rthi Orange Grove BoUievard
chawirmw " Pasadena Ca mrr'a 91103
ChE Ecubve Officer Pft"' 818 3042000

FAX 818 5680588

April 28, 1993

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr,
United States Senate
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Room 105
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

I am writing to you to express my deep concern over the tax treatment accorded
royalty income under the Clinton Administration's Economic and Defici.t
Reduction plan. There is little question that the provision to place royalty
income in a separate passive basket for foreign tax credit purposes will have the
effect of jeopardizing investment in the United States. A corollary to this is
likely to be an expansion of investment abroad with job creation outside of this
country. That is contrary to what I understand is the avowed purpose of the
Administration's plan. I would like to explain hov this provision would affect
Avery Dennison's operations.

Avery Dennison has no choice but to manufacture where its markets are
located. Being customer focused with speed in delivery a competitive necessity,
Avery Dennison could not compete globally unless it manufactures where its
customers are based.

Since our customers are primarily'in developed countries, our manufacturing
facilities principally are also located in developed countries. The tax rate that
Avery Dennison's foreign subsidiaries incur offshore are generally equal to or
greater than the U.S. tax rate.

If the provision to treat royalty income as separate passive basket income were
adopted, Avery Dennison would not be able to, atriate earnings from foreign
subsidiaries without severe incremental tax co . Any dividend payments would
be taxed in the United States without the bez fit of offsetting the U.S. tax cost
by crediting foreign taxes paid in earning ae income. Thus, the dividends
would be subject to double taxation.

Given this, Avery Dennison, which has repatriated substantial sums to the
United States these past few years, would be forced to accumulate these
earnings offshore rather than suffer the cost of double taxation through
repariation. Avery Dennison would seek to employ the funds in its operations.
The funds would be located outside the United States. Avery Dennison would
have to consider transferring functions offshore in order to utilize these trapped
funds.
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All of the alternatives which come to mind have the effect of itcreaig
employment outside the United States at the expense of doweatic employment
opportunities. We believe that this is contrary to the Clinton Administration's
objectives.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this matter which seriously
affects Avery Dennison, its shareholders, and employees.

Sincerely,

gwAe
Charles D. Miller

CDM:pvs

Lester M. (Les) Alberthal, Jr.
Chairman of the Board
Preident and Chief Executive Officer

April 27, 1993

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
United States Senate
105 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

I would like to express my concern that the royalties provision of the President's eco-
nomic package could have a serious negative effect on companies in the information tech-
nology services industry. The provision would classify royalty income associated with
foreign operations as passive income for tax purposes. This would penalize companies
that must hense software to their subsidiaries In order to provide information technol-
ogy services to customers located outside the United States.

I believe that this provision may have been driven by a misunderstandir6 of the way in
which maxty multinational companies do business. The software that EDS licenses for
use by our subsidiaries is central to ouz active business operations. A large majority of
t software is developed and owned by EDS in the United States. We cannot, however,
provide -,rvice to customers in other countries without the ability -i use our software
where our customers are located.

If EDS' royalty income is classified as passive income, the effective tax rate on our foreign
income will increase substantially. This will make it more difficult for EDS to compete in
a global economy. It will provide an incentive for US. companies to develop software
outside the United States and will lead to a reduction in US. jbs and royalty income.
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pnm of tax legislation is not easy. I applaud the efforts of the
ce the deficit and promote increased economic development.
ts particular provision is contrary to good tax policy and that it
wnlc goals that the Administration hopes to achieve. I hope that
ork with EDS and other multinational companies to resolve the

would cate.

Pensir. Ine.
39 Old Ridgebury Road
Danbury. ca 06*i- 113
Tel (203) 794-4820

John A. Clerko
Vice President. Treaurer and
Chief Financial Offtk.r

May 19, 1993

Sharon B. Heaton
c/o U. S. Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Ms. Heaton:

In his February address before Congress, President Clinton correctly stated
that the private sector is the engine of economic growth In America. He added
that "our immediate priority is to create jobs." The President's economic proposal
contains some worthwhile recommendations. However, the change in taxing
earnings of our foreign subsidiaries is particularly punitive. If enacted, this would
stifle growth and sacrifice American jobs. I want to bring this to your attention,
given your expertise with tax legislation.

I am John Clerico, the Chief Financial Officer of Praxair, Inc. Praxair is a
leadlnj, producer of industrial gass in the North and in South America. We employ
over 4.,000 in the United States and have facilities in your state.

We are particularly concerned with the international tax provision cutting
back on the deferral on foreign earnings. I oppose the proposal to accelerate the
U.S. tax on foreign earnings generated by a foreign subsidiary in the conduct of an
active trade or business before such earnings are received by the U.S. entity. It is
my understanding that this provision was included In the package to prevent the
movement of U.S. plants offshore. However, this provision targets more than
companies moving plants abroad. The provision adversely impacts all U.S. based
companies that do business overseas. This result Is particularly damaging since
the proposal has no Impact on our foreign-based competition.
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A general premise of this tax proposal Is that companies locate their

operations overseas for tax reasons. However, in virtually all cases, companies
locate operations abroad for business reasons and not for tax reasons. In my
Industry, the Industrial Gas business, we make products overseas because that is
where our customers are. Our products (oxygen, nitrogen and argon) cannot be
exported economically. We must source overseas to remain viable. To now tax
these foreign earnings before they are returned home to the U.S. would deprive us
of badly needed capital to grow our business both here and abroad. This tax
change would handicap our ability to compete with foreign-based companies who
are also making product in the U.S. By being a worldwide company we create jobs
for Americans because much of the design and manufacture of our overseas plants
occur in the United States. High quality supervisory, administrative and
engineering jobs supporting our foreign expansion are usually located in the United
States. Any cutback in deferral will reduce the profitability and market share of
U.S. based firms, which will impede exports from the United States.

In addition, this proposal is contrary to the tax principle applied to U.S.
shareholders of U.S. corporations. It is prejudicial in that it levies the U.S. tax on
foreign income of a foreign entity without giving U.S. recognition to foreign losses
of such foreign entities. It imposes a U.S. competitive tax burden on foreign
operations when there is a capital need for retained earnings in countries which
have a lower effective income tax rate than the U.S. On the other hand, existing
law does provide adequate protection of the U.S. revenue through Subpart F as to
passive income generated abroad, which might not be repatriated to the U.S. so as
to avoid U.S. taxes.

In assessing the effects that a cut-back in deferral on U.S. businesses
operating abroad might have, the experience of the financial service industry
shculd be heeded. The 1986 Tax Reform Act repealed deferral for financial
services companies. A study engaged in the financial services industry abroad
indicate that the effect of repealing deferral has been to cause a sharp reduction in
retained earnings to pay the U.S. tax, thereby placing those companies at a
competitive disadvantage relative to foreign-owned companies in the same market.

Finally, this proposal applies to prior year accumulated earnings and assets.
For example, a company can have losses in all years after enactment and still be
subject to the tax. It can have no new investments in passive assets in all years
after enactment and still trigger the tax. In this respect, the proposal constitutes
an unprecedented departure from any existing provision of the Internal Revenue
Code. Never in the history of the income tax law has the Congress imposed such
a tax upon pre-enactment year earnings.

In conclusion, as you can see tllis proposal will not discourage runaway
plants. It will have a negative impact on U.S. competitiveness. As a result, if this
proposal is enacted U.S. jobs will be lost not created. I hope you see this as an
anti-business tax proposal.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have in regard to this
matter.

Sincerely,
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qThe Dow Chemical Company
April 28, 1993 Midland MiChxgan 48674

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
105 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Riegle:

I would like to express the concerns we at The Dow Chemical Company have
regarding the Administration's proposal to treat royalty payments as passive
income for foreign tax credit purposes. We believe the proposal would levy a
significant penalty on the foreign operations of U.S. chemical companies.

Overall, the royalty proposal penalizes U.S. firms practicing U.S.-developed
technologies overseas to compete in global markets. The chemical industry is a
worldwide market. Of the world's largest chemical companies, for instance, the
largest U.S. companies rank fifth and sixth. Chemical manufacturers must locate
plants in local markets in order to expand their presence and broaden the mix of
products offered to customer. Many of the products we manufacture cannot be
transported long distances in a cost effective manner. Often, if a chemical
company does not have a plant near the foreign customer, it will not be able to
sell its products in that market. Our data proves thir foreign production
increases exports in support of U.S. production and jobs.

The chemical industry exports over $44 billion with a favorable balance of trade
of $16 billion. Dow's comparable numbers are $1.3 billion and $0.7 billion,
respectively. Changing the current treatment of royalties penalizes Dow and
similar companies in this activity. It will therefore impede the growth of high-
quality U.S. jobs. The enclosed paper discusses this issue in further detail with
the use of Dow-specific data.

We encourage Congress to eliminate the royalty proposal from the budget
reconciliation legislation. We believe the effect of this provision iuns counter to
the President's stated objective c' creating jobs and making the U.S. more
competitive in high-technology industries. Thank you for considering our
concerns.

Sincerely,

Frank P. Popoff

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

FPP:fer

Enclosure
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BENEFITS TO THE UNITED STATES FROM NON-U.S. CHEZMCAL

MANWACTURING

The chemical industry is one of the most global of all

industries. It is highly competitive and made up of large,

well financed companies. Of the ten largest chemical

companies, only two are domiciled in the United States,

ranking fifth and sixth in size. The U.S. chemical industry

has historically been a major exporter, and it was the

largest U.S. exporter in 1992.

The chemical industry produces through a highly integrated

network combining world scale plants with other, smaller

facilities. Plants are built where the cost of supplying

customers is lowest. In most cases, this means plants are

located in manufacturing complexes either close to the

source of raw materials or close to the customers. The key

factors of production that have the most influence on

location of chemical plants include transportation costs,

tariff and nontariff barriers, the ability to provide

service (including "just in time" delivery and technical

support), and the need to reap economies of scale. Since

these factors of production are equally available to all

competitors, companies have little choice as to where they

will build their plants. Not locating in a particular

market often means abandoning that market.

For example, STYROFOAM*I used for insulation is very light

but bulky, Transportation costs are high in relation to the

l*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
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value of the product, and it therefore must be manufactured

close to where it will be used. S/B latex is another

example. This product is used in a wide variety of

industrial applications, from carpet backing to paper

production. The finished product contains a significant

amount of water, and therefore the product cannot be

economically transported very far. In addition, the product

requires continuous technical support and individual

customer design and manufacturing. As a result the product

must be produced close to the customer. A substantial

percentage of Dow products face similar economic factors.

Chemical industry investment in foreign manufacturing plants

is beneficial to the U.S. economy in several respects.

First, exports are increased. This relationship is clearly

shown by individual company data and that of the industry as

a whole. For example, as is shown by the attached graph,

Dow',; exports from the U.S. increased as it opened non-U.S.

manufacturing facilities. That increase is fastest when a

company first opens foreign plants, but continues even as

its foreign manufacturing sites mature. For the industry,

in 1989 exports by U.S. parents to foreign affiliates

exceeded imports by $7.1 billion.

The increased exports resulting from investment in foreign

manufacturing sites is due to a variety of factors

including: (1) production specialization: the most

sophisticated products are produced first in the United

States where the research base is, and exported to foreign

affiliates and their customers; without the foreign

manufacturing sites and the relationships formed because of

them, those exports would not be possible; and (2)
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intermediate materials are produced at world scale plants in

the United States and exported to foreign affiliates for

further processing.

Second, U.S. research and administrative jobs are increased.

A world-wide manufacturing and sales base increases the rate

of return on investments in "headquarters" intangibles such

as research and development, marketing, and administrative

infrastructure. Absent the world-wide manufacturing and

sales bases, rates of return on these intangibles would be

lower as would companies' investment in them. For U.S.

multinationals that investment takes place primarily in the

United States, and a reduction in the amount invested would

translate directly into a reduction in the amount of high

quality jobs located in the U.S.

For these reasons, foreign manufacturing is extremely

beneficial and necessary to the creation of jobs in the

United States and to a favorable U.S. balance of trade.

Increasing the tax rate on royalties will increase the tax

rate on foreign manufacturing operations by 5 percentage

points. U.S. companies already pay tax on non-U.S. income

at a rate 4 to 10 percentage points higher than that paid by

our foreign competitors. This competitive disadvantage can

be expected to reduce the amount of such operations, with

the direct result of lower exports and fewer jobs in the

U.S.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARLOS ROMERO-BARCELO

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, good morning.
I appear before you today as Puerto Rico's sole elected
representative to Congress and on behalf of 3.6 million American
citizens who reside in my district, Puerto Rico. Mr. Chairman, I
represent 6 times more Americans than any other Congressman and
more Americans than a majority of your fellow Senators. But,
unfortunately, they are all disenfranchised Americans.

I have already testified before the House's Ways and Means
Committee concerning President Clinton's proposed changes to the
tax credits provided by section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code.
I fully supported the President's efforts to reduce the deficit
and his proposed Economic Stimulus Program. Nevertheless, I
think that the issue raised by the changes to the 936 credits
require careful analysis and certain modifications for the
following reasons:

1) For the first time in history, federal taxes will be
collected from income generated in Puerto Rico,

2) Puerto Rico has traditionally been excluded from or
underfinanced in many federal programs because Congress and the
Exec-utive Branch have pointed out that the island does not pay
income taxes to the Federal Government from income derived in
Puerto Rico, and that income taxes were the source of financing
for the different programs. For example, Puerto Rico has only
token participation in the Medicaid program. We receive only 79
million dollars, whereas we would receive over one billion
dollars if we were treated as a state.

3) Section 936 has been very inefficient in creating jobs, and
its benefits, although entrenched and intertwined in Pl'-rtc
Rico's economy, do not provide a firm basis for sound economic
growth, and may actually be inhibiting our economic progress.

And beyond those reasons, there is a very serious policy issue
that must be addressed: Is it fair and healthy for a society to
exempt the wealthiest corporate citizens from payment of income
taxes and thereby create an undue tax burden upon the less
affluent middle and working classes?

Allow me to explain the factual basis for the reasons I just
enunciated.

Puerto Ricans, as you known, do not pay federal income taxes
because the President and Congress have seen fit to forego
collection of taxes on income in Puerto Rico, probably based on
the fact we are disenfranchised and deprived of voting
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representation in Congress. Consequently, corporations engaged
in business in Puerto Rico, which are subsidiaries of mainland
corporations, are also exempted from federal taxation. However,
other federal taxes do apply to Puerto Rico, including, among
others: excise taxes, social security and unemployment taxes. In
1990, the IRS collected almost 1.9 billion dollars in federal
revenue from Puerto Rico.

Because of thG 100% tax-credit, Puerto Rico, throughout the
years, has been classified and conceived of as a "Foreign
Investment Area" by the U.S. Treasury and by investors. This
designation, maintained because of section 936, has actually hurt
the Puerto Rican economy since the island is excluded from
considerations involving domestic investment and future
expansions.

As a result of being identified as a foreign investment are,
mainland corporations do not consider Puerto Rico in their
domestic investment strategy and thereby overlook the island at
the moment when critical investment and financial decisions are
made.

Similarly, federal government decisions often overlook the
Island. For example, the President's economic recovery plan
excludes Puerto Rico in certain areas by virtue of Puerto Rico's
different fiscal relationship to the federal government. This is
so in the case of increased -income tax credits, since these
benefits to wage earners in the 50 states are inapplicable in
Puerto Rico, just as increased SSI allocations will be irrelevant
to my constituents, because this program has not been extended to
apply in Puerto Rico. The reason -- we do not pay federal income
taxes. The workers and the poor are punished as the wealthiest
are rewarded.

Therefore, when considering that the Administration is seeking to
collect revenue from Puerto Rican sources, applicability of
federal programs to Puerto Rico cannot be overlooked, and this is
the time to make those decisions. Particularly in view of the
fact that the Administration's proposed changes to section 936
would give the Treasury an estimated 7.2 billion dollars in a 5-
year period. $7.2 billion it would not otherwise receive. The
Congressional Budget Office estimates are even higher, predicting
$8.3 billion in tax revenues collected from up-to-now tax exempt
corporations in Puerto Rico.

Thus, given the unprecedented fact that the federal government
will, in all probability, collect significant income tax revenues
from Puerto Rico, it follows that the island should receive
adequate compensation for the new tax burden that is being
imposed on it. We are asking for equal treatment, at least, in
all health services related programs like Medicaid, specifically
in Medicaid and the President's new health care reform proposal.
This decision must be made now.

This Committee has jurisdiction over the 936 tax-credit issue and
the funding of Medicaid and the new health care plan to be
presented to Congress by the President next month. On the 936
tax-credit issue there are at least three proposals on the table:
1) the President's recommendations which could raise $7.2 billion
during the next 5 years, 2) my proposal to increase the wage tax-
credit to 100% of payroll, which with certain modifications could
raise an amount lees than but not too far from the President's
goal, and 3) the proposal which is being made today by the
Governor of Puerto Rico, reportedly proposed and sponsored also
by the 936 tax-exempt corporations, which according to press
reports, would raise about half or less than the President's
goal.
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I have been asked to support the proposal to be presented by the
Governor, which I have not yet seen or discussed with him. In
analyzing any proposal, I must consider that I was elected to
represent the people of Puerto Rico, not the interests of tax-
exempt corporations.

If their interests coincide with those of my people, then I
support them, otherwise no. If the Governor's proposal can get
more benefits for the 936 tax-exempt corporations, than from
those proposed by me, I would support the Governor's proposal
subject to the following: *

f irs, that the White House and the leadership in the Senate and
the House make the policy decision to treat Puerto Rico as a
state in the Medicaid program and the new health care plan to be
approved.

We must recognize that we cannot "have our cake and eat it too".
The economic benefits to Puerto Rico in terms of health care jobs
created and economic stimulus generated by the extension of full
health care benefits to the American citizens in the island would
be very significant.

We would be doing a poor service to the people of Puerto Rica and
the Nation if our people were to be denied equal benefits and
services in health care, based on the argument that the Federal
Government gave up too large an amount of tax revenues in order
to appease the demands of tax-exempt corporations.

Second, I would support the alternate tax-credit option to reduce
the existing 936 tax-credit by 10% per year, only if the
alternate tax-credit option is extended to continue at a 10%
annual reduction until it is eliminated. In other words,
establish a complete phase-out of the existing 936 tax credit
which has been proven to be inefficient and too expensive as an
incentive to creation of new jobs.

Let me turn now to a discussion of the impact of section 936 in
Puerto Rico's economy and try to separate reality from fiction.
Individuals and institutions which have vested interests in the
corporations who benefit from the 100% tax credits provided by
section 936 have created a hysteria on the island by predicting a
total collapse of the Puerto Rican economy, multiple shut-downs,
mass exodus of manufacturing plants and tens of thousands of
unemployed if the changes proposed by President Clinton are
adopted.

I understand, to some extent, their zealousness in protecting
their special tax breaks, which amount to over 1.3 billion
dollars per year. Any sector in the community which was asked to
pay over one billion dollars a year would certainly put up a
fight.

However, what this Committee, this Senate and the Administration
must understand is that most of the assertions and the hysteria
created by the so-called 936 corporations, the banks which handle
their deposits at lower rates because of the tax credits, their
lobbyists and the multi-million dollar propaganda, are gross
speculations and exaggerations not supported by facts. All you
have heard and will hear from them is that if their tax credits
are reduced as proposed they will shut-down and leave Puerto
Rico, relocate to a foreign country and stop buying goods from
your states.
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You viii hear conclusions based on assumption which are not
proven. Ask theu for specific facts, not at the industry level,
but on a company-by-company basis. Ask each company - What wan
their net income in Puerto Rico during last year? Multiply that
income by 36% and you will have the amount of taxes each
corporation would pay in any of the 50 states. Then ask them
what their payroll was during last year and multiply that amount
by 65% or by 100% (as I have proposed), and you will have the
amount of the tax-credit to be deducted from their tax. When you
do this exercise, you will find that a majority of the now tax-
exempt corporations will not pay any federal income taxes, many
others will pay only 25% or less of what they would pay in any
state. The irony of the existing 100% tax-credit is that the
wor:e money they make, the lower is the proportion of the dollar
expenditure in wages to net income and the lower the tax credit
would be under the President's proposal. See Exhibit One.

However, a 25% tax-credit is still a substantive incentive to
invest. Particularly if wages, as happens in the case of Puerto
Rico, are lower than in the other states of the Union and the
workers are more productive, as is the case in Puerto Rico.
Section 936 has been portrayed by its beneficiaries as the
foundation of the Puerto Rican economy, even though jobs
generated by companies which benefit from 936 credits have
remained at a virtual standstill for the last ten years. As a
matter of fact, the percentage of manufacturing jobs in Puerto
Rico, in relation to all jobs, has been steadily decreasing for
the past decades. It has decreased from 19.3% in 1972 to 16.8%
in 1992 (See Chart #4, Exhibit One).

The companies that generate about 15% of the jobs created by the
936 tax beneficiary companies enjoy about 60% of the total tax
breaks under this section. The more revenues they make, the
lower their payroll in relation to their benefits. Therefore,
they will criticize and fight against wage tax credits in lieu of
the 100% income tax credits they now enjoy because they will have
to pay some taxes they do not pay under present law. However,
the fact that they will have to pay some taxes does not
translates into closing-up or reducing operations in Puerto Rico.

In addition, it is repeatedly asserted that earnings generated by
section 936 companies, the so-called 093 6 furds", are an
indispensable money supply for loan demands on the island. This
assertion cannot be further from the truth. What about the 50
states of the Union? Do they have 936 funds? Where does the
money come from? Cannot money come from the same place in Puerto
Rico as in the 50 states of the Union?

Do the 936 funds provide lower credit rates to the people of
Puerto Rico? NO -- the cost of credit to the average citizen in
Puerto Rico is higher than in the mainland. This is evidenced by
interest rates in conventional mortgage loans, auto loans and
credit-card rates. Exhibit Two shows indexes obtained just last
week from local and national newspapers which compare mainland
and insular rates.

As we can see, in the states of the Union, where there are no 936
funds, Irterest rates to the average citizens are lower than in
Puerto Rico, which has 936 funds. An explanation for this
apparent contradiction may be found in the way that 936
investments, from qualified passive income, impact the local
financial scene. Many 936 companies concentrate exclusively in
short-term investments that do not have a long-lasting effect
that would benefit thG island's economy.
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In certain circumstances, 936 investments actually hurt average
citizens by depriving the of certain investment tools. Such is
the cabe of the Ginnie-Maes, where the 936 lower interest funds
are used to buy, in block, the higher interest paying Ginnie-Mae
bonds which then become unavailable to middle-class citizens,
such as elderly retirees and widows who seek safe investment
instruments with good tax-exempted returns.

From the consumer's perspective, the vast amount of low-cost 936
funds available to the banks has affected the available banking
services. Section 936 may be directly linked to the recent
reduction of bank competition wherein two major national banks,
Citibank and Chase, decided to close all their retail branches in
Puerto Rico. They still retain a strong presence on the island,
but concentrate in commercial wholesale banking activities. Why
did they close their branches? Probably because it is a lot
easier to operate with 936 funds than by seeking deposits from
the people and servicing their accounts.

However, the consumer in Puerto Rico has suffered the
consequences of reduced competition among banks, as evidenced by
the higher credit rates. The impact of 936 to local banking
activities has been constantly mentioned by the banks and
brokerage houses as a reason why section 936 should be kept as it
is. As indicated above, the opposite is true.

Although Puerto Rico's Commissioner of Financial Institutions
estimates that about 7.5 billion dollars account for local bank
deposits, the smaller domestic native Puerto Rican banks trace
about 17% percent of their total deposits to 936 funds. If you
exclude the largest local bank, Banco Popular, the percentage of
936 deposits in local banks is even lower.

In contrast, foreign and domestic Canadian and Spanish-owned
banks, which are the largest banks with the exception of Banco
Popular, trace about 42% of their deposits to 936 funds. The
local banks are competing at.a great disadvantage. With a
possible reduction of funds available from 936 sources, banks
will have to look at other sources of money supply, such as the
Eurodollar market and other markets. The rates paid to
individual depositors with savings accounts and certificates will
probably increase as the availability of 936 funds is reduced.

Impassioned advocates of 936 constantly mention the -ontributions
of 936 companies to the local communities and to the island's
treasury.

What these companies contribute to the local communities and in
local taxes is ridiculously low in relation to thetr revenues.

Caribbean Business, a highly regarded business weekly, published
in its April 8th edition the results of an investigative report.
It reveals that 38 of the most profitable 93f corporations
entered into a deal with the former administration in Pp:crt
Rico, whreby tollgate taxes were waived in exchange for cortain
dirainimii concessions. Between 1987 and 199,2 then-governor
Rafael Hornndez Col6n encouraged thea to increase repatriation
of earnings back to the mainland in order to hike tollgate tax
income in those years. In return the companies obtained
reductions or waivers on tollgate taxes in future years. Puerto
Ricans are now paying the consequences for such outrageous deals,
since thi probably illegal concessions made, by former governor
Hernnden-Col6n Will cost the island $500 million in forgone tax
revenue during the next five years.

As stated in Caribbean Business, "a legacy and a financial crunch
that will be felt until 1997". The same leaders who were elected
or held appointed offices during the Herngndez-Col6n

70-749 0 - 93 - 10
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administration, the same leaders that gave the tax-exempt
corporations $500 million in additional local tax breaks, are the
same ones that will be here today defending those companies which
subsidized their political campaigns.

One of the companies that benefitted the most from this deal was
the Coca-Cola Co., who in 1991, with profits of 375 million
dollars from its Puerto Rico operations, did not have any
tollgate tax liability. The tax credits provided by section 936
saved the company 137 million dollars in federal taxes which
placed Coca Cola, with 371 employess, on top in terms of 936 tax
benefits Or employee. A ratio of $371,350 per employee.
Outrageous even when compared to the already outrageously high
ratio of pharmaceutical, $70,788 per employee.

Coca-Cola's total tax liability (loral income, property and
municipal permits) during that year was 31 million (an effective
local total tax rate of 11%). Not iuch considering $375 million
in profits. Thus, it is very hard to embrace the argument of
significant local contributions to Puerto Rico by 936 companies.
When compared to their incomes, their tax contributions are very
low indeed.

Many 936 tax-exempt corporations, their lobbying associations and
lobbyists, as well as other individuals who have financial
interests in the 936 tax credits and those with political
agendas, have stated that many 936 tax-exempt companies would
leave Puerto Rico in the event the current tax scheme is altered
or significantly changed. The pro-Commonwealth status leaders,
which were part of the Hern&ndez-Col6n administration, have gone
so far as alleging that 300,000 jobs will be lost in Puerto Rico
if the tax-credit, as it exists, is tampered with.

However, Mr. Marcos Rodriquez-Emua, President of Puerto Rico's
Government Development Bank (hereinafter, GDB), has recognized
that, and I quote, Nthe Clinton economic proposal is. a concerted
effort to reduce the federal budget deficit through the
elimination of tax loopholes that may allow American corporations
to transfer operations somewhere else in search of tax savings.
Therefore, it follows that Section 936 corporations that choose
to abandon Puerto Rico will probably have to move to the
(mainland} and not to foreign jurisdiction.

If tax incentives in a U.S. Territory (Puerto Rico) are reduced,
it is also important that tax incentives in foreign countries
also be reduced. If such measures are adopted, as proposed by
tie President, then other countries, even Mexico with NAFTA
approved, could not lure investments away from Puerto Rico.

Sioction 936 notwithstanding, Puer4-c Rico offers very good reasons
for businesses to settle or exp.ia- operationss on the island.
Tese include:

1) availability of a large highly trained and easily
trainable workforce,

2) a higher productivity index than the national average,

3) lower wages, which average approximately 50% of
comparable mainland jobs,

4) the island's strategic geographical location at the
center of North and South America, with easy access to most vital
commercial sea lenas and air routes to all countries in America,

5) it's infrastructure, which compares to and/or supersedes
those found in many states,
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6) it's political stability,

7) the U.S. dollar, which is the only currency based in
Puerto Rico, which eliminates money exchange problems; and,

8) it i7 ihe only jurisdiction in the U.S. (in America as a
matter of fact), where both English and Spanish are official
languages.

Not only can Puerto Rico offer all of the above enumertted
incentives, but also the 936 companies have already invested over
6 billion dollars in plant and equipment which makes relocation
quite expensive.

'he ones that could relocate inexpensively are the ones that will
receive 100% or a very substantial tax-credit. As stated in a
Congressional Budget Office Report in April 1990, "Beycnd their
fixed capital investments, going concern operations in Puerto
Rico have substantial investments in the training of their staff
to carry out their operations. They have already organized
supply and distribution networks, developed relations with local
unions and government organizations and other institutions, and
acquired an understanding of the local culture. These efforts
were all made at a substantial cost, a cost that would need to be

--in urred again if these firms moved to a new location. In
addition, moving assets to a foreign location would entail paying-
tax on any capital gains that had accrued to the assets while in
Puerto Rico".

I welcome and encourage the presence and establishment of new and
more manufacturing firms in Puerto Rico. I believe strongly we
should encourage growth and development of "high-tech" industry.
However, they must recognize that they too, like everyone else,
must contribute to the costs of infrastructure, health services,
education and public safety in our society.

Let us turn now to the alleged negative impact that 936 companies
would endure under the President's plan, that is, the 65% wage-
credit proposed in lieu of the current income credit. According
to GDB estimates (See Exhibit One), under the 65% wage-credit
proposal, the ratio of profit to total receipts remains healthy
and exceeds average profit margins of these companies in the
mainland. To illustrate this point, consider that the effective
tax rate of the pharmaceutical industry would be 20%, still much
lower than the proposed federal corporate tax rate of 36%.

The GDB has concluded that under the President's proposal,
corporations that employ 36% of all 936 tax-exempt company
employees would not be affected at all under the Administration's
proposal. It also concluded that 20% of all tax-exempt company
employees work for corporations whose current tax benefits would
be affected by less than 25%. Thus, almost 60,000, or 55%, of
all employees in 936 tax-exempt companies work in corporations
that would be impacted very little or not at all by the wnge-
credit plan.

In my proposal (See Exhibit Three), 80% of all employees work in
tax-exempt corporations whose current tax benefits would not be
affected at all or would only be affected by less than 25%.

Under either proposal, only 20% work for companies that would
lose 50 to 75% of their tax benefits. Quoting from GDB's report,
"the changes being suggested regarding section 936 would maintain
Puerto Rico's ability to retain manufacturing corporations
already operating under section 936 and continue the island's
industrial promotion campaign". As was established earlier, even
a tax-credit of 25% of current tax liability is quite an
incentive. Particularly if it is perceived as being available in
a domestic (U.S.A.) investment area and not in a foreign
investment area.
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14favinq said this, let us concentrate on realisticly reforming
section 936 making sure that the Nation's interests are protected
as well an our goal of encouraging economic and manufacturing
expansion in Puerto Rico.

Most important, I urge you, Mr. Chairman, I urge this Committee,
the Senate, the House and the Administration, to treat Puerto
Rico fairly in the decision-making process concerning
applicability of federal programs in Puerto Rico. Critical at
this juncture, as I have stated, is the inclusion of the island
in the nation's health care system. The current Medicaid cap in
Puerto Rico deprives hundreds of thousands, more than a million
United States citizens of &dequate health care.

Considering the fact that this Committee and the U.S. Treasury
will be taking an unprecedented step by recommending that
corporate taxes from income generated on the island be collected,
then it is only fair that Puerto Rico be included as a full
partner in health care. This Congress and the President can no
longer allow the orphans and widows of men who died defending
their Nation to be denied access to quality health care that is
provided to foreigners who live in the 50 states of the Union,
based on a geographic discrimination which has prevailed against
American citizens who reside in Puerto Rico.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PEDRO ROSSELLO

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee on Finance: My name is
Pedro Rossell6. I am the Governor of Puerto Rico. I welcome this opportunity to tes-
tify regarding changes, proposed by the Administration, to Section 936 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code.

A letter from President Clinton was read aloud at my inauguration ceremony, this
past January 2nd. The following is a direct quotation from that letter:

". .. As President, I will try to ensure that the federal government does
its part to help Puerto Ricans with the issues that they face . . . The Ad-
ministration will consider the circumstances and needs of Puerto Rico as it
develops and implements policies that would substantially affect the
island . . .

To date, I am sorry to report, the recommendations of the Executive Branch-with
respect to Section 936-have contradicted that promise. They also contradict the in-
tended purpose of President Clinton's policy of providing opportunity for all Ameri-
cans.

We in Puerto Rico support the President's objectives, and are fully prepared to
assume our proportionate share of the burden. Indeed, we strongly endorse many
of the Administration's specific proposals . . . among them, the rebuilding of our
nation's infrastructure, and reform of the health-care system.

In one key area, however, Executive Branch policy-planners seem to have lost
sight of President Clinton's bottom line: that, of course, is jobs . . . jobs for Amer-
ican citizens.

Nowhere is the need for jobs greater than in Puerto Rico, where unemployment
exceeds 18 percent--two-and-one-half times the national level . . . where per-cap-
ita income is less than 30 percent of the national average . . . and where the pro-
portion of families subsisting on poverty-level incomes approaches 60 percent-while
the mainland figure stands at about ten percent.

Despite these data, the Administration is advocating Section 936 amendments
that would actually cripple our island's capacity to attract-and even to retain-job-
cre.ating private-sector investment.

Currently, more than 106,000 Puerto Rico residents are employed direcd.y by
firms operating under Section 936. These companies also create a Significant nom-
ber of indirect additional jobs, elsewhere in our economy.

Section 936 employees account for almost 70 percent of the manufacturing job,,
in Puerto Rico . . . and approximately 11 percent of the isla:id's total employment.
Accordingly, whenever the Federal government contemplates changing Section 936,
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it is of vital importance to Puerto Rico's government that such changes imperil nei-
ther the island's current employment, nor its future economic development. What
is in essence a marginal decision for the Federal governrint is a vital and central
issue of economic survival to Puerto Rico.

However, peril is pervasive in the Administration's latest Section 936 modification
plan.

We estimate that these proposals:
" Would reduce the annual tax-benefits of Section 936 companies by more than

60 percent;
" Would increase the effective tax rates of such enterprises to a level that, when

Puerto Rico tax levies are factored in, would leave the island non-competitive;
" Would drain the pool of Section 936 funds by 75 percent;
" And would slash, by amounts ranging from 25 percent up to 75 percent, the tax

benefits pertaining to companies that employ over 66-thousand persons . . . or
just about two-thirds of all the men and women now working at Section 936
enterprises.

That is what I mean by pervasive peril.
None of this is intended to imply that the status quo is ideal. Section 936 can

be rendered more effective. I am not here to insist that this incentive program be
treated as a sacred cow. As I have already said, Puerto Rico is fully prepared to
accept its proportionate share of sacrifice, in the national interest.

Nevertheless, using whatever parameters you may choose, the sacrific. being pro-
posed by the Executive Branch is disproportionate... and is crippling to our objec-
tive of building a competitive economy.

The inequity, to which I refer, can easily and dramatically be quantified. The Ad-
ministration's national economic blueprint envisions sacrifice, in the form of tax in-
creases, that total about twelve-hundred dollars-per-person in the average state.
Puerto Rico, by contrast, would be expected-solely through changes in Section
936-to generate new federal revenue at a level equivalent to two-thousand dollars-
p 'r-person.

In the context of relative income differentials, this is six times more than the con-
tribution per capita being sought from mainland citizens.

By any yardstick, that is unfair.
Moreover, we must also keep in mind the extraordinary economic challenges that

Puerto Rico confronts:

* Although the island's population density is 15 times the national average Puer-
to Rico s current territorial political status has left our people without fUll ac-
cess to many basic services-just last week, the Census Buroau revealed that
Puerto Rico trailed all 50 states ini Fiscal 1992 Federal spending per person, re-
ceiving barely half the amount spent in an average state . . . obviously, that
helps explain why our economy is less robust;

* The provisions of the North American Free Trade Agreement would reduce our
ability to compete with foreign countries, for several types of labor-intensive en-
terprise;

" And I respectfully submit that, in any of your states, 18 percent unemployment
would constitute a dangerously explosive situation.

Yet it is against this backdrop, on the premise that it can yield $73-billion in reve-
nue over the next five years, that the Executive Branch of the Federal Government
today advocates the virtual destruction of Puerto Rico's principal economic develop-
ment tool.

This cannot be decided merely as a numbers game. The President has asked us
to "put people first." That is precisely our plea to the Senate, the House of Rep-
resentatives, and the White House.

President Clinton has stated that he wants to create more jobs, better jobs, and
higher-paying jobs for the American people. Where Puerto Rico is concerned, the Ad-
ministration's current proposal would do just the opposite.

All rational analysis shows that the Administration's current proposal will result
in a weakened, more-dependent economy . . . a significant loss of American
jobs . . . greatly diminished local tax revenues . . . and higher capital costs.

The price tag on that projected $73-billion in new revenue is simply too high. It
sadly reminds me of the Vietnam war story, about the village that supposedly had
to be "destroyed in order to save it": the Federal Government cannot foster renewed
economic growth by taking jobs away from a community of 3.6-million American citi-
zens that needs new jobs perhaps more than any other!

As an alternative to the Administration's plan, we propose the enactment of an
incentive comprised of two options . . .
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Under the first option, a 936 firm would receive a tax credit, equal to the sumof:

" The total compensation it pays to its employees;
" All of the corporation's Puerto Rico income and tollgate taxes;
* Federal income taxes attributable to the company's qualified possessions source

investment income; and
* Ten percent of its new capital investment in plant, machinery and equipment.
OR, under the second option, the 936 corporation would receive an income-based

credit that would be phased down to 90 percent of the existing Section 936 credit
in 1994, and to 80 percent in subsequent years. This plan would provide new Fed-
eral revenues of 2.8-billion dollars.

Today we bring before you this proposal, which will allow Puerto Rico to partici-
pate in the sacrifices being asked of all Americans, but which will also permit us
to build a more productive, more competitive, and less dependent economy. We seek
not handouts, but instruments for productive development.

Our proposal-which I am submitting[ to you in more detail as an addendum, and
which I urge you to accept--offers a realistic approach to revenue-
enhancement . . . and thus to proportionate shared sacrifice by Puerto Ricans. Un-
like the Administration's proposal, this plan has broad-based backing from labor,
business, financial, and professional organizations on the island, as well as Latino
and Hispanic leadership groups on the mainland.

But most of all, my proposal provides a foundation upon which Puerto Rico can
continue to construct a more self-sufficient economy . . . one that will propel us
closer to equality . . . equality of rights, equality of opportunity, equality of
responsibility . . . the equality with which you and your constituents are bieised.

We ask for this as fellow American citizens.
Thank you very much.

Attachment.
COMPARISON OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND GOVERNOR PIEDRO ROSSELLO

PROPOSALS FOR SECTION 936

1. INTRODUCTION

The Executive Branch has submitted a plan to cap the benefits available to par-
ticipating firms operating under Section 936. This proposal allows companies operat-
ing in Puerto Rico to exempt an amount of profit, not to exceed 60% of the FUTA
wages paid by the firm, from federal taxation. On the surface this may seem like
an innocuous change to the Section 936 provision. However, this is not the case. In
the succeeding sections of this memorandum we will explain why this proposal will
cause severe economic problems in Puerto Rico. As a matter of urgent necessity the
Governor of Puerto Rico has had to develop an alternative to the Executive Branch's
proposal that would be fair to the 3.6 million U. S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico
and that would also address the objectives of the U.S. Treasury.

2. THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH PROPOSAL I

The Executive Branch has made two proposals concerning changes with Section
936. The more recent version of their proposal specifies that:

(a) the operating earnings eligible for the 936 credit cannot exceed 60% of the
FUTA wages paid by the firm; and,

(b) the qualified possession source investment income ("QPSII") will be lim-
ited such that the amount of assets that can be invested to earn QPSII cannot
exceed 80% of the firms' adjusted tangible assets in Puerto Rico.

3. SHORTCOMINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH PROPOSAL II

The Executive Branch proposal imposes severe economic consequences upon Puer-
to Rico's economy. More specifically, we identify the following specific consequences
resulting from their proposal:

(a) The Executive Branch proposal is designed not to make any type of firm
better off, but to make the majority of the firms worse off. Specifically, the way
the incentive is structured, it makes the most labor intensive firms no worse
off than they are under the current system, but it makes the more capital inten-
sive high tech firms worse off than they currently are by the imposition of new
federal taxation.
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The Executive Branch proposal has an adverse impact (i.e. results in a new
federal tax liability) upon almost 60% of the firms operating unde'- Section 936.
These firms which are adversely affected, presently employ 63% of all Section
936 employees and account for almost forty percent of the entire manufacturing
employment in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico has been losing labor intensive jobs to third world countries for
the last twenty years. There has been a 32% loss in labor intensive jobs since
1973! Our recent employment growth in the high tech sectors has offset losses
in the labor intensive sectors and enabled the island to maintain the same level
of manufacturing employment for the last twenty years.

By making the high tech sectors worse off than they are under the current
system the Administration proposal will reduce future employment growth in
these high tech sectors. As a result of this fact, combined with the normal loss
of labor intensive jobs to low-wage countries, we will begin to evidence real job
losses in the manufacturing sector.

The NAFTA agreement will accelerate the loss of labor intensive and mod-
erate capital intensive jobs to Mexico. This will further intensify the adverse
force of the Treasury proposal on Puerto Rico's economy.

(b) The Executive Branch proposal includes a cap based solely upon the actual
wage paid. In our opinion the employee's full compensation should be incor-
porated into the cap amount. Fringe benefits and payroll taxes are an integral
component of the labor cost that a firm bears for hiring a worker. In order for
Puerto Rico to maintain our competitive position for labor intensive jobs relative
to locations such as Mexico and the Dominican Republic we must include the
total compensation under the cap. Our fringe benefits alone in Puerto Rico, for
labor intensive jobs, are higher than the entire compensation paid to workers
in these third world countries.

(c) The Executive Branch proposal is one dimensional in that it attempts to
provide an incentive to the labor intensive sectors for employing workers. It
does not provide any incentive for the employment of capital in plant, equip-
ment and machinery.

(d) The Executive Branch proposal does not consider the Puerto Rican tax
base and will result in the substantial loss of tax revenues to the Government
of Puerto Rico. The Administration proposal could result in the loss of some 15%
to 18% of the general revenue funds (all personal and corporate income taxes,
all inheritance and gift taxes, all license fees, and all excise taxes collected on
local consumption) of the government. This sizable loss in the Government's tax
base is a devastating prob1 . .

(e) The Executive Branch proposal is basically unfair and inequitable to the
people of Puerto Rico. On average the revenue raising aspects of the President's
p package raise $1,200 per person for the nation as a whole. However, for Puerto
Rico the Treasury roposal for Section 936 alone raises $2,000 per person. This
represents a significant difference, almost 75% more, in the per capita revenues
to be raised in Puerto Rico from the Executive Branch's program.

When the relative income of Puerto Rico versus that for the whole nation is
factored into the analysis, the relative burden on Puerto Rico is six times more
than that for the nation as a whole.

3. THE ROSSELL6 PROPOSAL

The Governor of Puerto Rico, Dr. Pedro Rossell6, has developed a proposal that
deals in a fair and responsible, manner with possible revisions to Section 936. This
proposal consists of two options that a participating firm may choose. One option
includes a total compensation based cap upon the Section 936 credit and the second
option is an income based incentive. Each of these will be briefly detailed below (the
full proposal is attached as an appendix to this memorandum):

(a) Compensation Based Option.-A Section 936 firm electing this option may
not take a Section 936 credit that is greater than the sum of: (1) 100% of the
FUTA wages, fringe benefits and payroll taxes attributable to its workers in
Puerto Rico; plus (2) an investment tax credit of 10% of the new investment in
plant, machinery and equipment; plus (3) taxes paid to the Government of Puer-
to Rico (up to a maximum of 9%) on the earnings of the business enjoying the
benefit of Section 936.
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In addition, a firm's qualified possession source investment income ("QPSII")
earnings retain their current exclusion from federal taxation.

Those firms, which have excess credits when the total credits exceed the tax
liability from the Section 936 firms' operations, may utilize these excess credits
against their combined taxable income attributable to products manufactured in
Puerto Rico.

To insure that firms hire employees to engage in productive work and not
simply to maximize their total compensation credit we have incorporated strict
limitations within Governor hossello's proposal for Section 936.

(b) Income Based Optwn.-A firm may select an income based incentive which
pr(,vides: (1) 90% of the Section 936 credit during 1994; anJ (2) 80% of the Sec-
tion 936 based credit in 1995 and- for all succeeding years.

This option also continues the full exemption for the qualified possession
source investment income.

This alternative reduces by 20% the tax benefits of those more profitable com-
panies which would not elect the total compensation based option. This 20% re-
duction is greater than the amount proposed last year by the Chairman of The
House Committee On Ways And Means.

4. UNDERLYING RATIONALE FOR GOVERNOR ROSSElLO'S PROPOSAL

The overriding consideration for the Rossell6 proposal is to insure that Section
936 generates a sufficient number of new job opportunities for the 3.6 million in.
S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico, and to do so in a cost effective manner. The
Rossell6 proposal accomplishes this goal. The specific elements by which this is ac-
complished are:

(a) The Rossell6 proposal includes two options. One option will be attractive
for the high tech- capital intensive firms and one option will be more attractive
to the more labor intensive firms. The Executive Branch proposal was one di-
mensional and did not have an attraction for the high tech capital intensive
types of firms. By having two specific options, one that appeals to each type of
firm, the Rossello proposal addresses this issue. We will provide an array of in-
centives to attract the full spectrum of firms.

(b) The Rossell6 proposal results in a fair increase in the federal tax burden
upon the most profitable firms operating under this provision. By doing so there
will be a significant amount of revenue raised for the in U.S. Government to
reduce its deficit. However, these changes will not impair the incentive Program
for the future development of Puerto Rico.

(c) The Rossell6 proposal permits our workers to obtain high-skilled, high-
wage jobs in an expanding high-tc-ch manufacturing sector along with, and not
exclusively as in the Executive Branch proposal, labor intensive jobs that can
be promoted with our inclusion of the combined taxable income concept into the
revised incentive program.

(d) The maintenance of the concept of qualified possession source investment
income in the incentive program will retain the advantage of lower cost invest-
merit funds for Puerto Rico's economic development funding requirements.

(e) The allowance for the full credit of taxes paid to the Puerto Rican govern-
ment will avert a major budget problem for our government. Under the Execu-
tive Branch program the Puerto Rico Government could lose up to 15% to 18%
of its total tax revenues. This is not a problem under the Rossello alternative.

APPENDIX A: SECTION 935 PROPOSAL OF GOVERNOR PEDRO J. ROSSELLO

I. A Section 936 Corporation will be entitled to compute the Section 936 tax cred-
it, at their option, under either of the following formulas:

A. A Section 936 credit equal to the sum of the following, against the Com-
bined Taxable Income for products manufactured in Puerto Rico by the electing
corporation, as defined in IRC Section 936(h)(5XCXii)(II):

(i) 100% of total compensation, including all fringe benefits and payroll
taxes;

(ii) All Puerto Rico income taxes and withholding taxes on dividends, paid
by the 936 corporation, up to a 9% effective tax rate;

(iii) All in. S. income taxes on the qualified possession source investment
income ("QPSII"); and,
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(iv) An amount equal to 10% of investments in plant, machinery and
equipment placed in service by the 936 company after December 31, 1993.
This would be available for use in the year when the investment is placed
in service, or during any of the following two taxable years, at the option
of the taxpayer.

The maximum amount of compensation to be taken into account for each em-
ployee will be limited to the amount subject to federal social security withhold-
ing (currently $57,600), and the 936 corporation will be entitled to a full deduc-
tion for compensation paid.

The credit for investments would grant incentives for future investments in
plant, machinery and equipment in Puerto Rico, and should provide full depre-
ciation for investments in plant, machinery and equipment.

Special rules and limitations would be established to avoid the possibility of
increases in compened lion and tax credits without a corresponding increase in
business operations in Puerto Rico, solely for the purpose of benefiting from the
total compensation credit against combined taxable income. These limitations
would only allow credits for future compensation increases to the extent they
fall within a 1990 to 1992 average benchmark ratio of total compensation to net
sales. Exemptions from the benchmark ratio would be available if the 936 cor-
poration is able to justify, subject to Treasury's audit, that the ratio should be
raised: (i) due to expansion of operations and added production in Puerto Rico
which is more labor intensive; (i) hiring during 1994 of a number of workers
which is equal to its 1991-1992 average of temporary workers or; (iii) hiring of
workers which previous to 1993 had worked directly as contractors, or employ-
ees of contractors for the 936 corporation. Furthermore, consistent with the sig-
nificant business presence rules of IRC Section 936(hX5XBXiii)(II) and IRC Reg-
ulations Section 1.936.5(c) Question and Answer Number 4 for contract manu-
facturers, compensation paid by a 936 corporation would include the labor costs
of contract employment agencies; if these can be established, , herwise 50% of
the amounts paid to contract manufacturers, independent c tractors or tem-
porary employment agencies, provided the contract manufacturer, independent
contractor or temporary employment agency is not a Section 936 corporation
and all their services are rendered within Puerto Rico.

B. The current Section 936 credit is reduced to the following percentages:

1 9 9 4 ............................................ ............. ........... .... .... ................. 9 0 %
1995 and in succeeding years .............................................................. 8 0%

In addition, the Section 936 corporation will be entitled to a full Section 936 credit
for "QPSII" subject to the current "QPSII" limitations.



S OANA Of GOVOR/ OSW"LOS PROPOSAL

OPTION A USABLE CREDITS OPTION A & 5

U.S. P.R. U.S. COMsED
YEAR GROWTH ACTIVE INCOME NET EFFECTIVE TAX 100 % 10 % CAP TAX C.T.I. REVENUES U.S.

INCOME RETAINED INCOME TAX RATE LUABITY C/C INVEST. PAID CREDIT TOTAL OPTION A REVENUES
1989 7,123.4
1990 1.10 7,835.7
1991 1.10 8.619.3
192 1.10 9.481.2
1993 1.09 10,334.6
1994 1.08 11,162.3 80% 3,929.8 30 % 2,679.0 1,640.6 41.0 276.4 108.0 2,066.0 613.0 267.0
1995 1.07 11,943.7 80% 0,554.9 30% 2,866.0 1,728.5 25.2 292.9 104.2 2,160.8 716.7 672.0
1996 1.07 12,779.7 80 % 10,223.8 30 % 3,067.1 1,815.2 22.8 310.7 100.5 2,249.2 817.9 613.0
1997 1.07 13,674.3 80% 10.939.4 30 % 03,281.8 1,902.2 20.6 336.3 97.1 2,356.2 925.6 666.0
1998 1.07 14,63,.5 80% 11,706.2 30% 3,511.6 1,993.6 21.2 363.6 93.7 2,472.1 1,029.6 701.0

..... 0..... , ... .1 3 . " 1 . -. . .. . ..0 , ... 1 .1,. , ,

,~- J

130.8 1,.9. 50J3.5 1 1,29I43

12

% .111./I A.GM.Xf51,363.2 15,406.0 1080.1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MURRAY S. SCUREMAN

Good morning. My name Is Murray Scureman and I an Vice President of Government
Affairs for the Amdahl Corporation. I am a businessman with 25 years of
experience In the computer Industry, nearly 15 of which have been spent at
Amdahl, In a variety of Hn,3 and staff positions. My last assignment was as
vice president of the company's federal sales dhivsion, a $100 million
operation. In 1919, I opened Amdahl's Government Affairs Office. I report to
the CEO and Chairman.

Founded In 1970, Amdahl Is a California company that designs, manufactures,
sells, and services a complete line of stats.-of-the-art mainframe computers and
associated software and peripherals; had 1992 revenues of $2.5 billion; R&D
spending of $372 nllon; and over 8,000 employees In 25 countries worldwide.

I would Ike to thank the Finance Committee for the opportunity to testify on
these Important International tax proposals.

Amdahl does have some fundamental concerns with the Impact of certain elements
of the program on the competitiveness of U.S. companies, specifically, the
partial repeal of deferral and the treatment of royalties as passive Income for
foreign tax credit , My testimony will focus on the problem that these
proposals create for busin-. Attached Is a copy of the testimony of Mr. Paul
Oosterhuls, before ie Committee )n Ways & Means, which outlines the tax policy
arguments against tho proiosaL

1. PARTIAL REPEAL OF DEFSRA

The partial repeal of deferral will ndd additional costs to U.S. companies that
will not be Incurred by our foreipi competitors, all of whom receive either tax
deferral or tax sparing. In an environment that Is already extremely
compstitve, and sure to become more so with the Implementation of ECM2 such
an additional cost will give our competition a significant advantage. The
repeal of defrI as. a fundamental concept of our tax laws should be compared
with the favorable treatment our foreign competitors enjoy via the extensive
'tax sparing' treaties negotiated by their governments. As a result, our
foreign competition has a built-In cost advantage relative to the U.S.

Why Does Amdahl Have a EuroRean Plant?

Amdahl has been profitable from Its beginning until 1991, and suffered Its
first loss In 1992. DespPi this favorable history, It was clear from the
outset that the U.S. market alone could not support the volumes necessary to
finance both the cost of operations and the significant R&D Investment required
to remain competitive.

Amdahl's aggressive expansion to markets outside the U.S. led to the building
of a plant within Europe to eslablish a local marketing, service and logistical
presence, which was necessary because all of Amdahlo competitors were already
there. Ireland was chosen and the facility was opened In 1978, to service
Europe and the Pacific Basin markets. Amdahl did not flee the U.S. seeking
lower wages. In fact, today Irish and American factory wages are comparable.
The cost of manufacture of a mainframe Is the same In either factory. An Irish
mainframe Is Imported Into the U.S. only In an emergency customer situation.

Why Do Comoanes Need to Have Cash Reserves Offshore

The Initial Investment In the Irish plant we relatively small and the
operation existed In a temporary facility. With earnings accumulated from the
Irish operation, the first 6l,-;se of a permanent manufacturing plant was built
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In M0L Subsequent phases were added In 96 and 1911-OL As of 1902, Amdal
had Invested $0.6 million In land and buildings and $64A million In equipment
In our IrM plant.

Amdahl Ireland also Invests In Intanglble assets through It cost-sharing
agremnt with its U.S. parent. To date, this Investment has totalled $400
nIon In peymonts from Amdahl Ireland to Amdahl Corporation. Investments In
Intangible seto are just a important, If not more so, to high technology
companies such as Amdahl, as Investments In physical ats. As Amdahl
continues to develop technologies In the U.S., Ireland will share In these
costs via cost sharing payments. As a result, Amdahrs Irish operation owns
significant technology rghdt.

Amdahl has consistently had the philosophy of funding Its operatons using
equity rather than debt financing. Therefore, sufficient cash reserves ae
needed to satisfy these vital future commitments.

Amdahrs products are very expensive and customers often finance their purchase
through a leasing arrangement. Recent conditions In Europe In the third party
leasing market caused Amdahl to consider retaining a larger poitlon of leases
ihan had previously been done In the pest. The Internal funding of a leased
asset base requires a large amount of cash. However, due to the lower than
expected volume of sales within Europe over the past two years, Amdahl has
temporarily placed on hold plans to Initiate a Wage Internal leasing person
until volumes Increase to a level sufficient to Justify such an operation.

The last reason for offshore cash Is business prudence. The mainframe comnter
Industry In general hes undergone severe losses In the past two years which
Andshl has funded with its accumulatd cash reserves. Without such reserves
Amdahl would have been forced to borrow funds at less than desirable teas,
further aggravadng difficult economic conditions. Our company needs to have
the fledbIlty to react to adverse economic conditions with the strslgios
that it. deems most appropriate. in -our- case,. this woulk Include having
sufficient cash reserves to fund loss operations over an extended period of
time.

For example, as of 992, the amount of cash offshore was 40% less than the
amount In 1990. This large decrease was due to the fact that Amdahrs Irish
operations lost money In 1991 and 992. As this trend demonstrates, a computer
company can Otllze large amounts of cash In a very short period of time.

Amdahl has had significant business and economic reasons for accumulating cash
in Its Irish operations. These actons were taken in good faith based upon the
tax laws In effect at that time. To penalize Amdahl by Imposing a retroactive
change to the concept of tax deferral Is extremely disturbing. Amdahl has
operated In accordance with the rules that have been In effect and beUeves It
unfair that such rules be changed after the fact. The retroactive repeal of
deferral Is unprecedented, to our knowledge, and Is not a trend we would Uke
to see es lhe.

Amdahra Foreign Investment Hes Create U.S. Job

Many high quality supervisory, administrative and engineering jobs located In
the U.S. are needed to support our International operations. Although as much
as 45% of Amdahr sales are to foreign customers, 97% of Amdahl's R&D Is
performed In the U.S. These R&D activities provide jobs requiring high skills
that provide good wages. However, without cost effective foreign operations,
Amdahl could not afford to continue Its current level of R&D spending. The
partial nomination of deferral will reduce Amdahrs profitability and cost
effectiveness of foreign operations. The effect of this may be the necessity
for Amdahl to cut costs In other areas, Including a possible loss of U.S.
support jobs so that the company can continue to compete In a very competitive
global market.
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2. TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES AS PASSIVE INCOME

The proposed treatment of royalties as passive Income for foreign tax credit
calculations Is Inconsistent with the Adndnistration's goal of encouraging
research and Investment within the U.S. and does not enhance U.S.
competitvenes. The proposal penalizes the typical high technology company,
such s Amdnxi, that performs most R&D within the U.S. and then icense* the
developed software technology around the world. Here, the Impact Is especially
severe, where the kensIng of software Intangibles Is the standard method of
operation ,

Software revenues are expected to be a significant part of future revenue
growth. Revenue generated by the lcenaing of software Is subject to tax In
the same fashion that hardware revenue Is subject to tax. Yet this proposal
makes he abtrary distinction "at software royalties wilt be classflod as
passive Income, but les Income wll be classified as general imitation
Income. The stated purpose of this proposal Is to dominate the possibility of
cross-credtng for foreign tax credit calculations, therefore raising revenue
by limiting foreign tax credits. This Is another example of a cost to U.S.
companies that our competitors do not face.

A possible outcome of this proposal Is the movement of R&D activity to foreign
kcrons that provide Incentives for such activities, or at least do not put
the companies performing such activities in the. unenviable position of paying
tax twice on the same Income on a workwida basis. High technology companies
will have to consider such alternatives If ttley are to remain compet!"vo In
the future.

Conclusion

We stronglyy oppose the partial repeal of deferral and the
cdaracterzatIon of royalties as passive Income. Tax laws to the
extent they affect business decisions should encourage the creaton
of jobs within the U.S. and help to equalize majors for U.S.
companies In relation to their foreign competition.

STATEMENT OF PAUL OOSTERHUIS,
PARTNER, SKADDEN, ARPS, SLATE, MEAGHER & FLOM,
ON BEHALF OF THE DEFERRAL PRESERVATION COALITION

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 1, 1993

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. my
name is Paul Oosterhuis. I am a tax partner in the Wash-
ington D.C. office of the law firm Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom. I am here today representing the Defer-
ral Preservation Coalition. The Deferral Preservation
Coalition is an ad hoc group of companies from a variety
of technology-based industries, including electronics,
telecommunications, medical equipment and pharmaceutical.
Attached to my statement is a list of our members.

John Young, the former CEO of Hevlett-Packard
Company, one of our coalition members, rill be testifying
on the next panel from a businessman's viewpoint about
the anti-competitivc :spects of the Administration's
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proposal on deferral. I will not duplicate that effort.
Rather, I am here to talk about the tax policy aspects of
the proposal.

Deferral Cutback Proposal: A Description

The proposal would tax U.S. shareholders of
controlled foreign corporations (CFCs) on their pro rata
portion of the lower of two amounts: (i) the excess of
passive assets over 25 percent of total assets or (ii)
the CFC's total current and accumulated earnings and
profits (S&P). As we understand it, the definition of
passive assets will refer to or utilize similar rules to
those in the passive foreign investment company ('PFICO)
regime. The proposal would apply on a phased-in basis to
all current and accumulated earnings beginning in taxable
years after 1993.

Stated Tax Policy Goals of the Proposal

The Administration's explanation of the propos-
al states that it is intended to reduce the incentives
under present law for companies to move plants abroad.
For two reasons, nothing could be further from reality.

In this respect, the proposal constitutes an
unprecedented departure from any existing provision of
the Internal Revenue Code, including to my knowledge all
prior provisions that have taxed the passive income or
accumulated earnings of a corporation. Never in the
history of the income tax law has the Congress imposed
such a tax upon pre-enactment year earnings.

For example, the accumulated earnings tax pro-
vision, which was the original incorporated pocketbook
provision enacted in 1913, applied at the shareholder
level to only *that part of the profits of the corpora-
tion for the year which might have been distributed but
were not distributed." As such, it only applied to
current earnings after the enactment date.

Similarly, the personal holding company tax
rules, which were enacted in 1934 and the foreign person-
al holding company rules enacted in 1937, only apply to
the corporation's pcst-enactment income.

The Subpart F rules, enacted during the Kennedy
Administration in 1962, only applied to earnings after
1962. Indeed, even today, the accumulated EEP accounts
of CFCs go back only to 1962 so as to not tax retroac-
tively the income earned by these entities prior to the
enactment of these rules. Section 956, which taxes a
CFC's earnings invested in U.S. property, is probably
most analogous to the Administration's current cutback

proposal. Yet even that section, enacted in 1962, only

targets property acquired after 1962. Thus, earnings
invested in U.S. property acquired before the enactment
of Section 956 in 1962 are not only exempted from tax
under the Section 956 investment in U.S. property rules,
but are totally irrelevant in determining the amount of

current inclusion uider that section.
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Finally, the PFIC rules, which were enacted
most recently in 1986, also only target post-enactment
earnings. Under those rules, a foreign corporation is a
PFIC if 75% or more of its gross income is passive or if
50% or more of the value of its assets are passive. The
U.S. shareholders of a PFIC have the option of either
paying tax ,ith an interest charge when there is a dis-
tribution of earnings accumulated after 1986 or paying
taxes on a current basis with respect to the current
earnings of the PFIC. In either case, the rules only
apply to earnings from years after its enactment. Dis-
vent any incorporated pocketbook abuses for this type of
company.

The Provision Disproportionately Hits High Tech Companies

As the above rate of return analysis indicates,
the proposal disproportionately affects high tech compa-
nies because its 25% threshold is very tight for compa-
nies which have high rates of return. The proposal dis-
criminates against high tech companies in other ways as
well.

The proposal favors companies that can debt
finance their foreign manufacturing operations. Such
companies can utilize profits to pay off debt and can
take out new debt to finance expansion which can also be
paid off through retained earnings. Companies with sub-
stantial debt capacity associated with foreign manufac-
turing thus can easily avoid the 25% threshold. Equity
financed companies, however, must save up their retained
earnings to finance their next facility. These companies
can easily run up against the 25% threshold. High tech
companies are most often equity financed; the debt-equity
ratios of major companies in the electronics and pharma-
ceutical industries are perhaps the lowest of any manu-
facturing industry. Thus, these companies have the least
ability to avoid the 25% threshold by debt financing.

Finally, the provision discriminates against
high tech companies because a substantial portion of the
assets of their foreign manufacturing facilities are
likely to relate to intangibles rather than plant and
equipment. These intangibles may have substantial value
(and thus substantially increase the 25% threshold), but
determining the vale of these intangibles is subjective
and therefore subject to dispute. It can thus be readily
predicted that enactment of the 25% threshold will lead
to serious valuation questions with respect to high tech
foreign manufacturing facilities. Other companies, with
investments dominated by plant and equipment costs, have
more readily ascertainable asset values, resulting in the
more predictable application of the 25% threshold.
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DEFERRAL PRESERVATION COALITION MEMBERSHIP

COMPANIES

Abbott Laboratories
Amdahl Corporation

American Home Products Corporation
Apple Computer
AT&T Corporation

Baxter International
Digital Equipment Corporation

Hewlett-Packard Company
Intel Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
Eli Lilly & Co.

Lotus Development Corporation
.... .... .. ..... .M e r c k _& C o . -... .. ..... .. ... . ......... .. .

Millipore, Inc.
Motorola

Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough Corporation

ASSOCIATIONS:

American Electronics Association

Computer and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association

Electronic Industries Association

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARRY SULLIvAN

INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is Harry
Sullivan. I am Senior Vice President and Gent -A Counsel of the Food Marketing Institute
(FMI). .

FMI is a nonprofit association conducting programs in research, education, industry
relations and public affairs on behalf of its 1,500 members - food retailers and wholesalers
and their customers in the United States and around the world. FMI's domestic member
companies operate approximately 19,000 retail food stores with a combined annual sales
volume of $190 billion - more than half of all grocery store sales in the United States.
FMI's retail membership is composed of large multi-store chains, small regional firms and
independent supermarkets. Its international membership includes 250 members from 60
countries.

I am appearilig here today as a Co-Chairman of the Tax Reform Action Coalition (TRAC),
of which FMI is a founding member.

GENESIS OF THE TAX REFORM ACTION COALITION TRACK )

Prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the numerous deductions,
exclusions and credits which complicated the tax code were used as tools to influence so-
called "economic" decisions. However, over time the accumulation of special tax relief
and preference provisions resulted in a highly uneven and economically counter-
productive distribution of "benefits" among taxpayers and various types of economic
activities.

Wide disparities were created in the effective tax rates paid by different economic sectors,
and even by individual firms within the same sector. While some businesses could
substantially reduce their tax obligations through preferential tax credits and deductions, a
similar opportunity was not available, as a practical matter, to others with the same
income, because the activities which generated these credits were not a significant part of
their natural business endeavors.

As a result of these disparities in the Tax Code, the Coalition to Reduce High Effective Tax
Rates was formed in 1983. The Tax Reform Action Coalition (TRAC) evolved, in turn,
from this coalition. TRAC was initially formed in June of 1985 by six business associations
and corporations which were committed to enacting federal tax reform legislation to
substantially reduce the then-existing high nominal individual and corporate tax rates in
return for the reduction of preferences in the code.

The Coalition's basic objective resonated powerfully within the business community and
membership grew rapidly. By the time the Tax Reform Act of 1986 was enacted, TRAC's
membership had grown to 250 individual corporations and associations. TRAC's
membership came to include major manufacturers of products ranging from cars to
electronic devices to computers, food products, clothing and petroleum products as well as
major financial services and investment companies, major real estate developers, trucking
companies, wholesaler-distributors, retailers, and a host of small businesses of all types.
All told, the Coalition's membership roster represented more than 100 of the FORTUNE
NO industrial companies and over one million businesses nationwide. TRAC's
membership demonstrated broad business support for fundamental tax reform, in a rather
admittedly divided business community.

Today, TRAC is even larger and more broad based in its composition, with 339 associations
and corporations as members. (A current membership roster is attached as APPENDIX A.)
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TRAC enthusiastically supported the 1986 Tax Reform Act because of the substantial
reduction in marginal tax rates it provided in return for base broadening. While the Act
explicitly projected that large tax increases would be imposed on the business sector, as
businessmen we nevertheless felt it constituted a fair and desirable compact and was
worthy of support. Throughout the process, TRAC focused solely on the issue of tax rates
and a broad base of income and the Coalition retains that focus today.

Following enactment of the 1986 Act, TRAC decided to remain organized as an action
group to help insure, if necessary, that the rate reductions in the law would be
implemented and maintained. Our decision was a prudent one, because over the past six
years there have been many attempts to either delay the implementation of rate reduction,
increase them, or :mpose surtaxes. And, today, as I appear before the Committee, the spirit
and letter of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 has again been called into doubt.

Mr. Chairman, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 represented much more than a revamping of
the tax code. It was a victory of principle over narrow special interests and demonstrated
that American politics car work to the benefit of all of the people, not just a chosen few.

Tax reform had many strong and effective advocates on this committee in 1986 including
Senator Bradley, Senator Packwood, and yourself, Mr. Chairman. You and your colleagues
made it clear why tax reform had your support, when in the Report of the Committee on
Finance to accompany H.R. 3838 (Report No. 99-311 dated May 29, 1986, Page 3), you
observed:

"The current tax system intrudes at nearly every level of decision-making by
businesses and consumers. The sharp reductions in personal and corporate
tax rates and the elimination of many preferences will directly remove or
lessen tax considerations in business and consumptions decisions. Business
will be able to co,,,pete on a more equal basis, and business winners will be
determined more by serving the changing needs of a dynamic economy, and
less by reaping the subsidies provided by the tax code."

Mr. Chairman, the encouragement and support you and your colleagues gave to TRAC
made it possible for us to help you and the Congress to make tax reform a reality. And, we
are here today to try to keep it a reality.

TRAC'S POSITION ON THE PROPOSED INCREASE IN TAX RATES

Since TRAC focuses only on rates, we have no position, as a coalition, on the President's
overall economic plan. Individually, I certainly am prepared to assume that our members
applaud and support the President's objective of significantly reducing the deficit. Again,
individually, we may agree or disagree on various aspects of his plan other than those
dealing with rates.

The President's economic proposal will increase the the top individual tax rate from 31
percent to 36 percent.and the top corporate rate from 34 to 36 percent. It would further
impose a 10% surtax on certain individuals. Simultaneously, the proposal provides for
the reinstatement of some tax preferences ostensibly in' the interest of stimulating the
economy in the short term and keeping it growing over the long term.

America's long-term economic growth is a matter of concern to all of us. It was in fact a
conclusion of the 1985-1986 debate that a high-rate, specially preferenced tax law had
become a retardant of economic growth. •

We feel it is critically important to remember that the most important aspect of what tax
reform achieved was to cause investment decisions to be economically motivated, not tax-
motivated. Tax reform was enacted because the code was fundamentally unfair and
inefficient and it treated taxpayers unequally by inducing investment decisions on the basis
of tax, rather than economic considerations.
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Our explicit and implldt understanding in working with this Committee was always that
tax preferences had to be exchanged for lower rates, if the goals of reform were to be
achieved. We supported this compact, and continue to do so. The President's proposals in
their current form reflect the reverse of this, namely, a reestablishment of preferences andan increase in tax rates. Down that path lies both the unfairness and economic inefficiency
of prior law.

It is also important to note that both the individual and corporate rate increases as
proposed will dramatically increase business' tax burden. Under the proposal, the business
burden alone will increase by a net $113 billion over the next five years -- reducing cash
flow which is desperately needed in the private sector to create jobs and stimulate the
economy.

Contrary to statements made by some advocates of an increase in the corporate tax kate, it is
not correct that corporate America has not been paying its "fair share" of the tax burden.
According to an analysis by the National Association of Manufacturers, corporations, in
fact, paid an average effective tax rate of 32.5 percent in 1990, while individuals paid an
effective rate of 10 percent. While the Tax Reform Act of 1986 was expected to and was
adopted in the face of the calculation that it would shift $120 billion in tax burden from
individuals to corporations over five years, these revenue expectations were not met for
the simple reason that corporate income decreased or did not increase as projected during
that period. The reason this occurred was not because of the '86 changes in the code, but
simply because corporate profits did not reach anticipated levels due to the recession.
Corporate America does pay its fair share of the tax burden; in fact, it could be argued that it
pays more than "a fair share."

Another argument used for increasing the corporate rate to 36 percent is that both
individual and corporate rates need to be at the same level. Mr. Chairman, never in the
history of the American income tax have the top corporate and individual rates been at the
same level. Attached to our testimony as APPENDIX B is a chart derived from this
Committee's publication, Overview of the Federal Tax System which reveals the wide
disparities over time between the corporate and individual tax rates. The historic disparity
has ranged from I percent in 1909 (when individuals paid no income tax at all) to 64
percent in 1936. Indeed, the average spread between top individual and corporate rates
over the life of the income tax is 31 percent. In 1991 and 1992, the corporate and individual
top rate spread was 3 percent - the closest the two rates have been in ten years, except for
the transition year of 1987. We have heard no one arguing that the top corporate rate
should be lowered so that it equalled the top individual rate. There is no good reason now
to raise it to achieve a parity that has not been the historical case.

The five percent increase in the individual rates will have a devastating effect on
businesses which pay taxes as individuals. It is important to remember that most of the
businesses which pay taxes as individuals - sole proprietors, partnerships or S
Corporations -- are small to medium-sized businesses, which have provided the largest
share of new jobs in the country over the past ten years. Additionally, small businesses
which file as individuals must pay tax on what the businesses earn after deductions, not
just on the business owner's personal income. This tax increase will seriously undermine
the ability of a small business owner to reinvest the profits from a fledgling enterprise and
create new jobs and reinvest capital. The only advantage we can see to this staggering
tax increase on small businesses is that new enterprises will be formed to assist taxpayers at
finding new and innovative ways to evade paying the higher taxes they face through tax
shelters.

CONCLUSION

TRAC supported the 1986 Tax Reform Act because of the rates it contained and the
promise they held for economic and tax equity. We supported base broadening through
the elimination of preferences. This compact was the linchpin of tax reform. With
profound respect for this landmark legislation, TRAC strongly urges Congress not to
increase rates and not to restore preferences.
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In this regard, we have a specific recommendation to make: abandon the temporary ITC
proposal - it has garnered no support in the corporate community - and leave the
corporate rate at 34%. The President's package proposes business tax incentives costing
$56.5 billion. It raises business taxes by $170.1 billion. This is a ratio of $3.00 in business tax
increases for each $1.00 in proposed business tax incentives. The revenue loss associated
with the temporary ITC is $9.1 billion. The revenue gain projected from the corporate rate
increase is $30 billion. This is consistent with the 3 to I ratio which characterizes the
President's overall proposal.

Thus, in proposing the trade-off outlined above, we believe that it is consistent with the
President's logic to offset the full corporate rate increase with abandonment of the
temporary ITC.

If you wish to establish a framework for jobs creation, you must, in addition, deal with the
impact of the President's proposals on small businesses. In many respects, they are hit the
hardest by the President's proposals.

Over a two-year period, Congress labored forcefully to produce the 1986 Tax Act. Cynics
insisted that it could never be accomplished in the Senate. Overcoming enormous odds,
Mr. Chairman, you and the membership of this Committee did it.

Increasing the rates now would immediately shatter the compact Congress made with the
American people. TRAC urges this Committee, in the strongest possible terms, to reject
the proposed increases in the top rates.

Attachments:
APPENDIX A
APPENDIX B
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FPPENiA]
TAX REFORM AC2ON COALTON rRAC)

STEERIO COMMITTEE

American Busiess Conree
American Denial Auoci n
Amnercan Home Products CorPWauoo
A an'Ian Asocon
Amecam Managemnt Systems. In.
Amercka Truckm Assocua,,ons
Amway Corxmsuo
Apple Computr. Inc.
RP AiYerCa.IM
Benerkial Mangemen Corporason of Ameia
Corsoldand Freighromys Incorpvad
Th Dial Corporaon
Du Pont Company
E.Systems. Inc.
Elecuom tndustri Assocuitm
Eli Lilly & Company
Flemig Comport. Inc.
FIoms Tons, wold Delivery Associcon
Food Makeog Isu
General Mills, Inc.
Gor a-Paific Corporaim
W.R. Grace & Compiny
Grocery Safiacaire of Ameri
Hansucrporusorsn
Hershey Foods Cporat
Household Intmanona
I B M Ccsbporasson
Inteationra Mas Retailing Associatio
Kellogg Company
Kmart Corporation
The Kroger Company
Levi Sulauss & Company
Mcrril Lynch & Company
NasonaI-Arnencan Wholesaie GrocesiAswcwo
National Assocwton of Chan Drug Store
Nat a Association o Whoesa er-D"nibutors
Naonal Fedweto of Indepecent Buscas
Natsorad Restaurant Asuoctatson
National Rea Fedeation
Natka Soft Drm* Assocaton
NYNEX
PepsiCo, Inc.
Phamaccumal Manufac urs Associto
Phdip Moms Incorporated
Pnrjng Indusuns o4 America
Procter & Gamble Manufacuring Company
Ralston Purina Company
RJR Nabisco. Inc.
Roadway Services. Inc.
Suls Lee Corporationi
Sun Company, Inc.
United Tachnologies Corpoon
UST Inc.
Wine & Sptnu Whoesaers of America
Wmn-DutxeStores lnorpored

Yellow Freigss System. Inc. of Delawae
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TAX ,EWORM ACTON COALITION TRAC)

ON.ERAL MAfEMBSERSHWP

Air Condinxng A kefrigeron Whitlmr
Air Delivery Service Incorporated
Air Transport A~soc "ton
Air Vat North Ameican
Allentown-Lehigh (Pentsylvania) County Chamber

of Come re
Alue & Sowe Shoes lsicorporoatd
American Association of Advertsing Agencies
American Electronics Associton
Ameican Express Company
American For'drymens Socety
American Furmre Manufacturers Assoctio
American Institute of Merchant Shipping
American Machine Tool Datnbu ors Assocton
American Met I
Amercan Movers Conference
Ameran Nurses.& socsaoon
Amcrvca PWer Machinery Assocuition
Amenc.an Pipe Rtings Associton
American Supply Associai
Amercan Traffic Safety Services Assocmon
Amencan Veterinay Distributors Associution
Amercan Wholesle Mukete Assoc ict
Appliance Parts Diasnbutr Assocation
Ardmore (Oklahom) Chamber o Commerce
Arkansas Freighr*ays
Armstrong World Industries. Inc.
Assocuied Eurpmemt Disibucs
Associauon for Suppliers of Pnnung and Publishing

Technologies
Assoc action of Amrican Raiubrds
Association of or Importers of Floida
Associto of Steel Dsbutors
Automotive Pars Rebudders Association
Automotive Service Industry Assocutimon
Avat" Disiutors & Manufacters Association
B. F. Fields Moving & Storage
Baiesvile Area (indians) Chamber o( Commerte
Beang Spocuilsts Association
Bearice Compan es Inc.
Beau, & Barber Supply Institute
Bochtiel Group, Inc.
Biycie Whoiesaie Distributors Asscation
Biscuit & Cracker Distributors Association
Campbell Soup Company
Can Manufacturers Itsucute
Caron Tricking Company Incorporated
Carolina Freight Corporation
Ceramic Tle Dist b iors Association
Chilton Corporation
CIC Plan
Ctutem for a Sound Economy
The Crmca Company
Columbia Motor Express incorpoawmd
Computer Dealers & Ltssors Assoctan

Co i Paper lIncorporated
ConeamUPA Cmm -n ted
Cotrs Brewng Comamy
Copper aW Brass Seicener Assot
Conoctn (Ohio) Ame Chamber of Commere
Council for Periodc Dtstnbutn Association
Crag Trinortabon Company
Criber Truck ULearig Incerprated
Crouse C&Uip Comway
Crowley Mariure Corporation
D. L Merchat Tratisport Incorporaited
Dan Trucking Company Incorporated
De Faio, Express Incorporated
Dobson Mover

EdeBauer -opow
Edison Elect Insituse
Edsac Trucking Company Incorporad
Elecuscal Apparatus Service Associatio
Elcsw -Ekc .s Maerals Dstrsibutors
Association

Elm Buclis Trucking Incorported
Engine Servi Asociuion
Equtfax. inc
Fairmont. Arm (Minnesota) Chamber of Commerce
Farm Equapment Woleaers Association
Federal! Express Corporain
Federated Desirmnnw Stores iwoe tsid
Fede raton of Amercan HeWth Systems
Fluid Power Distribuior Assocition
FMC Corporan
Food Indusies Suppliers Association
Fesesvice Equpment D -tributors Associ
Fon Howard Corpomn
Friead Fuel & C e Incorporated
Gen~orp
General lery Incoarorated
General Merchandie Dirbutors Cotucil
General Mills Incorporase
General Nutru tiocrpom-ed
Grmss Valley aid Neva& Couty (Califomia) Chamber

of Commerce
Greater EAst Dalas (Texas) Chamber o Commerce
Greater San Diego (Califonia) Chamber of Commerce
Grew Seattle (Washington) Chamber o( Commerce
Greater Syracuse (New York) Chamber of Commerce
Gmreifield Transport Incorporaned
Griffin Distnbuting
Hadwood Plywood Manufacturens Association
Hartford Dpas & Warehouise Company tIncorporated
Healh Indusry Duirbutors Associao
Hewlett-Packard Compapy
Hobby Industr Associatio of America
Hosprtl Corporation of Aenca
Household Good Forwirders Assaxt of America
Independent Medc Ditmbutor Assocition
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-rderdn Xray DeeimAnsocuon
Industral Distrbuion Associaton
lmtiusl Of l111:11511111 LAmderer
Insulaio Conoacwr Assoc ision of America
Inienauona Associamon of Plasus Dist*uwnr
lniemasaoneJ Commuamions tisuies Associtio
Lntea final Hand Proco Asoaio
Inierrnational Hard wr Dnrbusir Association
lnicsituoruiJ Sanitary Supply Associatin
Iniernonal Snowmobile lirnhsssy Asscation
lnnariuccul Truck Paris Assciios
Inwatsonal Wholesale Fsuitue Associaio
Irmigaton Associtioni
Kelly Services Inc.
Kemp Furuture Inidustres Incrpnd
Komi lWa.ulgicn) Chamber of Commere
King Transer Incorporamod
King Van & Storge Incorporaned
Knzws Truck Lines Umorosued
Lacy's Espms acrrae
Land Trucking Compay lncorporsoad
Lawttine ourxud
Lc use Corporation
Mahnr Dealers Natonl Assocua
Mannamoc.Two Rivers Arm (Wiscoa) Chimber

of Commeute
Material Handing Equipmeng Dismbusoirs Association
Maesals Resewchl Corporation
Matanion Aivocwes -nopiie
The Maawell Compony
McCoaun Cable Sysamna
McRat's Incor~poraud.
Mevot Milwaukee (Wa- sona) Association o Comrnne
Metropolian Life
Mid-Went Truckers AmcuvAAs
Mimvesota Truckig Association
Miesssppi Chemrical Corpormuion
Monroevilie Arm (Penylvni) Climber of Commerce
Monaa Power Companny
Moore A Son Trucking
Mocle Indiwmy Council
Music Diaibimcin Associso
Natioral AUrepas Assocui
National Appliance Puu Supplies Amstoio
National AssociLation of Ahansnimn Diorbsin
Natinal Amucmon olf Brick Dlurribulor
Nationa Associatmca of Clseiall Daimbu
National A omto of Comer Diliumor
National Assocation o( Electricall Dlsmbuakrs
National As owto of Fe Equipment Dissibulors
Natiall Assoiation od Flows Coveing Dantiumir
National Associationa of Floo Dambima
Natsosl Association of lce and Accso

Natiwa AssCMain ofM FeN PsWyar
National Association of Recorig Merchsailisers
National Asacan of th Remocdeling ladiiswy

National Associadon Of Service Mersasing
Nationa Assmca of Sigp Supply Disinbusn
National Association of Solar Cnines
National Association of Sporting Goods Wholesalers
National Asciio of Truck Stop Operstors
Naiona Association of Waw Comipuues
Nationisl Association of Wholesale1 IndpePndent Distirbutors;
Nadonail Beer Wholinlens Association
Naocml Buildiag Material Ditbuin Association
National Business Fornis Associatio
Nxatinl Commercial Reffigeration Sales Association
Natioasl ElicalW Manusfactues Asaou
National Electronic Ditrbuios Associat
National' .s *ener Diaibuwos Associtio
Natico FoWs Broken Association
National Food Oimrbuiiars Ascato
Noal From Food Association
Nation Grocers Assocusion
National IDepenident Poultry and Food Distribuioirs Associatio
National Industrall Glove Dismbuicirs Assocition
National LawmA& sen DistributorsA LAoion
National Locksmith Suppliers Association
Nationa Mw Diortbuicin Association
Nationd Medical Enepie
Nationa Moving A Sinrge
National Paw Dianbuiorn
National Pser Trade Association
National Psivmt Ta.ck Council
Nuaol Red MLWe Concerma A cin
Nationall Sai &L Door Jobbers Auxcato
National School Supply A Equipment Associatio
NaxxWo Screw Msehna Products Amssxwn
Naioal Solid Wasses Mianegaiies Associin
National Spa A POol Intituft
Natoall Tire Dealer A Refteders Associaio
Fational1 Tooling A Macbling Association
National Truck Eqmspmaun Assoiation
National Utility Contucirs Association
National Welding Supply Association
National Whee A Rim Asoitn
Natinil Wholesale Druggsts'Association
NCR cap""n
New Barba. (Wisconsa) Chamber of Commarc
Nevwt (Ohio) AreaClaniber of Commerce
North Amercan Heaing .1 Ainditioning Wholesler
North American Hemwuclssx Supply Association
North Amarica Wholes Lumbler Association
Odisco Tranqscssaoon
Opia LabormeormsAsoitn
Opsiia Associn of America
Oncle Cerponmoit.~ooiwneft Affairs

Ou mPower -~~n Disv*ibrs Assocuso
PACCARlcpo d-enhm HOuW*
Pet Inimy Disuat Assocato
PeaI& EqOMpM Iswt
Pessoleum Matteaers Associatio of America
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Plattsburgh & Clinwn County (New York) Chamber Zayre Corporation

ofCommerce
Power Transmission Dismbrms Assoctmon
Precision Mealforming Asociauion
Pnonty Freight System Incorporaed
Produce Marketing Associaton. Inc.
The Quaker Oats Company
Rod Lb Inns of Amenca
Red Star Truck Lines
Safety Equipment Distributors Association
Safeway Stores Incorporated
Salt Institute
Servicestauon and Auiomoive Repair Associauon
Shared Medical Systems
Shoe Service Institute of America
SlidelI (LouLsia) Chamber of Commerce
Small Business of America Inc.
South Halls Movers Incorporated
Specialty Equipment Market Association
Specialty Tools and Fasteners Disuributors

Associauon
Square D Company
St. Lucie County (Flonda) Economic Development Council
Steel Service Center Institute
Suspension Specialists Association
The Talbots Incorporated
Tarzna (Californma) Chamber of Commerce
Telecommunimc s Industry Association
Texule Care Allied Trades Associauon
Unafi I norporated
United Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Assocusuon
United Products Formulators & Distributors
Association

Valmont Industries, Inc.
W. H. Fitzgerald Incorporated
Walgreen Company
Wallack Freight Lines Incorporated
WaJIcovenngs Association
Ward Trarspot Incorporated
Ward Trucking Incorporated
Warehouse Distributors Associaton for Leisure
and Mobile Products

Warren Trucking Company
Washington Water Power Company
Water & Sewer Distributors Association
Water Systems Council
Waukegan/.ake County Chamber of Commerce
Wcstem Suppliers Associauon
Wheeler Transpor Service
Whirpool Corporation
White Sulphur Springs Chamber of Commerce
Wholesale Flonsts & Flonst Suppliers of America
Wholesale Stationers' Asociation
William E. Stowe & Associates
The Williams Companies, Inc.
Winfield (Illinois) Chamber o Commerce
Woodworking Machinery DLsrbutors Association
Woodworking Machinery Imponrers Association

a!
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I TOP INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE TAX RATES

YEAR U C FPORATE REA

1991-1992 31 34
1988-1990 234 6
1987 38.5 40 1.5
1982-198 , 50 46 4
1981 69.125 46 23.125
1979-1980 70 46 24
1971-1978 70 48 22
1970 71.75 49.2 22.55
1969 77 52.8 24.20
196B 75.25 52.8 22.45
1965-1967 70 48 22
1964 77 50 27
1954-1963 91 52 39
1952-1953 92 52 40
1951 91 50.75 40.25
1950 91 42 49
1948-149 82.13 38 44.13
1946-1947 86.45 38 48.4
1944-1945 94 40 54
1942-1943 88 40 48
1941 81 31 50
1940 81.1 24 57.L..._
1938-1939 79 19 60
1936-1937 79 15 64
1932-1935 63 13.75 49.25
1930-1931 25 12 13
1929 24 11 13
1928 26 12 14
1926-1927 2 15 12.5
1925 6 3 13
1924 46 12.5 33.5
1922-1923 56 12.5 43.5
1919-1921 73 10 63
1918 77 12 65
1917 67 6 61
1916 15 2 13
1913-1915 7 1 6
1909-1912 No Income Tax 1 1

Source: Overview of the Federal Tax System, Committee on Ways
and Means, April 10, 1991
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WACHTEL

Introduction

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name
is George A. Wachtel. I am Director of Research and Go'ernmcnt
Relations for The League of American Theatres and Producers. I am
delighted to be here this morning representing, in addition to The
League: Actors' Equity Association (36,000 members), The
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Empl)yees (75,000
members), The League of Resident Theatres, and the National
Alliance of Musical Theatres -- organizations which represent
diverse interests in the performing arts, including labor, the
nonprofit theatre, and the commercial theatre. All of these
organizations are intensely concerned about the fiagilt nature of
the arts today and the prospects for the future.

While about 8 million people see Broadway shows each year in New
York, another 20 million see Broadway shows on tour throughout the
nation as almost 100 cities are visited each season by touring
companies. Annual attendance at nonprofit professional theatres
totals 16 million. And other regional musical theatre and dinner
theatre welcome another 10 million. Professional theatre
attendance totals over 50 million each year.

Theatre and performing arts generate jobs, in addition to the
direct employment of the theatres and performing arts centers,
through the unique phenomena whereby audiences and visitors
complement their attendance with spending for food, lodging,
travel, and retail goods. Arts employment occurs in and around
urban centers where, economically and socially, jobs are sorely
needed. Commercial theatre creates a favorable balance of payments
by licensing the rights for productions in other countries and
English language productions which tour with American casts. For
example, an American company of Les Miserables will travel to
Singapore for 12 weeks with 81 people and play to over 150,000
Singaporeans.

The Fragile Economic Condition of the Performing Arts

The President's tax proposal includes a reduction in the business
entertainment deduction from 80 percent to 50 percent. The result
would be an additional blow to the already fragile economic
condition of the Broadway Theatre and the performing arts.

Nearly half of the nation's nonprofit professional theatres' ended
the 1990-91 fiscal year in the red for an aggregate deficit of $2.8
million. Seven theatres ceased operation in 1991, bringing the
five-year total to 25 closed theatres. Nonprofit professional
theatre attendance dropped in that season for the first time in the
history of the survey.

'90 of 184 theatres in the Theatre Communications Group's survey, "Theatre
Facts 91." The first survey was conducted in 1974.
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Fifty percent of symphony orchestras
2 carry deficits, an increase

from 47 percent in 1980-81. Support from government sources for
orchestras shrank from 9 percent of their budgets in 1990 to 8
percent in 1991. In 1980-81, government funding represented 13
percent of total income. During the past decade, four orchestras
shut their doors, and others have been forced to reduce their
seasons.

Forty-nine percent of opera companies
3 posted deficits -- the same

percentage as the year before -- but the aggregate deficit for
these companies tripled. Public support for opera dwindled early
one percentage point to 1.6 percent of all income. For the first
time in more than five years, contributions from individuals and
corporations dropped in 1990-91, mirroring the hard economic times.

Of the 46 dance companies4 surveyed, 16 (35 percent) reported
deficits. Among the eight ballet companies, the average deficit
was $327,693. The eight other companies reported an average
deficit of $81,701.

Tha Broadway Theatre is virtually 100 percent dependent on ticket
sales for its income. It receives no subsidy nor does it benefit
from broadcast revenues as do sports teams. Only one out of five
Broadway shows ever return their investment. Fewer new shows are
being produced each year. Witness the decline from 60 new
productions in the 1980-81 season to 28 in 1990-91. Broadway
theatre pays municipal, state, and federal taxes.

NEW BROADWAY PRODUCTIONS
1980-81 thru 1990-91 Seasons

TO

70

30

lAmerican Symphony Orchestra League survey of 118 of the largest orchestras
in the United States.

opera America which surveyed S3 nonprofit professional opera companies.

'Dance/USA has 46 member companies: 25 ballet and 21 modern and other
genres.
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Theatre and performing arts budgets are extremely labor intensive.
Sixty percent of regional theatre budgets pay for artistic,
administrative, and production/technical personnel, while 62
percent of Broadway theatre expenditures are for union labor and
artistic royalties. The largest portion of dance company budgets
is also devoted to personnel, comprising 55 percent of total
expenses. And personne:L expenses for opera companies reached a new
high, accounting for 6! percent of all costs.

Income Loss from Reduction of the Business Entertainment Deduction

Of the twenty or so shows running on Broadway at any given time, a
handful are outright hits, but the majority are either attempting
to recoup their initial investment or holding on until they close,
often at a sizeable, if not total, loss. Most shows operate at
such close margins that the loss of any portion of income would
force them to close.

The reduction in the deduction from 80 percent to 50 percent would
reduce business spending on entertainment an estimated 30 percent.5

Ticket brokers account for almost 10 percent of Broadway theatre
sales, almost all of which are for business entertainment.
Furthermore, credit card sales and other sources of information
suggest that total business entertainment sales are on the order of
20 percent. Thus, a reduction of 30 percent in these ticket sales
would result in a weekly box office loss of six percent.

Operating costs for Broadway musicals range from approximately
$350,000 to $500,000 per week. The average weekly gross box office
(ticket sales) is $413,000. A musical with weekly operating
expenses of $400,000 might stay open while weekly ticket sales
average $403,000. However, a six percent reduction in the ticket
sales, which would reduce weekly income to $380,000, would close
the show.

Just how many shows are in this category?

At the present time, about 36 percent of the Broadway shows are
operating close enough to their minimal weekly operating expense
that a reduction in ticket sales could force them to close.
Additionally, even the greatest hits would have shorter runs. Any
show which loses a percentage of its potential audience will suffer
to the degree of that loss.

$Charles Clotfelter, "Tax-Induced Distortion@ and the Buminesm-Pleaeure
Borderline: The Came of Travel and Entertainment," American Economic Review,
December 1983, pp.10 53-1065.
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The result of shows closing means lost jobs for actors, musicians,
stagehands, ushers and ticket takers, wardrobe personnel,
hairdressers, box office treasurers, mail and telephone order
clerks, advertising personnel, house and company managers,
administrative personnel, accountants, lawyers, even tutors for the
children in the cast. A typical Broadway musical employs over 100
people -- all union personnel. And when actors and creative people
such as designers, authors, directors, and choreographers find less
employment in theatre and eventually leave the field, it diminishes
the available pool of labor for the other performing arts and
entertainment in general.

And the losses do not stop there! Theatregoers dine out, travel to
their destination (49 percent in New York visit from elsewhere in
the United States and other countries), shop at retail stores, and
consume other entertainment. Less frequent theatre attendance
means less business at restaurants and at other theatre-dependent
activities.

Theatregoers' spending on these theatre-related expenditures is
estimated to average between one and two times the amount of ticket
sales, depending on the market. The closing of just one musical
show could result in as much as $42 million in lost ancillary
spending and a negative economic impact of $100 million per year.

Where Broadway Theatre and the Performing Arts Fit In

The Treasury Department estimates the impact of the reduction in
business meals and entertainment deduction from 80 percent to 50
percent at $16-billion. The increase in revenue would come from
the reduction in 1:he allowable expense for meals and entertainment
at restaurants, commercials sports, theatre and the performing arts
and other entertainment. As shown below, entertainment at Broadway
theatre and other commercial theatre activities account for only a
fraction of the total.

According to the 1987 Census of Retail Trade (last available)
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, there were 391,303
establishments classified as "Eating and Drinking Places" with
total sales of $148,776,497,000 (SIC code 58), 3,184 "Commercial
Sports" establishments with receipts of $5,023,194,000 (SIC code
794), and 7,847 "Theatrical Producers, Bands, Orchestras,
Entertainers, and Miscellaneous Theatrical Services" (SIC code
792), of which only 3,253 were specifically "Theatrical Producers
and Services" (SIC code 7922). Receipts for the entire
entertainment category (SIC 792) totaled $4,904,224,000, while
receipts for Theatrical Producers and Services were $2,543,391,000.
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Receipts
ActiitySIC Code (BillioL,11

Eating and Drinking Establishments 58 141

Commercial Sports 794 5

Theatrical Producers, Bands, etc. 792 5
(Theatrical Producers and Services) (79221 (2.5L

Total $159 billion

Theatrical producers and services represent $2.5 billion in
receipts out of a total of $159 billion, or 1.6 percent of meals
and entertainment expenditures.

However, this is a significant overestimate. The SIC code 7922,
"Theatrical Producers and Services," includes many establishments
in addition to legitimate theatre producers, such as producers of
live radio and television, talent agents, casting agencies, and
costume designers, which are neither ticketed events nor would
qualify for a business entertainment deduction.

Conversely, the performing arts are not included in the retail
census as they are not subject to federal income tax. If we
temporarily overlook the broad scope of the SIC code and add to it
the performing arts ticket sales figures which amount to $890
million, theatre and performing arts total $3.4 billion. Thus,
theatre and performing arts represent only 2.1 percent of the
entire category of meals and entertainment.

Industry data suggests ticket sales for theatre and performing arts
amount to about half of that calculated in the census above. Using
the data below, the proportion of meals and entertainment accounted
for by theatre and performing arts is only 1.1 percent. (Ticket
sales below are for the 1991 fiscal year for the performing arts
and 1992 for Broadway and national tours.)

'Represents a very conservative estimate an most performing arts financial
data is collected by service organization. through surveys, the response to which
are never equivalent to the universe.

153.39 billion divided by the combined total of $159 billion + 890 million
(performing arts).
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Ticket Sales
(million $1

Broadway 292
Broadway natioeial tours 503
Nonprofit professional theatre 2C3
Other regional music and dinner theatre 225
Symphony 263
Opera 151
Dance 63
Performing Arts Presenters 93
|MI rWA yu IM F" la"- "dI Ww

Total $1.793 billion

Impact on the Treasury

Using the industry total of $1.8 billion, the current 80 percent
rule applied to 20 percent of total arts expenditures at a
corporate tax rate of 34 percent results in $98 million per year.
At a business entertainment deduction rate of 50 percent, assuming
expenditures remain constant, and a 36 percent corporate rate, the
total would be $65 million, or a difference of $33 million per
year. Over the life of the projection, the impact on the Treasury
would be on the order of $150 million.

This gain would be offset by losses in federal income tax revenues
owing from people who have lost jobs in the arts industry as well
as from employees of businesses which rely on the arts to generate
income -- restaurants, hotels, t ansportation, retail stores.

Broadway as an Export Produot

In addition to national tours, Broadway shows and other theatres
are licensed for production worldwide. An estimated $10 million in
royalties were earned last year for American plays and musicals
produced in other countries. Licensed companies are frequently
comprised completely of American actors, an American creative team,
as well as an American conductor and key musicians. This is
especially true of English language productions which is a growing
industry overseas.

To indicate the breadth of American theatre overseas, one major
licensing company is currently involved in or has licensed for
future production shows in: Hungary, Poland, Holland, Belgium,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Denmark, South Africa,
Columbia, Finland, Bulgaria, Sweden, Argentina, Chile, Namibia, the
Bahamas, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, the Philippines, Israel,
Saudi Arabia, Iceland, France, Norway, Canada, the U.K., Ireland,
Australia, and New Zealand.
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The 1990 Tony* Award winner for Best Musical, Jerome Robbin's
Broadway, closed on Broadway without recouping its investment', yet
toured for ten weeks in Japan paying weekly operating expenses to
American cast and crew and earning income for the investors. Many
American shows travel to Canada -- all with their American casts.
As examples, Broadway's The Secret Garden employed 55 people weekly
and Buddy traveled with 45 people.

In addition to the tours abroad, musicals and plays are licensed in
the domestic secondary market for stock, LORT/regional, and amateur
productions. The extent of this secondary theatre audience is
enormous. Total royalties paid for performances of U.S. musicals
and plays both here and abroad are estimated at $50,000,000
annually, with a potential audience of 30 to 40 million. This is
in addition to the figures cited above. However, the global demand
for American theatre continues to depend on the flow of new shows
which comes from successful new productions on Broadway and at
regional theatres nationwide.

Conclusion

The cost to the arts industry of a reduction in the business
entertainment deduction would be a burden from which many
commercial productions and nonprofit institutions would be unable
to recover. The aftershocks would be felt in every state in the
union. The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust reports that there are 1,200
business subscriptions to their Broadway series. What would
replace that source of income? As to the ripple effect of this
business spending at arts events, an economic impact study
conducted for the Actors Theatre of Louisville (ATL) reports that
"for every dollar in ATL's annual expense budget there seems to be
a seven dollar output generated for the local economy."

We urge you to continue the present level of tax deductibility for
business entertainment and not to promote policies that further
exacerbate the already fragile economic condition of the performing
arts in America.

'An extremely large cast and extensive rehearsal time contributed to the
inability of this well-received musical to earr, back its investment on Broadway.
It is an prime example of the type of show that business entertainment tickets
can make or break, or at least, extent its run long enough to create interest in
the show in other markets.

SI



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION,

AFL-CIO

Chairman Moynihan and Members of the Committee: The Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers Union (ACTWU) represents nearly a quarter of a mifllon work-
ers concentrated primarily in the men's and boy's clothing, textile, leather and foot-
wear industries. ACTWU also has significant membership in the automotive trim,
medical products and photocopying equipment industries.

ACTWU has members in Puerto Rico as well as the U.S. mainland and Canada.

936 REFORM

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union supports President Clin-
ton's proposal to reform Section 936 tax benefits for Puerto Rico. It clearly shifts
the emphasis of these benefits toward greater job creation and produces greater tax
equity. But this reform needs some additional elements to make it more effective
in romoting economic development in Puerto Rico.

C call for the explicit denial of 936 benefits when they involve runaway shops
or when a company is found to have violated labor, health and safety or environ-
mental laws. We also call for 936 funds to be available only for further investments
in Puerto Rico or the U.S. mainland. A portion of the funds must be mandated for
worker training, skills upgrading, infrastructure necessities and other such improve-
ments that the island clearly needs.

We believe that the Administration should also look at other means to enhance
economic growth in Puerto Rico, in the context of NAFTA and the CBI program. Al-
ternative development policies that depart from the prevailing neo-liberal, export-
oriented model are needed for Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. We need a com-
prehensive development strategy for Puerto Rico and the entire region, not the piece-
meal and contradictory approach of past administrations. However, if Puerto Rico
is to be effectively involved in such a strategy, its people must posses the political
means to participate in the design and implementation of those policies in a truly
democratic way.

ADDITIONAL ACTION IS NEEDED

Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Service code exempts U.S.-based companies
operating in Puerto Rico and other U.S. possessions from paying federal income
taxes. Almost all 936 companies are located in Puerto Rico, many of which are For-
tune 500 companies.

The ostensible purpose of Section 936 is to promote U.S. investment that creates
new jobs and development in Puerto Rico. Section 936 has not succeeded in meeting
those objectives as anticipated, while it certainly has made it possible for some U.S.
multinational companies and financial interests to avoid paying federal income
taxes and thereby obtain excessive profits.

The Administration's proposal of replacing the current income tax credit with a
wage credit is a step towards putting "people first" by redirecting 936 to its intended
purpose of creating jobs in Puerto Rico. The proposal also asks those companies who
have obtained the highest profits and are responsible for the least number of jobs
in Puerto Rico to contribute their "fair share of sacrifice" in helping the Administra-
tion to increase tax revenues to enable a reduction in the deficit and an increase
in public investment,

ACTWU strongly urges Congress and the Treasury Department to address the fol-
lowing issues in reforming 936:

(315)

70-749 0 - 93 -11
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1. Deny tax credit to runaway factories. The tax credit must be denied to run-
away companies i.e., companies that relocate plants or transfer jobs from the main-
land to Puerto Rico and from Puerto Rico and the mainland to other Caribbean
Basin countries. The U.S. Labor Department should be charged with deciding what
is and what is not a runaway, and requiring public disclosure of the names of com-
panies that apply for Section 936 benefits.

2. Include labor and social requirements. The tax credit must be denied to
any 936 company that violates local and federal laws and regulations in the areas
of labor, occupational safety and health and environmental protection.

3. Put Puerto Rican people first, too. A significant fraction of the anticipated
federal revenue from reforming 936 must be directed to prepare Puerto Rico for the
21st century. At least 25% of the federal revenue obtained from reforming 936
should go to an infrastructure and adjustment fund for Puerto Rico. The main pur-
pose of these monies would be to improve infrastructure, the environment, education
and worker skill levels, and help displaced workers in Puerto Rico. Such public in-
vestment would help Puerto Rico shift its development strategy from heavy reliance
on federal tax credits and low wages as a means of attracting U.S. investment to
one of building up the island's basic economic capacity and worker productivity.

4. Tax passive income and redirect 936 low interest loans to Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Only the income earned by 936 companies from active operations
should qualify for the wage credit. Income earned from eligible passive investment
(i.e. interest earned on deposits) should be taxable at time of repatriation at the pre-
vailing income tax rate. Eligible passive investments, including low interest loans
from 936 funds, should be limited to financing private and public investment in
Puerto Rico and/or the U.S.

The 1986 amendment to Section 936 which made investment in the Caribbean
Basin countries an eligible form of passive (financial) investment using 936 funds
must be eliminated. The bulk of this investment has been directed to establishing
plants in export processing zones where the violation of workers' rights is common.

To encourage the deposit of 936 profits in Puerto Rico, 936 companies should be
required to keep their deposits in Puerto Rico banks and other financial institutions
for an established period of time. Earlier repatriation of 936 profits should render
all their income taxable. Interest earned by commercial and investment banks and
other financial institutions as a result of lending 936 funds should also be subject
to taxation except when those funds are directly used to finance investment on pro-
ductive capacity and create new jobs in Puerto Rico.

SHORTCOMINGS OF SECTION 936

ACTWU supports economic incentives that create jobs and help economic develop-
ment in Puerto Rico. However, we have strong reasons to believe that Section 936
and other income tax exemptions that preceded it have not served Puerto Rico nor
the U.S. well:
Subsidized destruction ofjobs

* The number of jobs created under Section 936 have been much less than antici-
pated. Although 936 was conceived to create new manufacturing jobs in PuertoRico, almost twenty years after the passing of Section 936 manufacturing em-
ployment remains stagant and unemployment rates continue to be more than
twice as large as on the mainland, despite much lower rates of labor participa-
tion and massive migration to the mainland. And, while Puerto Rico has pro-
moted the establishment of 2,243 plants and the creation of 29,847 jobs on the
island during 1970-90, during the same period, 1,931 plants closed down, elimi-
nating 51,800 jobs. This net loss of more than 20,000 jobs was partly due to
the substitution of labor intensive industry for more capital intensive industry,
the latter being generally favored under the present income-based tax credit of
Section 936.

* 936 companies often employ temporary and part-time workers through temporary
employment agencies. Some, like American Home Products, have abused pro-
grams like the Job Training Partnership Act by engaging in the shady practice
of hiring students at subsidized wages for short periods of time with no intent
to train them for permanent jobs.

* Some 936 companies relocate rather than expand production from the mainland
:o Puerto Rico, resulting in the loss of mainland jobs. The existing weak prohibi-
tion on runaway plants has never been enforced. In a study of just 25 plant re-
location cases (16 of them pharmaceutical or medical product companies, most
located in the Northeast), the Midwest Center for Labor Research found that
over 7,000 direct jobs (or up to 30,000 indirect jobs) wera lost on the mainland
as a result of Section 936 related layoffs or plant closures. Many more jobs may
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have been lost as a result of Sect~on 936 plant closings in older industrial com-
munities on the mainland where h large number of minorities, including Puerto
Ricans, live. Two glaring exampies of recent runaways are American Home
Products from Elkhart, IN to Guayama, and Acme Boot from Clarksville, TN
to Toa Alta.
936 funds provide low cost loans that have been used to finance the relocation
of jobs from the mainland and Puerto Rico to the Caribbean and Latin America.
The use of 936 funds (profits deposited in Puerto Rico by 936 companies) to fi-
nance export oriented manufacturing in this fashion amounts to a subsidized
destruction of domestic jobs and has played an important role in promoting the
Caribbean Basin Initiative of Reagan and Bush.

Subsidized super-profits
* U.S. corporations (virtually all of them 936 companies) attribute one-fifth of all

their foreign direct investment profits to their Puerto Rico operations.
* Most of the $3 billion annual 936 tax savings are captured by a handful of com-

panies. In 1989, for example, $1.123 billion in federal taxes were avoided by just
13 companies. The leading tax savers were: Johnson & Johnson ($147 million)
Coca-Cola ($143 million), Pfizer ($106 million), Merck ($105 million), Digital
($88 million), American Home Products ($80 million), Abbott ($79 million), Bax-
ter International ($75 million), Bristol Meyers ($64 million), Eli Lilly ($53 mil-
lion), Pepsi Co. ($52 million), Schering-Plough ($49 million), Upjohn ($49 mil-
lion) and Warner Lambert k$39 million).

* Excessive profits have been obtained by high-tech, capital intensive companies in
Puerto Rico (like those in pharmaceuticals, scientific instruments, electronics,
and electrical machinery). For instance, only 77 of the 500 companies benefiting
from this tax incentive are pharmaceuticals, yet that single industry obtains
half of the total 936 tax savings, close to $2 billion annually. The financial and
political clout of pharmaceuticals in Puerto Rico is very disproportionate to the
relatively few jobs they create.

* 936 companies artificially allocate corporate profits to Puerto Rico with the pur-
pose of avoiding paying federal income taxes. Through "transfer p racing" some
936 companies manage to declare excessive profits in Puerto Rico. Transfer
prices are prices charged in transactions of goods or services between different
parts of the same corporation. Some 936 companies manipulate such prices in
order to disguise profits from the IRS. They do so by overpricing products "sold"
from their Puerto Rico plants to the mainland and underpricing products "sold"
from the mainland plants to the Puerto Rico establishments. There are numer-
ous cases of companies that have been accused or found guilty of using transfer
pricing to declare tax-exempt profits in Puerto Rico, involving companies like
i Lilly, Parke Davis, Pfizer, Abbott Laboratories, G.D. Searle, Timberland and

other-s. Section 936 companies contribute little to the treasury of the Government
of Puerto Rico. In addition to full federal income tax exemption, 936 companies
enjoy close to full income tax exemption from local taxes. Tollgate taxes, de-
signed so the Commonwealth government can recover up to 10% of the profits
that 936 companies repatriate to the U.S., are often waived or not collected,
making tollgate taxes just 2% of the local government revenue (instead of the
12% often quoted by 936 defenders). As a result of so many tax exemptions
granted to the 936 companies, sales and income taxes for Puerto Rican house-
holds and businesses are among the highest under the U.S. flag.

Subsidized poverty and stagnant wages
* Despite their high labor productivity, companies utilizing 936 tax advantages

have not greatly increased the wages and living standards of their workers in
Puerto Rico. Most companies, including pharmaceuticals, only pay a fraction of
U.S. mainland wages. They have vigorously fought unionization, and used lower
wages in Puerto Rico as an excuse for meager pay increases-often conces-
sions--from their mainland workers. 936 companies have not contributed sig-
nificantly to reduce the male-female wage gap in Puerto Rico. Currently, almost
70% of the workers employed by Section 936 companies are women who are
paid lower wages than their male counterparts.

* Since the passage of Section 936, union representation and average manufactur-
ing wages (adjusted for inflation and relative to the U.S.) have sharply declined,
and the wage gap between mainland and Puerto Rico keeps growing.

* As a result of relatively low wages and high unemployment, more than 60% of
the population of Puerto Rico lives in poverty and partially depend on federal
income transfers.
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Subsidized dependency and underdevelopment
* Section 936 has aggravated the dependence of the island on U.S. investment and

has distorted its economic development, orienting it towards largely export-ori-
ented, capital-intensive, highly toxic manufacturing production with few linkages
to the local economy.

" It has helped subordinate, not integrate, the economy of Puerto Rico to that of
the U.S. Puerto Rico's dependency on a single instrument of economic develop-
ment (federal income tax exemption) over which it has no poliLical control is a
very fragile and unstable foundation for long term growth. Since the passage
of 936, the island's dependency on external investment has increased, with
these companies accounting for two-thirds of manufacturing employment, and
more than half of exports and national income.

* The largest fraction of 936 profits are not reinvested to expand capacity in Puerto
Rico but kept in the form of passive (financial) investments. These funds amount
to more th~a $15 billion, compared to less than $5 billion invested in plant and
equipment. About $10 billion rf the passive (financial) investment are bank and
other financial deposits, almost one-half of Puerto Rico's bank deposits. More
than $5 billion are kept as financial instruments by 936 corporations, the bulk
of which are Caribbean Basin oriented bonds. As a result, they contribute little
to long term economic development in the island. Financial deposits of 936 prof-
its ("936 funds") generate excessive profits for the local banking industry, which
is dominated by a few U.S. and foreign banks. The Economic Development Bank
and other public financial agencies indirectly account for less than 10% of 936
deposits, and evcn this fraction exists only as a result of recent local regula-
tions.

• The current income tax credit is biased toward capital intensive companies.
These companies, by virtue of their large (gross) profit margins, multinational
operations and patented products can readily use "transfer pricing" to declare
profit in Puerto Rico and thus avoid paying additional income taxes in the
mainland.

Subsidized environmental damage
* Some Section 936 companies (again, mostly the pharmaceuticals) have caused

significant and irreparable damage to the environment, workers and their com-
munities. According to the Environmental Protection Agency and independent
environmental studies, they have turned areas Puerto Rico into some of the
most polluted regions within the U.S., further undermining the scarce natural
resources of the island, and contributing to the decline of local industries like
fishing and agriculture. The environmental damage is so great that the local
Environmental Quality Board estimates that 10% of Puerto Rico's coastline is
unfit for swimming. EPA studies point to those municipalities with greater con-
centration of pharmaceuticals (like Barceloneta, Manati, Guayama, Humacao
and Carolina) as the regions with the largest toxic waste. The only waste-treat-
ment facility for hazardous waste fluids in Puerto Rico, owned by Safety-Kleen
Corp., is inadequate for the island's large concentration of chemical companies,
and has been recently fined by the EPA for violating environmental laws.

* Almost all (72%) of toxic waste in Puerto Rico is the result of dumping by a
handful of chemical companies. The most recent EPA report (1993) on Toxic
Waste in Puerto Rico singles out companies like Schering, Du Pont (Manati);
Abbott, Upjohn, Viskase, Merck Sharp & Dohme, Pfizer, Sterling (Barceloneta);
Phillips (Guayama); znd Squibb (Humacao). Two years earlier, the EPA identi-
fied Phillips, Chevron, American Home Products, Revlon, General Electric,
Becton Dickinson, Upjohn, Motorola, Harman Automotive, Teledyne Packaging,
the U.S. Defense Department, and the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Cor-
poration Co. as responsible for twelve of the island's most hazardous waste
sites. EPA estimates that the cleanup of each site will cost $20 million-a total
of $240 million.

* 936 companies often ignore safety and health conditions in the workplace. Some
of them, like Parke Davis, have been found guilty of exposing workers to highly
toxic materials without adequate protection. The fact that all pharmaceuticals
are non-union leads many safety and health violations to go unreported.

The need to address the above shortcomings of 936 motivates ACTWU to endorse
the Administration's proposed wage credit and to call for additional measures that
help Puerto Rico's economic development without negatively affecting working peo-
ple and their communities. Additional measures must include the redirection of tax
revenue from 936 profits to restore public infrastructure, education and the environ-
ment, as well as denying 936 tax credits to runaway companies and companies that
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violate local and federal lavjs and regulations in the areas of labor, occupational
safety and health, and environmental protection. In addition, a meaningfu reform
of 936 must include the taxation of passive (financial) income and the redirection
of 936 low interest loans to Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland.

THE CLINTON PROPOSAL

As part of its economic plan, the Administiation has proposed to reform Section
936. The Administration's plan calls for substituting the income tax credit with a
wage credit over a three year period, starting in 1994. Wages and salaries up to the
current FICA income cap ($57,600) will qualify for the wage credit. Under the wage
credit, Section 936 companies will deduct from their corporate income taxes up to
60 of wages paid on their Puerto Rico operations-a total credit of more than $1.3
billion annually, about half of the current total income credit.

The changeover from the current income tax credit to the wage credit will be such
that in any given year in the three year transition period companies would receive
either the current income tax credit or the wage credit, whichever provides more
revenue to the Treasury. In addition, 936 companies would receive an investment
credit of 80% of the (depreciated) value of all investment in plant, equipment and
inventories by those companies in Puerto Rico--a significant cred or high tech
companies.

ACTWU supports the Clinton plan because it helps correct some of the present
shortcomings of Section 936 while keeping in place a significant economic incentive
to help create jobs in Puerto Rico. The Administration's initiative does not seek to
eliminate Section 936. While the shift from an income tax credit to a wage credit
greatly reduces the current tax savings enjoyed by a handful of sectors (including
pharmaceuticals), the large majority of companies now benefiting from Section 936
will still obtain substantial tax savings under the new arrangement, which should
help protect the jobs of the large majority of manufacturing workers in Puerto Rico.
Tax raies for Section 936 companies will continue in effect to be lower than in the
U.S. mainland, especially when state and local taxes are added to both the main-
land and the Puerto Rico effective corporate tax.

CLINTON'S WAGE CREDIT WILL NOT CRIPPLE SECTION 936

Our gross estimate of the impact of President Clinton's proposed changes to Sec-
tion 936 suggest that changing the current income-based tax credit to a wage-based
tax credit will reduce the tax savings of 936 companies in Puerto Rico by a modest
amount.

The table appended illustrates the impact that replacing the current income tax
credit with a 60% wage credit could have on Section 936 tax savings. These are
gross estimates that probably overestimate the actual impact of the wage credit
since we abstract from the gradual way in which the wage credit would be imple-
mented and we leave out of our calculations the Administration's proposed invest-
ment tax credit for 936 companies. Our main findings are that:

* 936 corporate tax rates will be only about half of the proposed U.S. corporate
tax rate. On average, 936 companies will end-up with an 18% corporate tax rate
compared to the Administration's proposed 36% corporate tax rate for the main-
land (the current mainland rate is 34%). Such a significant tax differential be-
tween Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland should keep Section 936 as a major
tax incentive for U.S. companies to maintain and expand operations in Puerto
Rico. Recent estimates by the Economic Development Administration and the
Economic Development Bank of Puerto Rico show that corporate tax rates for
936 companies may be even lower than our own estimates. According to their
own calculations, the average 936 corporate tax rate may be only 15.4%.

* Manufacturing sectors that account for 70% of 936 jobs will experience only a
smal' reduction (or no reduction at all!) of 936 tax savings. Six labor intensive
indusries (apparel, textile, paper, fabricated metal, leather products, and rub-
ber whi-h ja 1989 employed over 55,000 people ) will likely see their 936 tax
savings remain unchanged. Four "high-tech" industries which employed over
40,000 reople in 1989 (industrial machinery, electrical equipment and electronic
produces, petroleum and scientific/medical instruments) will probably see their
incone tax rates increase to a mere 11.6% to .4.6%-between one-third and
one-half of the mainland corporate income tax rate.

* The most affected industries will see their tax rates increase to no more than 10
percentage points below the U.S. corporate tax rate. Food and kindred products,
which employed 20,000 people in 1989, could end up paying an income tax rate
of 19.8%. But the major beneficiaries of 936 credits in these industry are also
those that employ the fewer number of workers. Just two companies, Coca Cola
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and Pepsico, which attribute as much as 23% of their total global profits to
their Puerto Rico operations accounted for two-thirds of all 936 tax savings in
food processing in 1989, while they employed only 4% of all 936 food processing
workers--less than 500 jobs. These and a few other food processing companies
enjoy average pre-tax operating profit rates in Puerto Rico that are four times
higher than the corresponding pre-tax rates in the U.S. mainland.

In 1991, Coca-Cola obtained $137.4 million in tax savings, about $371,350 in 936
benefits per employee, five times more than the benefits per employee received
by the average pharmaceutical company, fifteen times more than those of an
average 936 manufacturing company, and yet Coke employed only 371 people
in Puerto Rico and paid no local taxes.

Section 936 companies in the chemical industry may end up paying an average
26% corporate income tax rate, which is still 10 percentage points less than the
proposed mainland rate. The sector that will be most impacted will be the phar-
maceutical industry, which employs less than 20,000 people but earns more
than half of all 936 tax benefits. Companies in the chemical industry in Puerto
Rico (mostly pharmaceuticals) enjoy average pre-tax operating profit rates seven
times higher than in the U.S. mainland. By virtue of their high volume of net
profits ($4.6 billion), U.S. chemical companies in Puerto Rico will continue to
save a substantial amount of federal taxes-almost $400 million or more each
year.

We thus strongly reject the view that the Clinton wage credit proposal will result
in plant closings and massive layoffs in Puerto Rico. Such an argument is based
only on the empty threats of those 936 companies which are bound to feel the larg-
est impact of the Clinton proposal. These companies are also the most lucrative and
will remain very profitable under the wage credit initiative.

We also reject the notion that Puerto Rico will bear an unfair share of sacrifice
under the Administration's economic plan. A handful of profitable U.S. companies-
not any resident or local business of Puerto Rico-will be the only ones asked to
pay federal taxes on repatriated income.

ACTWU calls on those ir Congress who are really concerned, as we are, with job
losses and economic dislocation in Puerto Rico as well as on the mainland, to sup-
port the Administration's wage credit proposal. We also call Congress to help Puerto

ico face real economic threats like the relocation of companies to low wage Carib-
bean and Latin American countries, the lack of long term private and public invest-
ment, the economic slowdown and restructuring of the U.S. economy and the imposi-
tion of ill conceived U.S. policies such as the proposed North American Free Trade
Agreement.

ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIC STRATEGIES FOR PUERTO RICO

Reform of 936 must go beyond concerns about increasing tax revenue for the
Treasury or restoring tax equity. It must seriously deal now with the problem of
economic development and job creation in Puerto Rico, and with issues such as run-
away plants, infrastructure, working conditions, education, the environment and
Caribbean economic integration. However, over the long term, even 936 reform as
outlined here may not be enough to prepare Puerto Rico for the new world economy.
An alternative economic model that looks at all aspects of the Puerto Rican econ-
omy, including its present economic and political relationship with the U.S. and its
Caribbean neighbors is needed to attain real development for Puerto Rico. Such a
model must be centered on the need to lift the wages and living conditions of Puerto
Rican workers to a level equal to that of their mainland counterparts.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERIC.N HORSE COUNCIL, INC.

INTRODUCTION

The American Horse Council (AHC) appreciates the opportunity to submit this
testimony on President Clinton's economic proposals to stimulate the economy and
reduce the deficit. The AHC is the national trade association for the horse industry
in the U.S. and includes 191 equine associations, representing over 1 million indi-
vidual horsemen and women and all breeds and types of equine activities.

The horse industry has been adversely impacted by several factors in the last
eight years, including the downturn in the economy world-wide, changes made in
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the expansion of other forms of gaming. Many race-
tracks and breeding farms have closed and many continue to struggle economically.
Tens of thousands of jobs have been lost at racetracks, shows and breeding centers
around the country. Hundreds of breeding farms, many a source of pride for their
entire state, have been lost and along with them the beautiful open space that they
provided.

Some of these losses can be reversed by changing the Internal Revenue Code to
help the industry revive itself and produce more jobs, more revenue to the federal,
state and loLal governments and a better balance of payments.

The President's economic plan gives Congress the opportunity to assist the indus-
try and all it supports. We ask for that assistance and pledge that it will be repaid
several times over in the form of more jobs, more farms and open space and more
revenue to the federal, state and local governments.

President Clinton's economic plan proposes tax changes that could help the horse
industry, provided we are inclu ded. he horse industry is not seeking special treat-
ment, only fairness by including us in any provisions, such as the capital gains ex-
clusion, investment tax credit and passive loss relief, that are intended to stimulate
investment and produce jobs in other industries. There are also proposals that we
oppose, such as the reduction of the deduction for business meals and entertain-
ment, the denial of the deduction for club dues and the elimination of the deduction
for lobbying expenses, because we feel they will chill any stimulus to jobs and the
recovery.

U.S. HORSE INDUSTRY

The U.S. horse industry is a very diverse $15.2 billion industry that employs and
supports hundreds of thousands of workers. Horse owners and breeders spend $13
billion in annual investment and maintenance costs. $200 million worth of horses
are exported each year, far more than are imported. Horse farms and training facili-
ties provide green space, often in areas that are being threatened by encroaching
urban growth.

Parimutuel horse racing is legal in 43 states and involves the racing of
Thoroughbreds, Standardbreds, Quarter Horses, Arabians, Appaloosas and Paints.
Off-track and inter-track wagering is legal in 41 states. There are over 200 race-
tracks in the U.S. In 1990, over 79 million people attended the races, generating
over $624 million in direct revenue to states from parimutuel taxes, track licenses,
occupational licenses, admission taxes and miscellaneous fees.

Another 40 million people view equine sports each year at horse shows and ro-
deos. There are 7,000 sanctioned horse shows a year with thousands of local,
unsanctioned additional shows. These shows contribute $223 million annually to our
economy with rodeos contributing over $100 million. 27 million people over twelve
ride each year, more than half on a regular basis.

On the state level, California's horse industry generates the most dollars with a
total GNP of $2 billion annually, followed by New York's $1.3 billion and Texas' $1
billion. Many other states have very substantial breeding, racing and showing in-
dustries.

The equine industry is very labor-intensive. Machines can-not be used to breed
horses, train horses, feed horses and properly care for and exercise horses. Hun-
dreds of thousands of individuals breed, own, train, use and care for horses. These
people, who work full-time in the horse industry, include owners, trainers, grooms,
jockeys, drivers and riders, veterinarians, instructors, van operators, racetrack em-
ployees and the countless others who do not work directly with the horse but whose
livelihood depe nds on it. Many of these jobs involve unskilled or semiskilled work-
ers, who might be unemployable outside the horse industry.

What supports the horse industry, including the job base, the breeding farms and
the revenue stream in the form of taxes to government, is the investment in the
horses themselves. The horse industry relies on "outside" investments to operate,
just as other businesses do. Without owners willing to buy, breed, race and show
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horses, the hundreds of thousands who are supported by the industry suffer. With-
out such investment, jobs ani revenue are lost. All of this has been put at risk be-
cause of the downturn in the economy and changes in the tax laws that have oc-
curred since the mid-1980s.

EFFECTS OF THE ECONOMIC DOWNTURN IN THE INDUSTRY

The horse industry has been hurt by several events in the last few years. The in-
dustry, like others, realized substantial growth in late 1970s and early 1980s but
peaked in the mid-1980s. Eight years later the economic climate has changed dra-
matically and so has the horse industry

In the late 1970s to mid-1980s, the horse industry prospered and expanded. Cap-
ital was available and was being invested in the horse business. But then the econ-
omy took a bad turn, not only in the U.S. but throughout the world. Foreign owners
cut back on their purchases of U.S. bloodstock and the Tax Reform Act of 1986
changed the rules on investing. The reduction of the tax rates, the elimination of
the capital gains exclusion and the addition of the passive loss rules impacted sub-
stantially on the desirability of investing in what might be called riskier invest-
ments, including real estate, oil and gas programs, new, small businesses, and the
horse industry. The changes made it economically wiser to put capital in safer in-
vestments, such as certificates of deposit or the stock market, rather than in activi-
ties, like the horse business which produce jobs and revenue to the states.

Demand for horses declined but the industry already had a sup ply of horses in
production. It takes three years to get a foal from conception t' the two-yeer-old
sales. Thus, the demand fell quickly, but the supply did not. Many owners and
breeders who had purchased horses or bred them at pre-1986 prices sold them ht
post-1986 prices for substantial losses. People who had gottm into the business
then, and even some who had been in for some time, got out. Others have stayed
away.

This affected the entire industry, because it relies on the owners, many of whom
cannot be involved full-time, and their investments to remain viable and expand.
The breeding farms, stallion managers, feed suppliers, veterinarians, van operators,
farriers, trainers, jockeys, grooms, stable hands, race tracks and heir employees
and suppliers, all rely on the horse owner and breeder. And when there are fewer
owners the entire industry suffers.

Since the mid-1980s, the number of horses bred and registered has decreased for
all breeds, as the attached chart shows. The number of Thoroughbreds registered
has declined 25%, Standardbreds 29%, Arabians 57%, Morgan Horses 37,, Quarter
Horses 40% and Saddlebreds 31%. The affect of this decline on the industry has
been dramatic.

For the eighth time in the last nine years total revenue from public auction of
Thoroughbred horses declined. There has been a 50% decline in revenue since the
1983 peak, when 21,500 horses were sold for $682.7 million. In 1992, 16,118
Thoroughbreds were sold, the lowest number since 1979, for $332.4 million. The av-
erage sale price was $20,585, the third consecutive years of decline and the lowest
since 1979. Obviously, fewer people are willing to invest in horses. Figures from the
Horsemen's Benevolent Protective Association (HBPA), the association of Thorough-
bred owners and trainers, also reflect this. The number cf individuals registered
with the HBPA fell to 32,561 in 1992, a decline of 4.1% from 1991 and 7% since
1985.

This has lead to fundamental changes in the industry, to losses in jobs and less
revenue to the states and the industry. Horse trainers who once had twenty horses
in their barn and grooms necessary to care for them now have three and four horses
and fewer workers. Many have had to take part-time jobs outside the industry.
Racetrack veterinarians, who once worked exclusively on the track, are now making
visits to farms to care for horses and make ends meet.

A brief look at the horse show circuit illustrates the effect of this loss of owners
and reduction in the breeding of horses. A nationwide research study by the Amer-
ican Saddlebred Horse Association found that there are fewer small horse shows in
the U.S. than there were ten years ago. The number of entries at horse shows has
decreased. As mentioned, there are 7,000 sanctioned shows in the U.S. These shows,
particularly the larger ones throughout the U.S., provide a viable living for thou-
sands and thousands of ordinary, middle-class taxpayers who work full-time behind
the scenes in a sport sustained by those able to pay the bills. Farriers and grooms
are needed to take care of the horses; veterinarians, riders and trainers must keep
them healthy, in good condition and competitive; managers, organizers, ring crews
advertising, feed and supporting services are needed for the snows to go on. And
the local area reaps the benefits of the money that the show brings into the local
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economy, a pproximately $223 million per year. All of this is built on the horse
owner and breeder who invests in the horse itself.

This may be brought into even clearer focus in racing, where several race tracks
have closed and others continue to struggle economically. Those that have closed in-
clude Longacres in Washington state, Jefferson Downs in Louisiana, Roosevelt Race-
way in New York, and Canterbury Downs in Minnesota. Garden State Park in New
Jersey will cease operations on May 29 and Philadelphia Park may close. If this
happens Philadelphia, the fifth largest population center in the U.S., will be without
Thoroughbred racing for the first time since World War II. When these tracks
closed, jobs were lost and revenue to the state and local governments stopped.

Those racetracks that continue to operate will experience a significant shortage
of race horses this year and will have difficulty in filling races. Some tracks already
have. Currently in New York, harness tracks are suffering from an acute shortage
of horses to fill their regularly scheduled racing programs. Recently, Yonkers Race-
track was forced to cancel several races because of the shortage of horses. When
races are cancelled, the lost wagering opportunities result in lost revenue to the
tracks, the horse owners, the trainers, drivers and jockeys, and the state and local
government.

This decline in the number of available horses has affected jobs and employment
in the industry. It has affected revenue to the federal and state government. A re-
view of the registered Thoroughbred and Standardbred foal crops over the last ten
years illustrates the severity of the problem in racing:

Thoroughbred StanAsrdbr d

1983 foal cro p ...................................................................................... 47,237 20,298
1984 foal crop ...................................................................................... 49,247 19,795
1985 foal crop ....................................... 50,432 18384
1986 foal crop ....................................... 51,296 17,637
1987 foal ro p ....................................................................................... 50 ,9 17 17,579
1988 foal crop ....................................... 49,220 17,393
1989 foal crop ..... ....... ............... ... ......... 48,235 16,896
1990 foal cro p ........................................................................................ 44,039 16,576
1991 foal crop ....................................... 42,000 13,671
1992 foal crop (estimated) .................................................................. 38,500 13,029
1993 foal cro p (estim ated) ......................................................... ...... 36,000 ..............................

The size of the Thoroughbred foal crop has declined for seven consecutive years
and the Standardbred crop for eight with the sharpest declines coming in 1991. This
has long-term implications for racing and the industry it supports.

It takes three years for a racehorse to get to the track; in other words, the foals
of 1990 are the three-year olds of today. Few horses race past the age of five. Al-
though some tracks ha,e felt the pinch, the real decline and scarcity of race-horses,
and all that it will bring with it, will be felt dramatically at our nation's race tracks
this year.

By 1995 racing as we know it may not be able to exist. The large foal crops of
1987 through 1989, last year's 3-, 4- and 5-year-olds are beginning to retire. With
the sharp decline in the Thoroughbred foal crops of 1990 and 1991, there is a cor-
responding decline in the number of this year's 2-year-olds and 3-year olds, and next
year's 3- and 4-year olds, etc. By 1995 the number of 2-, 3-, and 4-year-olds will fall
to 116,500 and even if the 1994 foal crop remains at 36,000, and this is unlikely,
the total number of registered Thoroughbreds between two to four and possibly rac-
ingin 1996 will be 110,500.

While the number of foals declines, the number of available races is staying ap-
proximately the same. Thus, the su apply of racehorses in 1995 and thereafter will
not be able to fill the races run. It is anticipated that the number of starters per
race will decline from the average of nine available from 1984 through 1988 to
seven. This decline in the number of horses available for racing will have a profound
effect on the industry because racetracks will have two choices: (1) either cut back
on the number of races or on the days of racing; or (2) run races with fewer horses.
Either alternative will exacerbate the industry's economic problems and result in
less betting, less revenue to the states and a loss of more jobs.

This decline can be explained as follows. Every time a dollar is wagered at a race-
track a percentage is taken out of the betting pool. This "takeout" provides the reve-
nue to the states, the income to the track, and the purses for the owners of the
horses, the trainers, the jockeys and the drivers. The larger the amount bet, the
larger the amount that is earned by the state, the track and the horsemen racing
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there. If this betting pool goes down it affects the entire industry because it reduces
state taxes and income to the track and owners.

The decline in the number of horses available for racing will affect the betting
pools. If tracks reduce the number of races or the days of racing, as some have, obvi-
ously less will be bet. If they simply race with fewer horses in smaller fields less
will also be bet. Bettors dislike small fields because they offer less betting opportu-
nities and smaller payoffs. The industry fears it may lose some of its beat patrons
if fields are reduced.

Thus, either alternative will result in smaller handles and less revenue to the
states and the racing industry. This will exacerbate the current situation.

The decline in the number of horses and the industry in general is shown in other
ways. A 1991 census in Michigan showed that there were 130,000 horses in the
state, down from 160,000 in 1984. The equine industry in Michigan, which is pri-
marily made up of mall farms in suburban areas, pumped $256 million into the
states economy in 1990 and income of $122 million. This is at risk.

In Maryland, where the horse industry is estimated to be a $1 billion industry,
employing 20,000, many farms have closed. Windfields Farm, in Chesapeake City,
home of Northern Dancer, the greatest sire of all time, closed in 1988. Sagamore
Farm, once one of the finest in the state and home of Native Dancer, closed last
Summer. In 1986, 4,000 mares were bred to Maryland stallions. In 1989, only 3,000
mares visited Maryland. Last year, the number was close to 2,000. Maryland breed-
ing farms and farms elsewhere are an endangered species.

What has happened in Maryland has also happened in Kentucky, California, New
York, Oklahoma and other states that have large and important breeding and train-
ing centers. It has impacted on the economies of these states.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON ECONOMIC PLAN

Several of the President's specific plans to stimulate investment and generate jobs
do not apply to the horse industry. We believe that we have explained how hard
the economic downturn and tax changes have hit the industry. Leaving the industry
out of the economic stimulus proposals not only continues to favor other forms of
investment over us, for no explainable reason, but also perpetuates the untenable
position that the horse industry is not a serious business, not a large industry, and
not one that produces jobs and revenue for the federal government and the state
governments, entertainment for millions and a livelihood for hundreds of thousands.

We have the following specific comments on the President's proposal.
Change Passive Loss Requirements.-The President's proposal does not change the

passive loss limitations for horse owners and breeders. It does, however, provide for
a special rule regarding passive losses and real estate. We do not oppose this relief,
but suggest that limited relief also be afforded the horse industry, which has been
hurt by the passive loss rules.

The horse industry is unique with respect to the material participation require-
ments. It is difficult for many owners to breed, train, ride, drive or show their
horses because of the expertise and physical ability that is required. It is a special-
ized and dangerous activity requiring experienced, trained professionals. The owner
of a broodmare who boards the mare at another's farm may find it difficult to satisfy
the minimum hourly requirement during the eleven month gestation period of a
foal. The passive loss rules, therefore, are often viewed as difficult for many to sat-
isfy.

Our position is that the passive loss rules enacted in 1986 should be repealed. We
believe that they have done far more economic harm than good by stifling invest-
ment in some activities, such as the horse business. Nonetheless, absent a repeal
we suggest two alternative approaches for relief that would encourage investment
in the industry. The first would provide that passive losses from an equine activity
would not be limited in computing an individual's regular tax liability, unless the
losses came from an investment in a limited partnership. Instead passive losses
which are not from a limited partnership would be restricted under present law
rules in determining an individual's alternative minimum tax.

The second approach would modify the passive loss requirements to make it less
difficult for an individual who owns and breeds horses to be an active participant.
Specifically, in determining whether an individual is an active participant, our pro-
posal would allow an individual to count all management time, even if others spent
more or are paid for management services, and eliminate any specific minimum
number of hours required. This could be limited to businesses engaged in breeding
or using livestock for sporting purposes, provided the business is closely held with
at least 80% owned by five or fewer individuals.
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Include Equine Businesses in Capital Gains Exclusion.-The President has pro-
posed a lower capital gains rate for investments in small businesses, which are cor-
porations with less than $25 million in capitalization. If stock in these small cor-
porations is held five years, upon sale a taxpayer may exclude 50% of any gain and
pay tax on the remaining 50%. The reasons for the change offered in the President's
plan are that "small businesses are important to economic growth and job creation
in this country, and contribute to America's edge in international competition."

The AHC suggests that the horse industry is ideally suited to accomplish the
goals of this change. It is made up of hundreds of thousands of small businesses,
is labor intensive and already has a favorable balance of payments and edge in
international competition. Unfortunately, most horse businesses cannot qualify for
the exclusion because they are not conducted in corporate form. More to the point,
however, under the proposal, farming businesses are specifically excluded from this
special capital gain treatment. Therefore, horse breeding operations, even if con-
ducted through a corporation, could not qualify.

The AHC suggests that this special capital gains treatment be extended to include
investments in the horse industry. It will result in additional employment and reve-
nu a to the states.

Include Horses in New Investment Tax Credit.-Under current law there is no in-
vestment tax credit for tangible property. The President's proposal calls for a tax
credit for small and large businesses. It would provide businesses with revenue over
$5 million with a 7% investment tax credit for two years and smaller businesses
with a 7% credit for two years and 5% thereafter.

The proposal states that property eligible for the credit "would be defined in the
same manner as under the regular investment tax credit prior to its repeal, except
that used property would not be eligible." Prior to 1986, the tax credit was not avail-
able for the purchase of horses, but was available for other tangible property used
in the horse business. Congress did not make the credit available to horses prior
to 1986 because it did not see the need for an incentive to invest in horses.

As the earlier portion of our testimony sets out there is ample need today. The
horse industry, particularly the racing industry which supports much of the job base
in our industry, is in dire need of just such a stimulus. It would be grossly unfair
to grant it to other industries while denying it to horses be-cause of antiquated prej-
udices and unfounded beliefs. If racing declines further, so will employment and the
revenue that it provides to the federal, state and local governments. The AHC sup-
ports the tax credit and requests that horses be included in its benefits.

Don't Reduce Deduction to 50% for Business Meals and Entertainment.-Pres-
ently, 80% of the cost of business meals and entertainment is deductible provided
it is an ordinary and necessary business expense. Meals and entertainment ex-
penses include food, beverages, tickets for sporting events and similar activities. The
President's proposal would reduce the deductible portion of otherwise allowable
business meals and entertainment from 80% to 50% beginning in 1994.

This reduction in the meals and entertainment deduction from 80% to 50% will
adversely impact anyone in the horse business who attends events or entertains at
events and treats the cost as a deductible business expense. It will also affect the
race tracks, horse shows and other events at which such money is spent.

Horse owners, trainers, veterinarians and others purchase tickets to race tracks,
horse shows or other similar events in order to introduce new clients to the sport
and entertain existing clients. This is a legitimate form of promoting the horse busi-
ness, similar to advertising in other businesses. It is unfair and counterproductive
to the President's purpose to single out one of the few important ways for the horse
industry to promote itself.

More importantly, many of these individuals attend the races or horse shows in
order to watch their horses run, look at other horses to purchase or just be informed
and must purchase tickets in order to do so. Presently, 80% of the costs of these
activities are deductible. The proposal would reduce the deductible portion to 50%.
Reducing the business deduction for something that is so obviously an ordinary and
necessary business expense is unfair. The AHC opposes this change.

Retain Deduction for Club Dues.-The President's proposal would also eliminate
any deduction for "club dues" beginning in 1994. The prohibition would apply to all
types of clubs, including business, social, athletic, luncheon and sporting clubs.

This could affect the deductibility of dues paid by horse owners and breeders for
"clubs" at tracks, such as "turf clubs," and at horse shows and similar events. To
the extent that people use such clubs less this would adversely affect the events
themselves and the employment and revenue they produce. The AHC opposes this
change.
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Retain Deduction for Lobbying Expenses.-Under current law, expenses incurred
for lobbying Congress or state legislatures are deductible as business expenses. This
includes amounts incurred for direct communications with legislators, for commu-
nications through a trade association and for membership dues in an organization
that lobbies.

Under the President's proposal businesses would no longer be allowed to deduct
lobbying expenses, including costs to communicate with the executive branch as well
as the legislative branch. No deduction would be allowed for the part of membership
dues that is used for lobbying and trade associations would be required to report
to their members the portion of their dues used for lobbying activities.

This will affect all individuals and organizations that represent members before
government, or belong to organizations, like the AHC and many of its member orga-
nizations, that do. The change includes state or local organizations that lobby state
legislatures. Lobbying elected representatives is an important right of people in-
volved in an activity. The costs of such activities have correctly been considered an
ordinary and necessary business expense. The proposal will deny the deduction of
these costs, including dues paid to organizations-that lobby. This is unfair and coun-
terproductive to the purpose of government which is to hear from constituents.
Membership organizations that lobby will have to keep additional records to be able
to advise members of what portion of their dues are not deductible. This is an un-
necessary and burdensome change.

Reinstate Health Insurance Deduction for Self-Employed. -Under current law an
incorporated business can deduct the full cost of any health insurance provided for
its employees. A self-employed individual, however, operating as an unincorporated
business can only deduct this cost for himself and his dependents to the extent it,
together with other medical expenses, exceeds 7.5% of adjusted gross income.

Prior to July 1, 1992 a self-employed individual was allowed to deduct up to 25%
of the amount paid for health insurance for himself, his spouse and dependents. The
President's proposal would extend the 25% deduction retroactively through 1993.
The AHC supports this change.

Many individuals in the industry are eelf-employed, such as trainers, jockeys,
drivers, and veterinarians. It is unfair to allow those who operate in corporate form
to deduct health insurance costs for themselves but not those operating as sole pro-
prietors or partners. As the Administration is well aware the costs of health insur-
ance are substantial. Having the cost, even just part of it, deductible could mean
the difference between a person having health insurance or not. The AHC supports
this provision.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL AsSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

The American Hotel & Motel Association is a federation of associations represent-
ing lodging'a interests in the fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. The Association federation has a membership in excess of 10,000
individual lodging properties which re presents approximately 1,300,000 rooms. The
lodging industry employs approximately 1,500,000 people, with close to one-third of
that total involved in foodservice.

The hotel industry has been suffering from a downturn of epidemic proportions
for the last several years. In 1990 alone, losses for the U.S. hotel industry were esti-
mated to be $5.6 billion. For 1991, the losses were estimated at $2.7 billion. In 1990,
limited-service hotels (those without foodservice) only posted a small loss and, in
1991, recorded a positive net income. This tells us that the burden of our industry's
losses in 1990 and 1991 were borne by full-service hotels, i.e., those with res-
taurants, room service, catering departments and which host our nation's conven-
tions, trade shows, business meetings and banquets. In addition, for the last several
years the occupancy rate has been hovering around 60%, a 10% decline in business
since 1986 and a direct cause of the billions in losses referred to above.

As a direct result of industry losses, across-the-board reductions in our labor force
have been made, cutting, for example, in 1991 alone, over $1 billion in payroll and
related costs.

The overall picture one is left with is of an industry in deep trouble which has
had to take strong steps to stabilize its position. The fat is gone; now this Commit-
tee could be putting the muscle in danger. With losses for 1991 less that half of
1990 losses, there is a sense that we may have turned the corner and be on a grad-
ual course taking the full-service segment of the industry back to a break-even point
and eventual profitability. But changes in business consumer patterns may well
work againRt our industry's recovery.

While our industry has suffered mightily over the last few years, we recognize
that we aren't the only industry so afflicted. However, as other businesses econo-
mize, we suffer as a result. An article in the Wall Street Journal of December 16,
1992, discussed the subject of business travel and made some unsettling observa-
tions. First and, perhaps, most obvious is that corporate travel budgets have been
reduced. In recessionary times that is to be expected, but a complicating factor is
the massive number of white collar jobs that have been eliminated. That reduces
the pool of business travelers. At the same time, corporations are adopting new com-
munications technology, such as video conferencing, E-mail and the ubiquitous fax,
to reduce even further the need for business travel. Corporations are saying they
simply will not travel as much in the future. The Wall Street Journal article cites
research sources indicating that business hotel room bookings were off for the third
consecutive year and that there was a trend away from full-service hotels to limited-
service, a trend verified by the loss statistics cited above.

BACKGROUND: THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

In 1986, the deductibility of business meals and entertainment was reduced from
100% to 80%. This was an unprecedented action by the federal government. It was
conceded that these expenses were "ordinary and necessary" as required by the In-
ternal Revenue Code and below the threshold of "lavish and extravagant," the exist-
ing disqualification standard unique to Section 274 of the Code. So, despite being
the same as other business expenses in the eyes of the Code, Congress determined
to restrict deductibility. The justification used was that there was an element of
personal consumption' after all, a person has to eat, doesn't he or she?

A check of the record of the proceeding before this Committee at that time will
show that we strongly opposed the reduction when we testified, predicting revenue
losa and incorporating studies produced by the Hotel Employees and Restaurant
Employees International Union as to job loss. When this change to deductibility was
implemented in the late 80's, our country enjoyed a robust, growing economy and
the assumption was that our industry could "take the hit." However, that was a
false assumption. An independent and as yet unpublished study has recently been
compiled by Professor Stephen Hiemstra of the Purdue University Hotel School
dealing with the impact of the reduction in the deductibility of business meals and
entertainment. The study determined that overall foodservice sales have been sub-
jected to a permanent downward shift of 3.4% of sales. For example, in 1991 the
drop was $6.5 billion attributable solely to the tax change, according tc kliemstra.

As the study points out, there are a number of factors which affec, foodservice
sales. Positive factors include increases in populations and growth in income. An-
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other positive factor for the lodging industry was the inclusion of the "banquet ex-
ception." This was a 2-year transition rule on behalf of the lodging and foodservice
industries, keeping deductibility at 100% on certain large meal functions which met
certain criteria. It recognized the fact that these events were frequently scheduled
long in advance of the actual date of occurrence; in many cases years in advance,
in reliance on existing tax laws. We believe this exception also was a recognition
of the unique "non-personal" consumption which takes place at large group func-
tions. It was an appropriate exception and it helped delay for several years employ-
ment dislocation and revenue loss.

However, all factors exert an influence and the net result is total sales. The
Hiemstra study isolated the loss attributable to the 100% to 80% reduction. The fact
that this loss may have been masked by other factors does not mean that the loss
did not take place, only that its visibility as a negative impact was clouded.

While predictions of job loss in 1986 covered a broad range and the "masking" ef-
fect discussed above made subsequent measurement difficult, it seems undeniable
that if there is a permanent loss of sales, thee will be a concomitant loss of employ-
ment (or failure to create jobs). While nut primarily intended as a measurement of
job loss, but rather one of revenue loss in the industry, Hiemstra has informally es-
timated that it would be reasonable to expect that the impact of lost revenue at the
level he calculated could lead to job losses in the range of 150,000 or higher overall,
with potential lodging loses contributing as many as 25,000 to that total. We admit
that's history and we don't expect this Committee to undo that now. But, neither
do we expect it to deny the reality of the loss in the past and the reality that loss
will occur in the future.

It is important to note that not all foodservice was impacted equally. In fact, the
study opines that foodservice in hotels could feel as much as twice the average im-
pact, or 6% of their sales, which would be a sizable adverse impact, particularly
when added to the negative impacts of business cutbacks in recent years. Food and
beverage sales in hotels approximated $20 billion for 1992. lithe 6% estimate is ac-
curate, our industry could today be enjoying sales of an additional $1.2 billion annu-
a!'v and could be supporting as many as 30,000 to 35,000 additional jobs.

the conclusion iL inevitable: the 1986 change in deductibility had an impact on
our industry, measured today by jobs not existing and people not employed in the
hotel, motel and restaurant industries. Although initially obscured by the robust
economy of the late 80's, the impact did and does exist

THE CURRENT TAX PROPOSAL: WHAT'S REALLY AT STAKE

The Finance Committee is currently considering whether it is appropriate to fur-
ther reduce the deductibility of business meals and entertainment from the current
level of 80% to an unprecedented 50%. The driving force behind this continued at-
tack on business means and entertainment deductibility seems to be one of percep-
tion. The easy characterization adopted by the popular press is that of two white
upper class men dining at an elite restaurant. We all know what it's called, "the
3-martini lunch." Were that the totality of business meals and entertainment de-
ductibility and the totality of the impact, we might well agree with you. But, this
perception isn't the smallest part of the story. The range of business activities riegu-
fated by Section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code goes far beyond the business
meal served in a restaurant.

In the country's full-service hotels the activities covered include:

" The business traveler's own meals, whether eaten in a hotel coffee shop or res-
taurant, or grabbed on the run from a food cart.

" Refreshments served by companies in convention hotel rooms where they dis-
play their particular goods in conjunction with a trade show. These rooms are
generally known in the trade as hospitality suites.

* Banquets held in hotels as part of conventions or trade shows, as company-
sponsored events for employees, or freestanding events for local businesses.

" Receptions-stand-up events either as a precursor to or in lieu of a sit-down ban-
quet meal, again held at conventions, trade shows, by companies and independ-
ently, for local business attendees.

" Food service as part of an extended meeting. This includes the continental
breakfast prior to the meeting; the mid-morning or mid-afternoon coffee break
and the working lunch; and the sandwiches and salads served at the meeting
table while the meeting continues. These activities take place frequently during
conventions and trade shows, as an industry is gathered together by its trade
association and breaks into component groups to conduct its business.
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All of these foodservice activities, the majority of the food and beverage served in
hotels, have two things in common. First, the business person consuming the food
has no control over what is served (with the exception of the business traveler's own
meals). This lack of choice is significant because one of the primary reasons cur-
rently offered to justify the reduction in deductibility is the element of personal con-
sumption the idea that the person eating and drinking is satisfying personal desire.
This option is lacking in the food and beverage events described above and, while
hotels take justifiable pride in the quality of their food and its presentation, the ac-
tual business consumer "takes it or leaves it."

The second element common to these events is the predominance of the business
content attending the food and beverage. When a business sponsors a reception for
its customers, hosts a hospitality suite or conducts a working lunch, it does so be-
cause the event is conducive to promoting its image, creating an environment to sell
its goods or services, or actually conducting its business. Also, a wide range of em-
ployees, from sales personnel through middle- and upper-management, are in at-
tendance. These are working sessions and those producing the work are in attend-
ance.

While many of these goals are met at a b. -.ness meal, at the group events typi-
cally hosted in hotels as adjuncts to convert. ns, trade shows and business meet-
ings, the business content is dominant. At these events it is clear, "there is no free
lunch."

The second major driving force behind the constant attacks on business meals and
entertainment deductibility is the promise of billions of dollars of revenue to the fed-
eral coffers if you just lower deductibility. We in the lodging industry have serious
doubts about the reasonableness of this premise. Firstly, we have seen the revenue
estimates and have found no supporting documentation from the Joint Committee
on Taxation, the Congressional Budget Office, or the Office of Management and
Budget to explain the assumptions made to derive the revenue estimates.

Secondly ic the astounding statement offered by the Secretary of the Treasury be-
fore the House Ways and Means Committee concerning the impact of the proposal
on convention business. He has stated that there would be no impact on our indus-
try, no reaction on the part of the business community, and no change in consump-
tion patterns as a result of a reduction by more than one-third in the deductibility
of a legitimate business expense. We do not find that belief credible and we urge
this Committee to reject that belief once and for all. A lowering of the deduction
level will hurt our business.

Thirdly, if there were a desire to simply raise revenue, there are more broadly
based and fairer ways to spread the cost over the business community without con-
centrating the impact on one industry in the economy. We do not believe it is our
role to point the linger at anyone and target them for extra taxes, but we challenge
this Committee to avoid burdening our industry a second time on expense deduct-
ibility without considering whether others should be burdened a first time in a simi-
lar fashion.

We believe it likely that revenue is not there at the levels predicted by Treasury
for the simple reason that the patterns of consumption by the business community
have changed and will continue to change, lowering the revenue expected by the
Treasury.

JOBS IN AMERICAN CITIES WILL BE LOST

It is inevitable and, perhaps, unfortunate that any presentation to this Committee
on the deductibility of business meals and entertainment will not be persuasive
based on the legitimacy of these expenditures, the mundaneness of the settings in
which these activities occui, the unreality of the revenue estimates bandied about
or even the simple sense of equity that our industry has sacrificed as much as it
should. In the final analysis, what really matters is how many working Americans
you will displace from their jobs this time.

As we indicated earlier, the impact from a further reduction in deductibility will
not impact all hotels evenly. Those hotels which are limited-service (i.e., that do not
serve food) should feel little impact from the change. The impact will be felt mobt
severely in the full-service segment of our industry and will be concentrated in those
hotels catering to business travelers, typified by the large convention hotels found
in all major United States cities. These hotels, many with in excess of 1,000 rooms,
are major employers in their cities. They provide a broad range of jobs from entry-
level through management and they provide entry into the job market for many
young people, women and minorities and those without higher education. These jobs
keep people off unemployment and welfare rolls or, in many instances, provide a
supplement to income earned from a primary job. We are proud of the jobs our in-
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dustry has created and the many talented individuals who have moved upwards
from these beginnings. These employees are not faceless numbers to be totaled up
and discarded as Congress and the Administration tilt at the windmill of personal
consumption. They are tax paying, contributing citizens of our major cities and are
entitled to this Committee's respect and compassion.

How many will you sacrifice? As stated earlier, there was an impact from the
1986 reduction. In order to determine the impact from the current proposal, the Na-
tional Restaurant Association researched the issue of job loss and concluded an in-
dustry loss for foodservice with business meal clients of 165,000. We believe this is
a conservative estimate of the impact across foodservice and we have no hesitancy
in endorsing that amount of job loss. We would note, however, that the figure rep-
resents what is called full-time equivalents and the total number of real individuals,
real people losing their jobs, will include part-time as well as temporary or seasonal
employees. That means that the total number of people actually becoming unem-
ployed will likely be well in excess of 165,000. Whether the job loss is full-time and
the only source of income, or part-time and a needed supplement to meet expenses,
the loss of that job will create economic pain. We further note that in this time of
economic malaise, there is not likely to be the masking effect previously enjoyed.
This time, job loss will be visible and countable.

Lodging's share of the job loss predicted by the National Restaurant Association
can reasonably be expected to be in the range of 15% to 25% of the total, or 25,000
to 40,000 jobs lost. Again, that is full-time equivalents, and the actual number of
full-time, part-time, aeasonal and temporary employees actually dislocated will like-
ly be at or above that 40,000-person level. However, this loss will not be spread
evenly across the country. The bulk of the full-service hotels and certainly the large
convention hotels are located in urlan areas. They are big city hotels and many of
the individuals who lose their jobs will be at the lower end of the economic spec-
trum, working because of the range of entry-level jobs created by lodging properties.
When they lose their jobs, many may not have the ability to seek jobs in other in-
dustries. It will fall to the cities and states to provide their support through unem-
ployment Medicaid and welfare.

If you fower the deductibility from 80% to 50%, business will react in a number
of ways. The individual business traveler will trim the number of trips taken and
the level of expenses for those trips still taken. At conventions, banquets and the
like, the number of attendees will shrink as companies allow fewer employees to at-
tend these functions. The level of expenditures by event sponsors will decline and,
as a result, the quality and quantity of food served will decline. These types of shifts
will directly impact the revenue of the hotels and its remaining employees. When
a banquet shifts from beef to chicken, for example, and the total mealcost is re-
duced, the income of the hotel is reduced, as is the earning of the waitstaff. This
reduction of employee income will also carryover into tipped employees serving in
restaurants, who will see tips reduced as checks decline and diners trim tips to get
the most mileage out of their available travel budgets. This eventually reduces taxes
paid to government at all levels.

Finally, it is generally recognized that there is a "multiplier effect" from spending
in hotels. While the effect varies across the (ountry, it is appropriate to estimate
a doubling effect. That is, for every dollar spent in a hotel, a dollar in sales is gen-
erated in the city where the hotel is located. This money is spent, for example, on
goods and supplies to serve the hotel's guests, as well as spending by employees.
Every dollar lost to the hotel is two dollars lost to the city.

ELIMINATION OF SPOUSAL TRAVEL

Non-business spending by the business traveler, i.e., sightseeing, souvenirs and
the like, whether by the traveler or accompanying spouse, is another source of reve-
nue to our nation's cities. With regard to this type of spending, we decry the new
strictures proposed by the Administration with regard to the business deductibility
of spousal travel as still another unwarranted burden on the lodging industry and
tourism in general. Existing law has strict tests which must be met by a spouse be-
fore expenses attendant to his or her travel are deductible by the Cmployer of the
business spouse. They don't allow a free ride.

The Administration's proposal to require the spouse to be tm ernployee as well as
provide appropriate service will only hurt convention-rele ted travel. The employee
standard creates a hurdle that many could not overcome due to corporate policy. It
will create a chilling effect on spousal travel generally, as corporations view spouses
as persona non grata and adopt employee-only policies at their business m3etings.
This is not a change to raise substantial amounts of revenue; the projection by the
Joint Committee on Taxation is only $90 million fer five years. We urge the Coin-
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mittee to simply drop this anti-family provision and enforce existing law. When
spouses accompany a business traveler, local economies benefit from direct spending
and the frequent tackin)g-on of a personal stay at the end of the business stay.

SUMMARY

In summary, we urge this Committee to retain the deductibility of business meals
and entertainment at its current level. The Administration has committed itself to
creating jobs through its stimulus package. We find it inconceivable that the Admin-
istration would undercut as much as 40% of its effort in that area by destroying
at least 165,000 foodservice jobs and exacerbating the loss in major cities where jog
and revenue loss will be concentrated. The further reduction in deductibility will
ripple throughout our economy, particu!arly in our major cities, causing discomfort
and dislocation as spending is curtailed a all levels of business.

American business reacts and does so strongly when its cysts of doing business
are unfairly driven up. The City of New York recently relearned that lesson.
Through a combination of levies, the total tax -n a $100 hotel room in New York
City is 21.25%. The final straw was an additional o% hotel tax added to raise reve-
nue for the State. The effect was a decline in business for the City estimated by
City Comptroller and former Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman to exceed $1.1 bil-
lion over the last five years. Ms. Holtzman herself also estimated that thousands
of jobs were lost; the number could be af, high as 6,000 to 8,000 jobs. The refusal
of business to go along with this expense is evident.

Congress itself is grappling with an unintended consequence in reaction to one of
its own laws: that of the luxury tax on boats and other Fto called "luxury items."
The parallel is compelling. Congress perceived a conspicuotis consumption and
thought it could simply tax it and reap the benefits. Instead, purchasers reacted and
devastated an industry. Who lost? The Federal Government of course; because it did
not gain revenues and, in fact, lost the various taxes on wages not earned. But,
more importantly, the workers building boats lost-they lost their jobs. Now Con-
gress is trying to repair the hurt it caused, but seemingly only on the "one hand,"
because on the "other hand" it is being led to believe it can simply tax business by
reducing the deductibility of business meals and entertainment and reap the bene-
fits of increased revenues. It didn't work with luxury boats, it won't work with busi-
ness meals and entertainment. An 80% to 50% drop is a steep reduction and
foodservice employees and others will lose their jobs as businesses refuse to accept
the added expense.

Business will react to cost increase, whether directly as in occupancy taxes, or in-
directly through reduced deductibility of legitimate business expenses. That reaction
will hurt the lodging industry, among others, and stall our gradual comeback from
recessionary depths. The effects of your actions will be permanent. A further reduc-
tion in the deductibility of business meals and entertainment should not be made.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

The American Petroleum Institute (API) represents approximately 300 companies
involved in all aspects of the oil and gas industry, including exploration, production,
transportation, refining and marketing. API members, many among the leaders in
worl wide oil and gas exploration and production, are troubled by the increase of
the U.S. tax burden on foreign operations under the Administration's Revenue Rec-
onciliation Act of 1993 (the Proposal(s)); API appreciates the opportunity for these
comments.

I. IN GENERAL

API shares the Administration's concern with the growing federal deficits and ap-
plauds the President's focus on the need to balance spending with revenues, as well
as reducing the outstanding debt. However, API questions the wisdom and advis-
ability of the proposed changes to the taxation of foreign source income. Any benefit
from the expected revenue increases is greatly outweighed by the macroeconomic,
adverse effect on the competitiveness of U.S. companies overseas.

Turning to the Proposal's premises, we first would like to challenge one of the
principal rationales, i.e., the postulated need to remove perceived tax incentives
which under present law "make foreign investment more attractive" than the do-
mestic deployment of capital. The Administration assumes that, where the Propos-
als discourage foreign investments, the same investments would then be made in
the United States and create U.S. jobs.
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With respect to a natural resources extraction business like oil and gas explo-
ration and production, it is obvious that the choice of locations for the investment
was determined millions of years ago and not by any of the revenue acts. Because
of the continuing depletion of U.S. petroleum reserves and diminishing domestic
prospects, coupled with the environmental moratoria and restrictions, API members
have to look for reserve replacements outside the United States and maintain their
foreign presence. If foreign exploration and production is eliminated as a viable
choice, many companies may enter a slow liquidation mode.

Unfortunately, the Proposal would add another layer of tax cost to the most oner-
ous foreign source income tax regime of which we are aware. If U.S. companies in
the petroleum exploration and production business are slowly rendered noncompeti-
tive in the foreign arena because of their foreign competitors' lesser home country
tax burdens, the investment will be madt: by the foreign competition; but no addi-
tional U.S. investment will result.

Second, for foreign operations of U.S. companies in general, the Administration's
assumptions, both the imputed U.S. tax reasons for foreign investment and the sug-
gested adverse effect on the domestic economy, must be challenged. U.S. companies
outside the natural resources industries locate operations abroad because of such
factors as transportation and labor costs, tariffs and trade zones, local content re-
quirements, market response capability, but not U.S. tax. The postulated adverse
effect on the domestic economy ignores the U.S. jobs and domestic investment that
support foreign operations. Not only will domestic manufacturing su pply material
and equipment, guaranteeing U.S. manufacturing employment, but high quality,
"symbolic analysts" jobs will provide the entrepreneurial and managerial guidance
and, where manufacturing intangibles are utilized, the intellectual property (like
know-how, patents, secret processes) for the foreign operations. If these foreign oper-
ations are run by foreign owned businesses, it would be accidental that segments
of the U.S. economy remain employed in those functions.

Third, in the age of increasing globalization of trade and commerce, it appears
anachronistic to attempt to use taxation as a barrier for the direction of the flow
of investment funds. Tax policy should be guided by the goal of securing the prover-
bial "level playing field;" in the case of foreign income taxation this should mean
removal of barriers to full foreign tax credit utilization and taxing only repatriated
earnings, steps diametrically opposed to the Proposal.

Compared to the home country taxation of the foreign competition, the Internal
Revenue Code exposes foreign operations to a significantly greater risk of double
taxation because of such rules as the sourcing for interest, state income taxes, and
research and experimental expenditures (R&E). Of the proposed changes, the new
rules for royalty basketing, the repeal of the working capital exception, and the ex-
pansion of the current taxation of undistributed earnings, would exacerbate this ex-
posure.

In a recent study the U.S. General Accounting Office reported for 1989 (the latest
reviewed period) an effective corporate tax rate on the worldwide income of U.S. cor-
porations of 37.1%, compared to a rate of 32.9% for domestic operations (GAO/GGD-

2-111, 1988 and 1989 Company Effective Tax Rates Higher Than in Prior Years,
at pp. 34 and 36). This rate differential is certainly not indicative of a tax appeal
of foreign business investment.

As a final general observation, it must be noted that the Proposals add another
layer of complexity, in direct conflict with the move towards simplification within
the last legislative period. Of all areas of Federal income taxation, it should not be
the already byzantine structures of foreign income taxation which are further bur-
dened with new casuistic subregimes.

In 1986, taxpayers witnessed an unprecedented increase in the complexity of the
foreign taxation provisions of the Code with, among other things, the proliferation
of the separate foreign tax credit limitation baskets and an increase in the mul-
tiplicity of regimes targeting income of controlled foreign corporations (CFCs) for
current taxation. Despite universal agreement that the foreign source income provi-
sions are far too complex, that complexity has been compounded in subsequent legis-
lation. The Proposal offers nothing in the way of simplification. In fact, with
changes such as the quarterly testing of a taxpayer's investment in U.S. property
(Bill section 2302, amending Code section 956), the Proposal further compounds the
Code's complexity, increasing inordinate compliance costs with little, if any, benefit
being derived in terms of revenues or fairness.

It is essential that simplification be accorded a higher .,riority. The present and
proposed burdensome requirements lead to excessive tax planning and compliance
costs, adversely affecting productive capital investment. Simpler rule; would reduce
those costs, encourage compliance, facilitate the free flow of capital, and improve the
competitive position of U.S. multinational concerns.
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II. REPEAL OF WORKING CAPITAL EXCEPTION FOR FOREIGN OIL AND GAS AND SHIPPING
INCOME

(Bill section 2321, amending Code sections 904, 905, and 954)
The Proposal would eliminate the so-called working capital exception for foreign

oil and gas and shipping income. Specifically, the proposed provision would elimi-
nate the present law exclusion from passive income of interest on temporary invest-
ments of working capital in connection with foreign oil and gas extraction income
(FOGEI), foreign oil related income (FORI), or shipping income.

According to the "Summary of Administration's Revenue Proposals," released by
the Treasury Department on February 25, 1993, at p.52, the Proposal would elimi-
nate the working capital exception because:

... current law provides more favorable foreign tax credit treatment for in-
come associated with foreign oil and gas or shipping activities than for in-
come earned abroad by other United States industries. The Administration
believes that there is no sound policy reason for this difference in treatment
and that foreign oil and gas and shipping activities should be put on an
equal footing with other industries.

This is erroneous. Foreign oil and gas income is subject to less favorable foreign
tax credit treatment than income earned abroad by other industries. In particular:

" excess foreign tax credits on FOGEI cannot be applied against non-FOGEI in-
come (Code section 907(a));

" foreign taxes on FORI cannot be credited in situations where the foreign gov-
ernment imposes higher taxes on FORI than on other income (Code section
907(b));

" the Treasury regulations for determining the creditability of foreign taxes are
far more restrictive in the case of foreign extraction taxes (Treas. Reg. §§1.901-
2 and 1.903-1); and

" in the calculation of the U.S. tax on foreign income, a significant portion of
FORI is subject to loss of "deferral" under the subpart F provisions of the Code
(Code section 954(aX5) and (g)).

Similarly, foreign shipping income is subject to less favorable foreign tax credit
treatment than income earned abroad by other industries. In particular, a separate
foreign tax credit limitation is imposed on shipping income, with the result that
shipping income cannot benefit from foreign income taxes paid on non-shipping in-
come (Code section 904(dXIXD)); and in the calculation of U.S. tax on foreign in-
come, shipping income is subject to loss of "deferral" under the subpart F provisions
(Code section 954(aX4) and (0).

Enactment of the Administration's proposal would not put foreign oil and gas and
shipping income on an equal footing with other industries. Instead, enactment of the
proposal wodd only serve to further penalize the oil and gas and shipping indus-
tries relative to other U.S. industries. Also, increasing the tax burden borne by the
U.S. oil and gas and shipping industries would lessen their ability to compete with
foreign-based oil and gas and shipping companies. If the current discriminatory
treatment of foreign oil and gas and shipping income is to continue, Congress should
not "cherry-pick" by eliminating features of a discriminatory system which might be
,eneficial.

We believe that the present law exception properly treats temporary investments
of working capital as a logical extension of the activities generating FOGEI, FORI,
or shipping income, and, therefore, this tax treatment should be retained. Moreover,
we believe that this current tax treatment should be applied to all businesses so
as to bring about fairness. To suggest that business should be penalized because it
attempts to obtain an investment return on working capital is unreasonable on its
face. If a change is to be made, apply this sound rule to all taxpayers engaged in
the active conduct of a trade or business, instead of eliminating the current rule as
applied to oil, gas, and shipping operations.

Alternatively, if the policy to put foreign oil and gas activities on an equal footing
with other industries is an appropriate one, then other adjustments to the treat-
ment of FOGEI and FORI should follow. In particular, there is no sound basis for
the continuation of Code section 907. The objective of limiting foreign tax credits
for extraction taxes paid to foreign governments has been achieved through regula-
tions promulgated in the 1980's (Treas. Reg. §§1.901-2 and 1.903-1). Furthermore,
there is no sound basis for treating income from refining and marketing operations
differently than income fiom other manufacturing operations (Code sections 907(b)
and 954(aX5) and (g)). In short, API shares the Administration's view that there is
no sound policy reason for difference in treatment and that foreign oil and gas ac-
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tivities should be put on an equal footing with other industries. Repeal of Code sec-
tion 907 would be a good start.

I1. ROYALTIES TREATED AS PASSIVE INCOME FOR PURPOSES OF SEPARATE APPLICATION
OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

(Bill section 2312, amending Code section 904)
The Proposal would treat foreign source royalties derived in the active conduct of

a trade or business and those received from a CFC as passive income. The Proposal
would also allocate R&E to the place of performance (or, in the case of foreign R&E,
according to gross sales). API believes that the scope of the Proposal clearly exceeds
its apparent rationale.

First, the Administration reasons that the treatment of foreign source royalty in-
come as general limitation income results in a 'tax preference" because royalties
may be subject to low foreign tax and, therefore, can absorb excess foreign taxes
paid on other general limitation income. In contrast, royalties received from the use
of intangible property in domestic production activities cannot be "similarly shel-
tered."

API believes that this argument is flawed. In enacting the Tax Reform Act of 1986
('86 Act), Congress acknowledged that the overall limitation was consistent with the
overall multinational aspects of U.S. operations abroad. At the same time, Congress
focused on investments which could "quickly and easily be made in foreign countries
rather than at home," and which bear little or no foreign tax. These latter concerns
resulted in the inclusion in the passive income category of such items as portfolio
stock dividends, passive rents and royalties, and gains from sales of stock and secu-
rities.

The Administration starts from the erroneous premise that a licensor of an intan-
gible is free to manipulate the location of markets generating the license income.

e natural resource industry typically locates a foreign manufacturing site based
on an ample, reliable, and efficient supply of crude oi1 and related feedstocks; other
factors are transportation logistics, availability of labor and access to markets.
Moreover, statutory tax rates are typically higher in the host countries of foreign
petroleum manufacturing sites which pay royalties than in the U.S., and the effec-
tive tax rates of those manufacturing companies are typically cyclical to investment
patterns. Consequently, generation or use of general limitation foreign tax credits
from royalty income can be just as high or low as it could be from any active busi-
ness income.

Second, as part of the '86 Act, Congress determined that income earned through
foreign branches of U.S. companies and CFCs should be treated similarly. Look-
through rules were provided or interest, rents, and royalties received from CFCs
to achieve neutrality with the other principal form of income repatriation, i.e., divi-
dends. The Proposal to revoke the look-through rules with respect to royalties re-
ceived from CFCs goes against this Congressionally intended branch/CFC equality.
More importantly, it would introduce an inherent disparity among different forms
of repatriation o earnings from CFCs. We believe that all payments, including roy-
alties received by a U.S. company from a CFC engaged in active business, should
be characterized according to the CFC's income. No artificial distinction shot 'd be
made between the earnings of an active business paid into the U.S. as royalties vs.
dividends. We wonder why the Adm'nistration would want to depart from this basic
consistency principle introduced in 1986, without a strong reason to do so.

Third, as stated in our introductory comments, API believes that foreign manufac-
turing is actually beneficial and necessary to the creation of jobs in the United
States. Tax proposals which threaten U.S.-owned foreign manufacturing will not
protect U.S. jobs; rather, we believe that these jobs would transfer to foreign multi-
nationals with lower costs. Foreign manufacturing by U.S. affiliated companies sup-
ports U.S. jobs either through retention of direct U.S. personnel "headquarters" type
of employment, or indirectly through raw material exports to these foreign sites, and
greater foreign market penetration which recycles back to additional U.S. exports.
Therefore, increasing U.S. tax on royalties from active foreign business simply
translates into an increased tax rate on foreign manufacturing operations and a de-
crease, rather than an increase, in domestic economic activity.

Fourth, in trying to directly connect the sourcing of royalty income to the sourcing
of the R&E expense by means of the passive categorization, the Administration
seems to be ignoring that the Proposal will not only affect royalties with respect to
manufacturing processes (which appear to be the target), but will also affect all in-
tangibles listed under Code section 936(hX3), such as trademarks, copyrights, soft-
ware, and other intellectual property which has no comparable R&E in the U.S. API
suggests that the sourcing of R&E should continue to be studied independently
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under Code section 861, and should not be coupled with all royalty income. If there
is to be a rationale of income and expense symmetry, this opens up questions such
as why the U.S. withholds on outbound royalties payments while the related foreign
R&E is not deductible in the U.S.

In summary, API strongly urges the withdrawal of the Proposal to treat royalty
income across the board as passive income.

IV. EARNINGS INVESTED IN EXCESS PASSIVE ASSETS

(Section 2301 of the Bill which would amend Code sections 951, 959, 1296, 1297,
and add a new section 956A)

The Proposal would require 10-percent U.S. shareholders of certain CFCs to in-
clude in taxable income their pro-rata share of a portion of the CFC's current and
accumulated earnings. In a further expansion of the U.S. taxation of undistributed
CFC earnings, the U.S. shareholder would have ta include in taxable income with
respect to the CFC the lesser of (a) the accumulated earnings and profits or (b) the
excess, if any, of the value of the passive assets over 25 percent of the value of total
assets.

The Administration's rationale is that present law concerning the taxation of un-
distributed earnings "creates a significant tax incentive to hold earnings offshore,
instead of repatriating or reinvesting them in an active business." We disagree.

First, the Proposal creases current taxation of undistributed earnings while
most countries do not impose such "anti-deferral" rules. Other countries generally
do not tax the foreign income of their multinational companies until such earnings
are paid as dividends to the parent company. Even in the U.S. this is the general
rule, except in cases where subpart F (Part III of Subchapter N in Chapter 1 of Sub-
title A) of the Code requires certain types of income to be taxed currently. In addi-
tion, under the passive foreign investment company (PFIC) rules, a U.S. shareholder
of the PFIC must either include in income his share of the PFIC's earnings or pay
U.S. tax and an interest charge based on the value of any "tax deferral" related to
the PFIC's income.

Second, passive investments are unattractive from the opportunity cost perspec-
tive of a business; this is not changed by perceived tax advantages. Nevertheless,
there seems to persist a misperception that U.S. companies maintain passive type
assets for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax. In reality, U.S. companies evaluate in-
vestment opportunities on a discounted cash flow (DCF), or on an alternative basis,
such as expected return on assets or return on capital employed. Such evaluations
measure the required rate of return. For businesses the required DCF "hurdle" rate
typically is 15 percent or more. U.S. companies must invest in active business assets
to achieve such returns because it is evident that such returns could not be achieved
by passive type investments.

Third, there should be no further piecemeal changes in antideferral regimes with-
out a comprehensive study and development of policy goals. The current PFIC rules
were designed to "eliminate the tax advantage that U.S. shareholders in foreign in-
vestment funds have heretofore had over U.S. persons investing in domestic invest-
ment funds." As described above, the definition of a PFIC is very broad, and many
companies with active businesses and even some companies subject to a high foreign
tax rate are PFICs, a result not within the quoted PFIC rationale.

Finally, the Administration's Proposal would force U.S. shareholderof a CFC to
include in taxable income the income of the CFC even if accumulated prior to enact-
ment. Thus, where the CFC has been in an active business for many years before
enactment, the retroactive aspect of the Proposal will suddenly tax these active
business earnings from those pre-enactment periods regardless of distribution. This
is an unprecedented provision; in the past, when similar provisions-such as Code
section 956 concerning investments in U.S. property-were enacted, the law applied
prospectively only.

V. MODIFICATION OF ACCURACY-RELATED PENALTY

(Bill section 2322 amending Code section 6662)
The Proposal is twofold. It would lower the thresholds for the imposition of the

misstatement penalties; for the 20% penalty to the lesser of $5,000,000 or 10 per-
cent of gross receipts and for the 40%_penalty to the lesser of $20 000,000 or 20 per-
cent of gross receipts, respectively. Furthermore, the reasonable cause and -',od
faith exception from the imposition of these penalties would be made conting'.nt ().
if an "approved" pricing method is used, on the taxpayer documenting conteinpora-
neously the reasonableness of such use, and (ii), if any "other" method is used, on
the taxpayer documenting contemporaneously that, while none of the approved
methods was "likely" to, such "other" method was "likely" to, result in a price that
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would clearly reflect income. In either case, the required documentation must be
provided to the Service within 30 days of a request.

The Administration proposes these changes (with considerable improvements in
the draft of the statutory language, compared to the earlier releases of the Proposal)
because of a perceived need for statutory guidance on the "reasonable cause and
good faith" standard. The documentation requirements are an effort to respond to
the Service's complaints (e.g., 1993-7 I.R.B., at 79) of taxpayers' failure to provide
meaningful documentation on audit. Finally, present laws thresholds are deemed
too high; the reach of the penalty provisions should not exclude smaller businesses.

First, API questions that the criteria for the "reasonable cause and good faith"
exception can be legislated because the test is the "facts and circumstances" of each
case. T .nay be the type of criterion where "[o]ne struggles in vain for any verbal
formula that will supply a ready touchstone.... Life in all its fullness must supply
the answer to the riddle." (Mr. Justice Cardozo in Welch v. Helvering, 290 U.S. 111
(1933)). For the imposition of a penalty, the focus must be on the culpability, to be
determined in each case. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (P.L. 101-
239) clearly envisioned a facts and circumstances oriented review when it codified
the reasonable cause exception from the accuracy related penalty; the intent was to
provide a uniform standard with a greater scope of judicial review which was ex-
pected to lead to greater fairness and minimize inappropriate impositions (H.R. Rep.
101-247, at 1393). When the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-
508) added the section 482 related penalty provisions in Code section 6662, the Con-
ference Committee expressed the intent that the same standard of reasonable
cause and good faith apply . . . as would otherwise apply to the valuation
misstatement penalty under section 6664(c)."

Based on this genesis of the reasonable cause and good faith exception, API op-
poses the contemporaneous documentation requirement because it is a mechanical
criterion which ignores the subjective, culpability premise of a penalty. Contempora-
neous documentation should be a cafe harbor or shield for the taxpayer; its failure
should not automatically result in a penalty imposition. Automatic imposition of
such substantial penalties in case of insufficient documentation would be too draco-
nian; it equals strict liability which is contrary to civilized penalty administration.

From the perspective of the Congressionally envisioned uniformity of standards,
API opposes the introduction of a special "more likely" standard for "other" methods;
this standard does not bring more certainty than the general reasonable cause and
good faith criterion. It is akin to the "more likely than not" test of the tax shelter
penalty exception of Code section 6662(dX2)(C). Since "tax shelters" are arrange-
ments where "the principal purpose . . . is the avoidance or evasion o1 Federal in-
come tax" (Code section 6662(d)(2XCXii)), this stricter measure was imposed because
"taxpayers investing in tax shelters should be held to a higher standard of care in
determining the tax treatment of items arising from the shelter or risk a significant
penalty." (1982 Blue Book, at 217). Reviewed in this statutory framework, it would
be chilling to find transfer pricing measured in a tax shelter context. The general
"reasonableness" standard for all non-tax shelter penalties should be retained.

Finally, the documentation production period of 30 days is flawed, both from a
policy standpoint and in light of compliance realities. Apparently, a failure to meet
the document production dead-line would-preclude the invocation of the penalty ex-
ception. This would seem to be a rather absurd and inequitable result. The under-
statement penalty was not intended as a penalty for presumed tardiness.

As to the length of time granted for document production, the unqualified 30 days
production period is too short and must not be rigid. Even if the requested docu-
ments are under the U.S. headquarter's control, thirty days may often be too short
a periodi to satisfy a document request which may relate to a year for which docu-
ments have already been sent to off-site storage locations. Furthermore, in light of
the international character of the underlying transactions, the requested documents
may have to be produced in cooperation with foreign affiliates, involving time con-
suming intercompany information transfers. Thus, a 60 day period (cf., Treas. Reg.
§1.6038A-3(f)) would be more realistic. And, to be responsive to particular cir-
cumstances of a taxpayer, the District Director should be given the authority to ex-
tend any such period.

STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA

The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) is a national trade associa-
tion comprised of almost 33.000 firms, including 8,000 of America's leading general
contracting companies. They are engaged in the construction of the nation s com-
mercial buildings, shopping centers, factories, warehouses, highways, bridges, tun-
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nels, airports. water works facilities, multi-family housing projects and site prepara-
tion/utilities installation for housing development. Likewise, member companies in
Puerto Rico are engaged in the construction of much of the island's infrastructure.

On behalf of the AGC of America, Puerto Rico Chapter, we welcome the oppor-
tunity to provide this statement on the proposed changes to Section 936 of the inter-
nal Revenue Code and request that it be made a part of the record of the Commit-
tee's proceedings. The proposed changes are included in both the Administration's
Revenue Proposal and in legislation (S. 356) recently introduced by Senator David
Pryor. The benefits of "936" were and are intended to stimulate investment in Puer-
to Rico and to generate expanded employment on the island. To this end, it may
be considered a success, especially in the creation of jobs on construction and related
projects.

Like other industries in Puerto Rico, local construction firms have benefitted from
Section 936. AGC of America, Puerto Rico Chapter is greatly concerned about the
proposed changes to Section 936 and the dire consequences on Puerto Rico's con-
struction industry. Senator Pryor's legislation, S. 356, and the provision contained
in the Administration's Revenue Proposal, seek to repeal Internal Revenue Code
(IRC) Section 936 (Puerto Rico and Possessions Tax Credit), replacing it with a new
wage-based credit. Repeal of Section 936 would have a permanent negative effect
on Puerto Rico's economy, crippling the construction industry. We estimate that by
1995, total job-loss on the island would be almost 102,000, with construction losing
approximately 8,000 jobs, or 12 percent of its employment base.

If Section 936 is replaced with wage credits or capped as some propose, many
"936" companies will cease expansions here-killing an important sector of the con-
struction industry. AGC of Puerto Rico commissioned and recently received a study
(dated April 1993) of the effect on Puerto Rico's c )nstruction industry of such a re-
peal. It found that continued economic development in Puerto Rico is at risk. In
summary, the repeal by Congress of Section 936 would be a disaster.

The proposed changes in Section 936 would significantly increase federal taxes foi
many U.S. manufacturers currently operating in Puerto Rico (under that section of
the Code) and thereby, do not now pay federal taxes. These changes could decidedly
endanger the economic development of the island and cause severe damage to the
economy in the near future.

The importance of Section 936 for the Puerto Rican economy cannot be empha-
sized enough, for example, since 1991 manufacturers have represented 39% of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP); 23% of Gross National Product (GNP); 23% of personal in-
come; 29% of government income; 24% of consumption; and support directly or indi-
rectly, 19% of total employment in Puerto Rico.

Given the magnitude of these figures, it is not surprising that the overall level
of economic activity, upon which the construction sector depends, has been
driven by manufacturing for nearly four decades. In fact, manufacturing and con-
struction together account for 42% of real GDP and 27% of total employment on the
island. Amendments to Section 936 would result in economic stagnation, with con-
struction taking a huge hit.

Amending Section 936 as is proposed, will dramatically change the performance
of the manufacturing sector from an expected annual real growth of 0.5% to a de-
clining annual real rate of 7% by 1995. According to the April 1993 analysis:

" Direct employment by "936" companies falls by 31,517, i.e. from 133,598 under
a baseline scenario to 102,081 in a reduction scenario. The total loss of jobs in
all manufacturing amounts to 45,537, most of it due to a reduction in "936"
manufacturing.

" The impact of a reduction in manufacturing production as well as in the invest-
ment in construction by manufacturing (and, as a consequence, the negative to
zero growth in the economy as a whole) halts the annual growth in construction
from 3% in the baseline scenario to 0.1% in the reduction scenario.

" Construction generated a direct employment of 55,572 in 1991. But the em-
ployment it supported in the rest of the economy was even greater, at 67,252
additional jobs, or a total number of jobs supported by construction of 122,324
or 12.5% of total employment generated in Puerto Rico in 1991.

While the construction sector accounted directly for $2.3 billion in 1982 prices in
output in fiscal year 1991, it supported an additional $3.7 billion of output in the
rest of the economy. The study concluded that for each $1.00 spent on construction
an additional $1.60 of output was generated in the rest of the economy. For every
100 persons employed in construction, 121 additional jobs are created in the rest
of the economy and ever $1.00 of payroll in construction generates an additional
$1.68 in other sectors of the economy. Lastly, every $1 million invested by "936"
manufacturing companies on construction generates 9 Jobs in construction and
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an additional 13 jobs in the rest of the economy. Not surprising, the industrial
sectors that contribute most to construction are the pharmaceutical and chemical ir.-
dustries. Their loss is our loss.

The analysis also found that reduced bank lending, such as would result from the
of "936" deposits, would have an enormous negative effect on construction. When
considering the impact of a reductionL in finance, a further 1,058 jobs could be lost
in our industry-for a total job loss of 7,794 jobs. The reduction scenario also depicts
four y-iars of stagnation in the construction sector.

Until now, the "936" possessions tax credit has been viewed as an instrument of
economic development or Puerto Rico. Over time, however, that notion has signifi-
cantly altered-the proposed changes respond to a need to increase revenue for the
U.S. Treasury. This policy change implies that economic development in Puerto Rico
will be at risk without any assurance that, as a result, net additional revenues will
be forthcoming from the U.S. Treasury.

The proposed changes to Section 936 entail significant increases in effective taxes
for U.S. corporations operating in Puerto Rico under that section of the Code. The
AGC Puerto Rico Chapter's study clearly shows that the proposed changes threaten
the economic development and stability of the island, causing severe damage to the
local economy in the near future. Further, it puts a disproportionate burden of re-
ducing the federal deficit on Puerto Rico's local economy. Section 936 remains the
only U.S. incentive to support Puerto Rico's continued industrialization and develop-
ment.

While we agree that all businesses must bear their fair share of the tax burden,
including construction companies in Puerto Rico, we respectfully urge you to drop
this provision from the Administration's proposal.
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STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD L. BERNAL, AMBASSADOR OF JAMAICA
TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide
Jamaica's views on the use of 936 funds. Indeed, this forum is
especially welcome because the amendment to the Section 936 program
-- which created the opportunity to use section 936 funds for
Caribbean financing -- was initiated by this Committee in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986.

Seven years later, we can see clearly that this amendment has
worked very well. The Section 936 program has made a significant
contribution to the economic development of the entire Caribbean
basin and to the United States by providing financing to facilitate
increased trade and investment. Originally envisioned as a tax
provision designed to encourage U.S. firms to invest in Puerto
Rico, specifically in manufacturing, the program has now become a
major source of financing for projects throughout the Caribbean.
Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code allows funds to be
invested in eligible Caribbean countries, i.e. countries which have
a Tax Information and Exchange Agreement with the United States and
are designated as qualified to participate in the Caribbean Basin
Initiative. To date, the following countries have signed Tax
Information Exchange Agreements: Barbados (1984), Jamaica (1986),
Grenada (1987), Dominica (1988), Dominican Republic (1989) Trinidad
and Tobago (1990), St. Lucia (1991), Costa Rica (1991), Honduras
(1991), Guyana (1992). At the time these agreements were signed,
the understanding was that 936 funds would be available for
investments in the Caribbean. These tax agreements commit
signatories to cooperate in sharing tax information with the United
States, which is an important mechanism to fight money laundering
and prevent U.S. tax evasion.

Overall, the impact of this provision has been considerable,
as it has resulted in increased U.S.-Caribbean trade and investment
and promoted economic growth and employment in both the United
States and the Caribbean countries. The impact of this tax
provision resulting from investment and trade has been
considerable.

A. EXPANDS U.S-CARIBBEAN TRADE

Section 936 financed projects have expanded trade between the
Caribbean and the United States by promoting investment, increasing
production, exports, and economic growth. Given that Caribbean
economies do not have a capacity to produce capital goods,
investments require imports, approximately 70% of which are
supplied by U.S. firms. As Caribbean countries experience growth
and expansion, new opportunities for investment and trade are
created for the United States.

Since the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA) was
enacted in 1984, the U.S. has developed a growing trade surplus
with CBI countries: from 1983 to 1990 U.S. imports from the region
declined by 15.6% while U.S. exports to the region increased by
64.7% from $5.7 to $9.7 billion. Given that US$1 billion of U.S.
exports to Latin America generates 20,000 new direct jobs in the
U.S. The increase in CBI purchases of U.S. goods and services from
1983 to 1990 helped to create 80,000 new direct jobs in the U.S. Of
every U.S. dollar of foreign exchange earnings by the Central
American and Caribbean countries, 60 cents is used to buy American
products, as compared to Asia which spends only 10 cents.
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B. PROMOTES CARIBBEAN DEVELOPMENT

As the Caribbean economies undergo major economic changes and
adopt private-sector led, export-oriented growth policies, the
availability of funds for investment becomes acute. Countries in
the Caribbean have been able to draw on this pool of capital, to
promote growth through the expansion of private investment and to
finance critical public sector development projects. Section 936
financing has helped to strengthen the economies of each of the
eligible Caribbean basin countries. Section 936 funds have
financed investments, which have been critical in the creation of
jobs, the installation of productive capacity, and the production
of goods and services. The specific ways in which 936 funds
contribute to Caribbean development and thereby increase U.S.-
Caribbean trade are:-

1. INCREASES INVESTMENT

Several Caribbean Governments have implemented comprehensive
economic reform programs which involved the removal of all barriers
and impediments to the operation of the market. This has resulted
in the creation of a private-sector led, market driven economy. The
process of accelerating and sustaining economic growth depends
critically on the volume of investments in both public and private
sectors. Section 936 funds have been important in funding public
sector development projects and private sector investments since
1988, see Table 1. These funds have been particularly valuable
because they are available in foreign exchange and therefore
alleviate the foreign exchange constraint as well as expands the
volume of investment. As Table 2 shows, 936 funds were the largest
source of capital inflows in TIEA signatory countries, in 1991,
accounting for 23.3 percent of total inflows.

These flows have been particularly important, given the
reduced U.S. aid (development assistance and economic support
funds) allocated to several Caribbean countries since the mid-
1980s. In 1984, the Eastern Caribbean received US$104.6 million,
but in 1992 this was US$21.7 million, a decline of 79.3 percent.
In Jamaica, the amount was US$155.3 million in 1985, but fell to
$68.8 million in 1992 a reduction of 55.7 percent. The inflow of
936 funds has offset the decline in US aid flows.

2. BUILDS INFRASTRUCTURE

The resources provided by 936 funds have made a substantial
contribution to the rehabilitation and upgrading of infrastructure,
which complements and enhances the eAficiency and productivity of
private investments, as well as improves export competitiveness.
For example, the trans-Caribbean telephone cable project financed
through Section 936 funds will enhance the region's communication
links and provide the countries with state-of-the-art service and
equipment.

To compete effectively in today's global economy, modern
transportation and telecommunication are essential. Air Jamaica
received $51 million in 936 funds to acquire two aircraft which it
now uses on high density flights to and from the United States. A
phone cable project that improves telecommunications services in
Jamaica and expands the volume of international calls that can be
dialed directly from the island was also financed through 936
funds. In Barbados, a total qf US$35 million was spent to expand
and upgrade infrastructure of the Barbados Telephone Company while
Grenada Telecommunications Limited benefited from US$8 million,
which was used in the expansion and upgrading of their facilities
and equipment. Trinidad and Tobago received a total of US$210
million which was spent on infrastructure for natural gas
exploration and construction of petroleum facility to separate
butane and methane from natural gas, as well as a water flooding
project.
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3. PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE8

Money from this program has helped to fund privatization
programs, which reduced the drain of fiscal resources to public
enterprises and transferred assets to the private sector. Hotel
privatization programs such as the Wyndham Rose Hall in Jamaica,
led to more efficient management, expanded employment and
significantly increased revenue generated by that property.

4. INCREABB FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS

The 936 funds have provided foreign exchange inflow which has
helped to stabilize the exchange rate and to generate additional
foreign exchange earnings by expanding export capacity in the
bauxite/alumina industry, in Jamaica, and improving the plant and
efficiency of the tourist sector e.g. the refurbishing of Mallards
Beach and Americana Hotels in Ocho Rios, Jamaica, refurbishing of
Hotel Embajador and construction of Fiesta Bavaro Hotel, in the
Dominican Republic. The wood and sugar processing industries in
Honduras also benefitted from the 936 funding.

S. EXPANSION OF FOOD SUPPLY

The agricultural sector has been able to utilize 936 funds to
expand its productive capacity e.g. expansion and modernization of
broiler meat and hatching egg facilities, in Jamaica; development
of banana plantations and related facilities in Costa Rica;
establishment of a cardboard box factory in Dominlca to supply that
country's banana industry and manufacturing sector at a cost of
$2.1 million.

6. EMPLOYMENT CREATION

The projects financed with 936 funds both in the public and
private sector have directly, and through their multiplier effects,
created thousands of new jobs across a rare of skill categories.
Job creation discourages legal and illeg~i emigration. Migration
movements from the Caribbean and Central America have intensified
in the last decade. From 1981 to 1988, emigration from Central
America and the Caribbean to the United States amounted to 47
percent of total emigration into he United States.

The jobs created by investments, funded by 936 funds, are not
at the expense of jobs in the United States. In fact, production
and employment in the Caribbean and the United States are
complementary. For example, the production of apparel in the CBI
region is complementary to production in the United States. Of the
apparel produced in Jamaica, 80 percent of the finished goods
consist of U.S. raw material, machinery, and other inputs, most of
which is made for U.S. firms. Without this complementarity of
production between the U.S. and CBI countries, U.S. firms and
Caribbean producers would not be able to maintain their market
share or their competitiveness in the global market place.

7. DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL STABILITY

Economic development is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition to ensure democracy. Since development is the foundation
on which enduring democracy can be built and maintained, U.S.
foreign policy must aim at supporting economic development in the
Caribbean as the basis for political stability and democracy in the
region. These small countries are very vulnerable to narcotics and
drug trafficking. Therefore, vigorous anti-drug trafficking
programs will have to be pursued nationally and regionally. While
focusing on destruction of crops and processing facilities,
interdiction, public education, and against money laundering, more
attention and resources must be devoted to providing jobs and
economic activity as an alternative to involvement in crlig
trafficking. In Jamaica, through the 936 program, the construct on
of 750 low-cost prefabricated housing units, which were
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manufactured in Puerto Rico end assembled and installed in Jamaica,
added significantly to the housing stock, from which the lower
income earner benefitted.

RECOMMZNDATIONS

Section 936 has operated according to the original intent of
the U.S. Congress and has brought about the desired results and its
place in Caribbean development has grown more prominent and
important each year. It is an essential program without which many
important projects throughout the Caribbean would noc have been
realized.

The countries which have signed TIEA's recommend the
retention, without modification, of the Section 936 tax incentive
because the availability of Section 936 funds provide an invaluable
source of financing for investments in the Caribbean economies and
trade between the United States and the Caribbean. The development
of the Caribbean economies and the other economies in the region
contribute to the economic growth of everyone in the region,
including the United States.

Changes in the tax incentive structure to the Section 936 of
the Internal Revenue Code would adversely impact on investment and
growth in the Caribbean and on U.S. exports and employment.

TABLE I

USE OF 936 FUNDS BY CBI COUNTRIES
Calendar Years 1988 - 1992

Millions of Dollars

Disbursed Pendincg Total

Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Dominican Republic
Costa Rica
Barbados
Grenada
Honduras
Dominica
Guyana

Total

275.1
210.0
77.6
52.7
36.2
8.0
2.9
2.2

665.8

60.0 336.1
124.0 334.0

5.0 82.6
5.2 57.9

- 36.2
- 8.0

0.9 3.9
0.5 2.7
0.6 0.6

196.3 862.1
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TABLE 2

TOTAL LOANS DISBURSED BY FINANCIAL SOURCES
IN TIRA IGNATORY COUNTRIES

DURING 1991

Millions of Dollars

Inter-American Investment Corporation 3.0
German Investment & Development Company 3.3
International Finance Corporation 20.1
Overseas Private Investment Corporation 22.8
Caribbean Development Bank 27.4
Business Advisory Services 37.2
International Development Assbciation 50.7
European Investment Bank 71.9
Commonwealth Development Corporation 75.9
Overseas Economic Corporation Fund 94.9
International Bank of Development and

Reconstruction 161.2
Inter-American Development Bank

Sub-total 770.3
SECTION 936

Total 1003.7

STATEMENT OF THE CARIBBEAN/LATIN AMERICAN ACTION

1. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to appear
before you today and to present the views of Caribbean/Latin
American Action on the Administration's proposal for Section 936.
Caribbean/Latin American Action is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization committed to promoting private-sector generated
economic development in the countries of the Caribbean Basin.

Clearly, the countries of the Caribbean Basin are deeply concerned
over the future of Section 936. A reduction in Section 936 tax
benefits substituted for wage credits would jeopardize the pool of
936 funds available for development-oriented private sector
projects in the Caribbean Basin.

Recent studies conclude that Section 936 funds have become one of
the leading sources of project funding for new investments and
business growth in eligible Caribbean Basin countries. In some
countries, 936 funds are the primary source of loan financing. 936
funds are vital to the development goals of the Caribbean Basin,
particularly as other sources of development assistance have
declined.

In my testimony, I will argue that the Administration's proposal
relating to Section 936 works at cross-purposes with U.S. policy in
the Caribbean Basin. That policy aims to protect U.S. economic and
security interests by fostering a stable democratic region -hroigh
economic development. Furthermore, it works against the
development goals and objectives of the Caribbean Basin and the
many efforts underway to establish healthy free-market oriented
economies.
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II. BACKGROUND

Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 permits certain
U.S. corporations to earn income that is in effect free of United
States federal income tax if the income is derived either (i) in
the active conduct of a trade or business in a possession or (ii)
from qualified possession source investment income (wQPSII"). The
Tax Reform Act of 1986, broadened the definition of QPSII to
include income from investments of Section 936 funds for
development projects in qualified Caribbean Basin countries.

U.S. subsidiaries operating under Section 936 may deposit their
earnings in banks operating in Puerto Rico and receive interest
free from U.S. and Puerto Rico income taxation. Because the
interest earned is tax free to the depositor, the banks offer lower
interest rates for these funds.

Without QPSII treatment and 100% credit on interest earnings, there
would be little incentive to deposit funds in Puerto Rico and
invest in qualified Caribbean Basin countries. The availability of
funds and term resources would eventually dry up, interest rates
would rise and the only source of U.S. concessionary loans to the
small countries of the Caribbean Basin would be eliminated.

III. 936/CARIBBEAN PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Since implementation in 1987, the 936 Caribbean Development Program
has achiever- solid results and steadily gained momentum. Through
mid-March 1993, $684.6 million worth of investments were funded by
Section 936 funds in nine eligible Caribbean Basin countries
representing 46 projects and approximately 13,000 jobs. It is
estimated that an additional $800 million worth o± investments are
in the pipeline pending government approval. By year end 1993,
total disbursement figures could amount to $1.5 billion.

Projects related to telecommunications, agribusiness, food
processing, infrastructure, manufacturing and tourism are being
financed with 936 funds. To cite some examples, 936 loans have
been used to finance the expansion and modernization of Barbados'
telecommunications infrastructure; the expansion of Trinidad and
Tobago's airport facilities; the construction of low-income housing
in Jdmaica and the purchasing of equipment for Costa Rica's metal
mechanic services for the power and telephone industries in Central
America. These projects provide substantial benefits to the
Caribbean Basin economies by creating new jobs, direct investment,
technology transfer, foreign exchange earnings and other benefits
in the form of indirect employment and related-support businesses.
At a time when the program is flourishing and the Caribbean Basin
is struggling with few advantages, rductions in the 936
development approach would seriously undermine the region's
economic goals and aspirations.

IV. CARIBBEAN BASIN DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS U.S. ECONOMY

Caribbean Basin countries have embark- I upon a historic path
undertaking economic reforms necessary to stimulate private
investment in the region. New leadership in the region is moving
in the direction of genuine economic change committed to economic
liberalization. Liberalization of trade, investment and capital
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flows stimulate growth benefitting both the U.S. and the Caribbean
Basin. We should not overlook the fundamental fact that when
investment in the region expands, imports increase and additional
U.S. exports and jobs are generated.

Presently, the U.S. has a trade surplus with the Caribbean Basin
countries in the amount of $2.1 billion. Combined U.S. exports to
the Caribbean Basin countries in 1990 totaled $9.7 billion, rising
5.6 percent over 1989. The Caribbean Basin was the lth-largest
export market of the United States, ranking before Australia and
Italy. The consistently positive U.S. trade balance with the
Caribbean Basin reflects a 64.7 percent growth in U.S. exports
since 1983. In 1990, this $9.7 billion in U.S. exports supported
almost 200,000 American jobs. Furthermore, it is estimated that
for every dollar earned in the Caribbean Basin, 60 cents are used
to buy American products; compared to Asia which only spends 10
cents on the dollar. Obviously, CBI industries have a strong
propensity to purchase American raw materials, machinery and
equipment. On average, over 45% of all CBI imports are sourced
from the U.S., the highest percentage in Latin America.
Furthermore, most of the construction and procurement for 936 loan
sourcing is from the United States.

The United States benefits when the economies of the region are
healthy and strong. Economic growth in the Caribbean Basin creates
markets for U.S. services and products. "Improved economic growth
in the Caribbean Basin is in the direct interest of the United
States. It helps to create jobs and exports for the U.S. It helps
to promote the ideals of democracy, which are important for us not
only in our own nation, but throughout this hemisphere," said
President Clinton during the 1992 Miami Conference on the
Caribbean. In this light, any measures to increase the flow of 936
funds to the region should be encouraged and enhanced; especially
at a time when the region is so committed to the continuation of
free-market oriented macroeconomic policies.

V. REVISITING THE CARIBBEAN BASIN INITIATIVE

Economic and political stability in the Caribbean Basin has always
been important to the UniteJ States. As a result, the U.S. has
promoted economic growth aijd economic stability embodied in two
major U.S. programs, the caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) and
Section 936. The CBI hav provided a unique impetus to the
development of trade and invp..tment between the U.S. and the
Caribbean Basin. The result has been an increase flow of trade and
investment both ways. Perhaps most significantly, the new
opportunities for trade and investment which were created within
the COI framework have inspired creative free-market oriented
economic thinking in the region.

Notwithstanding, the CBI has not met all its goals of generating
employment and private-sector led investment opportunities, and
broadly based economic growth has not been realized. One of the
major problems, from the inception of the CBI program has been the
limited amount of investment incentives. To a degree, Section 936
has served this function in eligible Caribbean Basin countries. In
this regard, we should seek ways to preserve and enhance those
programs that stimulate trade and investment in the region and find
ways to build upon the fundamental principles of the CBI.

VI. EROSION OF PREFERENCES

Although the Caribbean Basin countries positively view the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), there is deep concern that
the erosion of the market access advantages enjoyed by CBI

70-749 0 - 93 - 12
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countries will adversely impact the competitive situation of
Caribbean Basin economies. NAFTA, the Single European Market, the
extension of trade preferences to Eastern Europe and the Andean
nations and other global trade developments can threaten the
economic progress that the Caribbean Basin countries have made
under the CBI. The region faces a difficult transition period from
an environment of special trade treatment to a future environment
ruled by principles of free trade and reciprocity. The Caribbean
Basin recognizes what the future holds and is taking measures
within its means to meet the challenge.

The public and private sectors of the Caribbean and Central
American have expressed their concern that Mexico's preferential
access to the U.S. market would divert investment and trade away
from the Caribbean Basin region. As NAFTA becomes a reality ard
Mexican products benefit from duty-free and quota free treatment,
the margin provided by 936 interest rates may become as important
a factor as CBI tariff preferences in maintaining U.S. investor's
interest in the Caribbean Basin. Against this background, it has
become now more important than ever to identify and preserve the
unique advantages that the Caribbean Basin has to offer in this
rapidly changing global trade environment. At this juncture, 936
funds are critical to the development goals of the Caribbean Basin.

VII. UPHOLDING TREATY COMMITMENTS

Another issue that I would like to raise today is related to Tax
Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA) with the United States.
Signing a TIEA was a precondition for eligibility to receive 936
loans. TIEAs are important to the United States because they
provide the mechanism to obtain evidence against tax evaders. In
order to enjoy the benefits of accessing 936 funds, these countries
have had to enact amendments to their legal codes in order to
permit access by the U.S. to confidential information. TIEAs are
valuable in the war against drugs and they are effective in
deterring drug money-laundering by creating effective tracing
instruments.

To date, Barbados, Costa Rica, Dominica, the Dominican Republic,
Grenada, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica, St. Lucia, and Trinidad and
Tobago, have concluded TIEA's. Without the recent developments on
936, it was anticipated that other countries would have signed by
year end 1993. The reduction of 936 tax credits would limit the
pool of funds available for 936 Caribbean Development prnJcts and
hence erode the linkage between signing a TIHA and accessing 936
funds. This undermines the credibility of the U.S. to uphold
commitments and agreements which it has requested.

VIII. rEDUCED LEVELS OF U.S. ASSISTANCE

Given events in the former Soviet Union, the Middle East and
Eastern Europe, aid levels to countries in the Caribbean Basin will
decline from previous levels or even be eliminated in some
countries. In recent years, total USAID levels have decreased in
the Caribbean Basin. In Central America, USAID levels dropped from
$827.189 million in 1991 to $633.818 million, the amount which has
been allocated for Fiscal Year 1993. In the Caribbean, USAID
levels have also been slashed from S205.405 million to $180.558
million. Total U.S. Assistance to the region is also dropping.
The availability of 936 funds reduces the region's need for U.S.
aid and compensates for the lack of direct assistance from the
United States. These loans buttress free-market private-sector
oriented policies which enable economic growth.
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Recognizing the need to improve the flow of funds to smaller
regional projects, the Caribbean Basin Partners for Progress (CBPP)
was established. The CBPP is a financial institution created by
U.S. corporations operating in Puerto Rico under Section 936. CBPP
loans are designed for small businesses which are the engine of
economic growth in the Caribbean Baui. To date, the CBPP has a
pipeline of 35 projects in place amounting to approximately $30
million. Most loans range in the amount of $300,000.
Approximately, 65% of these loans are in agricultural projects.
This type of credit replaces loans which in another day might have
been provided by USAID.

Furthermore, 936 funds represent approximately S100 million in
foreign exchange savings as a result of lower interest rates to
eligible Caribbean Basin countries. This substantial savings has
offset the decline in direct U.S. aid.

IX. REDUCING DRUG EXPORTS AND MIGRATION FLOWS TO THE U.S.

Lastly, numerous studies demonstrate that the incentive to migrate
and to enter into drug production are directly linked to slow
growth, low investment, poverty, and overall lack of opportunities
in the countries of origin. Migratory movements from the Caribbean
and Central America have intensified in the last decade. From 1981
to 1988, emigration from Central America and the Caribbean to the
U.S. amounted to 47% of total emigration from Latin America, which
represents 20% of total immigration into the United States. This
is a staggering number for a group of countries that represent less
than 15% of the total population of Latin America.

Countries which experience social degradation are prone to consume
drugs and enter into drug production and trade as a source of
income. The region is also concerned that the removal of trade and
investment preferences to CBI countries not only dampens government
efforts for economic reform and modernization but also has the
undesirable side effect of increasing drug trafficking,
notwithstanding their best efforts at intervention. This production
and trade is usually targeted at the most profitable and closest
market--the United States.

X. DEMOCRACY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

In the past decade, there has been a remarkable shift towards
democracy and free markets in the Caribbean Basin region.
Assisting developing countries to a successful transition to
pluralistic democratic government and economic liberalization has
always been an overriding objective of the United States. An
economically thriving and politically democratic Caribbean Basin
benefits the U.S.; an impoverished and chaotic region only creates
serious economic, social and security problems for the United
States. The essential remedies to the latter are always more
costly than preventative measures that rely on the resourcefulness
of the particular country. The 936 program was designed to assist
that effort and it is succeeding more dramatically than anyone
envisioned in 1987.

Perhaps it is useful to note that the 936 Caribbean program, as it
was born in the mid-1980's, focused particularly on the rebuilding
of a politically and economically devastated Grenada. In 1993, use
of these funds as an incentive for creating investment and jobs in
Haiti would not only be consistent with the principles of the 936
Caribbean Program, but could be an important incentive to the
establishment of new business ventures in that beleaguered island.
As with Grenada, the task of reconstructing Haiti will need special
measures. The 936 Caribbean program could be central to restoring
the economy.
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To conclude, 936 fund, are an important catalyst for investment and
economic development in qualified Caribbean Basin countries. The
reduction of 936 tax incentives or the gradual elimination of the
program undermines an important instrument of U.S. foreign policy.
At a time when the region is so committed to the continuation of
free-market oriented policies and democratic reform, changes to
Section 936 will jeopardize an important program that is working
well and helping the region realize its economic potential.

STATEMENT OF THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

I INTRODUCTION.

Committed to the competitiveness of the U.S. electronics industry, EIA has been
the national trade association representing American high technology companies for
over 68 years. Its 1,000 members manufacture 85% of the U.S. production in compo-
nents, parts, systems and equipment for communications, industrial, governmental
and consumer-end uses.

EIA supports the President's goal of reducing the federal deficit, and agrees on
the necessity of mutually shared sacrifice. However, we question and are deeply con-
cerned about the balance between taxes and spending cuts in the President's Eco-
nomic Proposal, and have serious reservations about a number of the specific tax
components in the package.

Two such provisions affecting international taxation are the reasons for EIA's tes-
timony today-the proposal to place foreign source royalty income in a separate"passive income" category for purposes of the foreign tax credit, and the proposal
to eliminate deferral of current taxation of active income earned abroad. EIA be-
lieves that even if these provisions do raise some revenue in the short-term, their
collateral and Iong-term effects will weaken U.S. companies by reducing their global
competitiveness. These proposals will increase costs, result in an ultimate loss of
U.S. jobs and will impair the ability of U.S. firms to pay taxes in the future. These
results are the very opposite of President Clinton's goals of harnessing technology
to drive economic growth and job creation.

These two provisions are so significant with respect to the ability of our members
to compete in the global marketplace, and will have such a disruptive effect on the
operations of our members, that EIA would be willing to forego the enactment of
the President's investment tax credit proposal to eliminate them.

II TREATMENT OF ROYALTY INCOME.

A. Background. The royalty proposal will treat all foreign source royalty income
as income in a separate foreign tax credit limitation category for passive income,
even if the income reflects the earnings from a taxpayer's active trade or business.
(Currently, U.S. companies can aggregate active royalty payments from overseas
subsidiaries with active income earned from foreign businesses, i.e., service income,
dividends.) The proposal will affect not only royalties with respect to patents and
manufacturing processes, but will also adversely affect trademarks, copyrights, soft-
ware and other intellectual property rights crucial to the success of modern enter-
prises.

The royalty proposal-which constitutes a major change from current global mar-
keting practices--is "coupled" in the President's Revenue Package with a proposal
to amend the Section 861 rule to allow allocation of all R&D expenses to the place
of performance of the R&D. No explanation is given for combining these two very
different provisions.

EIA strongly believes that there is no justification for coupling these two propos-
als. In fact, the two proposals will create opposite results. The allocation proposal
makes U.S. R&D spending more attractive; the increased taxation of the royalty in-
come such R&D earns abroad makes it less attractive. The royalty provision and
the rules for allocating R&D should individually stand on their own merits. And on
the merits, the royalty proposal is so anti-competitive that we do not believe it
should ,e considered.

On a separate but related note, EIA has long advocated and continues to support
an approach that will allocate 64% of R&E expenses to the place of performance and
allow the remainder to be allocated based on either sales or gross income. See Code
§ 864(f) and Rev. Proc. 92-56, I.R.B. 1992--28. EIA believes that while a 100% allo-
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cation can be justified, EIA will not support the proposal to allocate all expensesto place of performance if the "price" of such a rule is allocation of all foreign source
roVJt income to the passive income basket.

B. The royalty proposal will substantially increase costs and thus seriously erodeour members' competitiveness in the global marketplace. The economic future ofmany of our members, and the jobs for many of their U.S. employees, depend heav-ily on the ability of our member companies to compete in the global marketplace.As the Clinton Administration has recognized, the ability of our companies to com-pete, and for American workers to compete, "depends less on traditional factors suchas natural resources and cheap labor. instead, the new growth industries are knowl-edge based." Technology for America's Growth: A New Direction to Build Economic
Strength, at 7.

Given the standard of living that we all believe should be the right of the Amer-ican worker, we cannot look to compete on a tper-hour wage cost with companies op-erating in countries with low wage and bene it levels. As a result, the future of ourindustries and our workers depends upon our ability to compete with the new pat-ents, trademarks, software, and other intellectual property that are the basis of highwage jobs. EIA's historic strength has been its members' ability to develop newideas and to use innovative processes to create and manufacture technologically su-per products and services to meet the needs of the global marketplace.
Te royalty proposal will hamstring those efforts by penalizing the worldwidecommercialization of our members' technological creations. Our nation's !eadershipin the electronics industries is constantly challenged from aggressive and well-i-nanced international competitors. We can retain superiority in this field onlythrough a consistent effort and only if the competitive playing field is level. Domes-

tic tax, trade or other government policies that discourage the development or in-crease the cost of developing intellectual property (upon which breakthrough tech-nology products and services depend) will erode our ability to compete in the global
market and to maintain American jobs.

As such, the royalty proposal's increased "tax" upon our companies will create areal barrier to our ability to compete with foreign companies that are not similarly
disadvantaged. Moreover if we lose in the overseas marketplace, we will surely lose
in the U.S. market as well.

C. The royalty proposal will disrupt operations of U.S. companies in the globalmarketplace. The current United States tax system recognizes that intellectual prop-erty is integally tied to the active conduct of a trade or business. Indeed, recentU.S. tax policy has consistently focused on ensuring that royalties reflect the truevalue of the intangible assets to which they relate. The tax code, under section367(d) anti section 482, has been strengthened to encourage U.S. companies to accu-
rately price the royalties that they charge to affiliates.

This proposal will change this method of operation. Fairly-priced royalties will befaced with a penalty. Current agreements with affiliates, with unrelated parties, and
with foreign governments, all based on a fair royalty price, will be disrupted andwill need to be reevaluated. At a time when American businesses should concentrate
on making better products and improving customer service, additional attention to
the costs and benefits of royalty agreements will be necessary.

D. The royalty proposal will dilute America's technology base. This proposal makesthe development of intellectual property in the United States less attractive by in-creasing its cost. As a result, the increased costs of this proposal can and will affect
decisions that will be made in the future regarding the manner and locale of a com-
pany's business.

Companies have a variety of possible responses if this proposal is enacted. Asnoted above, at the margin, a company might be tempted to increase foreign manu-facturing or foreign R&D. [NOTE: Appendix A provides an example illustrating the
incentive for foreign manufacturing that the proposal could create.]

As an alternative to increasing foreign manufacturing, a company might also have
an incentive to give up American ownership of certain intellectual property to a for-eign competitor or a joint venturer. A company might even be forced to withdraw
from certain foreign markets and cede them to competitors.

We believe that there is no justification for a tax policy that will likely result inboth a dilution of America's technology base and a transfer of R&D efforts and em-ployment abroad. It does not make sense for U.S. tax policy to disrupt the current
system for a proposal that has only marginal utility and will, in essence, hurt thecompetitiveness of U.S. industries and provide further disincentives for U.S.-based
research.

Indeed, if any revenues are raised from this proposal, it is because the provision
will create excess foreign tax credits. Although tax policy alone may not be a suffi-
cient incentive to manufacture abroad, a company with such excess credits will have
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a marginal incentive to manufacture in a low tax jurisdiction abroad rather than
in the United States. That further erodes the ability of the electronic industries to
create good U.S. jobs for U.S. citizens.

E. The royalty proposal could result in a loss of U.S. jobs. The decisions as to
where to own and develop intangibles generally are driven by concerns other than
tax motivations. These decisions are based primarily on the need for proximity to
customers and supplirs, ts"e existence and availability of a highly skilled workforce,
and the overseas market involved. As the Wall Street Journal recently reported,"company officials shy that they located abroad not to dodge U.S. taxes, but tAo take
advantage of the same low labor rates and raw material prices that their European
and Asian rivals have access to." Clinton Plan for Foreign Operations Draws Com-
plaints from U.S. Companies. Wall Street Journal, Thursday, March 25, 1993, at A-
3.

However, the increased costs of doing business that are bound to result from the
royalty proposal will only hurt U.S. companies' competitive position in the global
market. To the extent that U.S. companies will be unable to compete, contracts will
be lost, business will decrease, and there will be fewer job opportunities for Ameri-
cans. Since exports increase the high wage/high benefit jobs tound in the U.S. elec-
tronics industry, they should be encouraged, not discouraged.

F. The royalty proposal will not raise significant revenue in the long run. The pro-
posal will have some short-term revenue raising effect, but as discussed above, com-
panies in excess credit positions can and will adjust their operations to deal with
the proposal-and such adjustments will have adverse economic effects on U.S. com-
panies and their workers.

G. The royalty proposal is not based on sound tax policy. There are no sound or
compelling tax policy reasons for this proposal. Generally, the Tax Code has re-
quired separate "baskets" for passive income only when the nature of the income
was that it was fungible and easily movable. Royalty income is not in that category.
The source of such income depends on the country in which the use (or right to use)
the intangible arises. This proposal is an indirect method of changing that fun-
damental rule. In addition, the royalty proposal appears to make an argument that
royalty income should be in a separate basket because it is not heavily taxed. This
argument is overbroad, and if taken to the extreme, can lead to infinite trans-
actional basketing.

Finally, under the proposal, royalties will be arbitrarily treated differently from
other types of income, such as dividends and interest, received from related parties.
Moreover, such a rule will distinguish between branches (which can acquire intangi-
bles as tax-free capital contributions) and subsidiaries of related corporations.

H. The increase in reported royalty income is not due to tax avoidance. The Admin-
istration defends its proposal by arguing that after 1986, taxpayers reacted to extra
foreign tax credits generated in part due to lower U.S. tax rates by establishing for-
eign subsidiaries and having these subsidiaries make royalty payments for intellec-
tual property developed in the U.S. EIA believes that this increase is due to a num-
ber of factors, in particular a growth of U.S. business abroad and compliance with
the U.S. tax law. These include the general increase in software and software-relat-
ed exports (which rely heavily on royalties), a rise in joint ventures in order to pene-
trate the global market, increased franchising overseas by U.S. companies. as well
as the fact that U.S. firms have increased their royalty charges as affiliates as a
matter of compliance with the super-royalty provisions of the Tax Code (section
367(d)) and increased scrutiny under section 482. The Administration should not use
taxpayers' attempts to increase their global business and a legally mandated re-
quirement such as the super-royalty provision to argue that the increase in royalty
income illustrates tax avoidance.

I. The royalty proposal is unsound economic policy. It is incorrect as a matter of
economic policy to tax roy-'ty income as passive income. Research and development
activity by U.S. based companies must be encouraged rather than discouraged. The
ability to transfer the fruits of that research easily has helped to create and main-
tain jobs in the United States and has strengthened the economy of the U.S. and
of its corporate citizens.

As noted earlier, the royalty proposal in its current form not only places royalties
from technology in the passive category but also covers royalties from trademarks,
copyrights, and software. In addition to all the other reasons cited above for aban-
doning the proposal, the lack of any conceptual reason for imposing a penalty on
these other classes of intellectual property must, also be considered. Many U.S. com-
panies license their trademarks to foreiE- licensees to gain entry to, or retain mar-
ket share in, a foreign market. This is go.,d for U.S. exports and good for the overall
economic health of U.S. multinational companies. Imposing another layer of tax on
this activity, as the royalty proposal will do, will make it more difficult for U.S. com-
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panies to compete and over the long term will reduce market share of U.S.-based
multinational corporations.

J. Summary. Any tax proposal must take into account the fact that U.S. compa-
nies compete in the global marketplace. Indeed, studies have repeatedly shown that
exports contribute significantly to job growth in the United States. For example, the
Department of Commerce estimates that for every $1 billion in exports, 19,100 jobs
are created. U.S. Jobs Supported by Merchandised Exports, Office of Macro-
economics Analysis, Series 1-92, April 1992. Rather than penalizing international
operations, EIA believes policymakers must make the United States the world's best
place in which to manufacture and from which to export. A fundamental part of this
effort is the avoidance of policies like the royalty proposal which impair the ability
of U.S. firms to compete and operate in the global market.

Concern with "runaway plants" or other tax sheltered foreign income should be
addressed carefully and directly. Blunt tax policy changes should not be adopted
when they will disrupt the sectors of the American economy that produce competi-
tive products and high wage employment. The royalty proposal is an overkill to any
perceived problem, in that it affects not only manufacturing royalties, but all kinds
of intellectual property, and increases the cost of business activity to such an extent
that it hampers the ability of American companies to compete abroad.

IllI CHANGES TO DEFERRAL

A. Background. The deferral! proposal will require 10 percent shareholders of cer-
tain "controlled foreign corporations" ("CFCs") to include in income currently their
pro rata shares of a specific portion of the CFC's current and accumulated earnings.
The proposal will apply to a CFC that held passive assets representing 25% or more
of the value of the CFC's total assets. 1 In essence, the deferral proposal eliminates
to a large extent the concept of "deferrai" in our foreign tax system. The U.S. tax
system already puts U.S.-based multinational companies at a competitive disadvan-
tage with their foreign counterparts; the deferral proposal will increase that dis-
advantage.

Most foreign competitors operate under a system (a "territorial system") which
does not tax any foreign income. By contrast, U.S. multinationals are taxed on their
worldwide income. The foreign tax credit, far from being the special tax preference
that some policymakers seem to view it, is really just an adjustment mechanism
that prevents double taxation of U.S. income by the United States and by foreign
jurisdictions.

The concept of deferral in our international tax system prevents multiple taxation
of the same items of income, sad also respects the tax sovereignty of nations that
use a territorial system. It is an important concept not only for these tax policy rea-
sons, but as a means of ensuring that U.S.-based multinationals remain competitive
in the worldwide tax system. For the reasons discussed below, the EIA believes that
the complete or partial repeal of deferral-as a means of preventing a perceived ex-
port of jobs, fixing a perceived "unfairness," or as a pure and simple revenue raising
measure, is, in its operational effect, counter to the goal of enhancing U.S. competi-
tiveness and growing domestic high wage employment.

B. The deferral proposal will harm U.S. companies. The deferral proposal will in-
crease the costs to U.S. companies doing business abroad-either by increasing
taxes or forcing these companies to alter their operations. Thus, the proposal will
have a detrimental effect on the benefits of international economic activity. We view
this as shortsighted, since the overseas operations of and sales by American compa-
nies preserve U.S. jobs by increasing the overall activities and financial strength of
U.S.-based corporations.

Indeed, other nations recognize the importance of the global marketplace and pro-
vide incentives to their corporate citizens with worldwide operations. Our members
compete with foreign multinationals who have the advantages of tax enterprise
zones and additional tax or treaty advantages, such as tax exemption for foreign
subsidiary dividends. In short, the United States currently provides one of the least
favorable rules for the taxation of offshore income. Clearly, if deferral is eliminated
the competitive gap will widen, benefiting our international competitors.

C. The deferral proposal will not create U.S. jobs; it will slow U.S. economic
growth. Although taxes are a factor in the determination of where businesses decide
to locate, they are clearly not the only nor the predominant factor. We believe that

1 The portion of current and accumulated earnings subject to inclusion is the lesser of the
CFC's (1) total current and accumulated earnings and profits, or (2) the amount by which the
value of the CFC's passive assets exceeds 25% of the value of its total assets.
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in the electronic industries, the primary reason for a decision to locate manufactur-
ing abroad has been the need for daily access to customers and suppliers.

Because the economic factors discussed above will remain the same even if defer-
ral is wholly or partially eliminated, few, if any, business enterprises will relocate
their plants inside the United States solely because of a tax change. Instead, the
additional tax cost of operating abroad will make American multinational business
less competitive and thus reduce its market share and profitability. And while we
reject the claims of American decline in high technology, we caution that both the
recent macro-level and individual product-level achievements of the U.S. high tech-
nology sector are by no means guaranteed and that the pressures associated with
international competition will remain intense for the domestic economy. The imposi-
tion of a large new tax increase will most assured have an adverse affect upon
their progress and will harm the President's plan to oost U.S. high-tech leadership
in world markets.

D. The deferral proposal will not produce significant revenue. We must seriously
question whether the proposal will generate the kind of revenue predicted by the
Administration, particularly in the longer term. The Staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation estimates that the deferral proposal will raise between $600 million
and $800 million in tax revenues in the L'irst two years, diminishing to $100 million
after three years.

These estimates indicate to us that even at its most "optimistic" the revenue ef-
fects of such a change are short lived. Moreover, these estimates do not appear to
take into account the likely changes in the actions of both foreign governments and
multinational corporations which will occur if deferral is wholly or partially re-
pealed. For example, foreign governments will be expected to increase foreign taxes.
Indeed, the reaction of foreign governments to the Tax Reform Acto--f 1986--many
of whom lowered taxes to reflect the change in the U.S. tax system-illustrates that
foreign taxes are likely to rise again if the U.S. tax system again changes course.

If foreign taxes increase, U.S. companies will merely be paying more to foreign
jurisdictions. Moreover, repeal of deferral means that companies will not have the
same incentives to minimize taxes paid to foreign governments, and indeed, could
change their tax planning to acceleT'ate the payment of foreign income taxes which
are postponed, such as foreign withholding taxes.

E. Sufficient rules exist to prevent abuses. Finally, we believe that the deferral pr. -
posal is unnecessary because sufficient rules exist to prevent abusive situations. For
example, the foreign personal holding company rules (secs. 551-558 of the Code)
prevent the use of offshore corporations as "incorporated pocketbooks," where divi-
dends, interest and similar forms of passive income were realized by U.S.-owned cor-
porations located in countries with low or no income taxes. Subpart F itself prevents
tax avoidance by treating all items of foreign-base company income as a constructive
dividend to the U.S. shareholders that must be reported currently.

F. Summary. In summary, we believe that the deferral proposal will impair the
competitiveness of the U.S. electronics industry abroad without increasing domestic
employment or providing a domestic economic stimulus. It will create a tax system
that is unfair and competitively disadvantageous, and which invites retaliation by
foreign countries and a shift of activities of U.S. companies abroad. This proposal
runs counter to the goal of strengthening U.S. exports and domestic employment,
and will only weaken our industry s attempt to increase its share of the global elec-
tronics market.

IV. CONCLJSION.

The President has stated that "the United States must . . . ensure that its tax
trade, regulatory, and procurement policies encourage private sector investment and
innovation. In a global [economy] where capital and technology are increasingly mo-
bile, the United States must make sure that it has the best environment for private
sector investment and job creation." Technology for America's Growth, supra, at 12.

The royalty proposal and the proposal on deferral will frustrate these important
goals by increasing the costs of U.S. business operations in international markets.
They have no tax or economic policy justification, and will likely lead to an export
of U.S. manufacturing, R&D activities and jobs. These are not the items we want
to export. Rather, we want to continue to export the best products and services that
our people and our technology can produce. We therefore strongly urge that these
two proposals be rejected.

APPENDIX A-EXAMPLE

Assume a U.S. company has a foreign subsidiary with manufacturing operations
in a foreign country which imposes a tax of 50% on the foreign subsidiary's income.
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'Assume further that the foreign subsidiary earn- $100 in income per year but pays
its U.S. parent $30 per year in royalties under a license for intellectual property
from its U.S. parent. Finally, assume the foreign subsidiary dividends 100% of its
annual after-tax earnings to the U.S. parent. In this case, the total income to the
U.S. parent (before foreign and U.S. tax) would be $100.

Assuming no dividend withholding tax, the foreign subsidiary would pay $35 in
foreign taxes ($100-$30 deduction for royalties paid to its U.S. parent) x 50% tax
rate). Under the proposal and at current tax rates, the U.S. parent would pay
$10.20 in U.S. tax ($30 royalty income from its foreign subsidiary x 34%). There
would be no U.S. tax on the dividend income from the foreign subsidiary because
of the foreign tax credits brought up with the dividend income. In fact, the U.S. par-
ent would have $11.20 in excess foreign tax credits ($35 foreign tax credits-($70
"gross-up" dividend income from its foreign subsidiary x 34% US. tax rate)]. Thus,
total tax on the $100 of foreign earnings of the U.S. company and its foreign subsidi-
ary would be $45.20, for an effective tax rate of 45.2%.

In this situation, if the U.S. parent is considering investing in a new plant, either
in the U.S. or a foreign country, the proposal would provide an incentive to the U.S.
parent to seek a low-tax foreign country. For example, if the U.S. parent earns $100
of taxable income from a new plant located in the U.S., its total tax bill will increase
by $34 ($100 from its new U.S. plant x 34%). Combined with its income from its
foreign subsidiary in the country with the 50% tax rate, the U.S. parent would earn
$200 cf pre-tax income, and would pay $79.20 in tax, for an effective tax rate of
39.6%.

However, if the U.S. company establishes a new foreign subsidiary in a country
which, via statutory rates or tax holidays, imposes a tax rate of only 20% on manu-
facturing profits, it will pay a lower total tax bill. In this case, the new foreign sub-
sidiary would pay $20 on its income before dividending to the U.S. parent. The U.S.
parent would be faced with a residual U.S. tax of $14 on that income. However,

11.20 of this residual U.S. tax would be offset by the excess foreign tax credits the
U.S. parent has with respect to the dividends it received from its other foreign sub-
sidiary operating in the country with a 50% tax rate as a consequence of the Presi-
dent's royalty proposal. The net result is that the U.S. company would earn $200
of pre-tax income, and pay worldwide tax of $69.00, for an effective tax rate of
34.5%.

STATEMENT OF THE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE

The members of ECAT appreciate President Clinton's attention and proposals to
reduce the burgeoning federal budget deficit. It is the nation's number one economic
problem. We can and do argue with some of the deficit reduction proposals. What
we do not argue with is the necessity to get on with the deficit reduction task.

President Clinton's tax proposals single out U.S. firms with overseas business op-
erations for payment of an unduly heavy share of the additional tax burden called
for in the deficit reduction package. For reasons later cited in connection with an
ECAT study of the impact of U.S. overseas business on the U.S. economy, we think
this an unwise course of action.

While the business community recognizes that the new Administration needs time
to develop a set of consistent foreign economic policies, we hope that the chosen path
will be toward opening such competitive opportunities as those that will follow suc-
cessful completion of the long-stelled Uruguay Round and the NAFTA rather than
a path of placing U.S. business in less favorable competitive situations such as
would follow enactment of tha fo-oeign tax proposals before this Committee. If the
United States is to prosper in the modern global economy, we cannot afford to see
our streams of income diminished, as would be our foreign income stream with en-
actment of President Clinton's foreign tax proposals.

The rhetoric of the 1992 Presidential campaign and the early months of the new
Administration depict the U.S. tax code as somehow or other unduly encouraging
U.S. firms to invest abroad rather than at home. Were reality coincident with the
rhetoric, we would find it difficult to disagree with proposals intended to make taxes
a neutral factor in regard to where investments are placed.

But the rhetoric does not fit the facts. The U.S. tax code does provide investment
neutrality. In order to avoid double taxation of the same income, the foreign tax
credit provides that income earned abroad by U.S. citizens shall pay the higher of
either the U.S. tax rate or the foreign tax rate. If the foreign rate is higher, then
no tax is owed the United States. If the foreign tax is lower, then the difference
between the foreign and the U.S. rate is owed the United States.
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When U.S. taxes are owed on foreign income, they are payable on receipt of the
foreign-earnings. In this way, U.S. taxes are paid on foreign income when it is real-
ized just as U.S. shareholders pay tax on corporate profits only after dividends are
received.

This practice of the United States is generally mirrored in the tax practices of
other countries. As a result, there is an approximate international tax neutrality in-
sofar as investment is concerned. To the extent that the United States tax practice
diverges from the international norm, there is a competitive disadvantage to U.S.
firms. Several of President Clinton's foreign tax proposals move the United States
away from the international norm and would, if enacted, be anticompetitive for U.S.
business.

Anticompetitive measures cannot be afforded by the U.S. economy, which is more
closely intertwined with the economies of our trading partners and our global com-
petitors than is generally realized. We in ECAT, for example, are about to publish
a study demonstrating the enormous benefits to the U.S. economy flowing from U.S.
foreign direct investments.

The principal author of our study is Dean Peterson who is a respected and well-
known international economist with extensive government and private sector experi-
ence. Dr. Peterson worked in close consultation with economists from a number of
ECAT member firms. Our study has also been reviewed by other nationally known
economists tc help ensure that it contains no glitches.

We conducted our ECAT study to examine the effects of the foreign operations of
U.S. multinational corporations on the U.S. economy. A similar ECAT study in the
early 1970's had shown that the foreign direct investments of U.S. firms had a most
positive effect on the U.S. economy. We wanted to see, in light of the relative dete-
rioration of the U.S. international competitive position during the 1980's, whether
this positive effect might have changed since the original study wns published in
1973.

Our study, therefore, focuses on the decade of the 1980's. It in very considerable
depth explores the effect of U.S.-based multinational companies on the health and
competitiveness of the U.S. economy. The study is based on an examination of U.S.
government statistics, and demonstrates that U.S. multinational corporations con-
tinue to be a source of enormous strength to the U.S. economy in every measurable
respect.

We believe it critical for national policy that the findings of the study that are
summarized below be clearly understood for they establish a factual framework
against which policy proposals such as foreign tax proposals can better be weighed
to see if they advance or detract from the national interest.

The ECAT study shows that U.S. multinational corporations (USMNCs) made
strongly positive contributions to the U.S. trade, payments and financial positions
throughout the 1980's, a decade characterized by a massive deterioration of the U.S.
trade balance, international payments balance, and global financial position. In fact,
USMNCs are now the single most positive factor in the U.S. balance of payments.
Had it not been for the positive performance of USMNCs during the 1980's, the eco-
nomic position of the United States would have been much worse, given the weaker
performance of corporations oriented primarily toward the domestic market.

The report's principal findings are:
" USMNCs contributed surpluses to the U.S. balance of payments- consisting of
positive trade flows and earnings net of reinvestment---averaging $83 billion
annually in the period 1982 to 1990.

" USMNCs balance of payments surpluses rose steadily from an average of $74
billion during 1982-1984 to $130 billion in 1990.

" USMNCs surpluses on trade account alone rose from $46 billion in 1984 to $80
billion in 1990. By contrast, the overall U.S. trade balance for manufacturers
deteriorated steadily through 1987 and hit a deficit of -$73 billion in 1990. Ab-
sent the enormous balance of payment surpluses of USMNCs, the state of the
U.S. economy and balance of payments would have been truly calamitous.

" USMNCs have consistently achieved trade surpluses in most industrial sectors.
" Real U.S. export growth averaged 14 percent annually from 1986-1991, the

highest for any five-year period in U.S. history.
" Total U.S. exports accounted for 89% of U.S. economic growth during 1989-91.
* USMNCs accounted for approximately two-thirds of U.S. manufactured exports.
* U.S. firms and industries that have been most aggressive in expanding global

investments have also been most successful in expanding both their U.S. ex-
ports and global market shares.

" Industries with the highest proportionate levels of foreign investment achieved
the highest rate of export growth. Significantly, U.S. exports to overseas affili-
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ccounted for a steadily rising share of total exports by USMNCs and were
w,1,rgly and positively correlated with growth in foreign affiliate sales. This
demonstrates the importance of foreign investment by USMNCs. In effect, ex-
ports follow investment.

* While retiriing substantial trade and balance of payments surpluses to the
United St.-Aes, USMNCs continue to build their operations abroad primarily
through reinvestment of overseas earnings.

* Investments overseas enable USMNCs to achieve global economies of scale, to
assure access to foreign markets and to sustain the worldwide research and de-
velopment activities indispensable to maintaining competitiveness in an in-
creasingly global environment.

" The higher the share of U.S. direct manufacturing investment in a foreign coun-
try, the more likely the U.S. is to have a merchandise trade surplus with that
count ry.

* The relative paucity of U.S. direct investments in Japan, for example, is a major
reason why U.S. exports to that country are relatively small.

" U.S. foreign affiliates predominantly serve foreign markets. The underlying mo-
tivation for foreign direct investment is to penetrate markets otherwise inacces-
sible to U.S. firms and then to protect or expand market share. Excluding Can-
ada, only 8 percent t of sales by U.S. foreign manufacturing affiliates were to the
U.S. market in 1989.

" Financial transactions by USMNCs have consistently been positive. Indeed,
they are now the most positive single factor in the VJS. balance of payments.

" Gross balance of payments investment income generated by USMNCs rose from
$30 billion in 1982 to $72 billion in 1992.

" Net of reinvested earnings, the average contribution of positive investment
flows, climbed from $19 billion annually in 1983-84 to $56 billion in 1992.

" The dramatic deterioration of the U.S. merchandise trade balance in the first
half of the 1980's was driven by clearly identifiable macroeconomic forces.

" The most important factors were the overvaluation of the U.S. dollar, up 37 per-
cent in real terms against 40 leading international competitors from 1980 to
1985, and rapid growth in U.S. domestic demand in 1982-85 relative to other
industrialized countries. Similarly, the subsequent recovery in U.S. exports and
dramatic improvements in the merchandise trade balance can be traced to a re-
versal in these macroeconomic trends. Had U.S. multinational firms not made
foreign investments, the trade balance would have been much worse.

" USMCs have been and continue to be the source of significant employment
in the U.S. economy-much of which is generated by foreign investment.

* During the 1980's, manufacturing USMNCs had a better record on employment
than the typical large U.S. manufacturing firm. Because of the economic down-
turn and increased pressure from foreign competitors, employment by USMNC
parents did decline sli htly from 1982 through 1989. That decline, however, was
substantially smaller than the decline in employment by Fortune 500 companies
as a whole. Furthermore. manufacturing employment by foreign affiliates of
USMNCs is declining, belying the belief that USMNCs are shifting U.S. jobs
abroad.

The above findings factually contradict the conventional wisdom that USMNCs are
harming the U.S. economy by shifting jobs abroad and importing cheaper products
into the United States. In fact, the opposite is true. Investment by USMNCs abroad
provides the platform for growth in exports and creates jobs in the United States.

These findings lead to important policy conclusions, including:

* An open system of global trade and investment is a necessary condition for as-
suring long-term prosperity of USMNCs and the U.S. economy;

* Foreign direct investment is indispensable as the means for gaining access to
overseas markets and as a source of capital and technology dissemination;

* Multilateral approaches to international trade and investment problems are
preferable; and

" The link between domestic policies and international economic performance is
of critical importance to maintaining competitiveness and jobs.

However, there are clouds on the horizon. Foreign multinationals have overtaken
USMNCs as leading sources of new foreign direct investment. Proposals have been
lut forward to limit the economic activities of foreign multinationals in the United
States.

Likewise, as the U.S. economy continues its halting recovery and unemployment
rates continue to be a concern, proposals have been put forward to limit the flexibil-
ity of USMNCs to invest abroad, such as President Clinton's foreign tax proposals.
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Enactment, of such limiting proposals could produce tragic results for the competi-
tiveness of tbe U.S. economy. The proposals would curtail needed foreign capital for
the U.S. economy and would limit the ability of U.S. firms to compete with global
firms from Japan, Germany, and elsewhere, who are increasing their global market
share at the expense of domestic U.S. firms.

It is with the benefit of the ECAT study in mind that we conclude that enactment
of the President's foreign tax proposals would be harmful to U.S. firms who do busi-
ness internationally. This, incidentally, includes many thousands of firms who sup-
ply materials and components and services to other firms who export goods. Many
or most of these supplier firms are unaware that they are participants in U.S. inter-
national business.

In the case of many ECAT member companies, for example, the increasing costs
and burdens of government laws and regulations, among other things, makes it eco-
nomical for them to contract with outside firms-most of whom are small-for goods
and services. Out-sourcing saves large companies mandated costs, for example, that
in many cases do not apply to smaller firms, and is a very major reason for small
businea- growth.

A pi acipal stated objective of Priesident Clinton is to encourage the growth of
small businesses, as witnessed by his proposal for an investment tax credit. The
President's proposals to target U.S. multinational corporations for disproportionate
tax increases, however, will work very much in the opposite direction. To the extent
that the largest U.S. firms are hurt, so will be their outside suppliers.

The President has proposed six changes in the foreign tax area that together
would increase taxes on U.S. multinational firms by an estimated $15.8 billion over
a period of six years. The late Senator Everett Dirksen once said that a billion here
and a billion there and soon you have some real money.

For the firms that would have to pay the $15.8 billion in increased taxes on their
foreign income as proposed by President Clinton, that is an awful lot of real
money-money that otherwise could be invested in job creation for large numbers
of workers and that could prevent the loss of business opportunities to our foreign
and domestic competitors.

As stated at the outset of this testimony, such possible consequences trouble many
American businessmen at a time when they are all struggling to become more com-
petitive and to maintain their standings in the dynamic global economy.

Here are brief comments on the six proposed changes in the taxation of foreign
source income. The three most troublesome to the members of ECAT are those that
would:

* treat royalties as passive income for foreign tax credit limitations
* amend Section 936 to limit the possessions corporation credit to 65 percent of

wages paid, and that would
* eliminate foreign tax "deferral" for accumulated earnings that are greater than

25 percent of total assets.

While for a number of members of ECAT the Section 936 proposed changes treat-
d below are of the greatest consequence, the proposed changes concerning royalty

L come are either at the top of the list for a large number of ECAT companies or
are a close second.

What is proposed by the Clinton Administration is to treat royalty income as pas-
sive income, thereby disallowing low-tax royalty income to be averaged with high
tax income as currently provided under the overall limitation method of calculating
the foreign tax credit. This will very substantially increase the tax costs of conduct-
ing foreign business for large numbers of U.S. firms who license technology to their
overseas affiliates as well as to non-related firms.

Royalty income is an important component of U.S. international competitiveness.
To illustrate, in 1991 royalty and licensing income from abroad totaled $17.8 billion.
This large amount is not only vital to the profitability of the parent U.S. firms, but
to the U.S. balance of payments.

The United States is fortunate in being a high-technology economy. Licensing this
technology to overseas subsidiaries is important to the international competitiveness
of both the subsidiary and the U.S. parent firm. To raise the tax costs of licensing
technology seems inappropriate and unfair to high-technology firms who are doing
their best to compete with the high-technology industries of other countries. To so
penalize the licensing of technology as proposed by President Clinton will raise U.S.
taxes on foreign source income at a time when U.S. industries are under siege from
abroad. It might cause some to review whether it might not be more economical to
conduct R & D in overseas facilities. Indeed, many countries offer incentives to at-
tract the conduct of R & D in their jurisdictions.
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It is interesting that the proposal to place royalty income in a passive basket is
one part of a two-pronged proposal. The other prong is to provide that un ier the
allocation provisions of Section 861 of the Internal Revenue Code, R & D expenses
can be allocated solely to the locus of the R & D expenditure. While this is desirable,
it in no way compensates f-- the substantial added tax burden connected with the
royalty income prong.

The dual nature of this particular two-pronged proposal is troubling. While the
Section 861 part is designed to keep R & D in the United States, the other part
that would increase taxes on royalty income would do exactly the opposite, i.e., it
would encourage U.S. firms to explore the possibilities of conducting R & D activi-
ties abroad.

Those members of ECAT who have made considerable investments in Puerto Rico
in large part on the basis of Section 936, are particularly distressed at the proposed
changes in that Section. We would hazard a guess that if enacted, there will be no
federal budgetary saving or deficit reduction since it can be expected that in place
of !he private sector Section 936 investments there will be the need for increased
direct federal transfer payments to meet a minimal level of societal benefits in Puer-
to Rico.

Local, state, and federal government transfer payments in the United States also
might increase with the proposed drastic cutback in the Section 936 credit to the
extent that there would be further migration from Puerto Rico to communities on
the mainland that might not offer sufficient numbers of job opportunities, thus re-
sulting in increased government transfer payments to the unemployed.

In addition to the increased federal, st.ite, and local transfer payments that could
be expected to follow from cutbacks in Section 936, it is also reasonable to expect
that the government of Puerto Rico would exact a tax on Section 936 funds remitted
to the mainland so that the estimated tax revenue estimates would likely be smaller
than surmised. Also, if a truncated Section 936 causes U.S. firms to move their op-
erations from Puerto Rico, they likely would go to other Caribbean or Pacific Rim
countries.

The third most objectionable foreign tax proposal is to eliminate so-called "defer-
ral" for retained earnings abroad that are in excess of 25 percent of the asset value
of the foreign subsidiary. For many ECAT companies this is perhaps the most objec-
tionable of the foreign tax proposals. It is buta r atta against the "deferral"
provisions in U.S. tax practice.

"Deferral" over the years has continually been whittled away by such measures
as recharacterization of active income into passive income-such as is similarly now
being proposed for royalty noy income.

No other countries go through these kinds of excesses. They either practice "defer-
ral" as the United States used to, or they don't use "deferral, since they do not levy
national taxes on income earned overseas by their citizens.

What "deferral" simply does is to postpone the payment of taxes until the income
has been received by the taxed entity. We follow the same practice domestically.
Shareholders in U.S. firmdo not pay personal income taxes on the non-distributed
earnings of the corporations in which they hold shares.

Of the other three foreign tax proposals included in the President's defliAt reduc-
tion plan our views are as follows:

*the "stripping" rule proposal is not of any significant interest to ECAT members
*on the proposal to eliminate the working capital exception for foreign oil and
gas ands Zipping income, ECAT members bel ieve that interest earned on nec-
essary amounts of working capital should not be deemed to be passive income,
and

* on the proposal to improve enforcement of the Section 482 arms-length pricing
mechanism, there is ECAT agreement that improved enforcement is certainly
non-objectionable.

We would hope, however, that any new enforcement rules for Section 482, or for
any other measures, will not further complicate the enormos and stifling burden
of compliance. The 1986 tax bill added such technicalities and s.rriiistrative bur-
dens as to be nearly non-administrable. For many ECAT members, the cost of com-
pliance is often greater than the resultant tax payment.

To conclude, we would ask that the proposed increases in taxes on foreign source
income be weighed not just against possible revenue loss if they are not enacted,
but also against their anti-competitive effect on U.S. firms engaged in foreign busi-
ness. As cur soon-to-be released ECAT study shows these firms and their foreign
business operations contribute most positively to the economic well-being of the
United State.. The-" positive contributions far overwhelm any possible marginal tax
revenues.
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We would urge you to place these contributions uppermost among your con3ider-
ations of the national economic interest in deciding on your deficit reduction legisla-
tive package. Prospering U.S. companies will pay more taxes than will diminishing
ones.

STATEMENT OF THE EMPLOYEE RELOCATION COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Cris Collie, Executive Vice
Preaiden',; of the Employee Relocation Council, or E-R-C.

E-R-C is a professional membership association of 1,000 major corporations and
governmental agencies and more than 10,000 relocation service companies con-
cerned with the transfer of employees for job-related reasons. Our members move
more than 220,000 American workers every year, many of whom are compelled to
move to retain or obtain employment. We appreciate your giving us the opportunity
today to present our views on the Presidents proposal to change the deduction for
moving expenses and we look forward to working with the Committee.

We offer our support to this Committee as it drafts legislation to implement all
of the tax and many of the spending provisions in the Presidents economic plan. The
Presidents package-and his timetable-are ambitious. We realize you face a June
18 target date for approving your part of the budget reconciliation bill with its focus
on jobs, education, investment incentives, and health care as well as with the pro-
posals to reduce the deficit.

We wish you well as you develop this package.
Without question, the deficit is a serious problem that the American public wants

solved. But the solution has not and will not come easy; the inevitable spending cuts
and tax increases will require everyone to contribute to deficit reduction. We hope,
though, that the final product from this Committee reflects its concern with sound
tax and economic policy.

When President Clinton introduced his economic plan to a joint session of Con-
gress in February, he lauded American companies as the promise of new economic
health and stressed the integral role they would undertake with government in re-
versing the difficulties of the last two decades. We are in concert with the President
in recognizing the significance of corporate America in the development of job oppor-
tunities and the rebuilding and strengthening of our workforce. However, we also
are concerned that a general objective of the economic package-to create jobs--is
undermined by the specific deficit reduction provision to restrict deductions for
work-related moving expenses.

Our major interest today is the deduction for job-related moving expenses. Cur-
rent law already includes so many restrictions on the moving expense deduction
that many job-related moves are not deductible. We are concerned that additional
restrictions on this business expense will hurt people in the job market and counter-
act some of the jobs incentives in other parts of the Presidents economic package.
Our concern deepened with the recent announcements of massive job dislocation due
to the cutbacks in military bases.

THE MOVING EXPENSE DEDUCTION IS A JOBS ISSUE

One of the main reasons President Clinton won the November election is his com-
mitment to put people first by restoring our competitive position in the world econ-
omy. His economic package reflects his concern that our improving economy still
needs help in the form of incentives to make it easier for the unemployed to find
jobs. Moving expenses can directly affect the nations employment picture. A study
(The Tax Treatment of Moving Costs: The Economic Impact on a Growing Economy)
prepared for us by Eugene Steuerle (forme- Deputy Assistant Treasury Secretary)
and Joseph Cordes (Chairman of the Economics Department of G-orge Washington
University and former Deputy Director of CBOs tax division), which has been sepa-
rately submitted to be printedin the record, finds that in an ideal world there would
be no restrictions on the moving expense deduction. Any restrictions, according to
Steuerle and Cordes, can affect the mobility of labor and, therefore, can affect the
ability to match the right worker and the right job to create the most productive
economy.
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This study indicates that any restrictions on deducting moving expenses can slow
economic growth; the tax laws already include substantial restrictions. Our position
is that no additional restrictions should be adopted. We want the economic recovery
to continue. And we believe additional restrictions would discourage, not encourage,
economic recovery.

Moving Helps Individuals and the Economy
In work-related moves, people move out of self-interest to increase their incomes

or improve their standards of living, or retain their jobs. But it also is in the nations
economic self-interest for people to move freely. abor mobility facilitates matching
te right people with the right jobs. It means people with the right training and
education can be matched with jobs that use that training well. Additionally, some
economic studies conclude that workers who move may increase not only their own
income and the productivity of their employers, but also the output of other parts
of their new community. Consequently, there is a positive link between labor mobil-
ity and productivity. Artificial barriers to this matching process should be avoided.

Restrictions on the Deduction Discourage Labor Mobility
Labor mobility helps improve economic productivity and can provide the U.S. with

a competitive advantage over other nations. Historically, the American work force
has been more mobile than workers in other countries. A few years ago, The Econo-
mist reported that American manual workers are 18 times more likely to move to
a different state to find or keep a job than Britons. If we can preserve labor mobil-
ity, we will preserve a very important competitive advantage over countries where
workers are less willing o move and government policies do not encourage mobility.

In an ideal world, there would be no restrictions on the deduction of work-related
moving expenses. The Steuerle-Cordes study indicates that any restriction on the
deduction is a barrier to the mobility of labor and, necessarily, is a barrier to the
process of matching people and 4obs. Maintaining such barriers is against the eco-
nomic interest not only of Amencan workers but also of the nation. Such barriers
slow economic growi,. For the individual, denying the deduction for work-related
moving expenses substantially increases the costs of the move. The increased tax
costs hamper labor mobility by adding to moving costs and, thereby, reduce the ben-
efits of moving.

Denying the deduction also hurts the productivity of employers. Limits on the de-
duction discourage workers from moving when they v ,uld be more productive in an-
other job. This makes it harder for employers to hire the best person for thp job
simply because that worker may not be able to afford to make the move.

Job-Related Moving Expenses are a Necessary Cost of Earning Income
Congress' first action on the moving expense deduction began with the premise

that moving expenses are a business expense. The congressional report on the 1964
legislation that codified the moving expense deduction explains that moving ex-
penses are treated essentially the same as business expenses.

We agree that moving expenses basically are a business expense. They are a cost
of doing business and earning income and, as such, generally should be considered
fully deductible. However, some moves do involve a personal consumption element;
for example, moves into better houses, moves to take advantage of better schools,
etc. The costs of these moves should not be deductible. We accept the policy position
that expenses should not be deducted unless the move is work-related. To achieve
this end, many restrictions already limit, and in some cases prevent, deducting the
costs of moving from one location to another. However, current restrictions already
rigidly limit the deduction to work-related moves. That is why we oppose further
restrictions on the deduction.

Undue Restrictions Under Current Law
Current law already includes restrictions that unduly prevent deductions for mov-

ing ,xpenses. Arguably, the restrictions were adopted to make sure that the moving
expei:se deduction is only available for work-related moves and not for personal
moves. Unfortunately, those restrictions already go too far. They sometimes inappro-
priately limit or deny deductions for what actually are job-related moves. They dis-
courage a result-labor mobility-that we should encourage. Some of those restric-
tions are outlined below.
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Full-time Job. One restriction intended to limit the deduction to job-related
moves focuses directly on the individuals employment status afi:r the move. It re-
quires the individual to be a full-time employee for at least 39 w .eks in the 12
months following the move. If the individual meets this test, he or Ehe qualifies for
the deduction.

Mileage Requirement. Another restriction-a mileage require ment-tries to
carve out moves that presumptively tire for personal, as opposed o work-related,
reasons. This restriction presumes that job-related moves add at l ast 35 miles to
the individuals commute from their old home to their new job. If tht move does not
add at least 35 miles to the individuals drive to work, then the living expenses
are not deductible. Congress increased the original mileage limit in 19t,(q over some
members objections that the increase would deny the deduction for many *ob-related
moves. In 1976, Congress decided that. the mileage limit had been raised too high
and cut it back to its current level: 35 miles. The reasons for the reduction i.- 1976
are equally relevant today: the congressional tax committees found that mobihl; of
labor is important to the economy; job-related moving expenses are a cost of earning
income; and the higher mileage restriction leads to longer commutes with higher
commuting costs when we need to conserve energy.

Househunting Expenses. Current restrictions also limit the amount of a deduc-
tion available for expenses of looking for a new home and selling or renting an old
one. The limit for househunting and temporary living quarters is $1500 and the
limit for selling, buying, or settling leases is $3000, less the amount claimed under
the $1500 cap. These are the same amounts adopted in 1976, and are obviously out-
dated. Despite Treasury's recommendation in 1986 that they be increased, the caps
have never even been indexed for inflation.

Below-the-line Deduction. The moving expense deduction also is restricted by
the overall limitation on itemized deductions. Before 1986, the moving expense de-
duction was an above-the-line adjustment to gross income-making it available to
a larger number of individuals. The decision to make the deduction a below-the-line
deduction effectively eliminates it for a large number of individuals, even if' they
move solely because of a new job and they meet all other restrictions
Rules on Spousal Business Expenses Should Not Affect Moving Expense

In addition to E-R-C's concern with the Administrations proposal to directly re-
strict the moving expense deduction, I would like to bring to your attention what
could be an indirect and unintended restriction on the deduction. The Administra-
tion has proposed enacting a provision from last years tax bill (H.R. 11) that in-
cludes additional restrictions on the deduction of business travel expenses for
spouses. The prop( -als objective is to deny a business expense deduction if there is
not a clear business purpose for the spouses presence on the trip. That concern does
not exist with moving expenses attributable to a spouse. However, if the spousal
travel restrictions are drafted as ii H.R. 11, they could be interpreted by IRS to
deny a deduction for moving expenses attributable to spouses and dependents.

The spousal travel expense proposal in H.R. 11 amends IRC section 274 which
determines when spousal travel expenses are sufficiently related to business activity
that they can be deducted. However, the provision states that no deduction shall be
allowed under this chapter. Both section 274 (in this case, governing spousal busi-
ness travel) and section 217 (governing moving expenses) are in the same chapter
of the Internal Revenue Code. Consequently, the provision could be construed to af-
fect the portion of section 217 moving expenses attributable to spouses and depend-
ents.

Nothing in the legislative history of the provision indicates it should apply to mov-
ing expenses. In H.R. 11, the provision refers specifically to a spouse who accom-
panies the taxpayer on business travel, which clearly distinguishes it from moving
expenses. And, in the past, Congress has carefully clarified provisions that could af-
fect both section 274 business expenses and section 217 moving expenses. For exam-
ple, the 1986 Tax Reform Act Bluebook explanation of the reduction in the section
274 .deduction for meals carefully explained that the reduction also would apply to
meal expenses incurred under a section 217 move.

As you can see, neither the language of the proposal nor its legislative history in-
dicate an intent to affect moving expenses. However, we think the proposal should
be clarified to indicate that the restrictions under section 274 on business travel by
spouses do not affect the moving expense deduction under section 217 if the section
274 provision is going to apply to all deductions under this chapter.
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CONCLUSION: NO ADDITIONAL RES ACTIONS SHOULD BE ADOPTED

E-R-C wants to see the economic recovery continue. Our position is that the cur-
rent restrictions on moving expense deductions are more than adequate to limit this
deduction to work-related moves and that additional restrictions would be inappro-
priate. Additional restrictions would discourage, rather than encourage, the eco-
nomic recovery. Restrictions would hamper firms, industries, and regions that de-
pend on mobile workers and would simultaneously help competing firms that rely
on workers who are not affected by mobility. As Congress considers the Presidents
economic package, it also is important to remember that we have no other policy
in this country to help people move where the jobs are. Any change that further
restricts the deduction will only discourage work-related moves and economic
growth.

We recognize that the moving expense deduction was considered in this Commit-
tee and on the Senate floor last year along with a host of other potential revenue
raisers. We hope this year the Senate recognizes the importance of the deduction
to the economic recovery and jobs, and that the scenarios from last year are not re-
peated.

Nevertheless, we understand the need for deficit reduction and dealing with budg-
etary problems. And we understand that everyone will be expected to contribute if
we are to meet this important objective. So, if the Administration and Congress
agree that further restrictions on the deduction for moving expenses are necessary,
we are prepared to do our part.

The proposal undLr consideration by this Committee, suggested by the Treasury
Department in its February Summary of the Administrations Revenue Proposals
and approved by this Committee last year, denies the deduction for real estate clos-
ing costs and meals. If further restrictions are necessary, E-R-C believes this is the
most palatable approach. We feel strongly that further restrictions would be inap-
propriate and counterproductive. We also feel that any changes to the section 274
restrictions on spousal travel expenses should clearly indicate that they are not in-
tended to affect the deduction of moving expenses attributable to spouses or depend-
ents.
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Tax Treatment of Moving Costs:
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mnitigate N,, effect, thdeeb helping tie eoic to opeae so cdoes to its ft&-eo t pote'ia as poes".e i

Prwvw mn barriers to oob ie also irportar, for 4 wig I1 ha e resources not be earderaegpicyd. Being eplayd sorewmhe is
not enough. Again, *of - teslinlot, euf i m dernsid and oder ewonon shocks Own"" the value of a workers product at &
ifferert ae lor diseasher produce v in en eeiron olral ewit so nobliltywiasctasibmuiem to One finiinoywout of that

persons ides. PRoductity arid national iom as cleciin along wit" di Aeme in her o~tu.
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TAX POUCY IMUCAMM

De (alm Oel humla c pi modl of nww~g w ha f ably diec ip for the ta lesmmw o moving exparwe. To sie thdi, wetfret
es'lah th ap a e of a wd fuctorei set of labor t t th pm in nvg "Wlt, b at inthe bence o taxe.

Consider tl c of a worker who to tryin to decide whether to ccept an offer of sob tha raqere a mov e . A rn for erntbcty
tW the wterkWmust paypnov expenMse. Ih is oey shown tat -v. turns conlusons woud hold if. itead. thewoPecve

-nb~ pai the wmor expenses).

Define L to be the pee valve of theoserninIg that a prospector no~,~ would receive if she were tomaeto locabin Land I be

thoprent vde O the srn e wi aewve if ale stays at locat n L Lot M be thecoat of cnietg from location I to location I

Then the human capiai od of nrsbonomovrig in-piee that if the worker i to move. the prem va of erii at destinatn I
mant sip or eaced tha e rn of te presets valu of oenung at on4t I plue the costs of.. r

(1)

&*d~w hoill

Ptroopectie hempioyers face choce between hirng local workers and miovera. From the snvloye perspective, the conyerhoatkin
package that tt Is prepared to pay somoe to move from destination i to destination I. whdch detemut the preami valu of ft
earrigs the worker can expect to reeoe if she n F. S v eqwal the convarwation peckae irt would have to offer the bee
qualified Local worker to accept the Ob at destination O.I.pus the difference in productivty between a movar and a lotal No.

(2)
115 + Ut (P*5-PgI

Notie that at esinpoase , if therm w no gain to the ampioyar n the fon of greaer piductivity from wing a mover. the
come nation package thes enipioyar is waig to offer a nov

e
r w

l
l be the 

l
a
r
i as 

O 
aict Woid be offered to a local woter.

Equating the rnt-hend sad" of (2 aid (1 yialds the corfiont under wtich a mart corni-np d of ratbon workers and pyWar wil
re ult int workers oving from Iocation I to accept oiioyi tocation

131
5, + (P., - P, - F, +

That is, the convention package the enyloyr is wftng to offer a pot ential mov to relocate to doet istio J must equa the

cormieson package the potential novvr w oaring at the ocin I plus mowg cost.

In e we.funct=tg. corypettve labor market. %%ego wdreflect the vake of worker prodctvty a that U - P
, 

mid 6 - Pr

Subttert g the exprsions irto (31 ydde the condition at the marWg under which employers are wAlng to hire movn end at wch

workers we wAN to move:

141
P.- .a + M-- >P.si -

Thi condition express" the -Nible. but ororta-t remit that in a wel-fncb0ic ig labor market, m the a of taxes, move take

piece at the n-go when a rrex increase a wortam po tivity by en simount at Iset equal to the coats of moveig the woker.

Note that tIes W at some mcves w not take Oiace ove th O the w tars productivity w be greeter at another localon

VWha the increase in pr tvy is less then the real costs of rroVg the worker, the rovarnent i ta"econorroci Ths a it should

be in a wel-functioreng rrwket Movig Ie the ue of scarce reeaursc . If e costs e not offset by added productvty g i.

dh econ y does noit benefit from keing worked rnov to change obs.

Lao Aret vWk AIW Cee wd Toese

The prncip l of tax nArakty holds tht a tax will be neutral when rt does not rwtarfore with the choies that consumers or bivesse

would nake in the absence of tixe.

in the ais of Labor markets w,n rrovn costs. nitraWk obtire when is) income is taxed. and (b rrmovg costs ae treated by the

ermpioyee as coats of erwig tha iricontso. An income lax can be nral with respect to the mving deison in one of two warys. If

workers pay mov experies ou-of-pocket, neutrbty rymree tat wt oken be allowed a lull deduction ford the exPenses, If

e rs r wort era for novig coau, these costs must be fully deductible ma elogtrnate expense of dosig business ) the

niployer, arilds o r b included on the taxa income of the oernpoy,

in a tax regime in which rrovvig we am treated nsitrally, workrs end rroloyer, will torr are after-tax gin in ean-TWi arid

productivity with ahr-te. rnvi- expense. (The tax rate mwy vary dsepenngo whether rrar expenses we bore ard deducted

against nrne by the idvidual or by the empioysr). in that to, if the tax rate i T. expression (41 become:

IS)
P-,. p,.j 1t. s 6-fT- - > (P. -P1.J %

The invortart feeirre of expression IS) is that moves that would take piece in the abee of an income tax would also take p ace in

the prmeece of an income tax that allowed ful deductibitty of rN expert. That W. roas would take Oece when the added

prod ctvty exceeded tte real costs of movn . Tla. ful deductibiity of movie expense rntln the ecoonic incernti to nve

provided by the rk w t -wf, tn

Suppose, however that niovig costs we not allowed to be treated for tea pupomso as costs of working. In tes cae it as eafy shown

tha nv% a. will take piece when condition (6) is ssafled
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Wher 6 is the effective fiectkor of wAe ievin *M ane be &&Pfceed If we reeeaw~ 44) a little. we haver

fiate that at conrwnan to coein 5.n uw iytb lc lteg tpokcreyexceeds -uwtg costs by a factor greater
than I. TI e factor jes as a liv frectmof nymw * m th ea fclv isbroll fob. For exarroe. of niooin axeivee
ewe not a 1- Il- at all. proectbi~y at Ihs Iatt--n- waiMi hte bo be bWlno l." arge n novime expanwe an order for nevveig
to mak. econorreo ase I WveolW what thq tinder beoamrple A ddcdedey is that the governments clari As fiA alw of the
economic gairi that realty fom ue weg. rvdll beariq er* a peroelahae of th costs.

Frorrithe perepecove of worhou anidoateke. alm -e deebateegs kio rno0w Inene hosethe same ueffectae Am enkvxesee a
the reacoet of viv to workerard buiwewat. tl I*oci eepeef the extend to wtilchaexetinrorts on deedjctione
for n-witg expeiwees have esin, oefcal aewi wo Poweeg. Noehem sone cdue cmn be Qane by the arnourve by
whech conpero pay -ditSe iolsnea ae plaeea to copeviae fourth tax" they now have to p" for reiviba-ted roi
experwia e In 192. the En fe Ale*oce"- Comeedl Iw Ow whi cmrit urployee receiwe nvin elbtence pay"Went.
from a corrveny iVy roomsed on -age of 3.4.020 No omper thain for feder- tax liability coe n corpeny-proded ieg
astat-4ce -omat.

yften onei pirticeier metd of speyw le ueed -tiv As ""*amue ~ d - these tax voee't faor rIreged orn 20 to 60
pirvart. withea emoof 25 peoew~ Thtke v r de ate oenru wor be treated at taxed at*a25 pero rate. Maw
conrreaehoweveur. Ioe 'upnon oriptadors u t imee specific to the taxpaysiv carroltanooe. In aditlon mat orat
,Gore proraigeiloe ensWei o h tta vo 'I"eri t tha Vww.n Idr tax Babilcy paYments maeby the
eiployer as pa of the astanci paceage. For eaeple a e i ~ as in the 2 8 pa-oea tax bracket, a tyecd hornti wouid grcea
up actual movig -ut, by 3S puovout. o oe for aconVIts0 ti n the aodional conrrewaor paid to cover taxes n retiiee
-vv exeea Sorns, coa ie aimrdas eate arid %W al FICA tamen in their grot-qi.

ECOP404C COMT 0F L~iTW DEDUC11Y

Though .. ving costa m cree for tax reeorw when twam not fuy dedujctble. thereis no iwcease in the urdieitylog econoeruc coats
of mw"Ving Thue. feliirs to allow full deduiciblty of rrif i wwwa cotmee wciterv "e envploeiiv to Perceive rovng coets to be
higher thwa they actually we. Ine vpetence of tax ecmion. isathianfulddu*ctbbirtyofnrovingei na ratteo eg
between the cost of morn faced by workers " aed~ aniiy ,ed themtneeconiorriccowt olnreva

Costs of Fewe MA.

Socaiuas lbo-then-f ii deejctVt creot" a tax wedge, xoieeun that widotherwise be eooonally beniefioda to wortere end
arripiwayers wil not eake pla. It is wal-etabliahed in doe pt~c faeence literature that when &" happen. ther wil be a rdcomn a
overall econoriuc wed-being the ewe of idfeis detein e ed by how re~rve mrketsars, to a taxiibcod change in the pnco or cost
of the activity affected by the tax wedge

t
'

Sornu econonic ciopoce may be vidavy urvveporuwve to Owv srduecore of tax wedges. because either the dermnd or the PAe)Oiy of
the activity is fairty unreeporomm to chaq nge As t pie There w. however n reeami to beloewr that mwre deceteoris ahcid f al into
the category. Goode ere aerves that mu often - 'tIered urawsporawe to taxes e utho tha teret to be dearnded in the sarne
arrioitit or suppked it the sei n etrt no i it er wliat the tee. For autance o. r io n iernd eniceai of food ney be deriided no
matter what the tax rate, or thev Aepp of Land or odte t scaw mayvi be fixed avert if a property tax is arodn the hali.

The ecoriorrec mrodel of negi-ation. hiowever. suggests that reeweg should be remporai-ve to wedges created by the tax system for
several resette First. the ibffernc ins net slal4ax .rate plays en niortart role an the deciiOm to rove. Man corriparam &Ia* act
as if the after-tax cet of n-win matter, to worive wheat the gpve-rp ouch reeturserntAs to reflect taxes. The eeppby of newig
services shoid also be quite reeposeeve. so thwe am lae freed lacare weeks-ed. The coats ofivmovig u welrgely the labor coat.
osociiatedwith paying for the aervice of nmwe cornpanwee. redty conpereat, leningi eubtutiorie end on-dcle orgeezeteone

~yere~ea( buboe&&@ sfaid Caeia

Add-tonal econorroc ocrts muv dr eoa when tax wadgee Id alluqudyv ore ifferer eecorv of the econonwr. boega an rieveeg coats
reeedlri fr-xei lee.-than-full dedicblty fad ieee heavily an woilm who (we the largest coat, of nirg, arid on con-pereat who, rety
retativ heavily on Paririg no e-tpkeee d an on aereeweg metin erileee to adapt their labor force to chengin denie-ida. As
aconaequaneice eny tax Wedge reeutibeg frontI hwii do& -ctyi p tey weicenonaty dascren-inate aT-mg ifferenvt vreies - to the
exentrit ng ia piore i vpoti at on.o aAntiath i i odwr - med ariweg flrne at the &my*e Musbtry - to the extent tha sore

fitat depanod flier. on wing nunne then do other fktis.

Dlfaenla Troeaei sf I - ee-. hiweing a rivet tat wedge cid allocteifferwitv mejeatnee in saw-r waye Suppme tat the
ability to, relocate workers widen ith firm plays a "woe aigvfAhe rcie in the Iroducto funiction of eanee goode arid sevwce theni
others. In that ca"e, haiwe to alow fed deictbily of tetwg aeeas has effects ."te to dlce of taxei factors of proictmo
nxxe heavily when errdoyed an eorte acbesa then at odee.L Tis ho effect. *ate ainelar to selectie e xie taxes.

Serila: obeeirvatioria appy to eakaste that negt be camie-wen"ati cetain reteone of the ouiety. To the extanurt such rwirrw arid
r'OpAS- nee to expor sake worlkers lrom lo~wers eryie lee than ful mcopeWo of the coet of movin VIOL".mak it herder
at tho margi for euch enterpn to attract i aike, re teyneed.

Diffaieeda Treatet of Fite. Atfiv evelof tietiede nVi. epang a nwvingtax wee coid be expected to have* ifferanital
affect. depencireg n thewe andthe agofietifwmlora owee eidenc thaernoeder corre-flewpay nxi for reloceteorethen
ttar larger couritergets. apperwidy beceaei of differenrcee in pirece douA in negotating rruiwiig coats with reevig conrgo
thrrostvats. ' ft is correct . 0" deriol of tax deductMity exaoeirbets thes problem. end daerioutat agkiet erae co"aerm

/,I anoher level, the imn o mew one of ccoseton erore Fir. eare or nt in the sanei adatey or of the ears sie. If fvrne
Affer in the ween to wich they rely upo i xiail Workers. Out dviil of approorwae dedeectoris can owes to radiot@ corepetteon - in
aorrwhest the saneri way at if "v goveninen rwedat* pked finite or etrtlOyea Of Particular fre1-a to PaY iff er' tax "et".

Thee entxcorptitrve apect of ith taM ma adillow -V ;'IrWAra eit tha dlepe frilty UP-n fI g Worter from if bait SPOea
Suppoea ernw fim bell-e it he a ooefficiert piudectro proom. or it hoe niwerbteo t wat tdelo, or it believes that
evsoatfirem hae" grow, atapeert TheneI ii of tax cl - Sy of leaoitue riuvweg xPiana opeates at a barrier to increased
me-bat corrottbon. Tie econoe Starstuino it deer that auch iribondVett pobdam han-il v to the economy. When such
behavior is exsbted in the prae 00001' *t W often foepli to-mal oi davooe at u*truat pobty. When rfavitin f rornt the tax codeO,
however, there ie no tovenwic rePre I-rdAe.
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SUWAXY DA CONLU

"01etocalY. Arnweican wao aend cow~armes haye bianetd from a Noi degree of worker 1o~Y. U'S. tax pokcy ha atencd to
avoid amrferv with trinket WtC.wve for. tnbly by allowIng moivin ey;we to be de&icted under so.i conwitiore. In recent

V""s, homwve, fte 00rb6e effect of chenge enacted in the Tarn Refon' Act of t 986 and of irflawin hav been to place tt on
dedzotwon for wOving expmwe awer theag the Trea Dprnen ewmieild htlytao wva a ene ctuatbe raised

E -ooe idl fngautirtyta iru feo~dtte the I ormutoon and the allocation of hurnw caital. Theee tradele eupgeet
that alowing full de&,CtbidiY of legitime ffov"n coet wouid be &acad teax pokocy, aepecsally at a tIns when poicymak.,e ame
conaiderag waye of deepermn thehPeonn captl ofAmencen workers.
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STATEMENT OF THE EutRoPEAN-AMERiCAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

IN77RODUCTION

The European-American Chamber of Commerce in Washington, DC is pleased to
provide the Senate Finance Committee its views on the Administration's tax propos-
als. Our remarks are focused on those provisions in the international section which
have a particular impact on our member companies, specifically the proposals on
earnings stripping and transfer pricing. Since the Chamber was formed a few years
ago, most of our tax concerns have centered on proposals mhich would treat U.S.
companies with European parents differently from other U.S. companies. For that
reason, we would also like to take this opportunity to provide the Committee with
information on the contribution European-effiliated U.S. companies make to the
U.S. economy.

The European-American Chamber of Commerce is a joint endeavor of the Euro-
pean and American business communities to promote and sustain a healthy, open
and mutually beneficial business climate in both the United States and Europe.

The Chamber seeks to advance policies that foster greater economic growth in the
trans-Atlantic trade and investment relationship. This economic partnership is sub-
stantial and mutually beneficial, involving $400 billion in cross investment, $220
billion in two-way trade, and total investment-related employment of nearly 6 mil-
lion workers.

European-affiliated U.S. companies pride themselves on being good corporate citi-
zens and clearly make an important contribution to the U.S. economy. Because of
their positive impact, the Chamber believes that European-affiliated companies
should not be discriminated against in terms of investment, tax or trade policy.

IMPACT OF EUROPEAN AFFILIATED U.S COMPANIES-INVESTMENT AND JOBS

European based investment in the U.S. provides a steady flow of funds and jobs
to the American economy. The bulk of all U.S. investment from abroad comes from
European firms. These companies' U.S. investments now exceed $400 billion and
benefit the American economy through:

* Job creation-European firms provide jobs in every state of the U.S. European
subsidiaries employ 2.9 million U.S. workers-more than all other nations com-
bined--and supply 7 percent of U.S. manufacturing jobs. They provide at least
3% of the manufacturing jobs in each state.

" High wage*-European subsidiaries pay wages that are almost 20 percent
higher on average than those of U.S. firms as a whole, reflecting these firms'
demand for highly-skilled and well-educated labor.

" Increased pending-Payroll, capital, operating and R&D expenditures by
European firms in the U.S. boost domestic demand for business-related goods
and services. The above-average salaries European subsidiaries pay their work-
ers also stimulate the economy indirectly by sustaining increased consumer de-
mand for goods.

" Skill and technology transfer--Alliances with European firms-which are
world leaders in their field-enable American companies to tap into global re-
source-and-skills networks that are on the cutting edge of technology. This
helps keep U.S. production methods competitive globally.

" Philanthropic contributions-Realizing that businesses prosper when com-
munities prosper, European firms have started numerous programs that foster
education, improve neighborhoods, support the arts and preserve the environ-
ment in the regions where they operate.

Many European-affiliated U.S. firms have maintained domestic production facili-
ties for decades and believe their ongoing investment in the U.S. market reflects 2
clear commitment to manufacturing for the United States in the United States.
Communities and workers clearly benefit from the open investment relationship the
United States has historically enjoyed with Europe. States have Iong realized the
contribution these companies can make to local economies, and actively recr'iit new
investment.

U.S. business has benefited as well. The United States' open investment relation-
ship with Europe has meant that American companies have been able to share in
the benefits of European integration. In fact, U.S. multinationals sell more in the
EC than any where else, including North America. Europe is also the United States'
most important trading partner, with the U.S. enjoying a nearly $9 billion trade
surplus in 1992.
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TAX POLICIES AFFECTING EUROPEAN-AFFILIATED U.S. COMPANIES

The Chamber believes that the collection of taxes from international companies
in any jurisdiction should be applied regardless of the companies' affiliation with a
parent company abroad. Non discriminatory tax treatment of international compa-
nies helps and encourages firms to compete around the world. The Chamber be-
lieves that tax issues should be guided by the following principles:

" National treatment. Tax rules should not discriminate against corporations with
nonresident shareholders. U.S. affiliates of foreign corporations should be taxed
in the same manner as U.S.-owned corporations. Similarly, U.S.-owned foreign
corporations should be taxed in the same manner as foreign-owned foreign cor-
porations. National treatment is the central principle of international trade law
and bilateral income tax treaties. Countries that depart from national treat-
ment in the pursuit of their self-interest, inevitably provoke retaliation that
leave all countries worse off.

" Reduction of tax barriers to cross-border investment. The interaction of U.S. and
foreign income and withholding tax rules frequently cause cross-border invest-
ment to bear a higher tax burden than domestic investment. Such rules are the
equivalent of tariffs on export capital and impede the investment flow and effi-
cient worldwide allocation of capital.

" Expansion of tax treaty network. Bilateral tax treaties have proved to be one of
the most useful tools for advancing national treatment and reducingbarriers to
cross-border investment. The Chamber strongly opposes unilateral abrogation of
tax treaty commitments.

" Increased harmonization of tax systems. Harmonization of national tax systems
has been recognized as a critical element for achieving the free movement of
goods, services, and capital within the European common market. Similarly,

armonization of U.S. and European tax policy objectives is a desirable, though
clearly a long-term Gbjective.

IMPACT OF THE CLINTON ECONOMIC PACKAGE ON EUROPEAN-AFFILIATED U.S.
COMPANIES

The Chamber believes that the Clinton economic package advances tax proposals
that directly target U.S. affiliates of European companies. These proposals ignore
the fact that the net contribution of European-affiliated firms to the U.S. economy
is no less than other U.S. companies. U.S. companies of European parentage are
proud of their positive contribution to the U.S. economy, in terms of the number of
jobs they support, the higher wages they provide to U.S. workers, and the value
added to the technology base.

Discriminatory and b%;rdersome policies contained in the Administration's propos-
als on transfer pricing and earnings stripping work against companies which clearly
contribute to the U.S. economy. They also run counter to the Administration's goal
of creating jobs and improving the overall economic health of the United States.

ENHANCED EARNINGS STRIPPING PROPOSAL

This proposal is intended to address the two kinds of perceived abuses wherein
a subsidiary borrows from a parent company abroad (where it is assumed they pay
lower tax rates (See Exhibit 1.1]), and then deducts interest paid to the parent in-
stead of paying out dividends on earnings, which are subject to U.S. tax. A variation
of this perceived abuse could occur when a parent company issues its guarantee to
a bank, which in turn lends money to the subsidiary. If that subsidiary is perceived
as being "thinly capitalized," the alleged abuse is that the parent may pay more in-
terest expense (and less tax) in the U.S., than in the home country (which again
is assumed to be a lower tax location). Also under suspicion are so-called "back-to-
back" loans and other "conduit" type arrangements. A "back-to-back" loan occurs
when a parent company makes an interest-bearing deposit with a bank, which in
turn lends the money to the U.S. affiliate. The U.S. affiliate would receive a tax de-
duction for interest paid to a bank, while the same bank pays interest to the affili-
ate's parent overseas, less a "spread" or commission for its assistance.

Currently, Section 163(j), wh ich the Administration proposes to "enhance," was
enacted in 1989 over the strong objection of the Treasury Department. Under Sec-
tion 163(j), snd proposed regulations issued on June 12, 1991, a deduction for inter-
est paid or incurred by a U.S. subsidiary to an "exempt related person is disallowed
if the interest is deemed "excess interest expense," and the subsidiary's debt-to-eq-
uity ratio exceeds 1.5 to 1. A U.S. subsidiary is deemed to have "excess interest ex-
pense" when the interest paid to an "exempt related person" exceeds 50 percent of
the subsidiary's "adjusted taxable income." "Excess interest expense" can be carried
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forward. The debt-to-equity ratio operates as a safe harbor, but must be satisfied
each year.

The legislative history to Section 163(j), and the June 1991 regulations, antici-
pated further regulations to address the perception of abuses due to guarantees,
"back-to-back" and other "conduit" loans noted above. With regard to the date of the
regulations, the legislative intent behind Section 163(j) also specified: "The conferees
expect that any such regulations would not apply to debt outstanding prior to notice
of the rule if and to the extent that the regulations depart from positions the Service
and the Treasury might properly take under analogous principles of present law
that would recharacterize guaranteed debt as equity." I

In the "Summary of the Administration's Revenue Proposals," Section 163(j), and
the June 1991 regulations would be "enhanced" by treating any loan from an unre-
lated party that is guaranteed by a related party as related party debt for the pur-
poses of the earnings stripping rules. That is, no distinction is made as to the de-
ductibility of interest in situations where the lender would make the loan even with-
out the parent guarantee. This directly conflicts with the 1989 legislative history
which contemplated that the regulations would be issued distinguishing "ordinary
course" guarantees from "nonordinary course" guarantees, and that only the latter
would be attacked. In addition, the new proposal would apply to any interest paid
or accrued in taxable years commencing after December 31, 1993, without
grandfathering interest paid or due under existing obligations.

The Chamber believes that currently Section 16 30), even without "enhancement"
of the Code is discriminatory in that it treats foreign-owned U.S. companies with
owners abroad less favorably than domestically-owned businesses. This is an affront
to the U.S. bilateral income tax treaty standard which obligates the United States
to treat subsidiaries of foreign companies fairly. None of the member states of the
European Community have enacted rules similar to the Administration's provisions,
with the exception of France, which has promulgated minimum debt-to-equity rules
which apply to domestic French firms as well. The Administration's proposal to en-
hance these provisions also enhances the kind of discrimination that the govern-
ment has historically opposed.

Unilateral legislation which violates non-discrimination clauses in tax treaties
sets a bad precedent in dealings with U.S. trading partners. It comes at a time
when the Administration needs to encourage, not discourage, investment in the U.S.
in order to strengthen the economic recovery and create jobs. This is important be-
cause foreign direct investment supported U.S. economic growth throughout the
1980s. Investment in the U.S. appears to have declined in 1992.

Section 163(j) and the Administration's "enhancements" are largely based on the
assumption that U.S. affiliates actively use earnings stripping because they enjoy
lower tax rates in their-parent countries. However, parent companies based in Euro-
pean countries, which account for $258 billion and 63% in 1991 of total foreign in-
vestment in the U.S., actually tend to incur corporate tax rates in their home coun-
tries that are equal to or higher than U.S. corporate tax rates. In 1991 countries
accounting for 85.8% of total European investment in the U.S. subjected these par-
ent companies to corporate tax rates equal to the current U.S. rate or higher (See
exhibit 1.1); The suspected motive for earnings stripping simply does not exist for
EuroperAn businesses.

The Administ.-ation's proposal to "enhance" earnings stripping legislation comes
three years after Section 163(j) was enacted, but before guarantee regulations could
be issued and commented on by taxpayers. The delay of three years in adopting reg-
ulations to enforce Section 163(j) is evidence of the difficulty in writing regulations
for a flawed underlying statute. Loans have often been made to U.S. affiliates of
European companies that would be made "in the ordinary course" of business with-
out a parent guarantee. Furthermore, debt-to-equity ratios appropriate for one par-
ticular industry are totally inappropriate for other industries. Regulation writers
faced the task of devising fair, mechanical tests which would allow interest dedue-
,'ns for loans obtained "in the ordinary course," while disallowing interest on "bad"
loa,-

'See Conferenm, Report of Omnibus BudaL and Reconciliation Act of 1989, H. Rep. No.
386,101st Congress lst Session at 567(1989).
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Exhibit 1.1

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE TAXATION RATES

Iceland 50%
Germany

Greece
Ireland 43%

Belgium
Sweden

Spain
Denmark

France 37%
Portugal

Italy
UK

Netherlands
US 34%

Luxembourg
Finland
Austria
Norway

Switzerland 7%,

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
corporate tax rate

Notes:
Rates shown are for federal government only. Several countries apply lower rates to corporations with
profits below a certain threshold. Ireland taxes the manufacturing sector at 100/. Switzerland uses a
progressive tax rate schedule, with rates ranging from 3.63 to 9.8 percent; 7 percent is an average The
Netherlands taxes the first GLC 250,000 of profits at a higher rate (40 percent).

Source: "Taxaion in OECD Countries,' Paris, 1993, p. 66 ( 1990 €ala)

In the face of these difficult. he Administration is attempting to "enhance" the
rules by characterizing all gu-ar nteed debt as "bad," and allowing no transition pe-
riod for guaranteed debt that is already on the books. This approach includes loans
made by U.S. banks, where earnings stripping is impossible since interest paid by
a borrower to a U.S. bank is subject to U.S. tax.

Should the Administration's legislation apply against interest paid or accrued
after December 31, 1993, it woulddisregard the legislative intent of existing law.
Retrospective treatment is fundamentally unfair to deLt negutiated before that date.
It will result in expensive renegotiation of guaranteed bank loans and repurchase
of guaranteed public debt where the terms of the debt, in most cases, do not allow
the borrowers to call the debt based on a tax change which denies interest deduc-
tions. This kind of higher expense will result in less income, and less tax. Yet this
is only one revenue losing aspect of the proposal.

The Treasury Department estimated in its February 1993 proposal, that its "en-
hanced" earnings stripping rules would raise revenues by almost $600 million. The
Joint Committee on Taxation has lower expectations of only $165 million. However,
a strong case can be made that the new proposals will actually reduce tax revenues.

Banks in the U.S. and elsewhere, underwent a period of serious loses in the late
1980s. As a result, banks tightened credit requirements encouraged by authorities,
which raised banks' capital requirements as part of these tightened credit policies.
They now look very carefully at the credit worthiness of a U.S. subsidiary before
they lend, and they also require guarantees from foreign parent companies, mainly
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in startup situations where the U.S. affiliate has no credit history. Optionahy, for
larger loans, they may ask for a parent guarantee in return for a lower borrowing
rate. Given these developments, the impact of "enhanced" earnings stripping ii; easy
to predict. The results are exactly the opposite. of those intended.

Large borrowers, who used parent guarantees to negotiate slightly lower interest
rates, will now have to renegotiate their loans at slightly higher interest rats with-
out parent guarantees. The higher interest expense will translate directly into lower
tax revenue. The 3ther effect will be that companies who want to invest in the U.S.,
finding that they cannot guarantee the debts of their startup operations, will move
elsewhere. New investment, new jobs and new economic activity will be discourage.
The Chamber believes this is not the Administration's intent.

Another change in lending behavior has occurred since the passage of Section
163(j). In the three years since this provision wa implemented, loans have been re-
negotiated. Discussions with our Member financial institutions lead us to believe
that parent companies have been afraid to renew guarantees or set up new guaran-
teed loans. Our discussions with investment officials of Eurepean governments indi-
cate that while they still view Section 163(j) as discriminatory, they have not consid-
ered retaliation, because companies have changed their debt structures and are not
complaining about it. It is arguable that any earnings stripping, abuses which may
have existed no longer exist.

Where no advantage for earnings stripping exists, there is no need for e brings
stripping regulation. As pointed out above, countries accounting for 85.8% cf total
European investment in the U.S. subjected these parent companies to corporate tax
rates of 34% or higher. An important modification would be to allow the deductibil-
ity of interest on loans which are guaranteed by parents residing in countries hav-
ing tax rates comparable to the U.S. Additionally, startup operations from any coun-
try should be allowed to deduct interest on loans when backed by parent guarantees
for a limited period of time, such as three years. Finally, grandfathering provisions
should be made for guaranteed loans which are already on the books.

Passage of "enhanced" earnings stripping proposals will probably result in less,
not more revenue. Many believe that Section 163(j) has already had negative impact
on investment and growth. Necessary modifications can be accomplished through
regulation, rather than enacting additional complex legislation.

TRANSFER PRICING INITIATIVE

This proposal appears aimed at perceived problems in applying penalties that
were enacted in Section 6662(e) of the Code in 1990 and the general provisions
under section 482. The Administration's proposal, new, temporary regulations apply-
ing to Section 482, and the 1990 law, attempt to address a situation in which multi-
national firms import goods and services from affiliated companies abroad at an ar-
tificial price, and that this "transfer price" (the transfer price being the price
charged between the affiliated fi-ms) allows them to reduce the amount of tax they
pa in the U.S.

t is alleged that by raising the price of some goods and services international
companies can shift income out of the United States to a lower tax jurisdiction
abroad. This concept presumes that a motivating actor exists, and that the foreign
jurisdiction imposes less tax on income than does the U.S. As noted above, in the
case of the majority of European countries, this is not true (see Table 1.1).

Current law requires that companies prove that the transfer price of a good or
service is similar to a transaction with an unaffiliated company. This is commonly
referred to as the "arms length standard."

On January 13, 1993, the Internal Revenue Service provided new, temporary Sec-
tion 482 regulations that affirmed the "arm's le:igth standard," but would replace
current rules applicable to inter-company transfers of intangibles and modifying
current rules in regard to tangible property. The new regulations also provide new
methods which may be used to account for profits and pricing. In terms of penalties,
the proposed regulations for substantial valuation misstatements would carry a 20%
of misstatement penalty, and gross valuation misstatement would carry a 40% pen-
alty in Sections 6662(e) and 6662(h).

The Administration's proposal on transfer p racing would only apply the "reason-
able cause and good faith exclusions" to the 6662(e) penalties if companies provide
the IRS with contemporaneous documentation to justify the methodology used by
the taxpayer, demonstrating that the application of one or more reasonable transfer
pricing methodologies was applied to the transaction. In order to qualify, companies
must also document and observe all requirements imposed by Section 482. However,
if a taxpayer chooses to pursue "other" methods than those prescribed, they must
"establish that, at the time of the controlled transactions, the prescribed methods
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would not be likely to lead to such a result." This would override the "best method"
rule of the temporary Section 482 regulations referenced above. Under the "best
method" rule, companies would only be required to prove the efficacy of the chosen
method in establishing an "arm's length standard," without the onerous task of

roving the negative neglected methods. The Chamber perceives a number of prob-
lems in this transfer pricing proposal:

" The Administration's proposal does not make clear when the taxpayer is re-
, uired to provide its "contemporaneous" documentation: at the time of the relat-

ed party transaction, o7 at the time of the tax return for the year in question.
The work involved in documenting ar.l analyzing a transfer that meets the
"arm's length standard" is difficult. It strikes us as impossible to do at the time
of the transaction.

" The applicability and justification of "other" methods, should the taxpayer
choose a methodology outside one of those "specifically prescribed" in the 482
regulations, creates a serious and onerous task for companies. It results in a
situation in which the taxpayer will have to defend the "reasonableness" of its
methodology by using an unprescribed method. Trying to prove a negative, in
that none of the "prescribed" methods produce an "arm's length transfer price,"
is an enormous burden and likely unattainable.

" The documentation requirement is excessively broad. Aimed at ensuring the ac-
curacy of the "arm's length method," the requirement is crafted to capture too
wide a number of transactions given the low threshold for application of the
penalty for large corporations. For aggregate Section 482 adjustments of more
than $10 million per year, a 20% penalty will apply, and a 40% penalty will
be imposed on adjustments above $20 million per year. Such limits could be eas-
ily exceeded by a large corporation, even if the adjustment is relatively small:
Consequently, the comprehensive documentation requirement of the "arm's
length requirement" will apply to a very large number of inter-company trans-
actions for large international companies. This Section could require an ex-
tremely large documentation burden on thousands of products.

" "Reasonable Cause," under Section 6662, applies an inappropriate test under
this Section. It requires that the documentation of a taxpayer's chosen meth-
odology must show that the methodology produced a result that was more likely
than not to be sustained on the merits as "arm's length method." This "more
likely than not" standard is one that is usually reserved for evaluation of a legal
opinion, rather than evaluation of the reasonableness of a pricing analysis.

The penalties and requirements in this Section are coupled with a transfer pricing
enforcement initiative. We appreciate that this is aimed at those taxpayers whose
current transfer pricing practices are not sufficiently focused on compliance with the
arm's length standard. The Chamber does not oppose such an initiative, but hopes
that the Committee will insure that this endeavor results in expedited review of re-
turns rather than simply an expansion of invasive and time consuming investiga-
tions.

The Chamber appreciates that the proposal is applied on predominately a non-
discriminatory basis, although we would note that it will create a heavier docu-
mentation burden on foreign affiliated U.S. firms. We also appreciate that the pro-
posal intends to maintain the "arm's length standard" and does not resort to protec-
tionist, discriminatory ideas such as "formulary apportionment," "unitary" or mini-
mum taxes. Such proposals would establish a huge disincentive for investment in
the United States and could erode the healthy economic environment that Euro-
pean-affiliated U.S. companies have enjoyed for decades. Additionally, our U.S.-
owned Member companies fear that such proposals would result in retaliatory meas-
ures abroad that would reduce their international competitiveness. These concerns
have already been expressed numerous times within the Congrers.

In a February 11, 1993, report entitled Reducing the Defic~t, the Congressional
Budget Office stated that such proposals would "discriminate against foreign owned
companies, in violation of U.S. treaties, by taxing their income more heavily than
the income of their domestic competitors. The minimum tax would be especially on-
erous on foreign-owned companies starting new businesses in the United States be-
cause new businesses are seldom profitable initially." The report adds that "Other
countries are likely to treat the minimum tax as a protectionist measure and retali-
ate with similar taxes on U.S. owned companies conducting business within their
borders. If so, then the minimum tax would stifle international trade and reduce
economic welfare throughout the world."
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CONCLUSION

It is clear that European-affiliated companies are Vod U.S. corporate citizens.
They want and deserve to be treated like an other U.S. company. The earnings
stripping and transfer pricing provision of the linton economic plan do not give full
appreciation to the contribution of these firms and clearly place them in a secondary
category of corporate citizenship. We trust that the direction of those proposals will
be reversed during the process of Congressional consideration of tax legislation, and
we would be pleased to cooperate with this Committee in any way to achieve that
end. We thank the Committee for the opportunity to share our views and hope that
you will take them under consideration.

STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTrvE INTELLIGENCE REVIEW

We propose that some form of nominal but otherwise
significant universal tax be placed on individual derivative
transactions not only in the U.S., but abroad. The included
purpose of this taxation is not merely to derive a new source
of revenue--much needed tax revenue, from a source whose
taxation will be harmless to the real, that is physical
economy, but also to bring into the light of day under
penalties of law for non-payment of this tax, the magnitude
and structure of the derivative bubble as a whole.

It is clear that the derivative bubble by the very
nature of these transactions is a financial bubble in the
tradition of the more primitive, more rudimentary and far
less dangerous bubbles of the 18th century such as the John
Law bubble in France and the South Sea Island bubble in
England at the same period oftime.

Today's derivate bubble is the John Law Bubble
gone mad. The vulnerability to the entire financial system,
the chaos and destruction of actual physical processes of
production, distribution, employment and so forth is
incalculable, and therefore this thing must be brought under
control promptly. Otherwise all fine plans of stabilization
of financial markets and economies, and budget management, go
out the window as empty pipe dreams.

;e must bring this under control and the best way to do
it, we leliep", is to impose a universal tax on each
individual transaction as a percent of the nominal value of
the matters which are traded in these credit, interest,
swar&, options, index and other similar derivatives. That is
the only way that we'll bring the magnitude and structure of
this into the light of day and force same rationality into
the situation and thus prepare ourselves to be able to take
competent moves in order to .ring the market as whole under
control.

Moving to tax this runaway speculation is a prerequisite
for taking the economy-building measures of infrastructure
repair and expansion, job creation, and so forth, whose
result will be a healthy expansion of the tax base--the
foundation for restoring control over the federal budget.

The Magnitude of the Bubble

The magnitude of values traded in derivatives
transactions, and related forms of specualtion in currencies,
etc., is multi-trillions of dollars annually, and growing.
Daily derivatives trading is estimated to be in the one
trillion dollar range. Daily trading in foreign currencies is
one trillion dollars. One aspect of this was shown in the
report released this month by the Bank for International
Settl ents (BIS,) the Quarterly BIS study, "International
Banking and Financial Market Developments. The BI data
shows the scale of the wild currency speculation last
September. BIS member country banks recorded some $400
billion upswing in international l^nding in the 3rd Quarter
1992, followed by a $400 billion decline as speculators paid
back currency loans the fol?.owing 4th Quarter.
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A Potential $150 Bil Per Year Revenue

What we propose is a tax at the rate of one-tenth of one
percent of the notional value of the instrument traded, which
on an annual basis, we estimate would result in the United
States in a potential tax revenue of $150 billions. This
compares most favorably with the size ,of the current budget
deficit. It is to be noted, however, that in the process of
implementing the tax, the market itself will tend to
evaporate fast--the margins in trading are slim, and the
nature of a bubble is tc. expend, fizzle or pop. However,
equal to revenue benefits. the benefit of the tax on
derivatives transactions Le the restoration of control over
outlaw financial activitiv,; r.r purposes of the public
good.

Who Proposes Regulations?

There are several voices raised to warn that action
must be taken. Since 1978, Dr. James Vi2.n, now Sterling
professor emeritus at Yale University, has been calling
for an international uniform tax on spot transactions
in foreign exchange--including the derivative forms of
opt'1 na and also deliveries on futures contracts. The
Ban for International Settlements is calling for some
form of regulation to "bleed" some hot air out of the
Bubble, in hopes to keep it afloat without a Grand Pop.
This month, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Conaission has
also called for a period of public comment on what actions
can be taken to regulate the derivatives market.

The derivatives transactions tax we propose here was
advanced this March by economist Lyndon LaRouche, the
political prisoner most known for his advocacy of emergency
measures to rebuild the U.S. economy, and for his role in
advancing the strategic defense initiative policy and
technologies in the early 1980s.

What If the Bubble Pope?

In summary, unless we bring this derivatives market
under control and begin to shut it down at least to a
significant degree promptly, we're going to have the biggest
financial blowout in history--bigger than the John Law-type
bubbles of the early 18th century. We better bring it under
control fast.

Instead of going the route of trying to find an
accept able tax on the shrinking remainder of the real
physical economy and the beleaguered population--the proposed
BTU tax, Value Added Tax, health care tax, Social Security
tax, etc., the alternative is to tax derivatives speculation,
not people.
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STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL AVIATION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee.
I am Edward W. Stimpson, President, General Aviation Manufacturers Association
(GAMA). Our association represents United States companies that manufacturer
business, commuter, and personal aircraft, engines, avionics, and component parts.
The aircraft our companies manufacture have 19 or less seats. They are an impor-
tant part of our national air transportation system, carrying over 120 million pas-
sengers per year.

STATUS OF THE INDUSTRY

In terms of airplanes produced, 1992 was the industry's worst year since World
War II--only 899 aircraft were delivered. This is in contrast to nearly 18,000 air-
planes which we've shipped in the late 1970s. Industry billings for 1992 were down
seven percent from 1991 levels and shipments were down 12 percent. Clearly. our
industry has never experienced economic recovery and we anticipate 1993 will be
a challenging year.

In spite of a sluggish U.S. economy, our export market has remained active. In
1992, over 40 percent of the aircraft shipped were exported, and we foresee the ex-
port market as being important in the future.

Despite these difficult economic times, the U.S. general aviation industry has con-
tinuedto invest in new products and new technology. Within the next five years
alone, over one billion dollars will be spent on new aircraft development. However,
the most important element for the health and vitality of our industry is a growing
and expanding d -estic and global economy.

We welcome and support President Clinton's goals to stimulate the economy and
to reduce the federal deficit. Our industry is committed to cooperating with the Ad-
ministration and Congress in achieving this goal.

REVITALIZATION PROGRAM FOR GENERAL AVIATION INDUSTRY

GAMA believes that a four-point program could reinvigorate the general aviation
industry: (1) reenactment of the investment tax credit (ITC), (2) repeal of the luxury
tax on airplanes, (3) product liability reform and (4) continued improvement of the
aviation infrastructure. Today, however, I will emphasize the tax issues.

REENACTMENT OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

We were encouraged by President Clinton's statements about the investment tax
credit being a key element of the stimulus package. However, we fear that the
President's tax package, as it applies to business, will not realize the goals intended.

In light of the budget deficit, Congress must carefully balance the value" of tax
incentives against additional government "spending." Nevertheless, business tax in-
creases, added to the complexities and limitations of the two investment tax credit
proposals, greatly mitigate the effectiveness of the ITC as an incentive to buy a
business aircraft.

Historically, the investment tax credit has stimulated growth in our industry and
has been an important incentive for our customers to invest. After the ITC has been
enacted (or reenacted) on average, sale of new aircraft have gone up by 30 percent
the first year and 50 percent in the second year. As a result, thousands of jobs have
been created. A chart showing the historic impact of the ITC is attached.

Why has the ITC been so successful in the past? We would suggest two important
criteria: (1) the potential buyer must understand the ITC, amd (2) the buyer must
see the ITC offers significant value.

The "incremental aspects of the proposed ITC does not meet the first criterion.
It is too complex, and has too many qualifications to be easily widerstood by mostof our customers. Even for those who may choose to use the incremental IC, it's
real economic value is only about one and one half percent, rather than seven per-
cent. Thus, it is difficult for customers who could qualify for the IT C to see any sig-
nificant value.

On the other hand, the proposed small business ITC could provide a more mean-
ingful benefit because it is simpler to understand and has a greater economic value.

We urge this committee to improve the Administration proposal and make both
ITC proposals simpler and of greater economic value. This will make them more ef-
fective sales tool and economic stimulus along the lines of former ten percent ITCs.

LUXURY TAX

Although the luxury tax was not included in the -Administration's proposal, we are
heartened by statements that the President supports repeal. We urge you to use the
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language included in H.R. 11 last year. As you know, this repeal language was
p assed by the Congress twicm last year and was vetoed each time for reasons unre-
lated to its merits.

The luxury tax has depressed sales of new business aircraft, as it has sales of
other types of equipment. Instead of buying new aircraft, customers have bought
used aircraft. There are certain provisions in the luxury tax which limit its impact,
however, the fact is that potential customers the tax may apply, and they do not
want to keep the additional records necessary to prove the tax dnes not apply. Busi-
nesses that otherwise would be our customers can simply bu, used aircraft and
avoid the luxury tax. As a result, millions of dollars of new aii-c, aft sales have been
lost.

The tax revenues generated by this tax are small compared to the negative impact
of lost sales and jobs. In calendar year 1991, this tax brought in merely $119,000.
For the first three quarters of 1992, only $139,000 was raised.

We are losing potential sales every week. It would be very helpful if Congress
would assure our customers that repeal of the luxury tax will be effective on Janu-
ary 1, 1993.

BTU TAX

Obviously, any increase in operating costs is noi welcomed by us or our customers.
Our calculations show that if the tax is applied Rccording to the published formula,
seven or eight cents per gallon would be added to the price of aviation fuel. This
could equate to as much as a $100 million dollar per year burden on general avia-
tion users.

Our primary concern is that-the BTU tax should apply uniformly to all types of
transportation. We ask the Congress to ensure general aviation users do not bear
more than their 'fair share." In other words, the tax should be based on actual BTU
consumption of each transportation mode. Price elasticity should not be allowed to
transfer tax payment to other modes.

General aviation is currently paying a federal fuel tax of 15 cents ;er gallon for
aviation gasoline and 172 cents for jet fuel, plus state and local taxeF, and fees.
Federal taxes go to the Airport/Airway Trust Fund. We recommend tba',- the pro-
ceeds from this new BTU tax be placed in the Airport/Airway Trust Fund, and that

general aviation users be given credit for this contribution as part of our financing
the airport/airway system.

AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION FEE

The proposal to enact an annual federal aircraft registration fee of $270 is puni-
tive and unfair. As it is unrelated to use of the airport and airway system, it is sim-
ply a property tax on aircraft owners which is already applied by many state gov-
ernments. A combined registration fee and BTU tax would certainly be an onerous
burden. The registration fee is a bad idea that should be forgotten.

STATEMENT OF 3.4E MACHINERY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Clyde . Batavia,
president of Joe Clar and Sons Inc., Oakland, Califrnia. I am writing today as
president of the Machinery Dealers National Association (MDNA).

Founded in 1941, MDNA is a national trade association representing nearly 500
corporations which sell used metalworking and other capital equipment in virtually
every state.

MDNA does not have the resources to retain economists, consultant or other ex-
pe rts to debate whether the Congress should reinstitute the investment tax credit.
However, if, in the wisdom of this committee, it proposes that an inveAtment tax
credit be enacted, I can tell you why it should be extended to used capital equip-
ment.

In the machine tool industry today the vast majority of manufacturers are no
longer American, but Japanese, German and Italian. By making the investment tax
credit apply only to the purchase of new equipment, you are encouraging the pur-
chase of foreign made goods with U.S. drlars, which, needless to say, will have a
negative effect on the balance of trade.

rn addition, it is simply not necessary in industry today to purchase and spend
the millions of dollars it takes to buy new machine tools when there is a large quan-
tity of very high quality used machinery available on the market which will accom-
pish the same task of improving and enhancing production.
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Two common factors in the decision to buy used equipment are cost and availabil-
ity. Market and/or production conditions strongly influence capital investment deci-
sions. When smaller manufacturers have the opportunity to increase sales it ofte,,
requires an immediate increase in production capacity. Most newly produced U.S.
manufacturing equipment takes from 18 to 30 months to deliver-and this time lag
would probably cancel the additional sales.

Because they are not highly leveraged, some smaller manufacturers are not able
to acquire newly manufactured equipment because they don't have adequate financ-
ing to purchase highly expensive replacement machines.

There is a demand for late-model used machinery. In many instances, later year
domestic used machinery and newly manufactured foreign machines are price com-
petitive. Under President Clinton's proposal, new foreign machines have the advan-
tage of tax credits. Industries seeking to retool then face three choices: Make do
with inadequate equipment, purchase imported new machine tools or acquire more
efficient used machinery.

If manufacturers retain their inadequate machinery, there is no increase in pro-
ductive capacity and the goal of economic growth is frustrated. Retooling with im-
ported machine tools is obviously undesirable, both in its ultimate effects on the do-
mestic machine tool industry and in its adverse effect on the balance of payments.
Only by retooling with more efficient used machinery can the maximum economic
benefits to our nation be realized.

In other words, improving productivity does not necessarily require acquisition of
newer machines. Often small manufacturers can increase their productivity by pur-
chasing used equipment which is newer and more efficiently designed for its par-
ticular production needs. When small businesses are denied incentives to replace
current equipment with used machines that are either more sophisticated or more
appropriate for thei.- operations, our economy loses.

What are the alternatives? Make do with existing equipment. merge. be acquired
or close up shop.

Because tax crdits generate additional investment in newly manufactured ma-
chinery, they improve productivity at one level and also make late-model used
equipment available for another level of the economy. MDNA members believe that
such credits can increase additional investment in used-as well as new--equip-
ment. and also that they will generate economic growth to the extent this replace-
ment equipment is more productive than older equipment.

By excluding used capital equipment you also dilute the ability of small busi-
ness-which, as you know, represents the majority of jobs-to compete with larger
corporations.

It's also important to note that the purchase of used machinery usually results
in the hiring of additional employees; whereas, the purchase of new machinery fre-
quently eliminates employees. Small companies are the ones that create jobs. Statis-
tics show that, while the 500 or so largest corporations were-and still are-shrink-
ing their payrolls. small businesses added some 12 million jobs.

The purchase of used equipment is not exclusively the domain of small businesses
either. If you exclude used equipment from eligibility for the investment tax credit,
you also penalize major manufacturing companies, as well.

For example. our members' customers often include such firms as General Motors,
Chrysler, the U.S. Government. and several of the Fortune 500 companies. Even
they cannot afford the millions of dollars that it costs for a new machine tool when
there are used machine tools which will accomplish the same goal and are readily
available for a fraction of the cost of new equipment.

IN SUMMARY

0 Improving productivity does not necessarily require acquisition of new ma-
chines.

* By excluding used capital equipment new foreign machines have competitive
advantages, cheating the domestic machine tool industry and adversely affect-
ing the balance of payments.

. By limiting the availability of such an investment tax credit to new equipment
investments, the government dilutes the ability of small business to compete
with larger corporations. The difficult problems small businesses face acquiring
capital are compounded when necessary used equipment investments are then
denied allowances available to newly manufactured equipment investments.

Extending tax allowances to used equipment helps modernize all of America and
not just the small minority which can afford new equipment.

70-749 0 - 93 - 13
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STATEMENT OF THE MwCRosovT CORP.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Mike Brown. I em Vice
President, Finance for Microsoft Corporation. I greatly appreciate the opportunity
to testify before the Committee. I am here to urge reconsideration of the proposal
to tax royalties as passive income for purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation.
This proposal will have a significant adverse impact on America's computer software
companies who currently are among this country's star exporters and top economic
perormers.

Many of the Clinton Administration's initiatives, such as extension of the research
and experimentation credit, recognize the importance of making U.S. business more
competitive in the global economy. The proposal to tax all royalty payments as pas-
sive income, however, is inconsistent with this policy objective. Microsoft believes
this proposal may cause many U.S. companies engaged in manufacturing and sell-
ing products in foreign markets to develop their technology outside the United
States, rather than subject themselves to the substantial additional tax cost associ-
ated with licensing technology developed in the United States. The passive royalty
provision also will reduce the level of foreign earnings repatriated to the United
States, because United States taxpayers will find it increasingly difficult to remit
earnings to the United States without a substantial incremental tax cost. U.S. based
companies may find it more efficient to reinvest in active operations conducted in
foreign countries rather than remit the earnings for investment in United States op-
erations.

BACKGROUND: MICROSOFT CORPORATION AND THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

Microsoft develops, markets and supports a wide range of systems and applica-
tions software for personal computers or "PCs." By making it easier to use personal
computers for an increasing number of purposes, Microsoft products have contrib-
utedto the "PC revolution duiaig the last 15 years. The growth of our company
has paralleled the increase in tl;; number of people who use personal computers in
this country, from one million in 1980 to more than 90 million today.

Microsoft's products include system software, such as MS-DOS and Microsoft
Windows, that act as a computer's "nerve center" allocating computer memory,
scheduling the execution of basic functions, and controlling the flow of information
among the various components of the microcomputer. We also develop and market
application software such as Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, our word process-
ing and spreadsheet programs.

Microsoft is a leader in the global personal computer software market. Last year,
more than 55percent of Microsoft's almost $3 billion in revenue came froti foreign
sales. Microsoft markets more than 100 products developed in 25 languages and sold
in over 200 countries. Our R&D expenditures are significantly more than the aver-
age for all American businesses. We employ about 10,000 people in the United
States (including over 3,000 programmers and other technical employees) and an-
other 3,000 overseas.

According to a report prepared for the Business Software Alliance by Economist
Incorporated, the computer software industry is the fastest growing industry in the
United States. Now larger than all but five manufacturing industries, the software
industry accounts for $36.7 billion of value added to the U.S. economy in 1992, up
from $3.3 billion in 1977, Moreover, the U.S. software industry, and the pre-
packaged software sector in particular, have been extremely successful in world
markets where U.S. prepackaged software products hold an estimated 75 percent
market share.

TI[E PASSIVE ROYALrY PROVISION IS AT ODDS WITH THE WAY AMERICAN SOFrWtRE
COMPANIES DO BUSINESS AND MAY CAUSE THEM TO MOVE JOBS OFFSHORE

It is essential to understand that the fundamental aspect of any software program
is the intellectual property that it embodies. The work of researching, writing, test-
ing and perfecting a software program is very labor intensive. Moreover, practi ally
all this software development work is done in the U.S. and involves precisely the
type of highly-skilled, highly paid jobs that this country needs.

When we sell our programs we are essentially sellingg the right to use ths intelloc-
tual property. We do not, however, sell the progTam itself because with every per-
sonal computer able to make copies we soon would be out of business. A s it is, soft-
ware piracy is extremely serious--if we could eliminate it our revenues would more
than double!

At the "wholesale" level, American software companies sell their programs over-
seas by licensing them to computer hardware manufacturers who pay a royalty for
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the right to "load" the programs into theik machines before they are sold. Not only
is this an efficient way of distributing programs, but it also significantly reduces the
rampant problem of software piracy. /a computer manufacturer selling a "naked"
machine with no software programs is essentially inviting the purchaser to use cop-
ied programs.

At the '"retail" level, %,e sell our programs over-the-counter in shrink-wrapped
boxes. Once again, however, these products contain a license for the purchaser to
use the software.

Thus some might characterize income from even these sales as royalties for pur-
poses of the tax code (the IRS his yet to definitively rule on this despite variouF
requests from industry members during the last several years).

In short, all of Microsoft's incone, whether royalties or sales, is earned from sell-
ing software and it should not ba treated differently for tax purposes. A significant
share of the earnings of Americe's software companies from foreign sales will be hit
by the Administration's proposal to limit their ability to apply foreign tax credits
toward foreign source royalty income.

Unfortunately, we think, the result may cause U.S. software companies to move
their software development offshore in order to ensure that income from these ac-
tivities will be considered to have resulted from an active business. This is the oppo-
site result of that intended b3 the Administration's proposal.

The Wall Street Journal I hat recently reported on U.S. multinationals moving re-
search facilities outside the United States. Significant cost reductions may be ob-
tained by employing professionals in other countries such as India, Malaysia, or
Russia. A number of countries have urged Microsoft to establish a research center
in their countries. To date, Microsoft has avoided moving its research facilities out-
side the United States. However, the infrastructure needed to establish offshore fa-
cilities is available.

If it is not possible to efficiently sell products embodying intellectual property
from the United States, then U.S. taxpayers, including Microsoft, must evaluate
whether or not to continue to conduct research and development in the United
States. In short, the royalty provision calls into question the fundamental issue of
whether Microsoft will be forcec to create jobs offshore. Relocating research and de-
velopment is not a desirable alternative, but Microsoft must be able to compete in
a global economy.

THE PROPOSAL ACTUALLY WILL ENCOURAGE U.S. BASED COMPANIES TO INVEST IN OPER-
ATIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES DUE TO THE ADDITIONAL TAX COST OF REMITTING
THOSE FUNDS TO THE UNITED STATES

The Treasury Department has stated that this provision is necessary because U.S.
tax payers should be prevented from averaging or cross crediting high taxed income
and low taxed income for foreign tax credit purposes. However, averaging foreign
tax credits with respect to active business income is necessary because it fosters
U.S. competitiveness in global markets and compensates, in part, for discrepancies
between U.S. and foreign tax laws. It also promotes the repatriation of funds earned
abroad to the U.S. for reinvestment in U.S. operations and creation of American
jobs. In short, the foreign tax credit provisions have a significant impact on inter-
national trade. They should not be radically changed without carefully evaluating
the impact on the American economy. Moreover, if the averaging or cross crediting
provisions are going to be changed, then they should be changed explicitly and not
by attempting to recharacterize particular types of income.

GENERALLY, THE GROWTH IN ROYALTY PAYMENTS SINCE 1986 IS DIRECTLY
ATTRIBUTABLE TO TAX LAW AMENDMENTS, NOT TO TAX MOTIVATED TRANSACTIONS

The Treasury Department, in its "Summary of the Administration's Revenue Pro-
posals" cites the increase in royalties since 1986 as evidence that taxpaye-s have
engaged in tax motivated transactions designed to utilize excess foreign tax credits.
In reality, tax law changes in 1984 and 1986 effectively required U.S. companies to
license intellectual property, and to pay significant royalties. Congress was con-
cerned w;th the tax free transfer of intellectual property outside the United States
and changed the U.S. tax law to require substantial royaltypayments.

The passive royalty provision is wholly inconsistent with prior law and appears
to penalize multinationals that appropriately increased their royalties in accordance
with the "super royalty" provision. Companies that licensed intangibles to their for-
eign subsidiaries and increased royalties as the subsidiaries' income increased, are

SSee, The Wall Street Journa, March 10, 1993 and March 17, 1993.
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now accused of engagin& in tax motivated transactions when in fact the U.S. tax
law required the growth in licensing transactions during this period.

THE PASSIVE ROYALTY PROPOSAL CAUSES SIMILAR CONSEQUENCES IN OTHER
INDUSTRIES THAT SELL PRODUCTS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

We would like to emphasize that while this issue is important to the software in-
dustry, the negative impact of this provision is not limited to software or other tech-
nology based products. We have consulted on this issue with 17 other American cor-
porations with extensive overseas activity engaged in such diverse industries as
consumer products, industrial manufacturing, apparel manufacturing, telecommuni-
cations, lumber and paper products. These companies represent the leading compa-
nies in their industries. Each of these companies must be able to move intellectual
property efficiently in order to compete in the global marketplace. The enactment
of the passive royalty provision will have a similar impact on these companies which
may result in moving research activities offshore and returning fewer profits to the
United States.

SUMMARY

Microsoft recognizes that additional tax revenues must be raised. However we be-
lieve that this provision is unlikely to raise substantial revenues. Instead, this pro-
vision is likely to lead American companies to move development of intellectual
property offshore rather than subject the royalty income to additional U.S. taxes.
Rather than promoting growth in the U.S. economy, the passive royalty provision
imposes a prohibitive tax increase on the development of U.S. based technology and
deters capital investment in the United Staes. Thus, the passive royalty proposal
does not provide any significant benefit from a tax or economic policy perspective.
For these reasons, Microsoft respectfully requests that the tax ackage to be consid-
ered by this Committee not include the passive royalty proposa.

STATEMENT OF THE MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION

The Multistate Tax Commission appreciates the opportunity to submit this writ-
ten statement concerning the Administration's foreign tax proposals for the Commit-
tee's consideration. The Commission is an interstate organization representing .13
states.1 One of the Commission's majcr activities is developing fair and administra-
ble methods of dividing, for state tax purposes, the income of businesses operating
across state and national boundaries. This statement concerns the proposal con-
tained in President Clinton's deficit reduction plan to strengthen the federal govern-
ment's authority to achieve a fair and administrale allocation of the income of mul-
tinational corporations to the United States. That authority is of course vested in
Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code.

During his campaign, President Clinton focused attention on the failure of federal
policies to stop tax avoidance by multinational corporations due to their transfer
pricing practices. He observed correctly that whenever a group of taxpayers avoids
paying their properly owed share of taxes, all other taxpayers, unfairly, have to pick
up the slack. He also clearly recognized that tax avoidance by multinational busi-
nesses hurts our economy, by placing dynamic, small and medium sized businesses
who are often competing with them in the same markets--but without multi-
national operations--at a competitive disadvantage.

Why are state government representatives concerned about the transfer pricing
issue? Very simply, because for every dollar that the federal government loses be-
cause of improper transfer prices, states-whose tax systems are now largely tied
to the federal determination of U.S.-source income-lose 22 cents.2 If the federal
government is losing $10-12 billion annually, as President Clinton suggested during
the campaign 3 that means that the states are losing an additional $2-2.5 billion.
This brings the combined government revenue losses from transfer pricing to $15
billion annually.

The Commission shares President Cliuton's concerns that improper transfer prices
are causing a serious drain on the federal treasury. MTC staff research suggests
that $10-12, billion in annual losses is a realistic, if not conservative, estimate.
Looking at just one category of transactions by one group of multinational busi-
nesses illustrates this. IRS data have consistently shown that foreign owned whole-
salers and retailers--many of which act as distributors for affiliated foreign manu-
facturers-pay considerably more for the goods they resell than do U.S.-owned
wholesalers and retailers. If they had had the 76 percent cost-of-goods sold to sales
ratio of their U.S.-owned competitors rather than the 85 percent rate they reported,4
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their 1989 taxable incomes would have been $35 billion higher. All other things
equal, they would have paid $12 billion more in tax at the statutory 34 percent tax
rate. Just this simple "back-of-the-envelope" calculation addressing just one category
of multinational corporations can, in other words, suggest an annual revenue loss
attributable to transfer pricing that is very close to President Clinton's campaign
estimates.

Another way that a $10-12 billion annual revenue loss can be substantiated is
b comparing it to the total volume of transactions between related corporations
tat cross the U.S. border each year. A conservative estimate involving some ex-
trapolation of IRS data is $350 billion. 6 At this volume, transfer prices that are "off"
on average by just 10 percent would again lead to an understatement of U.S. tax-
ible income of $35 billion and underpayment of tax of $12 billion. This is not to
assert that this is the average variance of actual transfer prices from "arm's-length"
prices. It is not an implausible variation, however, given that penalties do not even
potentially apply until inbound transfer prices are 100 percent too high and out-
bound transfer prices are 50 percent too low. It is also plausible that taxpayers
would take an 'aggressive" transfer pricing position to the extent of a 10 percent
variance when there is no certainty concerning the true "arm's-length" price in any
case and when the IRS has had such little success at sustaining its transfer price
adjustments when they are appealed and litigated.

As part of his deficit reduction package, President Clinton proposes to clarify the
statutory authority to implement proposed regulations issued by the IRS in January
relating to the imposition of penalties when the IRS makes substantial adjustments
to transfer prices. Under current law, two different levels of penalties may apply
if an IRS auditor's transfer pricing adjustment is sustained through the appeals
process and, if need be, the courts. The level of penalty depends upon how large the
adjustments are in percentage terms and/or in total dollars. Some penalties may be
avoided, however, if the taxpayer made a reasonable effort to determine the proper
transfer prices and if the taxpayer reasonably believed that its transfer pricing
methodology achieved an "arm's-lenth" result.

The purpose of the new regulations is to encourage taxpayers to set transfer
prices through a deliberate and documented process established by legal and eco-
nomic experts before tax returns incorporating them are filed. The mechanism to
achieve this is foreclosing the "reasonable cause and good faith" exception to the
penalties for taxpayers who do not establish and document transfer pricing prac-
tices in advance. No more will taxpayers be able to play "audit roulette" secure in
the knowledge that should they be one of the unlucky few receiving a Section 482
assessment at the end of an audit, they can then expend the resources to hire the
accountants, economists and attorneys to defend either their original transfer prices
or other transfer prices leading to a smaller assessment. This strategy, shouldthey
lose, will now have a significant penalty cost.

The President's penalty-related proposal is a useful and necessary interim meas-
ure to minimize the losses At the federal and state treasuries that flow from the
fact that nothing in Section 482 compels taxpayers to establish arm's-length transfer
prices. However, we believe that the arm's-length pricing system has failed and
needs to be replaced. The Administration's full strategy in approaching inter-
national tax problems is still, as we understand it, evolving. As that strategy devel-
op3, we would recommend that the federal government move actively to replace the
failed arm's-length pricing system with a formula apportionment system.

Why has the arm s-length pricing system failed? Because it attempts to do the im-
possible. It tries to regulate the prices for every category of product, service or in-
tangible asset exchanged between related, jointly owned and controlled corporations.
There are more than 46,000 global corporations doing business in the U.S. that op-
erate with and through affiliated corporations in foreign countries These corora-
tions engage in $350 billion of transactions within their own family of related cor-
porations in foreign nations every year.7 This amount of controlled trade represents
an enormous volume of transactions, and the amount of resources required to audit
and adjust the prices for this volume of trade is overwhelming and well beyond even
the recently expanded resources of the IRS.

Beyond the sheer volume of controlled transactions, there is the inore fundamen-
tal problem that the arm's-length pricing method assumes an economic world that
does not exist. Trade amongjointly owned corporations is not, by definition, arm's-
length, free market trade. the IRS must attempt to discover free market prices
for comparable transactions as a standard to adjust the prices in the controlled
trade situation. The problem is that for major global industries--such as pharma-
ceuticals--automobiles, financial services, and electronics--there are frequently no
international free market transactions to compare with the controlled trade among
affiliated companies. As Louis Kauder, an international tax expert, testified before
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the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee on March 25th, attempting to enforce
the arm's-length pricing system under these circumstances is something like orga-
nizing an Easter egg hunt without first hiding any eggs. No batter how many chil-
dren are invited to join in the search, and no matter how detailed the instructions
are for finding the eggs, none will be found because none are out there."8

The fundamental problem of the absence of comparable uncontrolled transactions
is illustrated by one of the famous cases the IRS lost: the Bausch & Lomb case.
Bausch & Lomb licensed the use of a patent on a unique manufacturing process for
soft contact lenses to its Irish subsidiary. The princil tax dispute was over wheth-
er or not the amount of royalty paid by the Irish subsidiary to its parent was suffi-
cient. The IRS tried to raise the royalty price being paid, but the problem is that
there is no free market price for patents in soft contact lens manufacturing proc-
esses. Absent a free market for this asset, the IRS could not prove that its assess-
ment was correct. The case deteriorated, as most such cases do, into a debate over
a range of prices, any one of which could be used because there is no single right
answer.

Worse yet, unlike the typical case in which a taxpayer has the burden of proof
to justify his or her method of reporting income, in the arm's-length world, the IRS,
for all practical purposes, must shoulder the burden of proof. The IRS must prove,
not only that the taxpayer's reported prices are incorrect, but what the correct
prices are. Again, in the big-dollar cases involving valuable intangible assets, this
is an impossible task because free market prices necessary for the IRS to prove the
taxPayer wrong often do not exist.

Even in more routine cases involving widely sold consumer products, like VCRs
or motorcycles, very complicated and subjective adjustments for "volume discounts,"
"location savings," "market risks," "market penetration strategies," and other eco-
nomically relevant factors may have to be made. But every such adjustment adds
a potentially disputable issue, and any number of p, ices within a broad range may
end up being correct. Because the burden of proof has effectively been turned on
its head, the global taxpayer has wide discretion to report what it wishes to various
national tax authorities. The arm's-length system thus fails the first test of a tax
system, namely that it be mandatory. Because it is based on a false economic
premise and is flawed by a misplaced burden of proof, the arm's-length method is
more like a voluntary contribution system than a real system of taxation.

The American states confronted the fundamental issues involved in dividing the
income of multijurisdictional corporations much earlier than the federal govern-
ment, because there was significant interstate commerce between related corpora-
tions long before there was significant international commerce. The states recog-
nized very early on the practical impossibility of preventing improper income shift-
ing on a transaction-by-transaction basis.

More importantly the states recognized the full range of economic synergies in-
volved in being an integrated economic enterprise that make it theoretically impos-
sible to identify where profit is earned. Jointly owned and controlled corporations
that operate to ether on a global basis benefit from economies of scale, the ability
to minimize isk, and the fact that technical expertise and information can often be
obtained more cost effectively when it is fixed in the minds of employees than when
it has to be purchased on the open market. These kinds of efficiencies generate
value for the whole enterprise that is greater than the sum oF the parts, and it is
this value that cannot meaningfully be divided among separate legal entities as the
arm's-length system attempts to do. In choosing formula apportionment of the com-
bined income of all the members constituting an integrated economic enterprise over
the current separate entity, arm's-length, transactional approach, the states were
thus choosing a system that the "economic theory of the multinational firm" is only
now catching up to. Formula apportionment is the method of tax ac..ounting that
best fits the economic reality of world trade conducted within global enterprises. It
should also be emphasized that formula apportionment is a mandatory taxpayer re-
porting system, not an after-the-fact income reallocation system like Section 482.

A growing number of international tax experts have either flatly endorsed sub-
stituting a combined reporting formula apportionment system for the current arm's-
length system, or suggested that the option be seriously considered. Among these
experts are Ronald Pearlman, former staff director of the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation, economist Lawrence Summe-s, Prcident Clinton's nominee to be Undersecre-
tary of the Treasury for International Affairs, and attorneys Stanley Langbein, Mi-
chael McIntyre, Louis Kauder, Dale Wickham, and Charles Kerester. 9

Under a combined reporting, formula apportionment system, the legal entities
comprising a distinct and integrated economic enterprise are first identified. For ex-
ample, if a group of commonly owned corporations is really engaged in two separate
businesses, say, steel manufacturing and a department store chain, and there are
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no significant economic ties between the two businesses, then the income of the two
separate businesses is apportioned separately.

Next, the combined income of the business is determined in a manner similar to
the calculation of federal consolidated income, with the key factor being the elimi-
nation of intercompany transactions. Returning to the example, assume that the
parent company of the department stores is a wholesaler. Further assume that it
purchases all inventory from unrelated suppliers. It then resells most of the inven-
tory to the related department stores incorporated separately in each state, and
some of it to unrelated department stores. In this case, the charges from the whole-
saler to the related retail stores would be eliminated. The business' combined in-
come would be calculated by taking the total of the department stores' retail sales
and the wholesaler's sales to independent department stores, and subtracting from
it the wholesaler's inventory purchases and all other expenses paid by both the
wholesaler and its related department stores to unrelated suppliers (e.g., rent, inter-
est, wages).

Finally, the combined income is apportioned to each state with legal jurisdiction
to tax a share of it in proportion to objective measures of the activities engaged ,in
by the business in each state. The most commonly-used measures are property, pay-
roll, and sales, and the apportionment is usually done on an equally weighted basis.
Thus, if 10 percent of the business' sales to outsiders occurred in State A and 10
percent of its payroll and property were located there, State A would be able to tax
10 percent of the business' combined income.

California, Montana, North Dakota, and Alaska continue to require multinational
businesses to do this combination and apportionment on a global basis (although
they generally permit an election to include only corporations incorporated in or
with most of their business in the United States). The federal government could
adopt the same global apportionment system and thereby eliminate any need to ex-
amine or indeed worry about intercompany transfer prices.

As in all tax systems, there are complexities to work out and policy choices to be
,made. For example, an overall functional examination of a multinational corporate
group needs to be made to determine whether it is engaged in one or multiple lines
of business, and, if the latter, to determine which subsidiaries are involved in which
business. But this is a far simpler matter than engaging in a functional analysisfor transfer pricing purposes, which may require not only the determination, but
also precise measurement, of which of two parties to a particular transaction con-
tributed which assets, incurred which expenses, and bore which risks. The inevi-
table conclusion, however, is that the range of potential controversies between tax-
payers and tax authorities is exponentially larger under a transaction-based trans-
fer pricing enforcement system than it is under formula apportionment.

Many "red herrings" are pulled out of the barrel when a federal apportionment
option is discussed. Addressing the objections raised to formula apportionment is be-
yond the scope of this statement. To give one example, however, it should be clear
that is far simpler to translate into dollars the annual net income of an entire sub-
sidiary than it is to determine which of two parties in a cross-border transaction
is actually bearing foreign exchange risk and then to value this for pricing purposes.

From the standpoint of the resources required to enforce it effectively formula ap-
portionment beats a system based on adjusting transfer prices hands down. A com-
parison of the amount of staff time required by the federal ann's-length method and
formula apportionment is shown on the chart accompanying this statement. The fed-
eral government spends at least three to seven times as many staff hours complet-
ing an international arm's-length audit that may cover only a small portion of a
company's related-party transactions as compared to the hours the states spend on
an international formula apportionment audit that covers all international issues.
This comparison actually understates the greater efficiency of the states' approach,
because a "best case" scenario for arm's-length reported in a joint 1992 Treasury/
IRS report 10 is being compared to the "worst case" scenario of the states.

Does using three to seven times as much staff time as the states yield better re-
sults? Sadly, the answer is "no." The Internal Revenue Service has failed to sustain
its transfer pricing adjustment in every major case it has taken to court in the last
ten years. Losing badly in court, the IRS has turned to settling a large portion of
transfer pricing cases and in 1991 it settled those cases for an average 23 cents
to 28 cents on the dollar.1 These are not intended as criticisms of the IRS, for it
has dedicated and talented staff working on these issues. The roblem is that the
arm's-length pricing system largely impedes success. The fault lies with the policy,
not with the Service. But in comparison, the states have won the bulk of their inter-
national cases, and the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the validity and fairness
of their formula apportionment method.' 2
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It should not be overlooked that states that are among the smallest in the nation,
such as North Dakota and Montana, have succeeded in administering the inter-
national apportionment system when the federal government has failed to make
arm's-length pricing work. Sadly, the Reagan Administration in the mid-1980's pres-
sured these and other states to limit their use of international apportionment.

So what is our current situation? We have an approach to international taxation
that loses the federal and state governments a conservatively estimated $15 billion
a year, that shifts that cost unfairly to ordinary taxpayers and small businesses and
costs the federal government three to seven times the staff resources aa compared
to the more efficient and more effective state system of formula apportionment. It
is an approach under which the IRS has not been able to win a major court case
in recent times, and it must settle other cases for a minor fraction of the original
assessments. It is an approach that is doomed to fail because of the volume of trans-
actions that must be reviewed and corrected and, more fundamentally, because the
approach does not fit with the economic realities that lead to the formation of multi-
national corporations in the First place.

Why do we stick with a methodthat has failed so badly for nearly 30 years? The
reason given time and again by Treasury officials is that the "Devil makes us do
it." Who is the Devil in this case? International tax treaties. But is this a reasonable
answer? No treaty and no law should require anyone to do that which is impossible.
If they do, they should be changed. Further, the major treaties do not speak of ad-
justing prices to an arm's-length level. In fact, the treaties speak of adjusting profits
in a manner that achieves arm's-length results 13 Treasury could, if it so decided
and without revising the treaties, explore with other treaty partners developing for-
mula apportionment processes that adjust profits rather than prices. Thirty years
ago, the U.S. government led its trading partners down the arm's-length pricing
path. We now know that path has reached a dead end, and it is time for the U.S.
government, through Treasury, to lead its trading partners down a new path of di-
viding profits through formula apportionment.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, we believe that in continuing to
.eek cover from transfer pricing problems in Section 482, the federal government
ii in fact parading naked in the international tax arena. It is time for this emperor
to get a suit of clothes. He will not find a good suit of clothes in London, Brussels,
Berlin or Tokyo, and he will certainly not find them in the Cayman Islands or Neth-
erlands Antilles. The emperor will find a good suit of clothes in Sacramento, Salem,
Helena, Boise and Bismarck. And when he finds this suit of clothes, he will discover
that they fit well, are a good value for the money, and will last a long, long time.
The Multistate Tax Commission urges the Committee to give serious consideration
to the formula apportionment alternative to Section 482 As you move to implement
President Clinton s transfer pricing penalty-related provision-and we support this as
a necessary emergency Iiieasure-we also urge you to hasten the transition from a
failed arm's-length pricing system to international formula apportionment.

ENDNOTES

1. The Member States of the Multistate Tax Commission are Alaska, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Disnrict of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,
Texas, Utah, and Wabington.

The Associate Member States are Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia, Louisi-
ana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jergey, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Tennessee, and West Virginia.

2. Multistate Tax Commission staff estimate based on a calculation of the weight-
ed average state statutory corporate income tax rate as a percentage of the federal
statutory rate.

3. Governor Bill Clinton, Putting People First. A National Economic Strategy for
America, p. 22. The revenue to be gained by stepped-up enforcement of Section 482
is estimated there as growing from $9.0 billion in 1993 to $13.5 billion in 1997. The
four-year average is $11.3 billion.

4. James R. Hobbs, "Domestic Corporations Controlled byForeign Persons, 1989,"
Statistics of Income Bulletin, Winter 1992-93, p. 12, Figure F.

5. With regard to U.S. subsidiaries of foreign parent multinationals, the IRS Sta-
tistics of Income Division has only compiled the data on transactions with related
parties for the 121 foreign-controlled U.S. corporations with over $1 billion in sales.
The IRS reports a total of $89 billion inbound and outbound transactions for this
group of companies, exclusive of the principal amount of loans. See: James Hobbs
and John Latzy, "Transactions Between Foreign Controlled Corporations and Relat-
ed Foreign Persons, 1988, Data Release," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Summer
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1992, p. 122. (We exclude the principal balance of loans from our measure of related
party transactions, since only the interest charges on the loans would ordinarily be
subject to a Section 482 adjustment). These 121 corporations, according to IRS, ac-
count for approximately half of the total sales of all foreign-controlled corporations.
We assume that the untabulated corporations engage in related-party transactions
to the same degree as the tebulated ones, and thus double the figures reported for
the 121 corporations.

With regard to U.S. based multinationals, the IRS has compiled data only for the
744 with more than $500 million in assets. See, John Latzy and Randy Miller, "Con-
trolled Foreign Corporations, 1988," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall 1992, p. 71.
This article (at p. 66) reports $143 billion in related party sales of "stock in trade"
with 7500 foreign subsidiaries. Unpublished data compiled for the Multistate Tax
Commission by the Statistics of Income Division counts an additional $33 billion in
related party sales of services, royalties, interest, etc. Since the IRS reports that the
7500 foreign subsidiaries of these 744 U.S. parents account for fully 92 percent of
the sales of all U.S. controlled foreign subsidiaries, we have not extrapolated the re-
lated party transactions upward.

6. 'here were 44,840 U.S. corporations controlled by foreign persons that filed
1989 tax returns. See: James R.Hobbs, "Domestic Corporations Controlled by For-
eign Persons, 1989," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Winter 1992-93., p. 7. ThQ IRS
also reports that 750 U.S. corporations with assets over $500 million control 7500
foreign subsidiaries. See: John Latzy and Randy Miller, "Controlled Foreign Cor-
porations, 1988," Statistics of Income Bulletin, Fall 1992, p. 71. However, this is by
no means a complete count of U.S. based multinationals. A much more comprehen-
sive compilation by the U.S. Commerce Department indicates that there are actually
more than 2000 U.S. based multinational corporations that own a majority interest
in over 15,000 foreign subsidiaries. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Direct Investment
Abroad, 1989 Benchmark Survey, Final Results, October 1992, p. M-25. It is worthy
of note that a listing by Treasury and IRS of Commerce Department data sources
that could be of use in Section 482 enforcement completely omitted this extremely
comprehenive survey of foreign direct investment and a comparable one covering
investment in the U.S. by foreign multinational corporations. See, U.S. Department
of Treasury and Internal Revenue Service, Report on the Application and Adminis-
tration of Section 482, April 9, 1992, p. 5-15.

7. See endnote 5.
8. Statement of Louis M. Kauder before the Governmental Affairs Committee of

the United States Senate, March 25, 1993, photocopy, p. 9.
9. See: Kathleen Matthews, "Dolan, Pearlman Square Off Over Arm's-Length v.

Formula Approach," Tax Notes, March 25, 1991, p. 1335; Lawrence H. Summers,
"Taxation in a Small World," in Herbert Stein, ed., Tax Policy in the Twenty-First
Century, (New York: John Wiley & Sons) 1988, p. 71; Stanley I. Langbein, "A Modi-
fied Fractional Apportionment Proposal for Tax Transfer Pricing," Tax Notes, Feb-
ruary 10, 1992, pp. 719-730; Michael J. McIntyre, "Design of a National Formulary
Apportionment Tax System," in Proceedings of the Eighty-Fourth Annual Conference
of the National Tax Association-Tax Institute of America, 1991, pp. 118-124; Louis
M. Kauder, "Intercompany Pricing and Section 482: A Proposal to Shift from Uncon-
trolled Comparables to Formulary Apportionment Now," Tax Notes, January 25,
1993, pp 485-,. 3; and Dale W. Wickham and Charles J. Kerester, "New Directions
Needed for Solution of the International Transfer Pricing Tax Puzzle: Internation-
ally Agreed Rules or Tax Warfare?" Tax Notes, July 20, 1992, 339-361.

10. See: U.S. Department of Treasury and Internal Revenue Service, Report on
the Application and Administration of Section 482, April 9, 1992, pp, 3-3, 3-4.

11. Department of the Treasury's Report on Issues Related to the Compliance with
U.S. Tax Laws by Foreign Firms Operating in the United States, Hearing before the
Subcommittee on Oversight, of the Committee on Ways and Means, House Of Rep-
resentatives, April 9, 1992, pp. 145-6.

12. This statement could be affected, however, by the outcome of a pending case,
Barclays Bank PLC v. Pranchise Tax Board, 2 Cal.4th 708(1992). California has pre-
vailed through the California Supreme Court in this case, which involves a chal-
lenge to the constitutionality of the application of worldwide unitary combined re-
porting to a foreign parent corporation. Barclays Bank is seeking U.S. Supreme
Court review of the case. In 1983, in the landmark case of Container Corp. v.
Calihrnia Franchise Tax Board, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutional-
ity of worldwide unitary combined reporting as applied to U.S. based multinationals.
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13. Article 9-1 of the U.S. Model Tax Treaty provides:
1. Where

(a) an enterprise of a Contracting State participates directly or indirectly in
the management, control or capital of an enteprise of the other Contracting
State; or

(b) the samne persons participate directly or indirectly in the management,
control, or capital of an enterprse of a Contracting State and an enterprise of
the other Contracting State, and in either case conditions are made or imposed
between the two enterprises in their commercial or financial relations which dif-
fer from those which would be made between independent enterprises, then any
profits which, but for those conditions would have accrued to one of the enter-
prises, but by reason of those conditions have not so accrued, may be included
in the profits of that enterprise and taxed accordingly. [Emphasis added]
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ALTERNATIVE FUELS ASSOCIATION

DISCUSSION

Oxygenated components utilized as blend stock material in the
manufacture of unleaded gasoline are specifically wavered by the
EPA under § 211(f) of the Clean Air Act. In order to be granted a
waiver, the oxygenated compound must show that it does not cause
the failure of certified vehicles to meet regulated emission
standards. Oxygenated compounds reduce CO and certain harmful
emissions. Some are better than others. For example, some methanol
blends can reduce NOx, toxic and other harmful emissions.

Existing S 211(f) wavered materials include ethanol, TBA, MTBE,
ETBE, and several methanol/co-solvent blends ("methanol blends"),
etc. Future oxygenated materials likely to receive EPA waivers
include esters and other higher molecular weight alcohols and/or
ethers, etc.

Methanol may be used in neat/stand alone type fuels (M 85).
However, neat methanol is not an allowable component in gasolines
for normal automobile usage, except as an intermediate in the
manufacture of MTBE. In other words, methanol alone can not be
included in gasoline without the concurrent use of a co-solvent.
NAFA is not concerned about the treatment of neat methanol for use
in stand alone fuels, which appear to be adequately exempted in the
Energy Tax proposal.

Rather, NAFA is concerned that the current language of the Energy
Tax proposal is discriminatory because it excludes very attractive
waivered oxygenates, namely metnanol/co-solvent blends.

If the purpose of exempting oxygenates for use in gasoline, is to
encourage the reduction of air pollution, then all oxygenates that
can accomplish this end should be exempted from the BTU tax.

Methanol blends are normally added to gasoline in concentrations
ranging from 3% to 15% by volume, with the most typical
concentrations being from 7% to 12% of the finished gasoline. This
finished gasoline is used in convention vehicles without
modification, just like ethanol and MTBE are used.

Co-solvents, which are also oxygenated, represent from
approximately 30% to 75% of the methanol blend composition, with
the most typical methanol blend composition being 50% methanol and
50% co-solvent. Co-solvent concentrations will vary depending upon
seasonal temperatures and likely water exposure of the finished
fuel. The highest percentage concentrations of co-solvents will
occur in the winter months.

Co-solvents for methanol blends include C2 to C12 alcohols, C3 to
C12 ethers, esters and ketones, including mixtures thereof. The
preferred and most typical co-solvents are alcohols.

The alcohol co-solvents will e from two to twelve carbon atoms.
The preferred cosolvent alcohols are saturates having high water
tolerances and high boiling points. Representative alcohol
cosolvents include ethanol, isopropanol, n-propanol, tertiary
butanol, 2-butanol, isobutanol, n-butanol, pentanols, amyl alcohol,
cyclohexanol, 2-ethylhexanol, furfuryl alcohol, iso amyl alcohol,
methyl amyl alcohol, tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, hexanols,
cyclohexanols, furons, septanols, octanols, and the like.

Representative ketone co-solvents (not yet waivered by the EPA)
include lower alkenyl ketones such as, diethyl ketone, methyl ethyl
ketone, cyclohexanone, cyclopentanone, methyl isobutyl ketone,
ethyl butyl ketone, butyl isobutyl ketone, ethyl propyl ketone, and
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the like. Other ketones include acetone, diacetone alcohol,
diisobutyl ketone, isophoroae, methyl amyl ketone, methyl isamyl
ketone, methyl propyl ketone, and the like. A representative
cyclic ketone would be ethyl phenyl ketone.

Representative ethers, which can " used as cosolvents in fuel
compositions methyl alkyl t-butyl ethers such as methyl tert-butyl
ether, ethyl tertiary butyl ether, also preferred tertiary amyl
methyl ether, dialkyl ether, dimethyl ethers, diisopropyl ethers,
diethyl ethers, ethyl n-butyl ether, ethylidenedimethyl ether,
butyl ether, and ethylene glycol dibutyl ether, and the like. The
representative straight ethers that can be used include dimethyl
ether, methyl ethyl ether, di ethyl ether, ethyl propyl ether,
methyl normal propyl ether, ethyl isopropyl ether, methyl isopropyl
ether, ethyl normal propal ether, propyl ether, propyl isopropyl
ether, isopropyl ether, ethyl butyl ether, ethyl isobutyl ether,
ethyl secondary butyl ether, methyl normal butyl ether, methyl
isobutyl ether, methyl secondary butyl ether, methyl normal amyl
ether, methyl secondary amyl ether, and methyl iso amyl ether.
Additional nonlimiting examples of di ethers suitable for the
composition include methylene di methyl ether, methylene di ethyl
ether, methylene di propyl ether, methylene di butyl ether,
methylene di isopropyl ether, etc. Cyclic ethers may also be used
including, 4,4-dimethyl-l, 3-dioxane, and tetrahydrofurans, such
as, for example, 2-methyletrahydrofuran, 2-ethyltetrahydrofuran,
and 3-methyletrahydrofuran.

Co-solvents can be co-produced in the same process stream as
methanol and/or produced separately from natural gas, coal and/or
petroleum based feed stocks. Bio-mass and peat production is
possible. Methanol may be an intermediate chemical in the
production of the co-solvent.

Ideal feedstocks include coal (which can be cleanly converted),
natural gas, and petroleum.

Due to existing environmental burdens placed upon coal's usage and
a need for an environmentally sound alternate market, i.e.
automotive fuels, NAFA believes coal should be accorded a special
exemption beyond just the production of synthetic natural gasoline.

NAFA believes coals' specific exemption should extend to all
products, including oxygenates, intended for alternative fuel
usage. NAFA believes that a subsidy, like that accorded ethanol,
is warranted to encouraging coal's usage in the manufacture of
alternate fuels, particularly environmentally friendly oxygenates,
such as methanol, methanol blends, MTBE, TAME, etc.

The estimated 1996 market for methanol blends will approach 50
thousands barrels per day (barrels of oxygenates not finished
gasoline). This would represent a part of the entire oxygenated
component market, estimated at 600 thousand barrels. If methanol
blends do not satisfy part of total demand, such demand will be
satisfied by other exempted material, namely ethanol, MTBE, etc.

It should be noted that methanol blends do not enjoy tax subsidies
currently enjoyed by ethanol and those proposed for ETBE.

NAFA's proposes the above problem be remedied by modifying the BTU
tax exemption language so that all oxygenates used in gasoline,
which are granted a S 211(f) Waiver under the Clean Air Act, be
exempted from the BTU energy tax. This would be all inclusive and
flexible enough to consider future developments.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WHOLE&LER-DiSTRmtuTORS

INTRODUCTION

My name is George Sydnor. I am President and Chief Operating Officer of James
McGraw, Inc., of Richmond, Virginia, a distributor of industrial equipment and sup-
plies to manufacturers. Our company was established in 1866-over 125 years ago.
Our sales volume of $40 million places us in the top 50 industrial distributors na-
tionally, underscoring that ours is an industry preponderantly comprised of small
to medium-sized companies. Our approximately 2,800 customers range from inde-
pendently-owned machine shops to multinational and Fortune 500 corporations.

I am also Chairman of the Board of the National Association of Wholesaler-Dis-
tributors (NAW), and it is in that capacity that I submit this testimony.

I want to point out that NAW was a founding member of the Tax Reform Action
Coalition (TRAC), whose public testimony you have heard.

At the outset, I want to commend this Committee for the extraordinary effort it
undertook in 1986 to produce a truly historic piece of legislation, despite tremendous
political pressure from special interests. NAW salutes you again as we did in 1 for
crepi'ing a tax code which greatly reduced preferences, enabling rates to be lowered.
By so doing, you eliminated substantial bias in the code which favored one industry
over another and which distorted investment decisions.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESALER-DISTRIBUTORS AND THE WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

NAW is a federation of 110 national wholesale distribution trade associations (a
list is attached as APPENDIX A). NAW represents approximately 40,000 companies
with 150,000 places of business. These firms range in size from those with less than
$1 million in annual sales to those with over $]3 billion. The typical firm has ap-
proximately $5-$10 million in sales and employs 30-50 individuals.

Wholesale trade is an enormous and economically potent industry with annual
sales in excess of 3.1 trillion dollars. NAW represents the merchant wholesale dis-
tribution industry, the largest segment of wholesale trade.

THE PREVIOUS TAX CODE'S DISCRIMINATORY EFFECTS ON THE WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

Prior to enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the tax system was grossly un-
fair. The numerous deductions, exclusions and credits which complicated the tax
code created very wide disparities in the effective tax rates paid by various indus-
tries, and even by companies within those sectors.

Some taxpayers were able to sharply reduce their tax obligations through tax
credits and deductions while a similar capability was denied to other taxpayers with
comparable taxable income simply because they were in a business where the activi-
ties needed to trigger the use of preferences were of secondary importance, at best,
to their direct business operations.

For instance, labor and inventory-intensive industries, like wholesale distribution,
made relatively nominal use of most of the previous code's capital cost recovery pro-
visions which enabled other industries with similar net taxable income to pay much
lower rates of tax on similar levels of operating income. The reason for this, in the
case of our industry, is that 80 percent of the typical wholesaler-distributor's assets
are in inventory and accounts receivable, not in capital assets.

The result was a tax subsidy for certain types of business activity and investment
at the expense of high effective rates paid by others. Indeed, studies conducted by
the Joint Committee on Taxation found that the wholesale distribution industry
paid either the highest or the second highest effective tax rate of the industries
studied-approximately 35 percent in 1983, for example.

NAW'S SUPPORT FOR TAX REFORM

NAW's decision to support the principles of tax reform in 1986 was not made in
a vacuum. In 1985, NAW commissioned a study by Arthur Andersen & Company,
which analyzed the actual tax returns of wholesaler-distributors against the Treas-
ury Department's November, 1984 and May, 1985 tax reform proposals. The study
came to two important conclusions: first, the proposed reduction in tax rates would
offset the loss of preferences in prior law; and that the proposal would reduce the
disparity in effective rates between wholesaler-distributors and other industries,
thus creating a more level playing field.
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This is not to imply that the exchange of tax preference for lower rates was an
easy one for many wholesaler-distributors to make. Indeed, the changes made by the

-. '86 Act in inventory cost capitalization were of significant specific cost to wholesaler-
distributors. However, it was NAW's and the wholesale distribution industry's
strongly held belief that a significant reduction in corporate and individual tax rates
outweighed these factors. Central to this conclusion was our belief that market
forces, rather than public policy, no matter how skillfully crafted, can best deter-
mine investment decisions.

Of identical import is that retained earnings are the principal and often sole
source of growth capital for small, entrepreneurial businesses. The increase in re-
tained earnings generated by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for many wholesaler-dis-
tributors translated into more investment in jobs, inventory, warehouses, comput-
ers, delivery trucks and services.

NAW considers the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to be the most important piece of tax
legislation passed in the 47-year history of our organization. We strongly urge you
to preserve its principles as you move to meet the requirements of the budget reso-
lution.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS

As this Committee begins its work on the proposals which President Clinton has
made, we all recognize that today's environment is far different from that of 1986.
The President has successfully focused the public's attention at long last on the vital
need for deficit reduction and is waging a superb campaign to keep that goal readily
in sight. We applaud him for his efforts, and our members are eager to work with
him to achieve meaningful reductions in our annual Federal deficits and our mas-
sive national debt.

As ever, however, the "devil is in the details." NAW has always believed that cuts
in Federal spending must be the core element of deficit reduction. We hold that
same belief today. Unfortunately, in our view, the package which is before the Con-
gress today relies far too heavily on tax increases and far too lightly on spending
reductions. For business, taxes will rise by some $170.1 billion under the President's
plan. Proposed business

CONCLUSION

The President has characterized his tax proposal as one of "shared sacrifice." To
abandon the principles contained in the Tax Reform Act would result in a sacrifice
by some to the benefit of others. NAW strongly urges this Committee to retain the
level playing field which was the linchpir of the Tax Reform Act and reject the
President's proposal to raise the top tax rates and reinstate preferences into the
code.
Attachments.
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CLENDENIN BROTHERS, INCORPORATED
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|APPENDIX B

o C. Coth.,'. Jr February 26, 1993
Chid ECMUM OT7iw

The Honorable Benjamin L. Cardin
U. S. House of Representatives
227 Cannon Office Building
Washingtoa, DC 20515 . .

Dear Congressman Cardin:

Thank you for the positive-response you gave when I called
your attention to the inequitable tax load being placed on small
businesses in the current tax proposal. As I told you, I was not
calling on you attempting to say, *Please do not raise my
taxes.", because that issue was clearly settled in the
Presidential election. What I did point out was that, including
the Bush tax increases, small business taxes (more specifically,
S-Corporations) will have been increased from 28% to 40.7% if the
President's proposals are enacted as they have been proposed.
This is a 45.4% increase.

First, let me reiterate how I reach 40.7%, since that
differs somewhat from published reports. The Bush increases
raised the top rate to 31%, plus it reduced standard deductions
by 3%, which is essentially a 1% additional tax (32%). The
Clinton Proposal would increase the top rate to 36%, plus the 1%
tax added by standard deduction limitations (37%). Add a 10%
surtax and you get 40.7%.

The effects of a 45.4% increase in our taxes will have
serious effects on the S-Corporations my brother and I control
and on the economy as a whole. Since I told you I was not merely
asking you to not increase my taxes, I will focus on my analysis
of its' negative effects on the economy as a whole first.

virtually all of the job growth in the economy in the past
ten years has come from small businesses. When the Bradley-
Gephardt Tax Reform bill was passed by Congress and signed by
President Reagan, it provided two resources to small businesses.
The first was time. With all of the loopholes, special interest
breaks and tax traps eliminated, we could take the 30-50% of our
time that had previously been spent on tax reduction and devote
that to growing our businesses. The second is obvious and that
was cash. By reducing the marginal tax rates and allowing us to
use S-Corporation taxes, we responded by investing in and growing
our businesses and, correspondingly, increasing our employment.
If you pass the 45.4% increase in taxes on S-Corporation owners,
you take back a lot of the cash. As our cash is reduced, our
ability to invest and grow is reduced, and the rate of job
creation will also be reduad': If the tax law passes as is, and
many of us are forced back into C-Corporation status, you take
back the time as well, since the biggest tax trap is doing
something that the Internal Revenue Service could call a
dividend. I sincerely believe that this tax proposal will have a
large negative effect on the small business sector and its'
investment and employment growth.

.1
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Clendenin Brothers, Incorporated is in your district. My
brother Jim and I both live in your district and I would guess
that most of our employees live in the district as well. Our
great-grand uncles started in business in 1865 as copper
merchants when Baltimore had many copper refineries. The
refineries have disappeared and we have switched our emphasis to
aluminum. Three generations before us have deferred consumption,
saving and investing in the future, and we are doing the same
thing. To us, long-term does not mean six months, it mean two
more generations. Clendenin invested more in new plant and
equipment in the 1980's than in its' entire previous history. We
are doing our job. The number of employees in companies
controlled by my brother and myself has increased from less than
150 to more than 450. Out of curiosity, I looked up our 1982 tax
returns. For 1992, we will pay substantially more to the United
State Government than we paid in 1982, in spite of the reduction
in marginal rates. We will also pay more to the City of
Baltimore and to the State of Maryland.

Clendenin Brothers has just completed the purchase of a new
building in the City. This building will give us access to more
than twice the space we now occupy. The new tax proposal has
already had an impact on our expansion plans and will continue to
do so if it is passed as is. We had initially planned to replace
the entire roof and install a new heating system. These
expenditures would have cost about $500,000 and would have been
placed with contractors in the area. We are now debating
whether we can just maintain the roof for a while and live with
the minimal new beat plant, lowering the cost to about $50,000.
We are rapidly losing our enthusiasm for vigorous expansion and
investment and turning to caution, conservative investment and
cost control. I do not think we are the only ones.

I think you agree that the proposed increase in taxes on S--
Corporation owners is inequitable. I am grateful for -our
commitment to take the lead in trying to find a way to correct
this inequity without damaging the Plan that the President has
proposed and the majority of Americans appear to support. I also
do not believe that the President or his advisors were aware of
the extreme penalty placed on small businesses by his plan and
that, if they were made aware, they would also support some form
of relief. I sincerely believe that the macro-economic effects
of that aspect of the tax plan will be damaging to the economy
and employment growth. I will be available to give you all of
the support that you or David may request. Again, thank you very
much for taking the time to meet with me and for your positive
response.

Sincerely yours,

John C. Corckran, Jr.
JCC:mja

cc: David Koshgarian
Dirk Van Dongen,
President, Natioaal Association of Wholesaler-Distributors
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STATEMENT OF ThE NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

This Statement contains the comments of the National
Basketball Association ("NB." or "League") on President Clinton's
Tax Program for 1993, with respect to the proposal to reduce the
deductible portion of the cost of sporting events tickets front
80% to 50%.

The enactment of this provision of the Program would
unjustifiaLly discriminate against sports ticket purchases
relative to other legitimate business expenditures. Based on
existing tax law, as long as the expense of a sports ticket is
incurred for a legitimate business purpose, the expense should be
deductible; the government should not mandate preferential
treatment for some expenses over others.

The enactment of such legislation would also
substantially impair the operation of existing sports teams,
would have adverse effects upon the general economy (specifically
the economies of major cities) and would deprive many people of
the ability to attend professional sporting events.

In addition, this provision of the Program is
unnecessary to protect tax revenues because any alleged abuse in
this area is controllable under the existing law and auditing
procedures carried out by the Internal Revenue Service. Further,
based on a survey of the NBA teams, if the proposal is adopted,

-busnessew-ae-14kely-to- reduce-their-entertainmeit expenditures,
therefore, any federal tax revenue gained by reducing the
deduction would be offset by a corresponding tax revenue loss at
both the federal and local level resulting from a decrease in the
income of the teams, concessionaires, restaurants and others. In
fact, because of the multiplier principle, discussed below, the
revenue loss attributable to the proposed reduced deduction could
far surpass any direct revenue gain, thereby resulting in a
significant negative impact upon the economies of our cities.

Specifically, the following comments are material with
respect to this proposal:

TICKETS TO SPORTS EVENTS SERVE A REAL
BUSINESS NEED AND SHOULD BE TREATED SIMILARLY
TO ANY OTHER LEGITIMATE BUSINESS EXPENDITURE

The proposed legislation is patently unfair in its
discriminatory treatment of business sports entertainment
expenses as compared to other legitimate business expenditures.
Existing tax law allows a business deduction for an expense that
is ordinary and necessary and is directly connected with or
pertains to the taxpayer's trade or business. As long as a
sports ticket expense is incurred for a legitimate business
purpose, the factual determination of which is similar to dozens
of other determinations encountered by the IRS, the taxpayer
should be permitted to deduct that expense to the extant allowed
under current law.

Businesses purchase tickets to sports events for a
variety of legitimate business purposes that are comparable to
the purposes served by other fully deductible expenditures
relating to sales, business promotion, marketing and advertising.
By providing an informal setting in which a business person is
able to maintain close contact for a number of hours with a
customer, client or supplier, a sports event affords a unique
situation in which a business person can cultivate a prospective
or ongoing business relationship. Similarly, a sports event
provides an excellent place to meet after a substantial business
discussion or to prepare for the negotiation of a business
transaction.
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In addition, tickets to professional basketball games
are often used as a promotional device by companies that offer
free tickets with the purchase of items by their customers. For
many small businesses, the use of sports event tickets provides a
cost-effective means of marketing and competing with those
businesses able to devote greater resources to marketing and
advertising purposes. Companies also frequently give away
tickets to sporting events as incentives for more efficient work
and for the promotion of better employer-employee relations.

The conduct of the business community reflects its
belief that the use of tickets to sports events serves important
business purposes. In face, as discussed below, more than 60% of
tickets sold for NBA games are purchased by businesses. The
proposed legislation offers no principled basis -- and none
exists -- for distinguishing between a business's deductions for
such expenditures and its deductions for any other legitimate
business expenses, including, for example, advertising, marketing
or promotional expenditures. The use of sports entertainment
tickets should therefore be afforded tax treatment equivalent to
that of any other legitimate business expenditure.

THE PkOPOSED LEGISLATION WILL ADVERSELY
AFFECT THE ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE NBA
TMB AND RELATED BUSINESSES

NBA teams rely heavily on game attendance for their
revenues. In the NBA's 1991-1992 season, revenues from receipts
at the gate tutalled approximately $403 million and constituted
46% of the NBA's total revenues. About 62% of this total ($250
million) comes from tickets purchased by businesses, both large
and small. The percentage of season tickets sold to businesses
is even higher. Season ticket sales are essential to the
operation of a sports team because they represent known amounts
of income that enable the team to budget its expenses (including
salaries) for the next season. it is unlikely that businesses'
season ticket purchases could ever be replaced by individuals'
season ticket purchases because of the substantial outlay
required for each season ticket.

Based on information supplied by the NBA teams, if the
deductible portion of the cost of sporting events tickets is
reduced, the loss to the teams on ticket sales to businesses
(after taking into account those lost sales that would be
recovered by sales to others) could reach $40 million.' Such a
reduction in the teams' revenues would jeopardize the teams'
ability to sign contracts with qualified players and pay their
high, competitive salaries, and may threaten the financial
viability of some teams.

Moreover, each team provides an operational base for a
host of related enterprises, such as refreshment and souvenir
concessions. A decrease in game attendance resulting from the
proposal will have the direct effect of decreasing sales in these
ancillary businesses, which, like the teams themselves, can
little afford such a drain on their income.

Any attempt by the teams to recoup lost ticket sales by
raising their ticket prices may well have the unwanted
effect of foreclosing attendance to a substantial number of
basketball fans who would be financially unable to bear the
increased prices. In any event, the law of diminishing
returns would limit the amount by which teams could raise
ticket prices, thereby limiting the revenues that teams
could recover by increasing their ticket prices.
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TUN PROIPOBD LGZXLATZON WILL ADVERSELY
AFFECT TIN COIMTXY AT LlRGE, BSPECIALLY
= XMUIPACLIYT8 IND S]PiOR8 WIN

To fully appreciate the consequences of the proposed
legislation, it is necessary to view its impact beyond the narrow
scope of the sports industry and to examine its potential effect
on the community at large. In addition to promoting ancillary
enterprises within the industry, the member teams of the NBA are
an integral part of the economy of the municipalities in which
they play and enjoy significant business relationships with, or
otherwise affect, a variety of industries, including municipal
and private parking, public transportation, taxi services, food
establishments, hotels, etc. The effect of the proposed
legislation on these other industries and on the industries which
they in turn service would be substantial. In economic terms
this is known as the "multiplier principle" and stands for the
proposition that if the subject enterprise and the people
involved therein are injured, other enterprises who derive income
from the subject enterprise will also be hurt, and all
enterprises that service these secondary enterprises will be
hurt, and so forth.

As applied to the NBA, the President's proposal would
trigger the multiplier principle, resulting in overall losses to
the sports industry and to the national economy of many millions
of dollars. Concern over the adverse impact of the proposed
provision has been echoed by government officials of every major
metropolitan area throughout the country. If the proposal became
law, runicipalities are likely to suffer as a result of a general
reduction in the economy caused by a decreased demand for
services and subsequent job loss. In addition, these local
governments would be injured directly by a loss of revenues
generated through sales an d excise taxes now collected on the
items of expenditures, such as ticket sales, concessions and
parking, which would be reduced.

Moreover, about half of the NBA teams are tenants in
municipally owned or financed arenas. Because many arena rentals
are based on a percentage of revenues, a reduction in ticket
sales would mean a direct loss of revenue to local governments
from the operation of such arenas. Concession and parking
revenues retained by municipal authorities, also a direct
function of game attendance, would similarly be diminished.

The alleged benefactors of the proposed legislation,
the non-business spectators whose tickets are not tax-deductible,
will suffer along with the teams, the providers of services and
the municipalities. As noted earlier, in order to compensate for
the reduction in ticket sales to businesses, NBA teams may be
forced to raise ticket prices, thereby limiting the number of
spectators able to attend a sporting event. If the number of
spectators declines, then the amount they spend on related
activities will also be reduced. Under the multiplier principle
analysis, all the dependent industries and their employees in
turn will be injured as a consequence. In addition, the ultimate
burden of the proposed legislation may have to be shifted to
taxpayers through an increase in local taxes to compensate for
the loss of rent and taxes payable by the city's professional
sports teams. The business purchaser of sports tickets would
thus be denied a deduction for a substantial portion of a
legitimate business expense, but ironically the cost would be
borne by the ordinary taxpayer who may no longer be able to
attend the sporting event at all.
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In summary, the proposed provision is an unwarranted
and ineffective means of attempting to generate additional tax
revenue. The proposed reduction in the business deduction for
the purchase of sports tickets unjustifiably distinguishes the
purchase of sports event tickets from other legitimate business
expenses. The enactment of such legislation would impose undue
burdens on sports teams and on the general economy by reducing
the economic viability of professional sports teams, injuring
local governments and a myriad of ancillary enterprises, and
greatly reducing the number of professional sports patrons. The
NBA urges rejection of the proposed provision in order to avoid
these adverse consequences.

If any material is submitted to the Committee in
connection with the proposed Program which may require further
comment from the NBA, the NBA would appreciate the opportunity to
make such comment.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CLUB ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

The National Club Association submits these comments on the Administration's
proposed changes to the tax deductibility of club dues, business meals, and enter-
taining.

The National Club Association (NCA) is the trade association representing the
legal, legislative and business interests of private social, recreational and athletic
clubs. Over 1,000 such clubs throughout the country, with an estimated one million
members, belong to NCA. Member organizations include country, golf, city, yacht,
tennis and athletic clubs. The scope of these club operations range from small clubs
with limited membership and facilities to larger, full-scale operations with dining
and extensive recreational facilities. Some of these facilities are operated on a sea-
sonal basis while many are open year round.

The private club community has nearly 7,000 clubs which em loy over 450,000
full-time and 220,000 part-time personnel. Nearly all clubs have od and beverage
service. Our most recent survey shows food and beverage revenues to Le over $13.6
billion annually. For example, nearly 50 percent of city club revenue comes from
food ind beverage purchases.

THE PROPOSALS WILL HAMPER THE ECONOMIC STIMULUS PACKAGE

The economic plan of the Administration, touted as a stimulus package, is relying
on both spending and tax incentives to build the economy and create jobs. If, how-
ever, the deduction for club dues is repealed and business-meals and entertaining
deductibility is reduced to 60 percent, the financial impact on club employees, mid-
level executives, club members, and the economy will be jiist the opposite.

Many small businesses invest in business-development entertaining as a more ef-
fective means of generating business than other options, such as high-cost advertis-
ing which few employers can afford. Expense and dues deductions merely reflect the
investment businesses make to conduct business and thereby generate taxable net
income.

Changes to the tax deductibility of club dues, business meals, and entertaining
will be a blow to the club community, still feeling the effects of a slow economy. For
example, in a letter to Congress last year, a manager from a Midwest country club,
wrote, "Due to the economy, or maybe I should say recession, our membership is
off about three percent over the previous year. A high percentage of our existing
members are small business, middle-income, working executives. Increasing the net
cost of club membership [by denying deductibility of dues] will prompt many em-
ployela to discontinue such support of their employees. Now comes the serious part,
jobs. for women and minorities. As you know, our industry employs a high percent-
age of these groups. I would projecth[hat denying the deductibility of dues] would
result in a 20-percent layoff of employees and a 15-percent loss of club revenue."
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In addition, these changes would deny important business opportunities to many
small businesbi s and small business executives who rely on them for critical mar-
keting activities. Business development is good for America and should be encour-
aged. The government should not engage in determining how and to what extent
a taxpayer generates business. To repeal, in particular, club dues and business-en-
tertaining expenses, and treat them differently from other business expenses is in-
herently inequitable.

The club and hospitality industries and their many employees have been unfairly
targeted. We believe in a strong economy and in investing for the future. The club
community is a part of that future. The sales and services stimulated from the busi-
ness use of clubs should remain legitimately deductible activities and are a critical
element in a free enterprise economy.

IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT AND REVENUE

Dues provide the dollars needed to cover fixed overhead in a club. Since variable
costs in a club are relatively small, the only practical way to reduce costs and match
reduced revenues is through payroll reductions. Very few clubs have the economic
capacity to withstand revenue reductions. A recent sampling of clubs showed that
over 64 percent of the club industry would foresee a potential decrease in their
membership base if the deductibility of club dues were repealed. In addition, clubs
would suffer a combined revenue loss of over $1 billion if club dues were repealed.
The resulting effect is job loss, reduced business for suppliers and other lost oppor-
tunities.

City clubs, which are typically located in downtown business centers, will be par-
ticularly hard hit. Nine out of ten clubs indicate that changes to deductibility will
result in loss of revenues. Many may not survive the blow. In addition to putting
club employees out of work, the closing of these institutions would further reduce
the economic strength so important to business centers in major urban areas.

The club community employs well over 600,000 full-time, part-time and seasonal
employees. The projected loss of jobs is estimated to be between 68,000 to 78,000
for full-time positions. The loss in payroll taxes would be approximately $140 mil-
lion a year. This does not consider the tens of thousands of part-time positions and
related payroll taxes lost.

Many of these jobs are entry-level and held by minorities and women. Since the
vast majority of these jobs have few transferable skills, those individuals losing jobs
are likely to face some period of unemployment, probably prolonged. Many of these
fine employees have been with their club employer for many years. Last spring, we
received a number of handwritten letters (some in Spanish) from club employees
concerned about losing their jobs. One such letter said, "I am an employee of a club.
My title is a maid in the housekeeping department. This job is my only income. If
the staff members are reduced, it may cause me my job. So please my Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski I am opposed to the proposals that would end the deductibility of club
dues." Another letter said, ". . . I earn $6.63 per hour, self supported [sic]. No other
income. I am opposed to the proposals that would end the deductibility of club duse
[sic]. I am sadden [sic] to hear at this possibility this could end my job."

These job-loss projections do not include the tertiary impact on suppliers, special-
ized equipment manufacturers and vendors that serve the club industry. The data
also does not incluc, the revenue and job losses that would result from a decline
in corporate sponsorship of golf tournaments, which proceeds go to charity.

IMPACT ON SMALL-BUSINESS MARKETING EFFORTS

Changes to tax deductibility of dues and business meals would unfairly discrimi-
nate against the business women and men who are often the key source of member-
ship in a club, especially city clubs. If legitimate dues deductions are disallowed, not
only will many existing members resign, but many potential members may be dis-
couraged from joining. These proposals would also hurt small businesses which de-
pend on business entertaining for their marketing and advertising activities. The
young entrepreneur or salesperson who cannot ford expensive media advertising,
the young lawyer trying to build a practice, the new stockbroker working to develop
customers, the accountant who needs to meet clients in a relaxed setting to develop
the essential relationship of trust-these are examples of the business people who
need and use clubs and utilize these marketing approaches the most. They rep-
resent the middle-income taxpayers who, if denied such deductions, would be com-
pelled to continue using these marketing tools and bear the cost themselves. More
affluent taxpayers and large corporations will be able to turn to alternative market-
ing means like the print media and television advertising, which are still deductible.
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Clearly, the rational business person is going to convert nondeductible dollars to
some deductible use in order to draw business to the company or firm. As a result,
the direct revenue benefit to the Treasury will be little. Many clubs will cut back
and some will shut their doors resulting in thousands of club-industry employees
working reduced hours or losing their jobs.

THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSALS DO NOT PROMOTE TAX FAIRNESS

The Administration's proposals speak of tax fairness. In short, what has happened
is that the club and hospitality industries are being used to illustrate that business
cannot get away with special privileges that may have some type of perceived per-
sonal value and pleasure.

If, indeed, fairness is a central criterion in these tax proposals, then it is unfair
to preserve the deductibility of other ways of conducting business. Expenditures for
television and radio commercials, newspaper and magazines, or direct-mail advertis-
ing remain deductible. Likewise so are offices in the newest and highest-rent build-
ings along with to p-of-the line furniture and decor. In addition, a business can de-
duct expensive television "image" advertising, which makes no attempt to sell a
product or service, while face-to-face business entertaining expenditures are not
fully deductible. We have no quarrels with how other companies invest their money.
We are simply hoping for an equitable balance.

The club industry is willing to pay its fair share, but there is no basis for treating
these expenditures differently. The fairness standard of the proposals will not be fol-
lowed if the government selects only one perceived area of "abuse" over others for
disallowance. The government already has established "reasonable" expenditure lev-
els in all areas of business. There is no rationale that can explain why club dues/
business-meals expenditures are less valued than desks, carpets, or office rent.

One can argue that, at least in the case of dueslbusiness meals, there is some pos-
sibility that a sale will be made or a business relationship enhanced that may help
stimulate the economy. Conversely, does investing in a $5,000 inlaid mahogany desk
rather than a $500 one truly enhance the businessperson's unique opportunities to
increase his sales or business? Likewise, many companies offer employees exercise
or workout rooms the value of which some may question in terms of generating
business.

The thrust of the President's proposals appears to suggest that all income belongs
to the government unless it is specifically remanded to the company or individual
that earned it. Unfortunately this prompts critics of clubs and business lunches to
argue that government is "paying for" part of the lunch, i.e., a government subsidy.

is argument is flawed. If the money spent on club dues and business meals is
intended to maximize net income, then no subsidy is involved. From an economic
standpoint, it makes no more sense to disallow these investments than it does for
capital equipment, salaries, or advertising-all of which are used to generate profits.
It is not the business of government to determine or influence how a company
should invest or market goods or services. In effect, this says that the government
knows better than an owner how his or her business should meet its objectives.
Surely our society does not want to have government set arbitrary deductibility
standards for business decisions.

One wonders whether we are observing economic policy crafted at the conceptual
level (such as the mission to create jobs) versus actual concerns about business de-
velopment practices and maintenance of private sector jobs for low and middle in-
come workers and suppliers who earn their living in the hospitality industry.

Taxpayers are required to substantiate the business purpose of such expenses. As
a result, we believe the detailed business deduction substantiation requirements

rovide ample authority for the IRS to identify and prevent any misrepresentation
y taxpayers. Deductions are not allowed for that portion which is personal. Current

documentation and substantiation requirements are very clear. Taxpayers claiming
deductions for club dues and business meals must show a business purpose, ann
must keep clear and verifiable records. For deduction of club dues a taxpayer must
show that the club was used primarily (more than 50 percent) for the furtherance
of the taxpayer's trade or business and that the expenditure was directly related to
the active conduct of such trade or business.

The taxpayer must also provide detailed records as to the number and duration
of occasions on which the club was used during the taxable year for business, and
the number of occasions on which the club was used during the year for nonbusiness
activities.

For many taxpayers, the club is an extension of the office, and the business meal
is simply another opportunity to meet and conduct business. For these individuals
this is pursuing business. Business persons take clients and customers to clubs as
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well as to restaurants and to hotel meeting rooms. They meet over breakfast, lunch,
or dinner because they believe such a meeting is a wise investment of their time
and money. Whatever personal pleasure is derived from these activities is purely
incidental. People engage in business entertaining to achieve an objective, not to
dine for pleasure.

Arguably, there are many deductible buioiness expenses that do contain a degree
of personal pleasure, such as the quality of one's office furniture, the view from the
penthouse office, the design of the employee's lounge or cafeteria, and the company
exercise facility. And, what about the personal pleasure of a first-class plane ticket
on business trips? The list is endless.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, NCA supports the objective to have a strong economy. We are op.
posed, however, to any changes in the treatment of club dues, business meals, and
entertaining expenses. If enacted, these changes will not stimulate a revitalization
of our economy. The impact in human terms will be substantial and personal, par-
ticularly for entry-level service and club employees who have little expectation of
being re-employed quickly.

Several years ago the Congress passed a luxury tax on airplanes, boats, jewels,
furs and cars. Unfortunately, this tax change nearly ruined several industries, put
many employees out of work, and added to our unemployment rolls. The lesson to
be learned is that taxpayers will often change their habits when confronted with a
change in tax treatment. I sincerely hope the Congress does not repeat this past
mistake.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION

Chairman Moynihan and members of the committee: First, the National Grain
and Feed Association thanks the committee for this opportunity to submit testimony
on an issue of vital importance to the agricultural sector of the economy.

The National Grain and Feed Association (NGFA) is tle national nonprofit trade
association of 1,200 grain, feed and processing firms comprising 5,000 facilities that
store, handle, merchandise, mill, process and export more than two-thirds of all U.S.
grains and oilseeds utilized in domestic and export markets. The NGFA also con-
sists of forty affiliated state and regional grain and feed associations whose mem-
bers include more than 10,000 grain and feed companies nationwide.

The NGFA urges the committee to carefully consider the damaging effects of fed-
eral trade taxes on both the domestic economy and the competitiveness of U.S. ex-

orts. The NGFA is particularly concerned about several provisions contained in the
udget proposal-A Vision of Change for America-now being considered by Con-

greas. One proposal would increase, by over one ($1) dollar per gallon 1, the tax on
diesel fuel used by commercial towing companies on the inland waterways. Another

roposal would significantly increase the fees charged on inspections of export grain
by the Federal Grain Inspection Service.

The recently released General Accounting Study-MARITIME INDUSTRY: Fed-
eral Assessments Levied on Commercial Vessels-shows that waterborne commerce
already bears a heavy burden of taxes and so-called user fees. Assessments levied
by 12 federal agencies on waterborne trade totaled $1.9 billion in fiscal year 1991
alone. Exports of U.S. grains are directly impacted by a host of taxes, user fees and
assessments including the harbor maintenance tax, the vessel tonnage tax, commod-
ity inspection fees and the inland waterways fuel tax.

The impact of maritime taxes and user fees are significant. A typical 50,000 met-
ric ton shipment of corn from New Orleans to Japan via the Panama Canal incurs

I The administration's FY94 Budget released on April 8, 1993 appears to have actually raised
the stakes by proposing a "blank check" for the Corps of Engineers. The budget document pro-
vides that: "Proposed legislation would also authorize the use of the Inland Waterways Trust
Fund to cover up to 100 percent of the Corps of Engineers Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
costs on taxed segments of the Inland Waterways (IWW) System within four years. Under this
legislation, fuel taxes would be increased each year, starting in Fiscal Year 1994 to reach the
amount necessary in the fourth year to fund 100 percent of O&M costs on the taxed segments
of the IWW. Receipts would be available for O&M subject to appropriations." Budget of the Unit-
ed States Government for Fiscal Year 1994, Appendix 517 (April 8, 1993). Thus, the fuel tax
could increase by much more than $1 per gallon if Corps of Engineers' expenses increase or if
initial revenue projections are inaccurate. The Corps of Engineers, at the March 30, 1993 meet-
ing of the Inland Waterways Users Board, said that up to 38.3% of grain now being moved by
barge could be diverted to other modes because of increased barge rates. That means the barge
fuel tax would need to increase more in later years to make up for diverted freight.
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$120,423 in taxes and fees using the data from the GAO study. The proposed one
($1) increase in the inland waterways fuel tax would add another $273,600 in costs
to such a shipment, bringing the total maritime taxes and users fees associated with
a typical export shipment of corn to i staggering $394,023 or $7.88 per metric ton.
Set forth below are the taxes, user fees and assessments incurred on a typical 2

50,000 metric ton export shipment of number 3 yellow corn shipped from Peoria, Il-
linois by barge 3 to the port of New Orleans, and then by ocean vessel to Japan via
the Panama Canal:

1. Certificate Fee for Vessel Tonnage Tax (p.56) .................................................................................. $4.50
2. Clearance of Vessel (p.56) ................... .... ...... .... ......... ........................................ ......... . 18.00
3. APHIS User Fee (p.67) .................................................... 54400
4. APHIS Phytosanitary Fee (p.68) ..................................................................................... . 30.00
5. Custom s Bulk Carrier Fee (p.68) ................................. .................................................................. 100.00
6. Fed. Grain Insp. Sere. Stowage Examination (p.69) ........ ............................ 210.00
7. Panama Canal Com mission (PCC) Gen. Tug (p.70) ......................................................................... .. 2,700.00
8. PC C Tug Lines (p.70) 5000...................................................................................................... .............. 50.00
9. PCC Offshore Pilotage (p.71) ............................................... 800.00

10. PC C Port Pilotage (p.72) .......................................................... ............................................................ 800 .00
11. PC C Tolls (p.73) .................................................................................. ..................... ..................... 48 ,6 20 .0 0
12. PCC Transit Booking Fee (p.66) . . . ... ........................... ........................... ........... 5,060.00
13. Custom s Vessel Tonnage Tax (p.76) ................................................................................................... 5,940.00
14. IRS Inland Waterways Fuel Tax (p.76) .......................................... 46,512.00
15. Customs Harbor Maintenance Tax (p.79) ......... ...... ................. ......................................... 6,875.00
16. Federal Grain Inspection Service Inspection Fees .................................... . .. 2,520.00

S u b tota l: ................................................................... .............................. ...................... .... ..... $ 12 0 ,4 23 .5 0

$1140gt increase in Inlard Waterways Fuel Tax ........... ...... ........... $273,600.00

Total Cost to Export Shipment: ... ............................... 3..... .. ................... 9................. .. $394,023.50

4This inspection fee is paid directly to the USDA's Federal Grain Inspection Service by the loading export
elevator for federally mandated export grain inspection and is in addition to those fees identified in the GAO
study.

INLAND WATERWAYS FUEL TAX

Congress has already expressed strong opposition to the administration's inland
waterways fuel tax proposal. The House Budget Committee Report states that:
"[Tihe Committee (1) recommends that increases in the inland waterway fuel tax
should be based on impact studies." No such studies have been done. As you are
aware, the Senate passed, on a vote of 88 to 12, a "Sense of the Senate" resolution
rejecting the proposed barge fuel tax. As part of the House-Senate Conference
Agreement on the budget, both the House and Senate then adopted the "Sense of
the Senate" resolution providing that: "There shall not be an increase in inland
fuel taxes beyond those increases already scheduled in current law [em-
phasis added]." 139 Cong. Rec. H1747-61 (daily ed. March 31, 1993).

The NGFA's opposition to the proposed 525% increase in the inland waterways
fuel tax is based on the following reasons:

First, the $1 per gallon tax increase would lead to significantly decreased farm
income. In 1991, sixty-five percent of all U.S. grain exportsq, a total of sixty-three
million tons with a total value of $10-15 billion, mov on the inland waterways.
The price of these grains and oilseeds is determined by worldwide supply and de-
mand in a global marketplace where U.S. farmers must compete with the produc-
tion of farmers in Europe, South America, and the far East. It is very unlikely that
this proposed increase in transportation costs" could be passed on to foreign buyers
who have a large choice of alternative suppliers.

2 The figures used are conservative and are based on the recently released United States Gen-
eral Accounting Office study-MARlTIME INDUSTRY: Federal Assessments Levied on Commer-
cial VesseLs (March 1993; GAO/RCED-93-66FS). Vie page numbers referenced correspond to the
paes in the GAO report. Additional assessments would be incurred under some circumstances.

The barge movement assumes two twenty-six barge tows.5 "Transportation is a key element in the marketing system of bulk agricultural commodities.
... Since most grain shipped by barge is destined for an export point, the cost of barge trans-

Continued
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Additionally, merchandising margins in the grain and feed industry are extremely
thin as are the operating margins of most barge carriers. A tax increase of this mag-
nitude is larger than the combined margins of both the export grain and barge in-
dustries. Thus, it is inconceivable that this increase could be absorbed by these in-
dustries.

The only segment of the industry remaining to absorb this tax increase is the pro-
ducer himself A 1985 study by the Department of Agriculture 6 showed that fully
seventy percent of a five cent per bushel fuel tax would be borne by the U.S. farmer.
With another $1 per gallon in taxes, NGFA believes that this percentage will in-
crease to the 85 to 95 percent level. The National Grain and Feed Association esti-
mates that this tax will cause declines in annual market cash receipts to farmers
of up to $431 million per year, just in those states which are directly adjacent to
the waterways.

Second, the $1 per gallon tax increase is applied unfairly to only one segment of
inland waterway users. Barge navigation is only one of many beneficiaries of inland
river operations. Many programs are undertaken for a variety of public purposes,
.e. flood reduction, hydropower, water supply, and bank stabilization. In the ab-
sence of all commercial navigation, costs for these other purposes would continue,
but the commercial navigation interests are now being asked to pay for all of these
costs. By way of analogy, this would be akin to asking the commercial trucking in-
dustry to pay for all of the operations and maintenance of the interstate highway
system.

Third, the projected revenues derived from the $1 per gallon tax are based on
faulty economic theory. The present proposal estimates revenues in 1997 from this
tax to be $460 million. However, this estimate is based on traffic volume remaining
constant or even increasing slightly in the face of a five-fold increase in operating
costs.

As farm income decreases due to this tax and the cost of production increases due
to higher transportation costs of inputs such as fertilizer, overall farm production
and U.S. exports will decline. In fact, the USDA study quoted earlier estimated that
a five cent per bushel tax would cause a decrease in U.S. grain exports of 365,000
tons. With the $1 per gallon increase, exports could fall more than twice that
amount. Thus, as the volume of export grain declines, the revenues from this tax
would also decline to levels far below the projected $460 million.

In addition there is good reason to believe the true net revenue increase that
would be realized by government has been vastly overstated. Given the proximity
of the corn belt region to the river system, we would expect midwestern corn prices
to be depressed in a range of four to eight cents per bushel, depending on location.
If we assume an average decline of five cents per bushel, revenue gains from this
tax would be offset by increased federal deficiency payments under current govern-
ment farm programs.

Based upon USDA's own Final Regulatory Impact Analysis, November 16, 1992,
a five cent per bushel decline in average U.S. corn price would cause additional gov-
ernment costs in a range of $300 to $500 million. 7 This impact is for corn and feed
grains alone. The added program cost to the federal government due to lower wheat
and soybean prices would be in addition to this cost. Thus, even with conservative

portation in a key issue in the total cost of marketing export grain. This cost is espe-
cially important with the increased competition from several rain exporting court-
tries. Increased operating costs for barge operators may be reflected in higher transportation
rates and reduced bids to producers by river elevators [emphasis added]." Patricia Miller & Low-
ell D. Hill, ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE BARGE INDUSTRY TRANSPORT-
ING GRAIN AND OILSEEDS, Department of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment
Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (May 1986).

6 Theresa Sun & Lester Myers, A WATERWAY TAX ON GRAINS: A FUNCTIONAL MARKET
ANALYSIS, United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Technical
Bulletin Number 1705 (July 1985).7 A recent analysis of the impacts of the Clinton Economic Package on U.S. agriculture by the
University of Missouri concluded that price support payments from the federal government to
farmers would increase by $380 million during fiscal years 1994-97 if the barge fuel tax pro-
posal is enacted. See ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACTS OF THE CLINTON ECONOMIC PACK-
AGE ON U.S. AGRICULTURE, Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute, University of
Missouri (Policy W3rking Paper #2-93, April 1, 1993). At the March 31, 1993 meeting of the
Inland Waterways Users Board, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimated that a barge fuel
tax of $1.20 per gallon would result in up to 38.3% of grains presently moved by barge being
diverted to other transportation modes such as rail. See Grain Transportation, AMS Transpor-
tation and Marketing Division, United States Department of Agriculture (April 5, 1993). A di-
version of such magnitude would reduce the amount of fuel tax revenue from gain barge move-
ments to $143 mil ion during fiscal years 1994-97. Thus, the net impact of the barge fuel
tax would be to increase the budget deficit by $237 millonl
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assumptions about the farm price impact of the tax, we believe a more careful as-
sessment of the full impacts of this tax would demonstrate that the federal govern-
ment could actually lose revenue rather than gain it with this proposal.

Fourth, the $1 per gallon tax increase will divert traffic from the inland water-
ways to other modes of transportation with significant environmental impacts.
Barge transportation on the inland waterways is the most environmentally friendly
mode, using less fuel per ton-mile, creating less air and noise pollution and having
a superior safety record for the movement of petroleum and hazardous chemicals.

In a study conducted by the Minnesota Department of Transportation it was
found that if waterway traffic in Minnesota, one of the states most affected by this
tax, was shifted to rail, fuel use would increase by 331 percent, emissions would in-
crease by 470 percent and probable accidents would increase by 290 percent. For
a shift from barge to truck, the increases would be 826 percent, 709 percent, and
5,967 percent, respectively. Thus, by driving cargo to other less environmentally
friendly modes of transportation, this tax poses significant environmental risks for
all Americans, not just those concerned with commercial navigation on the inland
waterways.

Fifth, as a final point, we are extremely concerned about how such a heavy tax
will affect U.S. cost competitiveness with our major competitors. Data from a recent
Purdue University study' indicates the U.S. has four major competitors in corn pro-
duction whose average cost of production is $3 per ton less than U.S. However, the
high level of efficiency in the U.S. marketing system gives the U.S. farmer a $9 per
ton advantage in delivering corn to world customers. Looking at total delivered cost,
the U.S. farmer has a slight advantage of $6 per ton over major competitors. This
heavy taxation of waterways, would effectively add about $3 per ton to the delivered
price. Thus, with this one action, the U.S. government would be eroding 50 percent
of our competitive advantage that we currently have in the production and delivery
of corn to world markets. Most experts agree that the U.S. has its greatest compara-
tive advantage in the production and marketing of corn, with even stiffer world com-
petition in the production and delivery of soybeans and other grains, so the percent-
age loss in our competitive position for other sectors would be even greater. If agri-
culture is to be given a legitimate opportunity to grow and expand its share of world
markets, we must protect our natural competitive advantages and efficiencies in the
transportation infrastructure.

However, the grain and feed industry also recognizes the need for all Americans
to share in the process of reducing the federal deficit. To that end we would like
to make the following suggestions in order to reduce spending and/or increase reve-
nues from the inland waterway sector:

First, the Congress should look to implement a meaningful reorganization of the
Corps of Engineers structure. The Corps itself has already put forth a plan to reor-
ganize which would lower its overhead by an estimated $115 million per year. Al-
though this plan has been put on hold pending further review, we believe that even
further savings could be found by efficient reorganization of the Corps of Engineers
manpower and resources.

Second, along with any reduction in the overhead of the Corps of Engineers, the
Congress must look to reduce Cors of Engineers spending on navigation operation
and maintenance. Through careful review of projects and procedures, it would be
possible to reduce the Corps operation and maintenance spending by $35-40 million
per year.

Third, spreading the tax burden of operating and maintaining the inland water-
ways to other beneficiaries of the system would bring in additional revenue. It
would seem more than equitable that users of the inland waterways other than the
commercial towing industry should also contribute to the maintenance and oper-
ation of a system which provides many recreational, hydropower and water supply
programs. Such revenue increases, while small individually, could easily total to $50
million per year.

Thus, by focusing on the three areas outlined above the Congress could easily
meet the $200 million a year goal contained in "A Vision of Change for America"
without completely crippling the agricultural sector of our economy which is so vital
to our country's balance of payments and continued economic growth.

aThe average variable production cost for corn of the four major competitors (Argentina,
Brazil, South Africa and Thailand) of the U.S. is $56 per ton as compared to $59 per ton for
U.S. producers. The average marketing cost of the four major U.S. competitors is $34 per ton
as compared to $25 per ton for the U.S. Thus, total delivered costs for the four major U.S. com-
petitors is $90 per ton as compared to $84 per ton for U.S. corn. Data based upon 1986 esti-
mates, presumed to be the most recent comparative data available on international competitive-
ness. Indiana Agriculiure 2000: A Strategic Perspective, Purdue University (June 1992).
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FEDERAL GRAIN INSPECTION SERVICE FEES

The NGFA is also extremely concerned about the President's proposal for new
user fees to finance the operation of the Federal Grain Inspection Service. Specifi-
caly, the proposal-identical to the one proposed previously by Presidents Reagan
andBush, but rejected by Congress-would shift approximately $6.8 million per
year in standardization costs to user fees, which could increase FGIS user fees by
as much as 25 percent. Currently, industry user fees already pay the entire cost of
official inspection and weighing, and account for approximately 76 percent of the
FGIS budget. The use of the official system is mandatory for export shipments and
is also offered by FGIS designated official agencies as an option at interior markets.

Standardization activities involve establishing and maintaining the official U.S.
grain standards, developing and implementing standard methods and procedures for
grading and weighing grain, maintaining a quality control program covering all as-
pects of inspection, and approving equipment used for official inspection and weigh-
ing. In addition to benefiting all participants in U.S. agriculture, these activities
guarantee foreign customers that the U.S. system of grain grades and weights is re-
viewed and overseen by an independent entity administered and funded solely by
the U.S. government.

Domestic utilization of official FGIS services is at an all time low. The use of
FGIS services is declining and its financial resources low because fees are not priced
competitively with other domestic grading services offering comparable quality. A
further move by government to force additional costs on the relatively smaller num-
ber of remaining users of FGIS services will only exacerbate tais problem and cause
additional erosion in the FGIS customer base.

Furthermore, the proposal to have standardization paid for by user fees is fun-
damentally flawed. There are many "users" of the official standardization system,
including farmers, country elevators, terminal elevators, and processors. Many of
these "users" rely on the unofficial grades which are nevertheless based upon official
grades set by FGIS in its standardization activities. All of these "users" benefit from
standardization activities. However, we believe that shifting the cost of FGIS stand-
ardization activities to industry paid user fees will cause a further erosion of compa-
nies using the official system and cause even more of the financial burden to be
borne by a small segment of those who benefit. This spiraling process of increased
fees causes a reduction in the FGIS customer base and the needto further increase
future fees. The end result will be a disproportionate share of the costs of FGIS
standardization activities being borne by exporters who are required by law to use
the official system.

Thank you again. Please contact the National Grain and Feed Association if the
committee has any questions.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

INTRODUCTION

The President's plan has the important twin objectives of reducing the deficit and
stimulating growth of the economy. But the Treasury's proposal for a drastic reduc-
tion in the deductibility of meals and entertainment expenses runs contrary to those
goals: It is anti-growth and anti-jobs. It severely discriminates, without justification,
against the entertainment industry-which includes not only professional and col-
lege sports, but commercial and non-profit music, theater, and the other arts that
contribute so much to the American quality of life. The proposal will reduce, not in-
crease, tax revenues, and increase, not reduce, the deficit.

The National Hockey League ("NHL") strongly opposes the Administration's pro-
posal to reduce the deductible portion of the cost of business meals and entertain-
ment expenses from 80 percent to 50 percent. The enactment of such legislation
would:

1. Drastically reduce the revenues realized by state and local governments gen-
erated by the sports industry, such as rental payments made by sports teams to mu-
nicipally-owned facilities, admission taxes, concession income, parking income and
other direct and indirect payments by teams and their fans, thus requiring such
local and state governments to raise taxes or further reduce services to replace the
lost revenues;

2. Result in severe job losses and potential business failures in sports related in-
dustries; a high percentage of that loss will likely be concentrated in urban areas;

3. Adversely affect thousands of construction and other jobs dependent upon cap-
ital projects, such as the building of new arenas or renovation of existing facilities;
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4. Result in a substantial negative impact upon revenues for NHL teams as well
as other sports franchises, threatening the viability of NHL and other sports fran-
chises in medium and small cities.

I. UNDERSTANDING THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
INDUSTRY

Professional sports makes a significant contribution to income and employment in
cities throughout America. The most comprehensive study on this subject was pre-
pared in 1984 by Dr. Edward Shils of the Wharton School of Finance analyzing the
economic impact of the professional ports teams on the economy of the City of
Philadelphia.' That report concluded that for the City of Philadelphia for the 1983
year alone, the professional sports complex:

-Resulted in direct income to the City in excess of $201,000,000;
-- Generated a multiplier increment of over $141,300,000 (utilizing a conservative

multiplier of 1.7 for each dollar spent by farms directly);
-Accounted, as a result of the above items, for a total direct and indirect eco-

nomic contribution to the City of over $343,000,000;
-Created over $15,100,000 in direct annual income to the City in the form of

rental payments for arenas, parking, concessions and taxes and, the
$343,000,000 aggregate economic impact produced an estimated additional
$20 500 000 in tax payments to that City in the form of taxes such as wage and
net 'profits taxes, merchantable and general business taxes and otherwise;

-Resulted in jobs for more than 3,000 local vendors supplying "sports related"
goods and services.

The eagerness that cities throughout the country have shown to host sports teams
confirms the results of Dr. Shils' study. Professional sports is a vital part of a local
economy and any substantial reduction in the revenues and spending associated
with a local team will produce a severe adverse impact.

I. THE PROPOSAL TO FURTHER REDUCE THE DEDUCTIBLE PORTION OF BUSINESS MEALS
AND ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES WILL RESULT IN A SUBSTANTIAL DECREASE IN BUSI-
NESS SPENDING ON ENTERTAINMENT RELATED ITEMS

The underlying premise of the proposal-that it will not result in a reduction by
businesses of their meals and entertainment spending-is directly contrary to the
NHL's experience following the reduction of the deductible amount from 100 percent
to 80 percent in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. U.S. based NHL Member Teams 2 re-
ported on the average a noticeable drop in season ticket purchases by businesses
after enactment of the 1986 Tax Reform Act, in which the deductibility of business
meals and entertainment expenses was reduced by only twenty percent (20%).3

If enacted, the 1993 proposal would have an even greater effect on season ticket
purchaser for NHL U.S. Member Teams and their revenues. The current survey of
the U.S. Member Teams projects an average sixteen percent (16%) decrease in ticket
revenues if th;s additional reduction in deductibility is enacted. This would cost the
U.S. member clubs nearly $50,000,000 per year.

The assumption that businesses will not reduce entertainment spending is wrong
with respect to sporting events. With only one-half of the amount spent deductible,
businesses would become more conservative in their approach to spending on meals
and entertainment. A more realistic assumption is that businesses will, in fact, mod-
ify their spending behavior (as they have done in the past) and that attendance and
ticket revenues will decline. And, the decrease in attendance would bring with it a

1"Report to the Philadelphia Professional Sports Consortium on its Contributions to the Econ-
omy of Philadelphia," prepared by Dr. Edward B. Shils, the George W. Taylor professor of Entre-
preneurial Studies and director of the Wharton Entrepreneurial Center at the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania.2 Teams in existence in 1966 were: Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit, Hartford, Los Angeles,
Minnesota, New Jersey, New York Islanders, New York Rangers, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, and Washington. San Jose and Tampa Bay commenced play in 1991 and 1992 respec-
tively. Anaheim, California and South Florida will commence play in 1993-94.
3We find incomprehensible the dissertation issued May 18, 1993 by the Congressional Re-

search Service entitled "Effect of Current Tax Proposals on Employment in the restaurant and
Entertainment Industries," which asserts that (i) higher tax rates offset the limit on deductions
by, in effect, making the deductions more valuable; and (ii) there will thus be virtually no effect
on the restaurant or entertainment industry from the proposed tax law from 100% to 80%
whereas the current bill would reduce the allowance by an additional 30 percentage points. The
monograph submitted by the NHL or the NBA and its conclusion is directly contrary to the sub-
stantial drop in season ticket purchases by businesses actually experienced by the professional
sports teams after enactment of the 1986 Tax Reform Act described above.
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decrease in eoending for concessions and other "sports related businesses"--such as
vendors, restaurants, hotels and transportation.

Ill. THIS PROPOSAL WILL CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL LODSS OF REVENUES AND JOBS IN
SPORTS RELATED INDUSTRIES

A fan attending an NHL or other professional sporting event does more than sim-
ply buy a ticket. The fan pays for transportation to the city and to and from the
arena; buys food and drink before, during or after the game parks in a municipal
or other parking lot; buys game programs and novelties; and frequently stays in a
local hotel overnight. Each of the industries that supplies these products or services
to sports fans would be seriously damaged by the proposed legislation, as would the
nearly 100 communities whose economy includes professional sports.

The magnitude of the loss to local economies can be estimated based on Dr. Shils'
study and the recent survey of NHL clubs. Each of the approximately 8,400,000 fans
who buys a ticket to an NHL game spends an average of $5.50 on concessions. A
fall in attendance of sixteen percent (16%) would reduce gate receipts and in-arena
spending on an overall basis by approximately $47,400,000. Using a conservative
multiplier of 1.7,' this overall decrease would result in over $80,000,000 in lost
spending simply attributed to hockey.

When similar reductions are applied to the other major sports leagues, the de-
crease in revenues and spending becomes staggering. A sixteen percent (16%) reduc-
tion in attendance and a corresponding loss in spending of $5.50 per person would
mean lost gate receipts of approximately $250,000,000 from all sports and about
$85,000,000 in concessions. This projects to an aggregate decrease in revenues and
spending from the sports industry o? $335,000,00 and becomes $569 500 000 using
the 1.7 multiplier. The overall loss of spending at sporting events will adversely af-
fect not only the sports team themselves, but also the industries dependent upon
sports--the food, entertainment, hotel, transportation and other industries which
are involved in supplying products and services to the professional sports industry.
This translates into job losses-in addition to the ushers, ticket takers, vendors, se-
curity personnel, management and sales personnel, there are also those employed
in these dependent industries as well as others who indirectly supply the products
and services (hotel personnel, truckers) whose jobs may be lost as a result of cur-
tailed sports revenues.

A majority of the employees who would lose their jobs under this proposal would
be residents of urban areas who are entering their first level of employment: the
worker in the meat processing plant; the man who makes the hot do; the parking
lot attendant; the usher; the beer vendor, etc.-these are the people who will be
hurt the most.

IV. THE PROPOSED REDUCTION WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT SIGNIFICANT REVENUES
REALIZED BY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FROM THE SPORTS INDUSTRY

In addition to the loss of revenue and jobs in the private sector discussed above,
the proposed reduction will have a serious negative effect on state and local munici-
pal governments. The sports industry provides significant revenues to local govern-
ments in the form of diet" payments such as admissions taxes, rentals for use
of municiplly owned arenas and other taxes, as well as "indirect" pa ments that
result from activities associated with the sporting event-taxes on novelties, conces-
sions, entertainment and the like. For example, the Shils report estimated that in
1983 the sports industry produced over $15,100,000 in direct payments to the City
of Philadelphia and an additional $20,500,000 in taxes from sports related indus-
tries for an aggre ate contribution to municipal revenues of $35,600,000. During the
1991-92 season NL U.S. Member Clubs alone made more than $25,000,000 in pay-
ments, not including state and local income taxes, to state and local municipal gov-
ernments for sales tax, ticket surcharges, property taxes and rental payments. The
aggregate payments by all sports teams is doubtless at least four times that
amount. These revenues are critical to the municipalities that receive them.

Thus, the inexorable impact of the proposal and its corresponding decrease in at-
tendance and related spending will be to reduce payments from sports teams to
state and local governments. A reduction in sports-related spending will also limit
the ability of municipalities to meet previous capital commitments. For example
nine of the sixteen NHL U.S. teams currently rent municipally-owned arenas and
pay rent to municipalities based in part upon revenue from ticket sales. Significant
reductions in ticket sales revenue-and corresponding reduction in rental payments
will severely diminish the ability of many municipalities to pay for those facilities.

4The 1.7 multiplier was used in the Shils report, supra.
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The municipalities will suffer additional losses in sales and other taxes that will
occur from the corresponding decrease in spending: at restaurants; on parking;, nov-
elties; and on concessions.

The 'atimate result will be an increase in local property and sales taxes to com-
pensate for the loss of rent and taxes payable by the sports teams. Such a scenario
would be an ironic unanticipated consequence of the tax proposal: the cost of reduc-
ing the deductibility of business meal and entertainment expenses will be billed to
the so-called "ordinary taxpayer" who may not be attending a sporting event or uti-
lizing the sporting arena at ail.

V. THE PROPOSAL WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

A further consequence of this proposal will be to discourage major sports-related
public works projects and threaten the new jobs that are typically created by such
projects.

In the NHL alone there are at least 10 new U.S. hockey arenas in the proposal
or construction stage (others in the planning stage) that are ultimately dependent
1upon the economic health of sports franchises. When considering the other profes-
sional sports, the number of planned construction projects is likely significantly
more. The feasibility of these projects is based upon a minimum level of rentals, ad-
mission taxes, sales taxes and other revenues produced by the teams. It is possible
that many of these proposed arenas may not reach the construction phase if this
legislation passes. Loss of these proposed arena projects, the cornerstones of urban
revitalization, will severely hamper the Administration's goal of rebuilding our
cities.

The economic importance of an arena project to a municipality is apparent from
the example of one NHL Team, located in a smaller geographic market, that is con-
templating a new arena. The economic impact study prepared by Ernst & Young
Valuation Services in connection with that planned new arena concluded that:

-the total economic output associated with the project to the city would grow
from approximately $36,400,000 preceding construction to $81,600,000 in the
post construction phase, with a high of $124,100,000 during the construction
phase;

-there would be an increase in employment (.'rect and indirect) from an average
annual level of 350 jobs pre-coistruction to an average of 469 jobs post-con-
struction, with a high of 1010 jobs during construction;

-the state and local municipalities would realize increased tax revenues from an
estimated $5,300,000 annually pre-construction to an estimated $11,300,000 an-
nually post-construction, with $12,100,000 annually during the peak construc-
tion phase.

It is clear from this analysis that these projects are a significant source of increased
jobs and revenues to the private and public sector. t may be, however, that few,
if any, new sports facilities will be constructed if the proposal is enacted. As you
may be aware, financing for arena projects, both public -tnd private, is dependent
on projected revenue streams from the arena. The proposal s adverse impact on
team and facility revenue will imperil and, indeed, in some cases eliminate the busii-
ness financing of multi-million dollar investment projects which would otherwise
contribute substantially to the economies and vitality of cities throughout the coun-
try.

Thus, whereas the Administration's economic objectives are to stimulate growth
and job creation, the proposal, in fact, has the unintended effect of eliminating a
great number of jobs, threatening major projects which are a primary focus of their
communities and are keys to the future growth of the cities whose vitality is of
major importance to the economy.

VI. UNINTENDED IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS

A. The stated underlying rationale for the proposal is that the reduction in the
deductible percentage "will reduce the amount of personal expense inhernt in these
expenditures that are deducted for tax purposes." This rationale fails, however,
when it is applied to the situation of the small business persons and entrepreneurs.

Several years ago a member club of the NHL in a small market conducted a de-
mographic survey of its business season ticket holders. That survey found that 66%
of those businesses surveyed were either individually owned or small businesses
with less than 250 employes. In fact, it is the NHLs experience that the typical
business season ticket holder or business purchaser of individual game tickets is the
small business person. The tickets purchased by small businesses are generally used
for customers, suppliers, employees, and as a marketing tool to enhance relation-
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ships with present customers and clients and, more importantly, to develop new
ones.

The entertainment of current and prospective customers, suppliers, and clients at
sporting events is one of the few ways in which the small business can compete with
its large corporate competitors. Small businesses cannot, for example, afford to un-
derwrite extensive advertising campaigns involving multi-media exposure or to at-
tend seminars and trade shows at resort locations. Such advertising and promotion
opportunities, which remain totally deductible, are reserved for large entities with
vast resources. A sporting event provides the small business person with a perfect
setting to "compete on an equal footing with big business by providing the business
person with three to four hours of close contact with the customer, client, or sup-
plier. Unlike the typical business lunch or seminar, attending a sporting event pro-
vides the small business with a unique format for conducting business and the data
from our Member teams indicates that it is the small businesses that take advan-
tage of this opportunity

In this difficult and extremely competitive economy, small businesses must be
highly sensitive to changes in their expenses, and would be most disadvantaged by
the Treasury's proposal. Thus, the Administration's proposal would have the unin-
tended effect of reducing the competitiveness and undermining the growth of small
businesses.

Vii. UNINTENDED EFFECT-INCREASED TICKET PRICES AND LOCAL TAXES

Another damaging consequence of the proposal will be on the "ordinary fan" at-
tending games. Most significant expenses for a team are fixed-rent, operation, sala-
ries-and, in the sports industry today, the only possible way to recoup lost reve-
nues resulting from the proposed reduction would be through ticket price increases.
In order to cover the projected per team loss of revenues in the NHL, the average
U.S. ticket price would have to go from $24.75 to $29.25 ($58.50 for a pair) and
$2,457.00 for a pair of season tickets-a price beyond the means of a majority of
"ordinary fans" (who may be small businessmen) whom the proposal would purport-
edly benefit.. For sports teams it is season ticket revenues, more than individual
game day purchases, that are the lifeblood of the sports industry. Marginal fran-
chises and those in small cities could not stand such a price increase and would
have to move or die.

VIII. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROPOSAL'S EFFECT OF REDUCED REVENUES TO
SPORTS TEAMS AND NHL TEAMS IN PARTICULAR

We have seen the economic benefits to localities produced by sports teams and
sporting events and the significant adverse effects that result if spending related to
the sports industry is caused to be reduced. The adverse affects resulting from en-
actment of the proposal are distinct possibilities-not cries of wolf--especially when
viewed from the perspective of the sports industry itself and hockey in particular.

The estimated decrease in gate receipts will likely have serious implications to
many NHL teams. Member clubs of the NHL are extremely dependent upon gate
receipts-more so than any other major professional sport-and a large percentage
of each Member Team's gate receipt is directly tied to support from the local busi-
ness community. On an average, at least sixty percent (60%) of a team's revenues
are rom gate receipts. Unlike the other major sports, the NHL cannot rely on reve-
nues from television to support its Teams. In 1991-92 the average share of national
television revenue for each of the NHL teams amounted to less than $1,500,000 or
less than 7.3% of the average total revenues and the figures for 1992-93 will not
be substantially different. The projected reduction in gate revenues may in some in-
stances, bring into question the economic viability of certain NHL teams. Thus, the
proposed reduction does have serious and real consequences to professional sports.
It also will produce economic injury to the re' ated industries and employees which
depend on sports for their survival and will place an increased burden on the ordi-
nary fan and ordinary taxpayer in the form of higher ticket costs and additional
taxes to support municipal financed sports facilities.

This is at least the fourth' time in recent years federal legislation has souht to
punish the sports and entertainment industry under the guise of "fairness.' Our
ability to amortize the cost of player contracts has been sharply restricted; the de-
ductibility of the premium price paid for luxury boxes has been substantially elimi-
nated; the deductibility of tickets and related sports and entertainment expendi-
tures has already been reduced by 20 percent. A further reduction by another 30
points-for an industry that contributes so much to the economy and the morale of
the American people-is totally unwarranted. Abuses are adequately dealt with
under the existing statute, regulations and rulings. The further onslaught on the
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sports and entertainment industries as proposed would itself be unfair and would
produce only lost revenues, lost tax revenue and lost jobs.5 We urge that needed tax
proceeds be generated--as they can be-by measures applied across the board in all
industries, without discrimination and without needless harm to an important seg-
ment of the economy.

STATEMENT OF THE NAVAJO NATION

INDIAN EMPLOYMENT AND INVESTMENT TAX INCENTIVES TO ADDRESS INDIAN COUNTRY
UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFRA-TRUCGTURE DEFICIENCIES

My name is Peterson Zah. I am the elected President of the Navajo Nation, the
country's largest Indian tribe. Spanning the states of Arizona, New Mexico and
Utah, the Navajo Nation has a total land area equivalent in size to the State of
West Virginia, and encompasses almost one-third of all American Indian lands in
the Lower-48 states.

I thank the Chairman and the Members of the Committee for the opportunity to
submit this written statement for inclusion in the hearing record. My statement is
in strong support of the "Indian Employment and Investment" tax incentives about
which the Navajo Nation previously testified before this Committee in February,
1992, anO which the 102d Congress subsequently enacted last October as Sections
1131 and L132 of H.R. 11, the "Revenue Act of 1992." But for President Bush's veto
of that legislation on the day following the general election, those Indian country
incentives could, as we speak, be helping tribal leaders in 32 states address what
I described last year as "the deplorable conditions existing in Indian country--condi-
tions which truly are a national disgrace."

The Indian country tax incentives which Congress passed in H.R. 11 have now
been re-introduced in the Senate and the House as S. 211 and H.R. 1325, respec-
tively. With a proven legislative track record, these measures have continuing bipar-
tisan support; to date, five Members of this Committee-from both sides of the
aisle--are co-sponsors of S. 211.

The purposes of my statement are threefold. First, to make you aware of Indian
country conditions that cry out for the type of innovative, private sector-oriented
economic development tools that these tax incentives represent. Second, to explain
why these Indian country tax incentives-because they can potentially benefit all
of Indian country-are far superior to the Administration's pending proposal to es-
tablish just one Indian "empowerment zone" and five Indian "enterprise commu-
nities." Finally, I will attempt, with all the persuasive powers at my disposal, to
convince you of the urgent need for, and the singular importance of, adoption of
these Indian country tax incentives by the Committee in the 1993 tax legislation
that you will report to the full Senate.

CONDITIONS IN INDIAN COUNTRY

Indian Unemployment and Poverty--56%. For American Indians, 56% is a tragic
number, because it constitutes the average Indian unemployment rate on reserva-
tions throughout the United States. As Chairman Daniel K. Inouye reported during
the Select Committee on Indian Affairs 1989 hearings on Indian economic develop-
ment:

The unemployment rate on the majority of Indian reservations is
simply incomprehensible to the average American. During the height of
the so-called Great Depression in the 1930's, unemployment averaged 25 to
30%. In 1989 the average rate in Indian country is 52%!

In 1993, that rate is 56%.
The conditions of poverty that persist throughout Indian country are unspeakable.

Despite our reputation as one of the tribes which is "better off," 56%-coinciden-
tally-of Navajo people live below the poert level. It is not unusual for households
at reservations across the countryto lackrtelephone service, or electricity, or run-
ning water, or all of the above. Te result is that here, within the borders of the
United States of America, most reservations have living conditions which are far

GThe concept, that tax changes are counterproductive and revenue negative if they would ad-
versely affect jobs or revenue in an industry, has been accepted by the Administration and
House Ways and Means Committee as the bssfo r repeal of the excise tax on boats, aircraft,
automobiles, jewelry, and furs. The repeal of the luxury tax was based on data submitted by
those industries to show that the tax had a serious economic impact on revenues and jobs-
precisely what the data set forth in the submission on behalf of professional sport also shows.

70-749 0 - 93 - 14
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worse than exist in many of the Third World countries to which the federal govern-
ment provides substantial foreign aid.

Stated simply, there is no single group of US. citizens that-uniformly-
is more economically-deprived than American Indians living on reserva-
tions; there is no classifiable set of locations that--uniformly--is more defi-
cient in infrastructure and job opportunities than Indian reservations.

Disincentives to Private Sector Investment in Indian Country-If one were to trav-
el reservation-by-reservation--across 32 states--he or she would well understand
the economic deprivation that tribal leaders and Indian people confront each and
every day. We work very hard to attract new private sector jobs and investment to
our reservations. The Navajo Nation, for example, offers the advantages of a large
workforce, rich natural resources, an ideal location, and a well-trained, sophisticated
three-branch government. However, tribal leaders' efforts are continuously undercut
by a variety of obstacles-endemic to investing on reservations-that have pre-
vented Indian country economies from securing their fair share of the business and
jobs in this country.

First and foremost are massive infrastructure deficiencies. For example, the Nav-
ajo reservation has 2,000 miles of paved roads, while West Virginia iE the same size
and has 18,000 miles. Many of the dirt roads on which our people heavily depend
are simply impassible when the weather is bad. As noted above, even something so
basic as telephone service is lacking in Indian country; over half of all reservation
Indian households lack basic telephone service. Roads, telepbgnes, electricity, etc.
are taken for granted by investorulemployers even in the most distressed inner cities
of the United States, but their absence from large portions of Indian country poses
a daunting barrier to tribal leaders' attempts to attract new private sector invest-
ment and jobs

Another significant disincentive to economic development-which I hope the Com-
mittee will address in the future-is the growing problem of "double taxation,"
wherein states increasingly are assessing taxes on non-Indian business activities
permitted by, and occurring wholly on, Indian lands. As I explained in July of 1991
to the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures:

This double taxation interferes with our ability to encourage economic ac-
tivity and to develop effective revenue generating tax programs.

We find it especially hard to attract business to the reservation unless we
make concessions that nearly defeat the purpose of wanting to attract busi-
ness to the reservation in the first place.

These infrastructure deficiencies, double taxation and related problems lead to the
same result nationwide-Indians do not compete on a level playing field with even
the most economically distressed non-Indian areas. As a result, Indian country is
typically left behind, or left out altogether, from economic development opportuni-
ties. To help level that playing field, and to provide tribal governments and Indian
country business planners with additional tools to compete, the Navajo Nation be-
lieves that new approaches--tied to the tax code, and geared to the private sector--
must be tried.

INDIAN EMPLOYMENT AND INVESTMENT TAX INCENTIVES

Indian Country Tux Incentives: The Preferred Approach-I will not review in de-
tail the specifics of the "Indian Employment and Investment" tax incentives. They
were added to H.R. 11 by the Senate, and thereafter adopted by the full Congress
in October, 1992. The legislative language it set forth at pages 45-53 of the "Con-
ference Report to Accumpany H.& 11" (H.R. Report No. 102-1034, issued October
5, 1992); the Conference Committee's detailed explanation of those Indian country
tax incentives can be found at pages 715-718 and 721-725 of the Report.

In summary, the Employment Credit provides for a 10% credit to the employer
based on the qualified wages and qualified health insurance rosts paid to an Indian.
As an added incentive, a significantly higher employment credit of 30% is offered
to reservation employers having an Indian workforce of at least 85%. The credit,
which is limited to new hires" and to those employees who do not receive wages
in excess of $30,000, focuses on job creation and would be allowed only for the first
seven years of an Indian's employment.

The Investment Tax Credit is geared specifically to reservations where Indian
unemployment levels exceed the national average by at least 300%. The legislation
provides 10% for personal property, 15% for new construction property and 15% for
infrastructure investment on or near reservations. (If a nationwide investment tax
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cedit and/or employment credit were to be adopted in 1993, the Indian reservation
tax credit percentages would likely need to be adjusted upward to maintain the so-
called "Indian differential," which is absolutely essential in order to help mitigate
the unique problems--particularly the lack of infrastructure-that act as disincen-
tives to Indian country investment.) One-half of the specified credit percentages
would be available for qualifying investments on reservations where unemployment
exceeds 150% but does not exceed 300% of the national average.

In response to concerns raised by several Members during Senate consideration
of these measures in 1992, "anti-gaming" restrictions were incorporated in HR. 11.
These prevent both the investment and employment incentives from being used with
respect to the development and/or operation of gaming establishments on Indian
reservations.

Most importantly, these incentives would potentially benefit all of Indian country.
This is the critical difference between these Indian country tax incentives and alter-
native approaches that would provide only for a limited number of Indian
empowerment zones and/or enterprise communities.

Empowerment/Enterprise Zones and Other Pending Proposals Will Not Help In-
dian Country-Now, I am not opposed to the enterprise zone concept; in fact, I testi-
fied generally in favor of such proposals several years ago. However, that approach
is woefully inadequate for Indian country. The Administration's limited Indian
empowerment/enterprise zone proposal could possibly help a very few
tribes, but would prove counterproductive because it would dash the hopes
of the many other reservations around the country which were not selected
as zones, and whose people would not benefit at all. Thus, for all of those res-
ervations not selected, an Indian empowerment/enterprise zone approach would
leave unabated the pervasive poverty and high unemployment that have perpetually
defined life on those reservations.

Significantly, even those reservations that might be selected as zones under a lim-
ited Indian empowerment/enterprise zone approach would be unlikely to benefit.
First, some of the zone-specific incentives contained in the Administration's proposal
would have little usefulness in Indian country (e.g., the low-income housing credit).
More importantly, as previously noted, due to the lack of infrastructure, "double tax-
ation" by the states and related problems, Indian reservations simply cannot
compete with even the most economically-distressed inner cities aud other
uon-Indian communities. In other words, given the choice, new business would
in almost all instances opt to locate in non-Indian areas to avoid the unique difficul-
ties that are inherent in locating on reservations. Therefore, Indian empowerment/
enterprise zones offering the identical incentives as non-Indian rural zones would re-
main unable to compete on anything close to a level playing field.

Similarly, it is unreasonable to expect that Indian country can benefit from pro-
posals for nationwide tax incentives (e.g., an extended/expanded targeted jobs tax
credit) where the tax incentives offered to Indian country are identical to incentives
available in non-Indian areas as well. Again, to avoid the unique difficulties inher-
ent in locating on reservations (e.g., the higher non-wage costs resulting from infra-
structure deficiencies), potential investors/employers in almost all instances would
locate in non-Indian areas. Thus, by not recognizing and taking steps to address
(i.e., by providing incentives that contain, or constitute, an "Indian differential") In-
dian country's unique problems, proposals for nationwide incentives offering iden-
tical benefits in Indian and non-Indian areas would simply preserve the existing
unlevel playing field.

Accordingly, it is this set of unique Indian country circumstances--highlighted by
the unconscionable 56% average Indian unemployment rate-that require and Jus-
tify a separate program for American Indians, such as that which the Senate last
year included in H.R. 11 by adopting the Indian country tax incentives in lieu of
then-pending proposals to establish a limited number of Indian enterprise zones.
Fortunately, the trust responsibilities, treaty obligations and laws of the United
States provide the basis for Congress to do so. Adopting a separate, reservation-
based program for American Indians is consistent with the distinctive legal and po-
litical status of Indian tribes and their government-to-government relationship with
the Federal government, and has been upheld by the Supreme Court (Morton v.
Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974)).

INDIAN COUNTRY TAX INCENTIVES ARE URGENTLY NEEDED

For almost a decade, Chairman Daniel Inouye, Co-Chairman John McCain, Sen-
ator Pete Domenici and other Members of the Senate's Committee on Indian Affairs
had sought to amend the tax code to provide incentives for new private sector in-
vestment in Indian country. However, little progress was made during that period.
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As Chairman Inouye noted last year, in comments applauding Congressional adop-
tion of these tax incentives in H.R 11, "it has been a difficult, and I must admit,
an often lonely battle to compete with numerous other interests seeking changes to
the tax code before the Finance Committee" and, I might add, the House Ways and
Means Committee.

In 1992, 1 designated federal tax incentives as one of my administration's highest
legislative priorities. Drawing from bills previously introduced by Chairman Inouye,
Co-Chairman McCain, Senator Domenici and other Indian Committee Members, the
Navajo Nation developed the initial legislative language for these particular employ-
ment and investment tax incentive proposals. Thereafter, under the bipartisan lead-
ership of Chairman Inouye, Co-Chairman McCain, Senator Domeuici and Senator
Simon of the Indian Committee, with the interest and attention of Senators Baucus
and Boren of the Finance Committee, and ultimately with the support of then-
Chairman Bentsen and Ranking Member Packwood of the Finance Committee, the
full Senate adopted the Indian country tax incentives in lieu of the then-pending
Finance Committee bill provisions that would have created enterprise zones on just
ten reservations.

In so doing, the Senate wisely opted for a legislative response that fit the problem,
recognizing that the nationwide Indian unemployment problem warranted a nation-
wide, reservation-based program to address it. Subsequently, the Senate-passed pro-
visions were accepted by the House in Conference, and enacted in the vetoed H.R.
11.

Indian Country Tax Incentives Are Consistent With Clinton Administration
Goals-Having come so far in 1992, Indian country felt reasonably confident that
the new Administration would take the lead in promoting these measures to help
address the staggering Indian unemployment levels and the massive reservation in-
frastructure deficiencies that exist-uniformly-in Indian country. When I partici-
pated in President Clinton's pre-Inauguration "Economic Summit" in Little Rock, I
reviewed the urgent need for Indian economic development; explained that new in-
vestment and jobs in Indian country would also spill over to provide economic bene-
fits to adjoining non-Indian communities; and stressed that American Indians are
not looking for hand-outs, but only a helping hand. Frankly, the Administration's
failure to date to include these Indian country incentives in its proposals--and to
focus, instead, on a very limited number of Indian empowerment zones (one) and
enterprise communities (five)-has been a disappointment.

In "putting people first," the federal government could well benefit from giving
priority attention in this year's tax bill to those citizens whom our nation historically
has neglected until last-American Indians. These Indian country tax incentives
offer hope throughout all of Indian country that new pri ate sector investment, jobs,
and infrastructure development may at last become a reality in some of the most
destitute areas of the United States. As a result, the Indian reservation investment
and employment tax incentives enjoy the support of Indian tribes across the nation
and, in fact, can help to attract economic development to reservations in:

Alabama Maine North Dakota
Alaska Massachusetts Oklahoma
Arizona Michigan Oregon
California Minnesota Rhode Island
Colorado Mississippi South Dakota
Connecticut Montana Texas
Florida Nebraska Utah
Idaho Nevada Washington
Iowa New Mexico Wisconsin
Kansas New York Wyoming
Louisiana North Carolina

Mr. Chairman, these employment and investment incentives respond to a dem-
onstrated need requiring urgent action. They offer an easy-to-understand, simple-
to-administer, private sector-oriented approach to Indian country economic develop-
ment without creating a new layer of governmental bureaucracy (e.g., such as the
newly-proposed "Enterprise Board"). They only cost the federal government if they
work; even then, estimated costs are comparatively modest ($209 million over a five-
year period according to the new Joint Committee on Taxation revenue estimate is-
sued May 3, 1993). Indeed, the cost of the Indian country tax incentives is less than
0.8% of the $27+ billion cost of the two national investment tax credits which the
Administration initially proposed (and which, I understand, the Administration now
intends to withdraw and reformulate).
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Significantly, the Indian country tax incentives have a proven legislative track
record and continuing bipartisan support in the Congress.

CONCLUSION

American Indians cannot continue-for yet another generation-to compel our
young people to leave their homes and their families because meaningful employ-
ment opportunities are lacking in Indian country. Today, these "Indian Employment
and Investment" tax incentives remain as urgently needed as ever before.

In January, Chairman Inouye and Co-Chairman McCain re-introduced, as S. 211,
the identical Indian country tax incentive provisions that the 102d Congress adopt-
ed in H.R. 11. Chairman Bill Richardson of the Subcommittee on Native American
Affairs of the House Natural Resources Committee has introduced, as H.R. 1325,
a companion bill in the House. On March 10, 1993, twelve Members of the Senate-
from both parties-wrote to Secretary Bentsen to urge that the Administration in-
clude these provisions in its final tax package to be submitted to the Congress.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the stage is set. This Committee
can, in 1993, exercise the leadership to help Indian country achieve this long-sought
legislative goal that, after years of frustration, we came so close to realizing in 1992.
In closing, I would simply like to quote from the written statement that I submitted
to the Committee last year in support of these incentives:

Helping American Indians to help themselves is neither a Democratic issue
nor a Republican issue; it's not a conservative policy or a liberal policy; it's
not even a "special interest" issue. Rather, it is a "human" issue that must,
and deserves to be, addressed from a national perspective on a biparti-
san basis, and with a real sense of urgency warranted by the deplorable
conditions existing in Indian country-conditions vhich truly are a national
disgrace.

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement. I respectfully urge
that the Committee take the lead on this issue by moving away from the inadequate
and counterproductive Indian empowermert/enterprise zone approach, and instead
including in the 1993 tax legislation the modest-but extremely important-Indian
country tax incentives that the Congress in fact adopted last October.
Attachment.

- _N
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WASHIINGTONE. D.C- MIO

March 10, 1993

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Secretary
Department of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Secretary:

It is our understanding that the Administration is
continuing to formulate its proposal for enterprise
zones. Toward that end, we, as co-sponsors of S. 211,
the "Indian Employment and Investment Act of 1993,"
urge that the Administration include in its final
proposal the Indian country employment and investment
tax credits contained in that bill. As you know, with
your help, those identical provisions were included in
last year's tax bill (H.R. 11) that President Bush
vetoed.

Indian reservations in 32 states throughout the
nation are characterized by staggering unemployment
(which, according to Chairman Inouye of the Committee
on Indian Affairs, averages 56% nationwide), nagging
poverty and huge infrastructure deficiencies. These
and related problems unique to Indian country continue
to undercut the hard work by tribal leaders in our
states, and other states, aimed at encouraging economic
development on Indian reservations.

Providing only for a limited number of Indian
enterprise zones would help a few tribes, but would
leave unaddressed the economic deprivation that defines
life on ali.of the other reservations not chosen as
zones. On the other hand, the Indian reservation
employment and investment tax credits, which were
adopted last year in lieu of the ten Indian zones
previously set aside in the Senate bill, offer a
nationwide response to a nationwide problem. They
could potentially benefit all of Indian country by
providing an innovative, private-sector oriented
approach to attract new investment and jobs to some of
this nation's most destitute areas.
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Indian tribes strongly supported thesecomparatively modest provisions (which the JointCommittee on Taxation estimated would cost $181 millionover a 5-year period) of this long-sought legislation.We urge that you consider including these provisions inthe final tax package the Administration forwards to

the Congress.

With best regards.

Sincerely,
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STATEMENT oF m NEw-YoRK STATE SOCmIETY OF
CERTIFMED PuBIc AccouNTANTs

Introduction

The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants
(NYSSCPA) is the largest accounting organization in the nation
representing the CPAs of a specific state. NYSSCPA membership
numbers in excess of 33,000 CPAs. Our members practice in all
sizes of firms and represent all types of clients in planning their
business transactions and in calculating their tax liabilities. As
a result, our members are able to provide enormous insight into the
likely behavior of business and individual taxpayers in response to
proposed changes in the tax law.

History--the 1986 Tax Reform Act

The truth of this assertion was demonstrated in 19$5, when the
Society submitted comments on President Reagan's tax proposals for
"Fairness, Growth and Simplicity.s In our analysis, we stated our
fear that, "Average taxpayers will be bombarded with stories of the
large tax savings of the wealthy, compared with their minor savings
under the President's plan." We went on to state, "The use of the
Tax Code to achieve economic and social aims has strongly
influenced the structures of business and of investment patterns in
this country .... Repeal of current incentives will disturb these
structures, perhaps seriously." The analysis listed those
individuals and entities whose activities we felt would face at
least some disruption. Included in this list were:

Real estate syndicators, mortgage bankers, builders and others
aided by various real estate incentives;

State and local governments forced to find new sources of
revenue or make hard choices concerning decreased services;

Capital intensive industries dependent on ACRS and the
investment credit; and

Banks, insurance companies and other entities whose operations
could be profoundly affected by the proposals.

We feel that our comments concerning the 1985 tax proposals were on
the mark in many instances and that much of the negative effect of
the 1985 proposals might have been avoided had they been recrafted
to take into consideration analyses such as ours. We, as well as
many others, believe the decline in the real estate market can be
attributed in large measure to the changes in the passive loss
rules enacted in 1986. This decline in real estate, in turn, seems
to have lead to financial difficulties in the savings and loans and
in the insurance industry. It is possible that much of our
economic slump of the last few years may be traceable to the 1986
tax law changes. It is our hopq that comments made concerning
President Clinton's proposals will be weighed carefully to avoid
the economic disruption generated by the 1986 Tax Act.

Simplification of the Tax Law

Any tax law changes that are enacted this year should be drafted to
be as simple as possible. If the current tax law is not
simplified, and any changes made to it made as simple as possible,
our tax system is likely to eventually fall under its own weight.
It is important to always remember that ours is a voluntary
compliance system, and unless people understand the tax law and
feel that it is reasonable and fair, many may begin to perceive
that fully complying with it is not worth the effort.
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-.-- ,-,..Every time there have been tax law changes enacted in recent years,

these-changes have been referred to as 'Accountants -and-Lawyers-
Relief Acts." While this generates chuckles and more than a few
nods of agreement from the clients of tax professionals who are
forced to pay increased fees, the reality is that the increased
complexity of the tax law and the pace of the change have
enormously eroded the profitability of most tax practices. Each
tax law change requires many hours of training tax staff and of
revising tax practice procedures. Additionally, in recent years
many tax changes have been rather far-reaching, not necessarily
grounded in sound tax policy but, rather, means of achieving
revenue neutrality without government's being forced into admitting
a tax rate increase is necessary.

These kinds of changes require substantial amounts of additional
time to complete a tax return, and this frustrates both taxpayers
and tax professionals. Often there is simply more paper to file
and more taxes to pay, while the government keeps making assurances
that there has not been a tax rate increase. This is a confusing
situation at best and one that adversely affects tax practices and
tax administration.

"Back-Door" Revenue Raising

It does seem fairly clear to us that a tax rate increase may be
necessary to raise significant amounts of revenue to reduce the
deficit. The maximum tax rates were probably reduced too much in
1986, since spending was not correspondingly reduced, resulting in
the mushrooming of the deficit.

However, we would like to urge that Congress keep in mind that many
deductions were eliminated or capped in 1986, thereby substantially
diminishing the benefit of the tax rate cuts for many middle income
Americans in particular. Eliminating deductions generally serves
to simplify the tax code, certainly an end which we applaud.
However, eliminating deductions for taxpayers who have made
investment decisions, at least partly hinging on the tax law,
serves to erode taxpayers' trust in the tax law and their respect
for it. Thus, the imposition of the passive loss rules (albeit on
a phased-in basis) on taxpayers who were able to afford the
investment in certain pieces of real estate only because of the tax
benefits these properties provided, permanently harmed many of
these Americans economically. There have been numerous personal
bankruptcies, as well as business failures, as a result of the 1986
tax law changes. The goal of eliminating tax shelters was a
laudable one, but it should have been achieved in a more gradual
fashion, in order to cause less economic pain. In the future, any
tax legislation should seek to avoid such economic disruption by
only applying to prospective transactions.

Furthermore, rather than putting limits on deductions that are
otherwise allowable under the tax code, Congress should be more
honest with the American people and, if the revenue is really a
necessity, raise the tax rates. This makes the tax code much
easier to work with and it gives taxpayers a clearer picture of the
true rate of tax they are paying.',

A Value Added Tax

As for considering some type of value added tax, Congress should
recognize that while it may be a relatively painless way to raise
vast amounts of money while leaving income tax rates untouched, it
is again a fairly dishonest way of dealing with the American
people. Congress would be able to point with pride to the fact
that it had not fiddled with the income tax rates--or was perhaps
even able to lower them. However, imposition of such a new and
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z-gressive tax would create a vast new bureaucracy which would be
expensive to establish and maintain. Furthermore, once such a
taxing scheme is in place, it would become as easy to raise its
rates as it was in the early days of the income tax so that soon
the U.S. VAT rate could approach that of Great Britain. Instead of
providing a new form of temptation for increasing spending,
Congress should start making hard choices under our current system
as to where spending cuts can be made and programs curtailed.

The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants will be
pleased to explain or to discuss further any of the points touched
on above or discussed in our following detailed analysis of
specific provisions.

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

Investment Tax Credit

Pcition
We believe there may be easier aaid more effective ways to encourage
investment in new plant and equipment than through an investment
tax credit. This is particularly true if the credit is to be
incremental, thereby favoring those businesses that were unwilling
or unable to invest during the prior uncertain years in our economy
and punishing those that went ahead and took the plunge.
Furthermore, any credit that is not made permanent makes it
difficult for businesses to plan their investments and spread them
over a period of years in an organized, well thought-out fashion.

These problems can be addressed by not targeting the credit at
either small business or incremental investments. Although the
pre-1986 Act credit was quite complex, if the stimulus of a credit
is deemed essential, we would favor following its approach.

Analysis
For businesses paying tax at a lower rate, a credit is more
valuable than a deduction or exclusion. Thus, by its nature the
investment tax credit benefits small businesses. The current
proposal would go further and only make the credit permanent for
smaller enterprises, but, even then, at a reduced rate. This does
not appear to take into consideration the realities of the current
business mix in the U.S., our global economy and the way businesses
are run today.

Any credit that is provided should be allowed to all businesses and
on some type of permanent basis. Our large airplane, automobile,
electronics and computer manufacturers are finding it harder and
harder to compete either overseas or even within our own shores.
Any credit that is not available to these operations on the same
basis that it is available to other enterprises--and on a permanent
basis--is not targeted to take into account the reality of today's
business climate. Any small manufacturers who wish to start up
should be encouraged by our tax law, but they do not appear to be
the wave of the future as it becomes more costly to establish such
businesses and to purchase the necessary equipment to compete in a
meaningful way.

The incremental nature of the credit would dramatically increase
complexity. Measuring base period investments would, in many
cases, require burdensome research to identify the types of
investments included in the base period calculation.

In addition, it is not clear that any credit would be available for
purchasing rebuilt assets, such as airplanes or boats. In fact,
the proposal makes it clear that the credit would not be available
for the purchase of used equipment. Another fact of life in
today's economy is that much of the equipment used in businesses is
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too costly to purchase new and may be even better if rebuilt than
purchased new. Also, due to environmental and conservation
concerns, we should generally be encouraging the rebuilding of
equipment wherever possible. Thus, we feel that the law should
distinguish between rebuilt and used equipment and specify that the
credit is available for rebuilt assets.

The small business credit would not be available to businesses
having gross receipts of more than $5 million. Thus, a business
with $5,000,001 in gross receipts would be ineligible. Although a
phased-out definition of small business would add complexity, such
an amendment seems necessary to make the proposal fair.

Finally, the amount of the credit which is proposed would be fairly
insignificant to stimulate certain investments. For three year
property, the amount of the credit- would only be 2.33 percent
during the years in which a 7 percent credit was available to small
businesses. After two years, when the credit fell to 5 percent,
the credit for three year property would be only 1.67 percent.
Such a small benefit does not seem to justify the additional
administrative complexity that would be added. Furthermore, to
generate more immediate stimulus from the credit, the carryback of
unused credits to years prior to the effective date of the
legislation should be allowed.

It may be that concentration on making long-term, low cost loans
available to all businesses for the purchase of plant, equipment,
furniture and other business assets would be a much more effective,
lower cost solution to achieve the retooling of existing
manufacturing concerns and the start-up of new small businesses,
the creators of the greatest amount of new jobs. If a government
program could be developed to encourage lenders to provide funds
for this purpose, either through tax or some other incentives, it
seems that it could substantially stimulate business investment in
capital assets.

Permanent Extension of R&E Credit

Position
There should be government support of research and experimentation
efforts. However, a tax credit does not seem to provide the
necessary impetus. We strongly urge that a new means of promoting
research efforts be found--particularly for start-ups.

Analysis
For many businesses that are starting up, a tax credit will provide
very little benefit since the start-up may have no taxable income
and, therefore, no tax liability for the credit to offset.
Furthermore, the credit is tremendously complicated to calculate
and the start-up will find itself incurring large professional fees
to determine a credit that is of no current benefit. The proposed
modifications to the credit seem to only exacerbate this problem
for newer businesses. They add still more calculations that the
business must make, again at a time when the business may have no
tax liability for the credit to offset.

This credit is also very difficult to calculate due to the
vagueness of the definition of qualified research expense. This
vagueness has lead to many disputes between taxpayers and the IRS.
We recognize that it may not be possible to more specifically
define the term qualified research expense. However, this may be
an area for Congress to make available non-traditional dispute
resolution techniques.

More available government research grants and less costly loans to
fund research could be the answer. These possibilities are
certainly less complex. Again, the government could establish
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programs to encourage lenders to provide low-cost funds for
research programs. Full deductibility of research and
experimentation expenses, even in the start-up phase of a business,
could also provide significant benefits in a less complicated
manner than the credit.

It adds to complexity that the same research expenditures can also
be used, at least to some extent, to calculate deductions. If
expenses do qualify for the credit, perhaps the rate of the credit
should be increased to something more than the maximum tax rate,
and the deductibility of the expenses should be disallowed.

Rather than requiring the amendment of 1992 returns, if a credit is
enacted, effective as of July 1, 1992, the taxpayer should be
allowed to include any benefits from it in the 1993 return.

Capital Gains Exclusion for Certain Small Business Stock

Position
We favor a targeted capital gains provision, such as this, to
encourage very specific economic behavior. It seems to us to be
more cost-effective than across-the-board cuts in capital gains
rates.

Analysis
This provision, as expanded in later proposals released by
President Clinton, seems to encourage the kind of venture capital
investment in start-up companies that will be needed. We
particularly applaud the increase in the excludable amount of the
gain.

Modify Passive Loss Rules for Certain Real Estate Persons

Position
We applaud providing relief from the passive loss rules for real
estate professionals. It has never made sense to limit the

deductibility of losses from legitimate business activities.

Analysis
The rule, as proposed, seems to reach those real estate
professionals who need this kind of relief. However, it does not
spell out what wuild happen to their losses carried forward into
1993.

Increased Depreciation Period for Nonresidential Real Property

Position
We oppose once again extending the depreciation period for real

property--this time, nonresidential real property from 31.5 years
to 37 years.

Analysis
The more often depreciation periods are changed, the more

complicated it becomes for smaller taxpayers to keep records and
for their advisers to be able to recall all of the applicable rules
without referring to volumes of reference materials.

Additionally, extending the period for the write-off of
nonresidential real property seems to b. directly contrary to the
Administration's desire to encourage small businesses and to

increase the investment in them. If anything, there should be more
direct incentive for investing in business property. One way to
provide this is to give more up-front tax benefits for investment
in real property used in a business and to speed up the write-off
of the investment in that property.
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AMT Treatment of Gifts Of Appreciated Property

Position
We support the exclusion from the alternative minimum tax (AMT)
preference for charitable contributions of appreciated property.

Analysis
The tax law can stimulate or retard vital activities, such as
maintaining educational and cultural institutions. This provision
proved to-be a very effective stimulus for prompting gifts to such
institutions, and it should be reinstated in its expanded version
that includes all charitable gifts of appreciated property.

Self-Employed Health Insurance Deduction

Position
We believe that the health insurance deduction for the self-
employed should provide parity with the deduction allowed to
corporate businesses and should be made permanent. Such
legislation would benefit farmers, entrepreneurs, accountants,
attorneys and other professionals, and tradespeople, as well as the
owner/employees of S corporations.

Analysis
Absent this provision, a disparity is created between the tax
treatment of owners of incorporated and unincorporated businesses
(e.g., sole proprietorships, partnerships and, in this case, S
corporations). An incorporated business can generally deduct, as
an employee compensation expense, the full cost of any health
insurance coverage provided for its employees, including owner-
employees. By contrast, a self-employed individual operating
through an unincorporated business, or a more than 2 percent
shareholder in an S corporation, can only deduct the cost of health
insurance for himself and his dependents to the extent that it
exceeds 7.5 percent of adjusted gross income.

Prior to July 1, 1992, mainly as a vestige of Section 89 which
never became effective, a self-employed individual was allowed to
deduct as other than an itemized deduction up to 25 percent of the
amount paid for health insurance coverage for himself, his spouse
and his dependents. The proposal would reinstate this partial
deduction from July 1, 1992, through December 31, 1993. Instead of
making taxpayers amend 1992 tax returns to take advantage of it, we
suggest that they simply be allowed to include the deduction for
the whole 18-month period in their 1993 returns. This would
dramatically simplify their filing burdens, while delaying the
revenue cost of this provision to the Treasury and not
substantially harming the taxpayer financially.

We have always been sensitive to distinctions created in the tax
law between incorporated and unincorporated entities. Since 1982,
with the exception of a few provisions, the rules governing
qualified pension plans have created parity. We believe that the
ruies regarding health plans should also be reevaluated in order to
eliminate major distinctions. This is particularly true in light
of the dramatically increasing cost of health insurance.

We assume that this provision is drafted to be effective only
through 1993 with the intention that the comprehensive health care
reform bill will address this issue for payments made in later
years. We urge the Administration to create parity as part of its
health care reform package. We do not see any rational reason for
establishing preferential treatment for health insurance coverage
for a specific form of doing business. A decision as to the form
of entity in which a business should operate should be made based
on tax and non-tax issues other than this.
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Assuming any health care reform package will contain changes in the
rules regarding the deductibility of health insurance premiums, and
knowing that such major changes could take a considerable time to
be enacted into law, we urge that this provision be extended
permanently. Then, if this particular set of rules is not
addressed legislatively prior to December 31, 1993, we will not:
find ourselves yet again in the situation of needing to legislate
an extension in the application of these rules.

Increased Tax Rates for Higher Income Individuals

Position
We generally support the need for an increase in individual tax
rates to help reduce the deficit. As CPAs, we do not contend that
a particular rate is right or wrong; however, we do favor open and
honest rate adjustments to raise revenues, when needed, rather than
hidden revenue increases, such as "floors," "ceilings," "percentage
disallowances" and other mechanisms designed to disguise the fact
that there has been a tax increase. Accordingly, we favor a fifth
rate, rather than a maximum rate of 36 percent plus a stated
surcharge. We do believe that the $250,000 threshold for the
surcharge is set at too low a level.

Analysis
It is important to realize, however, that when tax rates are
increased today, the rate increase is-much more significant than it
was pre-1986 when there were many credits and deductions available
to cushion an increase in rates.

We are also concerned that the brackets at which the maximum tax
rate will apply are often set much too low for those taxpayers
living in high income, high cost urban areas. Clearly, a married
couple filing a joint return that has $140,000 in taxable income
has a very different standard of living in New York City, Los
Angeles or Washington, D.C., compared to what they would have at
this income level in Syracuse or Topeka. We think the cut-offs
proposed by this Administration are more realistic than those which
have been enacted in the last few tax laws. However, we would like
to see more attention given to the discrepancies in the costs of
living in the various areas of the U.S. It should be possible to
come up with a way of graduating tax rates based on where a
taxpayer lives, similar to the concept the IRS uses in fixing its
per diem travel expense allowances for various metropolitan areas.

We would also recommend that Congress reinstate full deductibility
of itemized deductions and personal exemptions, even if this means
a slight additional increase in the maximum individual tax rates.
It is much more difficult for taxpayers to accurately predict their
tax liabilities when it is necessary to factor in these phase outs.

Provisions to Prevent Conversion of Ordinary Income to
Capital Gain

Position
The proposal, in general, attempts to prohibit the conversion of
ordinary income to capital gain. It would, specifically, tax net
long-term capital gain at ordinary income rates to the extent the
taxpayer elects to take the gain into account in determining
investment income for computing the limitation on the deductibility
of investment interest. We oppose this proposal, at least to the
extent it redefines investment income, in that it adds enormous
complexity for the sake of accelerating tax revenues.

Analysis
Taxpayers who choose to exclude their net long-term capital gains
income from determining their net investment income will simply
defer the time at which they can use their investment interest
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expense. Any investment interest that is limited as a result or
the investment income limitation will carry forward and can be used
in a later year when sufficient investment income is generated.

To the extent a taxpayer tries to avoid this new limitation, he or
she will be forced -) use alternate financing arrangements, such as
home equity loans, that are more expensive than borrowing against
securities. This will be detrimental to the securities industry in
that it will reduce the available business. It will also allow
taxpayers who use alternate financing arrangements to circumvent
the margin requirements.

The provision may also discourage long-term investment in small
capitalization stocks since these usually generate no investment
income other than long-term capital gains. This is certainly
contrary to the proposals in this bill which would provide
preferential capital gains treatment to taxpayers who invest for
the long term in small capitalization companies.

Reduce Deductible Portion of Business Meals and Entertainment

Position
We strongly oppose the current disallowance of 20 percent of the
deduction for business meals and entertainment. We think
increasing the nondeductible amount to 50 percent is very bad tax
policy.

Analysis
The disallowance of legitimate business deductions is simply a
hidden tax increase- -something we have indicated several times that
we greatly oppose. We feel that Congress should be honest with the
American people as to the true tax rate which is imposed on them.
Furthermore, we think it is bad economic and tax policy for
businesses to be hindered in their spending decisions by the tax
law. Additionally, disallowance provisions, such as this one, add
substantial complexity to the tox law.

This proposal also does not take into account that different sizes
and types of businesses operate differently. Big businesses create
goodwill primarily through institutional advertising while Emall
businesses spend much more, proportionally, on business
entertaining to create goodwill with existing customers and to woo
new ones. Since small businesses are the greatest creators of new
jobs in our economy, our tax law should serve to encourage their
efficient operation. Proposals such as this one have the opposite
effect--increasing recordkeeping burdens, accounting fees and tax
bills.

Further, this increase in the limitation will have the effect of
curtailing entertaining at restaurants, resulting in decreased
revenues, leading to less income tax revenues, less local sales tax
revenues, and less employment.

Deny Deduction for Club Dues

Position
We also oppose disallowance of this deduction.

Analysis
In many communities, tl'e accepted way of building customer
relations is through entertaining at clubs--especially for the
smaller business. In certain towns across America, big companies
have corporate dining rooms on the premises. Other businesses must
either use the country club or the local diner to entertain their
business contacts. Therefore, the club dues a company pays are
often business necessities. Disallowing such deductions again
makes it harder for businesses to conduct their affairs in a manner
that makes sense, given today's life styles. Certain clubs provide
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the right atmosphere to engage in serious business discussions to
a much greater extent than any office setting or restaurant.
Furthermore, at a golf, tennis or exercise club, it is possible to
establish a different level of business camaraderie than it is in
an office setting.

Our tax law should be structured to encourage the efficient and
profitable operation of businesses. The more profitable they are,
the more tax revenues that will be collected. If club membership
contributes to this end, it should be favored by the tax law
instead of resulting in one more hidden tax increase.

It is important to keep in mind that the law already requires that
more than 50 percent of the business use of the club be proved
before any portion of the club dues are deductible.

Require Securities Dealers to Mark to Market

Position
While we recognize that this is the way business is actually
conducted in the securities industry, we do not support the idea
that taxable income should be accelerated through mark-to-market
concepts.

Analysis
Even though requiring securities dealers to mark their inventories
of securities to market will currently result in additional taxable
income since the securities markets are strong, the Treasury must
understand that some day this provision could actually be a revenue
ioser, if the markets decline dramatically. Furthermore, the
income required to be recognized by a securities firm under this
proposal could well disappear in the succeeding taxable year. The
only time such a mark-to-market concept has been applied previously
in the tax law is with respect to regulated futures contracts. And
this was in exchange for favorable capital gains treatment of these
contracts.

It does seem to uv that Congress should now deal with the problems
presented in the financial industry by the Arkansas Best decision.
While the mark to market proposal takes into account the way tha
securities industry actually operates, so should other provisions
of the tax law. In the global economy of today, there are enormous
amounts of hedging of currency and interest rate fluctuations.
This is no more than prudent business practice. If there-are
losses in these hedging positions, the losses should not be deemed
capital but should, instead, be treated by the tax code as ordinary
business deductions. This is not necessarily the conclusion the
IRS will reach after Arkansas Best. There is a real need for
clarification of the tax law in this area.

If it were necessary for Congress to specifically require marking
to market of securities dealers' inventories in exchange for relief
from Arkansas Best, we could support such a trade-off.

Reporting Rule for Service Payments to Corporations

Position
We oppose this provision as creating vast amounts of additional
paperwork that provide no meaningful information to the government.

Analysis
Corporations use many different year ends--not simply the calendar
year end. All 1099s provided to them would be on a calendar year
basis. Such 1099s will simply serve to create confusion among the
corporate recipients, mandate substantial additional filings for
the payors and give the IRS very little additional information for
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matching purposes. The paperwork burden created by this proposal
is in no way justified by the miniscule benefit that it would
produce in the compliance area--presumably only the ability to
match the 1099s filed for calendar year corporations against the
income they report.

Raise Standard for Accuracy-Related and Preparer Penalties

Position
We disagree with the need for this proposal.

Analysis
Just a few years ago, Congress passed the Improved Penalty
Administration and Compliance Tax Act. The Act was the product of
an unprecedented collegial process, initiated by Congressman
Pickle, involving the tax writing committees, the IRS, the
accounting profession, the Bar and other interested part4.es.

In our view, the current proposal is the type of tinkering which
has crippled penalty provisions in the past and would lead to
reduced, rather than improved, compliance. Furthermore, reasonable
basis has never been a satisfactory standard in that it is
extremely difficult to define. If a taxpayer makes adequate
disclosure and the IRS is put on notice thereby, there is
sufficient opportunity for the Service to challenge the position.

Modify Tax Shelter Rules for Purposes of the
Substantial Understatement Penalty

Position
We disagree with the need for this proposal.

Analysis
Unlike the prior proposal, the provision at which this proposal is
aimed was not changed in 1989. The section at issue contains a
penalty to deter tax shelter investments.

We submit that the growth of tax shelter investments seems to us to
have been effectively halted--both by the provisions of the 1986
Act and by our clients' experiences in the later years of their tax
shelters. Many times, not only did they lose their entire
investment, but they found themselves liable on notes for many
years while picking up phantom income for tar purposes. Often, on
audit, they faced not only enormous tax liabilities, but
substantial penalties and interest computed at the very high rates
of the Eighties.

Furthermore, this provision seems to add no real teeth to the law.
If the taxpayer can indeed show that the reasonably anticipated tax
benefits from the shelter did not significantly exceed the
reasonably anticipated pre-tax economic profit from the tax
shelter, then it is likely that there would be no deficiency and,
therefore, no penalty.
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STATEMENT OF THE PRICE WATERHOUSE ROYALTY COALITION

I. INTRODUCTION

This testimony is submitted by Price Waterhouse on behalf of a broad-based coali-
tion of companies formed to advocate the retention of current-law treatment of for-
eign royalties.

Reflecting the trend to global markets, the companies in our coalition relied on
foreign operations for 41 percent of worldwide gross receipts, totalling over $250 bil-
lion in 1992. These companies invest billions of dollars in the United States develop-
ing valuable intangible assets that must be utilized in world markets to recoup de-
velopment costs. Coalition companies employ 740,000 people in the United States,
including 74,000 in R&D-related activities (89 percent of world Jwide R&D employees)
and spent almost $11 billion domestically on R&D.

Competition in global markets is fierce-the companies in our coalition had fewer
employees last year, both in the United States and abroad, than they did 10 years
ago. Our long-term survival requires global operations design ed to maximize econo-
mies of scale and economic efficiency. By competing glo'aally for market share, we
preserve high-quality jobs in our U.S. headquarters. Moreover, foreign affiliates are
crucial to U.S. exports-in 1992, over 60 percent of our exports were sold by our
foreign affiliates.

Every company in the Price Waterhouse Royalty Coalition supports the Presi-
dent's broad economic policy goals and objectives, namely to build an environment
for economic growth focusing on the creation of new jobs, long-term economic invest-
ment, and reducing the federal budget deficit. However, we believe that the specific
proposal to change the tax treatment of foreign s'iurce royalties is inconsistent with
these economic goals for the following reasons:

" The royalty propoil would reduce domestic R&D and could provide an incen-
tive for U.S.- asked multinational corporations to move R&D and other jobs over-
seas. Royalties from the license of intangible property to overseas users is an
important source of well-paying U.S. job's in the area of R&D, marketing, man-
agement, information systems, and othcr administrative areas that support the
development of intangible property.

* Business and competitive circumstances often dictate that U.S.-based MNCs
perform significant activities abroad involving the use of intangible assets (such
as manufacturing, distribution, and technical support) in crder to penetrate and
survive in foreign markets; it would be counterproductive for U.S. international
tax policy to discourage such activities.

* The royalty proposal would increase the over-taxation of foreign income of U.S.-
based MNCs.

II. THE ADMINISTRATION'S ROYALTY PROPOSAL

The Administration has propoFed including all foreign source royalty income in
the separate foreign tax credit limitation category for passive income (i.e., the "pas-
sive basket"). Treasury's Greenbook I provides the following rationale for the royalty
proposal:

The treatment of substantial portions of foreign source royalty income as
general limitation income for foreign tax credit limitation purposes. . .can
result in a tax preference for licensing of intangible property to a foreign
person for use in production activities abroad. . . In contrast, royalties or
other income received for the use of intangible property in domestic activi-
ties generally cannot be similarly sheltered. (Emphasis added).

Treasury maintains that the royalty proposal will encourage expanded use of in-
tangible property in domestic activities (instead of foreign activities), thus leading
to U.S. job creation and growth at the expense of foreign job creation and growth.2

On the surface, such reasoning has appeal. Indeed, other factors being equal, we
agree that the U.S. tarix system should not promote foreign-based activity at the ex-
pense of U.S.-based activity. However, on closer analysis, the royalty proposal could
produce results at odds with the Administration's broad policy goals, for the reasons
set forth below.

'See "Summary rf the Administration's Revenue Proposals" (Department of the Treasury,
February, 1993), at page 58.2Ste also Department of the Treasury memorandum titled "Administration Proposal on the
Tax Treatment of Royalties" dated April 14, 1993 ("April 14 Treasury memorandum).
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III. FOREIGN ACTIVE BUSINESS OPERATIONS ENHANCE U.S. JOBS AND U.S. ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Three decades ago, U.S. corporations accounted for over half of all multinational
investment in the world, our nation produced about 40 percent of world output, and
we were the world's largest lender of capital. Tax policy makers felt little need to
analyze how the U.S. tax system affected the competitiveness of U.S. companies in
world markets.

Our economy is no longer so dominant that global competition can be ignored in
formulating tax policy. U.S. corporations now account for less than one-third of mul-
tinational investment, the U.S. economy produces less than 30 percent of world out-
put, and we are the world's largest debtor. Three decades ago, 18 of the world's 20
largest corporations were headquartered in the United States; today, only nine U.S.
corporations rank in the top 20.

Arguments that we must discourage U.S. investment abroad to protect domestic
employment are obsolete. In an increasingly open economy, discouraging U.S. com-
panies from producing in the most efficient locations will not protect U.S. jobs; in-
stead, these jobs will go to foreign-based multinationals with lower costs. Indeed,
the evidence suggests that multinational investment promotes exports: two-thirds of
U.S. merchandise exports were associated with U.S. multinationals; and the indus-
tries that are most active overseas tend to be the same industries that are the most
effective exporters. In short, global investment strategies are critical to the competi-
tiveness of the U.S. economy.

Thus, any proposal designed to prevent U.S. companies from operating inter-
nationally would be counter-productive to the Administration's broad policy goals.
Recent studies confum that increased foreign business activity enhances the level
of U.S. employment and overall U.S. economic growth; and that sales by foreign af-
filiates of U.S.-based MNCs come at the expense of foreign competitors rather than
U.S. exporters.

Some have argued that overseas investment by U.S. multinationals represents a
drain on investment at home. Yet, over the last decade, foreign income has exceeded
foreign investment in U.S.-owned foreign corporations. Thus, the growth in U.S. di-
rect investment abroad has been financed internally and not by outflows of capital
from the United States.

IV. BUSINESS PRACTICES AND NECESSITIES DICTATE FOREIGN ACTIVITY

U.S.-based MNCs derive active foreign income purely because business consider-
ations, rather than tax motivations, require the use of U.S.-developed intangibles in
geographic proximity to foreign markets. 3 U.S. companies license intangibles abroad
for a multitude of business reasons. Some are as basic as local-content requirements
that necessitate that at least a portion of such products sold in a foreign country
be produced in that country. Thus, royalties often support and promote exports of
U.S. manufactured goods.

For example, U.S. exporters of heavy equipment, such as power generation equip-
ment and locomotives, are often forced by their customers to engage local suppliers
for the low-value added portion of a particular product in order to meet local content
preferences or requirements of purchasers. To meet this request for local content,
the local suppliers need access to the U.S. manufacturer's specifications and tech-
nical expertise. These suppliers, sometimes referred to as manufacturing associates,
pay substantial royalties for access to the U.S. exporter's techn;.caI information
which enhances the exporter's return. Such royalties, of course, are a critical part
of the overall economic return in what is fundamentally an export activity. Without
the requisite local content, the export order often would not be obtained. The license
in this case is not a vehicle for giving technology to a foreign producer. Rather, the
license preserves the technology and controls its use so that the U.S. producer can
protect its technology for future exports.

For many industries, it simply is not feasible to supply foreign markets by export
alone. The unit cost of shipping many of the products produced by companies in our
coalition is extremely high. The added costs of transporting such products across
oceans-including the shipping costs, foreign duties, and other expenses-would
make it impossible for U.S. companies to compete with foreign companies producing

sMoreover, current U.S. tax rules (see Code sections 482 and 367(d), discussed infra) effec-
tively require a U.S.-based MNC to make its intangibles available to foreign affiliates by a li-
cense requiring royalties reflective of the ongoing value of the intangible. Failure to comply with
these and related rules can result in the imposition of substantial penalties. Additionsilly, as
discussed, infra, the "look-through" rules of Code section 904(dX3) encourage royalty and other
deductible payments to reduce foreign income taxes.
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those products locally. For many consumer goods, particularly food products, it
would, simply not be practical to ship products abroad, due to spoilage and other
factors. Foreign licensing also is required where, for example, FDA regulations pre-
clude the manufacture and export of drugs that have not been provedd in the Unit-
ed States.

In addition, many foreign jurisdictions continue to discriminate in favor of local
manufacturers in terms of granting early product approvals and favorable in-market
pricing. There can be significant duty advantages to supplying products destined for
the EC from a European location. Maintaining an EC manufacturing presence also
permits the exercise of EC patent rights and, thus, avoids possible compulsory li-
censing. 4 Finally, there are instances where a company will license it's products to
a third-party abroad in order to gain access to that party's products (i.e,, cross-li-
censing arrangements) or to otherwise establish a business relationship with that
party.

Treasury's Arguments are not Realistic
In an example included in the April 14 Treasury memorandum, a U.S.-based

MNC faces the choice of exploiting a valuable U.S.-created manufacturing patent in
the United States or, alternatively, in a foreign country. Specifically, its choice is
whether to construct a plant in the United States and use the patent in the plant
to generate U.S. source income, or to have its foreign subsidiary construct the plant
overseas and, licensing the patent frcm the United States, to derive foreign source
remanufacturing and sales income. Under the example as presented, the two choices
appear to be mutually exclusive.

However, Treasury's notion that U.S. companies have two alternatives-to manu-
facture and sell in the United States or to manufacture and sell abroad-is unrealis-
tic. In fact, if it is profitable to manufacture and sell in the United States, compa-
nies will do so. Moreover, if a valuable U.S.-developed intangible can be successfully
exploited both in the United States and abroad, there is nothing in the current tax
rules that would prevent a taxpayer from exploiting the intangible in both locations.

Statistics Show Foreign Income Bears Higher Tax Burden Than U.S. Income
Data suggests that U.S.-based MNCs do not operate abroad because of U.S. tax

incentives; indeed, current law provides an overall disincentive for U.S. companies
to operate abroad. According to statistics released recently by the General Account-
ing Office (GAO), worldwide tax as a percentage of worldwide income of U.S.-based
MNC's (37.1 percent) far exceeded U.S. tax as a percentage of U.S. income (32.9 per-
cent) for accounting periods ending in 1989. 1 This data demonstrates that, while ag-
gregate U.S. income is subject to an effective tax rate less than the U.S. statutory
rate, foreign income is subjected to a rate in excess of the U.S. statutory rate. Thus,
foreign income of U.S.-based MNCs is subject to a higher level of taxation than U.S.
income.

A recent Price Waterhouse study found that a U.S. multinational manufacturing
in Italy and selling into Europe through a Swiss sales subsidiary would pay an ef-
fective tax rate of 35.2 percent as compared to an average effective tax rate of 29.2
percent if the European operation had been owned by a Canadian, French, German,
Japanese, Dutch, or British parent. The higher effective tax rate for the U.S. multi-
national-ranging from four percentage points in the case of Germany to 10 percent-
age points in France--is tantamount to a surtax that foreign-based multinationals
do not bear.

This higher overall tax burden borne by U.S. multinationals on foreign comee im
explained in large part by the bias in our current tax system in favor of over-taxing
foreign income. For example, the current rules mandating the allocation of interest

' In many less developed countries, maintenance of foreign-owned patents requires proof of ac-
tual production or exploitation of the patented subject matter within those countries. For the
most part, these patent "working" requirements can not be met simply by exporting finished
products from another country. Failure to meet these requirements may subject the U.S. com-
pany to sanctions or otherwise put the company's operations in that country into jeopardy.
6 US General Accounting Office, 1988 and 1989 Company Effective Tax Rates Higher than in

Prior Years, August 1992, GAO/GGD-92-111. Foreign tax as a percentage of foreign income is
higher than worldwide tax on worldwide income (37.1 percent) because this percentage is a
weighted average of U.S. tax as a percentage of U.S. income (32.9 percent) and foreign tax as
a percentage of foreign income.
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expense s and state incijme taxes 7 against foreign income frequently result in the
imposition of "residual" U.S. tax on foreign income that has already borne foreign
income tax at a rate higher than the U.S. statutory rate.

V. THE ROYALTY PROPOSAL WOULD INHIBIT U.S. EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

The proposal would discourage research and development (R&D) activity in the Unit-
ed States and, in some cases, encourage shifting research and investment outside
of the United States.

U.S. companies with excess foreign tax credits would seriously consider increasing
the development of intangibles overseas in countries where intangibles-related in-
come is taxed more favorably than in the United States. 8 This would entail the re-
moval of R&D activity and related jobs to foreign countries. This would be especially
likely for those U.S.-based MNCs that frequently are in an excess foreign tax credit
position (due, for example, to the over-allocation of U.S. interest expense to foreign
income) and which for business reasons are required to conduct active business op-
erations involving the use of intangibles in foreign markets.
The royalty proposal would further erode the ability of U.S.-based MNCs to compete

against foreign multinationals in overseas markets.
As noted above, foreign income is more heavily taxed than U.S. income. Adoption

of the royalty proposal would increase the level of over-taxation. The net result
would be a further erosion of the ability of U.S.-based multinationals to compete in
foreign markets against foreign-based multinationals that do not shoulder a similar
home-country tax burden.

Vi. THE PROPOSAL REPRESENTS UNSOUND TAX POLICY

The current foreign tax credit limitation provisions are far more complex and re-
strictive than those of other countries. However, a mitigating feature is that active
business income is generally included in the overall or "general" basket. Moreover,
items of non-movable active income derived from the same business are almost
never subject to separate limitations. The look-through rules of section 904(dX3) of
the Code generally ensure this result for royalties paid between members of a U.S.
group by "basketing" these royalty payments with reference to the underlying earn-
ings out of which these royalties are paid.

The royalt proposal would carve out one slice of active income generated from
an integrated business activity for separate treatment. Developed intangible assets
used by members of an affiliated group engaged in an active integrated business are
as "active" in nature as tangible assets used in the active integrated business. This"active" characterization is equally applicable regardless of where in the group (i.e.,
n which entity and in which geographic location) the asset, is employed, and regard-
less of the characterization of the income derived from the use of the intangible in
the business (e.g., sales income, royalty or rental income).

The proposal to carve out a slice of active income and tax it as passive income
is inappropriate as a matter of tax policy for the following reasons:

Active vs. Passive Income
Under the Administration's proposal, foreign income taxes paid on a slice of active

foreign income could not be credited against tax on the active income derived from
the same integrated business. Some may argue that this "schedular" approach is ap-
propriate because current law permits undesirable "averaging." However, this argu-
ment ignores "the integrated nature of U.S. multinational operations abroad" 9 as
recognized in 1986 by Congress when it created the current treatment of royalties.
Thus, Congress validated the notion that the foreign income taxes paid on the active

'Under section 864(e) of the Code, interest incurred by a US consolidated group (including
financing subsidiaries engaged in unrelated businesses) is allocated to all of the income-domes-
tic and foreign--of the group, including income from foreign subsidiaries. However, interest ex-
pense of a foreign subsidiary, in effect, is allocated only to its own income. This results in the
over-allocation of U.S. incurred interest expense to foreign source income, thus inappropriately
reducing the foreign tax credit7 The regulations require that state income taxes be allocated to, foreign income. Tis reduces
the foreign tax credit, notwithstrnding that state income taxes do not relate legally or concep-
tually to the generation of foreign income. Moreover, no foreign government allows a deduction
for income taxes paid to any state.

sOwnership of the intangibles developed through these offshore R&D activities would then
rest with the foreign affiliate(-, thus eliminating the requirement to make royalty payments
into the United States.9 Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, May 7,
1987, (the "1986 Bluebook") at 862.
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income of the business relate conceptually to all of the active income from the busi-
ness derived by the U.S. parent. Moreover, Congress believed that "averaging" only
would be inappropriate "when it would distort the purpose of the foreign tax cred-
it." 10

Branch vs. Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC)
The royalty proposal frequently would have the effect of imposing a higher effec-

tive U.S. tax rate on income from an active business operated in corporate rather
than branch form. Under current law, the inclusion of royalty and other types of
income received from CFCs in the overall basket is intended to equate the U.S. tax
treatment of CFCs with foreign branches. The Report of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee to the 1986 Tax Reform Act (Senate Report) states:

The look-through rules are intended to reduce disparities that might other-
wise occur between the amount of income subject to a particular limitation
when a taxpayer earns income abroad directly (or through a foreign
branch), and the amount of income subject to a particular limitation when
a taxpayer earns income abroad through a controlled foreign corporation or
other related person. 11

U.S. international tax policy has recognized the merits of treating branches on a
par with CFCs, and vice-versa. The royalty proposal would undercut the ability of
many U.S.-based MNCs to operate abroad through CFCs even -though the oper-
ational needs of the foreign business may weigh in favor of corporate, rather than
branch form.

Discourages Foreign-Tax Deductible Repatriations
The effect of the royalty proposal runs counter to a fundamental U.S. tax policy

goal of encouraging companies considering ways to reduce their overall tax burden
to first seek methods for reducing foreign taxes. In this regard, the Senate Report
states:

The committee bill subjects interest, rents, and royalties to look-through
rules because such payments often serve as alternatives to dividends as a
means of removing earnings from a controlled foreign corporation, or other
related person . . . Under the foreign tax credit system, the pr.vnent of [de-
ductible] interest, rents, and royalties by controlled foreign ct w,ations and
other related foreign corporations whose dividends carry a - .med-paid
credit may . . . reserve for the United States more of the prc credit U.S.
tax on these U.S.-owned corporations' foreign earnings than the payment of
dividends. 12

Increase in Royalty Payments to U.S. Parents Since 1984 is Consictent with
Congressional Intent-Not an Abuse

Some have argued that the rapid rise in net royalties received from foreign affili-
ates by U.S. parents is indicative of a "tax abuse" which merits adoption of the Ad-
ministration's royalty proposal. This view ignores Congressional intent as indicated
by the legislative history of the changes made to section 367(d) in 1984 and to sec-
tion 482 in 1986. In fact, section 367(d) was designed to ensure that royalties would
be paid for the use of U.S.-developed intangibles by foreign affiliates, instead of
transferred, without consideration, as a contribution to capital:

In response to the substantial tax advantages available to taxpayers if they
could transfer intangibles.., without the payment of any royalty... , Con-
gress amended section 367(d) in 1984 to provide that. .. a transfer of in-
tangibles to a foreign corporation . . . would be treated as a sale of the in-
tangibles... amounts included in income of the transferor on such a trans-
fer must reasonably reflect the amounts that would have been received
under an agreement providing for payments contingent on productivity, use
or disposition of the property.

1 3

In 1986, Congress amended section 482 to increase the amount of royalties paid
with respect to the transfer of intangibles in cases where these royalties were
deemed to be inadequate. In the legislative history of the 1986 Act, the Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation stated:

10 Ibid.
'IS. Rept. No. 99-313, 99th Cong., 2d Seas. 314 (1986). See also the 1986 Bluebook at 866.
12 Ibid.
13 The 1986 Bluebook at 1012.
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Congress was concerned that the provisions of sections 482, 367(d), and 936
may not have been operating to assure adequate allocations to the U.S.

taxable entity of income attributable to the intangible in these situations. 14

As a result of the changes to sections 367(d) and 482 in 1984 and 1986, respec-
tively, it is not surprising that royalty payments from foreign affiliates increased
more rapidly than foreign direct investment after 1984. Rather than a "tax abuse,"
this result is precisely what Congress intended. According to the most recent data
from the Commerce Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis, royalties from un-
related foreign parties have doubled from $1.9 billion in 1986 to $3.8 billion in 1991.
If the growth in foreign royalties after the 1986 Act were tax motivated, one would
not have expected a large increase in royalties from unrelated parties. Other factors,
such as the explosive growth of U.S. software and motion picture licensing to foreign
markets appears to be an important explanation for the growth in foreign-source
royalty income. For example, overseas revenues from films and ancillary activities
nearly tripled from $2.4 billion in 1986 to $6.3 billion in 1991. In addition, foreign
sales and services by U.S.-based computer software companies increased from $43.9
billion in 1985 to $88.8 billion in 1991, a 100 percent increase that also in part ex-
plains the increase in foreign-source royalties.

The growth in international joint ventures in recent years also may have contrib-
uted to the rise in royalty payments. Increasingly, U.S. companies joint venture
with foreign partners to gain access to foreign markets. In these arrangements, the
U.S. partner frequently contributes valuable intangibles while the foreign partner
contributes financing as well as manufacturing and distribution capabilities. Such
joint ventures have provided U.S. companies with a wider range of options for maxi-
mizing the value of their intangible assets in foreign markets. It should be noted
that the growing use of international joint ventures has occurred in spite of formida-
ble tax disadvantages for U.S. companies participating in such ventures. 16

VII. SUMMARY

We support the Administration's broad policy goals to build an environment for
long-term economic growth. The royalty proposal runs counter to these goals be-
cause it threatens the competitiveness ofU.S.-based MNCs and U.S. jobs.

The royalty proposal would discourage domestic research and development activ-
ity. This would mean less investment in the United States. The royalty proposal
would further erode the ability of U.S.-based MNCs to compete against foreign-
based MNCs in overseas markets. For these reasons, as well as the tax policy rea-
sons stated above, we urge the Administration and the Committee to reconsider the
royalty proposal.

14Ibid. at 1014.
15 Robert J. Patrick, "A Review of U.S. Tax Laws Applicable to Cooperative International Busi-

ness Ventures," Tax Notes International, (March 1990).
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STATEMENT OF THE PUERo RIcANs IN Cmc ACTION

Thank you for allowing us to present testimony which will
have a direct impact upon the political and economic future
of the 3.5 million U.S.citizens in Puerto Rico.

These are great days for our organization. We are seeing the
successful result of our hard and persistent work to explain
to the United States government, the real truth behind
Section 936. Since 1986 we have been coming to Congress to
tell you that Section 936 is producing too few jobs in P.R
at a huge cost to the U.S. Treasury.

Section 936 workers represent only a small portion of the
Puerto Rican economy. According to Puerto Rican Government
statistics, they comprise only 12% of the total work force
on the island. It not only carries outrageous costs, but it
is also highly ineffective. As a physician, Puerto Rico's
pe. istent unemployment rate in excess of 15% and a growing
public sector tells me that I am dealing with a sick
economy.

Secrior largely the cause of this sickness because it
has ob. KX. from a strategy of economic growth where
olir pr ple could earn their own way. It has
S bowing like the rest of the 50 states.

that our grassroots organization would be
propaganda and lobbying power of the pro-936

m. . ... _i their unlimited economic resources to protect
their 3 billion tax break.

As a matter of fact, part of the $3 billion tax break
provided by Section 936 has been used to hire experts inside
the Washington beltway to defend Section 936. One of the
studies to support Section 936 has been done by & distin-
guished economist of Price Waterhouse who worked for Con-
gress and at the time defended a wage credit formula as a
substitute for Section 936.

But we have persisted. We visited you frequently, we mailed
you the facts.. We faxed you the facts. We presented our
studies on Section 936, and you heard us.

This exercise it democracy is the most wonderful example of
what the United States is all about. Many tried to discour-
age us by comparing our quest with David and Goliath, but
your actions prove that the common individual is important
to the United States and will be heard.

For this reason we thank many members of this Committee. We
thank Congressman Rostenkowski, Congressman Stark, Congress-
man Pickle, Senator Pryor, and many others. We also thank
President Clinton, for including the economic changes that
we have been advocating in his agenda for change. We partic-
ularly thank your wonderful staff for the many hours spent
with us. We commend you for not expecting us to settle for a
tax credit program in lieu of the American dream.
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GOVEENMEM STUDIES CONFIRM FINDINGS

And when you ordered your own studies, these confirmed our
findings ! The proponents of 936 now have to answer to those
concerned with the horrendous deficit and our incredible
health care costs. They can no longer defend rationally why
almost 50% of the Section 936 tax benefits go to 60 drug
companies that only provide 18% of the jobs provided by all
Section 936 corporations.

They can no longer defend in a plausible way the fact that
the tax benefits have almost tripled since the 1970's, while
the number of jobs provided has remained relatively stagnant
in the same period.

WE AGAIN EXPRESS OUR GRATITUDE FOR THE SUPPORT TO OUR
REQUEST THAT THE PRESENT FAILED ECONOMIC MODEL IN PUERTO
RICO BASED ON SECTION 936, WITH ITS HIGH PRESSURE, TAX
BENEFIT DRIVEN, AND BIG BUCKS POLITICS THAT SURROUND IT, BE
REPLACED WITH A SOUND DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY WHICH WILL
BRING BENErITS TO ALL THE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES
INCLUDING THOSE LIVING IN PUERTO RICO.

THEEORE, WE SUPPORT PRESIDENT CLINTON'S PROPOSAL TO CHANGE
SECTION 936.....but we must insist that any proposal
seriously considered as alternative to Section 936, meet the
following conditions:

PUERTO RICO MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE NATIONAL DOMESTIC POLICY
PLAN AND NOT AS IF IT WERE A SEPARATE ENTITY FROM TME UNITED
STATES.

Since Puerto Ricans are United States citizens and P.R. is
part of the United States, PUERTO RICO WOULD BENEFIT IF
TREATED AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF A NATIONAL GROWTH AND JOB
CREATION STRATEGY, just as we have been part of the national
defense strategy since all World Wars and during the Cold
war.

The policy of the Clinton Administration and the 103rd.
Congress towards Puerto Rico must be the same as it is for
the nation as a whole.

For example:

- We do not believe that a gradual phase-in of a wage credit
or giving a 936 company an alternative under the old system"
will help since it will only create another special tax
treatment for who knows how many years.

- Congress should phase-in the wage credit system immediate-
ly and only for two or four years when it could again be
re-evaluated. The target jobs tax credit, which is the only
wage credit in the code, has been reviewed, improved and
re-authorized every one or tv, years.

- Puerto Rico needs to be considered as a possible site for
an enterprise zone. The enterprise zone proposal in last
year's H..R.1l bill include wage credits, reduced capital
gains taxes, lower depreciation rates, and new investment
tix credits.
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SECTION 936 MUST NOT HIDE BEHIND THE STATUS QUESTION

You probably know that our grassroots organization is mostly
comprised of people who desire statehood for moral, politi-
cal, and economic reasons, and our reasoning is sound.
However, let me assure you that I strongly believe that 936
should be phased out regardless of Puerto Rico's political
states, because it represents an unfair and unnecessary
burden on the U.S.taxpayer and the U.S.Treasury.

And please, do not be distracted by the spin doctors who
can't find a way to defend their case and now claim that our
interest in this matter is related to our push for state-
hood. This is just another argument to distract the discus-
sion from the real issues.

Rational managed change in the Section 936 program is what
this is really about. Please be assured that Puerto Rico's
self determination process will turn on much more fundamen-
tal issues than on what you do on Section 936.

In our view, this Committee and the Congress must not become
unduly preoccupied with Puerto Rico's political status issue
in connection with its evaluation of President Clinton's
proposal.

The President's position should be considered on its merits
as part of an overall national economic recovery program to
which Puerto Rico must be willing to contribute, and from
which Puerto Rico must benefit along with the rest of the
nation. You must reject the notion that the interests of
Puerto Rico and those of the Nation are at odds.

However, we would be remiss not to say, that until the
people of P.R. achieve real self determination and establish
a more perfect relationship with the Federal government, we
will have no basis for knowing iZ the so called benefits of
936 were worth the price we have paid by remaining a terri-
tory, subject to Federal law and policy promulgated without
our democratic participation.

We were arpalled to see the pro-936 components organize and
practically force the workers in P.R. and their political
leaders to march in their favor. But, although we thought
that all that could be done and said about Section 936 had
been said, we recently discovered a new outrageous fact:

S CTION 936..ENPORARY EMPLOYMENT

We have strong reasons to believe that more than 1/3 of the
18,000 workers in pharmaceutical companies work under
temporary job services, a practice that we understand is
also being widely used in the United States.

Some of theme "temporary work" companies in Puerto Rico have
even put up shop right next to the areas where these corpo-
rations operate. This constitutes a cruel economic and
mental abuse with the workers and their families !

Considering the fact that these companies are not -aying
federal taxes and that they are making excessive profits in
their drug prices, we ask you to order an investigation into
this matter and find a way to put a stop to this.
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This is an easy way out of having to pay employee benefits,
curtailing labor rights and bypassing unions. These workers
might even be collecting federal unemployment between jobs.
This light be legal, but it is definitely immoral and you
owe it to your constituents to look into this.

RESULTS OF TR SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT

And what has been the result of pursuing economic develop-
ment based on federal tax exemption ? Today P.R. stands at
the bottom of the economic ladder, compared to the 50
states.

The most significant impact Section 936 has ca the island is
that this supposed great economic credit given to us by
Washington is also the reason given for denying the loyal
U.S. citizens in PPO. greater or even equal access to other
Social and economic development programs.

We are denied full participation in such important programs
as Medicaid, Social Security and the JOBs program, which
provide training and child care funds for parents of poor
children. In other words, Section 936 is taking money out of
Puerto Rico's citizens pockets and replacing those dollars
as 936 company profits.

While Congress has denied the 3.5 million U.S. Citizens in
Puerto Rico the full participation in these programs, it
instead has provided two federal tax credits. Section 936
provides a tax credit for US corporations and Section 933
provides tax exemption for individuals and island corpora-....tions. ... . ...

In doing so, Congress has forced Puerto Rico to follow an
economic development program different from the economic
strategies by the 50 states, and which has not worked.

LACK OF PROPER HEALTH CARE

As a result of this lack of assistance, the island's health
care system is in shambles. We insist that any change in
Section 936 must be accompanied by improvements in our
health system and assistance to the needy. We don't want you
to forget that the taxes that these companies will bring to
the United States' treasury will come from business generat-
ed in Puerto Rico.

We continue to sustain the following positions on Section
936:

I. 936 IS NOT CRITICAL TO PUERTO RICO'S ECONOMY AND ANY
CHANGE WILL NOT CAUSE TIE ECONOMY TO COLLAPSE.

Section 936 has existed for almost 25 years and yet, its
workers represent a sm~ll portion of the Puerto Rican
economy. The level of unemployment on the island continues
too high at 18% . Over the last twenty years the rate of
unemployment has fluctuated between 13 - 17%. These facts
don't speak out in favor of Section 936.
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As a matter of fact much of the labor intensive portion of
the manufacturing process of 936 companies is now being done
through twin plant operations in the Dominican Republic and
other Caribbean countries which increases the tax free
profit margins for the companies but reduces employment in
Puerto Rico.

To sr tain our position, we would like to include for the
rdcrL, the testimony offered to the Puerto Rico Senate on
March 3, 1S33 by Marcos Rodriguez, President of the Puerto
Rico Government Development Bank.

Mr. Rodriguez said: " I can assure you that not even in the
worst of cases would the impact be as damaging as the
studies that have been done in the past have projected. They
all suffer from the same flaw:

They seem to respond to the public and private interests
that commissioned the studies and they foresee the disap-
pearance of 100% of direct Jobs in 936 companies, and even
the indirect jobs. These merchants of doom, who freely make
infammatory statements to the press and legislative commit-
tees like this one, are not serving Puerto Rico well."

The results of our preliminary analysis indicate that more
than 75% of the direct jobs in 936 companies would not be
affected as a result of a replacement of the existing
incentives with a wage credit of at least 65% as proposed by
President Clinton."

And he concluded: " ... contrary to what persons and enti-
ties may hav testified before the committee, Puerto Rico
will not sink. And frankly, it doesn't have to get on its
knees, either."

ZI.ALMOST ALL OF TIE 936 COMPANIES WILL NOT LEAVE PUERTO
RICO IF SECTION 936 IS SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGED.

According to data available from the P.R.Government Develop-
ment Bank:

a) 37,651 direct jobs, or 36.2 of total employment, are with
companies whose tax benefits would not change under the
Clinton proposal.

b) 21,258 Jobs, or 20.4% 'are with companies whose tax
benefits would be affected by less than 25%.

c) 24,553 jobs, or 23.6% are with companies whose tax
benefits would be affected between 25% and 50% .

d) 20,599 jobs, or 19.8% are with companies whose tax
benefit would be affected between 50% and 75%.

The truth, Hr. Chairman is that the wage credit proposal
will reduce somewhat the extraordinary U.S.taxpayer subsi-
dized profits enjoyed by a few corporations in P.R., and not
affect the vast majority of the Section 936 corporations.
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Pharmaceuticals are not going to leave P.R.! It would make
no business sense to close these facilities down and build
entire new facilitivs elsewhere at a great cost. The Pharma-
ceutical companies make their investment back after only 15
months and still need to have FDA approval for their produ-
cts in the U.S.

So, despite the many different voices you will hear today,
we all know that change is inevitable, that we live in a new
era of change, and that Puerto Rico can not exempt itself
any longer from that change. We are ready for that change
and grow with the rest of the nation, and addressing the
Section 936 issue is a critical first step in the right
direction.

Puerto Rico cannot be excluded from national policy debates
and then be treated as "special", out of mis-directed
paternalism, that tends to condemn the patriotic people of
this island to the political and economic twilight zone.

The Clinton Administration and Congress will be doing the
right thing by defining a national economic strategy which
includes Puerto Rico. That is the promise of America, and
the loyalty of U.S.citizens of Puerto Rico to this country
includes our belief that the United States of America will
keep her promise of democracy and equality.

Mr.Chairman that concludes my testimony. For the record I
would like to submit the following additional items:

1. Copy of the testimony of Mr. Rodriguez-Ema's, President
of the P.R. Government Development Bank, before the P.R.
Senate Labor Committee.

2. Copy of Mr. Peter Merrill's work : The Possessions Tax
Credit and Puerto Rican Economic Development.

3. A paper by Mr. Alexander Odishelidze expressing some
interesting views on Seqtion 936 which the Committee should
consider.

4. A copy of a March 24, 1993 Editorial on Section 936 which
appeared in the Washington Post and copy of my response to
that Editorial.

5. Newspaper articles which help support our comments.

TI-e VicQ President of our organization, Attorney Luis
Costas, a foremost expert on Section 936 is available to
answer your technical questions.
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STATEMENT OF PUERTO Rico MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee, we are pleased to
have the opportunity to come before you today to raise the issue of fairness in re-
gard to the proposed change of Section 936 of the U.S. Intei'.a! Revenue Code.

The Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association is a trade organization that rep-
resents more than 1,800 members, who employ approximately 200,000 workers in
the production and service sectors of Puerto Rico's economy.

We'd like to start by posing a question, which hopefully will be answered to your
satisfaction today. Is it fair to close the door of economic opportunity for the people
in Puerto Rico?

In our estimation that is exactly what the proposal of the Clinton Administration
will accomplish. In order to come to that conclusion you have to view Section 936
for what it has become. Section 936 is the stimulus for a core Pector of our economy,
a generating force that has impact on every other component of economic activity.
The macroeconomic arguments to support that fact have been presented to you re-
peatedly whenever the Congress has looked at the impact of Section 936.

Today, therefore, we would like to focus on the arguments relating to fairness that
have not had wd.- consideration in the past.

First, there is a teadncy to see Section 936 as an issue involving large multi-
national corporations and the U.S. Treasury. In that context we are talking about
an issue that involves only tax revenues. That is an unfair view when the very basis
of our economy is built on that incentive program. When taking that view, however,
it is easy to look at this source to increase revenues for the Treasury at a time when
the nation is being asked to make sacrifices.

Second, we must look at Puerto Rico's ability to make the sacrifice being asked
of it and what impact that will have on the ability of our people to progress in the
future. What has been proposed is nothing short of a complete dislocation of the
economy of Puerto Rico in disproportion to anything being asked of our fellow Amer-
ican citizens on the U.S. mainland. That would clearly be unfair. In regard to the
ability to make the sacrifice the following table presents a fair comparison of the
Puerto Rico economy in relationship .o the U.S. economy.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS, UNITED STATES AND PUERTO RICO

Econoni ;ndator' United States Puerto Rie Percent PRPUS

Gross Domestic Product (billions of $) .................... .............. ........... 5,950.7 34.0 0.57
Gross National Product (billion of $) ..................... 5,961.9 23.6 0.40
Personal Income (billions of $) ....................... 5,058.1 22.7 0.45
Population in m illions ................................................................... .......... 256.0 3.6 1.4 1
Civilian Unempo ment Rate .................................. 7.4 16.7 225.7
Per Capita:

Gross Domestic Product ($I......... . ....... ...... .... 23,299.0 9,530.0 40.90
Gross National Product IS) ........ ................................. ............. 23,343.0 6,626 0 28.39
Personal Income s) .... .............. ...... 19,805,0 6,360.0 32.11
'Swore: U.S. Department Of Commerce, Bureau of Economi Aniyes, BEA 9. March 1993. Puerto Rio Plannings Board, Statistical

Appendix, Inform Uconomico al Gobernador 1992. Data for 'e U S. correspo ds to 1992 natural year while data for Puerto Rio corresponds
to 1992 fiscal per.

The table demonstrates that Puerto Rico's economy represents approximately half
of one percent of the U.S. economy in gross domestic product and has an unemploy-
ment rate that is 225.7% of the unemployment rate in the U.S.

In real and human terms, these statistics mean that 58.9% of the population in
Puerto Rico lives under the poverty level, according to the Puerto Rico Planning
Board. The agency, which compiles Puerto Rico's official economic statistics, recently
found that in the 18 towns that make up the island's central mountain region, the
number of people living under the poverty level jumps up to 72.8%.

Clearly, a society that still lags far behind the nation under the best of cir-
cumstances cannot afford to make additional sacrifices of any kind. Yet, the pro-
posal from the Clinton Administration, which seeks revenues of $240 billion from
Puerto Rico sources over four years, will place a -evere burden on the economy of
Puerto Rico and its people, as the following table indicates.
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IMPACT OF CANTON ADMINISTRATION'S $240 BILLION REVENUE PROPOSAL

P.R. share value
ECOeM Klc nd uItor' PP. relaltve share in billions of dol-

lars

Gross Domesic Product. billions of $ ....... ................................................... ............. 0.0057 1.37
Gross National Product, billion of $ ................. ............ 0.0040 0.95
Personal Incom e, billions of $ .....................................0.... .. ....0.8.... ............. I.W 45 1.08
'Note: Sham valw i Wlained bY muftpldyig Puetlo RICO's rtoli share in the CWelspe lng eonosMc W idcator by the total value of the

Clinton Adnmisrutoe resue ras'q propoal of * 40.4 bi&ls. cooerind IM. 1994-1997 period as specified in the Budget
Address to Conge -Append. Table 6.

In fact, the table shows that the Clinton Administration revenue raising plan will
cost Puerto Rico $1.37 billion in gross domestic product and $1.08 billion in personal
income. That dollar impact is significant to an economy with a gross domestic prod-
uct of only $34 billion and it will undoubtedly force several thousand more Puerto
Rican families below the poverty level because of the substantial loss of economic
activity.

More importantly, however, those who have struggled out of poverty will lose the
opportunity to continue on that path and lose the ability to lift others out of poverty
as well. That would be extremely unfair.

Puerto Rico decided a long time again, back in the 1950s, that the best vehicle
for achieving that objective was industrialization. It grew through the period of sim-
pie assembly operations to develop an impressive base of industrial skills. The es-
tablishment of Section 936 as an incentive for development attracted increasingly
sophisticated operations in high technology industries that further enhanced those
skills and created a managerial, techn al and professional base.

For example, labor statistics indicate that the number of high technology manu-
facturing jobs on the island rose by about 10,000 to nearly 60,000 over the past dec-
ade. That was, in fact, the most dynamic area of employment growth in the econ-
omy.

In fact, the table shows that the Clinton Administration revenue raising plan will
cost Puerto Rico $1.37 billion in gross domestic product and $1.08 billion in personal
income. That dollar impact is significant to an economy with a gross domestic prod-
uct of only $34 billion and it will undoubtedly force several thousand more Puerto
Rican families below the poverty level because of the substantial loss of economic
activity.

More importantly, however, those who have struggled out of poverty will lose the
opportunity to continue on that path and lose the ability to lift others out of poverty
as well. That would be extremely unfair.

Puerto Rico decided a long time again, back in the 1950s, that the best vehicle
for achieving that objective was industrialization. It grew through the period of sim-
ple assembly operations to develop an impressive base of industrial skills. The es-
tablishment of Section 936 as an incentive for development attracted increasingly
sophisticated operations in high technology industries that further enhanced those
skills and created a managerial, technical and professional base.

For example, labor statistics indicate that the number of high technology manu-
facturing jobs on the island rose by about 10,000 to nearly 60,000 over the past dec-
ade. That was, in fact, the most dynamic area of employment growth in the econ-
o% the same time, meeting the infrastructure demands of that growth has put

Puerto Rico out of the market for low wage, labor intensive development. The cost
of operations in transportation, energy, water and labor have made Puerto Rico less
attractive to those industries that cannot produce high value-added products.

The advance of high technology operations has, therefore, transformed Puerto Rico
from a low skill labir intensive industrial environment into a capital intensive
economy where skills are constantly being challenged to produce higher quality. The
dynamics of that development process now allows the people of Puerto Rico to com-
pete and grow as new technologies open the industrial opportunities of the future.

Today, Puerto Rico does not compete, it cannot compete, for what used to be
known as sweatshop operations. We have grown beyond that point. Yet, the Clinton
Administration proposal to change the incentive program frc-n an income-based tax
credit to a wage-based tax credit would force Puerto Rico back in time to compete
again on that basis for jobs.

Therefore, based on the Clinton Administration plan, it appears that America is
being asked to share evenly in a monetary sacrifice, while the people of Puerto Rico
will be pushed further into the abyss of poverty. That is no minor change to increase
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revenues. It, in fact, changes the structure of our economy in a way that will keep
Puerto Rico from participating in the industrial development of the future. That
would be exceedingly unfair.

Today, Puerto Rico ranks among the most attractive sites in the world for indus-
trial investment because of a combination of factors, the most important of which
is a reasonable potential for growth based on the income incentives of Section 936.
Until a better system is in place to fulfill that essential development function, Puer-
to Rico can ill-afford to make new sacrifices. For example, it must be asked how a
wage credit will function as an incentive to attract the new industries that are
springing up in biotechnologies? Such industries are highly capital intensive, but
while they employ relatively few people directly, they represent promising new core
industries with substantial spinoff in supporting economic activity and employment.

The proposal under your consideration will effectively close the door to such
progress by making further high technology development unfeasible for the future.
To call upon the people of Puerto Rico to sacrifice their future in that way will be
the most unfair act of all.

We know this body could not act in such a manner because it is against the tradi-
tion of fairness that constitutes the American way of life that we all cherish.

Thank you for the opportunity of appearing be ore you today.

STATEMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) is comprised of U.S. semiconductor
manufacturers. Its member companies account for 85 percent of U.S. semiconductor
production and employ over 200,000 Americans. Members of SIA are greatly im-
pacted by the President's tax proposals and wish to convey our concerns to the
Members of the Senate Finance Committee.

Semiconductors are the heart of America's high-technology industry, account for
$25.5 billion in worldwide sales and are the heart of the U.S. electronics industry
which employs over 2.4 million Americans. While we appreciate President Clinton's
attempt to increase capital investment by domestic industries, the fact remains that
the President's economic proposals will not help the U.S. semiconductor industry.
SIA urges the Administration and the Congress to develop additional means of en-
couraging capital investment in semiconductors.

The industry faces intense foreign competition, including the use of unfair trade
practices and foreign government promotion. For example, the Japanese government
allows Japanese companies extremely rapid depreciation on semiconductor manufac-
turing equipment (almost complete expensing in the first year). The semiconductor
industry is extremely capital intensive-U.S. producers invest 14 percent of sales in
new capital equipment-so U.S. government tax policy has a significant impact on
the industry's global competitiveness.

President Clinton emphasized the role of government in preserving Amer:ca's
high-technology industry. The President has also proposed, as part of his economic
agenda, a temporary investment tax credit (ITC), a permanent research and experi-
mentation (R&E) credit, and alternative minimum tax (AMT) depreciation reform.
Unfortunately, these initiatives, as proposed, generally would not improve the com-
petitive position of the U.S. semiconductor industry. Moreover, the President's pro-
posals to eliminate deferral of U.S. tax on certain foreign subsidiary manufacturing
income and revise treatment of foreign royalty income would damage the inter-
national competitiveness of the industry.

The proposed ITC applies only to increases in investment spending. However,
since most U.S. semiconductor companies have continued to invest during the recent
recession, much of this industry's future investment would be ineligible for the ITC,
diminishing the stimulus potential of the credit. Equipment with shorter economic
lives, like high-tech assets, also receive a lower ITC rate under the proposal. In ad-
dition, because the ITC would lapse after two years, it would do nothing to stimu-
late capital investment after 1994.

Likewise, a number of semiconductor firms will receive little benefit from the pro-
posed R&E credit. The R&E credit would be limited to R&E spending above a
threshold level that is based on the ratio of R&E spending to sales during the 1984-
1988 "base period." During this period, however, many high-tech companies main-
tained their R&E investments despite declines in sales due to Japanese companies
illegally "dumping" their products in the United States. Thus, the R&E to sales
ratio threshold for these companies is disproportionately high. Because only R&E
spending above this threshold would be eligible for the credit, many high-tech com-
panies would be unable to use most or all of the credit. The semiconductor industry
spends about 12 percent of its sales each year on R&E activities.
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The Administration's AMT reform proposal also does little for the U.S. semi-
conductor industry. For example, making AMT depreciable lives the same as regular
tax depreciable lives may provide quicker AMT depreciation to certain industries.
However, under current law the depreciable life of semiconductor manufacturing
equipment is five years for both regular tax and AMT purposes even though the
true economic life of semiconductor manufacturing equipment should entitle it to
three year depreciation. Unless the tax law is changed to allow three year deprecia-
tion for semiconductor manufacturing equipment, the Administration's proposal to
make AM? depreciable lives the same as regular tax depreciable lives would not be
beneficial. This proposed change in the depreciable life of semiconductor manufac-
turing equipment has widespread support in Congress and Senators Baucus and
Packwood plan to reintroduce legislation to make this change.

The U.S. semiconductor industry would be adversely impacted by the proposed
elimination of deferral of U.S. tax on certain foreign subsidiary manufacturing in-
come. Under this proposal, our foreign competitors, who benefit from generous tax
deferral regimes and tax-saving treaties that allow them to repatriate low-taxed
earnings without additional tax, would have a serious competitive advantage over
U.S. firms. Our foreign competitors would also have an advantage if the revised for-
eign royalty income proposal is adopted. Treating this income as earned from pas-
sive sources would be detrimental to the competitiveness of this industry.

Since the Administration's three key tax incentive proposals do not address the
needs of the U.S. semiconductor industry, it is vital for the economic health of this
industry as well as the economic and national security of the country that an addi-
tional means of encouraging capital investment in semiconductor manufacturing be
enacted. SIA urges the Committee to support three-year depreciation of semiconduc-
tor manufacturing equipment.

STATEMENT OF TAx EXECUrIVES INSTITUTE, INC.

BACKGROUND

Tax Executives Institute is the principal organization of corporate tax profes-
sionals in North America. Our approximately 4,800 members represent more than
2,400 of the leading corporations in the United States and Canada. TEI represents
a cross-section of the business community, and is dedicated to the development and
effective implementation of sound tax policy, to promoting the uniform and equitable
enforcement of the tax laws, and to reducing the cost and burden of administration
and compliance to the benefit of taxpayers and government alike. TEI is firmly com-
mitted to maintaining a tax system that works--one that is consistent with sound
tax policy, one that taxpayers can comply with, ar.d one in which the IRS can effec-
tiveriy perform its audit function. TEI is pleased to submit the following comments
on the international provisions of President Clinton's Proposals for Public Invest-
ment and Deficit Reduction (S. 876 in the Senate and H.R. 1960 in the House).

OVERVIEW

Seven years ago, when the Tax Reform Act of 1986 became law, a "compact" was
reached between the government and taxpayers. At that time, the tax base was
broadened and several tax incentii es were eliminated in exchange for a lowering of
the rates and a generally simpler tax system (especially for individuals). One of the
promised consequences was stability-something that is absolutely essential to busi-
ness. To plan, one has to know what the rules are and what they will be. Of course,
there was a price that the business community had to pay for the promised stability:
although the 1986 Act was revenue neutral overall, it exacted $120 billion in addi-
tional taxes over five years from the corporate community. It also imposed compli-
ance burdens out of all proportion to the tax policies supposedly served by the un-
derlying statutory provisions.

The 1986 Act exacted a particularly severe cost from U.S. multinational corpora-
tions because the fundamental changes were in large part paid for by changes in
the international area. Taken together, the 1986 Act changes--including the inter-
est allocation rules, the increase in the number of foreign tax credit limitation "bas-
kets," and the introduction of the passive foreign investment regime, exacted a
heavy tax and compliance toll and severely affected the ability of U.S. companies
to compete effectively overseas.

Now the President proposes in S. 876 to make additional changes in the inter-
national area that would add unnecessary complexity to the Internal Revenue Code
and diminish the ability of U.S. business to effectively compete abroad. Consider,
for example, the proposal to tax in advance of repatriation to the United States cer-
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tain accumulations of foreign earnings deemed to be "excessive." The proposal states
that a change is needed to prevent the "excessive accumulation" of foreign earnings.
There are, however already two overlapping sets of anti-deferral rules one that was
enacted in 1962 called Subpart F and the second, relating to "passive foreign invest-
ment companies" (PFICs), which was enacted in 1986 to do the very thing the Presi-
dent's proposal is intended to do: end the deferral of tax on passive assets. In other
words, in terms of tax policy, the proposal is redundant. In terms of tax administra-
tion, it is tremendously complicated. Rather than end the redundancy and stream-
line the law, the President's proposal would add another layer of rules and another
layer of costs and, we submit, garner very little revenue for the government. Al-
though provisions such as the allocation of 100 percent of a company's research and
experimentation expense to the place of performance would bring some much needed
stability to that area, the President's international proposals, on balance, will seri-
ously impede the competitive ability of U.S. companies.

In the ensuing sections of this statement, TEl sets forth its views on specific
international tax proposals contained in the President's economic package.

ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION EXPENSES

1. President's Proposal. Treas. Reg. §1.861-8(eX3) generally provides that research
and experimentation (R&E) expenses may be allocated to domestic and foreign
source income based on either the taxpayer's relative amounts of domestic and for-
eign source gross income or the taxpayer's relative gross sales receipts from domes-
tic or foreign sources. If the sales method is used, the taxpayer must first allocate
30 percent of its R&E expense to gross income from the location where most of its
R&E activity is conducted. Since 1981, the regulation has been modified eight times
by temporary legislation. The most recent statutory rule permits the taxpayer to al-
locate 84-percent of U.S.-based R&E expense to domestic source income and 64-per-
cent of foreign-based R&E expense to foreign source income. The statutory rule ex-
pired on June 30, 1992, but a Treasury announcement permits the taxpayer to con-
tinue using the 64-percent allocation rule until the end of 1993.

Section 2311 of the President's proposal would allocate 100 percent of the R&E
expense to the place of performance of the R&E. The proposal would apply to tax-
able years beginning after December 31, 1993.

2. TEI Position. TEI agrees thut a permanent solution to the allocation of R&E
expense is warranted. The on-again, off-again effect of the frequent statutory modi-
fications has been counterproductive to fostering U.S.-based research. As the sum-
mary of the President's proposal states, "A direct allocation of United States-based
R&E, expenses to domestic source income encourages taxpayers to conduct R&E in
the United States." The allocation rules under the Treasury regulations represent
a clear disincentive to the performance of R&E activities in the United States. It
is time for Congress to simplify the R&E allocation rules and make them perma-
nent. Simplicity and permanence would reduce the compliance costs associated with
the complex, changing rules. We believe that the President's proposal would accom-
plish these goals.

TEl therefore recommends adoption of the rule to allocate R&E expenses to the
place of performance.

TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES AS PASSIVE INCOME FOR FOREIGN TAX CREDIT PURPOSES

1. President's Proposal. To ensure that the foreign tax credit offsets only the U.S.
tax on the taxpayer's foreign source income, section 904 of the Code prescribes a
statutory limitation formula. This foreign tax credit (FTC) limitation is calculated
separately for certain categories-or "baskets"-of income, including passive income.
Passive income generally includes rents, royalties, interest, and other types of in-
come defined in section 954(c) of the Code (generally referred to as "foreign personal
holding company income"). There are two exceptions for royalty income: (i) certain
royalties received from foreign affiliates are categorized on a look-through" basis
that often results in the royalties being treated as general limitation income; and
(ii) royalties received from an unrelated party in the active conduct of a trade or
business are excluded from the passive basket.

Section 2312 of the President s proposal would provide for the treatment of all for-
eign source royalty income as income in the separate basket for passive income. An
Administration's briefing paper on this issue states that the change is necessary to
eliminate the tax incentive to produce goods abroad. The Administration also states
that the proposal "will prevent taxpayers from sheltering low-taxed or untaxed for-
eign royalties from U.S. tax by offsetting the U.S. tax on those royalties with foreign
taxes paid on other business income (this is called 'cross-crediting')." The provision
would apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1993.
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2. TEl Position. In 1986 Congress greatly expanded the categories of income that
must be segregated into HC "baskets." To prevent taxpayers from avoiding these
limitations, it also expanded the types of income subject to section 904(dX3), which
prescribes "look-through" rules to preserve the character of income when it is earned
through related parties.' In enacting the 1986 amendments, Congress concluded
that the overall limitation was consistent with the integrated nature of U.S. multi-
national operations and that the averaging of foreign tax rates generally should be
allowed. It recognized, however, that cross-crediting should not be allowed when it
would distort the purpose of the FTC limitation. 2 It provided a separate FTC basket
for passive income because of its concern that passive investments can often be
quickly shifted or easily made in low or no tax jurisdictions.3

TEI submits that allocating royalties from a related party to the passive basket
would undermine thepolicy decisions made when the 1986 Act was enacted. More-
over, the proposal would actually serve as a disincentive to companies to repatriate
their earnings and would exacerbate double taxation by creating excess FTCs that
may never be offset against U.S. income.

The look-through rules embodied in section 904(dX3) recognize that royalties re-
ceived from a related party should retain the character of income out of which the
royalty was paid. Interest, rents, and royalties received from a related party are all
payments of the earnings of a foreign affiliate. Realization that the "form" of the
repatriation should not lead to a different characterization under the FTC rules led
the American Law Instituta to conclude in 1986 that royalties passing from one
member of an affiliated group to another have the same character and should be
treated as non-passive income, unless the underlying income of the related party is
passive. In such circumstances, the royalty is just one part of an integrated enter-
prise.

4

In enacting the expanded look-through rules in 1986, Congress also recognized
that interest, rents, and royalties often serve as alternatives to dividends as a
means of removing earnings from a foreign affiliate. Congress determined that such
income should be treated at least as favorably as dividends eligible for the deemed

aid credit so that payment of the former would not be discouraged, stating that
because interest, rents, and royalty payments are generally deductible in foreign
countries (while dividends are not), they "reduce foreign taxes of U.S.-owned foreign
corporations more than dividend payments do." 5 In other words, "cross-crediting" is
neither abusive nor the unintended result of the 1986 Act changes. It is a perfectly
legitimate means of ensuring the proper operation of the Codes foreign tax credit
provisions.

6

Now comes the Administration to argue that treating all foreign source royalty
income as passive is necessary to eliminate the "tax preference" for licensing intan-
ibles to a foreign person for use in production activities abroad. This argument,

however, defies common sense, and ignores the manner in which companies conduct
business. For economic, non-tax busine 3s reasons, many businesses must produce
their products close to the place of sale. A manufacturer of processed foods, for ex-
ample, will license his patent on the products to an overseas subsidiary to preserve
freshness, to adapt to local market conditions, or to avoid the high cost of shipping
those products for sale into that region. Forcing such a company to make an uneco-

I From 1984 (when section 904(dX3) was enacted) to 1986, a limited "look-through" rule ap-
plied to dividends, Subpart F income, and interest.2 Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of
1986, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 862 (1987) (herinaft r cited as the "1986 General Explanation").

31d. at 863.
"American Law Institute, International Aspec.s of United States Income Taxation 247 (May

14 1986) (hereinafter cited as the "AL Report").
H.R. No. 99-426, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 341 1985) (hereinater cited as the "House Report").

See also 1986 General Explanation at 866. Moreover, Congress concluded that the look-through
rule for royalties reduce the disparity between the tax treatment of branches and subsidiaries:

Look-through rules reduce disparities that might otherwise occur between the amount of in-
come subject to a particular limitation when a taxpayer earns income abroad directly (as
through a foreign branch) and the amount of income subject to a particular limitation where
a taxpayer earns income abroad through a controlled foreign corporation.

1986 General Explanation at 866.
sThe Administration has cited the iiicrease in royalty payments since 1986 as supporting the

need to change the treatment of royalties. It fails to recognize, however, that in 1986, Congress
enacted section 367(d) to require the recognition of gain on the transfer of intangible property
from a U.S. person to a foreign corporation in a tax-free exchange and amended section 482 to
require that transfers of intangible property by commensurate with the income attributable to
the tangible. The increase in royalties paid since 1986 may be linked to these changes, rather
than to any tax-avoidance motive that the Administration may justifiably seek to curb.
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nomic-and uncompetitive--decision to avoid the receipt of pas-ive basket income
would be counterproductive. The proposal thus represents--not the removal of an
incentive to operate abroad--but rather, the use of the tax laws to discourage what
is sensible from a business standpoint. Moreover, treating all royalty income as pas-
sive might cause companies to locate their R&D activities abroad, thereby frustrat-
ing the policy underlying the President's proposal concerning the allocation of R&D
expenditures.

The Administration also argues that the provision is necessary to prevent the
cross-crediting of high-taxed income with low-taxed royalties. This argument as-
sumes that corporations operate abroad solely for tax-related reasons. This is simply
not true. Businesses operate overseas for myriad reasons, not the least of which may
be operating efficiency. The cross-crediting argument also ignores the fact that mu-
tinational corporations generally conduct their, business on a worldwide basis. In
1977, a task force chaired by Congressman Rostenkowski concluded that the averag-
ing of foreign taxes was frequently appropriate, explaining-

Many businesses do not have separate operations in each foreign country
but have an integrated structure that covers an entire region (such as
Western Europe). In these instances a good case can be made for allowing
the taxes paid to the various countries within the region to be added to-
gether for purposes of the tax credit limitation.7

Although Congress has rejected the enactment of one overall FTC limitation, it
has generally restricted the separate FTC limitations to classes of income that are
"movable."8 Because the source of royalty income depends upon the country in
which the use of (or right to use) the intangible arises, the source is not "movable"
in the same sense that other income may be.9 Moreover, to the extent the provision
is motivated by a perception that taxpayers operate overseas purely for tax-related
reasons, it is misdirected. The proposal will increase the cost of repatriating funds
through dividends from high-withholding tax jurisdictions and thus encourage tax-
payers to reinvest their foreign earnings in active foreign operations. 1

TEl therefore recommends that royalties should not be treated as passive income
for purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation.

CURRENT TAXATION OF CERTAIN EARNINGS OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

1. President's Proposal. The United States generally does not tax the foreign in-
come of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations when earned. Rather, the tax on
foreign income is "deferred" until the income is repatriated through the payment of
dividends to the parent corporation. There are, however, several exceptions to tie
deferral rule. Under Subpart F of the Code, certain types of income received by con-
trolled foreign corporations (CFCs) are currently taxed as a constructive dividend
to U.S. shareholders. Subpart F income is generally income that is considered "mov-
able" from one taxing jurisdiction to another and that is subject to low rates of tax.

The passive foreign investment company (PFIC) rules overlap with the Subpart
F rules to tax active overseas business operations. The PFIC rules were enacted in
1986 to remove the economic benefit of tax deferral and the ability to convert ordi-
nary income into capital gain which was available to U.S. investors in foreign in-
vestment funds. Unfortunately, the definition of a PFIC is so broad it has resulted
in the classification of many corporations with active businesses (and substantial
passive income or assets) as PFICs--even in situations where the foreign corpora-
tion is subject to high rates of tax.

Section 2301 of the President's propota; would require 10-percent U.S. sharehold-
ers of certain CFCs to include in income currently their pro rata shares of a speci-
fied portion of the CFC's current and accumulated earnings. The proposal would
apply to a CFC-including a CFC that is a PFIC-holding passive assets that rep-
resent 25 percent or more of the value of the CFC's total assets. The portion of cur-
rent and accumulated earnings subject to inclusion ("inchiable earnings") would be

7 House Committee on Ways and Means, Recommendations of the Task Force on Foreign
Source Income, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 35 (March 1977).sSee House Report at 333.

9 ALJ Report at 342.1OWith respect to royalties from unrelated parties, the ALI Report concludes that for self-de-
veloped intangibles, licensing "can be said to merely one of the many techniques for realizing
a return on the resulting asset and should not be differentiated from the use of the property
by, for example, a foreign subsidiary the utilizes the property in carrying on its own business.
ALI Report at 342. Again, because the source of the royalty is not "movable," the ALI Report
concludes that the royalties should be left in the general limitation basket. Id We submit that
royalties received in the active conduct of a trade or business should not be relegated to the
passive limitation basket.
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the lesser of (i) total current and accumulated earnings and profits, or (ii) the
amount by which the value of the CFC's passive assets exceed 25 percent of the
value of its total assets. The proposal would generally be effective for taxable years
of CFCs beginning after September 30, 1993 and to taxable years for U.S. share-
holders to which or with which such taxable years of CFCs end. The proposal would
provide for a phase-in of the amount subject to current inclusion over a five-year
period.

2. I Position. TEl strongly objects to the proposal to tax in advance of repatri-
ation to the United States certain accumulations of foreign earnings deemed to be"excessive." As a policy matter, the Institute disputes the need to overlay another
type of regime on top of Subpart F. The PFIC provisions--which themselves are a
prime example of legislative overkill-were enacted to prevent the very situation
that the Administration now seeks to address: to eliminate deferral on passive as-
sets. We submit that the last thing the tax system needs is another regime that,
in terms of tax policy, is wholly redundant. In terms of administration, the Presi-
dent's proposal is tremendously complicated. It would add needless complexity to an
already complex area and reduce the ability of U.S. multinationals to compete
abroad. In addition, to the extent it imposes U.S. tax on earnings derived from ac-
tive business operations, the proposal is unprecedented and constitutes a drastic de-
parture from the policy underlying the existing exceptions to deferral which tax pas-
sive or easily "movable" income.

Moreover, we question whether the proposal would encourage companies to invest
in facilities in the Unitd States since corporations investing overseas generally
tend to "plow back" the resulting profits in the business of that foreign affiliate. In
reality, the provision could perversely act as an inducement to invest in active man-
ufacturing facilities abroad to reduce a company's passive assets. The provision will
not stop international expansion, although it may make U.S. companies less able
to compete with their foreign competitors.

The institute also objects to the effective date of the provision. The proposed bill
would be effective for taxable years of CFCs beginning after September 30, 1993 and
to taxable years for U.S. shareholders to which or with which such taxable years
of CFCs end. Thus, the provision will be effective for many companies for the 1993
taxable year. As a practical matter, this is insufficient lead time for large multi-
nationals who must gather information from their subsidiaries in order to prepare
their tax return. A September 30 effective date is simply impractical.Finally, TEl objects to the provision to the extent that it would tax retained earn-
ings andassets of foreign subsidiaries from prior years. Such retroactive application
of the tax laws would be unwarranted and quite frankly inequitable. The retroactive
effective date would also be unprecedented; when similar provisions (such as section
956's investment-in-U.S.-property regime or the Subpart F rules) were enacted, the
statute applied prospectively to future investments. The same policy should be fol-
lowed here.

TEl therefore opposes the repeal of deferral for "excessive" earnings of controlled
foreign corporations.

TRANSFER PRICING INITIATIVE

1. President's Proposal. Section 6662 of the Code imposes a penalty of 20 percent
of the amount of any understatement of tax attributable to "substantial va uation
misstatements." Under section 6662(e), the penalty is imposed either (i) when the
transfer price adjustments in any one taxable year exceed $10 million, or (ii) when
the transfer price or adjusted basis for property or services exceeds 200 percent or
more (or is 50 percent or less) of the amount ultimately determined to be the "cor-
rect" transfer price. This so-called section 482 penalty is increased to 40 percent of
the understatement if there is a "gross valuation misstatement," which is defined
as adjustments exceeding $20 million, or 400 percent or more (or 25 percent or less)
of the "correct" transfer price. Under section 6664(c), the penalty does not apply to
any portion of the understatement if the taxpayer has reasonable cause for the posi-
tion taken and acted in good faith with respect to that position.

Section 2322 of the President's proposal would amend section 6662(e) to reduce
the threshold for imposition of the 20 percent penalty from $10 million to the lesser
of $5 million or 10 percent of gross receipts. For imposition of the 40 percent pen-
alty, the threshold would be the lesser of $20 million or 20 percent of gross re-
ceipts. I I

"The President's proposal would not affect the application of the 200 percent/400 percent
tests.
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In addition, the President's proposal would amend section 6662(e) to provide that
the reasonable cause and good faith exception will be satisfied only if the taxpayer
provides contemporaneous documentation demonstrating the application of one or
more reasonable transfer pricing methodologies to the taxpayer s controlled trans-
actions. In order for the application of the transfer pricing methodologies to be rea-
sonable, any procedural or other requirements imposed by regulation must be ob-
served and documented. In addition, methods other than those specifically pre-
scribed in the regulations may be reasorable if the taxpayer establishes that, at the
time of the transaction, the prescribe -t methods will not be likely to lead to an
arm's-length result and that the so-cai. d fourth method actually applied was likely
to lead to such a result. The provision would be effective for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1993.

2. TEl Position. TEI strongly opposes the reduction of the $10 million threshold
under section 6662(eX1XBXii). Quite frankly, the section 482 penalty violates fun-
damental principles of what penalties should and should not be. 12 We submit that
the ill-advised policy that led to the enactment of section 6662(e) in 1990 should not
be compounded by reducing the $10 million threshold; rather, the statute should be
repealed.

Penalties should be enacted to encourage compliant behavior and to punish tax-
payer misconduct. To be effective in deterring culpable behavior, the penalty must
warn taxpayers in advance that they will be held to a certain standard of conduct
and the operative standard must be clearly defined and attainable. In reforming the
Code's penalty regime in 1989, Congress recognized that penalties were being un-
evenly and unfairly assessed under old section 6661 (the substantial understate-
ment penalty), among other provisions. H.R. Rep. No. 101-247, 101st Cong., 1st
Seas. 1393 (1989) (hereinafter cited as the "1989 House Report"). Congress also con-
firmed that the mechanical assertion of penalties is simply wrong. See 1989 House
Report at 1405 ("In the application of penalties, the IRS should make a correct sub-
stantive decision in the first instance rather than mechanically assert penalties with
the idea they will be corrected later.").

We submit that the section 482 penalty undermines the integrated penalty reform
provisions that Congress enacted in 1989. As Congress recognized at that time, im-
posing a penalty where the standard of conduct is unknown or unknowable (such
as the highly fact-intensive transfer pricing area) unfairly penalizes taxpayers with-
out advancing the fundamental goal of increasing compliance. The section 482 pen-
alty represented ba) tax policy when it was enacted in 1990 and it represents bad
tax policy now. 13 Sections 6662(e) and (h) should therefore be repealed. At a mini-
mum, the President's proposal to lower the $10 million threshold under section
6662(eXIXBXii) should be rejected.

Absent repeal of the statute, TEI supports the enactment of a realistic de minimis
rule, based on a percentage of total intercompany sales. The President's proposal
recommends such a test, based on the gross receipts of the taxpayer. It misguidedly
ties the provision, however, to the dollar threshold test, providing that the penalty
would apply to a net section 482 adjustment that was the lesser of $5 million or
10 percent of gross receipts (or $20 million or 20 percent of gross receipts). Such
a provision ignores the size and multitude of intercompany transactions that must
be monitored by multinational corporations. We submit that in circumstances where
the total net section 482 adjustments are insubstantial in relation to the value of
the taxpayer's total gross intercompany transactions, no penalty should be asserted.
The dollar thresholds under sections 6662(e) and (h) of the Code should therefore
be eliminated or the test changed to the greater of $5 million/$20 million or 10 per-
cent20 percent of gross receipts.

With respect to the contemporaneous documentation provision, the President's
proposal essentially codifies the reasonable cause and good faith exception set forth
in the recently proposed section 6662 regulations (which require contemporaneous
documentation to escape the section 482 penalty). The Institute generally supports
the codification of a specific reasonable cause exception. We believe, however, that
significant questions remain about the proposed standard, especially to the extent
it becomes the exclusive means of escaping the section 482 penalty.

12See IRS Commissioner's Executive Task Force, Report on Civil Penalties (1989), reprinted
in BNA's Daily Tax Report No. 35 (Feb. 23, 1989) (Special Supplement).13Engrafting and ad hoc penalty on the integrated substantial understatement penalty led the
Treasury Department to oppose enactment of the section 482 penalty in 1990. See Testimony
of Kenneth W. Gideon, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, reprinted in Hearings
on Tax Underpayments by U.S. Subsidiaries of Foreign Companies Before the Subcommittee on
Oversigtu of the House Committee on Ways and Means, 101st Cong., 2d Sess., July 10 and 12,
1990.
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The determination of the "correct" transfer price between related parties is an in-
herently factual, complex undertaking. Recent court cases demonstrate that highly
trained economic experts may substantially disagree on the proper pricing nkc'hod
in a particular factual setting. The recent temporary section 482 regulations them-
selves acknowledge that there is rarely any single, unassailable "right" answer. 14 In
these circumstances, the section 482 penalty should not be routinely applied; rather,
it should be limited to instance, of truly culpable behavior.

TEI submits that the reasonable cause exception should encompass safe harbors
or presumptions of good-faith conduct. We recommend that the contemporaneous
documentation requirement in the President's proposal be recast as a safe harbor
from assertion of the penalty. In other words, a taxpayer should be entitled to a pre-
sumption of reasonable cause and good faith where it can show that it has adopted
a business policy designed to establish arm's-length prices between related parties,
produces contemporaneous documentation showing how the transfer price was set,
and verifies that the business policy was in fact followed. Such a piovision would
serve two purposes: (i) it would mitigate the severe underpayment penalty that may
result from second-guessing a taxpayer's analysis and interpretation of complex fac-
tual data; and (ii) it would clarify the definition of "contemporaneous documenta-
tion" (which is undefined in both the President's proposals and the section 482 pen-
alty regulations). 1 5

Having contemporaneous documentation of transfer prices, however, cannot and
should not be the sole means of satisfying the reasonable cause exception. Other
safe harbors should be available. For example, if a taxpayer's pricing methodology
has been continuously reviewed by the IRS for a certain number of years and found
acceptable, reasonable cause and good faith should be deemed to exist. The reason-
able cause and good faith standard should also be deemed satisfied for the amount
of any timely, voluntary, self-assessed adjustment. Thus, where a taxpayer volun-
tarily self-assesses a net section 482 adjustment by filing an amended return, beings
the adjustment to the attention of andIRS agent during an audit, or otherwise cor-
rects an error through its normal accounting procedures, no penalty should be as-
sessed. TEl believes that self-assessment upon the discovery of an error is evidence
of good faith compliance that should negate any otherwise applicable section 482
penalty.

TEl also believes that taxpayers who wish to use the so-called fourth method for
establishing transfer prices should not be required to prove the inapplicability of the
other prescribed methods in order to avoid the section 482 penalty. Establishing the
inapplicability of a pricing method effectively requires the taxpayer to prove a nega-
tive, that no other pricing methodology produces an arm's-length price, and creates
the presumption that the use of an "other" method is inherently wrong. This is a
difficult, if not impossible, burden to meet.

In sum, TEl recommends that section 6662(e) and (h) of the Code be repealed. At
a minimum, the President's proposal to lower the $10 million threshold should be
rejected. In addition, the President's proposal should be revised to codify a "contem-
poraneous documentation" standard as a safe harbor, i.e., as one means of satisfying
the reasonable cause and good faith exception of section 6662(e). Finally, the proposal
should be revised to eliminate the requirement that a taxpayer disprove the applica-
bility of the other prescribed methods to establish reasonable cause.

EARNINGS STRIPPING RULES

1. President's Proposal. Section 163(j) was added to the Code in 1989 to prevent
the possible erosion of the U.S. tax base by the use of excessive deductions for inter-
est paid by a taxable corporation to a tax-exempt related party. In enacting the
earnings stripping provision, Congress was primarily concerned with the thin cap-
italization of corporations. The current provision limits the U.S. interest deduction
when (i) a corporation's debt-to-equity ratio exceeds 1.5 to 1; (ii) the interest is paid
to a related party who is exempt from U.S. taxation; and (iii) the corporation has

14See Temp. Reg. §1.482-1T(dX2) (permitting a range of arm's-length prices to be used under
all methodologies).1 5The Institute has grave concerns about the codification of the contemporaneous documnenta-
tion requirements now set forth in the proposed section 6662(e) regulations. Section 2322 of the
President's proposal would require the documentation to be in existence at the time the return
is filed and that the data be produced within 30 days of an IRS request. Because of the time
required to gather the necessary data, taxpayers may not be able to complete an economic study
by the return filing date. We suggest that, at a minimum, the statute adopt a flexible approach
that takes into account the difficulties taxpayers encounter in obtaining accurate data as of the
time the return is filed and in producing that data for the IRS.
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"excess interest expense," i.e., its net interest expense exceeds 50 percent of its ad-
justed taxable income plus the excess limitation carry forward.

Section 2207 of the President's proposal would provide that any loan from an un-
related lender that is guaranteed by a related party would be treated as related
party debt for purposes of the earnings stripping rule. Except as provided by regula-
tions, a guarantee would be defined to include any arrangement under which a per-
son directly or indirectly assures the payment of another's obligation. The proposal
would apply to any interest paid or accrued in taxable years commencing after De-
cember 31, 1993, without regard to when the underlying loan agreement was exe-
cuted. Moreover, for taxable years commencing after December 31, 1993, the Admin-
istration has announced its intention to apply the earnings stripping rules to any
indebtedness issued on or before July 10, 1989 (or issued after that date pursuant
to a binding written contract in effect on such date).

2. TEl Position. TEl submits that the interest disallowance rule should apply only
where the transaction presents a possibility of earnings being "stripped." Hence, sec-
tion 163(j) only applies to interest that is not subject to U.S. income tax on the
payee/recipient. If, for example, a domestic corporation pays interest to its foreign
parent that is subject to the ,0-percent withholding tax, section 163(j) is inapplica-
ble. In such a case, no earnings have been "stripped" from the United States with-
out taxation and the domestic subsidiary's interest expense is properly deductible.

Similarly, where a U.S. subsidiary of a foreign parent corporation borrows from
a U.S. bank (or other taxable tl.,rd-party lender) and pays interest on the loan to
the U.S. lender, there is no earnings stripping, regardless (,f whether such loans are
guaranteed (or otherwise supported) by the borrower's foreign parent. All of the in-
terest paid to the U.S. lender is ,ailly subject to U.S. income tax. TEl submits that
section 163(j) should not be expanded to deny an interest deduction to the US. sub-
sidiary in such circumstances.

In addition, the President's proposal would discriminate against U.S. companies
that are foreign owned vis-a-vis their U.S. competitors that are domestically owned.
In either situation, indebtedness owed to U.S. lenders may be guaranteed by the
corporate parent. Denying an interest deduction to a foreign-owned company might
not only violate the anti-discrimination clauses of treaties with many countries, but
would also represent bad tax policy.

When the earnings stripping provision was enacted in 1989, Congress expressed
concern that the use of loan guarantees not be used to circumvent the application
of the rule. It recognized, however, that loan guarantees were often given in the or-
dinary course of business:

Some have argued that the House report's discussion of parent-guaranteed
debt would potentially have made ordinary third-party financing trans-
actions subject to the disallowance rule, i-. view of the common practice of
having parents guarantee the debt of their subsidiaries in order to reduce
the cost of third-party borrowings. The conferees intend to clarify that the
provision is not to be interpreted generally to subject third-party interest
to disallowance under the rule whenever such a guarantee is given in the
ordinary course.' 8

This rationale remains valid today. Loan guarantees that are given in the ordinary
course of business should not be viewed as a tax-avoidance device.

Finally, TEI objects to the retroactive nature of the provision. The proposed ex-
pansion of the earnings stripping provision would apparently apply to transactions
that were entered into before December 31, 1993. It would also apply the earnings
stripping rules to any indebtedness issued on or before July 10, 1989. Such retro-
active application of the proposal is inequitable, unwarranted and, in our v,"w, to-
tally unprecedented. The proposed effective date is especially improper in light of
the conscious decision made in 1989 to make section 163(j) generally prospective.
TEI therefore opposes broadening the earnings stripping provision.

CONCLUSION

Tax Executives Institute appreciates this opportunity to present our views on the
international provisions of President Clinton's Proposals for Public Investment and
Deficit Reduction. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at
(408) 765-1202 or Timothy J. McCormally of the Institute's professional staff at
(202) 638-5601.

S 6 H.R. Rep. No. 101-38, 101st Cong., l8t Sees. 566 (1989).
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STATEMENT OF UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC.

Good Morning. My name is Richard A. Goldstein. I am President and Chief Exec-
utive Officer of Unilever United States, the U.S. subsidiary of Unilever, an Anglo-
Dutch multinational. Unilever's shares are traded on the New York stock exchange,
ani Unilever United States is headquartered in New York City.

Unilever has been doing business in the United States since 1895. Our major op-
eratin companies in the United States include Lever Brothers, Thomas J. Lipton,
Chesebrough-Pond's, Van den Bergh Foods, Elizabeth Arden, Calvin Klein cosmet-
ics, and National Starch and Chemical Company. We employ approximately 24,500
people in more than 115 plants and facilities in 27 states-including New York and
many of the states represented by members of the Committee. We have $9 billion
invested in U.S. assets and in 1993, we expect to manufacture almost $10 billion
of products in the U.S., a significant portion of which will be exported. Some of our
brand names with which you may be familiar are: Good Humor ice cream; Lever
2000 and Dove soap- Wisk, Surf and Sunlight cleaning products; Lipton tea and
soups; Wish Bone safad dressings; Country Crock and Promise margarines; Close-
up and Aim toothpastes; Vaseline and Q-tip products; Elizabeth Arden cosmetics,
and Calvin Klein fragrances.

Unilever is committed to being a part of a growing U.S. economy and remaining
a responsible corporate citizen-which includes paying our fair share of federa
state and local taxes. I am testifying on behalf of Unilever, and also as Chairmanof the Organization for International Investment sometimes referred to as "OFII."
OFII members consist of more than fifty U.S. businesses whose parent companies
are headquartered in countries outside the U.S., including the United States most
important trading partners. OFIT members include some of the largest foreign inves-
tors in the United States, eml )ying a significant portion of the almost 5 million
Americans who work for U.S. foreign-owned companies. A list of the OFII members
is attached.

My purpose in being here is to oppose legislation which will unfairly limit the
ability of my company and others like us to continue to compete in the U.S. where
we have already invested so heavily for so many years. I refer to the so-called "en-
hanced earnings stripping" provision in the President's tax proposals.

BACKGROUND

The new proposal would "enhance" the current law regarding earnings stripping
now contained in IRC section 163(j)). This statute was passed in 1989 over the
strong objection of the Treasury Department and our foreign trading partners, all
of whom object A because it discriminates against U.S. foreign-owned companies.
The existirng statute limits interest deductions to companies which have a debt to
equity ratio of more than 1.5 to 1 computed on a tax basis and whose net interest
payments to a related tax-exempt entity", e.g. any foreign related compak'y, exceed
0% of adjusted taxable income. The existing legislation is, in effect, a "thin capital-

ization" rule whicl-. limits interest deductions only for foreign-owned companies.
The current ststut_ applies only to debt issued after July 10, 1989, and leaves

the issue of wheti guarantees by a foreign parent will be considered loans to be re-
solved in regulations. Although proposed regulations have been issued under section
163(j), the treatment of guarantees has been specifically reserved. Thus, there is no
guidance to the application of the current earnings stripping rules to guarantees ex-
cept as provided in the legislative history.

The legislative history of section 163(j) contains a detailed discussion of problems
presented by loan guarantees and specifically states that "in view of the common
practice of having parents guarantee the debt of their subsidiaries in order to reduce
the cost of third-party borrowings, the conferees intend to clarify that the provision
is not to be interpreted generally to subject third party interest to disallowance
under the rule whenever such a guarantee is given in the ordinary course." See Con-
ference Report of Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1989, (H.R. Rep. No.
386, 101st Cong., 1st Sees., at 567(1989).

While specifically exen-,oting loan guarantees given "in the ordinary course" fromthe operation of the earnitigs stripping rules, the Conference Report also states that
there are circumstances in which loan guarantees should be covered by the rules
and clearly envisions that the Treasury Department would issue regulations setting
forth those circumstances. One very important admonition to the Treasury Depart-
ment is made with regard to the effective date of such regulations: "The conferees
expect that any such regulations would not apply to debt outstanding prior to the
notice of the rule if and to the extent that the regulations depart from positions the
Service and the Treasury might properly take under analogous principles of present
law that would recharacterize guaranteed debt as equity." Ibid emphasisr added.)
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DERIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL

The new proposal would "enhance" the current statute by changing it in two fun-
damental ways: (1) the original "grandfather" exemption for debt issued prior to
July 11, 1989 would be eliminated so that the restrictions on interest deductions in
section 163(j) would apply to Ball interest paid or accrued for tax years beginning
after December 31, 1993; and (2) all loans guaranteed by a related party would be
considered related party debt subject to the earnings stripping rules, similarly effec-
tive for interest paid or accrued in tax years beginning after December 31, 1993.

OBJECTIONS TO THE PROPOSAL

* Punishes nonabusive transactions
This new proposal will disallow interest deductions in totally nonabusive situa-

tions in which, for example, a U.S. subsidiary borrows from a U.S. bank and obtains
a guarantee from its foreign parent in order to lower its interest costs. Lenders, both
domestic and foreign, normally expect parent company assurances that the subsidi-
ary will pay its debts in order to grant the best interest rates. A lower interest rate
means a smaller tax deduction, hence higher taxable income. There is no rationale
for denying an interest deduction where the parent guarantee does no more than
assurc a better interest rate in the ordinary course of commercial lending.

The entire rationale for the earnings stripping rules rests upon the assumption
that some U.S. subsidiaries are inflating their interest costs to their foreign parent,
i.e. "stripping earnings" out of the U.S. by disguising dividend payments as interest
and pang this interest to a "tax-exempt" entity-the foreign parent. There is no
rationae or denying interest deductions in situations where the interest deductions
are actually lower than they would have been without the parent guarantee and the
interest payments are subject to tax in the U.S.

Violates our tar treaties ad exacerbates the discriminatory effect of the existing law
All U.S. tax treaties contain a general nondiscrimination article which states that

foreign investors will not be subjected to tax laws which aze "more burdensome than
the taxation and connected requirements to which other similar enterprises" are
subjected. Most treaties also follow the U.S. Model Income Tax Treaty provision that
interest paid by a foreign person is "deductible under the same conditions" that
would apply to citizens.

The current earnings stripping statute runs afoul of these articles because it dis-
allows interest deductions for U.S. foreign-owned companies where similarly situ-
ated U.S.-owned companies face no disallowance. The new proposal exacerbates the
discriminatory effect of current law since it will apply solely on the basis of foreign
ownership even where lenders are domestic and there is no tax base erosion from
inflated or non-taxed interest payments to foreign persons.
* Effective date is retroactive, totally unfair ad imposes an unprecedented burden on

existing debt
The original earnings stripping legislation was made to apply only to loans that

were made after the date of House Ways and Means Committee action, July 10,
1989. This enabled affected companies to try to arrange their affairs to comply with
the law to avoid imposition of its penalties. The new proposal eliminate, the original"grandfather" for existing debt and applies the new restrictions on guarantees to all
interest paid or accrued after December 31, 1993.

The current proposal violates one of the most fundamental principles of effective
tax policy by imposing a tax penalty on debt that is already committed under long
term contracts, including public offerings. It will be very costly for some of these
companies to try to buy back such debt at a premium in order to avoid a tax pen-
alty. There is nothing to warrant such harsh treatment of companies that acted in
good faith reliance upon the law in effect at the time they entered into these obliga-
tions.

Whatever decision is made with regard to the treatment of loan guarantees,
whether in new legislation or regulations, it should apply only to debt issued after
the effective date, and not to interest paid or accrued a&r the effective date. The
legislative history of the existing statute makes clear that this was the original in-
tent, but fundamental fairness also requires that any new rules be prospective in
application.
* Treats companies from treaty countries more harshly than those from nontreaty

countries
The original earnings stripping statute treats companies from treaty countries

more harshly than those from non-treaty countries, and this new proposal will make
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that discrimination worse. Under the current earnings stripping rules companies
with parents in non-treaty countries are not subject to the earnings stripping rules
because any interest which they pay to their foreign parent is subject to a 30 per-
cent withholding tax, and thus the interest is not paid to a "related tax-exempt en-
tity."

Under the new proposal, this anomaly becomes even more significant since when-
ever a U.S. subsidiary borrows from a U.S. third party with a guarantee from its
parent company, and the parent company is located in a non-treaty country (i.e.,
subject to the 30 percent withholding tax on direct interest payments), the new leg-
islation will not be applicable and neither will the 30 percent withholding tax.
* Invites retaliation or mirror legislation

As in all legislation which discriminates against U.S. foreign-owned companies,
there is always the risk of retaliation or, at a minimum, mirror legislation applica-
ble to the subsidiaries of U.S. companies operating abroad. Since the U.S. is still
a net exporter of investment capital, it is important that the U.S. government not
enact legislation which could provide justification for treaty partners similarly to ig-
nore their treaty obligations and to discriminate against U.S. companies operating
in foreign ju-isdictions. The discrimination of the existing legislation is expanded in
the new proposal, thus making retaliation or mirror legislation more likely.

Discourages foreign investment in the U.S. just when we should be encouraging
it

The rapid growth in foreign investment in the U.S. during the 1980s has come
to a dramatic halt in the 1990s. In 1992 there was actually a net disinvestment of
$3.9 billion in the U.S. by foreign companies. This new proposal which discriminates
against foreign investment will certainly not help reverse this trend and, thus, is
especially ill-conceived under the circumstances. The U.S. should be sending pre-
cisely the opposite message to those seeking to invest capital and create jobs in the
U.S.
e Will not raise signifwant revenue because int., st deductions will increase

The relatively small projected revenue increo - of, on average, $33 million to $17b
million per year, depending upon whether one uses the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation or the Treaswy Department estimates, does not justify the substantial ad-
verse tax and trade policy ramifications of this proposal. To the extent that U.S. for-
eign-owned companies respond to the new legislation by borrowing without a parent
guarantee at a higher interest cost, their U.S. interest deductions will increase and
thereby lower their U.S. tax liabilities. In addition, the removal of foreign parent
guarantees will have the collateral effect of weakening loan portfolios of U.S. banks
and other investors holding debt of these companies.

In conclusion, let me point out that U.S. foreign-owned companies doing business
in America, such as Unilever United States, neither receive nor seek special tax
treatment. We simply ask for the same treatment as other U.S. companies. The new
earning stripping proposal expands the discrimination of the existing statute, and
does it retroactively. We urge you to delete this proposal from the final version of
any tax bill which you consider.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

STATEMENT OF HON. DR. RuDi V. WEBSTER, AMBASSADOR OF BARBADOS TO THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Barbados is deeply concerned about the proposal of the Clinton Administration
and Senator Pryor to reduce or repeal section 936 tax provisions.

If enacted, this le gslation will have a negative and detrimental impact on the
CBI/936 program and on the economic stability and growth of Caribbean countries.
Barbados believes that 936 funds are an important catalyst and resource for invest-
ment and economic development in the region.

Barbados believes that a change or loss of 936 funding could impact adversely on
the economic and social gains of the past five years. A reversal of this trend would
result in an unstable economic and political climate which could threaten democracy
and human rights in the region. Such an environment could make countries more
vulnerable to drug trafficking, money laundering, illegal immigration and organized
crime.

In addition to these adverse effects on the Caribbean this proposal could result
in a weakening of tax cooperation just when the U.S. Government needs to improve
its infrastructure for international tax compliance and raising revenue.
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I. THE 936 CARIBBEAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM-BENEFITS TO PUERTO RICO AND THE
CARIBBEAN

Tho 936 Caribbean Development Program has produced significant achievements.
As of December 31, 1992, 117 projects had been promoted in 13 Caribbean coun-
tries, creating more than 29,000 direct jobs and an investment of more than $1 bil-
lion.

By mid-March 1993, $684.6 million worth of investments were funded by the
same source in nine countries covering 46 projects and creating 13,000 jobs. By year
end 1993, total disburiement could reach $1.5 billion.

Many of the infrastructure projects financed by 936 funds will provide for ex-
panded communications, transportation, and other trade and investment linkages
between the United States and the Caribbean. Already these linkages have resulted
in a trade balance between Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, in excess of $1.7 billion.
Trade between Puerto Rico and the Caribbean increased by 58% during the last five
years.

The qualified possession source investment income (QPSII) and the 100% credit
on interest earning have been a powerful incentive to deposit funds in Puerto Rico
and to invest in Caribbean Basin Countries. A withdrawal of this treatment will re-
sult in a significant reduction in manufacturing activity in Puerto Rico.

A decrease in U.S. foreign assistance to the region during the last five years was
partially compensated by the 936 technical assistance and collaboration program.
Changes to the 936 legislation would therefore seriously affect the future of tech-
nical assistance in CBI countries.

III. THE 936 CARIBBEAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM-BENEFITS TO THE U.S. ECONOMY

The Sixth Annual Report on the Impact of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recov-
ery Act on U.S. Industries and Consumers, shows that in 1990, for the fifth consecu-
tive year, the U.S. had a trade surplus with Caribbean Basin countries of $2.1 bil-
lion. The Caribbean Basin was the 11th largest export market for the U.S. and grew
5.6% in 1990 compared with 1989.

The U.S. Department of Commerce estimates that each $1 billion in U.S. exports
creates 20,000 U.S. jobs. Hence, the $9.7 billion in U.S. exports to the region in 1990
supported almost 2001WX1 U.S. jobs. In addition, it is estimated that for every dollar
earned in the Caritbean Basin, 60 cents is used toward buying U.S. products. On
average, over 45% of all CBI imports are sourced from the U.S., which is the highest
in the Latin American region.

IV. ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REDUCTION OF SEC. 936 TO THE U.S.

Reduced financing and development in the Caribbean Basin will cause adverse
economic impact in the U.S., including a reduction in exports and a loss of jobs. The
following are some of the areas that will be negatively affLcted:
A. Decreased Tax Cooperation

Ironically, although the proposed changes to Sec. 936 will raise revenue, signifi-
cant long-term injury may result in the ability of the U.S. to raise revenue because
the loss of Sec. 936 benefits is likely to result in some governments canceling
TIEAs, and in their reluctance to conclude tax and other related enforcement trea-
ties with the U.S.

The new Administration has pledged to raise revenue in part from tougher inter-
national tax compliance. Yet the Sec. 936 proposal risks jeopardizing the ability of
the U.S. Government to raise revenue in the Caribbean region which many .S.
persons utilize for tax and business planning purposes. Indeed, the TIEA program
was designed to combat evasion and avoidance of U.S. tax by U.S. taxpayers.

In February 1986, testimony indicated that the lack of success of the TIEA pro-
gram was due to insufficient incentive, and at that time only 5 of the 29 eligible
CBS countries had signed TIEAs. However, when the TIEA program was linked to
936 financing benefits, the number rose to 12. The removal of these benefits will
make the cumulative incentives for signing future TIEA agreements less attractive.
B. Diminished Ability to Conclude Treaties

The reduction of 936 benefits may be regarded as a violation of U.S. tax treaty
obligations. In 1981, the U.S. Government terminated all the U.K. tax treaties that
had been extended with the Caribbean. Barbados and the U.S. then concluded a
treaty in 1984 along with a TIEA. After a lengthy ratification process in which both
Treasury and the Joint Committee on Taxation made written studies of the 1984
income tax treaty between the U.S. and Barbados, the U.S. Congress within one
year of the signing enacted legislation overriding the exemption of federal excise
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tax. In December 1992, a protocol to the existing treaty was signed, partly to com-
pensate for the override. In the last session of Congress, Sec. 302 of HR 5270, the
Foreign Income Tax Rationalization and Simplification Act of 1992, proposed to
ovemde the protocol.

C. Erosion of Criminal and Enforcement Cooperation
Criminal and enforcement cooperation between the U.S. and the Caribbean is at

a critical juncture. The U.S. has concluded Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal
Matters Treaties with some countries, such as the Bahamas, the Cayrian Islands,
Jamaica, and Panama. The U.S. has begun to conclude modern extradition treaties
with Caribbean and Latin American countries. In addition, cooperation has included
investigation and prosecution of commodities futures, securities crimes, money laun-
dering, and a host of other matters.

The U.S. Government would like and indeed needs to expand its formal anti-
money laundering enforcement agreements and other forms of cooperation. Main-
taining the spirit of its existing treaty commitments will enable the U.S. to enhance
enforcement cooperation with Caribbean governments.

The significant reduction of 936 benefits and unraveling of the TIEA network
would strike a blow to regional enforcement cooperation at a time when the region
should be strengthening cooperation against organized crime, narcotics trafficking,
money laundering, and other criminal conduct.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SAMUEL Y. SESSIONS

Chairman Moynihan and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opporL'.unity to present testimony
today concerning the President's proposals on the possessions tax
credit, earnings stripping, and the revenue provisions affecting
international businesses. These proposals are designed to ensure
that all businesses bear their fair share of the tax burden and to
eliminate tax incentives that favor operation abroad rather than
operation in the United States.

TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES IN COMPUTING FOREIGN TAX CREDIT
AND ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH EXPENSE

Current Law

U.S. persons are taxable on their worldwide income, including
income from foreign sources. To avoid double taxation, a foreign
tax credit is allowed for income taxes paid to a foreign Vxuntry.
The foreign tax credit is limited, however, to the taxpayer's U.S.
tax liability with respect to net foreign source income. A
taxpayer will have "excess foreign tax credits" if foreign taxes
paid on foreign source income exceed its U.S. tax on that income.
A taxpayer will have "excess limitation" and will owe "residual
U.S. tax" if foreign taxes paid on foreign source income are less
than its U.S. tax on that income.

The foreign tax credit limitation is calculated separately for
certain categories of foreign source income. The separate
categories include various types of income that are typically
subject to either low or high rates of foreign tax or that are

easily located in a low-tax jurisdiction. Most active business

income is subject to a residual or "general" foreign tax credit
limitation. The separate categories prevent "cross-crediting" of

foreign taxes paid at rates higher than the U.S. rate on items of

income in one category against residual U.S. tax payable on items
of income in another category that are taxed at low foreign rates.
"cross-crediting" is generally permissible, however, with respect
to items of high-taxed and low-taxed income in vhe same category.
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Foreign source royalties derived by licensing intangible
property for use overseas are generally included within the
existing separate category for passive income. There are, however,
two significant exceptions under which foreign source royalties may
be included in the general limitation category. First, royalties
derived in the active conduct of a trade or business and received
from an unrelated person are treated as general limitation income.
Second, any royalty received or accrued from a controlled foreign
corporation (CFC) in which the taxpayer is a U.S. shareholder is
treated as income in the general limitation category or in a
separate category to the extent that it is properly allocable to
income of the payor corporation in such category. Under this
"lookthrough" rule, for example, royalties paid to a U.S. parent
corporation by a CFC that earns only general limitation income may
be treated by the U.S. parent as general limitation income.

To compute the foreign tax credit limitation for each
category, it is necessary to determine the taxable amount of
fo'ejqn source income in that category. Expenses incurred by the
taxp ier must therefore be allocated to U.S. source income or a
cateq ry of foreign source income. Allocation of an expense to
fozlign source income reduces the foreign tax credit limitation for
the relevant category, while allocation of an expense to U.S.
soiirce income does not affect the foreign tax credit limitation.
For zhis reason, U.S. taxpayers generally prefer to have expenses
allocated to U.S. source income.

Treasury Regulations issued in 1977 provide detailed rules for
tne allocation of deductible research and experimental expenditures
(" search expenses"). Under this regulation, research expenses
aie generally allocated on a product category basis, and a taxpayer
iy clhoose either a sales method or a gross income method. Under

iles method, 30 percent of the research expense is generally
allocated directly to U.S. source income, and the remainder is
.Apportioned among U.S. and foreign source income based on the
ta pnyer's relative proportions of U.S. and foreign sales receipts
in the relevant product category. Under the gross income method,
all re! ,arch expense is apportioned between U.S. and foreign source
in(:ome based on the taxpayer's relative proportions of U.S. and
foreign gross income in the product category. No exclusive
,pp-tionment to U.S. source income is permitted.

Since 1981, the 1977 Treasury Regulation has been subject to
a series of temporary statutory modifications. The most recent
temporary rule, which expired midway through the first taxable year
beginning after August 1, 1991, permitted taxpayers to allocate 64
percent of the expense of U.S. research directly to U.S. source

income. Similarly, 64 percent of the expense of foreign research
was allocated directly to foreign source income. The remaining
research expense was apportioned, at the election of the taxpayer,
on the basis of either sales receipts or gross income.

In June, 1992, the IRS announced that the Treasury Department
and the IRS had undertaken a review of the 1977 Treasury Regulation
and that, pending this review, taxpayers are not required to apply
the regulation during an 18-month transition period. Instead,
research expenses incurred during this transition period may be
allocated and apportioned in accordance with a transition method
based on the statutory "64 percent" rule described above.

Reasons for Change

Foreign source royalties generated by licensing intangible
property for use abroad are generally deductible against foreign
income and thus subject to no net basis foreign tax. In addition,
royalties are generally subject to low rates of foreign withholding
tax, or exempt from withholding tax altogether, under an income tax
treaty. In the absence of "cross-crediting" opportunities, foreign
source royalties would generally be subject to residual U.S. tax.
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Foreign source royalties that are included in the general
limitation category, however, can be sheltered from residual U.S.
tax through "cross-crediting" of excess foreign taxes paid on other
business income in the general category.

This opportunity for "cross-crediting" can create a tax
preference for income derived through licensing intangible property
for use overseas -- as compared to income derived from the use or
license of intangible property in the United States. This tx
preference may constitute an incentive for the use of intangible
property in foreign rather than domestic manufacturing activities.

In addition, opportunities for elimination of residual U.S.
tax on foreign royalties may result in an unacceptable erosion of
the U.S. tax base. For example, a taxpayer may develop intangible
property through research activities undertaken in the United
States. When resrarch expense deductions (and credits) are claimed
on a current basis, as permitted under existing law, these expenses
cannot be apportioned to income later generated by that intangible.
Under existing law, moreover, these expenses are often allocated
substantially to U.S. source income earned in the year of
deduction. As a result, foreign source royalty income generated by
intangible property often is not reduced by an appropriate amount
of related expense. These rules, in combination with the foreign
tax credit rules, increase the potential for erosion of the U.S.
tax base. Foreign source royalty income is sheltered from U.S. tax
through "cross-crediting," while related expense deductions (and
credits) reduce tax on other, often U.S. source, income.

Finally, the "lookthrough" rule that attributes royalties
received from CFCs to the various limitation categories based on
the underlying income of the CFC does not have its intended result
when "cross-credit ng" opportunities exist. This rule was intended
to encourage th( repatriation of foreign earnings through
deductible (for foreign tax purposes) royalty payments, thereby
reducing foreign tax liability and increasing the residual U.S. tax
collected. When taxpayers may eliminate the resulting U.S. tax
through "cross-crediting," however, the fisc realizes no benefit
from the reduction in foreign tax liability.

The numerous statutory modifications to the rules qverning
allocation of research expense have resulted in uncertainty 'nd
complexity and have impeded the efforts of U.S. taxpayers to pla:,
research and development activities. The Administration believes
that permanent allocation and apportionment rules will facilitate
planning and promote compliance. In addition, the Administration
hopes to encourage the conduct of research activities in the United
States by ensuring that the expenses associated with such
activities do not reduce the foreign tax credit limitation.

The Admimistration's Proposal

The Administration's proposal would treat all foreign source
royalties attributable to the licensing of intangible property as
income within the existing separate foreign tax credit limitation
category for passive income. To prevent avoidance of this rule,
the proposal would provide the same treatment for any payment made
in consideration of a sale or other disposition of intangible
property, to the extent such payment is contingent on the
productivity, use, or disposition of the property. The existing
separate category for passive income prevents "cross-crediting" of
excess foreign taxes paid on business income against residual U.S.
tax on passive income (which is typically low-taxed). Inclusion of
all foreign source royalties within this category will similarly
prevent taxpayers from sheltering foreign royalty income from
residual U.S. tax through "cross-crediting."
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The proposal would permit taxpayers to group all royalties
together for purposes of applying the so-called "high-tax kickout"
from the passive category. Under the high-tax kickout, income that
would otherwise be included in the passive category may be treated
as general limitation income if it is subject to an effective
foreign tax rate equal to the maximum U.S. rate. The grouping rule
will permit taxpayers to "cross-credit" excess foreign taxes paid
on royalties earned in a high-tax country against residual U.S. tax
on other royalties earned in low-tax countries.

The proposal will also provide a favorable rule for the
allocation of research expense. Under the proposal, 100 percent of
the taxpayer's expense attributable to research activities
conducted in the United States may be allocated to U.S. source
income. This rule will encourage the conduct of research and
development in the United States by ensuring that the expenses of
U.S. research do not reduce the foreign tax credit limitation. The
expense of foreign research activities will be apportioned among
U.S. and foreign source income on the basis of the taxpayer's
relative proportions of U.S. and foreign gross sales receipts. We
believe that this apportionment rule best reflects the relationship
of foreign research expense to U.S. and foreign source income.

Effective Date

The proposal would apply to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1993.

FOGEI/FORI and SHIPPING WORKING CAPITAL

Current lay

For most industries, foreign source income earned on temporary
investments of working capital is categorized as passive income for
foreign tax credit limitation purposes. Segregating this income,
which is typically subject to low foreign tax, in the passive
basket reduces taxpayers' ability to "cross-credit" higher foreign
taxes paid on other foreign source income. If taxpayers were
allowed to mix high- and low-taxed foreign income, they would have
an incentive to invest working capital abroad where it would be
subject to little or no foreign tax.

Under a vestige of prior law, the oil and gas and shipping
industries enjoy an exception to this treatment of working capital,
which enables them to cross-credit. As a result, they have an
incentive to invest working capital abroad to generate low-taxed,
foreign source income to absorb higher foreign taxes paid on other
foreign income.

In addition to the general foreign tax credit limitation, a
special limitation, which pre-dates the baskets established by the
1986 Act, prevents the cross-crediting of particularly high foreign
taxes on foreign oil and gas extraction income ("FOGEI"). A
similar provision applies to foreign oil related income ("FORI").
Under current law, income from the temporary investment of working
capital related to oil and gas activities is treated as FOGEI or
FORI even thoughit is not itself subject to the same high foreign
rates. Allowing lower taxed income on foreign investments of
working capital to be averaged with the higher taxed extraction
income reduces the effectiveness of the FOGEI and FORI limitations.

Reasons for Change

No industry besides oil and gas and shipping currently enjoys
special treatment of working capital. This preferential treatment
is difficult to Support. As long as the typically low foreign
taxes associated with passive income from working capital are
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permitted to be averaged with higher foreign taxes associated with
active foreign income, taxpayers will have an incentive to locate
their passive investments abroad rather than in the U.S. This
incentive under current law is even more pronounced in the context
of oil and gas because of the opportunity to inflate the special
credit limitation with foreign working capital income.

The Administration's Proposal and its Effects

The Administration's proposal would eliminate the preferential
treatment currently accorded the oil and gas and shipping
industries by categorizing as passive all dividend and interest
income that would be in the passive basket if earned by any other
industry. These rules would apply for general foreign tax credit
purposes and for purposes of the special FOGEI/FORI limitation of
Code Section 907. Thus, residual U.S. tax payable on foreign
dividends and interest, whether or not the income is attributable
to temporary investments of working capital, would not be offset by
higher foreign taxes paid on other types of foreign source income.
Elimination of opportunities for "cross-crediting" should reduce
the incentive that taxpayers in the oil and gas and shipping
industries now have to maximize the amount of earnings
characterized as "working capital" and invested abroad. The
proposal would apply to income earned in taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1992.

REQUIRE CURRENT TAXATION OF CERTAIN EARNINGS OF
CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Current Lay

The United States generally taxes U.S. persons currently on
their worldwide income. However, U.S. shareholders of a foreign
corporation generally are not taxed currently by the United States
on foreign income earned by the corporation. Rather, U.S. tax on
such income generally is deferred until the income is repatriated.

The Code provides several exceptions to this general tax
deferral regime for foreign income earned by U.S. shareholders
through a foreign corporation, including the subpart F rules
applicable to controlled foreign corporations and the passive
foreign investment company rules.

Under the subpart F rules, a U.S. person owning 10 percent or
more (a "10 percent U.S. shareholder") of a "controlled foreign
corporation" ("CFC") is required to include in income currently its
pro rata share of the "subpart F income" of the CFC. A CFC
generally is defined as a foreign corporation more than 50 percent
owned by 10 percent U.S. shareholders. Subpart F income generally
includes passive income, as well as certain types of active income
considered to be particularly mobile. However, it does not include
most types of active business income.

The passive foreign investment company ("PFIC") rules are

designed to eliminate the benefit of deferral of U.S. tax on a U.S.
shareholder's pro rata share of the PFIC's total undictribu:ted
earnings. These provisions app7.y regardless of the U.S.
shareholder's percentage ownership. A corporation (whether or not
a CFC) is a PFIC if (1) 75 percent or more of its gross income for
the taxable year is passive income, or (2) 50 percent or more of
its assets produce, or are held for the production cf, passive
income. For this purpose, passive income generally does not
include active banking or insurance income.

A U.S. shareholder of a PFIC may elect to include currently in
income its pro rata share of the PFIC's total earnings. If this
election is not made in a timely manner, the U.S. shareholder is
subject to an interest charge when it receives certain
distributions of PFIC earnings or disposes of PFIC stock.
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Reasons for Cbanae

Under current law, U.S. shareholders of CFCs may defer U.S.
tax on the CFC's earnings that are not subpart F income, until the
earnings are repatriated or a PFIC inclusion is triggered. Many
CFCs are able to defer tax indefinitely on accumulated income by
managing their passive income and assets so as to avoid exceeding
the PFIC thresholds.

The Administration believes that the broad deferral provisions
of present law create a significant tax incentive to hold earnings
in passive investments offshore, instead of repatriating or
reinvesting them in an active business. This incentive is
difficult to justify on competitiveness or other policy grounds.

The Administratiouls Promosal

The proposal would curtail deferral for certain earnings
invested in passive assets abroad. It would require 10 percent
U.S. shareholders of certain CFCs to include in income currently
their respective pro rata shares of a specified portion of the
CFC's current and accumulated earnings.

The proposal would apply to any CFC (including a CFC that is
a PFIC) holding passive assets representing more than 25 percent of
the value of its total assets.

The portion of current and accumulated earnings subject to
inclusion would be the lesser of (1) total current and accumulated
earnings and profits, or (2) the amount by which the value of the
CFC's passive assets exceeds 25 percent of the value of its total
assets. Earnings subject to inclusion would be adjusted to account
for amounts previously taxed.

For purposes of this proposal, passive assets generally would
be defined as under the rules that now apply in determining whether
a foreign corporation is a PFIC.

The proposal generally would be effective for taxable years of
CFCs beginning after September 30, 1993 and for taxable years of
their U.S. shareholders ending with or within such taxable years.
Under a phase-in rule, however, the amount subject to current
inclusion in a taxable year would be limited to the U.S.
shareholders' respective pro rata shares of the applicable
percentage of the total earnings of the CFC subject to inclusion
for the ye&r under the proposal. The applicable percentage would
be 20 percent for the taxable year beginning during the 12 months
immediately following September 30, 199J, 25 percent for the
taxable year beginning during the 12 months immediately following
September 30, 1994, 35 percent for the taxable year beginning
during the 12 months immediately following September 30, 1995, 50
percent for the taxable year beginning during the 12 months
immediately following September 30, 1996, and 100 percent for
taxable years beginning after September 30, 1997.

IMPROVED ENFORCEMENT OF SECTION 482

Curren& Law

Section 6662(a) imposes a penalty in the amount of 20 percent
of any underpayment of tax attributable to certain section 482
allocations that constitute substantial valuation understatements.
For this purpose, a substantial valuation understatement arises if
(1) the transfer price for any property or services (or for the use
of property) claimed on a return is 200 percent or more (or 50
percent or less) of the amount determined under section 482 to be
the arm's length price, or (2) the net section 482 adjustment
exceeds $10 million. The penalty is increased to 40 percent in the
case of a gross valuation misstatement, which arises if (1) the

* N*
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transfer price for any property or services (or for the use of
property) claimed on a return is 400 percent or more (or 25 percent
or less) of the amount determined under section 482 to be the arm's
length price, or (2) the net section 482 adjustment exceeds $20
million.

Section 482 adjustments are excluded in determining the $10
million or $20 million net section 482 adjustment thresholds if the
taxpayer acted in good faith and had reasonable cause for
establishing the particular transfer price. The statute does not
elaborate on what constitutes "good faith" or "reasonable cause."

Reasons for Chance

Largely because there is no statutory or regulatory
elaboration of the reasonable cause and good faith exception, the
IRS has not attempted to apply the substantial or gross valuatioli
misstatement penalties to section 482 adjustments. A statutory

definition of the exception would provide the Service with guidance
necessary to enforce the penalties more effectively. More
effective penalties in turn would enhance compliance with the arm's
length standard.

Many multinationals currently appear to ignore the arm's
length standard when determining their transfer prices. Moreover,
taxpayers under audit typically feel no obligation to provide the
examiner with data demonstrating that their prices satisfied the
arm's length standard. As a result, the examiner most often bears
the burden of demonstrating that a particular intercompany price
was not established on an arm's length basis. The examiner thus
normally must obtain comparable uncontrolled transactions data and
apply a transfer pricing methodology to the data. Requiring
taxpayers to prove use of a reasonable transfer pricing methodology
would further enhance 482 compliance by reducing the burden on
examiners and encouraging the taxpayer to develop supporting data
prior to an audit.

Finally, the current threshold of $10 million for imposition
of the 20 percent penalty may not create an adequate inducement for
all taxpayers to comply with the arm's length standard. For many
taxpayers, a $10 million section 482 adjustment would be extremely
large in relation to the volume of intercompany transactions.
Lowering the $10 million threshold and adding an additional
threshold based on a percentage of a taxpayer's gross receipts
would broaden the incentives for all taxpayers to comply with
section 482 ind to provide documentation of their attempted
compliance to examiners.

Administration's ProRosal

Section 6662(e) would be amended to provide that a net section
482 transfer pricing adjustment would not result in a substantial
or gross valuation misstatement penalty if the taxpayer provided
documentation demonstrating the application of one or more
reasonable transfer pricing methodologies to the taxpayer's
controlled transactions. Although it need not have been prepared
at the time that the relevant intercompany transactions were
completed, the documentation must have been prepared before the
taxpayer's tax return for the taxable year was filed.

A reasonable transfer pricing methodology is defined as any
method provided under the section 482 regulations (other than so-
called "other" methods) for determining an arm's length result with
respect to the type of transaction under review (e.g., transfer of
tangible property) if the method is applied in a reasonable manner.
The application of a method will not be reasonable unless the
taxpayer observes and documents any procedural or other
requirements imposed by the regulations with respect to the
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particular method. For example, if adjustments required under a
particular method are not made, the taxpayer's application of the
method would not be reasonable.

Methods other than those specifically prescribed in the
section 482 regulations may be reasonable if the taxpayer can
establish that, at the time of the controlled transactions, the
specifically prescribed methods would not have been likely to lead
to an arm's length result but the method actually applied would
have been. If, prior to filing its tax return, the taxpayer
becomes aware that, more likely than not, the chosen method did not
lead to an arm's length result, then application of that method is
no longer reasonable.

In some cases it only will be possible to apply a transfer
pricing methodology based on data from a preceding taxable year or
years. Sole reliance on such data is acceptable (solely for
purposes of section 6662(e)) unless more current reliable data
becomes available prior to filing the tax return for the relevant
year.

The thresholds for imposition of the substantial or gross
valuation misstatement penalties would be modified. A net section
482 transfer pricing adjustment would potentially be subject to the
20 percent penalty if it exceeded the lesser of $5 million (as
compared to the current $10 million) or 10 percent of the
taxpayer's gross receipts. The 40 percent penalty would
potentially be triggered if the net section 482 transfer pricing
adjustment exceeded the lesser of $20 million or 20 percent of the
taxpayer's gross receipts. The Administration's legislative
proposal would be effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1993.

The Administration further proposes to initiate an enforcement
initiative targeted at transfer pricing abuses. This initiative
entails the addition of 235 full-time employees for the 1994 fiscal
year at a cost of $30.6 million. It includes additional
international examiners, improved coordination of transfer pricing
issues within the IRS, improved training of examiners, and a
greater emphasis on avoidance of lengthy and expensive litigation
through Advanced Pricing Agreements. It is expected that, in
conjunction with the legislative proposal, this initiative will
result in a substantial improvement in compliance.

DENIAL OF PORTFOLIO INTEREST EXEMPTION FOR CONTINGENT INTEREST

Current La

Under current law, a 30 percent tax generally is imposed on
the gross amount of U.S. source interest, dividends, rents or other
investment income paid to a nonresident alien or foreign
cot..ration. The 30 percent tax, however, does not apply to
"portfolio interest." Subject to certain exceptions (eg..,
interest paid to a related person), the term portfolio interest
includes any interest, provided that certain procedural
requirements are satisfied.

Whether a financial instrument is treated as debt for federal
income tax purposes, and therefore the income on the instrument
qualifies for the portfolio interest exemption, depends on the
facts of the particular case. Under existing case lav, however, an
instrument may qualify as debt even if the instrument provides the
holder with significant equity participation rights.

For example, a domestic corporation that owns commercial real
estate might issue a debt instrument to a foreign investor that
pays a fixed amount of annual interest plus additional annual
amounts equal to a percentage of the rental income derived by the
corporation. Altarnatively, the instrument might pay a contingent
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amount at maturity equal to a percentage of any increa-se in the
fair market value of the real property owned by the corporation
over the term of the loan. Under current law, the contingent
interest paid on such instruments would qualify for the portfolio
interest exemption even though the income represents a significant
equity participation in the underlying venture.

Reasons for Chana.

A significant erosion of the U.S. tax base results from
applying the portfolio interest exemption to interest that
represents a participation in the profits or other gain derived
from a venture. If the foreign investor held a direct ownership
interest in the venture, the income or gain realized by the
investor typically would be subject to U.S. tax (eig., as
dividends, rent or gain taxable under the Foreign Investment in
Real Property Tax Act (VIRPTA)). Indeed, in some cases (e.g., with
respect to dividends), the debtor would not be able to claim a
deduction for the amount paid.

Administration's Proposal

The portfolio interest exemption would be made inapplicable to
certain types of contingent interest. In particular, subject to
certain exceptions, the term "portfolio interest" would not include
any amount of interest that is determined by reference to:

(i) any gross or net income or cash flow of the debtor or a
related person,

(ii) any change in the value o property owned by the debtor
or a related person, or

(iii) any dividends, partnership distributions or similar
payments made by the debtor or a related person.

Interest generally would be subject to the provision only if
the rate of interest is contingent. Thus, the provision would not
apply if a debt instrument pays a fixed rate of interest but the
timing (although not the amount) of repayment of principal is
su.Ject to contingencies.

The provision would be subject to certain express "safe
harbors." Under these, the provision would not apply where --

(i) the amount of interest is determined by reference to the
value of actively traded property, such as commodities or
publicly traded stock -- other than an interest in real
property subject to FIRPTA;

(ii) the amount of interest correlates with the income, cash
flow, or value of property of the debtor or a related person
merely because the debtor or related person enters into a
hedging transaction to reduce the risk of interest rate or
currency fluctuations with respect to such interest;

(iii) the interest is paid with respect to a regular interest
in a REMIC, or another debt instrument described in section
1272(a) (6) (C) of the Code, and all or substantially all of the
amount of such interest is determined by reference to any
other amount of interest that is not contingent within the
meaning of this provision (or by reference to the principal
amount of indebtedness on which such other interest is paid);
or

(iv) the interest is contingent solely by reason of the fact
that it is paid with respect to nonrecourse or limited
recourse indebtedness.
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Denying the portfolio interest exemption in the circumstances
covered by the proposal prevents the tax-favored treatment of debt
paid to foreign persons from being utilized to transform taxable
rents, dividends and other income into tax-exempt interest.

The provision would not override existing U.S. income tax
treaties that reduce or eliminate the 30 percent withholding tax on
interest paid to foreign persons.

AUTHORIZATION OF REGULATIONS CONCERNING CONDUIT ARRANGEMENTS

Curr~ut La

Some taxpayers engage in various types of conduit arrangements
for the purpose of achieving unwarranted tax benefits. For
example, a transaction that, in substance, represents a direct loan
between two parties might be formally structured as back-to-back
loans involving a third party.

There is little guidance under current law concerning the
circumstances under which a three-party financing arrangement will
be recharacterized as a two-party transaction for federal income
tax purposes on the grounds that the intermediary party is a mere
conduit in the transaction. Few reported court cases address the
issue.

The IRS has issued public and private rulings on point.
However, taxpayers have questioned whether existing law provides
adequate authority for the results reached in the rulings.

Reasons for Change

The uncertainty in the law has created incentives for
taxpayers to enc~ge in conduit arrangements for tax avoidance
purposes.

Administration's Proposal

The Secretary would be authorized to issue regulations that
set forth rules for recharacterizing any multiple-party financing
arrangement as a transaction between any two (or more) of the
parties, where such a recharacterization is appropriate to prevent
avoidance of tax.

POSSESSIONS TAX CREDIT

9*urrent Law

Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that U.S.
corporations with active business operations in a U.S. possession
generally may claim a credit that completely offsets the U.S. tax
liability on the earnings from such operations. In addition, the
earnings from these operations may be invested in certain financial
instruments and earn interest income free of U.S. tax. Dividends
paid by a section 936 corporation to a U.S. corporate shareholder
that owns all the stock of the section 936 corporation also are
effectively exempt from U.S. tax. (Such dividends do, however,
constitute adjusted current earnings for purposes of the
alternative minimum tax).

Reasons for Change

Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code was enacted to
promote jobs and investment in Puerto Rico and other possessions.
Section 936 has in fact contributed to the development of the
manufacturing and banking sectors in Puerto Rico. While the
provision therefore has achieved some significant successes (in
1989 section 936 companies employed 105,000 workers, representing
about 12 percent of the island's total employment), many have
suggested that the provision could be modified to achieve most or
all of these successes at a greatly reduced level of tax
expenditures.

I-V
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Many studies conducted over the past 15 years have indicated
that a disproportionate share of the tax benefits attributable to
section 936 is realized by intangible-intensive industries that
create relatively little economic growth or activity. For
instance, Treasury data indicates that while the average
pharmaceutical worker in Puerto Rico earned $30,400 in total
compensation in 1989, the tax expenditure for each such job was
$66,081, or 217 percent of wages. Companies accounting for only
12.6 percent of section 936 employment received 63.5 percent of
total section 936 benefits. Furthermore, at the end of 1989,
section 936 corporations held only $3.6 billion in net plant and
equipment in Puerto Rico. Data of this nature suggests that while
section 936 has promoted economic growth in Puerto Rico, the growth
is too small in relation to section 936 tax expenditures.

The reason for this disparity is that the section 936 credit
is tied to the maximum amount of income that a company can earn in
the possession, rather than the number of jobs and amount of
investment attributable to the company's operations in the
possession. As a result, the corporations that claim the largest
tax benefits under section 936 often are the corporations that
produce the most profitable products, rather than those
corporations making the largest contribution to economic growth in
Puerto Rico.

The Administration's Proposal

In general, the current rules under section 936 would be
unchanged. Two limitations would, however, be placed on the
benefits that otherwise could be claimed under section 936. First,
the credit for active business operations would be limited to 60
percent of wages paid (as defined under the Federal Unemployment
Tax Act (FUTA)). Wages would continue to be fully deductible. The
combination of the credit and the deduction comes close to a 100
percent wage credit. The proposal would be phased in over three
years. The amount of wages taken into account for each employee
would be limited to the amount of wages subject to federal social
security withholding. This base includes wages, vacation
allowances, and payments in kind and is currently $57,600. This
limit would be pro-rated (based upon the portion of the year that
the employee worked) in the case of part-time and part-year
workers.

Second, the tax exemption for income from qualified
investments of possession source earnings would be limited to the
income attributable to assets with a value equal to 80 percent of
the firm's average annual tangible business investment within the
possession. For this purpose, tangible business investment would
include inventory and property, plant and equipment.

Effects of Proposal

Linking the credit directly to jobs and capital investment
will create incentives for corporations to increase their
employment and capital investment in the possessions. In addition,
companies will be able to claim a credit with respect to income
attributable to intangible assets only to the extent that such
income is linked to Puerto Rican employees and capital investment.

The proposal is designed to minimize disruption to the Puerto
Rican economy by disproportionately affecting those companies
accounting for the smallest fraction of employment. Companies
employing a large number of workers relative to their existing
section 936 tax credits will be unaffected. For companies above
the 60 percent wage credit threshold, the proposal provides a
powerful incentive to increase employment. For every $100 of extra
wages, they would obtain a $60 tax credit plus a full tax deduction
for wages worth $36 (assuming the new corporate rate) -- close to
a 100 percent wage credit.
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The revisions to the Administration's proposal reflect an

effort to respond to the priorities identified by the Governor.
The revisions provide a specific tax benefit for passive
investments of section 936 companies. Moreover, by tying this
benefit to the level of investment in tangible assets, an indirect
capital investment incentive is created.

zNHANCEMENT or EARNINGS STRIPPING RULES

Under present law, a thinly capitalized corporation may not
claim a current deduction for excessive interest paid to a related
party if the interest income is exempt from U.S. tax. These
"earnings stripping" rules apply, for example, if a foreign parent
corporation capitalizes a U.S. subsidiary with excessive amounts of
debt and the interest payments on the debt are exempt from 50%
withholding tax under a U.S. income tax treaty. The rules also
apply if the related par~y is a domestic tax-exempt entity.

The earnings stripping rules apply to a corporation only if it
has a debt-equity ratio in excess of 1.5 to 1 and the corporation's
net interest expense exceeds 50% of its adjusted taxable income for
the year. The amount of interest that is disallowed equals the
lesser of the "excess interest expense" (i.e., the amount by which
net interest exceeds the 50% of adjusted taxable income limitation)
or the total "disqualified interest" (i=_, the total interest paid
to related parties that is exempt from U.S. tax). Amounts
disallowed may be carried over indefinitely and claimed in a later
year to the extent that the taxpayer has excess limitation in that
later year.

Pursuant to a "grandfather" provision in the enacting
legislation, interest paid or accrued on any fixed-term debt
instrument issued on or before July 10, 1989 (or issued pursuant to
a binding contract 3n effect on such date) is not treated as
disqualified interest for purposes of the earnings stripping rules.

Reasons for Change

The earnings stripping rules can be easily circumvented if the
rules are not applied to a loan from an unrelated party that is
guaranteed by a related party. Although the interest on guaranteed
debt is paid to an unrelated lender, the debt serves as a close
substitute for a direct related party loan becauAse of the
fungibility of money. For example, since one dollar is a perfect
substitute for another, the use of guaranteed debt. to finance a
foreign-controlled U.S. corporation frees up other capital for
other uses by the foreign parent. There is. t a close economic
equivalence between (i) a loan from a bank to the U.S. subsidiary
that is guaranteed by the foreign parent, and (ii) a loan from the
bank to the foreign parent, followed by ar. on-lending by the parent
to the U.S. subsidiary.

The Admniatration', Proposal

The earnings stripping rules would be amended to provided that
the term "disqualified interest" includes any interest paid with
respect to a loan from an unrelated lender that is subject to a
disqualified guarantee and on which no gross basis tax is imposed.
Subject to certain exceptions, a "disqualified guarantee" would
mean any guarantee by a related foreign person or a related
domestic tax-exempt entity. Except as provided in regulations, the
term "guarantee" would mean any arrangement under which a person
directly or indirectly assures, on an unconditional or contingent
basis, the payment of another's obligation.
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To the extent provided in regulations, the provision would not
apply to guaranteed debt if the interest on the indebtedness would
have been subject to net basis taxation had the interest been paid
to the guarantor. The provision also would not apply if the debtc.-
corporation owns a controlling (L.., 80 percent) interest in the
guarantor.

For purposes of the provision, interest would be considered
subject to "gross basis" taxation if tax is imposed on tne gross
amount of interest income. Interest subject to withholding tax
under section 871(a) or section 881(a) of the Code would satisfy
this condition. Interest paid to a U.S. lender that is subject to
net basis taxation under section 11 of the Code would not.

In addition, for taxable years commencing after December 31,
1993, the earnings stripping rules would appli to interest paid on
any indebtedness issued on or before July 10, 2989 (or issued after
such date pursuant to a binding written contract in effect on such
date).
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